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1 am presenting herewith the Twentyninth Report on the condition of the Scheduled Castes 
aid Scheduled Tribes under Article 338 of the Constitution for the year 1987-89. In the last 
rqjort, which was my first report, I had reviewed the situation( of the Scheduled Castes and 
Sihcduled Tribes in broad terms. In that report one ipajot .aspect, .which came to the fore was 
th t a dualistic system is getting established in our country. The modern organised sector com- 
pises the upper segment of this system while the 'traditional" unorganised sector comprises the 
lower segment. Consequently even amongst the Scheduled Cartes and Scheduled Tribes, two 
dfferent segments are getting established exactly in the same fashions The modern organised sector 
is the leading sector of our developing economy. Therefore all eyes are set on it and everyone 
is looking at it with fond hope. It was in this context that I had made extensive recommendations 
in the earlier report so to ensure that the members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
get an equal opportunity and honourable position in both the segments, particularly in the 
oganised modern sector. The real partnership in the grand procession of development cannot 
reiiain confined only to reservations in services but must extend to all segments of national life. 
Oily then the system can truely be considered to imbibe the spirit of the Constitution implicit in 
tie protective provisions and the right to equality.

2. The irony, however, is that such a dualistic system is by its very nature inequitous. There
fore if we see the above plea for equity and justice in the broader context of national economy, it 
wll mean a plea merely for sharing of non-justified benefits of an inequitous system. Secondly, 
e\en after the policy of equitable sharing is implemented with full responsibility and honesty, it 
wll benefit only a small segment amongst the weaker sections of our society. And here is an 
ertremely regrettable aspect of this scheme. If the system continues as it is, the burden of depri- 
vaior and exploitation will continue to increase and will, to a large extent, fall on the members 
of the same community, bulk of whom happen to be located in the lowest stratum of our system. 
In this way. a highly anomalous situation is being created. This partnership in injustice in the 
none of iustice acquires appearance of justice. But by the same token in such a melieu, not only
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ignoring broader issues of justice and equity but even opposing the same also tend to be justified. 
Therefore unless the question of equity and justice is considered from the perception of the people 
located at the lowest rung of our society, which accounts for bulk of the members of the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes excepting a small section who have joined the organised sector, the 
safeguards in the Constitution for these communities will remain, more or less, meaningless.

3. The life of the vast majority of our people is linked with three elements, viz., the right over 
resources, the right over means of production and the entitlement for labour. These aspects un
fortunately have either not been properly discussed or, in case there is some discussion, it is 
mostly superficial. The reason is that the moment such issues are seriously considered, the very 
foundation of the vested interests, which are flourishing in the name of modernity, progress and 
development, gets shaken. But these are the questions which are crucial for the welfare of the 
members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. And what is more, they are also crucial 
for the quality of national life, basic principles and human values. It is in this context that I had 
decided to undertake a special review of the national scene with regard to these three elements. 
The present report and the previous one taken together in a way make for a comprehensive frame. 
This frame can provide the basis for a life of honour and dignity for all members of the Scheduled 
Cas es and the Scheduled Tribes. Moreover the frame can also become the frame for establish
ment of a social order imbued truely with the ideals of equity and justice.

The Three-tiers in National Life

4. The situation in our country with regard to the establishment of an appropriate system 
and suitable melieu for enabling the common man to lead his life with honour and dignity is rather 
unhappy. The polarisation in our national economy is becoming increasingly sharper. On the 
one end we have the carefree setting of the modern organised sector. The moment a person steps 
in this sector, he is free from all worries about his ordinary living for all times. In that worry less 
life, the only worries are how to retain one’s position, how to get as large a share in the comforts 
and luxury-goods characteristic of that sector and how to somehow move along the high tide of 
so-called development. On the other extreme is located the unorganised traditional sector. The 
question before the ordinary people here is that of just two square meals. The only wish of those 
people, however, in this sector who command the resources and also those who understand the 
new world, is somehow to join the modern sector, or else to amass similar artifacts of comforts 
and luxury there itself. Therefore, the general scenario in this sector is that of strife, loot and raw 
struggle for existence.

5. In this melieu, the growing centralisation in our economy is adding fuel to fire. Whatever 
is left with the ordinary people is being snatched away on the strength of law or sheer use of force 
and money power. Whatever is being snatchcd away from this side is getting accumulated at the 
other end. In this way not only a dualist but a three-tier structure is getting consolidated com
prising, India, Bharat and ‘Hindustanva'. The bulk of the members of the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes are included in this lowest tier of Hindustanva.

6 I t  is clear that this process in our national life is not in keeping with the intention of our 
Constitution. I t  is also against the declared principles. B u t then how is it happening ? I  have 
tried to look into this question in some detail with a view to find a possible solution. There arc 
two basic aspects— one conccrns the texture of our legal structure and the other is related to  the 
m ndigm  of development. So far as the paradigm of development is concerned, we have accepted 
ihe path adopted by the western countries as the ideal. Moreover, in a hurry for development
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we have accepted the questionable premise of “development first” and given social equity a secon
dary position. In this approach an important fact of the global system was overlooked that the 
“dustbin” of a third world was a necessary concomitant of the process of development in the 
first and the second worlds. In the same continuation, the third world now requires a ‘dustbin’ 
of “fourth world”. Today in our country Hindustanva has become that very dustbin of develop
ment.

Dissonance between Law and Constitution

7. The present system is patently inequitous. But unfortunately our legal structure has also 
proved to be its compeer. The warp and weft of our legal system was broadly set during the 
British period. The basic premises of the system established by the British were those of their 
own society and its objective was to strengthen the foundations of their empire. The people 
were subject and the system was a symbol of the Raj. After independence we prepared and 
adopt a Constitution dedicated to the establishment of a socialistic society based on our own tradi
tions and basic human values. But the structure of the system, over which this crown of Constitu
tion was placed, was totally dissonant with its basic spirit. This dissonance not only continued 
in the coming years but the situation became still worse. Firstly, the nescent ruling elite came 
to relish the old system. Secondly, in the hurry for development the incongruities were first 
ignored and later on they were accepted even as necessary for the maintenance and advancement 
of the new system. There was yet another important reason for the continuance of the incongru
ous situation. The law and the rules are concrete and functional while values are abstract. The 
latter are generally a good subject of thought and discussion which by itself can be a matter of 
satisfaction. Consequently big mountains of violation of Constitution and human rights could 
remain hidden behind the small straws of the legal frame.

Right to Life

8. The most sacred and primary amongst all human rights is the right to life. The right to 
life does not only mean the right to bare animal-level subsistence; it really means right to live 
with human dignity. And two crucial elements for a life with dignity are personal liberty and 
adequate means of livelihood. The form of these elements in real situations can be quite diffe
rent depending on the specific economic and social situation. For example, in the modern sector 
they comprise what are known as the fundamental rights. But when it comes to the tribal people, 
who are located on the other end of the spectrum in the traditional sector, these formal principles 
in the present context have no meaning. In their situation a self-governing system based on their 
own tradition and within the understanding of the ordinary people is essential for enjoyment of 
these rights in the real sense.

9. The situation in relation to appropriate means of livelihood is very complex. Moreover 
numerous anomalies have plagued the system. So far as the adequate means of livelihood in the 
organised sector is concerned the formal form is dominant. Every member of this sector has a 
specified position and whatever the role of that person, irrespective of its utility or non-utility for 
life he not only can claim due entitlement just by virtue of the membership of the organised 
sector but can aslo openly claim entitlements which are not really justified. But in the case of 
unorganised sector no body is sure about what a member of that sector will finally set. And the 
situation of each member in the sector may be quite different. Nevertheless it can said that broadly 
command over resources, ownership of means of production and due entitlement for labour are 
three such elements which together determine the situation of an individual and also the com
munity with regard to the appropriate means of livelihood.
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10. Thus, there are five elements which are necessary for life with dignity, self-management 
at the community level, command over resources by the community, ownership of means of pro
duction by the worker, equitable entitlement of labour and personal liberty. These are the basic 
rights for the human society. These are also the soul of a democratic system. These values have 
been enshrined in our Constitution in unequivocal terms.

. . .  .A nd Its Denial

11. Even though the position about the right to life in the Constitution is crystal clear, yet so 
far as the right to life of the common man is concerned, it is not only being ignored in practice but 
is being blatently violated. The main reason for this situation is that during the British period 
the natural resources were accorded the status of property under the law rather than being recog
nised as the basis of life of the people. The irony is that even after the right of property was 
removed from the list of fundamental rights and in the face of clear enunciation by the Courts 
about the real intent of the right to life enshrined in the Constitution, the legal frame in that 
regard in practice remained unchanged in its original colonial form. That is why there is a 
direct clash at almost every step in the national life between the Constitutional and human right 
of right to life of the common people and the legal right of property of the more powerful groups. 
It can be said that in the inequitous distribution of resources during the British period the state 
and a group of selected people along with the state become the owners of all natural resources 
including land. But by the same token the common man, who was using those resources for 
making a living through the ages was deprived of his natural right to make a living from them. 
This process unfortunately has become still more stronger after independence.

12. In view of this denial of the basic right to life, a big question arises about the nature of 
responsibility of the state itself. After all in our Constitution the State has been given a special 
responsibility in relation to social justice. Then how is this all happening ? To answer this 
question we will have to review the different roles of the State in the complex modem situation 
and the priorities adopted by the State in that regard. The State can broadly be said to have 
three primary responsibilities, viz., law and order, protection and development. In the anxiety to 
maintain order and in the hurry for development as also in the dazzle of its glitter, the dark lanes 
of the State’s responsibility for protection of the poor, particularly the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes, have been often forgotten. Moreover there is no hesitation in supporting the 
vested interests entrenched in the old as well as the new structures under the cover of policies, 
principles and laws and even in striking against those whom the State is expected to protect. In 
some areas, it appears as if law, Constitution, human rights and state’s responsibility are all non
existent. This is the biggest irony of our national life which I have tried to present in this 
report.

13. This phenomenon is an integral part of the inhuman processes of deprivation and desti
tution which has been continuing for ages. But its scope became much wider and its intensity 
much higher during the British period. A careful review of the present situation clearly brings 
out five levels of deprivation, viz.,— (i) non-recognition of rights over resources and restrictions 
on their use, (ii) Alienation of worker from the means of production, (iii) denial of due entitle- 
ment of labour, (iv) bartering of personal liberty and finally (v) the psychological state of accept
ing deprivation and destitution as justified and proper and demise of self-respect and dignity. It 
is unfortunate that the processes of deprivation have not only continued at all these five levels 
throughout our national life, with the bare exception of the organised sector, but at many places 
it has become much more intense. It will be necessary to start our review with the last level.
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local Prestige and Dignity
14. The honour and dignity of a person is dependent on his work, his right over means of 

poduction and his right to manage the system. The condition of the members of the Scheduled 
fases and Scheduled Tribes on all these counts was deplorable from the very beginning. Hard 
wort fell in their share while command over resources was enjoyed by others. But after inde- 
pmence these people were rendered still more helpless and vulnerable in the face of unholy 
ollision between the system and the more powerful groups. Firstly, whatever means of produc- 
tbn had remained in their hands are also gradually slipping through their fingers. Secondly, 
tiers is also a state of near lawlessness in the villages. In this melieu, the remaining resources 
d tie village community are being commandeered in some cases by the stronger people of the 
vlla^e in some other cases by small and big companies and finally in some cases by the State 
iteli ignoring the fact of dependence of the people on those resources for their living and their 
tndtional rights. Who cares and who knows where these people should go? In this raw 
stufgle for existence prestige and dignity for the ordinary people are at best images of a dream 
vorH.

15. The biggest irony with regard to dignity and prestige of a people in our country is that 
th; condition of the tribal communities, who are most conscious about self-respect and honour, is 
tie vorst. These communities have become completely helpless in the face of the omnipotent 
sjstem on account of the ‘criminalisation’ of their social and economic system itself, denial of 
tleir rights over resources and non-recognition of their traditional self-governing systems. The 
f(rests arc the property of the State; therefore it is an offence for the tribal, who has been living 
ir tlose very forests for the ages, to make & living from these forests. His very presence in the 
fores is against the law. If a tribal enters the forests with his bow and arrows, it is an offence. 
Ifhfc cattle as usual graze in the forest, they are taken to a kine house. If he takes his traditional 
bev after worshiping his Gods or in social functions according to his tradition he still becomcs a 
lav breaker. He is branded as an offender in all matters concerning his social and economic life 
ody because the law is against him. The criminalisation of the entire communities in the tribal 
aeai is the darkest blot on the liberal tradition of our country.

16. And the saddest thing is that all this has happened and is happening in the name of 
pindples, claiming authority from the Constitution and the law. That is not all. This is being 
dme by a system, which considers itself to be a symbol of justice, rationality and modernity. 
Hose who have been given the responsibility under the Constitution for correcting this anoma- 
lois situation have almost no realisation about that responsibility. The first attempt of the 
Sjstan ordinarily is to assert its own position as right and to prove that the others are on the 
wtng. It is expected that the tribal society should change and adapt itself in accordance-with 
tb  frame of the modem system. And finally, an-attempt is made to convince the people that this 
iswlat development really is !

17. Thus, firstly no action has been taken to correct this basic anomaly and even if same 
aCioa is initiated, one can never be sure as to where it might get stuck. The result is that today 
tfereis a state of confrontation in almost all the tribal areas. In this connection I  have reviewed 
in sane detail the Excise Policy in the tribal areas. There are dear policy guidelines of the 
Cmtial Government in this matter. But even after 16 years of their issue they have not been 
atbpted in full by any State so far. Even where they have been adopted, something or the other 
gets incorporated at some stage of implementation or the other such that the basic spirit of those 
guddines cannot be realised. Moreover when people demand implementation of the policy 
guddines, they have to face the wrath of the system.
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18. I have discussed the issue of Excise Policy in some detail because this issue touches the 
personal and social life of every tribal. In this case even when a tribal strictly follows the social 
norms of his community he breaks the law, he is an offender before the law and legal action can 
be taken against him. Can there be a more regrettable situation than this ? Any law in the 
tribal areas, which makes the social tradition of the tribal people a criminal act, is against the 
spirit of the Constitution. If social prestige and personal dignity in the tribal areas are to be 
upheld all these legal anomalies must be done away with immediately.

Entitlepient of the Common Man

19. The biggest guestion in relation to the right to life is the entitlement of the common man 
for his labour input. What can be the meaning of honour and what can dignity signify to a hungry 
person ? The present situation in this regard is unjust. The members of the organised sector 
first take away from the gross national product what they consider is due to them on the basis 
of highly inflated and arbitrary entitlements. The members of the unorganised sector have to be 
content with whatever is left thereafter. The fact is that not even proper valuation has been made 
of the work of ordinary labourers outside the organised sector including the farmer. It is an 
irony that the agricultural labourer in our agricultural country whose work is the most skilled, 
the most arduous, and whose working conditions are the most difficult has been graded as an 
unskilled worker. This is also the case with other workers in the unorganised sector. Their 
skills are deemed to be ‘non-skills’ and their knowledge as ‘ignorance’. And all the skilled 
workers in the traditional sector are gradually becoming a motely crowd of unskilled people, a 
process which was set in motion as a part of imperial design during the British period. In the 
case of most of these workers, deprivation has reached the ignominious level of ‘biological exploi
tation’, which is not even alluded to.

20 . I have referred to in my last report the unconstitutionality of the dualistic system in the 
determination of wages and salaries for the organised and the unorganised sectors. But this 
serious constitutional issue has not been even discussed so far in any forum. This duality is at 
the root of inequity in our country. If the question of justice for the common man is considered 
in the real sense, then the first step will inevitably have to be equitable determination of wages 
of the agricultural labourer. It will directly lead to a substantial rise in the price of agricultural 
commodities. In the end, it will boost the entitlements of all workers in the unorganised sector. 
Thus a new relationship will be established between the organised and the unorganised. The 
natural outcome of this process will be that the entitlements of people belonging to the oiganised 
sector at the other and will be significantly reduced compared to what they are enjoying today. 
The members of the organised sector will not easily accept this new deal. But this simple logic 
and this stark reality about injustice in our national life have to be got accepted by them whether 
they like it or not. Or else, how can the common man expect to get justice without changing 
such glaring unjust relationships in our national economy ?

21. This is the plain reality about our economic structure. If this reality is ignored it will 
not possible even to present the correct analysis of our national problems. And if the disease 
itself is not correctly diagnosed how can we expect a real cure ? For example, from analysis 
presented in the report it is clear that there is no unemployment in our country. The reality is 
the socalled unemployment is a part of a big conspiracy by the vested interests which has only 
onc objective, that is, to extract maximum work from the ordinary man with a minimal wage 
which may be just sufficient for his bare physical survival so that he can contribute his bit until 
his limbs can move and in the end he is obliged to withdraw from the stage after providing a
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“substitute”. It is here that deprivation in our country descends to the abysmal level of biologi
cal exploitation.

22. The itiembers of the Scheduled Castes comprise a substantial segment amongst the 
workers in the unorganised sector. In the present situation when the members of the Scheduled 
Castes do not have anything which they can call their own except their labour and their skills, 
their stnjggle for entitlement for their labour is the real struggle for justice; it is also a struggle 
fcr the right to life. The first step for social justice in this context has to be due recognition of 
tie skills of the agricultural labourers and conferral on him the status of skilled worker. More- 
OTer his wages should be fixed in accordance with the principles accepted for organised sector 
sich that his wife and children are not forced to go out of their homes in search of work and as 
a respectable citizen he can also maintain his family with his own earnings.

Rights over Means of Production

23. Most of the members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes are dependent, 
in some way or the other, on agriculture. But their condition with regard to the rights over 
land everywhere is very regrettable. The biggest muddle in this regard has been in the 
tribal areas, which is continuing even now. Firstly, in many areas there are no 
authentic papers. Therefore, the position about land such as the size of holding, its precise 
location, is not properly recorded. Secondly, the laws are much too intricate which are 
beyond the understanding of the people. According to the present law, any land which is 
net recorded in the name of an individual is deemed to belong to the state. Therefore 
the government can do whatever it likes with regard to such lands. On the other hand the 
ownership, in a way, is bestowed automatically in the favour of a person the moment 
his name is entered in the records in an appropriate column. The outsiders have 
taken full advantage of these legal stipulations. Today not only the record is against the people, 
the entire system is against them. The correct information about cultivation, ownership, etc., 
concerning land is available only in the village, yet all disputes about land are decided in 
Courts outside. It is well-known that a simple person has no hope of getting justice there. But 
he cannot do anything, he is utterly helpless.

24. In many areas, particularly where industrial complexes are being established, there 
is a state of near lawlessness. The case of Sonbhadra in U.P. is extremely regrettable; the 
area is witnessing open loot in the name of setdement. The instructions of government and 
even decisions of Courts are unable to protect the tribal lands. Unless there is a basic change 
in the present system such that all matters concerning land are decided in the open, in the 
presence of village people, the tribal people cannot get jusdee. To leave the entire tribal 
community at the mercy of an outside formal system in matters concerning land, which is the 
only basis of their life, is patently unjust and in violation of Constitutional safeguards. A 
people’s movement has been launched on this issue in Sonbhadra. The demands of the people 
in this vital matter must be conceded. In fact, that proposition should be accepted as the norm 
for preparation and maintenance of land records for all tribal areas in the country.

25. The most basic question about land concerns entitlement of the tiller of land. 
Even though the right of the tiller on the land the tills has been accepted in principle in our 
country, yet in reality his position is the weakest. In my previous report, I had made extensive 
recommendations with a view to give the principle of ‘land to the tiller’ a real form. In 
thii context, unfortunately the position at the moment is that it is not even certain that
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the tiler of the land can continue to till the land, the question of bestowal of ownersshhip 
rights remains a far cry. In some states, it is almost impossible even to get the fact cof 
cultivation by a tenant entered in government records. I have given two examples in tthhis 
regard—one from Bihar (Sole Daltanganj) and another from Andhra Pradesh (Pulimamicdili). 
In both these cases the people, most of whom belong to Scheduled Castes, arc cultivating tithe 
land but their names do not find a place in the record. They have asked the govemmteent 
to provide protection for their cultivation about which the concerned governments have moot 
taken a clear stand. Therefore, they have resolved to protect for themselves their basic rightt i to 
till the land.

26. In these cases the issues concerning land record and cultivation appear to be weery 
simple. But -some of them involve basic questions. If a person is cultivating a piece (of 
land, then should this fact be not recorded in government papers ? Whatever is on the groiunnd 
must get reflected in the record in someway or the other. If even this simple thing is nnot 
being done as a conscious policy in our system it has only one implication. An easy vwyay 
has been found to ignore the due entitlement on land of the poor people. This posittioon 
may be legal, but it cannot be said to be just and cannot be accepted as being in accordainoce 
with the spirit of our Constitution. Here lack of consonance between the law, justice rannd 
Constitution become glaring. And this is not the story of Sole or Pulimamidi alone. Biuiilk 
of agricultural land throughout the country is in the clutches of zamindars— absentee < or 
otherwise. The person who tills that land and subsists on it has no relationship with it unidder 
the law.

27. All struggles concerning cultivation of land are basically a conflict between ttwwo 
rights. On the one side is the right to life and on the other the right to property. TIThe 
right to life is basic and much higher than the right to property. Where a person is earmiring 
a  living by cultivating the land, its ownership cannot be bestowed on him straight away ftfor 
some reasons, the minimum which can be expected from the government is to ensure tthhat 
he continues to remain in possession of that land and his right to make a living from itt is 
effectively protected.

28. The first step for protecting the right to life related to land will have to be t to 
ensure that, whatever may be the law, or even if the law is silent on this issue, the pensoon 
who is cultivating a piece of land continues to be in possession of that land. This princiipjjle 
should be openly promulgated and the fact of possession through cultivation should tbe  
entered in governm ent records. Moreover if a zamindar tries to evict a person ignoring fthhis 
right, the government has the responsibility to provide full protection to the victim. Ancd 1 if 
a government cannot protect this basic right, no one can talofe' away the right of an ind iv idual 
for self-defence. This is the message of our Constitution.

Bonded Labour

29. The worst disregard of the right to life is being perpetrated in the case of bonddeed 
labourers. Their condition is extremely pitiable notwithstanding governmental statistics annd 
comprehensive plans for their liberation and relief. The coffee plantations of Tamil Ntaddu 
are gold nines for their owners but the tribal, who nurtures them through his sweat and blmood, 
is a ‘prisoner’ there. The limbs of labourers working for big landlords in Daltanganj annd 
Champaran are chained in lieu of five kathas (measures) of agricultural land. In manny 
areas on die border of U.P. & M.P., working in the stone quarries is the destiny of the peo>pble;
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they can lose their life should they dare to refuse to go to work; their limbs can be crushed; 
beating is an ordinary thing. Such oppression and such exploitation even after 14 years of 
the enactment of the law for liberation of bonded labourers, which is in the knowledge 
of administration, about which even sensitive social workers out of sheer helplessness cannot 
but turn their face saying ‘what to do ?’ is abominable. It is an open disregard of human 
rights, which is not merely a matter of regret, but is a matter of national shame for all 
of us.

30. It is clear that there is one basic defect in the policy about liberation of bonded 
labourers. The plan of liberation of the bonded labourer, instead of cutting the fetters of 
his slavery, cuts him away from the support of his life. What is necessary is to cut the 
shackles of slavery of the bonded labourer besides ensuring that in doing so he is not 
alienated from his life’s support. He has a right on the life support system or the enterprise 
in which he may be engaged. This fundamental right of his must be protected at any cost, 
yet the inhuman bondage must also be snapped forthwith. But even this will not be enough. 
The owners, who are responsible for this crime against humanity, should be externed from 
those establishments and the labourers must be given the ownership right on the same. This will 
be the real liberation of bonded labourers.

Right over Resources

31. The primary resources other than agriculture in the traditional economy are forests, 
pastures (waste land and water) on which the ordinary people depend for their living. The 
wrong entitlements over resources of all descriptions started getting established during the 
British period. It was in that period that the intimate relationship between the resources and 
the local community which was like that between the mother and the child, was ended and 
the State acquired monopoly rights thereon. This Colonial process of centralisation has unfor
tunately got further reinforced under the tutelage of the new paradigm of development which 
has been adopted in our country after independence. The full implications of this colonial- 
developmental process are becoming clearer only now. Everywhere the life support system of 
the local community and the common man at the moment is being snatched away by the 
abstruse state institutions and big people without any qualms of conscience. In this situation, 
the people are engaged in a fierce struggle of their right to life. But the system is branding 
their current use of these resources as illegal and is driving them away taking undue advantage 
of its authority.

32. The first fundamental change which was effected in this process related to forests. 
In the new frame, the symbiotic relationship between the forests and the forest dwellers was 
not recognised and the forests became property of the State. After the state acquired monopoly 
rights over the forests, a formal system was established for their management which gradually 
became increasingly comprehensive and also strong. The biggest irony of this change was 
that the forest-dweller who has a life-long relationship with the forests—which are their very 
homes, their religion, their culture and their everything—was conspicuous by its abscncc 
in that frame. In this formal structure, which recognises onlv administrative and market rela
tions. an all-out effort has been made to see that these life-long mother-child relationships 
are transformed into market relationships. How can this be possible ? It is on account of this 
basic lack of understanding, that there is state of confrontation and regime of destruction in 
almost all the tribal areas which in final analysis means great injustice to the tribal people.
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33. The British cnacted the Indian Forest Act with a view to acquire formal control ov*ver 
the forests. At the time of reservation of forests, legal formalities were no doubt cotnplidcd 
with, but there was no question of people getting justice. Most of the tribal people wecre 
forcibly evicted from their homes. The memory of that forcible eviction now remains onhly 
in their folk tales. Whosoever could do, prepared agricultural land outside the forests. Evcrcn 
then their living relationship with the forests still continued. Those communities, whiach 
are totally dependent on forests have not been able to come over this great tragedy even noww. 
The primitive tribal communities and the shifting cultivators in many areas are still engage;ed 
in a struggle of life and death. Similarly, the right to life of the nomadic communities haas 
also been disregarded. Their problems have so far remained altogether unnoticed.

34. It is dear that the right to life at the individual level and the human right cof 
maintaining the identity at the community level in the case of the tribal people have beeen 
ignored in the Indian Forest Act. Therefore, this law is not in consonance with the spirit cof 
our Constitution. But since the state itself was one party in this deal, there was no changge 
in it even after the Constitution was adopted and the situation remains as it was beforre 
it. In this way, the Constitutional provisions for protection of tribal people as also thhe 
human rights have been ignored in the system of management of forests adopted in ouur 
country. This is also the most sore spot for the tribal people; this is also the most pathetitic 
tale about the condition of these communities.

35. All the tribal areas were incorporated after independence in larger state units. IJn 
this process, no special attention was paid to the existing administrative arrangements annd 
everywhere the system of the larger unit as it is was gradually extended to the tribal areaas. 
Wherever forests were not reserved, the process of reservation was started. The privatte 
forests were taken over by the State. In this way, all special features of the earlier managee- 
ment systems evolved in keeping with the local traditions stood derecognised in the nevw 
system. But people’s life does not automatically change simply because a new system maay 
have been adopted. Therefore, numerous anomalies arose in the field and people reality 
could not accept the new system from the core of their hearts. Consequently there is confronta \ - 
tion in many areas on this count.

36. The process of reservation of forests after independence was largely persued in ;a 
routine fashion. In some cases, mere formality was observed just for the sake of it anad 
even the fact that some people were living in the forests was not taken note of. In thias 
way, the spirit of the law itself was violated. For example, in some casess 
of Jagirdari forests the original inhabitants were deemed to be encroachers without any enquirjy 
as soon as these forests were taken over by the state. In some cases, no lines were drawn om 
the spot at the time of reservation. So the people could not know as to which land waas 
being reserved. In some cases, the officer did not visit the spot, yet recommended rescrva*- 
tion of the area. Similarly, there were a variety of local practices in each area, like warkaas 
in Thane, dali in Raigarh and green manure leases in Karnataka, etc., which were not evern 
looked at. Therefore, the old legal arrangements became illegal in many areas just with thee 
passage of new law without any consideration and without any thought. And the tribal becamee 
a law breaker.

37. This reservation of forests predictably failed to protect the forests. Firstly, the in te r
nal pressure on forests has been rising incessantly on account of growing population and! 
increasing needs of the people. But the biggest devastation was caused by external pressures.;.
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Extensive plantations of mono-culture species after clearing the natural forests in the name 
of scientific management, establishment of tea, coffee and cardamom plantations, leases of 
forests produce at throw away prices in the name of promoting industries and establishment 
of industrial and mining complexes in the name of development, construction of highways, 
heavy influx of outsiders, eviction of tribals, supply of forest produce for meeting new demands, 
everything in the end proved to be a big burden on the forests. Consequently, there was 
ruthless destruction of the forests. The worst effect of this mindless destruction has been 
on the life of the tribal people. The very basis of their life is getting destroyed. But unfortu
nately no attention has been paid to this aspect of denudation of forests. For example, 
food production in our country has increased manifold, but how much loss have the tribal 
communities sustained in terms of non-availability of food articles from the forests due to 
their destruction does not find a place in national accounting. In all campaigns 
for the protection of forests the real culprit, who has destroyed them for quick gains and 
who continues to destroy them even now, is left out and the full wrath of the system falls on 
the tribal, who is already under tremendous pressure.

38. While discussing management of forests, besides the issues concerning the life of 
the people, those relating to environment and national development cannot be forgotten. 
But a direct consequence of non-recognition of even the existence of the community and not 
associating it in the management of forests, the position of forests has become very vulnerable. 
They are like that public property which has no one to look after and, if at all there is one. 
he too is far away from the scene and has no significant role to play in its protection. It 
is true that the internal pressure on forests has increased. But the tribal after all brings only 
a pole or two for constructing his hut, a small branch for making his plough and dead wood 
for lighting the five to protect him from worms and insects, wild animals as also from cold 
during the winter. Nowhere he has built grand mansions. When the tribal clears the forest 
and cultivates forest land it is under compulsion of his circumstances. If he can be provided 
an alternative, he will happily accept the same.

39. The main reason for the depletion of our resources is the growing inequality and 
the rising tide of consumerism. But unfortunately these facets are not even alluded to any
where. Therefore, the greatest need today is to put stringent check on the consumerist life
style and ensure equitous entitlement in the use of natural resources. For achieving this, it 
will be necessary that all those vested interests, who have entered into forests for quick 
gains and establishing big jagirs, are ruthlessly suppressed. All plantations small and big, legal 
and illegal for example those which have mushroomed in Karnataka, should be taken over 
by the government and handed over to the labourers. If a poor person gets due entitlement 
over the natural resources, he will be relieved of the problems of the day; only then he will 
be in a position to think for tomorrow; in that frame he will become the greatest friend of 
environment. There are some good experiments of partnership of the people in protection 
and development of forests from West Bengal which are worth emulations. In many areas, 
people are taking initiative on their own, which deserves to be strongly supported.

Minor Forest Produce
40. The minor forest produce has an important place with regard to people’s partnership 

in forestry. I had recommended in my previous report that the people should atleast be given 
full rights over the minor forest produce. The rights presently claimed by the government 
on minor forest produce even with reference to the provisions of the Indian Forest
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Act, are not legal and royalty levied thereon is unethical. The declarations of the 
Governments of Madhya Pradesh and Bihar last year recognising the tribal people as owners 
of minor forest produce instead of more labourers engaged in collecting die same, was the 
first major step towards ending the historical injustice with regard to forest against the tribal 
people. It is, however, a matter of deep regret that regressive forces got active immediately 
after this declaration in Madhya Pradesh. And today the situation is that even this great 
decision is being denied. This regressive step is a mockery of the entire Constitutional giotund 
plan in which the State has been given with great confidence the responsibility of protection of 
the interests of the tribal people. Will the Governor and the President, keeping aside all 
sorts of formalities in this regard, ensure that this just decision is not negated and that the 
subsequent regressive decision does not became a blot in the history of our social justice.

Wild Life

41. A highly anomalous situation has also arisen in the management of wild life on 
account of ignoring certain basic facts about the tribal scene such as the tribal people and the 
wild animals have co-existed reasonably well from times immemorial, that wild life has not 
been destroyed by bows and arrows and that the real culprit responsible for their destruction 
is the outsider. Consequently unnecessary restrictions are being placed on the activities of the 
tribal people and in many cases they are being forced to move out of their homes. Their 
plea is that they have been living with the tigers through the ages and they can still live with 
them quite well. But nobody is prepared to listen to them. In many areas their economy 
has been greatly damaged through measures which are not legal. There is open violation of 
their right to life, which is not in keeping with the spirit of our Constituion. There is an urgent 
need for serious review in all these cases both at the level of law and also in terms of actual 
practice.

Need for a Permanent Solution

42. The management of forests unfortunately is being done on a purely formal basis 
instead of seeking participation of the people. There is no doubt a reference about people’s 
participation in management in the new forest policy. But even in respect of implementation 
of this idea, market forces and formal relations are being relied upon and accepted as the basis. 
Therefore that decision at the policy level in practice becomes meaningless. In this situation, 
the conflict between the government and the people has increased and is continuing to  increase. 
There is a state of confrontation between the people and the state almost in the whole of middle 
India; many of these areas are outside the ambit of the authority of forest departments. The 
situation everywhere has been deteriorating only becausc (i) no attention has been paid even 
to the. fully justified demands of the people, (ii) attempts have been made to superimpose the 
law unilaterly, and (iii) the behaviour of the departmental officers has been repressive. In the 
end, either the people themselves have risen in revolt against the administration or extremist 
have taken up the cudgels on their behalf. It is necessary that satisfactory answers arc found to 
the basic questions of the people such as their assertion that the forests are their’s and their 
very life depends on them. It is regretted that instead of attending to the basic questions, the 
state of confrontation is sought to be resolved by use of force treating the unrest merely as an 
expression of extremist activity. This will not do. It is necessary that the entire management 
of the forest is given a fresh look beginning with the first principles. Otherwise neither the 
forest will be saved, nor will there be a solution of the problems of the tribal people !
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Immediate Action

43. If the present confrontation between the tribal people and the administration has to 
end, complete clarity about the issue of land must be reached immediately. The most impor
tant thing in this regard is that certain basic premises, which are accepted without any thought, 
such as, the boundaries of the reserved forests are unalterable and any tribal who is found 
inside the forest is a trespasser, must be abandoned. The habitations and agricultural lands 
in many cases predate *he reservation of concerned forests; the process of reservation has been 
faulty in many cases. Therefore people in such cases cannot be treated as trespassers and 
encroachers. Moreover, whosoever is living in whatsoever manner in the forest cannot be just 
driven away just like that, unless the government provides him an alternative which is within his 
capability of use. Until such an alternative is given, the tribal will continue to do what he 
considers as right according to his understanding. This is his basic Constitutional right.

44. There is only one way to resolve this tangle. The present law and order approach 
must be abandoned for good and a clear plan of action should be formulated on the basis of 
mutual understanding and goodwill between the government and the people within the frame 
of a clear long term perspective. A beginning in this regard can be made with a sort of in
formal agreement between the people and the government accepting, the today’s position as it is 
about the land with the people. In this case, the government on its part should make a com
mitment that no action will be taken against the people in respect of the land under cultivation 
unless and until a final action plan has been prepared on the basis of mutual understanding. 
The village community on its part should take the responsibility of ensuring that there will be 
no further extension of cultivation in the forest. With a view to create a climate of goodwill, all 
cases pending in the courts' against the tribal people should be withdrawn. Moreover a final 
decision should be taken in respect of the land of each individual taking into account his specific 
situation. If this approach is adopted, the present confrontation between the people and the 
State about the land will end. A plan should be prepared for making this temporary state of 
peace a permanent one. Such a plan should, inter alia, provide for work to the people in the 
immediate context, protection and improvement of environment and creation of a strong and 
permanent economic base for the tribal people.

Waste Lands and Degraded Forests

45. It is necessary to give special attention to the management of waste lands and degraded 
forests within the overall frame of equitable rights over resources. So far these resources were 
either unproductive or were located in remote regions. Therefore nobody had any objection 
if the poor was depending on and making a living from these resources. But now that there is 
a good possibility of huge profits being made from them, all eyps are fixed on them. But most 
of these resources are still the basis for making a living for many amongst the poor. This fact 
is hardly realised simply because unfortunately the people do not have formal rights over them. 
Therefore the government can do whatever it likes with these resources. The rich people are 
trying to acquire rights over them, taking advantage of this inviduous situation in the name of 
development and under the cover of law. Any alternative use of resources ignoring the right 
of life of the people is against the spirit of our Constitution and therefore unconstitutional.

46. The plea to include industrial establishments and rich people in programmes of waste 
lands and degraded forest land is not only anti-people but is also detrimental to the national
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objective of environmental protection. The perception of the industrialists and rich people 
about the. use of resources is purely commercial guided by profit and loss accounts. The coot of 
their programmes become very heavy because the design in their case intrinsically involves 
opposition to forces of nature and confrontation with the common man. Moreover these pro
grammes are knowingly made so expensive so that the poor may not get included in them.. In  a 
way, this is a part of the big conspiracy of the rich people which aims at grabbing all these 
resources'at the national level. Moreover the scope of such cortly programme is bound to  be 
limited and limited to only1 better lands. In contrast, the programmes of the poor, based on 
full use of their personal labour and nature’s force, can be taken up on a very large scale w ith
out much dependence on financial investment This will serve the interests of both the poor 
and the environment best

47. Thus an opportunity has arisen in the economic history of our country when the 
resources, from which the poor people have been making a  living, howsoever meagre and with
out formal recognition of their rights, can be put to a  new use which can enable them to  lead 
a good life. If their right for making at living from these resources is acknowledged, they can 
have something which they can call their own. If this is to be achieved, industrialists and 
rich people must be strictly kept out from any programme of waste lands and depleted foirest. 
All contracts and large leases such as the ones in Orissa and Karnataka, should be annuled. 
Social equity must be given the highest place in the new agreements. Only those persons should 
be included in the new programme who are prepared to work with their own hands. It is only 
such a  policy, that will help in improving the environment and will strengthen the foundations of 
national economic development.

48. The marginal resources comprising the waste lands and depleted forests are the last 
hope of the poor and also the only opportunity for them. If the open loot of these resources 
by a hand full of persons, on the strength of their control over technology and money resources 
is not prevented, this last flicker of hope of the poor will get extinguished and perhaps their 
last opportunity for living with dignity and self-respect will also slip through, may be for ever. 
There is only one ray of hope in this grave crisis— perhaps the poor people will not accept this 
injustice!

Water
49. The right to life of the people in relation to  the use of water as a resource has also been 

compromised in recent times on account of the process of centralisation in its management and 
entry of capital in its use. The water therefore, is becoming out of reach of the com m on man 
who so far was able to  use it, employing his own labour and skills and common place technology. 
The stronger sections of the society are now using water indiscriminately for personal profit with 
the help of capital and technology at their command. Similarly on another front the State and 
other formal institutions have acquired control over water in rivers and tanks ignoring the right of 
people m atin g  a living from it. There is great dissatisfaction amongst the fishermen and kevats 
living on river banks. A  number of movements have also been launched by them at a  number of 
places.

50. Similarly the interests of formal institutions, and alongwith th an  those of contractors, 
in the rivers and tanks in tribal areas have become quite prominent. In  this process the tradi
tional rights of the local community have been completely ignored. The people are not pre
pared to compromise with this situation. A new structure should be evolved with regard to
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water resources as well, on the same lines discussed for other resources. The right to life of 
the people must be kept at the centre. The present trend of centralisation with regard to the 
rights over water resources must be checked in the interest of social equity. Otherwise, the 
right to life of the people will continue to be ignored and the Constitution will continued to be 
violated.

Displacement

51. The other side of the issue of the rights over resources, in the context of their alternative 
use for development, is displacement. A comprehensive review of the situation about displace
ment clearly brings out that we have reached a critical stage in the journey of development, parti
cularly in the tribal areas, which can no longer be ignored. The greatest loss in the wake of 
development has been caused to the tribals and the resourceless people, bulk of whom belong 
tc the Scheduled Castes. Their rights over resources either have remained completely un
noticed or have been only partially recognised because all resources have been treated merely as 
property. The biggest irony is that a 19th century colonial law like the Land Acquisition Act 
is being used indiscriminately in the great voyage of development. This law does not admit 
the concept of the right to life and the will of the Raj has been accordcd the hoary status of 
‘public purpose’.

52. The Land Acquisition Act, in a way, is functioning like an indomitable inanimate 
instrument for the transformation of the agriculture based traditional system into a modern 
system. This instrument, in that process, is snatching away from the poor all those natural 
resources which have formed the basis of their life so far, with the characteristic unconcern and 
mechanicality of an instrument, for presenting the same to be used as raw-material by the new 
system. The sharecropper, agricultural labourer, shephered, hunter, kevat and such like do not 
even exist in the eyes of this law which is concerned only' with the so-called owners of those 
resources. Moreover, the owner of land himself gets compensation only for his ownership 
rijht, following the principle of market price or capitalisation of net income. It is not even 
realised that land to a fanner is the sourcc of making a living With skilful use of his personal 
labour. The stark reality about the wanderings of a proud farmer, whose honour is inexorably 
linked with his land, for vending his labour and his deep agony are not even alluded to. Mean
ingless are to the new world the questions of his honour, his sentiments and even his future f

53. Whatever may be the law on this point but, in my view, the means of livelihood of a 
citizen and his right to life cannot be taken away. Mere exchange of property is the concern 
of Land Acquisition Act, the concept of right to life simply does not exist so far as this Law 
goes. The law governing the acquisition of land, therefore, is not in accordance with the spirit 
of our Constitution; this law is unconstitutional. That is not all. The process, which is being 
adopted for the acquisition of land in the field, is unethical and anti-people. Acquisition of land 
becomes a certainty, once a decision is taken about establishment of a projcct. Invitation of 
objections in accordance with the law thereafter is a mockery of the whole system. Thus, even 
though the letter of law may be followed but its intention is not being honoured. Therefore, 
the entire process is illegal.

54. The situation in the tribal areas in relation to the displacement is especially a matter 
of grave concern. The rich natural resources located in these areas are today required for 
development. But the traditional rights of the people who are fully dependent on those 
resources for their living, are not recognised simply bccausc they arc not formally recorded

3—303 SC&ST/90
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The biggest irony is that the existence of the community and its relationship with the habitat are 
not even alluded to in any law whatsoever. Moreover all those aspects of life, which cannot be 
captured within the frame comprising formal rights concerning property and market relations, are 
conspicuous by their absence. The emotional world of the tribal people is as real as the modern 
world of concrete jungle, it is much more sublime. Therefore, the protection of this sublime 
‘world’ has also been recognised in the global context as a human right. The present process of 
land acquisition is not only violative of the Constitutional rights but even that basic human right. 
The biggest irony is that the state does not hesitate in disowning even the Constitutional responsi
bility of providing protection to tbe simple tribal communities, simply because it has taken on its 
shoulders another grave responsibility of the so-called development.

55. An important question, which arises at this stage, is whether the tribal people should 
have an opportunity of participation in the fruits of development. It would have been a  matter 
of great happiness for me if effective measures had been taken for this purpose. Today even 
rehabilitation depends on the mercy of the state. The entitlement of a displaced person 
is limited only to compensation and that too in respect of that property alone which may be in 
his name. But even so, what will be do with that money? Some islands of affluence do 
appear in the tribal areas with development, but they are surrounded by an ocean of misery, 
social disorganisation and personal destitution. When the tribal, after the loot of his resource- 
base runs towards the forests for refuge, he is not allowed to set his feet there; they are out of 
bounds for him. He is obliged to join in the end the army of landless labourer in the country
side elsewhere or to seek the ‘security’ of city slums and their side-walks. This is the plain 
reality of the so-called development in the tribal areas nothing short of a great human tragedy!

56. The fact is that the paradigm of development adopted in our country and its compeer 
life style are themselves incogruous with our socio-economic situation. So long as they are 
accepted as ideals, establishment of a ‘Fourth World’ and biological exploitation of the people 
comprising ‘Hindustanwa’ are inevitable. Therefore, the very foundation of the new structure 
is wrong. The minaret of development, which is being raised on the ruins of the economy of 
the ordinary people with utter disregard of their fundamental rights, cannot be a lasting struc
ture. The people, who are victims of injustice, are now rejecting this paradigm. Whatever 
may be the formal position about land acquisition, to the ordinary tribal it is nothing but 
forcible occupation of his land. There is nothing new in this. This has been his experience 
through the ages, it is his experieqce even now. There is, however, a difference. Earlier other 
people were aggressers, today the assault is bv government itself. Then where is he to go ? And 
it is here that he revolts—from the core of his heart—against the entire system.

57. A pre-condition for any new use of natural resources should be that the concerned 
institution or the government should not only provide an alternative economic base for the 
people, who may have been depending on them for their living, but should ensure that the 
new life is better than the earlier. Moreover the government must proceed with honesty, it 
must be fully convinced that whatever is being promised is real and feasible. What is still 
more important is that the affected people should themselves be able to realise that the alter
native will be better for them and they are prepared for it of their free will. If these principles 
are ignored, any action in that situation which may cause displacement will be against the 
democratic values and also against the spirit of our Constitution. And any use of force in the 
name of law and order against the people, who are lighting for establishing their right to  life,
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vho are struggling against the paradigm of development which is not only inequitous, but is 
volative of the law of the land, is against the spirit of our Constitution and against human 
lights. In fact, it is a mortal affront to the cultural sensitivity of our country. And bulk of 
tic affected people comprise the simple tribal people, members of the Scheduled Castes and 
oher resourceless people, who have been suffering for ages and whose protection has been 
eitrusted to the State by our Constitution !

Ihe Struggle in Narmada Valley

58. The Narmada Valley Project has a special significance in relation to displacement, 
rehabilitation and the paradigm of development. This project comprising a series of projects 
psrhaps is the biggest in the whole world. It also has the dubious distinction of being a 
project which will be responsible for the largest displacement in the whole world. About 70% 
ol the project-affected persons in Sardar Sarovar are members of the scheduled tribes. In this 
esse rehabilitation has been accepted in principle* as an integral part of the project. However, 
tie irony is that the struggle of the people is most intense in this valley.

59. The struggle of the project affected people in Sardar Sarovar started with the issue of 
rehabilitation. The concerned state governments in response to this movement have made 
miny improvements in their policies of rehabilitation and also implementation. I have also 
been participating in this dialogue personally for the last three years. But the distance between 
the project-affected people and the government has been gradually increasing. The people now 
have stopped talking about rehabilitation and have taken a decision not to leave their homes and 
an offering total opposition to the project itself.

60. It is a pity that the interaction with the project-affected people has been rather devoid 
of human sensitivity. Attempts have always been made to deal with all sorts of issues only at 
a formal level. However, thanks to the award of the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal and 
agreement of the World Bank, the people in this case were not dependent on the mercy of the 
Stite as in other projects, but had something to stand on as a matter of right. But in the 
absence of necessary grace from the side of the State, the resolution of every single point involv
ed a protracted process beginning with unseemly dispute, struggle, long anxious wait by the 
people for the outcome and in the end minimal concessions just for passing over the crisis 
and fulfilling the formality. This process has continued for years. One inevitable consequence 
of this approach has been that the reliability of government data and their promises came to be 
seriously questioned. And the people on their part in this process became more and more 
ccncious about their own situation, their rights and the broader context. The people also 
gradually came to realise the bitter truth that, as the matter stands today, their rehabilitation 
w e s  not possible.

61. In view of the grave situation and also the larger issues involved in this case, I specially 
drjw attention of the Central and the State governments to certain matters concerning policy, 
planning and implementation of displacement and rehabilitation in general and about the situation 
of the tribal people in particular. But it is regretted that there was no preparedness at any level 
to move away from the beaten track and cross the limits of their respective narrow frames. 
Consequently even a common policy has not been worked out so far. There is uncertainty on a 
nunber of elementary issues such as the definition of displaced persons, their entitlements, the 
difference between the field situation and government records, dissonance because of changing 
criteria, neglect of the problems of transition, estimates about the land necessary for rehabilitation,
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financial outlays, etc. It is clear, notwithstanding the promise about ‘land for land’, that land is 
not available for rehabilitation and rehabilitation of people as a communities is not possible. The 
packages of rehabilitation facilities in the three states are very different. So as long as these 
differences persist, the right of the people to settle in any state according to their free choice will 
continue to be violated. Thus there is no possibility of even ordinary rehabilitation, let alone the 
ideal rehabilitation based on a comprehensive plan prepared with the consent and in association 
with the people. Moreover now there is a proposal that the affected people may purchase private 
land and do their own rehabilitation. This will make for a basic change in the concept of rehabi
litation itself which in the final analysis will leave the poor amongst the displaced high andl dry 
who comprise the vast majority amongst them. This concept is not acceptable even to other 
staie governments, let alone its acceptance by the affected people. Moreover, there are many 
questions about displacement and rehabilitation, such as the rehabilitation of those displaced in 
the earlier phase of Sardar Sarovar, rehabilitation of people likely to be affected by certain asso
ciated activities of the project and the people who will face the catastrophe of ‘second displace
ment’ because of private purchase of land, which cannot be ignored for long. In view of these 
facts, in my view, the rehabilitation of the displaced persons of Narmada Valley in the present 
situation is not possible notwithstanding the declared policies of the state and all sorts of promises 
made so far.

62. An entirely new and unexpected situation has arisen in the history of our national deve
lopment because of the people’s strugglei in the Narmada Valley on the issue of displacement. 
So far the people’s movements against displacement were sporadic and, more or less, isolated. 
Moreover, displacement itself was accepted as inevitable and the affected people would just beg 
for some relief. In the Narmada struggle people from all parts of the country facing the backlash 
of development have come together and are raising perhaps for the first time the question of basic 
Constitutional rights. And this issue has not been raised only at the conceptual level for the sake 
of an argument or debate; instead it is backed by people’s own understanding and their resolve. 
That is not all. As the real nature of Issues has become clearer, questions are being raised against 
the concept of development itself.

63. In fact we have reached a stage in our national life where a fresh debate from the very 
first principles, is a must on the basic questions of the concept of development and the partner
ship of people therein. The inequitous traditions, dissonant development and undesirable centrali
sation together are rendering the majority of the people in our country resourceless, they are 
losing whatever little they are left with. The mega projects are obviously destructive from the 
human and environmental angles, but they are ominous even on purely economic considerations. 
The discussion in all contexts through out my report finally leads to the same point, and that is, 
disregard Of the right to life of the ordinary people. It is also a matter of discussion almost every
where, it is also the most basic question. This question has now become crucial for the tribal 
people. The very existence of the tribal communities is at stake. About 15 % of the tribal people 
have already been displaced in one form or the other. They have lost everything they had in this 
process. But even now there is no realisation that they have lost something for the sake of national 
development, not to speak of any assessment of their loss in this process. If this process conti
nues as it is, that day is not far when the tribal people will have no place to stand on in their own 
homes. In many areas it has already happened, this is happening in many other areas.

64. Unfortunately everyone except the tribal people who are facing the backlash of develop
ment themselves and a few other sensitive people, have adopted the posture of ‘convenient silence’
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on the issue of displacement. Of, they have accepted displacement as their rate, under the cover 
of (ome convenient quotes such as “someone will have to bear the cost of development”, or 
■‘government is duty bound to support the legal processes,” which are accorded the aura of uni- 
venal truths. But the Constitutional schema, democratic values and human rights are not even 
openly referred to; what will be the position in their regard is not a subject of discussion, nor an 
issie of serious thought.

65. A number of issues have come to the fore clearly for the first time in the movement of 
Nannada Valley. But the most serious turn has come only recently. The claims of state-interest 
on the basis of comparative strength of numbers and public-interest under the cover of all-party 
consensus are being presented by the beneficiary groups as irrefutable arguments in their favour. 
Whin such arguments are put forward for a single project, they appear to be very simple and 
obvious. But when we add up all projects we find that it is the tribal who is the sufferer every
where and the benefits of development are accruing to other people. Therefore, the question is 
whether these arguments can be accepted when the issues relate to certain basic principles, human 
values and constitutional rights. In my previous report I had referred to the case of violation of 
Constitution in Andhra Pradesh with regard to the protection of tribal lands. The State Govern- 
rnert had tried to legitimise the open violation of the rights of the tribal people in this case, with 
a hilo of all party consensus. Even now the position regarding violation of constitutional rights 
in Andhra Pradesh has not been cleared.

66. These arguments are not special for any one project. But they have come into full relief 
in be struggle of Narmada Valley. In my opinion, it is clear that like many other development 
proects in the case of Sardar Sarovar as well, there is violation of the law, of the Constitution and 
of luman rights and the State is igrioring its Constitutional responsibility of protecting the tribal 
communities. There will be no change in, the basic situation which has arisen because of the pro
posed rehabilitation for the project affected people of Sardar Sarovar so long as the affected people 
do lot accept the alternative of their free will. Similarly, the facts that there has been grave in- 
justce so far and there is grave injustice even nqw elsewhere, cannot be accepted as an argument 
to jastify a comparatively less severe forms of injustice. Injustice is injustice, and wherever 
people are fighting against injustice their struggle are justified. It is true that perhaps these ques
tions about law, Constitution and human rights have not been raised in this form earlier in other 
projects before Sardar Sarovar. But in a state of structural transformation of the system basic 
questions are bound to arise in every aspect sometime or the other for the first time. After all 
the same argument is put forward bv the thakur for his ‘bonded’ ploughman. Once the ordinary 
people become aware about injustice, the situation does not remain the same. A similar situation 
has been reached with regard to matters concerning displacement and the related concept of deve
lopment. The struggle of Narmada is now a symbol of qualitative change in the perception about 
displacement.

67. In any case, a situation has arisen in the Narmada Valley Project where there is a 
direct clash between the obligation of the state to act in accordance with the law on the one 
hand and the affirmation of the Constitutional and human values on the other. Displacement 
and the struggle of people in Narmada Valley as its symbol have become the touch-stone for 
our national commitment to human values. Can the people be evicted from their homes with
out their consent ? Is the social identity of a people negotiable ? Can the tribal community 
be forced to stand on a precipice in full know of the fact that disorganisation as a community 
and destitution for its members are the (W iny ? Can justice be determined on the basis of
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arithematic of numbers ? Can there be a barter between the survival-needs of some and more 
facilities and greater comforts for many ? It, however, appears that in a hurry for develop
ment, no one has time to pause and think about these questions.

68. There is only one possible way out from this extremely regrettable situation, that is. 
all further activity with regard to Sardar Sarovar must be based on the consent of the people 
obtained after earning their confidence. And this will not be possible so long as a big dam, 
which has become a symbol of injustice and a curse for the people, continues to rise in front 
of them. The helpless utterances of ‘ayes’ and ‘yes’ under the deep shadow of such a project 
with regard to suggestions for preparing a plan of rehabilitation cannot be taken as their 
consent for moving out from their homes. Moreover an extremely unfortunate situation has 
arisen in many areas. Force is being openly used in  many cases against the project-affected 
people. The ridicule of the people’s resolution for prefering a ‘watery grave’ and the indirecl 
terror through projection of the inevitability of submergence and its consequences as the dam 
gets filled finally, are being used for getting their helpless consent. This is characteristic of the 
unconcern of an inanimate instrument and power-intoxication of the rulers. This is not in 
keeping with the sensitivity of our nation. I  am fully confident that our national sensitivity has 
not descended to those abysmal levels where the last brick on the structure of a dam can be 
laid in full knowledge of the fact that even a single person, who is fighting the lone battle 
for the establishment of his right to life, will not move out of his place and get drowned. In 
any case, the use of direct or indirect force against a simple people who are struggling for their 
right to life and whose protection has been entrusted by the Constitution to the State, is a mockery 
of the whole Constitutional ground plan. No argument from the side of the state can be accepted 
in that regard.

69. I hope that the state governments so far have taken various measures in the ordinary 
course without realisation of these vital aspects about unconstitutionality of their action and viola
tion of human rights. Therefore, now that the issues are clearer, they will enter into dialogue with 
the people expressing regret for the lapses so far with due regard for their dignity. After all, if 
everyone concerned is so confident about all aspects of the entire project including rehabilitation 
that they can make an irrepressible resolve to go ahead even in the face of total opposition of the 
affected people, they can very well answer the questions raised by the people in this regard. I 
would urge that a new chapter should be started about the use of natural resources with full re
cognition of the new consciousness about the right to life engendered amongst the people in the 
course of Narmada movement. Let the people in the benefited zone also join this dialogue. The 
set formula about gains and losses of various projects including Sardar Sarovar Project so far has 
been— unqualified destitution for one group, benefits and yet more benefits for another group, and 
full responsibility in all other matters including finances to be assumed by the government. Will 
the people in the benefited zone come' forward to guarantee a respectable position for the affected 
people in the new economy by making them equal partners in the real sense ? Will those people, 
who consider Sardar Sarovar pr6ject as their lifeline, assure those people, whose verv line of life 
is bound to be snapped by it, that their right to life will be honoured and that they will be assured 
of retaining their social identity ?

70. If this is done it will really signify the beginning of a new chapter in the history of 
development. Bu* it has to be noted that now mere promulgation of policies, programmes 
and assurances will not do. Moreover, in the present situation it will be necessary to assure 
that the execution of Sardar Sarovar project will be allowed to continue only af*er a satisfac
tory solytion has been found with the consent of the people after considering all aspects of the
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problem. Until that time the entire work on this project shall remain suspended. So long 
as the execution of this project continues as it is, law, Constitution and human rights will continue 
to be violated and the State will continue to be guilty of ignoring its responsibility for protecting 
the tribal people. Consequently the State itself will be responsible for the unhappy results 
of the growing confrontation.
National Policy and Immediate Action

71. The formulation of a policy for development and displacement at the national level 
has already been greatly delayed. Immediate action has to be taken for preparing a policy in 
this regard. But such a decision for the formulation of a policy must not be allowed to be 
used as a ploy for postponing the action for solving the problems of the affected people even 
by a day. The first decision about developmental projects cannot but be to make a declaration 
at the national level, cutting through all formalities, that appropriate arrangements shall be made 
for all those people at least in the tribal areas who have already been adversely affected by 
various projects. Similarly all projects under execution should be immediately reviewed and 
suitable plans should be prepared for the partnership of people with their consent. And so 
long as this is not possible, the work on the concerned project must be stopped. In future no 
project which may envisage alternative use of resources including land, which may be the source 
of living for a people, should not be cleared under any circumstances without prior consent of 
the people. It is only then that the spirit of the Constitution can be said to be honoured. 
Self-Governing System

72. The only reason for the wrong direction and profusion of anomalies in our national 
life is that not only the establishment of a truely self-governing system in the villages has 
been neglected even after independence, but on the contrary centralisation has been growing in 
all matters concerning people’s life. The formal representative institutions, which the people got 
in the name of self-governing system, could not become their own and in the present situation, 
they cannot become their own. Moreover the same structure has been super-imposed as it is on 
the tribal areas which has had serious consequences for the tribal people.

73. Self-governance is still a living tradition in the tribal society. The tribal people had 
been struggling since the British days against the ‘criminalisation’ of the whole community due 
to the super-imposition of incongruous laws and complex administrative system and disregard 
of their rights over the local resources. But the extension of formal representative institutions 
to the tribal areas after independence has had the effect of introducing two separate structures 
even at the social level. In this way, a peculiar incongruous situation has arisen in the tribal 
areas. On the one hand, because of this artificial division there is no possibility of new ideas 
reaching the traditional institutions. Consequently stranglehold of ritual on these traditional 
institutions has become stronger. In many areas brutal murders on the charge of sorcery, 
usually with the hidden motive of economic gain or personal vendetta, have become quite 
common about which even the sensitive social workers feel helpless. On the other hand, the 
formal institutions are acquiring their distinctive identity. Consequently disregard of com
munity interests has become quite common. These institutions, because of the politics of 
vote, have become an important cause of social discord. On the other side, they do not have 
much to do with the real problems of the people’s life. Therefore there is no opportunity for a 
healthy dialogue between the formal institutions and the community. This duality has been forced 
on the people against their will, largely because of lack of understanding about the tribal situation. 
Such an organisational structure in the tribal areas is an open violation of the Constitutional 
schema.
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74. It is on the account of this anomaly that the tribal people are rather confused. They 
arc searching the significance of freedom and democracy in the immediate context of their own 
life. Forest, land, government officials— nothing has changed; on the contrary the situation 
has further deteriorated. They have nothing but disillusionment in the bargain. They are 
unable to understand the meaning of freedom. On the other hand, when they talk about simple 
things like managing their own affairs and try to pursue the idea, there is confrontation; they 
may have to face the charge of being anti-national. A  number of tribal-majority states have 
been established in the North-East yet the situation is not much different in basic essentials. 
There is an unstated confrontation between the formal authority of the State and the tradi
tional authority of village community, which is becoming increasingly sharper.

75. All these anomalies and confrontations in tribal areas are not in keeping with the 
spirit of our Constitution. They must be ended forthwith. A two-tier structures of instituions— 
one at the level of the small face-to-face community (hamlet) and the other at the level of a 
small group of villages (pargana), in consonance with the tradition in tribal areas, should be 
established. These institutions should be given the opportunity of managing all aspects of their 
life—new and old—so that they can adapt their old traditions with reference to the new situation, 
they can establish new conventions with good understanding of the emerging needs, and what 
is most important, they can learn from their mistakes. They should be enabled to retain their 
identity as a  living community, so that they can become equal partners in the national life with 
dignity and self-respect, retaining the best from their tradition and assimilating the significant 
achievements of the modern society. This is the essence of Constitutional schema for the tribal 
people. This is not only a national obligation, but also a great responsibility towards the entire 
humanity—this is the last hope for recreation of a society based on human values.

Basic Anomalies, People’s Struggle and Reaction

76. Lastly, one thing which has come in bold relief in this report is the struggle on the 
basic issues concerning the tight to life throughout the country. The form of the struggle in 
each case is quite different, but basically they are expressions of people’s determination for the 
establishment of social order based on equity and justice. Therefore they are in consonance with 
the spirit of our Constitution. But all these struggles, notwithstanding this basic consonance with 
the national objective and the Constitutional schema, at some turn or the other, get transformed 
into a confrontation with the system. A basic reason for this is that our legal system is not in 
consonance with the spirit of our democratic Constitution. Therefore even though most of the 
actions of the state are in accordance with the law, yet in many cases there is open violation of 
Constitutional and human rights. The system is not even prepared to take the trouble of 
acknowledging the existence of that open violation.

77. The reaction of the people in this melieu is taking a new form. The people in many 
areas are rejecting the incongruous system exercising their rights as a citizen of free India. The 
tribal people in Sonbhadra are not prepared to go out of their village for establishing their rights 
over the land. They have taken a resolve—‘our management in our village’—rejecting the 
present system of land settlement by the state. The landless people in Sole and Pulmamidi are 
not prepared to surrender their right to till the land which they have been tilling so far. The 
people in Karnataka are not prepared to give over their village lands to the industrialists. The 
labourers in the quarries of Shankargarh are not prepared to wait for the decision of the Court 
in a matter which concerns their livelihood. The tribal people in Santhal Pargana are protect
ing the community right over village tanks even at the risk of their life. The Kevats of Ganga
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arc rejecting the right of zamindars on the water and arc fighting to establish their traditional 
rights over the same. The people in Kolhan are sticking to their traditional system of self- 
maiagemcnt and are not prepared‘to surrender that right in favour of new formal institutions 
established by the state. The people living in sanctuaries and national parks are not prepared to 
move out leaving their homes behind. The Rai Sabhas of Adilabad are managing all affairs of 
the village community on their own. The people in Bastar and Garhchiroli are claiming primacy 
of community in the management of social matters, forests and other resources. They 
ha\e taken the resolve of ‘Our Government in Our Village’ (Mawa Mate Mawa Sarkar). The 
project affected people in Narmada Valley and other projects are rejecting the entire develop
mental process which is responsible for their displacement disorganisation and destitution because 
it is against the law of the land and is also unconstitutional; they have solemnly resolved to esta
blish their right to life. And finally, the people in many areas are resolving to reject all those 
laws which are not in keeping with the spirit of our Constitution with the Land Acquisition Act 
at ihe top of that list.

78. It is possible that in some cases people in their resolutions may be directly opposing 
the law, but it is with a difference. If they are at all breaking a law, they are breaking the 
law not just for the sake of breaking the law, nor are they breaking it as a first step towards 
the demolition of the system itself as is the avowed objective of some extremist groups. These 
people still swear by the Constitution. But their contention is that the system has not been 
suitably adapted in keeping with the spirit of the Constitution even after long 40 years of its 
enforcement. Therefore they are obliged to disregard the incongruous laws on their own, with 
the basic objective of protecting their fundamental rights, honouring the spirit of the Constitution 
and establishing human values. The resolutions of the people in this regard broadly concern 
three aspects, viz., (i) right of continued use of resources by those who depend or. them for 
their living, (ii) right of a unbreakable link between the mean of production and the worker 
and (iii) rejection of those laws which are against the Constitution and against the human 
rights.

79. Here we face a rather confusing and complex situation. All actions by the people 
described above are deemed to be violations of law and are being dealt with as such by the 
state authorities. If this approach continues, the solemn resolutions by the people will continue 
to be perceived as a form of revolt against Us authority by the state. In that process the people 
will become still more disoriented and confrontation will get further accentuated. There is no 
doubt that in the end the system will have to bow before the people’s will, but only after a great 
human tragedy. Can there be a more ridiculous situation than the one when a tribal is asked 
about the extremist activity in his area, his natural response with a sense of gratitude towards the 
extremists is that “if nothing else, at least atrocities of the administration have ended after the 
coming of the ‘dados’ ?” What should one say about a system in which the Constitution itself has 
bestowed on the President and the Governors unlimited powers for protection and welfare of the 
tribal people, yet they have not been able to save the people from exploitation and oppression of 
their own servants, and this historic task has been accomplished only by the Naxalites in some 
areas ? What is the instrinsic nature of that system in which the law itself has become the biggest 
terror for the common man ? Under the cover of that law, he is being deprived of everything— 
right to life, his honour and even his freedom. And the law is being used for exploitation, oppres
sion and finally even to wipe out their social identity itself. Exploitation, terror and tvrany are 
experienced realitv of the common man, particularly the members of the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes!

4-A -303 SC&ST/90
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80. This is the tragedy of our national life. Those who are operating the system are help
less before that system, they are prisoners of its logic. They are also perhaps to some extent 
assured about its promises to the poor. But the common man now has no faith, whatever faith 
is lingering is also disappearing. There is only one way to come out of this tragic situation, 
that is, to acknowledge, as the first step, the basic anomaly of our national life viz., the ritual 
of a legal process can strangulate justice—and give high regard to the wisdom of the people 
and follow than. The resolutions of the people referred to in this report, should not be seen in 
the narrow legal frame but must be viewed in the broader perspective of human rights and demo
cratic values. Moreover it was Tilak and Gandhi who pronounced that “Swaraj is my birth right” 
and ‘Toleration of injustice is a sin’. If the Government is helpless in removing the basic ano
malies and ending the unjust situation, it can atleast do one thing, that is, not to brand those, who 
are struggling for justice as offenders. Self-governance is the soul of democracy. Supporting 
those, who are struggling for that principle, is the duty of all citizens. I hope that the Govern
ment will support the people’s resolution for protecting their right to life in general and for estab
lishing self-governing system in keeping with their tradition in the tribal areas. I further hope 
that the government will also adapt the formal system in accordance with the wishes of the people, 
even though with so much of delay, which alone will make the Constitutional schema a living 
reality.

Five Tasks. . .

81. An important objective of this Report is to establish, through you, a dialogue with the 
common man who, in the ultimate analysis, is the source of all reasons, all processes and finally 
all objectives. I have not made any formal recommendations. What recommendations can be 
made when the foundation of the system itself is faulty ? The law and the system itself are against 
the spirit of the Constitution and basic tenets of natural justice; moreover the right to life of ordi
nary people is being violated at every step. The whole report itself is one substantial recommen
dation.

82. So long as a process of basic change in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution 
does not begin, isolated measures will serve merely as patch work. I t will be like dressing a 
wound while the root cause of the disease remains as it is. Nevertheless, some elements are 
vital. If consensus can be engendered about them, if every person located at different levels 
in the national life can contribute according to his situation, it will be possible to fulfil, even 
though partially, the national goal and social obligation concerning equity and justice.

Firstly, our legal frame should be restructured with the right to life of the common man 
us the central point so that the gross dissonance between the law and the Constitution can end. 
As a first step, all unconstitutional elements should be identified and removed from all the laws 
particularly those, concerning the command over resources, ownership of means of production 
and entitlement for labour. A new legal frame should be evolved which is truely equitous.

Secondly, in whatever way the common man may be making his living, that should be recog
nised as a right and the state should provide protection to his right to life in that form removing 
all discordant elements. This should in particular cover bonded labourers workiqg in different 
establishments, share croppers and agricultural labourers, forests dwellers and people depending 
on the marginal resources of villages.

Thirdly, a system of self-governance should be established at least in the tribal area in 
which the local community should have the full responsibility for managing their day-to-day life 
including the maintenance and use of all the resources.
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Fourthly, so long as the State is unable to discharge the Constitutional obligations, the 
people’s resolve for recreation of their system based on those basic values should be honoured 
and their peaceful struggles should be supported. Any use of force, direct or indirect, against 
the people’s struggles for establishing their right to life should be prohibited.

Fifthly, certain basic questions have arisen concerning the right to life, paradigm of develop
ment and the style of life within the broad frame of the existing law, Constitution, human rights 
and the responsibility of the State particularly in the tribal areas. The movement in Narmada 
Valley has become a symbol covering all these questions. It will be necessary to find a satis
factory solution to these problems rising above the clamour amongst different interest-groups in 
the immediate context to a higher level and broader frame of our civilisational obligation and 
human values. The paradigm of development and style of life must be redefined so lhat they 
are in harmony with the conditions of our country and our national objectives.

. . .  .And also a Resolution

83. And there is a need for national resolution as well for creating a climate of goodwill, 
particularly in the tribal areas. A unilateral process of development should not be imposed on 
the voiceless people. Their life should not be put to stake in the name of national development 
and high ideals. Today the tribal people have nothing but the backlash of development in the 
name of development which has lead to disorganisation as a community and destitution as indi
viduals. Everywhere thp tribal is pleading with folded hands—‘do not burn my hut’, . . ‘save me, 
where I will go? . .‘Our maiya (Mother) will be left behind', . . ‘or else bomb and finish us ?’ . . 
But there is no one to listen to him. The moving words of his patlietic pleas will keep wandering 
filling those hills and forests; they will continue to reverberate perhaps eternally, laden with the 
chiling message of the helplessness of man in the face of an inhuman system. . . .

84. If a climate of goodwill is to be created, the war waged against the tribal people in the 
name of development must be stopped forthwith. Instead he should be extended an invitation for 
participation in the great voyage for achieving real development: This is a difficult lask. This 
will be possible only when we decide that a ‘Fourth World’ shall not be allowed to come into 
being as a concomitent of development in our country. It will be necessary to give a fresh 
look to the paradigm of development and the style of life. A climate of confidence and good
will can be created in the tribal area only if attention is paid immediately to those people who 
have already become victims of development and the new system, who are in great agony. Instead 
of being concerned about moving ahead in a great hurry, the tribal people should be given, as 
the first step, the responsibility of managing their own social-economic life on the one hand and 
should be made partners in the larger national development on the other. It is possible that 
the pace of change and development may have to be slowed down to some extent. It is also 
possible that we may have to stop for a while in some places. But this is necessary and also 
desirable. If this caution is not exercised, the wheel of development itself may crumble in the 
face of bubbling discontent and erupting revolts in the tribal areas.

Rights and Responsibilities
85. I cannot say what will be reaction of the system to this Report of mine. But when 

the question is of the very identity of one-fourth of the people in the country, when the issue 
is about their basic right to life, when the people themselves are struggling for the establishment 
of that right, not to present a clear picture about the situation would have been the biggest 
crime, it would have been dereliction of my duty. T had suggested in my earlier Report that the
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National Development Council should especially consider this whole situation about the scheduled 
castes and the scheduled tribes separately. I had also requested the judiciary that they may 
review the situation in the context of the way the system has been functioning that whether the 
denigration of the rights of the people can be justified simply because the State did not discharge 
its responsibility entrusted to it by the Constitution and the tribal is facing its consequences. 
I will like to renew this request of mine once more.

86. But I will also like to urge on all those people, who are a part of the modern system, 
that after all they also have a duty in their individual capacities. They may do whatever may 
be possible for fulfilling that obligation in relation to the people’s struggles for fundamental 
rights and basic principles. If they cannot participate directly in their struggles for the right to 
life, the minimum which they can do is not to oppose them. Similarly I will again urge on the 
political parties that the issues concerning basic principles should be kept separate from the 
politics of vote. The members of the organised sector and those having command over resour
ces comprising the so-called ‘Bharat’, may also look at the logic of the present system from the 
perspective of the bulk of the people who are resourceless comprising ‘Hindustanva’. I hope that 
the man of learning will ponder over the simple analysis which has been presented here and 
guide the people to cut through the illusive obsession of development and inspire them to search 
for a new path so that we can establish a  socialist society in its true sense. And there is only 
one power—the youth power—which can bring about the vital qualitative change in the entire 
system it not merely a wish, but I am fully confident that our young people, impelled by the 
spirit of dedication, sacrifice and driven by the dream of creating a new society will come loward 
to accept this great challenge in this unique phase not only in the history of our nation but in 
the history of the human civilization itself.

87. Finally I, as the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, myself 
have a responsibility that the people, for whom the Constitutional safeguards have been provided 
and the review of whose functioning has been entrusted to me, are made aware about the exact 
position in this regard. But the common man does not understand the abstract language of 
principles and policies; he is fully engrossed in the problems of the day. Unless the substance 
of all principles and policies is presented to him in the context of his day-to-day problems, they 
will have no meaning, they are of no significance. What I have said in this report will perhaps 
echo for a while in some assembly halls and then disappear in the void around. Only a dialogue 
conccrning the struggle for life of the people themselves can be its real and lasting expression.

88. Today when the ploughman who makes a living by tilling the land has no right over 
it, when the tribal is a stranger in his own home, when the workers and the tribals in many 
areas are fighting their battles all alone, when the state has no hesitation in using force against 
people struggling for establishing their right to life oblivious of the fact that it has not only been 
entrusted the full responsibility of their protection but whose very existence as a people depends 
on its good will, a highly anamolous situation/ has been created. Today these people may get 
some real relief, even though quite meagre, only from the extremists and thereafter they are 
unwittingly caught in the holocast of a crossfire. In this situation, if a dialogue has to be esta
blished with them for discharging, eventhough symbolic, the obligation as a part of the system 
and also in relation to the constitutional responsibility there is no other alternative but to get 
directly linked with their life struggle. It is within this frame of affection and obligation that 
it is now obligatory for me to get associated with the struggles of the common man, particularly 
the members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, for the establishment of their right
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to life. I am presenting this report to you with this solemn resolve. It is also with a fond 
hope that there will be a serious discussion at the national level on the fundamental questions 
concerning human rights democratic values and constitutional scheme raised in this report which 
may contribute in making a decisive turn in the national life and building up of our nation in 
the image of the dreams of the founding fathers of our Constitution.

With regards,

Yours faithfully,

(7^ 0  . 8 U m a A

( B. D. SHARMA ) 

C o m m is s io n e r f o r  
S c h e d u le d  C a s te s  & S c h e d u le d  T r ib e s

*B—303 SC&ST/90.
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I

BACKGROUND

Sams basic Constitutional issuas wars discussad at length in the Ttoantyai- 
ghth Raport. The main conclusion was that our Constitution envisages the 
establishment of a society which should be imbued with the spirit of equality, 
justice and fraternity. All necessary ingredients for this purpose have 
been provided for, directly or indirectly, in our Constitution.

1.2 The way to achieve this goal has bean clearly set out in the Constitution 
itself. First of all, the Constitution envisages termination of all inhuman 
practices and relationships such as untouchability and forced labour. The 
next step in this regard was to be termination of all inequitous relationships 
of the traditional economic system. Accordingly, the princely states ware 
abolished, jagirs and zamindaris were abolished and the principle of land 
to the tiller was to be operationalised through removal of all sorts of inter- 
mediaries. The next natural question after this was the creation of a new 
economic system frae frcm the ravages of poverty in which the cannon man 
could lead a happy life. There were two facets of this question. Firstly, 
f-.he British had destroyed our industrial base for the well-being and prograss 
of their home economy. Therefore, the foremost task after Independence was 
to protect the household and village industries to provide relief to paople 
engaged in them and create opportunities for their further advancement. Second
ly, a new economic system was also to be established dedicated to the deve
lopment of the national economy. The new economy could assume one of the 
many possible forms. But our Constitution envisaged a modem economy which 
would provide equal opportunity for participation to all the citizens. There 
were two inportant conditions for achieving this. Firstly, it was necessary 
that all citizens should have an equal opportunity for acquiring necessary 
skills for participation in the new economic system. It was on this account 
that compul sory education for all children upto the age of 14 was to be provid
ed within a period of 10 years. Secondly, even after such preparation a psrson 
could expect to gat an equal opportunity for participation in the economic 
system only if the new means of production ware under social control. Aopord-
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ingly, public sactor and cooperative institutions were to be given the highest 
position and tha private sector was relegated to a secondary position in 
the new economic system.

1.3 Thus, broadly every citizen can ba expected to make a place for himsalf 
as an equal partner in the new economic system according to his intrinsic 
capabilities. But lest primordial instincts may overwhelm in competition 
for development the Constitution specifically prohibits discrimination in 
any form on the basis of caste, religion, region, sex and such like. Ordinarily 
all these provisions should have been adequate for establishment of an equitab
le system. But they could prove to be inadequate in the context of our social 
situation. It was, therefore, considered necessary to giva special attention 
to the backward classes. Accordingly seme special provisions particularly 
in favour of members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes were conside
red desirable and tha principle of positive discrimination was given an import
ant position in the Constitution.

1.4 If these Constitutional provisions were implemented in their true spirit, 
it was expected that the processes of equity would get strengthened as the 
traditional vestiges of inequity faded out. It was thought that after sane 
time there may be no need for positive discrimination in favour of the backward 
classes. Therafore, political reservation for the Scheduled Castas and Schedul
ed Tribes was initially kept only for 10 years. There was, however, no time 
limit for reservations in economic opportunities. Decision in this regard 
oould be taken according to the emerging situation. The Constitution itself 
envisaged appointment of a Oanmission after 10 years of its enforcement for 
assessing the conditions of tha Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes so that 
the entire issue oould ba raviawad afresh.

1.5 A variety of programmes were initiated soon after Independence for the 
welfare and advancement of members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. Soma benefits have also accrued particularly in education. Many people 
belonging to these communities entered Government services but the condition 
of the bulk of the people has not improved. In many cases their condition 
has further deteriorated. The main reason for this was that the entire economic 
system of our country has bean moving in a way such that inequality has 
increased instead of decreasing and continues to increase. A sort of dualistic 
or three-tier economy is getting established. On the one hand, there is a 
new world of well-to-do people who belong to the modem sector. On the other 
hand, the dichotomy within the traditional sector of our economy is accentuati
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ng with people having command over resources forming one group while the 
resourceless people comprise a different world of poor.

1.6 When inequality is increasing in the country all sections of population 
are trying to acquire as large a share as possible for themselves in the 
new wealth and new opportunities. Members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes have obviously a claim therein. The result is that it has become necess
ary not only to continue with the policy of positive discrimination, which 
should have faded out if the basic egalitarian spirit of the Constitution 
were honoured, but it has become necessary to increase its scope. It was 
in the context of this changing situation that I had raised some basic issues 
in the previous Report and made extensive recommendations. In spite of all 
this there is no denying the fact that it is an irony that it is necessary 
to press for a share in favour of weaker sections in the gains of the inequito- 
us system which in the ultimate analysis cannot be anything but the proceeds 
of exploitation of other poor belonging to the same groups who remain at 
the bottom.

1.7 It is clear that even if the policy of positive discrimination, which 
has claimed maximum attention so far in relation to the welfare of the Schedul
ed Castes and Scheduled Tribes, were to succeed fully, it could benefit only 
a small section of these communities. On the other hand, if inequality contin
ues to increase in our country or continues even at the present level, the 
maximum damage will befall members of these ccranunities themselves because 
their condition is already the worst as in the case of the Scheduled Castes 
or because they are facing the most severe backlash of development as in 
the case of the Scheduled Tribes. Therefore, even though recommendations 
were made for extending the scope of the principle of positive discrimination, 
greater emphasis was placed on basic structural changes in the economy through 
formulation of equitous policies and thair effective implementation besides 
attending to the immediate problems related to wages, right over land, protect
ion of traditional occupations and such like.

1.8 There has been no significant change in the general situation after 
the submission of the last Report* However, the Central Government have 
decided not to dereserve the reserved vacancies in services and launch a 
special drive for filling the vacant positions. But the scope of this measure 
is rather limited. Moreover, two new institutions at the national level have 
been created, viz., Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of 
India Limited and National Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Finance
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and Development Corporation. Thase institutions hava just startad working. 
'Hiei*a has baan no significant changa in relation to any othsr issuas referred 
to in iiy pravious Raport.

!.') It may ba nacassary to stata hara that tha raviaw in tha pravious Raport 
coverad a pariod of savan years. There ware soma notable successes during 
that pariod tha details of which wera also givan. But so far as implementation 
of many a programme was concerned, it was not only found deficient in many 
regards but in many cases tha programmes thamsalvas wara defective. Thara 
is no indication so far if any corrective measures are being taken for tha 
Eighth Fiva Year Plan. Tha most serious issuas in that Raport ralatad to 
tha Constitutional provisions. In many important matters not even the first 
steps hava been taken even after 40 years of tha adoption of the Constitu
tion. Moreover, thera ara a number of cases in which the Stata itself is 
responsible for violating Constitutional provisions. Non-action on such grave 
issues even after their reference in the Report cannot but be said to be 
gross violation of the Constitutidn. It is also ragrettad that this Raport 
has neither been discussed in Parliament nor in tha State Assemblies so far. 
In this context, it can only ba expected that tha situation must have ramainad 
the same as was the casa during tha pravious savan years, if not deteriorated 
as has happened in relation to exploitative processes.

1.10 Another important issue had coma to tha fore in the last review. No 
information is being collected on many an important issue. I have sent a 
sat of naw proforma to tha Stata Governments so that a realistic review could 
be made of the Constitutional provisions. It has also.been urged that the 
information may not be sent just in a raw form after collection. It should 
be considarad in detail first at the State level. Whatever important issues 
arise in that raview, tha Government should send their own reactions and 
also the full details about the action taken tharaon or likely to be taken. 
Thus, it is hopad that the Report will not be a mere compilation of figures, 
ideas and good wishes but will baccma an integral part of the process for 
social equity and a basis for immediate intervention and formulation of long 
term policies. This new process of review will begin with effect from the 
review year 1988-89 about which information has been received so far only 
from a few States and that too rather scanty. It also appears that tha States 
nave not appreciated the importance of indepth review at the State level. 
I hope that the next Report will be an indepth and realistic review in pursuan- 
■ of the Constitutional provisions.
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1.11 The most important question in tha last Report related to the command 
over natural resources and their use. Some aspects of this question ware 
also discussed. But in view of the importance of the question it was thought 
that it deserved a special report. It appears that the situation in this 
regard has deteriorated in the meantime. In reality the questions about command 
over resources, their use and entitlement of people in the gross national 
product not only affect the livelihood of common man but are vital for the 
right to life. It is in this context that a detailed review of ccnmand over 
resources has bean attempted in the present Raport. It involves the review 
of means of livelihood of people and their right to life.

1.12 This Report concerns the right to life of the common man. Therefore, 
I have tried to address the same to the common man so that he can himself 
understand as to why his condition continues to deteriorate in spite of ince
ssant enunciation of great principles of social equity and premises at all 
levels. Ordinarily the Report after being presented to the President is placed 
on the Table of the House. It is followed by a debate. Finally the Parliamenta
ry Committee on the Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes tries 
to see that its recommendations are implemented. It is clear that the situa
tion has been deteriorating instead of improving, notwithstanding tha aliov? 
elaborate formal process. The main reason for this is that tha net effect 
of operation of the system as a whole is adverse. The ordinary people for 
whose welfare and protection elaborate Constitutional provisions exist and 
about whom this Report is made, are not even aware about what happens at 
the higher levels and the nature of the other processes which concern them 
vitally.

1.13 I have considered it necessary to discuss another special issue in this 
Report. After all if those persons, who hava been specifically charged with 
certain responsibilities under this Constitution, do not act what are the 
options before the people? I had clarified at some length this serious issue 
in my last Report. For example, the Governors have failed to discharge their 
responsibilities in relation to the Scheduled Areas. The Central Government 
have failed to issue directions even in cases where the Constitution was 
clearly violated. The courts are helpless because either no laws have been 
made or their attention has not teen drawn to the problems. The National 
Development Council has not found it necessary to consider this important 
issue in its totality and in depth. Similarly, the interests of members of 
the Scheduled Castes ire linked with land and wages about which there is
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lack of sansitivity if not a state of helplessness. It is now necessary 
to consider seriously tha options which tha paopla hava in this situation.

1.14 This question does not concern only those who ara victims of tha ex
ploitation or iirresponsible behaviour of tha system but all those who are 
responsible for operating tha system and also thosa who are co-sharers in 
tha benefits of the modem system. I have specially given in detail the reacti
ons of the people in many areas against the inequitous processes of the system 
and have also discussed as to what the people can and should do in such situat
ions. I hope that the Government will make necessary arrangements so that 
this Raport in which Constitutional rights, tha attitude of the system in 
that regard and the reactions of the peopla and what can ba dona by them 
in the context of Constitutional provisions, have bean discussad, reaches 
the concerned people in a form and language which can be understood by them.

1.15 I hava not mada formal raocmmendations in this Raport. Tha racomman- 
dations mada in tha earlier Reports, particularly the Twentyeighth Raport, 
are quite extensive and if they ara implamantad the condition of tha Schedu
led Castes and Scheduled Tribas can be expected to improve significantly. 
But the examination of the question of command over resources in this Raport 
makes it clear that the weaker sections of the community, particularly members 
of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, cannot get justice in accordance 
with the spirit of the Constitution unless thari is basic change in our percep
tions and tha entire lagal and formal systam. It is trua that this change 
cannot ba affected in a day. But what is important is tha process of change. 
Tha vary nature of the systam today is against their interests. Our entire 
legal system has not got out of the colonial mould. The right to life of 
the people has not only remained ignored but no attention has baan mid to 
the same. A beginning can be made for this basic change. It is clear that 
a beginning must be mada straightaway at thosa points where the spirit of 
tlie Constitution and the human rights are being violated. A serious discussion 
is, therefore, necessary on the entire Report and action must follow on thosa 
conclusions arrived at so that the spirit of the Constitution can ba honour ad 
and paopla can hava justice in all spheres of life.
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INEQUALITY, DEPRIVATION AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

Inequality is increasing in our country at a rast rate. In this milieu 
the condition of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes is bound to 
deteriorate at a still faster pace. Therefore, the first point which we 
must consider is how it is that we are moving in the opposite direction 
notwithstanding desirable provisions of all description in the Constitution. 
How is the inequitous system prospering and inequality increasing? Seme 
things are quite clear. The specific directions in the Constitution far 
termination of inhuman traditions and inequitous practices have not been 
followed. Similarly exploitation in various forms has not only continued 
even after adoption of the Constitution but has got accentuated. On the 
other hand, the benefits of new development have been largely cornered 
by small urbanorganised and educated classes. A variety of other undesirable 
elements have gradually joined this new privileged group. Now all these 
elements together have got organised in the form of a big interest group 
and it appears as if the entire economic system is in their clutches.

2.2 The organised sector in our country has not been content only with 
cornering for itself the benefits of development. It has taken undue advan
tage of its authority and not allowed the entire unorganised sector to 
receive its due share in the benefits of new development. On the other 
hand, the processes of deprivation of the unorganised sector have deepened 
through a variety of subterfuges. Further, it is also noteworthy that only 
those people have been able to enter the organised sector who either occupied 
a privileged position earlier or who got the opportunity of education. 
In this way largely members of higher castes acquired command over this 
sector and the place of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes has remain
ed limited to reserved positions, the other segments of the economy being 
largely out of their reach. Therefore, most of members of the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes alongwith other people in the unorganised sector 
are obliged to face and are facing tha process of deprivation and exploitati
on in an equal measure or even in worse forms.
6 -3 0 3  SC&ST/90 _/
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Many forms of deprivation
2.3 Deprivation and exploitation gat expressed in numerous forms in the 
present systam. The first wall known form is open loot and thuggery. Thera 
is, on the face of it, no place for open loot and thuggery in the modam 
systam. But aven then this is an experienced reality for the poor, particu
larly marobers of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes who are facing 
it incessantly. Their economy, therefore, is getting shattered. But tha 
most terrifying facet of modam systam is indirect expropriation and exploit
ation. These processes are so deep and insidious that ordinarily there 
is not even a realisation stout the same. They operate in numerous forms. 
First of all, whatever may be the occupation which tha ordinary paopla 
may be following and whatever may be the skills required for tha same, 
tha skills themselves are not recognised so that the entitlement of these 
people may ba reduced to the minimum. The most unjust and regrettable example 
of this is tha work ralatable to agriculture. The agricultural labourer 
is considered to ba unskilled and the rate of agricultural wages are kept 
th8 lcwest. But, in contrast, members of the new system get their own skills 
valued arbitrarily. For example, tha person who pushes tha button of a 
lift is a skilled labourer and the person who does reading and writing 
is dasmed to have higher skills. Moreover, even those tasks which hava 
no meaning, for example, advertising and intermediation, are considered 
to be essential and a heavy cost is extracted for their so-called services.

2.4 The second important form of deprivation is unjust command ovar mean? 
of production and ignoring, even complete non-recognition of the rights 
of the people over resources. The big differential in the level of technology 
and capital used deepens this process of deprivation. The most despicable 
form of deprivation is depriving the people of their command ovar and accass 
to natural resources including laxid and forest, on which they have sub
sisted through the ages. In the end, deprivation takes the form of biological 
exploitation which is not aven alluded to. The poor in tha course of raw 
struggle for survival ordinarily gats exhausted aven before attaining youth. 
In a way ha has only one role in the national systam— to provide cheap 
labour. On the other hand, a few people, on sue pretext, or the otner, 
acquire entitlement over the goods and wealth created through their labour. 
Indulgence in luxury amidst dire want all around is proclaimed as their 
right and consumerism is deified as development.

2.5 The process of deprivation can be said to have begun with the astabl Ls~ 
hment of the State .itself. Aftar ail how does one gei. resources for running
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of a Stata? Evan tha king had to imposa levias on tha toiling paopla. In 
other words, after the establishment of tha State tha ordinary paopla had 
to giva away a part of tha fruits of their labour to the rulars for running 
the same. But in. th ; earlier days tha scope of tha authority of tha rular 
in the real sense was not vary largs, it did not extend to tha entire lifa 
of the people. The small communities, in essence, ware masters of thair 
respective territories during this period. They ware not bothered aftar 
thay had paid a share of their produce. But the situation today is entirely 
different. The authority of the State has now replaced rulars and the scope 
of this authority has no limits. Its interference is all pervasive informing 
all facets of man’s lifa. Moreover, the State has also assumed numerous 
responsibilities. It has, therefore, become vary bulky.

2.6 Tha new situation is also quite different in one more respact. Th* 
production of all de:. xiptions earlier used to be within the village. The 
town and the city functioned often as centres of trade or administration. 
But the city in the new system has now become a centre of production as 
wall as of numerous servdcas. A special feature of the city system is that 
it is organised. 'Hie State administration itself is in a way a part of 
the organised sector, un the other hand, the village society is more or 
less unorganised and, therefore, rather weak. In contrast, the organised 
sector has become very powerful and is increasingly becoming more and more 
powerful. There is growing concentration of both economic and political 
power in the organised sector which is being exploited to the maximum.

2.7 Another important feature of development in our country and assoc:ated 
matters such as tha way of lifa, bahaviour pattam or tha perception about 
life itself, is that there is blind copying of tha West. Consequently, 
whatever is happening in the organised sector or whatever is useful for 
it acquires great importance. In this milieu, even the fact that the organis
ed sector concerns only a small segment of our population and the common 
man is outside it, is not realised. Therefore, avan a realistic picture 
of the lifa of the ordinary man and his problems does not get presented 
anywhere. There is a lot of talk, at that loud talk, about his problems 
but they do not get the importance in real sense, sane of them remain comple
tely unnoticed.

2.8 Another facet of tha naw economic system is that it is being built 
from above. Consequently, everything concerning the people, their skills, 
their knowledge and their rights, remains unappreciated. As we will see 
later, tha most skilled person of our economy has been deemed to be unskilled
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and tha knowladga of tha common man as ignorance. No importance is givan
to tha rols of traditional artisans. No nota is taken of tha fact that 
it is tha farmer who has full knowladga of aach fiald in his villaga and 
puts the sama to tha bast use or it is tha tribal who can identify every 
plant of the forast and usas tha sama optimally. Ctonsequantly, the systam 
is kean to impart seme skills and give some knowledge to these highly skilled 
and knowledgeable paopla which do not hava much relevance in this situation 
or even any intrinsic worth. Thus by non-recognition of the skills of the 
people and their knowladga, which constitute the real strength and tha 
invaluable treasure of a nation, the rich national heritage has been reduced 
to nullity. This is tha biggast tragedy of our country. This is tha root 
causa of tha sanse of insignificance and inconsequentially in the ordinary 
people and their real poverty.

Deprivation and tha organised sector
2.9 Thus, the distance between the organised and the unorganised is contin
uously increasing. The richest are getting heavily concentrated in one 
comer of that system. In this miliau all attempts for development and 
all routes to success lead in one direction only— somehow to join the organi
sed sector. And if saueliow that is not possible, then at least get linked 
with it, or if nothing else is possible then at least touch the same so 
that the person can have th'a feeling that ha is somewhere in its neighbourho
od. A few people do succeed in this attempt. Seme members of tha Scheduled 
Castas and Scheduled Tribes ara also abla to acquire some positions particul
arly in the sagiriant comprising Government service through the policy of 
positive discrimination. Thase successes, evan though small, create a climate 
of hope, howsoever faint it may ba, for everyone. There is a feeling that 
soonar or latar and if nothing alse at least the next generation will make 
the grade. It is this combination of success and hope which help in providing 
stability to tha present systam notwithstanding its intrinsic inequity.

2.10 But this climate of success and hopa is now changing fast. Firstly, 
tha new opportunities in tha organised sector are not expanding at a fast 
rate. Secondly, those who hava already entered that sector hava mada it 
like a close preserve for themselves. Moreover, their woman after education 
are entering the employment market claiming equality in all spheres so 
that no place is really left for others to enter. Thus, in many cases, 
particularly for the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and other backward 
classes this hope is getting converted into disillusion.
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2.11 Tha reaction and avan raga amongst tha paopla who face disillusion 
after failure and who ara victims of a variety of exploitative processes 
are natural. This reaction has beccma explosive at soma placas and is also 
assuming sometimes violent form. But thay ara very weak in the faca of 
the might of the State and are, therefore, helplass. Secondly, the system 
itself adopts a strategy of conciliation to daal with this discontent. 
The leadership is invited to join hands and work together for the common 
goal of national development.. The leadership and aven people who should 
know are taken in. They become supporters of the organised sector and gra
dually get assimilated. In this way the immediate problem is resolved thro
ugh cooption of some of the discontented from the unorganised sector. Some 
others amongst them also became hopaful of following their leaders and 
joining them. But the system remains unchanged. There is no difference 
in the condition of the common man. In fact, his condition continues to 
deteriorate.

2.12 There are two important pillars of tha strength of the organised 
sector. Firstly, the Stata authority itself is an integral part of the 
organised sector. The authority of the State is expressed in the form of 
Constitution, laws and numerous institutions established for carrying on 
the functions of the State. Tha method of functioning of the organised 
sector is also the same as that of the State. They are familiar with the 
method of functioning of tha State. Therefore, there is no dissonance or 
contradiction between the State system and the rest of the organised sector. 
They more or less work as one whole.

2.13 The second pillar of the strength of the organised sector is its 
role in development. Having accepted the way of life of the Western countries 
as an idaal, the paradigm of development of tha West has baan accepted 
as the possible paradigm for our own country as well. The so-called modem 
sector is deemed to be the leading sector in new development. The hope 
of the antira country rests on the progress of this sector. Therefore, 
whatever may be necessary for its progress and advancement is deemed to 
be right uncritically, without even examining whether it is necessary or 
not. If someone dares to raise a question, ha is silenced by dubbing him 
as antidevelopment, reactionary or die-hard.

2.14 Those who work in tha unorganised sector ara completely helpless 
in this new systam. They have no role whatsoever even in relation to the 
formulation of the policies about the functioning of their own sector and 
its cost benefit or in implementation of its policies at any level, not
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to speak of a role and responsibility for guiding the entire system. In 
fact, they do not have any knowledge of functioning of the new system. 
Whatever comes from the State and the organised sector is right and even 
desirable. It is in the form of a mandate which cannot be reversed, about 
which there ara no alternatives but to comply; it has the authority of 
the 'written word'. Thus, tha modern system of the organised sector has 
acquired complete control of the econcmic systam of the entire country.

2.15 Even though there is more or less full consonance between the State 
authority and the rest of the organised sector, it cannot be said that 
there sure no occasions of conflict of interests between the two. Tha conflict 
of interests, however, does not cross a limit since both of them are part 
or chi same system. The issues usually are resolved in a way that none 
of them is a loser. Moreover, members of the organised sector have also 
adopted a numbar of contrivances for protecting themselves against the 
malfunctioning of tha State. Firstly, since they are organised they are 
able to cctne together for facing any misuse of authority. For example, 
the police cannot harass even a humble clerk because it is feared that 
in such a situation they may be gheraoed. Similarly where the system itself 
is not functioning wall, they get special arrangements made for themselves. 
For example, there is a systam of reservation to avoid crowding in the 
trains; cooperative stores are set up to avoid long queues. What happens 
to the remaining people is not thair concern. Finally the members of the 
organised sector have pitched thei r own entitlements at much too high a 
level. While no member in this group is poor, even the smallest amongst 
them is able to meet his ordinary requirements in full. No one amongst 
them is really worried about tomorrow which is fully secured. And wherever 
it appears that there may be a cut in their entitlement due to malfunctioning 
of the system, a suitable cushion is created for the sama. For example, 
contractors assume that they will have ♦’o give some cuts. Therefore, they 
add a margin to cover the same and more in their original bids. It is 
clear that the burden of all this ultimately falls on members of the unorga
nised sector. In this way tha incidence of expropriation and exploitation 
is multiplied about which they even do not know or they cannot understand.

The role of State
2.16 It will be necessary to consider two preliminary things to understand 
the riddle of deprivation and exploitation. Firstly, what is the role of 
the Stata in this process and secondly, how does the net of deprivation 
and exploitation really expand? If we consider the idaal role of the State, 
its first task is to establish a systam in which all the citizens can lead
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thair livas according to their own understanding without any troubla. If 
soma issuas cannot ba rasolvad mutually or at tha laval of tha community, 
only than tha Stata should stap in to assist tham. Thus, tha first rola 
of tha Stata is of establishing an ordar. A variaty of laws and rulas ara 
mada for this purposa tha implamantation of which is the responsibility 
of tha State.

2.17 Tha othar important rola of tha Stata is ralatad to tha prevailing 
inequality amongst the paopla. In tha beginning, when tha people lived 
in small cotrmunities, putting a check on tha strong and providing protaction 
to the weak was tha responsibility of the community which they discharged 
in accordance with thair tradition. However, as tha siza of the communities 
increased the relationship between people became increasingly formal and 
the responsibility of the Stata expanded. The responsibility for providing 
protection to the weaker sections, particularly members of the Scheduled 
Castas and Scheduled Tribas, has baen placad on tha State by tha Constitution 
itsalf.

2.18 The State has a third rola as wall. Sometimes the State assumes 
tha rola of an institution and as an institution its position is the same 
as that of an ordinary citizen, but even in this role it has a distinctive 
identity of its own. For example, the Forest Department, in its role as 
the owner of the forest, acts like a zamindar. But the long shadow of the 
authority of the State is always behind it even as it performs the proprieta
ry functions. P̂ oreover, there is another facet of this role as well. We 
have adopted the path of planned economic development for our country. 
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the State to take initiative in 
matters of development. There are two aspects of this rola as wall— firstly, 
planning and secondly, implementation of developmental programmes. When 
the Stata undertakes any developmental tasks either on its own or through 
other institutions it again functions as a person. Thus, the State begins 
to see its role within the ambit of those institutions and its personality 
gets circumscribed within the same.

2.19 Thus, there ara three main roles of the State— ordar, protection 
and development. These three roles are entirely different. It is not always 
possible for tha Stata and its officers that they can clearly understand 
the difference amongst these three roles and act in a particular situation 
after understanding their role and responsibility with objectivity. What 
usually happens i~ that whan the State discharges the responsibility concern
ing one of thas:; roles the responsibilities concerning other roles may
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ba ignored. In tha prasant situation, about which wa will discuss in datail 
latar, tha responsibility of tha State about protaction usually either 
gats ignored or doss not get a high priority. Tha worst sufferers of this 
neglect are members of tha Scheduled Castas and Scheduled Tribes.

Five levels of deprivation
2.20 An analysis of the process of deprivation broadly reveals five stages 
therein. We will have to go a bit back in history to understand these 
stages. The history of man bagins in small communitias. In that primitive 
stage of economy each community had complete command over resources within 
its own territory. This state about command over resources generally conti
nued for a long tima, but thare wera soma exceptions in sane casas. For 
example, tha stronger communities somatimas startad challenging other weaken 
groups in relation to thair command ovar resources. Tha procass of depriva
tion begins with this challenge of command ovar and usa of natural resources. 
Even this challenge can be in numerous forms. In seme cases the challenge 
comes from stronger communities, sometimes from stronger individuals. But 
occassionally such a challenge can coma from the sida of tha State itself. 
Tha State's control ovar forast in tha tribal araas of our country is a 
well known axample of this process of deprivation by the State. This represe
nts the first level of deprivation.

2.21 Even if a community doas not enjoy command over natural resources, 
an individual can continue to enjoy command over tha same as a maans of 
production. In our traditional systam all residents of a village hava tha 
right to usa all natural rasourcas within tha geographical limits of that 
village. Tha first right ovar agricultural land was of the parson who first 
reclaimed it for agriculture. If that person or his heir did not cultivate 
the same, other members of the village corrmunity could use the same with 
the permission of the community. In this way the right to earn a living 
by tilling land was established which was also socially recognised. But 
today the situation in our country is that most of tha people who till 
the land do not have a right over it. In this way there is a big divide 
between the means of production and tha labourer. There is another notewort
hy aspect of the production process. Production basically comprises thrae 
alamants, viz., tha nature's gift, fruits of labour and the additive dua 
to tha usa of science and technology. The additive due to advancement in 
science and technology is the basis of all modem development. But whan 
the weaker gats alienated from the means of production like land, it means 
that he has no right over the additive. In this situation he loses entitleme
nt over the nature's gift and tha additiva dua to science and technology.
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This is tha second level of deprivation.

2.22 Evan aftar tha right ovar means of production is takan away tha worker 
still can claim dua antitlamant for his labour input. For example, tha 
Stata fixas tha prica of collection of forest produce in such a way that 
the parson who collects it may get full wages even though he may not get 
the full value. Similarly the right of the agricultural labourer may not 
be recognised over the full produce of the land, yet he may be entitled 
to a reasonable w age. This is the basic principle of determination of minirmm 
wages, but usually it is seen that this does not happen. The position of 
the worker becomes increasingly weak after he loses the command over maans 
of production. In this situation, in course of time he does not get even 
full entitlement for his labour. In the end, his wages beccme so low he 
is not even able to feed himself. This is the third level of deprivation.

2.23 The story does not end here. When a labourer does not get reasonable 
wage ha has to dapend on others for maintaining the family. At this stage 
he may have to bargain even his freedom for work. In this situation ha 
is foread to work at the command of others. He becctnas a bonded labourer 
which is a form of slavery. In this situation exploitation assumes the 
form of biological exploitation. The rola of workers in tha society is 
reduced to that of being bom to work to the maximum extent possible and 
provide a substitute bafore he passes away. This is the fourth level of 
deprivation.

2.24 The fifth and tha final leval of deprivation is socio-psychological. 
At this stage paopla accapt the inequitous system as legitimate. They accept 
it as thair fata. They hava nothing to complain against the systam or against 
any individual. If thare is a rich person, that is his luck and he has 
a right to anjoy tha sama. It is hare that the poor lose salf-confidance, 
self-respect and a sansa of pride in thamselvas. A variety of myths are 
created to strengthen this inequitous systam and make it permanent. The 
most effective form of this has been the principle of karma and belief 
in rabirth. A mamber of a Scheduled Casts has nothing to complain because 
what he is suffering is the result of his past deeds. And he cannot revolt 
against that system because he is concerned about his next lifa. Whatever 
he is suffering in this life he accepts but he must work for' making the 
next.

2.25 The people who have been living in the proximity of nature and leading
a free and happy lifa with pride in themselves, when caught in this wab
7—303 SC&ST/90
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of deprivation loss thair entitlement and in the and became destitutes 
and untouchables. Members of tha Scheduled Castas and Scheduled TJribes 
are struggling at different lavals in this nefarious process. It will bs 
sssantial to cut the magical web if a society based on principles of aqualit- 
y, justice and fraternity is to be established. The Stata has been giver 
by the Constitution tha responsibility of protecting the interests of the 
weaker sections and their development. This responsibility can be discharged 
only by cutting this web. How this should be made possible is the biggest 
question which we, as a nation, face today.



3

SOCIAL D IGNITY AND PERSONAL PRIDE

All tha five lsvals in tha procsss of deprivation described earlier 
are present in our country and are gradually becoming increasingly sharper. 
It w;ll be necessary to consider separately in depth the issuas concerned 
with each level of deprivation for preparing a suitable strategy for effect
ively countering that process. We will begin our discussion with tha last 
level, that is, socio-psychological. The most important question of any 
society is about the personal honour and dignity of its members. The honour 
and dignity of an individual depends on his vrork, the recognition of his 
work, the right over tha means of production and their entitlement in the 
econonic system in general.

Tha aid of self-governing system and entitlement
3.1 It is well known that the position of members of the Scheduled Castas 
in our traditional systam has bean tha worst. They were assigned tha lowest 
rung in tha society. Moreover, they were burdened with the most uncongenial 
and hard tasks. Evert than the village was a socio-economic unit and member's 
of tha Scheduled Castas comprisad an integral part of that economy. They 
had a definite share in the produce which was determined according to the 
tradition. All natural resources including agricultural land initially were 
tinder the command of the village conmunity. :pvery person had a right to 
use the same for making a living. This system in its ideal form' continues 
to pravail in the tribal areas. But in many places stronger sections of 
the community gradually acquired exclusive control on some resources such 
as good agricultural land. But avan in this stage othar mambers of tha vill
age community continued to enjoy more or lass aqual accass to all natural 
resources other than agricultural land. This was tha general situation in 
our villages bafore the advent of the British.

3.2 Another important feature of the village life before the British was 
that all sorts of personal disputes were rasolvad within the village. One 
thing at least was assured in all decisions at tha village lavel that tha 
truth was established in each case and all decisions were strictly in accor-
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dance with the tradition. It was, however, true that the traditional systam 
itself was unjust in many respects. Naverthalass, the self-govamanca of 
the villages had its own merits.

3.3 This system of salf-governance in the village was consciously brokan 
during tha British rule and an exotic formal system was superimposed on 
the entire country. It had disastrous consequences for the village conmunity 
and its full implications ara being realised only now.

3.4 Sane features of the administration introduced by the British were 
progressive which dasarva a special mention. Firstly, peace was established 
throughout tha country. Secondly, all people in principle ware deemed to 
ba equal befora the law. Thirdly, the administration was expected to be 
neutral in dealing with the people and any discrimination against any section 
was considered to be wrong.

Consequancas of weakening of the system
3.5 There has been a significant change in these roles of administration 
after Independence. Tha first and the most important thing is that the law 
and order situation in tha country, particularly in tha village, is not 
good. The commanding influence of administration with regard to maintenance 
of order has been reduced and is continually getting further reduced. More
over, in many respects administration is not neutral now; the stronger sec
tions of tha conmunity ara being encouraged, if not being openly supported. 
In this miliau members of the weaker sections of tha community, particularly 
mambars of tha Scheduled Castes, have got isolated. It is true that now 
thesa paopla themselves have got better organised. Nevertheless, tha real 
situation today is that they have to face the oppression of tha system at 
tha ona end and of tha stronger sections of the community on tha othar. 
Tha exploited and the deprived hava no honour, have no dignity. They have 
to struggle in an extremely hostile setting.

3.6 Tha othar sad consequanca of the weakening of tha system concerns 
the command over and use of natural resources. Tha natural resources,and 
agricultural land in particular, had bean daamed to ba personal property 
during the British period which had tha affect of ending the traditional 
entitlement of the common man over tha sama. We will discuss this issue 
in detail later. But the resources, which were not personally owned, were 
kept under the vigilant eye of the administration while the ordinary people 
could use the sama for making a living. With tha weakening of tha administrat
ion the supervision over these resources collapsed. In this way the command
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ovar rssourcas by tha conmunity got terminated during tha British rule and 
tha administrative vigilance tharaon andad aftar Indapandanca. In this 
situation tha stronger sections of tha community started grabbing thasa 
resources through a variety of subterfugas. In soma cases thay opanly violated 
tha law and in soma othars thay acquired avan legal titles through tha conni
vance of small Stata functionaries. In this state of naar lawlessness tha 
rights of tha weaker sections of the community gradually declined and thay 
hava been rendered still more resourcaless.

Self-governance in tribal areas
3.7 The situation in tribal areas is somewhat diffarant. In many tribal 
araas tha general administrative system was not axtandad before Independence. 
Therefore, their traditional system of self-governance continued. In sane 
areas even though the exotic system was introduced, it did not have much 
effect because the tribal people livad in forest and hilly regions which 
wars out of raach of the administration. The situation in these areas has, 
however, changed after Independence at a fast pace. The main reason is 
that the tribal araas ara rich in all thosa resources which are needad by 
tha naw system. The tribal areas have baan opaned up speedily primarily 
for exploitation of these resources for development. As the inaccessible 
regions are opanad up a flood of Govammant officials, traders and contractors 
ensues. Tha formal administrative systam, which earliar had only a notional 
presence, is new prasant in full force. This is being done in an entirely 
routina fashion. It is neither backed by adequate thinking nor has a clear 
objective. Simply because the system exists in the so-called advanced araas 
it must be extended to the tribal araas as well* Moreover, even though 
it is known that the systam is proving to ba detrimental to the tribal in
terests there is no attempt to find a suitable alternative. The traditional 
tribal systam is under severe sttain dua to tha pressure of this incongruous 
system; it is collapsing.

3.8 There is deeper significance of the salf-goveming system amongst 
the tribal communities. Evary community has a natural right to managa its 
own affairs; this right is autogenous. It is this free will which is crucial 
for engendering a sense of dignity in a society. And pride in the salf and 
dignity ara tha essence of community life.

3.9 Evary community in tha world considers itself as unique and is proud 
of this fact. Such a sensa of prida is possible only whan tha ccmmunity 
is fraa to manage its own systam and the people know that they themselvas 
ara tha arbiters of the path of thier lives. When a society is not free
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to guide tha course of its own systam, what can ba tha meaning of salf-raspact 
and whara is tha question of personal prida? It is in this respect that 
the greatest injustice has been done to the tribal paopla, which continues 
unabatad aven today. In tha tribal araas not only tha traditional systam 
of tha people has been ignored but an axotic systam has been superimposed 
without much thought. Consequently, everything which thay call thair own 
is wrong and tha ordinary tribal has become a criminal as per the norms 
of tha formal system.

Criminalisation of the tribal society
3.10 Tha criminalisation of antira communities in tha tribal areas is tha 
worst blot on tha liberal tradition of our country. Tha irony is that this 
has baen happening and is happening in the name of principles and even with 
loud proclamations about law and the Constitution. And what is more, all 
tis is being done by a system which considers itself as a symbol of equity, 
rationality and modernity.

3.11 The beginning of this process of criminalisation had, no doubt started 
during tha British period. But not only any attampt has not baen made to 
make a change after Independence but the process became still faster and 
its form much more hideous. The British had through enactment of a law 
taken possession of the forasts in which tha tribal , people had bean living 
for thousands of yaars. And tha sama laws wara superimposed on the remaining 
tribal areas after Independence. In this way the innocant tribal became 
an intruder in his cwn hone. Consequently, an ordinary Government official 
could just physically drive him away. If ha rafused to move out force could 
be used. If in the process his hut is burnt and got trampled by an elephant, 
no offence would have been committed for the official was simply discharging 
his duty.

3.12 Similar was the story about their lands. His possession over tha land, 
which he may hava bean cultivating for generations, became illegal simply 
becausa tha village accountant did not enter his nama in his papers. The 
written word on the papar bacama indelible which it was impossible to erase. 
Thus he cannot claim the land as his own which his forefathers may hava 
been cultivating for agas. Ha has no right against a parson who on the basis 
of paper authority may ccme and remove him or simply push him out.
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3.13 This is so far as land and property ara concerned. Tha situation is 
similar in social matters as well. Even when a tribal prepares his traditional 
braw according to tha custom of his clan, offers it to his deities and than 
consumes it, he will still ba an offender bafora tha law. The reason is 
simple. In accordance with the law of tha Stata he should not drink because 
there may be prohibition in that State. Or elsa whara prohibition is not 
in force, he must drink the liquor from an authorised - shop because he has 
no right to prepare his own. In either situation he is an offender; he 
could aven be jailed.

3.14 Similarly he may be held guilty of breaking most unknowingly, countless 
contracts simply because he might hava put his thumb impression on a paper 
without understanding what was written on it or even without caring that 
it was a blank sheet. And after he has gathered tha heavy load of all these 
crimes ha misses aven the right to defend himself simply because he does 
not know where he could go. Artd if somehow he is able to reach the doorstep 
of the temple of justice, he may discover that it was rather too late. He 
may have never heard of or even thought in the wildest dreams of those strange 
laws under which he may be booked. The systam moves on according to its 
own ways. The Parliament and the legislatures continue to make laws; tha 
Governments continue to frame rules; and it is presumed that they ara all 
in order, they become known to everyone the moment they sire passed and it 
is their duty to abide by the same. It is not even realised that the simple 
tribal living strictly in accordance with the norms of his social systam 
becomes a criminal even without his knowledge.

3.15 Thus, in the eyes of modem system in a number of areas the entire 
tribal communities have become criminals. Any tribal can be apprehended 
in any case and booked under a law. Where is the question of dignity and 
self-respect for such a person? There is no wonder if in this situation 
the new systam terms the tribal as poor, ignorant and may even pronounce 
that he is uncivilized. The truth is that development itself becomes the 
biggest enemy of the tribal society. Can the very existence of the community 
and their honour be put on stake for the so-called development? And can 
there be a price tag for the dignity of the people?

3.16 The most astonishing thing is that this anomaly about the tribal situa
tion is universally known. Still the first reaction at all levels always 
is to justify the new system and to prove that the tribal is on the wrong. 
It is accepted that tjie tribal community should change and mould itself 
so as to be in harmony with the frame of the new society. And an attempt
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is mads to maks him realise that this is tha real meaning of development. 
Thus, in tha first instance no action is takan to correct that basic dissonan
ce and if scma attempt is mada somewhere somahow to that and, than no ona 
knows whare it may get stuck on way. It was in this context that I had mada 
a rafaranca about tha axcisa policy in my last Raport which I would like 
to rafar again with scma naw facts.

Tha noose of excise
3.17 Tha basic intention bahind tha Constitutional provisions in relation 
to tha tribal araas is that all the laws should be framad in accordance 
with tha naad of the paopla living there. It is possible that there may 
be seme valid objections against a total change in the modem system even 
for the tribal areas. But everyone will readily concede that there cannot 
be any objection whatsoever at least on one count, that is, the law of the 
land must not come in the way of social custom of the tribal people. Yet 
the tribal society continues to suffer due to the noose of tha excise system 
which has remained intact even after Independence.

3.18 Drinking is a part of the social life of the tribal people. For example/ 
even today the first thing which a child is given after birth amongst the 
Gonds of Bastar is a few drops of Mahua brew and that is also tha last thing 
which a person is given after he is dead. But tha British interfered with 
tha social custcm of the tribal people about drinking and introduced a systam 
of axotic liquor vending. There were two reasons for this change. Firstly, 
the British were keen to subjugata the tribal paopla which had proved to 
ba the most difficult task. They had to face incassant rebellions in these 
areas and were really harassed. They somehow or other wanted to bring the 
tribal people under their firm hold. The test device for doing this was 
to introduce liquor and induce drunkenness. The excise policy in the tribal 
areas followed by the British was like their opium policy in China.

3.19 Secondly, the tribal people lived in forest and hilly regions. There 
was no permanent cultivation there. The articles found in these areas did 
not have much value then. The easiest way to raise revenues from the simple 
people living in these inaccessible areas in that situation could ba through 
sale of liquor to them. The British policy succeeded on both these counts, 
but in the process the tribal carmunity was ruined.

3.20 A Commission (Dhebar Commission) was appointed in 1960 for enquiring 
into conditions of the Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes under the
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provisions of Article 340 of the Constitution. The Conmission severely criti
cised the continuance of the excise policy, introduced during the British 
days, even after Independence. They recommended adoption of a new policy. 
They recommended that the tribal people might be allowed to prepare their 
own drinks according to their social custom, but the Government did not 
pay any heed to this recommendation and the situation in the tribal areas 
remained the same.

3.21 It was in 1974 that the Central Government specially reviewed the 
excise policy in the tribal areas and formulated a new policy wherein the 
recommendation of the Dhebar Commission was fully accepted and some new 
elements were also addt̂ d. There were four main points in this policy:

(i) The tribal people should be allowed to prepare their traditional 
drinks for personal use.

(ii) Commercial vending of liquor in the tribal areas should be 
stopped.

(iii) Vending of liquor in the non-tribal enclaves, wherever necessary, 
may be done only through Government shops.

(iv) The management of all excise matters at the village level in 
the tribal areas should be entrusted to the village conmunity.

3.22 This excise policy has not been fully implemented in' any of the States 
even after a lapse of 16 years. For example, Madhya Pradesh has accepted 
the first three points but they have not entrusted the responsibility of 
managing excise matters at the village level to the community. Hie Government 
of Andhra Pradesh have entrusted the sale of liquor to cooperative societies 
in the tribal areas, which has no meaning. The Government of Maharashtra 
have formally accepted this policy and a number of Government orders have 
also been passed for implementing the same. But the way this policy has 
been implemented in Garhchiroli is shocking. It also reveals as to how our 
administrative system can paint on paper a beautiful picture of formal com
pliance even though nothing may have been done in the true sense.

Excise policy in Garhchiroli
3.23 The Government of Maharashtra have allowed the preparation of tradi
tional drinks for personal use in the tribal areas. Moreover, it has also 
been decided that all the liquor shops in the tribal areas will be clos'd
down in accordance with the policy of the Central Government. But they r.ic'
8 -303  SC&ST/90
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not accept tha suggestion that vending of liquor in the non-tribal enclaves 
should, if necessary, be done through Government shops. The Stats Government 
in principle did not consider it right to sell liquor through Government 
shops. No decision was taken in respect of authorising the village community 
to manage the preparation and consumption of drinks at the village level.

3.24 Implementation of the new excise policy started soon after the formal 
decisions noted above had been taken. Accordingly all the liquor shops 
in the tribal areas in Garhchiroli were supposed to be closed by the end 
of the year. Even formal orders were passed to this effect. But the excise 
contractors appealed to the Government not to cancel their licences and 
permit them to transfer their shops to other places. The Government conceded 
their request.

3.25 A very interesting development ensued after this decision was taken. 
The question then was where these people could take their shops from the 
tribal areas. The Government had already decided that no Government shop 
would be established in the non-tribal enclaves in the tribal araas. It 
meant that vending of liquor in the non-tribal enclaves would be continued 
through contractors. The old contractors could see a ray of hope only in 
this decision which could be twisted in such a way that on the one hand 
the Government decision might get complied with, yet their business might 
also continue as usual on the other.

3.26 The most crucial question for these contractors, therefore, was as 
to what should be ’ construed as a non-tribal enclave. Since according to 
the new Government policy contract system would continue in the non-tribal 
enclaves, they could transfer their shops there, which had already been 
agreed to by the Government. It is here that the contractors acted cleverly 
and the Government did not give attention to the spirit of the axcise policy. 
The State Government took a strange decision. All the market centres in 
Garhchiroli were deemed to be non-tribal enclaves. The result was that none 
of the excise shops in the district was closed. Some of than, however, were 
transferred from ordinary tribal villages to market centres.

3.27 Those who are familiar with the tribal situation can readily appreciate 
the significance of this formal exercise. Liquor shops even otherwise in 
the ordinary course are located in strategic larger villages. In the tribal 
areas market places command strategic position. It is true that bulk of 
the people living in these villages are non-tribals. But a single village 
cannot be termed as a non-tribal enclave. The reference to non-tribal
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enclaves in the naw excise policy was specifically meant to cover big indus
trial tracts which had larger migrant population of non-tribals. Market 
centres were definitely not intended to be treated as non-tribal enclaves. 
If vending of liquor continues in markets in the tribal areas, discontinuance 
of vending of liquor would have no meaning. A contractor having a shop in 
a market centre can easily sell liquor in distant villages through his ser
vants and musclemen.

3.28 The traders in Garhchiroli have also thought of another device to 
beat this policy. Seme outsiders have moved in and are new living in tribal 
villages under their patronage. Each one of than takes out a licence for 
drinking. He purchases liquor on the strength of that licence and stores 
it which is then sold openly.

3.29 The Government of Maharashtra have not accepted the principle of autho
rising the village ccrrmunity to manage all excise matters within the village. 
Therefore, the village community has no right to check the sale of liquor, 
legal or illegal, in its area. In this situation liquor contractors are 
a law unto themselves. The Government of Maharashtra on the face of it have 
accepted the new excise policy for the tribal areas. They have also implemen
ted it. But the sale of liquor through contracts continues unabated. Hie 
social and economic exploitation of the tribal people also continues as 
in the past.

People's movement for prohibition
3.30 A new thinking is developing amongst the tribal people in Garhchiroli 
on the issue of drinking. A movement for prohibition 'has been launched 
which has acquired a significant scale. According to tha people liquor worth 
Rs.5 crores is sold annually in their district. And they assert that only 
a similar amount is spent by the Government on development. Hie people hava 
placed before the Government a simple preposit ion 'chat tha Government may 
stop vending of liquor and, if they so wish, ŝ op all developmental work 
in the district. There will be no loss to their area. According to them 
if prohibition is introduced, development of the district will follow auto
matically. The people are worried that consumption of exotic liquor is affect
ing their health. Women are in the forefront of this movement. After all 
when a man drinks, tha first blow falls on the woman. On the ona hand she 
gets beaten and on the other her children starve.
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3.31 Evaryons is all praisa for this paopla's movament. Officers at all 
levels and the Ministers have premised to meet their demands. But the situa
tion in the field continues to ba precarious. Thay have so far received 
no help from tha Government. In fact, on the contrary activists ara facing 
even legal action in many casas. For example, people in many villages have 
resolved to stop drinking. Moreover, they have decided that if a person 
in any village flouts this decision and consumes liquor, a penalty will 
be imposed on him by the conmunity. The contractors are using a number of 
davicas to counter this movement. For example, the contractors have succeeded 
in getting on thair sida sane of tha village paopla who drink. Whan tha 
community imposed a fina on than, a complaint was lodged with tha police. 
The police did not listen to the community and intentionally sided with 
tha offenders. Tha police is questioning the authority of tha village communi
ty to impose a fina. Similarly when the people launch a movement for closure 
of liquor shops and do peaceful picketing, the administration takes tha 
side of vendors in the name of law and order.

3.32 When the people launched their movament for prohibition, they had 
no knowladga about the excise policy of the Centre for the tribal areas. 
When thay cama to know about this policy they started asking the administra
tion to implement that policy in thair araa. It was only in the end that 
the people cama to know that tha Government had not only accepted that policy 
but had also implemented the same. But, as stated above, nothing happened 
in the field. The people took this matter during 1988-89 to the Chief 
Minister who onca more promised that shops would be closed at tha end of 
the year. But at the nick of time on the close of the year the shops were 
allowed extension for one more year. People are wandering whether the 
'Government year1 will at all come to the close sometime.

The people's dilamma
3.33 Tha question before tha people now is what they should do in such 
a situation. It is clear that tha tribal paople at least have a right to 
manage thair social systam. On this point the Constitution is with them. 
The guidelines of tha Central Government with regard to the excise policy 
are quite clear. Tha Stata Government have also accepted those guidelines. 
But they have bean givan a claver twist at the leval of implementation with 
the result that its spirit has been lost. Ttia paopla have triad at all the 
possible levels but to no avail. When the people decide to manage their 
own affairs at tha level of the community they are told that they have no 
right under the law to do so. And if they take any action against a member



L thair own cxanmunity thay themselves become liable for legal action. They 
wondering about the right course which they could adopt.

,34 I have described in detail this case of excise policy because it touches 
ie personal and social lifa of evary tribal. If a tribal here acts according 
> his custom he breaks the law, he is am offender before the law and legal 
ction can be taken against him. I would like to state at this stage that 
ry law in the tribal araas, which makes acting according to their tradition 
Crime, is against the spirit of the Constitution. In this situation if 
le tribal people do not obey the law and decide to proceed according to 
leir tradition, this action of theirs will be in full consonance with the 
>irit of our Constitution.

27
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THE ENTITLEMENT OF THE COMMON MAN

The prestige and honour of a person in the present world 
is linked with his economic condition. If a person cannot afford 
two square meals where is the question of his honour and whard 
is the question of his prestige? It can be said in a bread sense that thj 
economic situation of tha ordinary people is linked with the total productior 
of a country. A variety of tasks are necessary for production in which al] 
citizens of the country are partners. The form of this partnership car 
be quite different. Some people work in fields, others in factories, scms 
join tha aimed farces while others work in offices; one may be a doctoi 
or tha other a trader, and so on. Similarly some work with their hands 
while others with their brains. It is tha combined effort of all of than 
which is responsible for production of food, clothing and such othar commo
dities on tha one hand and a variety of services on the other. All thess 
commodities and services together comprise the Gross National Product.. Evarj 
worker has a share in the Gross National Product. But the real question 
is how this entitlement in the total production is assessed in respact ol 
different persons who perform such variegated tasks. It is clear that ths 
entitlement of a person will depend on the quantum of his work and the waj 
his labour is valued. The biggest twist in this regard is usually related 
to the way a personi labour is valued. And here one can find the root oi 
just and unjust distribution.

4.2 The organised sector in our country has command over the entire systam. 
Therefore, what is happening in respect of determination of entitlements 
is that first of all tha entitlement is settled for those who are vrorkinc 
in the organised sector. Since the organised sector itself determines th; 
entitlement, the entitlement of its own matters is pitched at a lavel whicf 
enables each one of them to lead tha lifa at a reasonable level with comfort. 
There ara struggles for higher entitlements within the organised sectoi 
which ara mostly not real. Tha and result of all those struggles is onlj 
one, that is, the entitlement of the organised sector in the total productior

28
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bf ths country becanes still higher.

.3 Tha people in the unorganised sector have to be content with whatever 
s left after the distribution in favour of the organised sector out of 
he Gross National Product. Therefore, the real struggle on the issue of 
istribution is in the unorganised sector. In this struggle it is the weakest 
nd the most ignorent who are the worst sufferers. Howsoever hard these 
eopls may work, whatever may be their real entitlement, nobody cares. That 
s why the labourer is not able to get even two square meals notwithstanding 
is hard work.

nequity in principles concerning entitlements
. 4 I had drawn attention of the nation to this prime issue of social 
quity in my previous (Twentyeighth) Report. There are two different sets 
f principles for assessing entitlements of workers in our country. On the 
ne side is the organised sector in which the wage salary of a worker is 
etermined in such a way that the earning of one person in a family may 
e sufficient for maintenance of the entire family. But this principle is 
ot adopted for determining either the wages of agricultural labourer or 
hat of other workers in ths unorganised sector. Where is the equity in 
systam in which the agricultural labourer, whose fruits of labour provide 
ie basis for all other activities in the world, is not able to feed even 
Ls entire family ? The dark in the office after eight hours' work under 
fan has enough entitlement for comfortable living for his whole family, 

at the labourer who had worked in the open sun and pouring rain for construe- 
Lon of the same very office did not get sufficient entitlement for mainte- 
mce of his family. It is clear that our Constitution is against such dis- 
rimination. Then how is it that such discrimination exists? There is no 
;ply. Therefore, so far as the entitlement of the cannon man is concerned, 
it entire system is not oily inequitous but against the Constitution.

5 But what is that secret because of which no one has aven alluded to 
lis open violation of the Constitution? It is possible that there may have 
sen sane misunderstanding about it so far. But there has been no reaction 
latsoever from any side even after severe indictment of that systam in 
Report prepared under the Constitution on issues concerning social equity 
i per the provision in the Constitution itself. It appears that every person 
ilonging to the organised sector has a vested interest that this question 
ould not be raised. No one can afford to cut the branch on which he is 
tting by accepting his own entitlement as inequitous. The people in the 
organised sector havs no realisation of the fact that the present system
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can be so inequitous and insensitive in natters concerning thair sector 
They have so far believed it to be equitous. This belief of theirs has t 
be shaken.

Lowest entitlement for agricultural labourer
4.6 Even if for a while we keep aside the question of two different set 
of principles for the two sectors in the national economy, the other importer 
question is about the way the value of labour of the people is actual] 
assessed. If we prepare a list of all thosa tasks according to the wac 
or salary as fixed for them by the State itself, the agricultural labours 
will be found to occupy the lowest position. If one picks up the labcx 
laws of any State, the position will be the same everywhere. The wage c 
tha agricultural labourar will be the lowest. The wage of workers oths 
than agricultural labourers will always be somewhat higher.

4.7 This means that the wage of agricultural labourar is ths lowest i 
our country. The agricultural wage can be said to be a measure for all oths 
wages. The minimum wages for agricultural labourers in our country at presef 
range from Rs.9 per day to Rs.20* But this is the position in law onlj 
It is well known that the agricultural labourer does not even get this wag! 
His wage at sane places like those for Kols and Harijans in Banda Distri< 
of Uttar Pradesh 5 small measures of jawar of about Rs.2 per day. A pers< 
thanks his stars if ha gets Rs.5 to 6 per day. The wages of wcmen are lei 
by a rupee or so.

4.8 Why the farmer pays such a low wage is a complex question which 
will leave hers and discuss later. But here we are talking about principle 
Therefore, it is necessary to understand as to how the wages of agricultur 
labourers are assessed to be the lowest. Many people are demanding high 
wages for agricultural labourers. There are a number of movements and ev 
struggles. But how is it that the fact that thair wages are the lowest 
comparison to all other labourers is not even an issue for serious disc 
ssion? This real question is not even raised anywhere. That the wages 
agricultural labourer are the lowest is accepted, knowingly or unknowing] 
as a valid proposition. And it is here that the roots of inaqoity are t 
deepest in our country.

The basis for entitlement - Utility for life?
4.9 At the first sight it appears that it will be appropriate to k; 
in view the utility for a task for life in assessing its value. If a 1:
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is prepared of all the tasks according to thair utility for life, is it 
possible to firld something which may have a higher place than agriculture? 
After all, all others affairs of man's life ara dependant on agriculture 
Which sustains thair very life. If a person doas not gat anything to aat, 
£ian he do any other work? That is why in our tradition agriculture was placed 
It tha top. But today it appears that wa hava accepted that agriculture 
has tha lowest placa. Therefore, it is clear that the valua of work relating 
to agriculture has no relationship whatsoever with its utility for life. 
It can be said here that air and water are even more vital for life than 
food, yet no economic valua is assignad to than. Therefore, it will not 
be proper to link the question of valuation of work with its utility for 
life. Seme other principles will have to be adopted for this purposa.

General principles for determining entitlement
4.10 Ordinarily three elements are kept in viaw while assessing the value 
of a work, viz., (i) the skills necessary for tha work, (ii) the hardnass 
of labour involved, and (iiiY the 'working conditions and the placa or work. 
Now if wa prepare a list of all typas of tasks in our country, tha entitle
ment for agricultural labour or its value will depend on the place which 
it will occupy in that list. Let us, theraf ora, saa the position on all 
thase three counts in this regard.

Skills
4.11 Labour is broadly divided into two groups —  skilled and unskilled. 
Sometimes there is a third intermediata category of semi-skilled as well. 
There are innumerable shades between skilled and sami-skilled. Even amongst 
the unskilled there are different rates for light and hard work. It is clear 
that the lowest waga must bs ralatable to the lightest and the most unskilled 
work.

4.12 If whatever has baen said above is correct, then as the wage of agricul
tural labourer has been kept as the lowest, it only means that it is not 
only the least skilled amongst all others tasks in our economy tut is also 
the lightest. The work of an agricultural labourer can be taken as a symbol 
of unskilled labour. Let us ponder a while on this proposition. Can any 
responsible person, who has any knowledge about agriculture, say honestly 
that agricultural labourer is unskilled and his is a light work? It is true 
that he does not go to a school for learning agriculture. The matter of 
fact is that those people, who attend agriculture schools or collages and 
acquire high degrees in our country do not acquire tha skills for doing 
agriculture. In fact, they are not capable of doing the same. The agricul- 
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tural labourar and farmar laams his vocation in the school of raal hare 

lifa and it is thara that he acquiras tha skills of agriculture. Whan tc 

plough a field, how to handla a plough, how much seed to be sown and at 

what time, weeding of crops and keeping an eye on the sama till thasa art 

harvested —  each one of thesa tasks requires a high level of skill. Agri

culture is not a play of novices.

Hard work

4.13 If after skills we assess the extent of hard labour involved in differ

ent vocations, is it possible to think of any vocation in which a persor 

may be required to do harder work than an agricultural labourer? It is possi

ble that labourers in sane factories may ba having a harder task to par form, 

But all tasks in tha organised sector generally require much less hard labouj 

compared to the agricultural labourer. With the introduction of machines, 

and even otherwise, there are numerous tasks which do not require much labour, 

The liftman pushes the button and the peon just lifts the curtain all througl 

the day. Do these tasks also involve any labour or any skill?

The conditions of work

4.14 In the and if we reviaw tha place of work and the conditions of work, 

thara is no canparison of agriculture with othar tasks in tha country, 

Agriculture is practised urvler the open sky, whether it is the scorchim 

sun of June or chilly night of December or incessant rain or storm and hi^ 

wind, agriculture must continue. The fanner cannot afford to miss the correcJ 

time. Working in such diverse conditions is not sin exception for the agri 

cultural labourer; it is a part of his life.

4.15 Now if we review the work of agricultural labourer in all respects 

viz., its value for life, skill, hard work and the place of work and workin 

conditions, then in no respect its place is lower than that of any otha 

work. Perhaps there is no other work which can even be equal to it. It 

therefore, easily stands at the top. Than how is it that in terms of entitle 

ment it is treated as the lowest? And how is it that it has been dubbe 

as unskilled? Thara is only one explanation. Those who command the systs 

do not wish to acknowledge due entitlement of agricultural labourer. Whs 

thasa vary people discuss tha traditional system and talk about high princi 

plas, they brand that systam as inequitous. Members of the Scheduled Caste 

no doubt were oppressed in that system and thay ware not allowed to g* 

fruits of their labour. But the m o d e m  system, which thay themselves aj 

operating, is convinced about the directives of the Constitution; equil
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and justice constitute its very foundation and protection of the weaker 

sections is its responsibility. Then on what basis does such a system, assess 

the entitlement of agricultural labourer as the lowest? Ihe most surprising 

jart of this business is hew such laws are passed even after long debates 

3y the legislatures in which agricultural labourer is assigned the lowest 

position.

Injustice with other workers in the unorganised sector

4.16 Those who swear by equity and justice negate the question of due entit

lement of agricultural labourers by a simple statement that agricultural 

labourar is unskilled. There can be no bigger injustice and worse mockery 

of human feelings. But this injustice is not limited only to agricultural 

labourers. This is a part of a big conspiracy or a stratagem against labourers 

pfhich is being sought to be covered carefully under the group of high princi

ples. They have succeeded in this. If wa look at other vocations of ordinary 

people which I had dealt with in detail in my last Report, a similar situation 

Is found there as well. Even though they are not branded as unskilled, their 

Entitlements compared to the value of the so-called skilled workers are 

So low that they ara treated almost like unskilled parsons. But whan these 

people compare their condition with that of agricultural labourers, whom 

they know and about whose work they understand, they are gratified by the 

here fact that they are getting at least something more. The parson who 

bays that wage loads him with boundless obligation. Thus, by treating agri- 

ultural labour as unskilled and fixing his entitlement at the lowest level, 

he entitlements of all workers in the unorganised sector stand discounted, 

loreover, as we will see later, the entitlement of the farmer himself is 

educed to the level of an unskilled worker. Because the farmer and all 

ther labourers in the unorganised sector unknowingly accept the inequitous 

ntitlamant of agricultural labourar as legitimate, there is no complaint 

gainst other inequitous entitlement nor is there any reaction against the 

ame. That is not all. Because the actual wagas which agricultural and 

ther labourers in reality get are much less than the minimum wages, they 

annot aven dream that they can staka a claim that thair entitlement should 

e equal to that of the so-callad skilled workers in tha organised sector, 

f not more. In this miliau thair demands get stuck at tha level of the 

inimum wagas granted to than under the law. That also appears to them as 

leir due entitlement. Thus, the inequitous minimum waga looks lika a lagiti- 

ate waga.
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Sans other questions

4.17 It will be nacassary to consider tha situation of farmers and agricul

ture in continuation of tha above question of entitlement of agricultural 

labourers. Whenever tha question of raising tha minimum wages of agricultural 

labourar is raisad, it is brushed asida by stating the fact that at tha 

moment thay do not get aven the minimum wages as prescribed undar tha law. 

If this rata is increased, from whara aftar all will tha farmer pay? Yat 

another argument was also us ad. If thare is unemployment all around anc 

four persons offar thamsalves for each available job, tha waga rata will 

gat daprassad automatically, whatever nay be the law. Thasa arguments arc 

presented with graat farvour primarily to show that the present unjust and 

exploitative systam is not unjust, it is rational. This is a part of that 

stratagem in which offence is considered to be the best form of defence. 

What is surprising is how great scholars and planners, social activists 

and political leaders accept thesa specious arguments. If wa consider this 

issue even in a little depth, the hollowness of thasa claims can ba easilj 

exposad —  thay have no basis.

Depressed wages or unemployment

4.18 Let us first consider whether the claim of the paople that tha wagai 

in our country ara low because of unemployment really hold. This is reallj 

an illusion. It is wrong to say that unemployment is the cause of daprassad 

wages. The truth is just the othar way round. And that is quita clear, ij 

our country it is the depressed wages which ara the diract cause of unemploy

ment. If the ordinary worker gets his due entitlement, his income will in

crease and unemployment will and automatically. I am referring here onlj 

to the entitlement of workers. There is a still larger question about hii 

claims on the means of production and natural resources. If they gat justici 

in relation to the ownership of means of production and carmand ovar resource 

thair entitlement will increase sharply. We will discuss this quastia 

separately.

4.19 Wa hava seen that there ara sama things in relation to tha entitlemen 

of labourers which are wrong in principle. On tha one hand, thare are worker 

in the organised sector where the incane or the waga of evary person i 

fixed atlaast at a level to anabla him to support the whole family. An 

tha income of many papple in this sector is so high that they do not knc 

what thay should do with that incane. This is not all. In many familie 

both husband and wifa sure in regular service or are engaged in othar occupa 

tions. But tha waga of aach of tham is determined following the same princi 

pie. Thus, a faw families in tha organised sector are able to gather mar
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mors jobs. On ths othar hand, there are innumerable families where no one 

in the family has a job which can sustain the whole family. So long as one 

person in each family in the whole country does not get such a job which 

enables him to support the whole family, is this system which allows a few 

families to hava more than one job not utterly unjust? But the affluent 

do not hesitata to call this inequitous systam as legitimate through making 

assertions about individual rights or other high principles.

4.20 The situation in the unorganised sector is just the oppos' _ that 

in the organised sector. In this sector it is not even accepted in principle 

that the wage of one person should enable him to sustain the whole family. 

If one parson in a family ware to get the minimum wage for 300 days in a 

year, his total annual income in many areas will be just about Rs.3,000. 

He will have to earn at least Rs.6,000 in a year even to reach the so-called 

poverty line. Thus, at least two persons will have to work even to sustain 

the family at the minimal level. But here the wage rate is so low that 

the incoma of even two persons will not do. Therefore, averyona in a 

family —  child, old man and woman —  is in search of a job just for earning 

sheer subsistence. In this situation howsoever low the wage may be, they 

are obliged to accept it and work. The result is that on an average three 

persons in a poor man's family have to work to make both ends maet. If all 

of them do not work, they may remain half-fed or may have to go without 

food altogether.

4.21 Now if we have an overview of the employment situation in the country, 

a clear picture will emerge. On the one hand, we have the organised sector 

where at least one person in each family has a regular employment and in 

seme families more than one person work. On the other hand, in the unorganised 

sector at least two or three persons have to work just for sheer subsistence. 

If all this is added it is quite clear that we cannot say that there is 

no dearth of work opportunities in our country. The only difference is that 

more than one parson in a family in the organised sector do not go out to 

work bacause they have nothing to eat at hane. They work because they want 

to earn for greater comforts which are limitless. On the other hand, more 

than one person in the unorganised sector go out of hane for work because 

thay have sanehow to earn for their evening meals.

/ aifc.vN*
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4.22 If tha labourar in tha unorganised sector gats dua wage, which is suffi

cient for maintaining tha whole family, his wife will not go out for work 

as she is keen to hava a hane and tand it. The poor will not send h;Ls child 

for work because he, like everyone else, will also like to invast in tha 

future of his child, ha will send him to a school. He will also like that 

his old father and mother rast in thair avening of lifa. Therefore, they 

will also not go out for work. Thus, instead of three only one person from 

their poor family will appear on the employment market.

4.23 About 70% of the total population in our country works in tha unorganised 

sector. If all these people gat their entitlements a situation will cane 

in which work will be more and workers will be less. In that case unemployment 

will automatically disappear. In view of the fact that there will be more 

jobs chasing limited number of workers, tha wages will rise and continue 

to rise. Thus, a new balance would have been created in which, on the one 1 

hand, labourers will get their full entitlement while, on the other, those 

who have acquired entitlements without work wil-l have to do work for really 1 

claiming their entitlements.

Low wages, unemployment and biological exploitation

4.24 Thus, what is termed in our country as unemployment is really not un

employment. Unemployment is a ploy for low wages and is a result of a deep 

conspiracy against the ordinary working people. Its only objective is that 

the workers in the unorganised sector, particularly the resourceless, should 

be given only that much wage with which they can somehow servive until such 

time as they can contribute the maximum in the form of work in exchange for 

a bare minimum wage. The reality is that in this system the worker is being 

subjected to biological exploitation. It is regrettable that no attention 

has been paid to this abominable aspect of our economic system.

4.25 The biological energy is maximum at tha early age. The proper use of 

this biological energy is alround development of the living being until it 

reaches ths stage of maturity. It will ba proper to put this energy to other 

uses only after full development of the personality. It is on this count 

that the practice of labour at lower ages has been declining with tha advance

ment of human society and the time for initial preparation for entering the 

life has been increasing. In the present situation the period upto the age 

of 20 to 25 is used for education and such other tasks and it is only after 

this age that it is considered proper for a person to enter a vocation.

4.26 But the age at which the poor paopla start working in our country is
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very low. Such a parson is exhausted before attaining maturity. The system 

is concerned with this person to the extent that his work-input should be 

maxinum in exchange for a minimum wage and in the end he should provide a 

substitute.

4.27 Similarly the position of work amongst wanen in the unorganised sector 

is entirely different from that in the organised sector. Women in the unorgani

sed sector are given preference in jobs because they work harder and they 

can make good with lesser wages. Our elite describe this as participation 

of women in economic activities and accept it as a characteristic of develop

ment. The truth is that the employment of wemen and children in the unorganised 

sector is a despicable form of biological exploitation. The systam not only 

rationalises this despicable exploitation of women and children through depre

ssed wages in the name of unemployment as rational but does not hesitate 

to call it, under the given circumstances, as desirable.

Wages and the farmer

4.28 New the next question is about the wages of agricultural labourers. 

It can be said that the wages of sane of the labourers in the unorganised 

sector, e.g., of those engagsd by Government contractors, can be immediately 

raised. The labourers, who should belong to the organised sector, axe pushed 

into the unorganised sector by bringing contractors in between. A system 

can be established in which contract labourers, who at present are not getting 

their due entitlement, are assured of the same.

4.29 But so far as agriculture is concerned it is claimed that the farmer 

at present may find it difficult to pay even the minimum wage. In fact, this 

logic is put knowingly in a reversed order. The income of a fanner is linked 

with the price of agricultural produce. The main agricultural produce in 

our country comprises foodgrains. The prices of all varieties of foodgrains 

are fixed by the Government. In determining the prices of agricultural produce, 

besidss other inputs,’labour cost is also included. The truth is that labour 

cost is a major factor in determining agricultural prices. Therefore, the 

agricultural wages contribute the most in the determination of agricultural 

prices. It is here that there is a twist which has to be clearly understood.

4.30 The Government fixes the wages of agricultural labourers. Since agricul

tural labourer has been deemed to be unskilled so far, his entitlement is 

kept as the lowest. It is obvious that if agricultural prices are fixed on 

the basis of such inequitous entitlement, the rates will be very depressed.
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The relationship between the two is clear —  lower wages, cheaper foodgrains. 

When the farmer gets a low price for his produce, he is helpless and according

ly he pays the labourers lower wages.

4.31 It is here that the owner cultivators and those who speak on their 

behalf forget that after all in our country the maximum labour participation 

in agriculture is that of the farmer himself and his family. The entitlement 

for this labour input of his own and the family is realised by him in the 

form of value of his produce. And the entitlement for the labour which he 

puts in for producing the grains is equated with the entitlement of agricultu

ral labourer whan everybody accepts to be unskilled and for whan the minimum 

wage is considered to be legitimate. The result is that the entitlement for 

labour input for all people engaged in agriculture is the same. The rate 

is the same whether the worker is the farmer himself or an agricultural labour

er. And that unskilled worker cannot claim more than Rs.10 or 20 for a day. 

That is why when the prices of agricultural produce are assessed according 

to this principle, these turn out to be so low. The farmer is not able to 

understand this twist. He accepts it as his luck and the agricultural labourer 

accepts that low wages are really due to the helplessness of the farmer.

4.32 The truth is that even the minimum wages as fixed by the Government 

themselves are not taken into account while canputing foodgrain prices. Since 

the agricultural wages in many areas are less than the minimum wage, accepting 

the minimum wage as the basis for price determination does not appear to 

be unjust. Therefore, the owner cultivator is not able to get even the minimum 

wages. In this situation when he pays to the agricultural labourer a wage 

which is less than the minimum wage, he does not think that there is anything 

wrong.

4.33 Thus it is clear that the prices of agricultural produce are low because 

the entitlement of the labour input of farmers and workers itself is kept 

so low. If these workers get their due entitlement the price of agricultural 

produce will rise and it will be possible for the farmer to pass on his due 

entitlement. In this sharing the entitlement of the people belonging to the 

organised sector will get affected. But if injustice is to end and justice 

is to prevail, its first impact will have to be b o m a  by tha organised sector. 

After all the seeds of injustice were sown tha moment agricultural labourer 

was treated as unskilled labourer and the factory worker, even tha office 

workers, big and small, were placed much higher. If farm work and agriculture 

are accepted as skilled jobs, and there is no reason not to treat them as 

the most skilled tasks, their entitlements will become equal or even more
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quai or even more compared to those in the organised sector. Ii .rustics 

s done, the share in the Gross National Product of the people belonging 

D the organised sector, who have taken advantage of their position in the 

ystem and have pitched their entitlaments sky high, will get drastically 

educed. Therefore, the people in the organised sector will. oppG£v.- tooth 

nd nail this claim of equality by others. But in any struggle tor iustice 

pposition is but natural.

Justice to members of the Scheduled Castes

[.34 So long as agricultural labourers do not get thair dua entitlement? 

he poor, particularly members of the Scheduled Castes, most of whom a m  

.andless agricultural labourers, cannot expect justice. The first ataga ir- 

fiving justice is to recognise the skill of agricultural labourer and assign 

lim the status of a skilled worker. Moreover, the principles for determination 

>f wages accepted for the organised sector should be extended to Uvs unorgani- 

>ed sector as well so that the wages of agricultural labourer 'i.y •>. fixed 

it such a level that his wife and children are not forced to seek wory. >i its ids, 

ind he is enabled to maintain the family with his wage like othar respectable 

:itizens.

1.35 Whatever has baen said about agricultural labourers also applies, more 

yc less, to other labourers in the unorganised sector as well although the 

condition of agricultural labourers is the worst. Members of the: Scheduled 

Pastes form a good proportion amongst other labourers of the unorganised 

sector as well. Their condition can improve only if the entitlement of their 

Labour is properly fixed. In the present situation when msmbers of the Schedu

led Castes have nothing but their labour and their skill as chair own, the 

struggle for dua entitlement of their labour is the real struggle for justice.

tfrong attitude of the system

4.36 I had reierred to a number of cases in my last Report as to how our 

system can be merciless with regard to ordinary labourers. A vary bad example 

in this regard was that of sugarcane harvesters in Gu~j arat and forest labourers 

in Maharashtra. The Kovatas who harvest the sugarcane are bonded labourers. 

But the State Government, instead of accepting this regrettable fact and 

taking measures to help them, just refused to accept them as bonded labourers.

4.37 In the ca:-e of forest labourers in Maharashtra, the Forest Department 

did not knowing]y comply with the law according to whjch the minimum wages 

were fixed and eontinu3d > pay them about half that rate. This flagrant

()_MH SO *ST/90
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violation of the law continued for two years. The most regrettable aspecl 

is that even when, in pursuance of my responsibilities under the Constitutioi 

I drew attention of the State Government to the fact that the State Govemmenl 

were not discharging their responsibility in respect of the forest labourers 

most of whom belonged to the Scheduled Tribes, no action followed and thal 

Constitutional Report was ignored. Even today the State Government owe th; 

legitimate dues of lakhs of labourers, yet no attention is being paid t< 

those dues.

4.38 The real question here is the right attitude of the system toward 

the poor. In the last Report I had stated whether any Government could thin] 

of non-payment of a single rupee for a single day due to the labourers ii 

the unorganised sector. On the one hand, every political party is prcmisim 

to give one facility after another to members of the organised sector, whili 

on the other hand there is continuing injustice to ths labourers in the un 

organised sector even at the level of .principles. There is no reference ti 

the fact that the Constitution itself is being violated. This is not th 

end. Even the wages which are fixed according to these inequitous laws, whid 

are less than their due entitlement, are not assured to than. These are onlj 

paper provisions with no concrete action plans to back them up. Even when 

the State itself can take action or should take action, the responsibility 

is ignored on one pretext or the other. It does not appear that in the preset 

context the system will he able to give justice to the people belonging t 

the unorganised sector.

4.39 The ordinary people belong to the unorganised sector. The poor be Ion 

to it. l̂ tost of the members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes cat 

in the category of poor. Therefore, their interests are linked with tha 

of the poor. If the question of giving justice to the canmon man is raisa 

in the real sense, the first task in this regard will hava to be the fixatic 

of agricultural wages on an equitous basis. He has to be equated with til 

skilled labourer of the organised sector. If the entitlement of agriculture 

labourer is justly assessed, the prices of agricultural produce will als 

have to be raised to ensure that the fanner also gets the due return fc 

his labour. Similarly all ths artisans in the unorganised sector must als 

be given justice. It is clear that if this is done, a new relationship wil 

get established between the organised and the unorganised sectors. Unforti 

nately the present system in its totality is based on the inequitous relatior 

ships between the two. The common man cannot get justice unless these inequ: 

tous relationships are changed.
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4.40 Thus, tha basic question today is whether this inequitous system should 

be maintained or the ordinary worker should get justice. Our Constitution 

is clear on this issue. Injustice, in whatever form and in whatever comer 

Of our country, must end. Members of the weaker sections of the conmunity 

must get justice. Providing them protection is the State's responsibility. 

Will the State determine equitably the entitlements of agricultural labourers 

and other workers belonging to the unorganised sector and ensure that they 

get those ent it laments? This is the biggest question today.

fright of the caimon man

4.41 Due entitlement of his labour is, in a way, right to life for the ordi

nary man. The Government are not able to make necessary arrangements for 

discharging this Constitutional responsibility. Therefore, workers have a 

right to take such measures as may be necessary for protection of their Cons

titutional right keeping, however, within the ambit of the Constitution. 

Workers and farmers, members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 

ere struggling at numerous places for this entitlement. There is a clash 

Vith vested interests. They are not getting the support from the system in 

:hese struggles. Instead the vested interests are able to get the support 

>f the system on one pretext or the other. It is necessary for all those 

.ndividuals and institutions and also the Government, who have been given 

the responsibility of protection and welfare of the weaker sections of the 

xxnmunity, to pondar over this violation of the Constitution which is continu- 

ng in relation to the entitlement of ordinary workers belonging to the un

organised sector. Instead of siding with those who ara violating the Constitu

tion, they should support those people the responsibility for whose protection 

las been assigned to them by the Constitution and protect their interests 

affectively.
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COMMAND OVER MEANS OF PRODUCTION - 1 

Law, Settlement and Possession

Ourr, is a predominantly agricultural country. Tha primary 

m e a n 5 of production in our country has been the agricultural 

land. Therefore, the struggle about command over land among different 

classes has been a recurring phenomenon. But a new phase of development 

started after independence and a variety of other occupations have moved 

up. The position of other occupations is becoming increasingly more impor

tant compared to agriculture. There is also a wide variety of means of 

production related to the new occupations. Just as entitlement to land 

is tie main, issue in agriculture, the entitlement of workers on means 

of production in other vocations is also beinq raised as a major issue.

5.2 The question of command over means of production in the organised) 

sector is important. But it does not have a high priority at the moment I 

because the entitlement, of the labour of the workers in this sector is 

much higher compared to the general conditions in our country. But the 

situation in this regard in the unorganised sector is entirely different. 

Firstly, the waga rata of the workers in the unorganised sector even other

wise is very low. 'Ttierefore, they are doubly affected because of the lack 

of command over the maans of production. I have discussed in retail this 

question in rny last report and a number of recommendations were also made. 

It is not necessary for me to repeat the case here. The quintessence of 

those recorrmendations was that the labourer should have command over means 

of production and the Government should take necessary action for achieving 

this goal. I would like to discuss again here particularly the question 

of right over agricultural land because the fate of most of the poor, 

particularly the members of the Scheduled Castes, is linked with that 

right and it is in this regard that injustice in our country at present 

is tha most.

42
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Transformation of- land into proparty

5.3 I have briefly alluded to ths way how ths entitlements of those 

living ori land and othar resources got gradually eroded. Tha natural resour

ces according to tha tradition of our country had been considered as means 

of livelihood, and not property. Thera was a basic change in this regard 

after the coming of the British. Tha private ownership on agricultural 

lamd was recognised not only in Zamindari areas but also under the Ryotwari 

system. In this way, land became property and its owner could hir? v, 

mortgage it and even sell tha same at will. In this changing :xt, 

those who could not staka their claims, were reduced to the status of 

tenants of the owners or mere agricultural labourers. Thus, the right 

of the cultivator to earn a living from the agricultural land ended. He 

became a subordinate of the owner; his direct relationship with land got 

snapped.

5.4 Tha Jagirdars, Zamindars and other types of intermediaries were 

abolished after independence and the right of the tiller over the land 

was accepted in principle. But in many cases the law was not properly 

implemented. Therefore, the bulk of the agricultural land remained with 

those people who were not actual cultivators. On the other hand, most 

of those who tilled the land did not have a right over the land which 

they tilled. These land owners now are giving their land directly on rate- 

contract or for share-cropping. In sane cases they are themselves managing 

their lands through hired labourers. Many agricultural labourers are bonded. 

In sane cases, the introduction of tractors and machines has reduced the 

demand for agricultural labourers. Of late, cultivation of trees has been 

encouraged which has reduced the need of labourers significantly.

Entitlement of tiller on the land - A Basic Issue

5.5 The most important question in agriculture is about the relationship 

between the tiller and the land. Wherever land belongs to the comnunity, 

as is the case in many tribal areas, even now, this relationship is clear. 

Every member of the village conmunity has a right to till the land and 

earn his living. If the population in a village increases, the first effort 

is to extend the land under cultivation. If that is not possible, everyone 

tries to make do with lessar land. Tha land came under the control of 

the state after the British derecognised the authority of the community 

to manage the same. Thar'e was stiff resistance in the tribal areas; there 

were revolts and rebellions at numerous places. It was in the face of 

these revolts that in many cases their traditional system was allowed
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to continue; in some araas it was also givan recognition under the law. 

For example, the traditional system of community control on land was 

recognised in the entire tribal araas in the North East and also in scma 

araas in middle India like Singhbhum in Bihar after Kol revolt. The movement 

of Tanabhagats is noteworthy in relation to the ownership of land. Thay 

had a very simple question to ask. They used to say that 'the land belongs 

to God1. We are God's childran and wa liva on tha land given by God. There

fore, wherafrom has the Government appeared between the land and the people? 

The movement of the Tanabhagats had started even before Gandhij i 's non

cooperation movement. The spirit of both these movements was the same. 

Therefore, Tanabhagats joined Gandhiji1s movement. But the question whether 

the naw Govarnmant could lavy revenue on land arose aftar indapandanca. 

Tanabhagats reiteratad thair earlier premise. Tha Govarnmant was Government 

they said. The Govemmant of Bihar accaded to their demand and a special 

law was enacted exempting tha Tanabhagats from the levy of tha revenue. 

Thus, the Govemmant accepted the direct relationship between the land 

and the Tanabhagats.

5.6 The concept of private ownership of land astablishad during tha 

British pariod is having its way evan now. In this context, the question 

is whether our system racognisas any right on the land of those who ara 

tilling the same. Thare are two aspacts of this question - first concerning 

tha law and tha othar concaming its implamantation. I will discuss tha 

situation as prevalent on the ground.

Written records - People's Helplessness

5.7 Hie first point in relation to land entitlement is that in the modem 

system there is naad for some sort of written record. The law provides 

for the maintenance of Khasra and Khatuni for recording of rights and 

entry in the sama is essential for establishing tha claim. In this situa

tion , if a parson is doing agriculture, then tha first question arises 

as to whether his name is recorded in the revenue racord. On tha faca 

of it, this appears to ba very simple thing. But the implications of this 

provision concaming record in relation to the right over land hava bean 

disastrous. In the beginning, when the paopla living in a village usad 

to manage their own affairs, it was not necessary to prova on tha basis 

of record about a parson's cultivation in a fiald. Who is cultivating 

a particular fiald is known to everybody in tha village. Even if soma 

parson is able to occupy scma land through usa of force,even then that 

fact is not hiddan. In other words, tha fact about the possession of agri

cultural land and tha ralatad question of tha right of a parson on tha
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sama wars quits clear. Thera was no possibility of any manipulation on 

thic uDunt. All decisions about thasa matters wsra takfen in the village 

in accordance with the people1 s own understanding. But ever since the 

Patwari papers cams to bs treated as proof of the facts like 'who is cul

tivating ths land?' or 'who is the owner of the land?' Courts got the 

authority to givs ths final vsrdict in this regard and there was a quali

tative change in the situation and the village system became increasingly 

weak and the village became fully subordinate of others. Its consequences 

have besn very bad.

5.8 The muddle with regard to the right ovsr the land has bssn the worst 

in tribal areas and it is increasing. Firstly, there are no records even 

now in many areas. Thsrefore, there is no paper which can givs the identifi

cation of a land and its ownership. So long as the outsiders did not 

reach and ths psopls in ths village managed their affairs as before, the 

fact whether the name of a person was entered in ths record or not, did 

not maks any difference. People knew ths facts and their affairs were 

managed accordingly. But now tha situation has changed and is changing 

at a fast rate. On the one side, outsiders have cane in large numbers. 

On the other hand, the questions of ownership of land are now decided 

by the Government officials. In this context, the people ara facing a 

big problem which has to be considered in depth.

5.9 The most serious thing in ths tribal arsas is that thers are many 

tricky provisions in ths law which are bsyond the understanding of tha 

people. The land does not belong to the community according to the present 

law, it belongs to the State. Therefore, if a particular piece of land 

is not recorded in the name of a person, it is deemed to belong to the 

Government. The Government can dsal with it in any way it pleasss. As 

ws will see later, the people living in the forests are the worst sufferers 

of the consequences of this legal jumble. The other side of the picture 

is that land title can be acquired simply by getting an entry made. Hie 

outsiders have misused this provision to the hilt. In many areas, thay 

have occupied tribal's lands using high-handed tactics. They have also 

got necessary papsrs prepared in support of their occupation. Some of 

tham have managed to get pattas from Government, some have got thumb 

impressions of the tribals on papar and some havs evsn got sate deeds

- false or genuine - registered in their favour. In this way sxtensive 

lands belonging to tha tribal people has gone out of their hands on one 

pratext or the other. Today papar is against them. Therefore, they are 

helpless, they cannot do anything.
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5.10 In many tribal araas, papers wara prepared a long time tack. In 

many casas only notional maps wara prapared at that time. These wara rough 

maps which showad people1s lands approximately. There is one more thing. 

All these papers are very old. The entries in document and the actual 

position in the field do not tally. In this way, the situation even in 

those areas where sane papers were prepared earlier is not particularly 

good. The outsiders, Public Sector enterprises and even the Government 

has taken advantage of the weaknesses of the paopla concerning documentary 

position. They have occupied lands of innumerable tribals by manipulating 

paper records in their favour. The average tribal in these areas is in 

great trouble.

The sad story of Sonbhadra

5.11 The problem of land is universal through out the tribal areas but 

the situation is worse in Sonbhadra district of Uttar Pradesh. The people 

hava launched agitations a number of times after independence when their 

troubles crossed the limits. The Government also initiates corrective 

measures each time yet with no results. Even at the moment there is great 

dissatisfaction in these areas and the agitation has been launched. There

fore, I will specially discuss the situation of this area.

The State defaults and people suffer

5.12 This area was a tribal area before independence and a number of 

communities were listad as indigenous tribas. A variety of administrative 

system existed in this region there ware sane zamindaries, some areas 

were directly under the supervision of the Government. The people in this 

area after independence were declared as Scheduled Castes instead of Sche

duled Tribes without any valid ground, perhaps on account of lack of under

standing. The sama conmunity across the border in Madhaya Pradesh and 

Bihar were declared as Scheduled Tribes. The first adverse effect of this 

misclassification was that these people were left out of the ambit of 

the protection of the Constitution.

5.13 The position about land records in this area is very bad. No land 

records were prepared in many areas. And wherever some papers were prepared, 

the maps were notional. So long as this area was secluded and there was 

no much interaction with the outside world, the people did not face 

problems. But it is a matter of chance in a large State like Uttar Pradesh, 

this small area is endowed with rich natural rer-ources, waters forests 

and mineral resources. Tharafora, when the new phas~ of development started,
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a variety of projects wars taken up in this arsa. Amongst them, Rihand 

Dam and Super-thsrmal Powsr Projects ars particularly notable. I havs 

referred to these projects in my pravious Report. Wa will discuss about 

the problem of displacement in a later section.

A phase of open loot

5.14 The most important thing in this new phase was that land was required 

for variety of purposes. The record of rights of people on land in this 

area were either non-existent or incomplete. A number of people lost their 

lands simply because either there ware no papers or their namas wers not 

recorded therein. On the other hand, a torrsnt of psople startsd from 

outside after new projects started gstting established. When these people 

saw the situation around, they thought of making hay while tha Sun shines. 

These people grabbed tribal lands by using a variety of tricks. There 

is no count of big farms and also big projects which have been established 

in this area after independence. Nobody has bothered as to what happened 

to the real owners and the tillers of tha land. The Government and tha 

administration are blissfully engrossed in developmental works.

Depredations of settlement

5.15 Eversince independence the people of this area have baen placing 

before the district administration and State Government their problems 

relating to the land and forests. The State Government is also fully aware 

about the real bad situation in this area. Therefore, the Stata Government 

started land settlement operations in 1962. But there was such a big muddle 

that it had to ba stopped. The settlement was taken up afresh once again 

in 1974. But it also did not succeed. Instead, there was a still greater 

muddle. The basic reason for the failure on both these occasions was that 

the entire process was beyond the understanding of the tribal people. 

The decision on each occasion was dependent on not the actual situation 

in the field but what was recorded on paper and all sorts of evidence. 

Secondly, the entire process was conducted in the courts outside the 

villaga. The tribal himself could not understand' the proceedings in the 

court and engaging a good counsel was not within his means. In this situa

tion the outsiders were able to get whatever they wanted through arbitrary 

manipulation of papars. The people continued to raise the question of 

these malpractices before the government, but it had not affected. IN 

the end, the people in sheer desperation knocked the doors of the courts, 

the Supreme Court heard this case and gave detailed instructions to the 

fctate Governments for proper conduct of land settlament.

-303 SC&ST/VO
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Even ideal system racoils

5.16 An idaal structura was sat up for settlement undar the directions 

of Suprama Court. Accordingly a number of officers wera appointed under 

a senior officer for undertaking this task. A time limit of two years 

was fixed for completing this work. Keeping in view the simplicity of 

the tribal people, provision was made for free legal aid. And to ensure 

that no injustice was done even in a single case, a provision was made 

for automatic review of every case by a higher court. Fiva senior officers 

of the level of the District Judge were appointed. Tt> ensura that tha 

entira systam was functioning well the Supreme Court appointed three 

Commissioners. They reported directly to the Supreme Court.

5.17 Thus, the Supreme Court created an ideal structure. It is not possible 

to go in detail about the functioning of the system, nor it is necessary. 

Suffice it to say that every person of this area, who was tilling his 

land without any problems so far, got entangled in at laast half a dozen 

cases. The amins at the time of the local enquiry recorded names correctly 

in pencil. But when they prepared regular papers, pucca entries wera made 

arbitrarily. The result was that a person having good land got in his 

name fallow land and best lands in the names of persons having rocky stret

ches. Persons who may not have even seen a village, got any amount of 

agricultural land or even the best forests entered in their names. The 

forest areas were shown as agricultural land and agricultural lands as 

forests.

5.18 The most regrettable fact is that the muddle and manipulations of 

the previous two settlements, against which people had protested and on 

account of which the fresh settlament was ordered, remained as they were. 

Firstly, no law has been passed which could be used to extinguish the 

rights acquired earlier by taking undue advantage of the law. Secondly, 

no instructions wara issued for correcting these mistakes of law during 

field enquiry. Tha result was that the muddle and manipulations of two 

earlier settlements remained as they were, but innumerable new apocrypha 

hava been introduced during the new proceedings.

5.19 This is not all. The free legal aid has been organised in cuch a 

routine fashion that the people have not got any benefit. They still have 

waste time and money in each and every case. Even the provision for 

automatic review by higher courts has gone against the peopla. Firstly, 

whan every case goes to a higher court, the concerned person is obliged
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to attand tha courts on evary hearing. Secondly, in tha proceedings of 

tha highar courts thara is graater concern for lagal nicitias than ground 

raality. In this situation the scales are haavily loaded in favour of 

ana who has money and who can afford a pleader.

5.20 In sum, every person in this araa has bean caught in tha whirl. 

Ha does not knew whather his land stands in his nama or not. He also does 

not knew how much ha will ba required to spend to see that his name gets 

entered against the land which he is cultivating. Tharafora, innumerable 

persons are being forced to seek refuge with moneylenders. What can ha 

do? At every step, every movement, money is required. Soma voluntary 

organisations ara helping tham but avan thay are helplass in that tornado. 

If tha things continue as thay ara, his lands will eithar be grabbed by 

stronger paopla and if ha is somehow able to sava his lands, so much expen

diture would have bean incurred that thay will ba lost to tha money

lenders.

Th3 basic issue

5.21 Tha paopla of Sonbhadra and sane voluntary agencies, in tha beginning 

tried to present thair problems before the Government. But it did not 

yield any result. Tha Wheel of Settlement continues to move as usual 

without any change. Therefore, finding no alternative thgy had to think 

of a solution of their own. They have now coma to tha conclusion that 

the settlement is a matter of lifa and daath for them. Secondly, it is 

also clear that they cannot get justica through tha legal processes as 

they are. When the people themselves thought in depth about all their 

problems, they came to realise that tha biggast strength of the people, 

particularly the tribal people, is in the village. A person has full know

ledge of everything thara and tha people can face all problems by joining 

hands and coming together. But outside tha village, thay ara strangers, 

that is thair biggest weakness. Therefore, an ordinary man is halpless; 

he has to seek halp from others. Tha conclusion was that so long as the 

people have to go out of their villages for getting their right, thara 

will be no end to their problems. Therefore, thare was only one way to 

cane out of this morass-they should tall the Government that tha entira 

proceedings concaming thair lands should be completed within their respec

tive villages and that they will not go out of thair villages for this 

purpose.
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5.22 Ordinarily, it is expected that in all matters concerning land, 

the entire proceedings will be conducted within the village and even the 

final decisions will be taken there. But this principle is not being genera

lly followed. Therefore, the question of following it in inaccessible 

regions simply does not arise. Senior officers avoid visiting such areas. 

Instead they think of calling the people themselves. After all it is their 

work. The entire proceedings, therefore, are conducted on one pretext 

or the other in bigger places outside the village. In this way thousands 

of people are forced to run about for months and years Simply for the 

convenience of officers. They do not even realise, let alone feel concerned 

about how helpless is the common man when he is outside his village. 

Other people take full advantage of his weak position there. They get 

tribal lands recorded in their own name openly using some device or the 

other. He has no choice but to look on that open loot with stony eyes.

Malfunctioning of the system

5.23 A major weakness of the system itself has come in the open in the 

course of this settlement, for which the simple people are required to 

pay a heavy price. It is well known that Government officials, even in 

the ordinary course are not prepared to work in inaccessible tribal areas 

and many of those who manage to reach there are not desirable parsons, 

they take advantage of the simplicity of the people and indulge in arbitrary 

actions. The best opportunity for arbitrary action is provided by settlement 

in which a wrong entry can deprive a simple person of all his possessions 

and, by the same token, the clever can acquire big estates. Therefore, 

the plight of the simple people, in case wrong persons are inducted for 

a settlement, cannot even be imagined.

5.24 The biggest reason for the muddle during earlier settlements in 

Sonbhadra was the malfunctioning of the administrative system. It is a 

matter of deep regret that no lesson was learnt from those catastrophies 

and the people were again thrown to the wolves for the third time. Looking 

to the possibility of malpractices during settlement operation, ordinarily 

caution is exercised to ensure that only good officials are inducted. 

In particular, officials who are likely to retire are not posted so that 

there is sane fear against the wrong action. Not only the government did 

not exercise this ordinary caution, but appointments were made in direct 

contravention of the same. Firstly, not many officials were ready to go 

to this remote area notwithstanding the efforts of the State Government 

and directions of the Supreme Court. But government did not take firm 

action in this matter. Therefore, for a long time, a large numbec of posts
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remained vacant. In the end, the Government had to appoint retired officers 

and many posts were filled by them. In this situation, what was feared 

happened —  there was open loot. The services of all retired officers 

have been terminated after the formation of the new Government in the 

State (December '89) but no one knows whan and how new appointments will 

be made. The work of settlement at this time (March ’90) is at a stand 

still.

Reaction of the people and their resolve

5.25 In this way, while the process of settlement is somehow continuing 

in the Sonbhadra, but the people have placed a danand befora the Government 

for giving a new turn to these proceedings. Their demand is that all pro

ceedings with regard to their lands should be completed within their resp

ective villages, which is fully justified. While placing this danand, 

the people have realised that the proposed process may take a long time 

for completion. Therefore, they have also decided that uptill such time 

las the Government may ba able to make suitable preparation for this, the 

(people will continue to manage their own affairs concerning forests and 

land within their respective villages. The size of a village or settlement 

tillage in this area is very large. A village may have 10-20 or even 50 

hamlets. In the contest, the social unit is the hamlet, not the village, 

therefore, for the purpose of proposed self-management they have decided

E
o treat hamlet as the unit. The people of each hamlet will manage the 

ntire land and forests within its geographical limits. So long as the 

proposed process is not completed by the Government, the management of 

land and forest by people will ba conducted on the basis of the following 

three principles:-

(i) the person who is cultivating the land shall continue to ba 

in possession of the same;

(ii) any person who is not cultivating land in the village will 

not be allowed to occupy any land in the village on the basis 

of any Government or non-government document of any description 

whatsoever; and

(iii) no person will be allowed to clear the forast on the strength 

of any formal order from outsida.

L26 The people of Sonbhadra have also decided that so long as the settle- 

bnt record is not finalised by the Govemmant, they will make thair own 

fccord for aach hamlat. They will prepare a notional map for each hamlet
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which will ghow approximately ths land of evary parson. Thay will also 

prapara a raoord which will give all tha four boundaries of each fialc 

so that there is no doubt about the extant of an individual holdings. 

They assert that if ths govarnmant has bean able to manage thair affairs 

without maps or on tha basis of notional maps for hundreds of years, ths 

village people can manage with the same, atlaast for somatima. Aftar all, 

here everything is within the knowladga of tha paopla of tha village. 

Therefore, there is possibility of mistakes creeping in govarnmant' record, 

but tha records prepared by the village people shall always ba correct.

Tha basic question of land settlement - People's Right to Manage their 

Own Affairs

5.27 The people's movament in Sonbhadra on the issue of land is in tha 

right direction. It is necessary to accept the spirit of this movement. 

The present systam concerning the right over land is basically against 

tha tribal people. The facts with regard to the land being cultivated 

and the ownership are known only to the village and the correct decisions 

about these matters can be takan only in the village. The dependable evi

dence on these issues is also available only in tha village. Only the 

people belonging to the village can tell tha facts. Paper records and 

other evidences are not only meaningless hut are liable to all types of 

manipulations. The basis of right over land in the present systam is tha 

Government raoord. If there is any dispute in this matter, the final deci

sion is given in a court outside the village. The most dependable evidence 

in the court is raoord and the oral evidence of the people ccmes onlj 

next. It is the strong and Moneyed people who can produce evidence ir 

tha court. Moreover, tha sama very people can agitata legal issues right 

from the lowest to the highest courts in the country. It is claar thal 

outsida the village, the scales are heavily loaded against the ccnra 

man and there is b o  hope for him to get justice. Therefore, unless then 

is basic change in the systam to the effect that all decisions about righ 

on land will be takan amongst the paopla in tha village, the tribal peopl 

will ba abla to get justice.

5.28 Evanthough this danand has arisen from tha settlement oparation 

yet tha principle holds good in all matters concerning land. The deman 

of the people of Sonbhadra is basic. Their resolution to manage thai 

own affairs, if tha government is not ahle to make suitable arrangements 

is not only in keaping with the democratic valuas but it is also in keepir 

with the principles of self-management for tha tribal people enshrine 

in tha Constitution. Ths government should honour the resolution of tt
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paopla and accordingly make nacessary changes in the process of settlement. 

The same principles, and a similar systam, in raspect of Battlement and 

all other matters concerning forests and land, should ba adapted throughout 

the country. For protecting the rights of the tribal people on lands, 

it is nacessary that thair management should be within the village. Tha 

villaga community is tha bast forum for this purpose. It is tha conmunity 

which should have the right to oversee the ays tan. They can even resolva 

on their own in this regard which should be honoured by tha Gcverrmant.
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RIGHT OVER MEANS OF PRODUCTION - 2 

Land, Tillage and Entitlement

The issue of land alienation in tribal areas had been discussed at 

length in ths last report. It is, therefore, not necessary to repeat the 

same here. Stringent legal measures are necessary for protecting the tribal 

lands and restoration of lands, already lost, as there does not appear to 

be much hope for any significant stepping of measures in this regard, parti

cularly by the Government in the immediate future.

6.2 The most regrettable trends in this regard are evident in Andhra Pradesh 

which I would like to refer again with some new facts. As is well known, 

the Government in the State has been negating its own law concerning protect

ion of tribal land. It appears that the State Government is determined to 

annual the law itself for which all attempts are being made. The limit 

was reached when the Tribes Advisory Council of the State itself, which 

has the responsibility for advancing the tribal interests under the Constitu

tion, reconmended the annulment of the law. No political party has supported 

the tribal people in this regard. Their main concern was somehow not to 

annoy the people in majority. The behaviour of Tribes Advisory Council has 

however crossed the limits. Two points are clear from their actions. Firstly, 

the tribal representatives are unable to understand the traps of the formal 

system. Secondly, other people can easily bring pressure on them through 

deceit.

6.3 There is concerted opposition throughout the tribal areas against 

the attempt for annul of this law. Some local institutions like Rai Sabhas 

and voluntary organisations have played a commendable role in this. The 

Government has been obliged not to proceed with its proposal for annuling 

the law even after they were able to taka the concurrence of tha Tribes 

Advisory Council. I hopa that the Stata Government will not proceed further 

with their wrong decisions with regard to this law concerning land alianation 

and will implement it in keeping with the spirit of the Constitutional

54
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provision. It is a mattar of ragrat that evsn while the Stata was taking 

these measures, the Union Government did not issue a direction asking them 

not to violata the Constitution.

6.4 The most basic question about land is tha right of tha tiller on the 

land. Evan aftar tha right of the tiller on tha land has been accepted by 

the law, in reality his position has remained the weakest. It is almost 

impossible aven to gat tha nama of tha tiller of the land enterad in the 

Govarnmant records, lat alone tha question of conferment of rights over 

it. In this situation tha basic question is how a tia is to ba established 

betwaan ordinary workers and the means of production. It is necassary to 

discuss this issua in soma datail.

6.5 Tha problem of those fanners who wara cultivating their own lands 

and took help of labourers only according to the naed, was solved aftar 

tha abolition of Zamindari. Tha problem of such labourers is not of ownarship 

but of wagas, which wa hava discussed earlier. Tha real question hare is 

about thosa paopla who do not avan touch tha plough themselves but are owners 

of land. Thasa paopla thamselvas fall in two categories - firstly, those 

parsons who ara engaged in othar occupations but somehow want to retain 

their control ovar tha land; secondly, there are thosa people who hava no 

othar occupation but either have so much land that they need not cultivate 

it themsalvas or their social tradition prohibits them for self-cultivation.

6.6 None of these two groups deserves any sympathy, but thosa people who 

are engaged in other occupations, are in a special situation. The number 

of such people is quite large and is increasing day by day. The sxtent of 

absantea landlordism is unprecedented and its incidence is now much higher 

than avan during the British days. Thasa people ara taking advantage of 

tha new systam in the nama of justice and old systam in the name of their 

rights through continued occupations of the land. They ara not allowing 

othar parsons avan to anjoy tha right of earning a dacent living. These 

people hava no right to continue their hold on the land. If thay want to 

hava land, thay should cultivate it and leave other occupations which can 

ba takan ovar by soma othar parsons. I had recommended enactment of a suitable 

law in my pravious Report for achieving this goal. It is a matter of regret 

that this issua has not avan baen discussad so far.

6.7 Now the question is that so long as a law is not enacted for termination

of entitlement of absentee ownership, what course of action could be adopted

by tha paopla. Tha absentee owners broadly adapt one of the three following 
12— 303 SC&ST/90
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methods for their cultivation:-

(i) Same people engage labourers for the whole year. These peopL 

also assign to each labourer a small piece of land for persona 

cultivation, so that they remain tied to their estate. Moreover 

these labourers, either get a share in the produce of other field: 

or they get wages for the days on which they work. The rate: 

of wage are settled in advance. Such annual labourers, therefore 

come in the category of bonded labourers. The big Zamindars usual! 

follow this practice.

(ii) Many people do their cultivation through share-croppers. Ther 

are a number of variations even in the practice of share-cropping 

A share-cropper usually gets half the produce, but it may b 

more, as in the case of West Bengal, and may be less elsewhere 

Tha share depends on the quality of land-can be less in bette: 

lands and more in poorer lands.

(iii) Many people give their lands on contract. These contracts ma; 

also be of different types. Usually the rate of contract is fixa 

in advance. Good irrigated lands can fetch a rent of Rs.20Q 

to Rs.3000 per hectare. In all these cases the land is giva 

only for a year. Htwever, the same person may continue to cultivatJ 

land year after y^nr, if not through generations, but these culti| 

vators do not have any right on the land either in law or j| 

reality.

I

6.8 In considering the question of those people who cultivate land owns 

by other people, it will be necessary to focus on the basic principles c 

our national economy rather than mere legal provisions. The principle tha 

land belongs to the tiller is natural and also basic. This is also the spirJ 

of our Constitution which was sought to be made a reality through a seri< 

of measures taken in quick succession soon after independence. Now, if < 

present these persons, who are cultivating the land, do not have any rig] 

over the same, there is something amiss somewhere. Either there is a fl< 

in our law or there are some serious omissions in its implementation.

6.9 In this regard, I must refer at this stage one point which is extreme 

regrettable. There is a move now in many quarters to accept the prese 

unjust situation and to justify the open violation of the right to la 

on the pretext that the principle of land to the tiller cannot be implemente 

This plea is being made openly even in serious discussions organised
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•asponsible institutions. This is indicative of tha growing insensitivity 

ibout the issue of social justice and, what is mora, lack of faith in ths 

Jonstitutional values in our country, but what can be expected frcm the 

ilita whose intarasts are directly linked to that unjust system, rather 

:han that they should cover their own interest by spacious principles and 

.gnore real principles by branding them as impractical idealism. In this 

lituation, thers is only one ray of hope that some people aven in this system 

ira still supporters of right principles and, what is more, the people them

selves are becoming increasingly aware about their own rights.

'Sole' village of Palamu district in Bihar

>.10 It will be appropriate to refer to some recent events in the villaga 

'Sole' of Palamu District in Bihar. This village can be taken as a symbol 

)f our feudal haritaga. Tha Zamindar of this village is one of the very 

)ig landowners of Bihar. It is said that in all he has about 4000 to 5000 

icres of land. Most of the land in this village also belongs to him which 

-S around 800 acres in all. The next person in this village after the Zamindar 

.s a Brahmin who owns about 20 acres of land. Naxt to him are other people 

Dwning 5 acres or less. Most of the people do not have any land. Thay depand 

Dn the land of the Zamindar for their living. Most of tha residents of this 

tillage are Muslims and Harijans.

5.11 I visited this village sanetime last year during my tour to Bihar. 

The people told me that 28 families ara ploughman of the Zamindar. Eachof 

these families has been assigned half an acre of land, in lieu of which 

they have to work with him. Thers is no guarantee for work on every day. 

However, they must report for work on the day when they are so required 

Dy the Zamindar. They get the wage in kind for the day of work which is 

equivalent to about Rs.3. They cannot go to work elsewhere even on those 

days when they may not be offered work by the Zamindar. They have to go 

Without work on that day. There ars about 50 share-croppers besides these 

28 ploughmen. These share-croppers have been cultivating the same land for 

the last 10 to 20 years. The only pucca house in this village is that of 

the Zamindar; all other houses are uniformally ordinary kuchha ones. The 

manager of the Zamindar lives in tha village who looks after his land and 

the house.
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Consciousness amongst tillers about thair rights

b.12 Till now the people of 'Sole' village have accepted the feudal tradition 

as their fats, but now there is wind of change. They ara not prepared to 

accept this unjustice. I was told that they have recently decided that they 

will fight for their rights on the land. Tha person who is actually tilling 

a piace of land will not leave it. This decision was communicated by them 

to tha managar of the Zamindar sometime last year. This change was not re

lished by ths Zamindar. This could be ths first step towards the end of 

his ownership of ths sntirs land. Thsrsfore, first he tried to browbeat 

the villags paopla. He ssnt a communication to his tanants through the manager 

that the outsiders wsrs unnecessarily provoking them. They should not believe 

than. If those paopla did anything on the suggestion of the outsiders, they 

will not gat the land in the village for cultivation.

6.13 When tha people did not pay any heed to ths Zamindar and remained 

firm on thsir decision, the Zamindar sent them another message that no land 

will bs givan to any parson of that village. And hs will himself gat the 

land cultivated this yaar. Tha Zamindar tried to get the labourers from 

outsida tha village for his cultivation. But in the intervening period, 

ths villags paopla had talkad and got in touch with the people in the neigh

bouring villages and told tham about the struggle which they had launched 

about thair entitlements. They wers also clsarly told that their demand 

is a very simple ona that thay will not leave tha land which they ara culti

vating. Thay have no objection to give a share to the landlords, as usual. 

The only right which they want to ba conceded is that the person who may 

be cultivating the land will not be required to leave it.

6.14 Tha people from the neighbouring villages understood the issue and 

concurred, with them. Those people also decides that no one will go to village 

'Sole' for labour. Thus, whila the landlord could not get labourers, the 

share croppars started making preparations for cultivating the land. This 

was a mattar of prestige for the Zamindar. He again conveyed a message to 

tha shara croppars that if thay tried to plough the fields they will ba 

forcaably stopped and will not be iLlowai to do so. Thus, the issue heated 

up and raachad a stags of confrontation. The people then discussed the matter 

and came to tha conclusion that thay were not yet ready for such a confront

ation. Tharafore, thay decided that they will not fight with the landlord; 

but they will also not relent. Thay will not allow outside labourers ta 

plough tha fialds.

6.15 Thus a war of narves is on in the village. No one frori the either
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sida is prepared to retreat. The result is that., except for a small piece, 

ths entire land is lying fallow.

6.16 Both sides are preparing for the next year. Initially, tha Zamindar 

had succaadad in enticing one or two persons to his side by offering land 

to tharn and was also able to get a small piece cultivated, but thase paopla 

than realised their mistake and they rejoinad the villagers; and not much 

land was cultivated. The Zamindar has a lot of land elsewhara as -.oil. 

Thara fora, it does not make any diffarance to him if tha land in t M ~  ' , :.Iaga 

ramains fallow. But the main question in his case is that of principle 

and prastige. The question before tha cultivators, on tha othar hand, concer

ns thair vary survival. The cultivators have mada an application to the 

administration that it should provide them protection so that they may 

be able to cultivate the land this yaar which thay have bean cultivating 

for long and may also continue to cultivate it in future. Thay hava decided 

they will not allow this right of theirs to ba ignored this yaar and even 

if tha administration doas not side with them, they will protect thair 

Constitutional rights themselves.

Irregularities galore

5.17 While speaking about the rights of the people, tha first question 

is as to how even till today a few people have bean abla to retain such 

larga astat.es? The detailed enquiry of tha situation in 'Sols' village 

aas brought out soma facts which daserve to ba mantionad. Soma lands have 

baan shown by tha Zamindar as self-cultivated. Similarly, sama lands hava 

bean kapt under his control by getting the names of his family members 

entered. Unfortunately, tha tarm self-cultivation doas not nacassarily 

involve cultivation of land personally using one's own labour or family 

labour, a common sense intarpratation. Evan if a parson doas his agriculture 

through hired labour, it is deemad to be self-cultivation. In this way 

any extant of land canba kapt by a parson aithar on the pretext of salf- 

"ultivation or in the name of members of the family.

Trusts - Real and Fak?

6.18 The Zamindar has shown so.na land in tha nama of a Trust, but it is 

continuing to ba in his possession. This Trust is in tha name of a templa 

Locatad in another village. Tha Trust-land is looked aftar by the managar 

Df tha Zamindar. It is doubtful whathar any share of tha income from this 

Land even reaches that temple.
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6.19 Such fake Trusts are not only in 'Sola' or aven_in Bihar, but they 

are in all States. In sane cases there is a proliferation of Trusts. I 

had reccmnended in my last Raport that all Trust lands should ba distributed 

amongst tha landless and the Government should give a grant for the purpose 

for which a Trust may hava baan established according to its need. What 

could be the justification for supporting the religious or social work 

on the basis of exploitation and depriving tha poot of thair rights? Why 

should a good cause be dependent on exploitation? When the Government can 

faad ex-Rulars, it can as well giva grants according to the naad for those 

social and religious purposes which today ara dependant on exploitation 

and thus frae the poor frcm exploitation. This is tha duty of the State. 

In case a Trust is faka, the question of any grant simply does not arise.

Misusa of ceiling laws

6.20 Scma lands belonging to the Zamindars were not taken over under the 

ceiling because they were recorded as garden. There is no garden in reality 

and the entire land is under cultivation. The Zamindar has thus retained 

his control over the land by misusing the ceiling law.

Right over Ghair-mazarua - The Root of Lawlessness

6.21 Similarly tha Zamindar has got a lot of ghair-mazarua land recorded 

in his name ignoring the rights of landless persons in the distribution 

of the same. It is regretted that special attention has not been paid to 

the distribution of ghair-mazarua lands in Bihar. In many States like 

Madhya Pradesh there is a clear procedure for distribution of government 

land which is fit for cultivation. In accordance with the procedure, firstly 

a list is prepared of all those lands in the village which are fit for 

agriculture and can be distributed. It is followed by a public notice to

$ia affect that the land is proposed to be distributed. The land is finally 

distributed on tha basis of priorities fixed in tha rules amongst eligible 

persons who are shortlisted frcm the applicants.

6.22 In Bihar, the initiative for allotment of ghair-nazarua land comes 

from the person who wants it rather than frcm the government. The per sen 

who is desirous of getting the land makes an application. In this procedure, 

firstly at any level it cannot be known with certainty as to which land 

falls in the category of ghair-mazarua land whether it can be distributed. 

In this situation, firstly the poor do not get even tha information about 

land and advantage is takan by clavarer people. Secondly, in many cases, 

tha stronger paopla taka possession of such lands well in advance. When
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an application is raceivad, tha officials make a rough and raady enquiry 

and tha applicant gats his patta. In soma of tha araas whera social workers 

hava assarted claims on bahalf of tha poor on the basis of information 

gathered by them, there has baan soma improvement, but sida-by-sida confron

tation has also increased. But the Govarnmant is not taking any maasuras 

to find a way of giving justice in cases whera tha paopla have already 

grabbed land taking advantage of tha ignorance of tha paopla. Tharafora 

tha paopla ara assarting from thair side. This is also happening in 'Sola' 

village.

Grabbing of land through decait - False Surrenders

6.23 In the and, I may rafar to those casas whera tha Zamindar has graobed 

the land forcibly or through dacait. Grabbing land through sala or mortgage 

deeds after payment of nominal amounts in cash or credit is much too well 

known, but yet another davica is being used in many araas for land grabbing 

which it is nacassary to describe. According to tha law if a parson is 

not abla to cultivate his land or doas not want to cultivate his land he 

can formally surrender it. This provision was particularly nacessary at 

a tima when land revanue was quite high compared to the income from land 

and tha poor desired ralief from this levy. The Government used to assign 

the land to another person after the surrender was formally accepted.

6.24 This old legal process has bean graatly misused in Bihar and particu

larly so in the tribal areas of Palamu. Here a number of people hava got 

surrenders from the side of the cultivators in collusion with the petty 

officials and also got thair names struck off after getting tha surrenders 

accaptad. Thereafter the land has been recorded in soma other names in 

a slimy fashion. This entire process is on paper and the real cultivator 

is not avan awara about the sama. Therefore, while the cultivator may conti

nue to till his land, yet the nama of soma other parson appears on paper 

replacing his own. The strong people then wait and as soon as they get 

the right oportunity, which may be aftar just a whila or evan after many 

years, evict the person and occupy his land.

6.25 The poor does not gat any relief from .-my quarter in cases of such 

deceitful and forcible alienation. Aftar tha strong paopla acquire possess

ion, everything is in order and no one can touch them. Tha paper entries 

have already baan manipulated. Sometimes the surrander may hava baen got 

submitted in tha nama of thair daad ancestors so that avan tha possibility 

of getting their thumb impressions verified in an auquiry is removed. It
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is not only in 'Sola' of Palamu District but in many tribal araas lika 

Ranka and Bhandaria blocks that strong paopla hava grabbed tha land of 

tha poor on a larga scala on tha basis of such surrandars. Tha paopla hava 

launched a movement against this. They hava no hope of getting this land 

back through courts. Therefore, thay are taking tack tha possession on 

thair own through joint action.

Paopla's dacisions against injustice

6.26 The peopla of 'Sole' village hava taken soma dacisions on thair own 

to face tha difficult situation in which thay ara finding thamsalvas today. 

Tha first point which thay hava dacidad is that tha parson cultivating 

a particular piaca of land will not laava it and ha will cultivate it during 

tha coming saason whatavar may ba tha consequancas. If tha Zamindar so 

wants thay will giva him tha dua shara of the produca in raspact of his 

land. Tha Zamindar has no right over tha lands appearing in tha nama of 

tha Trust. Therefore thay will kaap a shara of that produca asida and will 

dispose it of in any way suggastad by the Government. Tha lands which hava 

baan grabbed by tha Zamindars by manipulating fake surrenders will ba return

ed to their real owners. But this may take sometime becausa tha paopla 

want to dacida all issuas of tha villaga land togathar. Tharafora, if soma 

poor person was cultivating tha land which really belonged to scma othar 

person, ha will continue to cultivate it this yaar. A final decision in 

this regard will be taken at a futura data. In any case, tha Zamindar will 

hava no right. Similarly, tha paopla, who cultivate thosa lands last yearj 

which had baan taken away by tha Zamindar using wrong methods such as tha 

ghair-mazarua or garden lands, will continue to ba cultivated by tha same 

people. A share from the produce from such lands will ba kapt aside in 

the form of a village fund for the time baing. Tha people will dacida about 

its future use.

Tha struggle of tha poor in 'Pulimamidi of Andhra Pradesh

6.27 About two hours drive from Hyderabad, tha capital of Andhra Pradesh, 

is tha villaga 'Pulimamidi' in Kandukur Mandal. Tha faudal strangle hold 

in this village after independence has bacoma extramaly strong through 

opan misuse of law. Tha ordinary cultivators, most of tham belonging tc 

Scheduled Castes ara tha sufferers. But thay ara no longer helpless. The} 

ara fighting for their rights. It is said that tha story of this villags 

is not exceptional. The situation of this village is just illustrative 

of the situation in tha Talangana ragion of Andhra Pradesh. I will, thara

fora, discuss tha situation of this villaga in soma detail.
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6.28 The story begins with the reign of Nizam. There was a Jagirdar in 

this village. Every family in this village was required to provide one 

labourer to the Jagirdar either free or on payment of nominal wage in kind. 

They had to face a variety of atrocities on being indebted and in the end 

they could save themselves only by surrendering their lands. The family 

of the manager of Nizam has taken undue advantage of his position after 

independence and created a big jagir for itself.

6.29 The entire process of bringing the land under control was done with 

caution and understanding. After 1950, he first got his name entered along- 

with that of Jagirdar in the Khasra/Khata on one khata after another. There

after he got his own possession entered one by one. Besides he got the 

possession of seme other people entered in the records on the ground that 

they had purchased the land in 1948. It is said that the manager has occupied 

seme 5000 acres of land which is in his own name or in the name of seme 

others.

6.30 It was clear that it was difficult to maintain such a large estate 

in the new milieu, therefore this person adopted a number of other tricks 

for continued possession of this land. Firstly, a number of banami trans

actions have teen made to avoid the ceiling laws. For example, in 1965 

a Trust was created in the name of a tample and about 240 acres of good 

black soil land was recorded in its name. In 1975-76 about 1000 acres of 

land was got recorded in benami names on the basis of old sale deeds and 

possession, about which thare was no proof. This was evan got entered in 

government land was got recorded in 1961 -62 in the name of new lease holders 

without following any process. It is said that after 1971 about 2000 acres 

of land has been recorded in the name of Benamidars.

6.31 The Zamindar is trying his utmost that the residents of the village 

should not acquire any title over these benami lands. According to him, 

'the services of the village and decoration of a corpse are both equally 

useless1. It is said that he has sold a lot of land to outsiders and the 

sale is still continuing. But if the village people want to purchase the 

same land, it is refused. Fortunately, the names of the purchasers have 

yet to be entered in the records as pattydars because of legal obstacles. 

The main reason is that the sellor does not exist, because of which sales 

cannot be verified, there are a number of disputes in the village on the 

question of actual possession of land.

13—303 SC&ST/9ffc
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6*32 It was in response to sin appeal about these disputes, I myself went 

there in 1988 and saw the things for myself. It was a strange sight. On 

ths one hand, thousands of acres of land was lying fallow and, on the othar 

hand, hundreds of poor had nothing to live on. Whatever may ba the reason, 

this situation cannot be accepted as appropriate. The people cannot be 

kapt away from using natural resources for making their living. Therefore, 

I advised the local administration that the lands in the name of Trust 

or under benami titles should be appropriately distributed amongst the 

poor, but this advice had ho significant effect.

6.33 The people then sought help of the Oourt, the administration, as 

also their own organisation to get the right to cultivate this land. 240 

acres of this land is in the name of Devasthan. But the Devasthan Pratishthan 

which is responsible for looking after it under the law, came to knew about 

this fact for the first time in 1987. The Pratishthan thereafter set up 

a caimittee for managing this land. In this way, the possession of the 

Zamindar on this land was removed but the Devasthan Pratishthan did not 

want this land to be given to poor cultivators. Grass is grown on this 

land. In view of my suggestions, there was a proposal that the land may 

be purchased by the Scheduled Castes Finance Corporation and distributed 

to the members of the Scheduled Castes. But no decision has been taken 

about this so far. Secondly, the people of this village are also not keen 

about this proposal. According to them, the poor of the village will get 

divided. Therefore they want a decision about' the entire village land so 

that all the poor in the village may get relief.

6.34 After my first visit to this village, some members of the Scheduled 

Castes instituted a case in the Ccurt about the benami lands and requested 

the Government that they may be allowed to cultivate that land during the 

interim period. The Joint Cbllector in his judgement held that the land 

was benami. An appeal against this decision is however, pending in the 

High Court. But in the absence of any direction about cultivating this 

benami land, from the side of the Government, the people have occupied 

it on their own and have started cultivating the same.

6.35 The cultivators are now worried that the Zamindar may try to take 

possession of land by force. Therefore, they requested the local revenue 

officers that they may record their name on the land as•> occupants in the 

Pahani and also the fact that the land was cultivated. They have also re

quested for a copy of the report so that they may have a written proof 

of tha fact that the land has been cultivated by them this year (1989-90)
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and tha sama is in thair actual possession. But thay could not get tha 

information about antries in the Pahani,let alona getting a copy of tha 

Pahani, evan aftar submitting a number of applications. The villaga people 

sent an application to me about this on tha basis of which I again went 

to sea tha situation for myself in this village (April 1990).

6.36 After saeing tha actual situation and also the village papers, the 

fear of tha paopla was confirmed. Evert though tha local officials had 

enquired into thair applications, but naithar the report had been sent 

nor wera they intimated in writing about the findings of the enquiry. On 

perusal of the papers, it was found that tha land recorded as padat (fallow) 

for the yaar 1989-90, and the land was under a benami title against which 

the case was pending. Since tha land has baan shown as fallow in the pahani, 

the question of entering the names of persons occupying the same does not 

arise. The local officials during the course of my enquiry told me that 

the land had baen cultivated this yaar. I also visited the fialds. It was 

clear that the land was cultivated since the stems of the previous crop 

were standing in the entira area. In this way the antry in tha pahani was 

found to be wrong. Tha entry in tha pahani was not corrected even after 

it was found to ba wrong in the coursa of official enquiry.

6.37 The reason for this non-correction in pahani is clear. If it is shown 

in the pahani that the land was cultivated this year, the other natural 

question oould have been as to who cultivated it. These fields are under 

benamj titles. The, so-called title holders of those lands have not been 

seen in tha village uptill new and no one knows anything about than. The 

Joint Collector had also pronounced that they are benami. Therefore, if 

the land was shown to hava baen cultivated, it would have been obligatory 

far the officials to enter the names of applicants as occupants. With this 

entry thair possession and their right would have got firmed up.

6.38 It appears that in this case tha Zamindar and officials were waiting 

for tha advent of rain. After the rain, the proof about a field having 

been cultivated or not would have disappeared. At that time, the Zamindar 

oould have easily got the land ploughed through hired labour and would 

hava easily occupied the same. If attempts were made by those who cultivated 

it this yaar to retain their possession, police halp could have been sought 

by tha landlord by describing their continued possession as forcible occu

pation. Since tha land had bean shown as fallow in the pahani it would 

have been an important piece of written evidence against their claim of 

actual possession of the land this year; and any oral evidence could have
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been easily disbelieved. Therefore, the police oould have prevented them 

from entering the field. In that situation, these people oould not have 

got relief from any side. It is possible that at that time the enquiry 

report on their applications would also have been submitted to higher 

officers with a finding that the land was fallow and nobody was in actual 

possession.

6.39 It is a chance that I reached this village and the facts that the 

land was cultivated this year and that the poor people were in actual 

possession came out. My visit created such a documentary and oral evidence 

which cannot be easily brushed aside. But even now if thara is an attempt 

to forcibly evict the poor from any side, I hope that tha police will 

provide them protaction on the basis of undisputed facts about their poss

ession; this is their clear duty.

Some basic questions about land

6.40 The issues in the struggles of 'Sole' in Bihar and 'Pulimamidi' in 

Andhra Pradesh appear to be very simple but they raise seme vital basic 

questions. Firstly, should this reality, that a parson is actually cultivate 

ing a field, ba put on raoord in Govarnmant paper or not? The reality on 

the ground has got to be reflected somewhere or the other. If this is not 

allowed in our system thara is only one conclusion that the systam has 

allowed an easy device for ignoring the valid rights of the poor. This 

process may be legal, but it can neither be said to he just nor it is in 

consonance with the spirit of our Constitution. The dissonance between 

law, justice and Constitution is clear in this situation. Ocme what may, 

it is necessary that in no case should the Constitution and justice ba 

allowed , to ba violated. If a person is subsisting 6n land by cultivating 

the sama, then if the system and tha law cannot gat him tha ownership right 

thay can atleast protact his right to eke out a living from the same. If 

the system and tha law cannot protect this basic right of an individual, 

his right for self-defence cannot be takan away. Tha struggle of tha paopla 

of tha villages 'Sole' and 'Pulimamidi1 is a struggle for protecting their 

basic right of life. I trust that the local administration and the Govern

ment will take nacessary action for protecting this right of theirs.

6.41 The question which has been raised by the cultivators in these villa

ges does not relate only to one village. It is a question for the entira 

country. In reality the vary right to life of all thosa who earn thair 

living through cultivating tha land throughout tha country is directly
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linked with this question. Today the number of such cultivators who hava 

no right over land is maximum and most of them ara members of tha Scheduled 

Castes and seme of them are also members of the Scheduled Tribes. And it 

is the struggle of life of these people which is most difficult and tha 

right to life of their's, the most crucial.

6.42 In this situation, in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution 

and tha premises made so far, it is the duty of the State that immediate 

and effective measures are taken to make the principle of land to the tiller 

a reality. There can be no reason for delay in this even by a single day. 

The first step for protecting the right of life of people belonging to 

this category will be that whatever may be the law, or even if there is 

no reference to this in the law, it should be ensured that a person, who 

is presently cultivating the land, continues to do so without interruption. 

This principle should be openly pronounced and the actual possession of 

the people should be entered in Government records. Moreover, if any landlord 

dispossesses the cultivator ignoring this basic right, it is the government's 

responsibility to provide protection to him. The people have a right to 

resolve to protect their right of life and to struggle for the same. Tha 

minimum which can be expected from a Government which has been specially 

entrusted with the responsibility of providing protection to the interests 

of the weaker sections of the conmunity by the Constitution that wherever 

there are struggles of this type, it will not take side of the owner but 

protect the right of the poor.

6.43 The other question is about violation of laws concerning land. There 

are ceiling laws in all the States. Then how is it that Zamindars still 

have thousands of acres of land which they at seme places get cultivated 

through bonded labourers and at others keep fallow while the poor are without 

any economic base and roam about in search of a living?

6.44 It is known to everyone that the occupation of these lands by the 

Zamindar is illegal. It is also clear that these people are taldng undue 

advantage of the complexities of our legal system in which if somehow a 

case gets entangled, it can remain undecided for years. In the meantime, 

the landlord continues to occupy the land and the poor is rendered resource- 

less. It is well known that in any matter concerning land, the person who 

has its occupation is the winner in the end. The occupant can institute 

and follow his case in one court after another using the income which he 

gets from that land; the poor has no resources for fighting it "Out in 

the court.
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6.45 Theraf ore another basic question is that as to who should rightfully 

occupy the land in case of dispute about the land. Tha parson who earns 

his living through cultivating tha field is non-existant so far as tha 

question of possession of that land is concerned. Tha possession of the 

land is takan to he that of the owner avan if ha may have never seen that 

field. The basis of this perception in our system is the recognition of 

the property in tha form of land. Natural resources, including land, aura 

the basis of living for the people, and not property. Therefore there is 

need for basic changa in the present law. Simultaneously, it wil;l have 

to be ensured that the agricultural labourers or the share-croppers get 

justice in the intervening period until such a law is made. Since their 

life is sustained through cultivation of the land, they have a right to 

cultivate the same. Similarly, if a landlord just occupies the land without 

using it ha is preventing some other person from exercising his right to 

life. In such a situation, these people are entitled to establish their 

right to life.

6.46 Cue more thing is notable in this case. The land laws in many States 

earlier had a provision, which exists in some States even now, that if 

the owner of the land does not cultivate it, the administration can take 

it over and get it cultivated. Similarly, if a person das arts a land, 

it can be given to some other person for cultivation. There is yet another 

aspect. According to the present law, land is given for agriculture. There

fore, it cannot be usadfor any other purpose without permission of the 

Government. This also means that land is not a personal property of any 

one which can be used in any way he likes.

6.47 It is unfortunate that this aspect of our land laws has not claimed 

any attention after independence. A number of programmes have been launched 

for development of agriculture but there has been no check on the fact 

whether the owner of the land is putting it to the right use or not. 

Therefore, the property form of land has become increasingly prominent. 

The price of land around the cities and of that used for industrial establi

shments has risen phenomenally. Therefore, many Zamindars want to maintain 

their possession over tha land at any cost. Thay are not bothered about 

its proper use. They are also looking out for such opportunities that they 

may get a handsome price and sell the land. This wrong. The people, who 

depend on agriculture for their living, hava the first right ovar agricultu

ral land. If someone is not doing agriculture or wants to keep his possess

ion through nominal usa of tha land for agriculture, He is responsible 

for depriving smother citizen of his right to live which is against our
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taw and against tha spirit of our Constitution.

6.48 It is a matter of gratification that tha ordinary paopla ara becoming 

conscious about this Constitutional position and thair basic rights. They 

ara not prepared to baar with tha fact that tha Govarnmant should not imple

ment the law enacted by itsalf or may implement it in a slipshod fashion 

or tha officials knowingly disregard arid close their eyes towards its vio

lations. He is indifferent towards those processes of judicial system in 

which even the most basic right of human societies, that is, right to lifa, 

may gat ovar looked. He is losing patiance. Theraf ora, he is forced to 

take one-sided action against injustice for establishment of his rights. 

In this situation, the other side, even the Government itself dubbs his 

action as improper giving reference to the procedure, rules and the law 

and considers use of State authority against him as appropriate. An urgent 

review of this situation is necessary.

6.49 All these struggles basically reflect confrontation between two rights

- on the one side is the right to life and on tha other side right to pro

perty. The right to life is much higher in priorities than the right to 

property. In fact, right to property has not been recognised in our Constitu

tion. Therefore it is the first duty of tha Stata to protect the right 

to lifa of the paople. The Stata should not lose evan a single day wj.th 

regard to providing protection of Constitutional rights of the members 

of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes - to do so will really ba 

an open disregard of the Constitution. The present laws should be appropria

tely implemented and, if necessary, suitable amendments should be made 

therein to ensure that tha workar does not get alienated from means of 

production and that he can make his living through their use. And the State 

authority should support the claims of the people in such struggles un

equivocally.



RIGHT OVER MEANS OF PRODUCTION - 3 

Question of Bonded Labourers

In ths procass of deprivation a stags is raached sometimes when a 

parson is forced to trade his liberty. He becomes a bonded labourer 

attached to a Zamindar or to a contractor to work in a field or a plantation 

brick-kiln, stone-quarry or a carpet factory. Ha gats only that much 

wage which is sufficient somehow to keep his hands moving. When this 

bonded labourer is no longer of much use he is thrown away lika a sucked 

fruit and a new parson is takan in his placa from the long qua of the 

poor seeking that job - for working like his predecessor until his body 

can bear the strain and in the end to be thrown away like him after being 

complataly sucked.

7.2 This inhuman practice had baan abolished in our Constitution. A  

number of laws were mads for implamanting this national resolve. Keeping 

a bonded labourer is an offence and the parson is liable for punishment 

for that offence. Scma persons had been punishad but such cases can be 

counted on fingers. A  number of voluntary institutions also came forward 

and did some good work but even after success in all these actions and 

liberation of the bonded labourer, tha question of his living has remained 

as it was. The reality is that he was assured of at laast two maals in 

that enclosure called bondage. When he comes out of that enclosure he 

gets fresdom but spectre of uncertainty begins to haunt; and whan thare 

is no other alternative he saaks rafuge with some other master, if not 

tha same. In the end tha status-quo is restored.

7.3 The Government has prepared a number of programmes for economic rehabi

litation of bonded labourers with a viaw to braak open this enclosure. 

There is a provision under these programmes for a minimum economic assis

tance being givsn to tha bonded labourers soon aftar their liberation. 

They oould also ba given facilities under othar poverty alleviation pro

grammes. There has been some succass in thase programmes as wall, but 

many bonded labourers ara unable to stand on thair own faat avan aftar 

getting assistance of all descriptions and gat bonded with someone or 

tha othar again or thay obliged to roam about aimlessly without any support. 

Many bonded labourers ara not able to gat the Governments help or other 

forms of assistance. Therefore, their condition becomes still worse.
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Fraadom is Non-negotiable

7.4 The law for abolition of bonded labour is quite comprehensive. The 

position in accordance with the spirit of this law is that if any systam 

lsads to the surrender of freedom of an individual, it is wrong and the 

person who is responsible for creating that condition is guilty of a penal 

offence. In the present day complex system, a person can be deprived 

of his freedom in a variety of ways. The simplest way in this regard 

is the use of force. But the trap of money has been used most effectively 

for continuing loss of freedom. Both these aspects have been kept in 

view fully in the law concerning abolition of bondage. Therefore, any 

agreement, according to which a person may not get due return for his 

labour, comes within the ambit of bonded labour and therefore, becomes 

a penal offence. The practice of forcing a person to work at low wages 

after taking the loan is included in this. The agreament for advance 

purchase of crop at a depressed price against credvt, is also a form of 

bended labour. Moreover, according to the decisions of the Supreme Court 

any situation, whether on account of loan or otherwise, in which labour 

is engaged at less than minimum wages come within the ambit of bonded 

labour.

7.5 The exploitation in the form of advance purchase of crops at lower 

prices and depressed wages is so pervasive in the unorganised sector, 

particularly the village economy, that almost all types of labour there 

will be covered under the term bended labour. Therefore, there are serious 

differences and even considerable confusion about identification of bonded 

labourers amongst administrators and also social scientists. There are 

two sets of arrangements which are generally considered as bondage. Firstly, 

there ara casas in which a parson is forced to work under social pressure 

or physical coersion. Secondly, there are cases where a person is obliged 

to work because of a loan or other forms of money power. There has been 

considerable misunderstanding on the question, not only amongst the offi

cials but even amongst the political leaders, whether the arrangement, 

in which a person is obliged to work because of loan or use of money power 

should be treated as bonded labour. It is usually argued that after all 

if a person pays advance for hiring a labour then some condition will 

have to be imposed. If such a person does not wish to work for him, he 

should repay the loan. In this way it is ganarally assumed that a person 

has to work in lieu of advance and this obligation is not considered as

14—303 SC&ST/90
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bondaga. This practice, therefore, is takan to ba valid at laast implicitly 

if not explicitly. Therefore, it is nacessary to clear tha intention 

of the law and also the situation.

7.6 Advance is a loan and a contract of payment of money is a civil matter, 

but employment is a contract for doing work in which tha person agraes 

to work for an other person of his free will. There is one special feature 

of this contract, that is, it has to be entirely based on fraa will. 

No form of compulsion can be allowed to be used against any person in 

this regard. To work according to one's will, or not to work, is accepted 

as a basic human right. If a person is under obligation to work for any 

person or not to work, this human right is violated. It also violates 

the right of personal liberty enshrined in our Constitution. It is tha 

duty of the State to protect personal liberty. Therefore, if a person 

is obliged to work simply because he has taken loan, such an arrangement 

is unconstitutional and violation of human rights. So long as thara is 

no clarity about this point at all levels, ambivalence about bonded labour 

will continue.

Partial Implementation of Law

7.7 In implementing the law of bonded labour no action is usually taken 

against a person who violates tha same. Tha emphasis is on liberation 

of the bonded labour. Therefore, so long as the action under tha law 

is confined only to the liberation of the bonded labourers, it doas not 

make any difference to the employer. It only involves loss of a labourer 

to him about which he is not concerned. He is bound to get another person 

in his place. In this way the programme for the liberation of bonded 

labourers, no doubt, benefits some of those persons, who may have been 

bonded, but the practice of the bonded labour continues as it is.

7.8 Thera is yet another aspect of the scheme of' the rehabilitation of 

bonded labourers after their release. The provision of a grant for the 

rehabilitation in the scheme was made with good intentions, but this scheme 

has resulted in the deterioration of the situation in the field. In many 

cases a person may be presented as a bonded labourer for the sole objectiva 

of getting the benefit of rehabilitation grant. The money dua to tha 

bonded labourers is misappropriated by tha employer and the official. 

In this situation it is difficult even to identify the raal bonded labour. 

Their situation remains unchanged.
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7.9 A basic change in tha prasant thinking is nacassary for a raal solution 

lof tha problem of tha bonded labourers. Aftar all, a bonded labourar 

is engaged in some work or the othar. Howavar, ha is being subjected 

to two constraints - firstly he doasn't gat full wages, secondly ha has 

no freedom to leava his job at will and taka up anothar job. Tha prasant 

situation about employment in our country is rather bad. Everyona knows 

that unamploymant is increasing and it is difficult to provide a reasonable 

work to tha poor. The opportunities for self-employment are also limited 

and success therein is rather difficult to achiave. In this situation 

tha idea of liberation of tha bonded labourer by taking him out of the 

work which ha is doing is rathar incongruous Therefore, the formalities 

of the programme and also the law are fulfilled in the process of liberation 

of the bonded labourer but the basic question- about f inding a real solution 

to that problem, is knowingly ignored.

Real Liberation of the Bonded Eton Whom?

7.10 Broadly, there ara three constituents of any economic activity - 

the owner, tha means of production and tha labourer. As we have seen 

earlier, like land, other means of production, are also like property 

to the owner. But the same means of production are a source of livelihood 

to the labourer. Theraf ore, justice would demand that no one except tha 

labour should hava a right ovar maans of production. But until such time 

as this injust systam is not ended and tha maans of production continue 

to be under tha control of tha owner can it be said that the worker cannot 

claim a right of making a living from that means of production. Tha right 

to life is basic and it is the responsibility of the State to protect 

it. The right to property is not basic; it is also not givan undar tha 

Constitution. Property can be taken away; but no one has the right to 

deprive a person of the right to life. It is on account of lack of clarity 

on this basic point that the right to life of the labourers, who ara bondad, 

is not protected knowingly or unknowingly, on the premise that the right 

to property of tha ownar cannot be touched. In a bid to liberate him 

from tha bondage ha is separated from the means of production on which 

ha depends for his living. This is not justica; it is also not in accor

dance with the spirit of tha Constitution.

7.11 There is a basic dafect in the present policy about bonded labourers. 

It is the owner who is responsible for putting the chain of bondage around
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It is an irony that tha plan of his liberation cuts him off from his lifa 

support systam, rathar than cutting tha chains of his slavery. This basic 

mistaka must ba corrected. While chains of slavery of the bonded labourer 

are cut should be taken that he is not cut away from his life support 

system. He has a right over his life support system, that is, the work 

viiich 'is is doing and tha establishment in which he is engaged. The protaction 

of his basic rights and cutting the inhuman relationships will comprise 

the raal liberation of the bonded.

7.12 Thus tha programmes for abolition of bonded labour systam should 

be based on three basic principlas. Firstly, the Government should ensure 

that the person continues to work where he has been working. Secondly, 

he should get a reasonable waga. Lastly, thare should ba no obstacle 

in the way of a parson, if ha wishas to move out of his employment.

7.13 If action is to ba takan in accordance with thasa principles, it 

will be necessary to keep in view the conditions in which a bonded labourar 

is working and tha plan of action for aach may hava to ba quite different. 

Wa will discuss the conditions of soma specific categories of labourers 

in soma datail which account for the bulk of the bonded labourar s. The 

first large group of bonded labourers is accounted for by agricultural 

and plantation workers. The second big group comprises labourers engaged 

in mines and brick-klins. The discussion about these groups will also 

throw some light on the possible plan of action in respect of bonded 

labourers engaged in other occupations.

Tha Shackle of Land

7.14 A lot of discussion has taken place on the practice of bondage through 

payment of advances or loans. But there has been no discussion about 

those bonded labourers who are given a small piece of land and are obliged 

to serve big landlords. Ona thing is claar about land and cultivation. 

A person has a right to remain in continued possession of land and cultivate 

tha same. The protection of this right is the responsibility of the State. 

Therefore, in such cases of bonded labour, tha first thing which must 

ba claarly stated and effectively implemented is that the bonded labourers 

should be able to continua his cultivation on tha land vMdi ha may hava 

been cultivating aarliar. The owner has no right to remove him from that 

land. If the owner wants him to work for him, then that can be done only
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with his consent and by payment of dua wages. If that person gets an 

opportunity for working elsewhere he should be free to work there instead 

of continuing to work with his master. He cannot be evicted from the 

land because he may not work with its owner. Hie right over the land 

which he cultivates, notwithstanding the fact that it may have been given 

to him in the beginning as a part of labour contract and employment as 

labourer are two entirely different issues.

7.15 The bonded labourers are also participating in the struggle of Sola 

village which we have referred to earlier. It is the responsibility of 

the State to ensure three things in respect of these bonded labourers, 

namely, (i) protect their right on land, (ii) ensure payment of minimum 

wages and (iii) freedom to work at any of their choice. If the owner 

puts any obstacle in their way, the land allotted to these people will 

be the best evidence of the fact that they have been kept as bonded 

labourers by him against the provisions of the law. It is a common know

ledge that these labourers have been cultivating year after year; the 

land given by the landlord nobody can deny it. If the owner says that 

there was no restriction on tha labourers nor there is now, he may ba 

taken at his word. It will maan that the labourer has the right to contin

ued occupation of the land which he has been cultivating. It is surprising 

that no legal action has been taken against the zamindar who has kept 

twenty-eight people as bonded labourers even when such a clear legal provi

sion exists. Not only that, this year trouble was created when they culti

vated the lands. I trust that justice will be done in the case of these 

poor, many, of whan belong to Scheduled Castes and the offender will be 

punished.

7.16 Innumerable zamindars and owners of big farms in our country are 

maintaining their occupation and titles over thousands of acres of land 

through such bonded labourers. These labourers are tied to the owners 

through the allurement of a piece of land. These labourers hava the right 

to tell the owners that they will not leave the lands which they have 

been cultivating. If tha land ownar wants them to work for him, they 

are ready to work provided they get dua wages. If people shackled by 

such chain of slavery make a resolve not to leave the land it is tha duty 

of the State that they should protect their right to life and support 

them in their struggle. It is necessary to enact a law to end this state 

of slavery of agricultural workers. Rights over land should be granted 

in favour of all thosa labourers whan the owners are keeping as bonded
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through the assignment of land. If such a law is passed, tha prasan 

state which is against the Constitution, will end. Thers will be no disso 

nanca between the law and the Constitution and tha people will get justic. 

and right to lifa.

Debt or Bondage of Helplessness

7.17 Most of the bonded labourers in agriculture are either bonded 01 

account of indebtedness or because of thair helplessness. As such tha; 

are forced to work howsoavar low their wages may be. Much of the actioi 

with regard to the 1 iteration of the bonded labourers has been in thf 

area of termination of dabt bondage yat thare has been no significanl 

improvement in the situation. So long as there is no alternative arrange' 

ment for credit and there is no change in the people's perception thal 

they have a mnoral duty to work if they have taken a loan, the possibility 

of a basic change with regard to tha bonded labour is rather remote.

7.18 Nevertheless, I wish to draw tha attention to one specific probla* 

in this regard. When cases of bondad labour are instituted in a court, 

the owners usually take the plea that "I hava not givan any loan and sucl 

person is an ordinary labourer" and thus, gets absolved from all liabilities 

Tha proceedings in the court are over in this way but the pressure o 

the ownar on the labourer doas not relent. He is forced to work or pa 

back tha money even after that statement. It should be the duty of al 

courts in those cases where the owner claims that no loan was advanced 

that a copy of tha statement to the effect that there is no loan and th 

order dismissing that case on that ground, should be given to the bonds 

labourer automatically without any payment of the fees, so that the labourer 

has a proof and if there is any pressure for repayment of loan or fd 

continuing to work as labourer, he may be able to present the same an 

may even institute a case of contempt of court.

/
7.19 Where a person is required to work at wages less than the minimu 

wage, he can deemed to be a bondad labourer. But numerous variation 

ara possible in such cases. On the one hand, there are small farmer 

whose economic condition is such that they cannot pay minimum wages 

If payment of minimum wage becomes obligatory they may prefer not to engac 

a labourer. But thera ara no such constraints in the case of middle c 

big farmers and absentee landlords engaged in other occupations. Therefore
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the administration, if it so wishes, can ensura payment of minimum wages 

in thesa cases. Non-payment of minimum wages is not only contravention 

pf the law of minimum wagas but is also a penal offence under the Bonded 

Labour Act. Therefore, the administration, after explaining tha legal 

position in this regard, can force tham to pay full wages for the entire 

period for which the labourer may have baen kept against thosa who indulge 

in advance purchases of crops at depressed pricas. If a person shows 

unwillingness to pay dues in respect of the wages or tha price, than case 

pan be instituted against them under Bonded Labour Act.

The Bonded Trapped in Plantations

7.20 All types of plantations ware founded during the British period on 

the system of bonded labour. But in due course the system of bondage 

more or less, broke down in most of the plantations eventhough there has 

been no significant improvement in their social and economic situation. 

We will discuss this in datail later. Tha most ragrattable thing is that 

in many plantations the bondage of labourers remained unchanged and thair 

condition is like that of prisoners.

7.21 The situation in the plantations located in tha lower hills of kodai 

ranges of Tamil Nadu is particularly 'bad. There are a number of small 

coffee plantations in which bulk of the labourers ara paniyans which is 

a Scheduled Tribe. Their only occupation from childhood to oldage is 

labour in the plantation. Their habitations have been kept knowingly 

away frcm the road deep in the forests so that they may not cane in contact 

With people frcm outside. The wages are paid in kind-one-quarter of a 

(measure of rice for the children. Three-fourth for men and a little less 

for women. The labourer is also given a pair of clothes, one shirt and 

a lungi, in a year which he continues to do till it gets tattered and 

hangs on his body like jumble of thread telling the tale of his listless 

life. He is at the mercy of the God in case of sickness. Each ona of 

them is buried in debt. It is said that it is possible to count the hair 

on iieaU of a paniyan but it .iS noz possible to calculate his debt, afterall 

who can count and for how long".

[7.22 Thus the life of these helpless tribals continues to wear off in 

these coffee estates which they nurture with their sweat and blood. They 

flo not have even two cubits of land which they can call their own in this 

^lien native country of theirs in which they may get huried after, they
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die and gat mixed with ths aarth from which thay had blossomed earlier 

away frcm tha world on tha otharsida of an unpragnabla wall which no one 

can dara to jump over or evan paap through ara imprisoned thasa human 

fingurins friendlass and forlorn and thair small world.

7.23 These coffea plantations ara gold minas for thair ownars; thay ara 

valuable foreign exchange eamars for the nation; but tha vary sama planta

tions cannot evan provide twosquara msals and a pair of clothes for covering 

the bodies of their real plantars who nurture tham with sweat and blood. 

What should be dona in this situation - liberation of tha bondad and thair 

rehabilitation? Will any talk of liberation of thesa paopla not ba a 

raal mockery that systam which may depriva the 'prisoner'1 of his ration 

and tennuous shelter in the name of social and economic justice? Tha 

real question in these cases is, not of liberating those very labourers 

from tha plantations who hava established tham with tha sweat of thair1 

brow but of enabling tham to lead a lifa of dignity in thosa astatas and 

participate in their management.

Bonded labour in Kiln and Mines

7.24 The other major concentrations of bonded labour ara in minas, brick 

kilns, carpat factorias and such lika. Tha emphasis in the liberation 

of bonded labourers engaged in thasa works so far has been to take them 

out of those activities and put them on to some othar work. Tha bondad 

labourer after release gats rid of tha owner and bacomas frae to take 

any other work. But this doas not last for long. These persons get trapped 

again, either in the same establishment or in soma other place.

7.25 As we have discussad earlier, while there are some issues of principles 

no doubt, but the question is also that of imp lamentation. All thesa estab

lishments are going concerns. The production is going on, the labourers 

are getting wages and the owners are aaming profits. In this situation 

why should it ba nacassary to taka away the labourers from there establish

ments who are victims of injustice. Afterall tha workers engaged by these 

establishments have a right to continue working thare. It is tha responsi

bility of the State to ensure that the labourers get their dua wages and 

there is no exploitation by thair owners.

Frcm Kota to Sonebhadra - A Tract of Helpless Bondage

7.26 There naws about tha bad conditions of workers in brick kilns and 

mines is a common feature now. Many workers in these establishments have
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also got sons ralisf. But even then ths condition in some areas is extremely 

bad. The Saharias and Kol tribal communities are found in a tract extending 

from Kota in Rajasthan through Sheopur and Shivpuri in Madhya Pradesh 

on to the MP-UP border. These communities are the most oppressed. In 

the beginning these people mostly used to earn their living from the 

forests. But now in these areas either the forests have disappeared or 

thasa people have been expelled from the forests. The end result in either 

case has been the same. While these people have been rendered resourceless, 

they could not take to agriculture. Wherever some of them had seme good 

agricultural land, it also went out of their hands. Now, labour is the 

main occupation of these people.

7.27 The Saharias and Kols in this entire area are firmly in claws of 

other people. In sane places they are bonded labourers on agriculture 

and in others in stone mines. The main resource in this area next to 

forest is the stone. The outsiders have sat up minas at numerous places, 

throughout this area some are legal but mostly illegal. These mines have 

also become the biggest mines of bonded labour - many of these labourers 

are Kols and Saharias.

7.28 Many big people have established stone crushers in the Sonebhadra 

district of Uttar Pradesh on tribal lands and thousands of Kols are working 

as bondad labourers in them. Their owners are so strong that even social 

workers hesitata to raise this question, let alone the administrative 

officers. Let sleeping dogs lie. Similar or even worse conditions prevail 

in the southern parts of Allahabad and Banda. Recently the trainees of 

Lai Bahadur Shastri National Academy ,of Administration, Mussoorie, had 

gone to Banda. After reaching there they got air about the pitiable condi

tions of labourers in Itwari village of Ramnagar Block. Therefore, they 

thought of visiting the area and seeing for thamselves their condition. 

On hearing this, they were advised by everyone, starting from the District 

Magistrate to the lowest official not to go there. They were told it 

is dacoits-infested area. What you will do by talking to labourers? 

Your own life can be in danger. Even than a team of two trainees took 

courage to go to tha placa and talk to the labourers. Sane 53 labourers 

were working in a deep mine there. There may have been some 30-40 labourers 

elsewhera.

7.29 Tha labourers in these mines hail frcm tha same village or the neigh

bouring villages. The workers coma from all castes, but the majority

15—303 SC * ST/90
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comprises Harijans. Thase paopla consider working in thasa minas as thair 

fata; thara is no way to gat out; tha mina has baccme thair lifa itsalf 

or their lifa has got inexorably linked with the sama. Soma of tham ara 

also indebted to the owner, but the real compulsion for working hara is 

not of monay. If scmaone dares to rafuse to go to work, he may ba killad, 

his hands and faat may be got broken; beating is an ordinary thing. Tan, 

twanty, fifty no one knows how many yaars hava passed by whila working 

in thasa minas.

7.30 The headman of the village is the owner of this mina. Lifting a 

girl or a woman' is an ordinary thing for him - tha trainees wara told 

about six casas of rapes in a single waak. Whatever the worker may get 

in the nama of wage that is enough - tha daily aamings ordinarily maybe 

between Rs.2 to 6. They thank their stars if they gat "five quarters 

of jowar".

7.31 Evan tha trainees were reprimanded when they continued their dialogue 

with the labourers and they were forced to go away with a warning that; 

even they can be manhandled. Whan tha situation about this area was dis- 

cussad with the district administratiion, then only outcome was - the 

same questions and the same answers - 'Who are bonded1 ? 1Aftarall, these, 

people at least get something?' And in the and, "What to do, tha area 

is like that?" That was all.

7.32 That the condition of labourers can be so bad evan after 40 years 

of independence is unthinkable, but tha events described above ara fart 

not mere tales. According to the trainees the situation in this village 

is no doubt the worst, but the condition in the entire district is rather 

bad. Moreover, the trainees could not reach the patha area which is tha 

home of Kols. It is said that the condition there is so bad that less 

said the better.

7.33 This is not the first discovery about the bondad labourers. When 

the law abolishing bonded labour was enacted for the first time in 1975, 

innumerable casas of similar types came to light from almost all parts 

of the country to which no attention had been paid earlier. But wha 

can be said about the abova situation in which aven today aftar 14 year 

of tha enforcement of that Act; such exploitation is continuing in sue 

an extensive area which is within the know of administration and which is als
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known to social activists, but against whom face is tumad with a simple 

innocant statement "what to do?" This violation of human rights is not 

mat tar of regret but is a matter of shama - for everyone in the nation.

The Perpetual Lease of Shankargarh

7.34 An important case of mining in this araa relates to Shankargarh gave 

an perpetual lease of mining in respect of 46 villages in tha name of 

Ranisahiba for a consideration of Rs.4,000 par year. Mining is being 

done by the Ranisahiba undar this lease openly not only in 46 villages 

but a much larger area. The condition of workers in these quarries is 

as pitiabla as of other workers alsewhare in this tract. The District 

Magistrate had given a notice to the Ranisahiba some 10 years back for 

getting the entire mining activity reorganised under the new law. The 

Ranisahiba has gone in an appeal before the civil court. Ever since tha 

case has got entangled in the court proceedings.

7.35 The administration is unable to take any action in this case, even 

though it is well known that the entire mining activity in Shankargarh 

is irregular. Tha Ranisahiba is concerned with the instant profit. Beyond 

that she is neither concerned with the depletion of those resources nor 

is she worried about the entire area becoming disolate and revinad.

7.36 The rules and laws have got entrapped in the files of the court. 

On the other hand, if people, whose lifa is directly linked with it, rai'se 

any objection in this matter or talk about their rights, they have to 

face oppression from all sides. In this way the old feudal systam is 

continuing to maintain its monopoly on the local resources with the help 

of the legal traps. And the workers are being espLoitai ralentlessly 

without any qualms of conscience taking advantage of their helplessness.

7.37 Women and children are given preference in all works relatad to mines. 

Firstly, the children can easily do more running about. Secondly, they 

can be engaged at lower wages. In this entire area children and women 

can be seen to be running with baskets, on their heads, full of metal, 

sand or earth, so that they collect enough 'tokens' by the evening which 

will fetch them sufficient money for filling their bellies. In some estab

lishments the wages of men, wcmen and children ara about Rs.9, 7 and 4 

per day respectively whereas in the formal accounts they are shewn to 

be Rs.26/- per diem. The employment of women and labourers like this 

is the last stage in the process of exploitation and is an example of
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his biological axploitation about wich we hava discussed earlier. The 

irony is that according to the district administration, the system of 

bonded labour doas not axist in the antira district of Allahabad.

Towards a Solution

7.38 There has to ba a solution to this problem and similar othar problems. 

To achieva this, it will ba necessary especially to cut through tha variety 

of legal traps and tricks. In mining cases there are broadly to typical 

situations. Firstly, is the situation whara the work is being dona on 

tha basis of proper government leases. Secondly, the working may ba illegal 

without any permission from the government. Where the establishment is 

illegal, the solution is comparatively easier provided the administration 

considers the issue from the side of the labourers. Ordinarily, whan 

an illegal activity comas to the notice of the administration, it is either 

closad down and the culprit after whatever can be Salvaged saeks same 

other work or finds some other place. Alternatively, as in the case of 

Shankargarh, the owner continues with his work as usual after creating 

a legal tangle. In the first situation, the labourer has to lose his 

bread. In the second situation he has to baar with the excassas of the 

master. Both these alternatives are not desirable. In these casas, the 

administration on its own should ansura that (i) tha people engaged in 

tha activity continue to work in the sam?, (ii) thay gat a legal right 

for rmhinrirrj that work and (iii) the offandar is severely penalised. 

In this way, the economic activity will continue, the people will continue 

to earn their bread and the exploitation will automatically end.

7.39 Thare should be no big problem in getting justice for tha workers 

in establishments run with tha permission of tha Government. All thasa 

establishments are connected with the supply of material for construction 

or industries. Therefore, they are active partners in the organised sector. 

All activities of the organised sector are quite strong economically. 

All the workers in this sector are getting good return for their labour 

and the owners are also earning a good profit. Sinca all thasa establish

ments ara extensions of the organised sector, a situation in which the 

labourers working in tham do not gat full wages and many of tham are bonded 

labourers is extramely incongruous and unjust. Evan if a particular estab

lishment may not be running in profit that fact cannot ba takan as tha 

basis for not paying minimum waga to tha labourers engaged therein. 

If the owner of an establishment does not break even and is not in a
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position to pay minimum waga, he should close down that work. It is worth 

mentioning here that the Government iself takes the diract responsibility 

of running many establishments in the organised sector incurring loss 

such as cotton mills, so that the labourers engaged therein do not get 

unemployed and they continue to get full wagas. Therefor a, tha effort 

aven here should be on similar lines to ensure that these establishments 

are not closed down and tha workers continue to get full wages. But it 

is doubtful whether the Government will ba able to manage so many small 

establishments. Therefore, the most natural solution of this > onlem 

should be that if an owner declares that he is not able to pay dua wagas 

because ha cannot afford, his licanca should ba cancelled and if tha 

labourers want that establishment to continue, it should ba transferred 

in thair names.

7.40 Thus, whether an establishment is earning profit or incurring loss, 

if the labourers ara not receiving minimum wages they are bonded labourars. 

And than those engaged in these establishments are obliged to continue 

working either because thay indebted or evan when not indebted than under 

socio-eooncmic pressure. It is unfortunate that no attention has baen 

paid to the millions of labourers working in these establishments. If 

evan new tha government does not giva justice after examining their 

problems, tha officials continue to overlook tha crimes aftar just talking 

notional action, tha people have a right to bring these matters before 

the Government and the Government must take measures for setting them 

right. If avan then the cwnars do not mend their ways, the Government 

should take over the entire establishment or may hand it ovar to the 

labourers. Tha Govarnmant should giva necessary halp to tha labourars 

for running the esablishment on cooperative basis. It is not necessary 

that cooperative sociatias should be established for this purpose - the 

poor can work jointly as well aven otherwise.

7.41 The rights of the owners in relation to these establishments, which 

may have bonded labourars, should ba tarminated and strong lagal action 

should be taken against them. Thosa who indulge in trading of liberty 

of citizens have no moral right to fight for their right to property. 

If they are not brought to book before the law for that grave offence 

and are not awarded severe punishment, that will be the biggest concession 

to tham . Tha worker should hava the right over maans of production, 

especially in those situations where thay have baan obligad to trada in 

thair own liberty.



COMAND OVER RESOURCES - I 

Principles and Laws

8

The natural resources can be broadly divided into four groups 

with reference to their use in the life of the common man (i) Forest,

(ii) Grass Lands , (iii) Agricultural Land and (iv) Water. In the 

beginning man was entirely dependent on forests. He collected roots 

and fruits from them and hunted wild animals. He used the water bodies, 

wherever it was possible, for fishing. But as the pressure of population 

increased it was necessary to expand the scope of the use of natural 

resources. After the early stage of hunting and gathering he s t a r 

ted cattle rearing in some places which enabled him to make 

use of grass lands. In the fi-nd when the pressure of population 

further increased agriculture was invented for producing grains 

for food. Thus man has been clearing forests and grass lands according 

to his needs and making than suitable for agriculture. With the extension 

of agricultural lands the forests and grass lands were gradually shrunk.

Three Forms of Entitlement on Resources

8.2 There was a new turn in the socio-economic system after the advent 

of agriculture. With the use of natural resources in the form of agricul

tural lands a new process of claiming personal rights thereon began.

Initially, this right was limited to the use of land. No one hacf owner

ship rights. But even after establishment of this limited personal right 

over land and other resources, namely, forests, grass lands and water 

continued under social control, a system which, more or less, continues 

in assence even today. However^there had been a change in the form of 

the right of the community. The place of community has largely been 

taken by the State. In the modern age, the scope of the right of the 

State is expanding at a fast rate.

3.3 A variety of new wants have been added in the new phase of deve

lopment in many communities particularly after the industrial revolution. 

A variety of new industries and occupations were started for meeting

64
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these wants. The natural resources were also accordingly but to a variety 

of new uses. A number of rights of a completely new genere have been 

created on these resources for supporting new activities, and they are 

increasing every day. It is necessary to keep in view an important fact 

in this phase of change. There are two sets of claiments for the use 

of natural resources during this phase. Firstly, there are people who 

have been living on them from the earlier days and secondly those who 

are using them for new purposes. The rights of the first group have 

been largely ignored.

8.4 In this way there are broadly three different types of rights 

on natural resources which will have to be considered separately. The 

most extensive use of natural resources is in the form of agricultural 

land. Therefore, the first important question is about right of the 

tiller of land. Next to agricultural lands are forests and waste lands 

which include grass lands and pastures. Therefore the second big question 

is about the various forms of use of these resources other than agriculture. 

It is this question which is most complex and the interests of the weaker 

sections, which include most of the members of the Scheduled Castes and 

Scheduled Tribes, are also closely linked with these uses of natural 

resources. The third form of rights ever resources are related to minerals 

and forest produce in which the role of the State and m o d e m  institutions 

is important.

The Beginning of Wrong Entitlements ever Resource during British Rule

8.5 We have seen earlier that new economic system was established 

during the British rule in our country in which there was no regard for 

our own traditions and the Western values and promises were accepted 

without'much thought. According to the tradition of our country , the 

village community enjoyed full command ever resources. These resources 

were means of livelihood of the people. They could not be claimed as 

personal property of anyone. But the British Government created the 

natural resources as private property. It is in pursuance of this premise 

thatZamindaries acquired right over agricultural land. The resources 

which were not under private ownership came under the government control. 

In this way the Government took possession of the forests. In the beginning 

of ownership of government was largely a legal formal matter. Other 

people continued to use the resources not owned personally. But in the
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changing situation they lost their rights over the same whose consequences 

were realised only gradually.

8.6 When the natural resources were being divided by interested* parties 

in this way, a very important point was completely missed. In an ancient 

country like India there could be no possibility of such resources on 

which some people or the other may not be dependent for their living.

This in fact is the situation in the whole world. The man in his long 

history has learnt to live on all types of resources including forest 

and hills, river valleyes deserts and icy lands and evolved a style of 

life suited to the situation in each case. There is no place in our 

country whose resources may not be linked with the right to life of some 

people or the other.

8.7 But there was no appreciation of local traditions in the new formal 

system established by the British. Therefore, only those rights could
•%

be recognised on these resources which are formally accepted by the State.

It was for this reason that wherever the State, knowingly or unknowir^y 

did not recognise the right of a community ■ or a group in relation to 

the use of the natural resources, their basic right to earn a living 

itself was extinguished. In this way, there was great injustice with 

regard to the right over resources. In the new system on the one hand 

personal rights of a few individuals like the jagirdars and zamindars 

get established on extensive resources. But by the same taken the common 

man and the weaker sections did not get any rights for their use. 

were left to the mercy of others for their living.

8.8 It is matter of regret that this process has continued even after 

independence. There is noteven a realisation about the problems of these 

people who are located at the margin of our economic system, let alone 

their rights. In the absence of due entitlement, these people become 

resourceless and targets of deprivation. They are gradually being pushed 

to the pricipice of destruction.

The ^nd of People's Entitlements on Forest

8.9 With a view to understand the present situation about entitlement 

Over natural resources it will be useful to begin with the entitlement
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of forest dwellers. These people have been living entirely on the forests 

through the ages. Thus the forest dwellers have enjoyed a natural right 

over them. This right is self-created which does not require recognition 

from anyone else. The life style of forest dwellers has also been chang

ing in the course of history. Even though their life, style is similar 

in many respects, significant variations occured in response to the local 

situations. Some communities are still living in a primitive state. 

These people are entirely dependent on forests. In reality these communi

ties and forests really comprise a single entity Therefore, the question 

of any adverse effects on account of the activities of people living 

in the forest does not arise.

8.10 Some tribal communities practice shif-ting cultivation for which 

they clear fell the forest. These people use the same patch for agricul

ture for a year or two and when move on. They come to the same place 

after s«me time in a cyclical order. Some communities have gone beyond 

the stage of shifting cultivation and have become settled cultivaters. 

The area under agriculture- has been increasing through out the world 

with the growing pressure of population and to that extent the forest 

areas have been shrinking.

8.11 A basic change in the relation to this natural entitlement over 

forest occured in the sixth decade of the 19th century when the Government 

decided to take over the management of forests in our country. In the 

beginning the British Government was interested in forest for its valuable 

timber. But gradually the forests began to yield good income. When 

the government started preparing regular plans for increasing, their 

revenue from the forest and ensuring that it may continue in future, 

the biggest obstac6a- appeared to be the people living there. Therefore 

the Government had to enact a law under which the forest areas could 

be separated from other areas and their management could be done in a 

way that no other rights were allowed therein and the forest dwellers 

could be removed there from. This law was passed in 1965.

8.12 The law was enacted, but it was forgotten that many people have 

been living in these areas for thousands of years. These forests were 

not only the source of living for them but their entire life, their history,

| f i —303 SC*ST/90
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their culture, their emotions and their religion, everything was linked 

with it. The forest dwellers were not ready to move out. But it was 

not possible for them to resist the onslaught of the British power. 

Even then they did not allow the Britishers to take control of forest 

easily. Ever since these areas have intrassed one revolt after another 

against the new legal system. All these revolts were put down by the 

government with an iron hand. But even then that fire is not completely 

extinguished. It is simmering everywhere through out the forest areas. 

It gets flaired up here and there at times when fanned fry strong winds 

of Oppression.

Expulsion of People from Forest

8.13 A special feature of the British rule was its formal system accord

ing to which all actions had to be in accordance with some rule or the 

other. So much so that rules had to be made even for depriving the people 

of whatever they had. In other words, the British created a cover of 

law and rules for advancing their imperial interests. When rules got 

framed it became a duty of everyone concerned to obey them and act accordi

ngly. This was also the case with regard to forest laws. The Government 

officials got busy with performance of their new duties after the enact

ment of Indian Forest Act, 1965. The great objective of all activities 

was the protection of forest. The formalities set out in the lav/ were 

followed when the forests were taken over by the Government. Thus the 

forests in one areas after another gradually came under the authority 

of the State and attempts have been made for removing the original inhabi

tants from them. A variety of methods were adopted for this purpose.

In some cases, they were removed by force and in others, through deceit. 

In some cases allurements were given so that they could move out of their 

own. In the formal proceedings about reservation once thumb impressions 

of the people were obtained on the paper as a token of their acceptance 

of government proposal, it become an agreement. After the agreement 

was executed, moving the people out of the forest became the duty of 

the officials. In this way, the government acquired dual authority to 

remove tribal people from the forests.

8.14 Some sensitive officers opposed this process. They also recorded 

what happened in the tribal areas in pursuance of this policy a token 

of compromise between their duty and their inner voice. They also wrote
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to higher officials, But when they found that it had no effect they

got busy in performing their duties ignoring their own understanding 
’ f
and innerVoice. Take any areas, be it, Singbhoom or Bastar, Adilabad 

or Nasik, the story is the same. Gradually government acquired monopoly 

over the forests. In these cases where the government has not been able 

to consolidate its authority fully, and where the people are still resist

ing, the Statr's effort to extend its authority is continuing.

S.15 The tribal people have not forgotEon the earlier history even today. 

They believe that the soul'of their ancestors iive in the .forest. They 

visit there old habitation once a year and wqrship. them. In many areas 

their old fields and bunds, remains their old habitations even now are 

reminders of the heary traditions of their lineage. When the tribal 

under the pressure of growing population and stronger people feels the 

need of more land for making a living, he can think of only one thing 

that is to move into the forest where once his ancestors lived and. start 

living there once more.

ihe condition of Remaining Paopla 

Shifting, C u l t i v a t o rs

8.16 These attempts of the government for taking over the control of 

forests succeeded easily only in those areas where the tribal people 

had started practicing some form of agriculture. In their case it was*
possible that they could prepare some land for agriculture outside the 

boundaries of the forest taken over by the Government and get settled 

there. But there were many such areas where the tribal people did not 

know agriculture at all. These people were living by hunting and gather

ing or were dependent on practicing shifting cultivation which Involved 

clearing of forests and burning the debris. In these . areas the conflict 

.between the people and th6 government about the use of the forests conti

nued over a long period. In some areas it is continuing even today since 

the people have no other alternative for making a living. Therefore 

eventhough the forests have been formally declared as belonging to the 

State yet the people have not moved out. The people are even now practic

ing shifting cultivation according to their custom in extensive areas 

of Orissa and Andhra Pradesh. Similar situation prevails in many areas 

of the North-East. In some cases people stopped shifting cultivation 

under the pressure of government and even moved out of the forests.
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But when it was not possible for them to make a living outside, they 

returned to the forest and resumed shifting cultivation.

8.17 In many cases even though the tribal people are doing shifting 

cultivation yet they have no right over the lands. Their shifting cultivat

ion is illegal. Therefore, attempts are being made incesantly to remove 

these people by using the authority of law. In many areas they were 

forceably removed and in some cases through allurement of agricultural 

lands. Innumerable small shifting cultivator communities like Saharies, 

Baigas and Hillknrbas in Madhya Pradesh, KOnda Reddies in Andhra Pradesh 

and Juangs in Orissa, who had been leading a life of dignity and freedom 

in these forests for centuries, were thrown out all of a sudden. These 

people are now resourceless and they have no support whatsoever for making 

a living. These small communities could not put up resistance and their 

voice was so feeble that it was not heard anywhere out. No trace was ! 

kept of many of these people about where they have gone and what happened 

to them. /y)c thing is known about many of them. In many places these 

forests are now exclusively belong to Government. No one has a claim 

on them. There is no possibility of any claiment appearing in future.

This process is continuing even now. The entire process is in acceptance 

with the law. But it is under this process that the people have been 

deprived and are getting deprived of their means of livelihood or their ■' 

right to life.

Nomadic Communities

8.18 There is another big group of nomadic communities in whose case 

also the process was somewhat similar. Many nomadic communities have 

been depending for their living on the natural resources through the ages. 

But their condition was somewhat different from that of other communities. 

Thasa paopla unlike othar groups, wara not abla to make thair living 

from tha resourcas of tha sama araa. In fact thara was a ccmola- 

mantary relationship about tha usa of resources batwaan thasa cormmi- 

tias and others. Thasa paopla used thosa resources which ware 

either not used by the local people or were in excess of their needs.

The most important example of this relationship is that of Goojars who 

have been making a living by grazing their animals over a large area.

Some communities used to provide a variety of services to the local 

communities wherever they camped in the local area.
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8.19 In this way the style of life of some communities was so evolva^- 

that the natural resources of one place were not sufficient for their 

life. Therefore, they could not be tied to the same place. These people 

moved from one place to another according to the season and made a living 

for the season. Cattle rearers comprise the biggest group amongst such 

people. Cattle rearing was an important stage in the development of 

human history. However only a few remanents of that phase have remained 

here and there now.

8.20 We have seen earlier that all the rights other than personal rights 

over the natural resources were ignored bythe formal system established 

by the British. Such a new formal system had a very adverse effect on 

the nomadic communities. These people could continue to lead their life 

in accordance with their tradition before independence in spit® of the 

new laws because the population was somewhat similar and resources plenti

ful. But the rights of these communities about the use of those resources 

after independence are getting compromised on account of growing population 

and the tendency for establishing personal rights over all sorts of resour

ces ignoring other rights over the same. These people are gradually 

becoming entirely resourceless. A few programmes have been taken up 

for the development of these communities. But there has been no serious 

thinking at any level whatsoever on the basic question that the source 

of their livelihood or their right to life itself has got eroded in the 

formal management systems of natural resources.

People Located on the Margin of Village S y s tems

8.21 In the end when we consider the question of command over resources 

within a village, we find that the situation is not good. Even at the 

village level people have established personal rights over the resources 

taking advantage of the new formal system. But in that process the feet 

of a large number of people depending for their living on these resources 

as per their tradition has been ignored. The sheperds graze their goats 

and sheep ; trapping of animals was the only source of living for the 

Bahelias ; the poorest amongst them had to eke out a living by cutting 

grass and collecting twigs if nothing else, some brought firewood from 

the forest and some other knowledgeable persons collected medicines and
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herbs’. No right of anyone of these groups was recognised in tha new systam. 

Thav became completely dependant on tha marcias of tha system.

8.22 In the new phase of development the resources of the village came 

under dual pressure. On the one hand the agricultural land get extended 

to meet the requirements of growing population. On the other hand the 

str«rtger people have been trying to acquire personal control over the 

remaining resources. In some states- for.nal institutions like Village 

Panchayats have also used the non-private lands and other resources, in 

an arbitrary fashion. One regretting consequence of all this has . been 

that the number of resourceless poor in every village has increased and 

their customary right over the natural resources get extinguished.

8.23 All these people after th£ir resources were snatched away came 

to be known in the new system as landless people. A variety of programmes 

are being prepared for providing employment to these people. But the 

basis issu6 that they have lost their rights over the resources in the 

village and whatever remains is also disappearing remains unattended.

The basic reason for this is that our system does not recognise any 

rights over any resoruce unless they are somewhere documented and are 

somehow accounted for. The employment programmes are good in their 

place. But in this process the present life support system of the people, 

how so far fragile it may i* is being lost. There is no thinking about 

what the people should do in the intervening period after their rights 

over resources are taken away and before they get another means of living. 

The people living on the margin in every village are becoming helpless 

and inconsequential as they are getting deprived of their right to use 

the natural resources. In the perception of our system such questions 

about their means of livelihood or their right to life are just non-exis

tent.

The Intimate Relationships between Forestland Tribal and 

Change Therein

8.24 After the reservation of forests, a new type of formal relation

ship came intobeing in placa ofthe natural relationship between the forest 

and tribals. As we will see later some rights of the people living in 

the forest were recognihed in the course of reservation which later on 

were treated merely as concessions. With the passage of time even these
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concessions did not survive. In this way even the formal relationship 

between the tribal and the forerst has been changing. But in practice, 

this relationship of theirs, concerns their whole life in which there 

is no scope for a sudden change. Therefore a serious dissonance has arisen 

on account of which a number of disputes between the Government and the 

people are continuing even till, today. We will discuss later the basic 

reasons for these disputes and their practical side. At this stage only 

one point has to be madethat many tribal communities living in the forest 

had no doubt gradually taken to agriculture but agriculture could not 

become their main occupation and is not so even today in areas.

These people depend on the entire habitate including the forest for their 

life. This is the most important special features of the tribal economic 

system.

8.25 In contrast the relationship of other people with forests Is not" 

direct. But they still depend on forests for many important items.

They purchase these commodities from the market. In this way the relation

ship between the natural resources and non-tribals in the new system 

is largely through the market. This market relationship is formal and 

not a natural one as between the tribal people and the forest. It is 

defined by laws and rules. The irony is that the modem State considers 

this relationship as the valid relationship. Therefore the State always 

tries that the direct relationship between the tribal people and the 

forest should, as fQU: as possible, get reduced and be replaced by formal 

relationship. In that situation a basic change is bound to occur in 

the economic system of the tribal areas. As the system gets fully for

malised, on the one hand the tribal will have to depend on the market 

for meeting all his needs while on the other hand the Government will 

be able to exercise full control over the forest without any interference 

from any other side whatsoever. It-is in the wake of such attempts that 

a number of anomalies have appeared in the tribal areas which cannot be 

resolved easily.

Five Claiments of Forest?

8.26 In this way whereas exclusive authority of the State is being 

established on forest after ending the direct relationship between the 

forest and the tribals yet a variety of new rights formal and practical 

are being established on the other hand through the authority of St4te. 

In this transitional phase it will be necessary to understand the real
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nature of these claims on the forest and to keep them in view while framing 

the strategy. Broadly there are five groups of claiments on the forest. 

The very first claim is that of forest dwellers which is natural and 

this claim is above all types of formal premises in that regard.

8.27 The second claim on the use of forests in related to the economic 

needs of people living outside the forest or that of the outside econimic 

system. This claim is fully formal. The claims of the exotic economic 

system are determinated either by rules and laws or they depend on market 

forces. The transaction in the open market are included therein. The 

leases *Cfc the industrial enterprises are also covered under the same.

8.28 The third claim on the forest can be taken to that of the State 

itself. For a long time, the interest of the State in practical term? 

has been limited only to the revenue from the forests. In the first 

instance a variety of taxes were imposed on forest dwellers for this 

purpose. Secondly royalty was imposed on commodities going out of the 

forest or attempts have also been made to earn profit directly from their 

trade. These claims of the outside system are economic in nature.

8.29 The othar two claims on the forest ara outsida the ambit of econo

mic relationships. Thay aira firstly that of wild lifa and secondly 

thatof tha whola human sociaty in tha form of environment. In tha quest 

ofdavalopnant, tha man particularly, tha man in tha Wastam societies 

had takan all the natural resources to be as mare commodities for his 

own usa. The man has become so powerful (today that ha can command 

all natural resources unmindful of all other aspects. He can use than 

in an arbitrary fashion according to his a whim and fancy. Therefore, 

if we accept that nature is not the monopoly of man alone, tha claims 

of othar creatures are also established. Therefore, it is necessary 

to put some checks on the man himself. Moreover, the wild life 

should survive and prosper in its own right and it should not remain 

merely an article of usa for the man alone. Therefore, the protection 

of Wild Life is also essential. Thus the fourth claim is that of Wild 

Life.

8.30 In the end the natural resources are the heritage of the whole 

mankind. They comprise the foundation of his life. The use of natural
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resources so far has been made on the unstated premises that the resources 

were limitless and they will never end. Now it is clear from unwise use 

that they are getting exhausted and to that extent the support system 

of the human society itself is becoming weak. The forest are the source 

of pure air, good earth and continue flow of water. Therefore, it is 

necessary for the forest to remain real forest. This can be said to 

be the fifth claim, that is , the claim of Environment.

8.31 Thus, there are five claiments for the use of forest namely 

(i) local community, (ii) outside community, (iii) State and other insti

tutions, (v) Wild Life and (v) Environment.

8.32 The first implication of creation of a formal system in relation 

to the rights over forests and thfeir use has been that the forests have 

become totally state owned under the law. The natural rights of the 

local community on them suddenly ceased because there was no provision 

for the same in the law. In the new context, the traditional use of 

the forest by the people came to be recognised as rights or concessions 

given by the State of its own will. Consequently a very anomalous situation 

has been created in the tribal areas. It was presuned that there was 

no need to make a lav; in respect of rights of the people 'or concessi ns 

given to than which were essentially based on the will of the people 

or concessions given to them which were essentially based on the will 

of the State. At most rules could be made for them or they could be 

governed through Government orders. In a situation where all relations 

are formal more rules or government orders have no great significance. 

It was for this reason that the rights of the tribal people which were 

self-evident and sacred for them ceased to exist notwithstanding a variety 

of declarations and the great fund of goodwill. But in contrast, the 

basis of other interests other than local community could only be a formal 

decision. Therefore, the process of giving them full recognition by 

enactment of suitable laws in the formal system continued. Thus what 

was non- existent became the only entity which got full recognition in 

the new system. Similarly, a new law for protection and promotion of 

Wild Life, that is, Wild Life Protection Act was enacted in 1972 in 

place of old law. Forest Conservation AGt was enacted in 1980 to specially 

protect and improve environment keeping in view the wider interests of 

the human society. The strengthening of this formal legal systems has 

had far reaching consequences on the life of the people which we will

review in detail.
17-303 SC&ST/90
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COMMAND OVER RESOURCES - 2 

Community and Forests

FormaJization of the management of forests after they have taken 

over by the State was the next natural step. Moreover a variety of outside 

elements have entered in these areas and their number is continually 

increasing. The relationship of these people with the forests could not 

have been intimate like that of the tribal people but had to be functional. 

There could be no tradition which could guide the evolution of these neu)| 

functional relationships. And there could be no social pressure on these 

outside elements. Therefore, it was necesary to formally systematize the 

use of forests in the new set up and make suitable rules for the forests 

for the same. The exotic groups themselves could also understand only the 

language of law. They could be subjected to the restrictions prescribed 

under rules and regulations only.

9.2 But if we look at this legal frame, which appears to be necessary 

in the new context, from the side of the tribal people it appears to be 

incongruous and inconvenient. The tribal people even now are living in their 

traditional style in which the life and the nature around are so intricately 

interwoven that it is difficult to put them in separate slots. Therefore 

their life and the forests cannot be systematically set apart in accordance 

with the structure of the new law. This situation is not appreciated by 

the new system. It has been trying to impose restrictions on the tribal 

people also in the same way as on the outsiders. It will be necessary to 

clearly understand that this is neither necessary in the case of the tribal 

society, nor is it useful even otherwise.

9.3 The style of life of the tribal people itself is such that he cannot 

remain concerned only with his own life; it necessarily includes a variety 

of other elements. The protection and preservation of wild life and environ

ment are a part of his tradition. If there is any default in this regard, 

the consequences are there immediately for him to see. They become a part

96
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a part of his lived reality from u/hich he cannot escape. Therefore, the 

process of reform comes normally which, in due course, becomes a part of 

his tradition. In this way the system as a whole continuously moved on as 

a balanced system.

9.A But if the State acquires control of forests, it becomes necessary 

to enact laws and frame rules for maintaining the desired balance. There 

are two important things in the new system which are responsible for any 

imbalance. Firstly, all these laws by their very nature, are always super

imposed. Since laws are enacted by the Central or State Legislatures, they 

have to .be uniform for all areas. But the situation in each region may be 

quite different. Therefore, the law and rules formulated at hiqher levels 

are not necessarily in consonance with the life of the people, nor is it 

possible. Secondly, no distinction is generally made between forest-dwellers 

and others in all these laws and everyone is, more or less, treated alike. 

One consequence of such a law is that even ordinary things of tribal custom 

may be taken to be wrong, which is responsible for a lot of trouble which 

is beyond his understanding. Therefore, the condition in the tribal areas 

after the management of forest was systematized and formalized has been 

deteriorating rather than improving. That is why the relations between the 

people and the Government have become increasingly bitter and tension has 

been growing. In the end, there is a state of confrontation in many areas.

9.5 Broadly it c&n be said that on the one hand, the tribal's way of 

life is informal, simple and natural. But on the other hand, the government 

style of management of forest resources is formal which is quite different 

from the tribal's earlier style. The difference between these two perceptions 

is basic. Therefore the most important question is whether it is possible 

to adopt a middle path to end this discordent situation in the tribal areas. 

Before attempting to answer this question, it will be necessary to understand 

Clearly the impact on the tribal life of the system, laws and rules made 

for managing the natural resources.

Three Levels of Tribal Economy

9.6 Agriculture is acquiring greater importance in tribal economy. It 

however still satisfies only some of the necessity of tribal's life. He 

has to depend on other resources like forests, rivers and tanks for meeting 

(nis other requirements. In fact, agriculture meets only the foodgrains 

Requirement of the tribal people. The rest of their life is dependent on
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forests. The tribal does not need to grow fruits and vegetables, insteac 

he gets a large variety of flouers and leaves, fruits and roots from th( 

forest with a wide variety - different for different seasons. He gets fisf 

and crabs from rivers and streams. Agriculture and forest produce in reality 

complement each other. It is believed that during scarcity, the forests 

are full of edible roots and shoots. Similarly, those people who have nc 

other resource to fall back upon, seek sustenance from the forests.

9.7 There are some requirements of the tribal people as well, which the} 

have to meet from outside through the market. They do not use income fror 

agriculture for this purpose. Instead, they procure them either througf 

barter of minor forest produce or with the cash earned by selling the same, 

If they require some more money it is earned by working for a while eithei 

in the forest or outside. In this way they meet the small requirements of 

salt, oil and clothes, etc., through minor forest produce or wage labour,

9.8 There are some occasions in the tribal society as well, such a< 

birthjmarriage and dsath, when an individual may need something more. Such nee( 

are ordinarily met through mutual help or exchange of cattle. But now usj 

of money has also started. The tribal meets such big requirements usually 

through sale of cattle. Rearing of cattle is not a specialized activit1 

in the tribal society, cattle are not specially tended, cattle are alsi 

a part of the habitat like men, they graze in the forests and grow naturallyj 

That is why animals are known as pashu dhan ('cattle wealth’). The animali 

are his natural wealth in real sense of the term. They are his capital whicl 

can be drawn upon during times of need.

9.9 Thus, the tribal economy Can be said to comprise three tiers. Th| 

agriculture and forests meet his ordinary daily requirement of food and sud 

like. The minor forest produce is used for meeting small requirements froi 

the outside world. The cattle wealth is used for meeting bigger requirements 

In fact, animals represent his savings, they are his capital which automata 

cally grows and which can be used during emergencies. In case there is m 

scarcity for a long time and there are no misfortunes which may use up hi 

capital, he may use the same for entertainment and festivity.

9.10 After reservation of forests, some dissonance arose in this harmonioui 

blend of agriculture and forest produce on which depended the tribal life 

In fact this aspect of his economy has not been appreciated because of whicl 

it has got seriously damaged, albeit unknowingly. In the new setting th
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tribal people had to seek permission of government officials evsn for the 

use of those resources which were a part of their long tradition. Secondly, 

there was competition for their use from outsiders. In the beginning the 

forest were so rich and the population was so small in these areas that the 

pressure of new requirements of outsiders made no difference for the tribal 

people. On the contrary, they get some benefit. For example, when a variety 

of forest works were started to meet the outside requirements, the tribal 

got an opportunity of wage labour. But this happy harmony did not. Ipst for 

long since the pressure of exotic demand gradually increased and r'x iibal 

himself was finding it difficult to meet his own requirements fr.: . the same 

resources. In due course, there was keen competition between exotic demands 

and the needs of the local people in which exotic demands proved to be much 

more powerful.

9.11 In the process of reservation of forests, the rights of the people 

and the question of meeting their requirements from the forests were formally 

considered and some action was also taken. But at that time, particularly 

in the middle of 19th century, not much importance was given to the question 

of determination of the rights of the people. In fact, at that time there

i was no clear understanding about the new formal system and the significance

i of formal recognisation of people's rights. That is why while detexminising 

the rights of the people, certain routine entries only were made in government 

records, such as, 'the tribal can collect such and such articles for his 

personal use according to his needs from such and such forest areas.1 In 

some cases it was also conceded that they could also sell them in the market. 

But there was no clarity on the point that if there was competition between 

the requirements of the tribal people and the requirements of others with 

regard to the use of forest produce, in whose favour the choice will be made? 

There was no realisation that such contingency will ever arise.

Competition of Outside Demands - Destruction of Bamboos

9.12 Bamboos provide a good example of what exotic competition could mean 

in the new context. Bamboo is the timber of the poor man, he constructs 

his hut with it. Bamboo is also used for preparing the thatch of Kachcha 

houses. The tribal uses bamboo for fixing the hedge around his fields, for 

preparing mats for covering the floor and making containers for daily use. 

Bamboo is a raw material for house-hold industry for many. The flute of 

bamboo and the tender shoots add colour to the life of these simple people.
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9.13 But these uses of bamboo have no meaning for the modern system. 

It uias a weed in the forest according to them. This perception changed only 

after there was a demand for bamboo as raw material for paper and pulp 

industry. Now bamboo became useful for the modern system as well. In the 

new context, governmental thinking about the use of forests swang to the 

other extreme. With a view to increase government income and encourage and 

promote industrialization, long term leases were given to industrial enter

prises for working of bamboo. The place of this 'weed' in the life of the 

people was completely ignored. Therefore, no body took care of what could 

happen to the needs of the people when bamboo will be intensively exploited 

from the same area by the new industrialists. If some provision was made 

for this purpose it was merely notional.

9.14 It is here that the implication of the strength of formal contracts 

and the weakness of the traditional rights of the people come to the fore. 

The contractor is concerned with the profit of the day. Secondly if bamboo 

is exhausted in one area he could search some another area for maintaining 

his supply line. Therefore,, the industrialists ruthlessly cleared the forest 

on the strength of these contracts, making full use of the power of their 

wealth of influence. l\lo body was concerned about the implications of such 

reckless exploitation of the forests on the well-being of the forests and: 

the people alike.

9.15 The Government has been largely indifferent to the anomalies of suchi 

working of bamboos-* But its adverse effects are clear to the people. For; 

example, according to the Korba of Sarguja in Madhya Pradesh, their forests] 

were full of bamboo - when they used to do shifting cultivation. They would) 

clear the bamboo forest and burn the debris. But bamboo used to sprout witl̂  

still greater vigour and the forest was in full bloom again after about four 

years. But after the coming of the contractors, the forests have beeri 

finished. The contractors in the first instance try to cut maximum number 

of bambooes from each bamboo clump so that they could earn maximum profit 

in minimum time. Therefore, they did not even leave minimum number of bamboo^ 

which is necessary for regeneration. Secondly no attention was paid in this 

working of forest to the needs of basket-makers as to from where they wil] 

get their raw material. Therefore, when bamboos become unavailable to basket- 

makers elsewhere, they moved into the forests under the cover of darkness 

in the night and cut the bamboos left for regeneration, brought them ou1 

and earned a living. The bamboo forest was completely destroyed under this 

triple attack.
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9.16 The story of bamboo forests is everywhere the same. One area after 

another got depleted and destroyed, Wherever some bamboos are still left, 

restrictions are being imposed on their working and even the small require

ments of tribal *s daily life are not being allowed to be met on the plea 

that the bamboos will be finished for good. Therefore, it is now difficult 

for the tribal people even to fence their fields and mend their broken huts.

9.17 liJith a view to check over-exploitation of bamboos, the Government 

has made arrangement for sale of bamboos through depots on no-profit-no-loss 

basis. But this did not solve the problem, istead his difficulties have 

increased. Firstly, in this system the tribal has to pay one to two rupees 

for each bamboo. And then a forest depot cannot be opened in every village. 

Therefore, one may have to walk 10 to 20 miles for fetching bamboos. On 

the other hand, bamboo may be supplied from the same forest to the paper

: mill on payment of a royalty of one to two rupee per ton or 5 paise per bamboo. 

When the people see this anomaly they become restless. But this anomaly 

i does not appear as anomaly to government, because everything is being done 

in accordance with rules, and all rules are in order in their respective 

frames.

Fire-Wood

9.18 Similar is the case with fire-wood. When the forests were rich, 

dead-wood was more than enough for meeting the needs of the people. Now 

while the area under forests is decreasing, the population has been rising. 

Therefore, dead-wood could not meet the requirement. Green trees had to 

be cut even for fire-wood. As forest in the neighbourhood got cleared, 

distant forests came under pressure. In many areas nothing is left now. 

In some places women have to walk 10 to 15 kms., through difficult hilly 

terrain for fetching fire-wood. There is one more thing. The fire-wood 

in tribal areas is not only used for cooking food but it is necessary for 

keeping the split bamboo thatched huts warm. Fire-wood is used as a substi

tute for warm clothing in winter. It is necessary to keep fire-wood burning' 

to save themselves from wild animals and insects during the night.

9.19 Like other outside demands, the demand for firewood also had an 

adverse effect on the forest and the tribal people. The outside demand 

increasingly became commercialised. In some areas like Madhya Pradesh the 

government has assumed the responsibility of supply of fire-wood throughout 

the State irrespective of the fact whether there was forest in an area or
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not. Consequently the pressure on the remaining forests i n■the State has 

become quite heavy. On the other hand to the growing demand of firewood 

of the towns and cities was being met. Through illegal extraction, in which 

the poor people have also joined because they have no other means of liveli

hood. In this situation it became necessary to control movement of fire

wood from the forest. In some cases like some of the ranges in Balaghat 

district of Madhya Pradesh, the collection of fire-wood was completely stopped 

But-the irony is that this prohibition- has affected mostly the people who 

are living inside the forest. The formal position in this regard is that 

restrictions have been imposed because of non-availability of dead-wood. 

But the local people see with their own eyes stacks after stacks of dead- 

wood scattered all around. But they are not allowed to take it out. There 

fore, the forest dwellers are also obliged to purchase fire-wood from a depot, 

which is simply not possible for them.

Basic Dissonance

9.20 It is here that the wrong consequences of the weakness of the tribal 

due to non-existance of rights in the formal legal system and the strength 

of the legal entitlement of institutions even not known becomes clear. 

Tribals see that scores of trucks full with wood are moving out, day and 

night, towards unknown destinations leaving swirling clouds of dust behincj 

on their kachcha roads. But he is prohibited from bringing wood from th^ 

same forest even for making the handle of his plough. There was stacks of] 

dead-wood in the forest, but the tribal cannot touch them even for lighting 

a fire inside his dilapidated hut during wintery nights so that his halfi 

clad children could at least crouch around it and have some sleep for a while, 

The formal system understands the logic of restrictions. It also claim^ 

them as justifiable. But all these arguments are beyond the understanding 

of the common man. And it is here that confrontation really begins.

9.21 As we have been observing in all other matters, when the questiol 

of any reform is raised, all eyes are set on the mistakes of the poor 

Attempts are being made, one after another, to keep a watch on him withou 

paying any attention to the fact whether there was any mistake on his par 

in the real sense, and even if he was committing a mistake, why was he doin 

a wrong thing and how that mistake could be corrected? Similar is th 

situation in the case of nistar. No body paid attention to the questio 

as to how come there was such a great shortage of forest produce that eve 

the nistar needs of the people were not being fully met? On the contrary 

it was readily presumed that the forests are dwindling because of nor 

regulation of the nistar of the people. Therefore, the problem begins wit
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the perception of the government according to which nistar rights themselves, 

in a way, stand unrecognised. For the sake of argument it is stated that 

the nistar can be given to the people only when there are forests. 

Consequently, protection of forests is the first task. Therefore, if there 

is a need to make a cut in the nistar rights for this purpose, even that 

could be justified. In this argument, other pressures on the forests and 

the real cause of their destruction, are conveniently forgotten.

9.22 In this milieu the nistar rights of the tribals in the forests in 

course of time became mere concession, which could be given only after taking 

into account the condition of the forest or could even be refused by the 

local officers. This is not all. Some calculative persons have gone to 

the extent of saying that afterall what have the tribal people or those who 

are living next to the forests, done or what are they doing to deserve special 

rights. Unfortunately, even the National Commission on Agriculture had 

viewed the rights of the tribal people in the same frame and following the 

same argument, pushed the forests in the area of commercial ventures whose 

worth was to be assessed in terms of simple arithmatic of input-output. 

This later on led to dire consequences for everyone. It is true that this 

thinking did not have in practice a significant effect in the field. But 

in this miliue directions for strict compliance of rules are intermitently 

issued from the top, the pressure of local officials oq the people becomes 

manifold. Moreover, the net result of all this is that incidence of thefts 

increases, illegal gratification even in respect of legitimate needs of the 

people rises and when limits are crossed, finally a situation of direct 

confrontation arises.

New Forest Policy and the Needs of the Local People

9.23 There has been some improvement with regard to the appreciation for 

the needs of local pedple in the new forest policy as compared with the 

earlier policy. It has been accepted in principle in this policy that the 

needs of the local people should be met first from the forest and only there

after any other need should be considered. But having conceded such a .basic 

point, two important provisions were added in the policy immediately there

after. Firstly, the carrying capacity of the forest will be kept in view 

while making provision for meeting the needs of the local population. 

Secondly, government depots will be established for supply of nistar articles 

and all articles will be supplied at reasonable rates.

IK— 303 SC&ST/90
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9.24 Both these elements, which were ostensibly introduced for making 

the principle operational, appear very simple at the first sight. But in 

practice, their effect becomes almost like negation of that principle and 

cast a heavy burden on tribal economy. In the first instance, some importaht 

questions in this regard are - who can determine the carrying capacity of 

the forest area and how will this be done? In this case, initiative will 

completely pass into the hands of junior officials and the people will become 

victims of their arbitrary behaviour. Secondly, so far as the arrangement 

of sale from depots is concerned, a sale depot cannot be opened in every 

village. Moreover, the supply of bamboos and wood from a depot in practical 

terms means that the tribal cannot himself cut the bamboos and poles from 

the forest even for meeting his personal needs. Therefore, the government 

will have to arange for extraction of bamboos and poles as also their 

transportation to the depots.

9.25 This means that the tribal will have to pay the price for bamboos 

if he wants to get them from the depot. Such an arrangement for outsiders
a

is quite common and natural. But the same becomes a heavy burden for the 

tribal. According to the government, the rates are fixed after meeting only 

the charges of extraction and transportation and sometimes even some

concession may be given while fixing the sale price. 8ut it is well-known'
i

that the cost of government operations is very high. Therefore, even thoughj 

for the sake of form, the rates are fixed adopting the principle of 'no

loss-no-profit', yet according to such formulations a cart load of fire-woodi 

may be priced at somewhere between Rs. 10 to 20. How can a tribal meet his 

requirement of fire-wood by paying such a heavy price?

9.26 This practical form of allowing nistar rights from the forests is 

not correct. Nistar means that the tribal who lives on the periphery of] 

the forest can bring various articles from the forests, according to his 

need either as a head-load or on a bullock-cart. The arrangement of depots

for meeting nistar needs would only mean that what the tribal can other

wise bring from the forest using his own labour, he can get only by cash 

payment. Added to this will be his labour used for carrying the same fol 

20 to 25 miles. These anomalies get over-looked in the maze of rules anc 

regulation. The government from its side prepares a beautiful plan for the 

benefit of the tribal people but somehow the rules may be so framed thal 

they may actually go against the tribal interest.
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Basic Difference in the Perceptiqns of the Tribal People and Government 

in Respect of Forests

9.27 Here the difference in the perceptions of the government and the 

tribal people about forests comes out clearly. They are completely antipodal. 

Except for the compulsion of clearing the forests for preparing agricultural 

land, the tribal uses forest for meeting his minimum needs just like a child 

feeding from its mother's breasts. That is why the tribal regards forest 

as his mother. Those forest produce which are important for the tribal poeple 

and are the basis of their life, may have no value or little or inconsequen

tial value in the eyes of the government. Dn the other hand, the tribal 

may not have much concern about timber or such other-items, which the govern

ment or the modern system may consider as the main produce of forests.

9.28 If full account of the benefits, which the people really get from 

the forest, is prepared, the defect in governmental perception would become 

clear. The benefits, which a tribal receives from a tree after it is planted 

upto the §nd when it dries out may be a hundred or even a thousand times 

compared to the price of its wood, which the government gets in the end 

after felling it. But since the tribal gets this benefit directly in a 

natural way, it is not accounted for in our modern economy and thus gets 

ignored. The modern economy is concerned only with timber and some other 

useful things from the forest. Therefore, the value of timber gets reflected 

in its. accounting. But wood does not comprise the whole tree. The wood 

is merely like the bones of the tree after it is dead. There was not much 

use of these 'bones' in the economy of the tribal so far. However, ever 

since the possibility of making instant money by cutting a tree has arisen, 

there is some change in the perception of the triabls as well. Even then, 

the tribal mostly cuts a trefe only under instigation of others; otherwise 

he has not evinced much interest in the felled tree.

9.29 The modern system has had the same attitude towards environment as 

well. The outsiders, who have no interest in the continuance of forests, 

have exploited them indiscriminately for quick profit, and they are still 

doing so. On the other hand, the tribal, finding no other alternative had 

to cut the tree only for extinguishing the fire of hunger. No account has 

been kept anywhere by anyone about the damage done to the environment because 

of clearing felling of forests or plantation of economically useful trees 

in place of natural forests. But now environment has reached a precarious
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state in the whole world. In many areas, it is difficult for the people 

to get even pure air and drinking water. After this new realisation about 

environmental issues, an important place has been given to the effect of 

the economic activities on environment; they are no longer viewed merely 

as input-output propositions. The other benefits derived from the trees, 

which have not been taken into account so far, have also now come to be 

recognised as worthy of consideration.

9.30 It was in this context that the need for a special law arose for 

protecting the forest from growing pressure from all sides. The government 

enacted Forest Conservation Act in 1980. A basic change has come in the 

management of forest after the enactment of this law. For example, there 

is a change in the concept about what constitutes a forest. Earlier the 

plantation of single species like teak, after clearing natural forests, for 

meeting the needs of outside economy for timber, was accepted as scientific 

management of forests. But now t^is type of plantations are not considered 

as forests. Now forest is taken to mean natural forests comprising all sorts 

of trees, plants, creepers. This new perception, in a way, is in ponsonence 

with the thinking of the tribal people and also serves his interests. His ; 

life is really linked with the natural forests. In fact, the way plantations 

were being established earlier, the very basis of his life was getting 

weakened. At that time he used to say - 'do not plant teak, it will not 

allow the tubers to grow1; 'do not plant eucalyptus, even the grass will ! 

not grow under it, what will our cattle eat?'; but no body listened. The 

needs of the tribal did not find a place in the accounts of the department. 

The Department was concerned only about income which would accrue to them 

after 100 years, 10 years, or may be this year. Thus this change in concept 

about forests is not only beneficial for environment but also augers well 

for the tribal economy.

9.31 But a second change has also come along with the above change, which 

overlooks the tribal interest. In a bid to convert in accordance with new 

idea, ordinary forests into full-bloom natural forests a decision has been 

taken to snap completely the relationship between the forest and the tribal 

people. When there is a discussion about environment, other benefits which 

accrue to the people from the forest, are ignored. Therefore, with a view 

to ensure that people may not enter the forest at all and its environment 

may not get damaged, they are being denied even their ordinary requirements
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from the forest. According to this policy, there is prohibition not only 

in respect of establishing settlements and cultivation of land within the 

forest area, but there are restrictions even on the entry of people in the 

forest so that all types of trees, plants and animals can continue and 

flourish in the forest without any external disturbance whatsoever. It is 

impossible for the tribal to think of a situation where they cannot enter 

the forest. In such a situation how they will lead their life? He will 

have to meet his daily requirements, and his animals will have to continue 

grazing in the forest. The only difference will be that whatever he was 

doing legally will be deemed to be illegal. This is nothing new. One more 

brick would have been added to the demonic structure of criminalization of 

tribal society in the form of the new ’law on environment, nothing more.

9.32 The restrictions imposed on account of environment will not make 

a significant difference for the people living outside the forest. They 

will meet their requirements somehow or the other. It is possible what they 

were getting earlier in two paise would now cost them four. If one article 

;is not available from the market, they will make* do with another. But these 

^restrictions for the tribal will mean something very unusual. A basic change

C
ay become necessary in the every day lifscfthe people. How can a person, 

ho has no links with the market economy, think of purchasing from a depot 

tor market those things which are available in the nearby forest? In the 

jhew phase of management of forest addressed to environmental issues, trenches 

6re being dug around and fences are being erected and in some places even 

felectric current is being run through them for the protection of forests 

feo that no human can put his foot inside that area. If this becomes the 

fiormal features of forestry management, how will the tribal get the twigs 

£he leaves, the roots, the shoots and all other articles which are of no 

feignificance to others? How will animals survive? Similarly, on the plea 

bhat axe has destroyed the forest, the tribal is not permitted to enter the 

irea with his axe. Nobody realises that if he faces a wild animal 'in the 

forest, what will he do?

|.33 In this way our system operates sometimes at one end of the spectrum 

|nij sometimes at the other. But the life of the common man is not divided 

in separate blocks like the formal system. It has no extreme positions, 

^ife symbolises a wholly mixed situation. So long as these things are not 

Inderstood and action is not moulded accordingly, the difference in the 

perceptions of the ordinary tribal and the formal system cannot be removed.



COMMAND OVER RESOURCES - 3 

Reservation of Porasts - Habitation, Agricultural Land and Fruit Traas

10

An important point in tha discription givan abova about tha rights 

of ordinary paopla on rasourcas and thair usa is that thara has baan 

no changa in this raspact aftar indapandanca axcapt that tha principla 

that 'tha land should balong to tha tiller' was formally accaptad. 

In fact, tha process of arosion of rights of tha community and tha paopla 

on tha natural rasourcas, which had started during tha British period, 

continued with the same paca aven after independence. In seme cases, 

particularly in relation to forests, it became still faster. On one 

hand, not only thara was no attempt for bringing about any reform in 

the laws concerning forests, they became increasingly more stringent. 

On tha othar hand, tha forasts provad to ba an aasy source of augmenting 

the incoma of Stata Governments. Tharafora, tha Stata Govammants firstly 

further strengthen the managamant systam of tha forasts and secondly 

gradually brought undar tha State's authority all those forests which 

had ramainad outsida its ambit during the British time.

Reservation of Forests - How much laqal?

10.2 Tha Government had established its authority over 

tha forest under the Indian Forast Act. This law is tha foundation of 

the right of the govarnmant ovar tha forasts. Evanthough it has bacoma 

nacassary now to examine the basic postulates of tha forest laws with 

rafaranca to pramisas of our Constitution, at this stage in our discussion 

wa will not raise any doubts about tha validity of tha law itsalf. Wa 

will axamina tha position of govarnmant forast strictly with rafaranca 

to tha provision of tha axisting law.

10.3 Wa hava saan earlier that tha requisite lagal formalities had 

baan obsarvad in the course of reservation of forests during the British 

period. But' the people did not gat justica. Most of tha tribal people 

wara litarally drivan out from thair forest-homas forcibly. Tha mamory
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memory of the forcibla eviction of those days now survives only in the 

folklore of the tribal people. Sometimes they become restless whan 

they see the stone monuments of their ancestors and the big bunds of 

old fields. But the boundary pillars fixed during those days have bean 

accepted by tha people like the line of fate.

10.4 The new political map of our country was drawn after independence 

in which the entire territory was subdivided into a number of States. 

The administrative system of the tribal areas, which ware incorporated 

in the new States, was not the same everywhere before independence. 

Many tribal areas were a part of princely States. The tribal people 

used to live in forests in a comparatively free state once thay had 

given a token present to the ruler or rendered a variety of customary 

services. Similarly, a number of tribal areas were a part of Jagirs 

or Zamindaris whose management systems were quite differant.

toy tribal arsas ware part cf British prwincas. Bran the managansnt in thase prwiiras 

vas net uniixzm. Nbny tribal araas were placed diractly inda: the Qtvamcrs. In sore casas, 

spacial systams ware established keeping in view tha situation of that 

area. In soma tribal areas only boundaries were drawn, within which the 

people could lead thair lifa freely, according to thair will.

Uniform Management - Disregard of Local Custom

10.5 When naw Statas were formed after independence in our country, 

not much attention was paid to tha prevailing systams in tribal areas. 

Consequently a uniform new system got extended all of a sudden, replacing 

the old systams in these areas. In pursuance of the principle to adopt 

a common policy in all Statas for tha management of forests, the process 

of reservation was taken up wherever the forests were not reserved. 

Moreover all private forests were also taken under State control through

out the country. The result is that today in almost each and every tribal 

area there is one law and there is a near uniform management system.

10.6 This uniform system in relation to managansnt of forests on the 

face of it appears to be right, even necessary, but only from the point 

of view of managers. A uniform system now stands extended to all the 

areas. But tha life of the people cannot be expected to change merely 

by a change in law. The condition of people living in these araas, thair 

style of life r ana in tha same as in tha past. In tha old management 

systems there was seme scope for accomodating tha spacial neads related
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to thair U f a  style. But thara is no such soopa in tha naw system, Tha 

paopla hava not baen abla to accapt tha naw systam and tha naw laws from 

tha cor a of thair heart. Therefore ,in many placas a stata of confrontation 

has arisen batwaan forest dwallars and tha govammant.

10.7 It will ba difficult to describe even in broad tarms tha variad 

local customs in a big country lika ours in which local customs hava 

always baan accorded graat importance. Tha fact there is no reliable 

information at one place about old management systems. Hie naw system 

was extended to all the areas unilatarally without any consideration 

for the local systems without even looking at than. Therefore} full informa

tion is not available even at tha State level from where all forests 

are being managed at present. Therefore, even the State Government are 

not a war a about the issues of disputes between the new system and the 

traditional custom. In this situation, the people continue to place their 

demands before the government according to thair understanding, drawing 

attention to the special situation prevailing in thair areas, giving 

reference to their old customs. The political leaders and officials on 

the spot do promise than to solve their difficulties. But those promises 

remain merely ampty words. If at all soma action is started on their 

applications by tha Government, they get stucked somewhere or the other 

in the large systam because, by the very nature of issues, there is no 

scope for them in the law. The and result is that tha problem of tha 

people remains as it is and yet another event is added to the long tala 

of tha people. When the Government is unabla to resolve the problems 

and tha people do not see any othar way for making a living, tha trust 

cxi government gets discontented and thare is a stata of confusion about 

the possible course of action on thair part. It is this confusion which 

results in confrontation and may also take the form of revolt.

Reservation of Forests after Independence - Hew far Legal?

10.8 Let us begin with those cases where the government claims that 

tha forests hava baen reserved after completing the full procedure accor

ding to law. Tha situation in tha fiald in this regard is somewhat differ

ent. The people in many placas hava ona big complaint that they did not 

get any information in particular about when and hew thair forest were 

reserved. Such complaints ara comparativaly many mora in respect aE reserva

tions after independence. According to the law, tha reservation of forests 

should ba dona aftar listening to the people and talking to than in a 

raal sanse. It appaars that tha formality of the law has baan followed
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but tha intention of ths law has not baan honoured. Sana examples of 

such formal compliance will prova that tha complaints of paopla ara not 

baseless.

1. Reservation in Sonbhadra - A Sarias of Ehdless Questions

10.9 About 80% of the area in Sonbhadra district of Uttar Pradesh is 

covered by forests. Some forests in this district ware reserved before 

independence. But tha process of reservation of bulk of the forests was 

started after independence. The complaint of the ordinary people has 

been that they did not get correct information with regard to where, 

how, when and who started the process of reservation. Moreoverj wherever 

this process was actually takan up, it was done in a vary rough and ready 

way in which people did not get an opportunity for telling their side. 

Tha people of this area have raised this issue in every forum. But when 

they did not get relief anywhere they took it to court. Even then the 

Government continued to ignore it and did not pay any heed to their alle

gations. It was only whan this case reached the Supreme Court it became 

clear, which was accepted later by the Government, that in the process 

of reservation of forests even seme major procedures were not followed. 

For example, the boundary marks indicating the proposed demarcation line 

of the forest land were not shown on ths spot. Moreover, the people were 

not told even through word of mouth about this process, let alcne its 

pronouncement through tha beat of drums. Tha formalities ware completed 

by affixing a written notice. In many villages no officer visited the 

spot and tha process of reservation of forest was completed.

10.10 About 10 lakh hectares of forest land came under the purview of 

this process of reservation. By the time this case reached tha Supreme 

Court the process of reservation had baen completed for same forest areas 

and final notification had been issuad under section 20 of the Porast 

Act. Thus, scma forasts had been formally declared as reserved. But the 

process was not complete in respect of bulk of the forests. The Supreme 

Court ordered to repeat the entire process in those cases where the process 

of reservation was not complete, that is, leaving out only tha forast 

area formally declared as reserved. This process is now being redone 

frcm tha beginning. But ona regrettable aspect in this case is that 

aven the Supreme Court in full knowledge of the fact that all the things 

Which ware nacassary under the law had not bean dona in all places, stopped 

jat the wall of law and could not give ralief to tha people in some areas 

Simply because a formal notification of reservation of forests had baan

-301 st:* st/<X)
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issued. If the process, as given in the law has not been adopted for 

reservation in some area, the reservation is void. The rights of the 

people cannot gat extinguished by a wrong process. They continue to exist 

andftherefore}they cannot be ignored.

2. Garhchiroli - Reservation without Verification

10.11 While discussing the issue of reservation of forests in Garhchiroli 

of Maharashtra recently (1989), the local MLAs ware surprised to learn 

that the proposals for reservation of the forests in their area had been 

sent up and ware pending with the Qxtmissionar Nagpur for issuing the 

final notification under Section 20. Whan this matter was further discu

ssed the people told me that the forest officers did started sane activity 

seme years back. But nobody knew as to what for that action was being 

taken. And the most surprising thing which came to light was that in 

seme areas no officer evar want and the process was completed. The saving 

grace was that the officer was honest. He was perhaps following tha tradi

tions of British administration - when recorded in his report that area 

was so remote and difficult that it was impossible for him to go there.

10.12 In this case fortunately the Commissioner stopped the final notifi

cation at the request of tha local legislators. Thus, the people were 

spared a big catostrophe. if for seme reason, tha final notification 

under Section 20 would have bean issued, then even if all these mistakes 

had coma to light they would have no meaning. Lite the case of Sonbhadra, 

in this case also even Supreme Court might have pleaded its helplessness, 

not to speak of other authorities. The forest officials would have got 

busy in doing their duties and would have got full liberty to taka any 

action against the paopla. There would hava been only one reply to avary 

canplaint and avary problem of tha people "What can one do, it is a ques

tion of law, it is a duty of all to obey it; And after all tha law has 

also bean enacted for the good of the people".

3. Sinqhbhum - An Illegal Process

10.13 How the laws of forests can be thrust on the people even when they 

are illegal and the people can ba penalised for them is illustrated by 

a casa of Singhbhum district of Bihar which is noteworthy. Lika all othar 

areas in tha country, according to tha forest department, the paopla 

in this district hava baen cultivating forest land illegally. Cases are 

instituted against tha paopla for this illegal activity of theirs and 

they are also convictad. Soma people in the district raised a legal object

ion against this action of the forest department. They said that tha
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land under their cultivation did not coma undar tha forast. Thay did 
not have any knowledge of tha procass of its reservation, in thair view 

the forest of the area was navar reserved. Therefore^these people refused 

to accept the offensa.

10.14 When this casa reached tha High Court, tha Court askad tha forast 

department that if they claimed that agriculture was baing dona in reser

ved forest and offense has been committed, can thay prova the fact that 

the people knew that tha forast had baan rasarvad? According to tha law 

tha last proclamation about reservation of forast has to ba dona in the 

local dilact for tha information of tha people. Tha forest department 

was not able to present before the Court a copy of this pronouncament. 

In view of the fact that no proof could be produced to the effect that 

the people knew that tha forast had baan rasarvad, no offense oould ba 

established and the people were discharged.

10.15 This judgement was passed in 1951. The local position about tha 

reservation of forests continues to be the same evan now. In this case 

neither the forast department considered it necessary to give any clarifi

cation, nor did thay taka any action to ramova tha defect if soma omission 

had remained in tha legal process. On tha contrary, the forast department 

has been instituting cases against tha people as usually on the pramise 

that the reservation of forast was correct. The people have continued 

to be prosecuted in the courts and seme people have also baan getting 

sentences for the same. However^if soma tribal could get help of a pleader, 

he could get discharged by giving a rafarance to tha 1951 decision. Thus, 

eventhough tha forast department has not baan abla to prova avan after 

40 years that tha forests are reserved, still institution of legal action 

against tha people has not been stopped. And the State Government, which 

has tha responsibility for protecting tha interests of tha tribal people, 

are perhaps unaware about what is happening ip this district. Thara was 

perhaps no naad to jay any attention to th}*; problam. This is not all. 

Recently information has been received to the effect that in soma quarters 

a proposal is undar consideration to remove tha legal obligation of issuing 

the notification in local languages.

Jaqirdari Forests

10.16 Another example of reservation of f ts is from Maharashtra 

in which the Government took over the old private forests through one

sided law during tha seventies. But a very strange thing happened in
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this case. Under the provisions of this law It was presumed, without 

any local enquiry In the area, that all forests belonging to the Jagirdars, 

in whatever condition they were, became automatically government forest. 

Hie Govemmant, however, In response to the reaction of the owners against 

this law later decided that up to 12^ hectare land would be returned 

to them. But both at the stage of deeming the private forests as reserved 

forests and In the provisions concerning return of land to their owners, 

any enquiry about the people living there or doing agriculture there 

was not considered necessary, nor was any care takan about their rights. 

In reply to the questions raised from their side it is stated that the 

forest have been returned to those who owned them, how is the Government 

concerned with other people? Hie result is that due to operation of this 

law, even the oldest habitations and cultivation by the tribals In these 

forests became illegal. That these people had been doing their agriculture 

in those forests without any objection from any side till then, and that 

they had been considering those lands as their own generation-after- 

generatlon were of no avail, their possession was against the law.

10.17 One thing is clear in this case. Whatever may be the law, the 

tribals did not get justice. Ifi this case both the law on the basis of 

which reservation was done and the process adopted for it were wrong. 

And this is in the know of government. Die dispute In Nasik district 

on this issue came to a pass where firing had to be resorted. The forest 

officials cannot move in these araas alone. But even then no Initiative 

has been taken from any side to end this basic anomaly. There is a conflict 

in the area and a state of confrontation. Attempts ara being made to 

deed, with it as a law and order situation. But the real issues remain 

entangled, unseen and ununderstood.

Mistakes in the Process of Reservation

10.18 The above examples of the process of reservation of forests are 

such which appear to be wrong even at the first sight. But if the process 

of reservation is examined somewhat more closely, the situation will 

not be very happy. For example, the reservation of forests without drawing 

actual lines on the spot reported from Sonbhadra is not an exception, 

similar complaints ara everywhere. Secondly, nobody knows how far the 

people would have got the opportunity for placing their side of the case 

In the entire process of reservation. It is quite clear from what happened 

in Garhchiroli or tha way private forests, wera takan ovar that thare 

has been almost no attempt to make the people understand in the villages
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what was happening whan the forast wara being reserved; In this situation, 

wherever people raisa doubts about reservation of forests or make com

plaints about tham they cannot be rejected outright and said to ba unjusti

fied. The Govammant records are not fully dependable. The lagal formali

ties no doubt have been complied with. And it is only in that sansa that 

they can ba said to be correct. But thara is no certainty that everything 

must have been properly done even at tha formal level. Hie Government 

has not been able to establish its claim, a number of times in the courts 

of law.

Forest Boundaries

10.19 Tha biggast question in tha casa of forast is their demarcation. 

In most of the tribal araas tha maps are notional. Moreover, the situation 

has drastically changed from the tima whan these maps ware prepared. 

Therefore, the paopla at numerous places complain that the forest lines 

are passing through thair fields, they are baing taken just through tha 

middle of their houses and - bar is. What is happening is that tha Govern

ment departments are taking action on tha premise that these notional 

maps sure correct. How is it possible to think of any action on tha basis 

of such maps which are known to be notional, old and in which no correct

ions have teen made according to tha f iald situation? If any such activity 

is baing undertaken, as is happening, it cannot said to ba correct with 

confidence.

10.20 The dispute about maps and record is not only between the people 

and tha forest department. In almost all States there is a big dispute 

on the question of boundary demarcation between forest department and 

the revenue department. There are countless cases in which people hava 

pattas of lands assigned to them ky revenue department. And these lands are 

under cultivation. Similarly there are large araas which wara given over 

for bhudan particularly in Bihar and distributed to the landless by Bhudan 

Boards. But the forest department, on the basis of its maps, asserts 

that the pattas given by the revenue department and land distribution 

under Bhudan are illegal. They are taking action to evict tha people 

from these agricultural lands. In this way, if even government departments 

are not able to settle the matter with regard to tha demarcation of tha 

forests tha position of tha tribal cannot ba imagined.
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10.21 Thass disputes about demarcation are continuing for quits sometime 

- tha cases ara pending far tan, twanty, forty or even for fifty yaars 

and tha tribal is in raal trouble. But now the forest Conservation Act 

has provided an addad ploy for not clearing thase pending issues. Whatever 

one may tell an officer of the forest department at whatsoever lavel 

in these matters, there is generally only one dry answer - 'what to do, 

this is the law1? But this confusion is not an ordinary matter for the 

tribal people. The whole mesh of laws and procedures is depriving; the 

paople of thair means of livelihood, their right to life. This is patently 

wrong.

Habitation - Illegal?

10.22 As I hava said aarlier in the present systam only a written word 

is accepted as correct. Therefore? in the case of forests, whatever is 

written in tha record of forest department becomes like a line of fate 

for tha tribal. But tha question is that how can one be sure that whatever 

is written in these papers is correct or whatever is not recorded simply 

does not exist? There are innumerable cases in the whole country where 

people claim that government papers about forest are wrong. For example, 

thara are thousands of tribal habitations throughout the country where 

the tribal people have been living from the times of thair ancestor as 

yet those habitations are not entered in the records of forest department. 

Therefore) the forest department in the first instance refuses to accept 

the existence of'these habitations. If somehow they are obliged to explain 

the factual position in the field, they may take tha stand that tha huts 

might hava baen just set up by the paopla, so what? They may also assart 

that thosa habitations may hava baen establishad after the reservation 

of forests. Tharafora,they ara illegal. There is no meaning of "people's 

reality" in the face of such a "legal lie". Therefore,there is no hesita

tion in removing thosa habitations.

10.23 The most painful casa of this type was from Dhulia district of 

Maharashtra which I hava referred to in my last report. There are numerous 

such villages whera thara is not even a trace of forest, thara is claar 

proof for thair continuous axistance at tha same places for not lass 

than 50 yaars, thay have electricity, schools, panchayats. But all these 

facts ara 'unreal' in tha perception of the forest department, thair 

record is right and tha people ara declared as encroachers based on tha 

evidence of that record. The residents of these villages ware so much 

affraid of the forest department that they had to run overnight for their
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leaving their homes behind. In this way tribal people living in thousands 

of villages are completely helpless before the law. Today they cannot 

prove even their existence, only because the forest officials did not 

visit that place or evan aftar visiting thay did not record anything, 

their paper is blank.

Unconstitutionality of Forest Villages

10.24 After reservation of forests only such habitations can continue 

legally within the forest Which may be considered as nacessary for its 

maintenance and development. With a view to ensure that labour force 

is available regularly according to the requirement, a systam was davicad 

during the British period itself. Either existing habitations in the 

forast wera declared as forest villages or people were brought from outside 

to establish forast villages. Tha residents of forest villages had to 

comply with certain conditions specified by the forest department. Each 

family in a forast villaga was obliged to provide one or two persons 

for working in the forest. In some casas tha rata of wagas and other 

conditions of work ware fixed. Cn their side the forest department allotted 

tham some land for agriculture. But the leasa of the land was only far 

one year and had to ba renewed every year. The tiller of tha land did 

not have permanent rights. This system of forest villages continued even 

aftar independence.

10.25 A o s*  of forast villagas cane vp Krala Hicfr Cfcuct cLring the sixbas. The 
Cfcuct dadarad tha rastxkfckns irrpcsad cn the fixast v illagas irria: the Hillman's

rules as unconstitutional. After this decision in 1974 tha Central Govern

ment formally advised tha State Governments that in view of the fact 

that forest villages are against the Constitutional provisions, they 

should be given the status of revenue villages and full rights should 

be given to the people over tha lands cultivated by tham. In pursuance 

of this recommendation forast villagas hava baen converted into revenue 

villages in some states like Maharashtra. Tha process is incomplete in 

some other Statas like Madhya Pradesh. But in some States like Orissa 

and Assam this systam continues unchanged. In Assam tha village forest 

not only continue to exist notwithstanding these directions but accordingly 

to tha law each family living in a forast villagas is obliged to provide 

labour for a minimum number of days in a yaar. As has been stated earlier, 

this arrangement is unconstitutional. The most surprising thing is that 

even though this systam has baen declared as unconstitutional tha forest 

villages still find a placa formally in tha naw forest policy.
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10.26 it is necessary to discuss scrne other points as well about forest 

villages. Firstly, the people living in these villages do not get benefit 

of general developmental programmes. A special programme was taken up 

for the development of forest villages during the Sixth Five Year Plan. 

But the programme was not continued during the Seventh plan. The forest 

villages do not get credit facilities fran banking institutions in tha 

absence of permanent leases of land. In sane States, the forest villagers 

are now being given 15 year leases. They can now avail of credit facili

ties, but there is no basic change in the situation.

10.27 There is yet another question which is generally raised in regard 

to conferral on forest village the status of a revenue village. If these 

people are given lease of land it is possible that the land may get aliena

ted and the outsiders may intrude in the forest under its cover. It will 

not be possible for the forast department to have any control on these 

intruders after revenue villages are established y who can, therefore, 

indulge in reckless activities. On the other hand it is generally observed 

that the remote areas are out of reach of the general revenue and develop

mental administration. Earlier the forest department used to do sane 

developmental works as well in these villages. But this practice has 

now been discontinued. Therefore} one view is that the people living in 

forest villages will be denied thosa benefits which they derived on virtue 

of forest officers being respoisible for management of the forest villa

ges. Therefore jit can be said that continuance of forest villages as 

forest villages is in the interest of forest villager.

10.28 9d far as the residents c£ fcrast villages are ooncansd it hardly mattsES whathsr 

thair habLtatias are maiagad fcy the ravane dapattnmL cr fcrast department. This is 

a routine question of management and administration. The forest officials 

can be given sane powers under the revenue law on the same lines as they 

enjoy certain powers of police officers. This will enable them to manage 

these habitations in accordance with the ordinary law. but the most 

important question is that forest villagers must get full citizenship 

rights like all other people in the country. In particular they should 

have full ownership right over the lands which they have been cultivating. 

Similarly there should be no restriction whatsoever by virtue of their 

being residents of a forest village. However stringent regulations can 

be imposed on transfer of land, thebe leases may be inheritable but non- 

alienable.

Illegal Cultivation?

10.29 Now if we review the cases of cultivation by the people within
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the forest boundaries, which are presumed to exist, the situation is 

still worse. Ordinarily right of a parson on land depends on the period 

for which he has been in continued occupation. Therefore,the first question 

is as to how the tribal can prove that he has been cultivating the land 

for so many years? Whatever has been said about habitations earlier is 

equally applicable to the land issue. The Government accepts only one 

evidence in relation to occupation of land and that is its own record. 

There must be some entry with regard to the concerned land either in 

the patwari's papers or papers of the forest department. If nothing else 

is found in the record, there should have been sane case registered against 

the tribal or he may have been fined for the same. These documents are 

acceptable as evidence. But there is one presumption behind all this 

argument that the Government officials would have done their duty properly. 

The department is government personified. Therefore y action must have 

been taken in accordance with the procedure and law is the first truth 

of the system. But what can a tribal do if no official of any department 

may have visited his village or the official may have been satisfied 

with a big feast and may have decided not to institute a case against 

hi m under the law.

10.30 The situation elsewhere is very bad because of this legal compli

cation. The people have been cultivating their lands and making out a 

living for decades in the reserved forests but they do not have any proof 

about the same. Therefore, no claim is made out in their favour on that 

land. That is not all. They are facing legal action against than for 

eviction. Since the tribal' s whole life depends an that land, therefore 7 

he accepts everything; after all the department is the lord. He have 

to tolerate everything fran their side. What will happen with these tillers 

of land tanorrow, nobody knows. And nobody can say anything about him 

with confidence.

10.31 A big reason for many agricultural lands being treated as illegal 

is that while reserving the forest no attention was paid to the fact 

as to how people have been leading their life in the area. Innumerable 

tribals are caught in a variety of disputes on this count. Their real 

situation can be understood only through some examples which are being 

given below.

2()—V)1 SCAST/90
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Temporary Cultivation in Forests

10.32 We have seen earlier that many tribal communities are still at 

pre-agricultural stage like hunting and gathering or are practicing shift

ing cultivation. This mode of their living was not recognised at the 

time of reservation of forests. Therefore* their acononic activity became 

illegal. But there ara a number of stages between shifting cultivation 

and settled cultivation. For example, in many hilly areas the land is 

not so good that it may ba cultivated every year. Evan in soma advanced 

araas, tha paopla laava their land fallow for a yaar or two. Therefore, 

even though a tribal may be cultivating ona fiald in ona yaar, his total 

agricultural land may ba twice or thrice. This practice of his is wall 

known. But when this process of reservation was started or tha forests 

wera declared as reserved all of a sudden, at that stage at the most 

only that land was recorded in his name which he was actually cultivating 

at that time. The remaining land which was not under cultivation that 

year was deemed to be forest land. Now when according to his custom he 

movad on to another fiald leaving the earlier field fallow and started 

cultivating it, it was presumed undar tha law that ha has, encroached 

on the forest land. In this way, for want of clear understanding of the 

real situation not only tha rights of tha tribal people were ignored 

but evan legal action was instituted against them. For example a number 

of casas of this type have baan instituted in the Akrani Taluka of Dhulia 

District in Maharashtra.

10.33. Similarly the tribal usually cultivates undulating lands. But 

according to the new system of government cultivation is prohibited on

more than 15? slopes. Therefore^the people who had baen cultivating lands
o

with more than 15 slope before reservation were not given any rights 

ovar thosa lands and thair possession was deemad to be unauthorised. 

It is true that cultivating such lands may not be scientific and may not 

be in tha interest of anybody. But tha fact that the tribal was making 

a living from this land cannot be ignored on that count and he cannot 

be evicted from the same on the ground that his occupation was illegal. 

What alternative could be adopted is something which has to be thought 

by the Government and tha people together. There are a large number of 

casas of this type in Orissa particularly in South Orissa where the occu

pation of lands which the people have been cultivating through generations, 

has been declared as illegal. This has led to great dissatisfaction.



10.34 Tha imposition of '1? rule' uniformally throughout the country 

is not correct from practical point of view. For example, tha best agri

cultural lands in Bastar district are thosa in the nala - bads. The tribal 

trains tha nala from its haad by making a series of small bunds ona after 

anothar according to his customs and continues to do so upto a point 

whers it is physically possible. In this form of cultivation, not a single 

spec of earth is allowed to be eroded. There cannot be a better system 

of soil conservation than this. But the entire land in a nala-bed may 

be having more than 15° slope because of which it cannot be given normally 

for cultivation. In this way, the best agricultural land which may be 

under most scientifical use may be declared to be under unauthorised 

occupations.

Warkas lands of Thane

10.35 Many areas of Thane District in Maharashtra were undar Jagirdars. 

The Jagirdar used to give plain lands for paddy cultivation on a permanent 

basis. But the undulating lands on tha slopes were used for agriculture 

by the paople on tha basis of a mutual understanding. Cultivation was 

done after clearing the forest. They have to pay a fixed amount for each 

plough to tha Jagirdars irrespective of the size of land. Moreover no 

account was maintained of these lands. This land was known as warkas 

land. After the abolition of Jagirdari paddy fields were recorded in 

the name of the people. But the warkas land got left out or was left 

out knowingly. In view of the fact that this entire land was not recorded 

in the name of'anybody just before the abolition of Jagirdari, it was 

deemed that the Jagirdar had full rights over the same. In this way not 

only tribal lost his legal title but even his source of livelihood was 

in jeopardy. One Jagirdar of Thane received about 40 lacs of rupees 

as compensation in respect of the land which was acquired for establishing 

a dairy farm notwithstanding the fact that the land was under the occupa

tion of tribal people as warkas land. On the other hand, tha actual 

cultivators of the land were driven out without any consideration. It 

is said that in Thane district alone there is more than 1 lakh acres 

of warkas land on which thousands of tribals subsist. A movamant is 

going on in this district on the issue of warkas land. But no one in 

Government is even aware about the problem of the warkas land.

Dali land of Raigarh

10.36 Similarly the issue of dali lands of Raigarh district in Maharashtra 

is also very complicated. In this hilly region there ara extensive lands

121
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'.ihich carrot be cultivated every yaar. Therefcce, there is a practice c£ rotational agri

culture. Tha Sana fieJd rrey be cultivated after 10 years car 20 years and mey be kspt fallcw 

for the rest of the period. The Government has recognised this practice 

of agriculture for 100 years or more. In a number of villages in Western 

Ghats, the people were given sanads for dali lands, according to which 

all the people in the village were entitled to cultivate that land collec

tively.

10.37 These p=rpl̂  are cultivating these lards swan to this tafay. Eut thas is no mentim 

about cbli lands in the present law. Therefore, these ppgple have got in trouble. 

They are approaching everyone but to no avail. In soma cases they are 

paying their dues to the revenue department and in some to tha forast 

department. In some cases the government departments are not interfering 

in their continued occupation but in some cases thay are being evicted 

and the forest department is raising plantations on those lands. In some 

cases they are being warned not to do agriculture in future. The situation 

in this regard has remained unchanged even after I drew the attention 

of the State Government more than two years back. Recently when I visited 

this area (1989), the Divisional Forest Official of Raigarh assured the 

people that no action will be taken against them in respect of dali lands 

and lands will continue with them. But the question is not that of the 

promise by one official, it is a matter of law. Therefore what will happen 

with regard to these lands is totally uncertain.

Lands Allotted for Green Manuring in Karnataka

10.38 The people in the Western Ghats in Karnataka traditionally use 

green manure for their cultivation. They bring green leaves frcm the 

forest for this. This practice was formally recognised earlier. Therefore 

for every acre of paddy fields allotted to the people about 4 to 5 or 

even 8 to 10 acres of forast land was also assigned from which thay could 

bring green leaves. After the enforcement of the new law, the paddy fields 

now belong to the people. But there is no clarity about their rights 

over the lands which ware leased out to them for green manure. In sane 

cases the stronger people have cleared these forest areas and established 

big plantations of beatle nuts and coffee. But where the people are weak, 

thay srs n°t able to get even green manure for their fields. In this 

state of ambivalence, the number of trees is going down and their growth 

is not good because of which both environment and the people's own economy 

are suffering.
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Old Cultivation in tha Forests of Adilabad

10.39 A very distressing example of ignoring the right of tha paople 

is from Adilabad. The situation in tnis district evan before independence 

became so bad on the issue of cultivation in forest area that the original 

Gond inhabitants of tha district rebelled against the Nizam. Hie Nizam 

took initiative to resolve this dispute soon thereafter. It was accordingly 

decided to give regular leases of these land under cultivation. In pursua

nce of this agreement, a number of people got plain paper receipts in 

the first stage which confirmed their occupation. These papers ara teiown 

as "Heimandrof pattas" because it was Heimandrof, the then Advisor of 

the Nizam on tribal affairs, who had resolved this issue. It is said 

that all the records of that time, including these cases, got destroyed 

in the Police Action of 1948 or were knowingly destroyed under that cover. 

Sane big paople took full advantage of this situation. These paopla wanted 

only to claar the forast in the name of tribal leases, or otherwise, and 

made crore of rupees. But the cases of cultivators got stucked in the 

absence of records and remain entangled even after 40 years. The plain 

paper receipts were not recognised and their rights got caught in the 

legal web. I am happy that recently a young Sub-Collector settled some 

of these cases. But he had to face the wrath of those who have, in the 

intervening pariod, occupied illegally the tribal lands.

10.40 a  great loss to the forests in Adilabad due to this tangle has 

been on account of the fact that the root cause of the conflict between 

the forest department and the people continued. This has been responsible 

for growing tension in the area. Whatever may be tha law in this regard, 

the case of forest department was weak. The people were in actual possess

ion of these lands since before independence. Therefore 3 nobody could 

deny their right over tham. But even then since law was against then, 

action continued to be taken against them. But in all cases in the end 

action had to be stopped because of lack of solid proof against tham. 

In this whole process the only outcane was tha harassment of the people.

10.41 Taking advantage of this confusing situation in Adilabad, many 

other people took courage to enter the forest and started illegal cultiva

tion on a large scale. Whenever forest department tried to take action 

against illegal cultivation as such, all the cases - old and new - had 

to be takan together because it was difficult to make distinction between 

them. The earlier occupants were always in the forefront with their 

valid claims while others who did not have any legal or even a moral 

claim took shelter behind them. The forest department was forced to stop
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tha antira procaadings in viaw of tha valid claims of aarliar occupants.

10.42 Ths Ianbrfas cf teiharashtra hava bean coning avacy yaar to tie ficrast 

areas of Maharashtra for grazing thair cattla. They used to return every 

year. But when these people saw the local situation in which tha people 

had illegally occupied forest lands openly, thay also thought as to why 

they should also not bid good b}eto their nomadic life and became culti

vators. These people also cleared the forests whare they usad to graze 

their cattle and prepared agricultural lands. The issue became so big 

in due course that the forest department could not take any action against 

them. The result is that today in this area there is not a singla person 

who is landless, everyone has some land which he is occupying legally 

or illegally.

10.43 That is not all. Tha extremists have taken advantage of this situa

tion. The extremists have told the people that 'the forast is ours arri 

we have a right to live. Therefore, clear the forest, prepare agricultural 

fields and live wall. The Government has no right to take away our right 

to life'. In this way they gave expression to the inner urge of the 

people. Under their banner the people cleared the forest wharever they 

saw that land was suitable and made agricultural fields. The forest depart

ment consider this cultivation as illegal, but the extremists assert 

it as a right of the people. The forest department is unable to take 

any action against these paopla in the face of extremist backing. On 

the other side, tha strongest supporters of the extremists at this time 

are those people who are illegally occupying forest land. These people 

know that the day the extremists are not behind them, the forast department 

will throw them out. In sum, sinca the justifiable rights of the people 

remained unheaded. In this area, a variety of other paopla entered the 

forest and occupied tha lands illegally. Today the situation is that 

it has become impossible for the forest officials to entar the forest, 

let alone the question of protecting than and developing them.

Jagirdari of Palghat and Private Forests

10.44 A very sad story about the state taka ovar of the forast is from 

Kerala whera a number of areas comprised private forests of Jagirdars. 

There is a small jagir near Palghat Vadaseri-Mamediyar in which tha tribal 

people have been living for ages. During the Jagirdari days these people 

had to work for the Jagirdars and thus ware leading their simple life. 

Scmetimas there was use of force as well because of which there was even 

a revolt. But there wera soma limits on both tha sides. The people consi

der ad the forast as their home and tha Jagirdar was also takan as a fixture
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therein lika a part of thair fate. They usad to cultivate tha fields 

of the Jagirdars, collected wood form the forasts and sold it in the 

nearby places. In this way tha intarests of the Jagirdars and tribals 

were complementary. The Jagirdars had soma income from the forest while 

people made their living therefrom. The paople had no objection to this 

arrangement. And above all the Jagirdar could be depended upon in case 

of need and crisis.

10.45 This Jagirdari was also abolished alongwith other Jagirs and its 

forests come undar Government control. In this process the people living 

therein wara completely forgotten simply because there was no record 

about 'their* rights. The only state action, after tha forast came undar 

its control, was to somehow remove tha tribal from tha forest. During 

my last visit to this area (1989), when I discussed the question of tribal 

interest with sanior officers, they informed me that there wera no res

trictions on the traditional use of the forest. But when I spoke to the 

forest guard on the spot, his opinion was entirely diffarant-the forest 

belonged to the State how can a tribal enter it? In this way after the 

abolition of Jagirdari and State taka over of the forest after independence 

no attention has been paid to the rights of these people whose life depends 

on forests and thay are helpless befors the authority of the State. They 

have no hope for justice from any side whatsoever. This whole process 

is an open violation of the provisions about tribal interests and right 

to life in our Constitution.

Conflicts All-around

10.46 In this way the situation of forest is tha same everywhere. Thera 

are a number of areas where there is direct confrontation between the 

government and the people such as Adilabad, Khammam and Srikakulam in 

Andhra Pradash, South Bastar in Madhya Pradesh Garhchiroli, Chandrapur 

and Nasik in Maharashtra and Singhbhum in Bihar. In many areas the forests 

are now out of effective control of the forest department. The situation 

everywhere has been deteriorating only because no attention has been 

paid to the justifiable demands of the people, there have been attempts 

to superimpose laws unilaterally and the bahaviour of the departmental 

officials has been »authoritarion and oppressive. In tha and either the 

people have risen in revolt on thier own or the extremist's forces took 

up their cudgles. It is regretted that no attention has been paid to 

the basic question of resolving this confrontation. Attempts are being 

made to deal with them as extremist activities and suppress them through
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use of force. If this approach continues neither the forest will ba saved 

nor the problem of the tribal people will be solved. Therefore, it is 

necessary to make a completely new beginning with regard to the manage

ment of the forests.
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CCWIAND OVER RESOURCES - 4 

W ild L ife and Tribal People

Wa wera considaring so far tha impact on tribal system dua to aconomic 

pressures of outside systam on tha rasourcas. Tha impact of thasa antitlaman- 

ts on tribal systam is daapaning. Unfortunataly, not much attantion has 

bean paid to thasa ill-effacts ncra ovar as ve hava saar. aarliar thara are a variety of ncn- 

ecnxmic ricjits cvar tha natural rasourcas. Tha ri<̂ its till rscaitly vera almost insignificant, 

but hew they are gradally irrraasing. The two inpxtant claims in this racprd are the 

preservation and growth of wild lifa and protaction and improvement of 

environment. It is necessary to consider tham in soma depth.

Wild Life

11.2 The law concerning wild life is quite old as measures had been 

taken for' their preservation and growth even before Independence. But 

there was almost cruel massacre of wild life after Independence beasuse 

of which the need for special attention for their protection was realised. 

The law for protection for their protection was realised. The law fdT- 

protection of wild life was made more stringent and its implementation 

was sought to be more effective. As it has been happening in all other 

matters, even here the real culprits remained untouched or their crimes 

were ignored. It was only the tribal who had to face the brunt of new 

laws and nobody is prepared to listen him in the name of principles.

11.3 There are a number of reasons for the fast decline of wild life 

after Independence. Shikar was a hobby of a few persons before Indepen

dence in British Provinces and Princely States ; and it was considered 

as their exclusive preserve. After independence,firstly,like all other 

areas of administration, there was slackness in administration

in respect of protection of wild life as well because of which there 

was erosion of its authority. Secondly, the practice of personal super

vision also disappeared after the abolition of Princely States and Jagir- 

daris. Thirdly, just as the village community was denied any role in 

the management of forest, there was no involvement of village community 

in the matters concerning wild life. Fourthly, the exploitation of forest 

increased in the wake of development and a network of roads got established 
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for extraction of forest produce. Big developmental projects were also 

taken up in the forest areas and new highways were constructed. There 

was a flood of officars with Jeeps, concerned with new programmes of 

development and this crowd forced its entry into the forest with gun 

and search lights.

11.4 Moreover, in the changing times, .shikar did not remain merely 

a hobby but got commercialised and it bsccma an easy way for making 

money and life of indulgence for the neo-rich innumerable commercial 

organisations were established who entered into this trade. The 

result was obvious. The wild ],ife was rather completely exterminated 

in most places. Even where it has remained it is difficult to protect 

the animals inspite of stringent laws. For example, there is open theft 

and large scale smuggling of ivory even now on the trianactiom of Karnataka, 

Tamil Nadu and Kerala, and a number of big armed gangs are operating 

in itaquipped with AK47s. What is surprising is that even a common policy 

could not be formulated so far by these States to meet the menace of 

smuggling. If ivory thief crosses broder of Karnataka and somehow enteres 

Maharashtra, no offence can be registered against him even when ivory 

is recovered from him.

Sanctuaries and National Parks

11.5 There is a need for establishment of Sanctuaries and National 

Parks for proection of wild life. They are being established throughout 

the country. The Government ordinarily maintains that there is no need 

of restrictions on the common working life of the people wherever sanc

tuaries are established. This is also the law. But a number of restrict

ions are placed in the field on the people in the name of santuaries

because of which the people are harassed. In the case of National Parks, 

there is no provision for removing the people from the core area according 

to a plan. It is true that there is a provision for invitation of object

ions and determination of rights of the people under the law before a 

National Park can be finally established and if the people are to be 

rarc^d they hava to be compensated. But in most cases this law is not 

being properly followed. Wharevar sanctuaries are established, a unilateral 

declaration is made. There is no question of having a dialogue with 

the people. The situation is bad in relation to even the National Parks
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notwithstanding the legal provisions. The rehabilitation of affected 

people has been undertaken only in Kanaha National Park of Madhya Pradesh 

but even that remains incomplete. There is no indication of similar 

systematic planning in relation to the National Parks which have been 

established elsewhere or are in the process of being established. In 

this way on the one side the people are being forced to move out of their 

villages and on the other there is no follow-up about its inpact on their 

economic conditions.

11.6 There is no need of thinking about the interest of the people 

in the perception of the Government because of forests belong to the 

State and the tribal is an intruder who has no rights. If the Goverrimeht 

does not throw him out from there, it is a great favour. I had referred 

to the case of Indirawati National Park of Madhya Pradesh in my last 

report in which the area is being managed as National Park for about 

ten years even before the completion of process and determination of 

rights of the people, (heck posts‘has been established ; there are restri

ctions on the movement of the people, bamboos cannot be extracted from 

forests ; people cannot bring wood for preparing food and for fencing 

their huts ; and where to sell the minor produce collected by them because 

the traders cannot enter the area. The economic system has collapsed 

and they are somehow carrying on. The formal claim of the State is that 

they can manage the forest the way they like themselves and it is a 

matter of their choice. I had written in clear terms on this matter 

that it is unconstitutional but that remained unattended in the Government 

and no action was teken.

11.7 Similarly, tha paopla of two villages wara forcibly avictad from 

Satpura National Park, also in Madhya Pradash; and hara avan a hut was 

burnt whila removing tha paopla. But tha Govammant continuas to assart 

that the village paopla living in tha intar z>r regions of tha National 

Park, were interested in coning out from tt >se areas. Thay also want to 

come nearer to civilisation. Thus, wharavar any canplaint is mada, tha 

Government always assarts that no coarsion has baan usad. This is tha 

story of all tribal araas. Tha Govammant doas not consider its own coar

sion as wersion and lagal action as illegal. But than how tha paopla 

who hava been living thara from agas those who hava no other source of 

livelihood, how can thay ba ramoved from thair homes and lands without 

force being usad? Will they move out without force baing usad?
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11.8 I would like to repeat once again the Government's unwillingness 

to discontinue their illegal activities. Not only the Government, 

changad its attitude even after their attention was drawn but did 

not consider it necessary to accept their mistakes. Moreover even wrong 

information has been given to the Parliament. For example, the Minister 

of State for Environment and Forest told the Rajya Sabha on 10.11.1987 

that there were 53 National Parks at the close of sixth Five Year Plan.

11 of these National Parks vecestated to be located in Madhya Pradesh. 

Even today, the number of National Parks established under the law is 

only two Indirawati National Park and Satpura National Park, which I 

have referred to abcva, not cnly thay hava baan legally established so 

far as National Parks, but even the formal process after the declared 

intention of the State to establish a National Park there, has not been 

started. But the process of forcing the people out from Satpura National 

Park has been started even burning of their huts has not been considered 

wrong in that process. When no attention is paid to the law even while 

giving information to the Parliament at the national level, what else 

can be expected ? Where is the law and where is the Constitution ? 

Ts it not clear that the will of the Government is supreme and that 

is the law that prevails ?

Chenchus of Andhra Pradesh and Tiger Project

11.9 The wxst example of paying no attention to the problems of the 

people at the time of formation of sancturias and National Parks is that 

Chenchu Reserve of Andhra Pradesh. An area was reserved for Chenchus 

in 1942 in view of their special condition. The main purpose was that 

thev should continue to live in those forests without interference from 

outside- This reserve was created initially for 5 years. It was hoped 

that necessary action may be taken thereafter in keeping with their condit

ion at that time. After Independence, as has happened in all other 

matters, in the case of Chenchus also it was forgotten that the forest 

was especially reserved for them. This was not all. Afterwards looking 

to the small population in this area it was declared a sanctuary for 

Tigers. Thus, the position was completely reversed. Whereas, earlier 

the area was especially demarcated for Chenchus so that outsider- would 

not enter, now the Chenchus themselves are forced to move out this area.

I have described how mercilessly the people were removed from the B.R.
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Hills after the sanctuary was established. The Chenchu people have 

only this much to say that they had been living for decades in these 

areas with tigers and they can continue to live with them as usual. But 

the Government is not prepared to accept this plea of theirs.

Nomadic Tribes

11.10 Some other cotrmunities besides the forest dwellers have also been 

affected with the establishment of sanctuaries and National Parks amongst 

whom the Nomadic Tribes are the main affected groups . For example, 

the fact that the Gaddis had been grazing sheeps and goats in open season 

since times immemorial in the forest was not kept in view while establish

ing the Great Himalayan National Park in Himachal Pradesh. The entire 

economy of Gaddis is getting disrupted because of the checks imposed 

on their grazing rights after the establishment of National Park. Similar

ly some communities had been collecting herbal plants from this area.

Restriction have been imposed evjsn on this. In the same way, the Gujjars 

of Uttar Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh have been earning their livlihood 

by grazing their cattle moving from one place to another. Their traditional 

routes are getting close because of the establishment of National Parks. 

The irony is that on the one hand whereas restrictions are being inposed 

on the entry of animals without any consideration as to how they will 

sustain themselves, the gates of these National Parks are thrown open 

for the cars of rich and effluent people for car rallies. A tiger was 

killed in the Car Rally in the Corbett National Park two years back. 

Tourism is necessary for adding colours to the lives of rich people.

And the country would get some money out of it, everything is therefore 

proper. Even if a tiger gets crushed, it does not matter. After all 

some sacrifice will have to be made for development. Why to worry about 

nomadic - If they are not allowed here, they should move to other places. 

Where they should go and \4rrfi There is no need to think and ask these 

questions.

Non- lagjtunata Restrictions on People

11.11 Wherever sanctuaries or National Parks are established, numerious 

restrictions are inposed. The Wild Life Protection Act itself prohibits 

killing without permission any wild animal listed in the Schedule. But
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after a sanctuary is declared, these provisions are imposed very strictly. 

The biggest question before people is to protect their life and their 

crops against wild animals. The loss of life and property for forest 

dwellers is quite common. Their animals are also eaten away by wild 

animals occassionally. Earlier they used to adopt some devices for their 

protection. But after all sorts of restrictions have been imposed, they 

are helpless. If they do something, law is violated and if they do not 

do anything, the support of their life is shattered.

Loss Ignored

11.12 The State Governments have made some rules for compensating the 

loss due to wild animals. But for one they are not complete, and secondly, 

like other rules, they are so complex and one-sided that reimbursement 

of loss is not possible. For example, the compensation for loss of life 

in different States varies from Rs. 1000 to Rs. 10,000/-. There is provi

sion for treatment of injured in some States only. Usually there is 

no provision for compensation in this case. If a person gets disabled,

i t is his luck.

11.13 The situation is similar in respect of loss of animals. The quantun 

of compensation is Rs. 1000 in some States and Rs. 2000 in others. Accord

ing to the rules concerning compensation of animals in Maharashtra, the 

compensation can go upto 75% of the market price of the animal. But 

the ceiling of compensation in the case of cow and bullock has been kept 

at Rs. 1000, for buffalo Rs. 1200 and for goat and sheep Rs. 75/-.

11.14 Firsly, it is not understand that if some body incurs a loss because 

of a Government policy or restriction, why he should not be fully compen

sated ? It also does not happen that someone gets the compensation 

without moving out of the village. Claiming of compensation itself is 

a long process. First one will have to preserve the proof of the animals 

death. Nobody tells how this is to be done. Then a medical certificate 

is required for this. If all this done, in the end one has to run about 

from one office to another. The sum total is that in many cases people 

do not get any compensation and if one is able to get the compensation 

the expenditure incurred would have been so high that it is like no com-
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pensation. I had drawn attention of the Government of Maharshtra in 

this matter but there has been no response.

11.15 The situation in relation to compensation is bad everywhere. 

How is it that while a uniform law for the whole country has been enacted 

for protection of wild life, there has been no consensus even untile 

now with regard to effects of that law on the people ? If a cattle is 

killed within the boundary of a National Park, no compensation is paid 

because it is argued that why did animal enter the area ? The correct 

position is not available avsn to rranarriGovernment officials about the boundary 

of different types, how can the animal keep account of that ? No one 

thinks of that. Moreover, even if the compensation for loss is fixed, 

it may iot ba paid by taking the plea that there is a budget provision.

11.16 The problem of property damage in these areas on account of loss 

of crops due to depredations by the wild life as thus population increases, 

is very serious. No attention has been paid. For example, elephants 

in groups attack habitants, houses and huts and eat away crops even grains 

are stored carefully. In some areas, even wild pig has been declared 

a protected animal. The population of pigs even ordinarily increases 

very fast. After being declared as a protected animal the increase in 

population of this animal still faster. The result is that it is difficult 

to protect crops in some areas and there are no rules for compensation 

for crop damage. In the situation, the only question before the people 

is how they are survive at all ? Either they continue to protect their 

life and wealth through illegal method or they must move out from the 

forest if not today, tomorrow. They have been fighting so far with the 

animals in the forest. But now the question before them is how

thay will ba abla to fight against Human Beasts? Secondly, what will thay 

do when thay go out? If they do not gat waga labour, thay will hava no 

option but to bag. Therefore, they ara obliged scmahcw to pull on in the 

same place bearing all sorts of troubles.

The Real Culprit Still Free

11.17 .Thus, a variety of restrictions are being inposed on the life 

of tribal people after the establishment of Sanctuaries and National 

Parks. But all the same, there has been no effect on the outsiders who
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are the main cause of the destruction of the wild life. Firstly, there 

is some accommodation somewhere the rules framed for their comforts, and 

even where there are none, they may be created. For example, while attempts 

are being made to remove the people of the core area of Sariska National 

Park, there are facilities of a Tourist Centre just in the middle. In 

this way so far as the well-to-do people are concerned, one hobby of 

theirs is substituted another. They reach there now as tourists if no 

as game hunters. And if somehow they reach the forest, many devices 

are possible. For example, it is said that they establish private residen

ces at a small distance from sanctuaries and do Shikar from there comfor

tably. There is no one to ask them any questions.

The Need for Appreciation of Basic Differences in Relationship

11.18 Unfortunately, the big difference in the nature of relationships 

of the tribal people with the wild life on the one side and the tribal 

people and other people on the other, their limitations and possibilities 

have not been taken into accdunt in our law. The wild life for the tribal 

people is a part of the broad natural system in which he himself is inclu

ded. Their occasional mutual conflicting roles are also clear. They 

hunt the animals but on other hand the wild animals destroy their crops 

and sometimes ondanger their life itself. But even there is a balance. 

He not only accepts their existence, but to him it is a self-evident 

fact. He has links with them at emotional level as well. Most of the 

Gond clans names are related to wild animals or wild trees which are 

sacred to them. In their view, existence of wild animals is as important 

as that of hunan beings. It is true that there are customs like 'paraJ1 

which was not harmful earlier but it has become incongruous now. A change 

in these is called for. But the main reason for no. change is outside 

interference because of which a feeling of responsibility has disappeared 

from the tribal community which goes with the ide that the comnunity 

is the master in that area.

11.19 In contrast, the relationship of outsiders with wild life is formal. 

The are not life companion. Either the wild animals are merely a game 

and an object of amusement or a challenge in a risky play. For some 

they are a part of their profession or special occupation for some other 

they are invisible partners in the heritage of nature, a concept based
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on their sensitivity at conceptual level. The shikar by outside tourists/ 

professionals and the fight with wild animals in the struggle of life 

as indistinguishable part of the nature system are two entirely different 

things. There is no common thread amongst them. But even then bow and 

arrows, axe and traps of the tribal and the gun of the outsider have 

been given the same place in the same saction of the Wild Life Act. 

One wonders why ? Perhaps the law makers must have felt that when with 

all these artifacts an animal can be killed, why to make it two different 

sections ?

11.20 But both the writers of the draft of Wild Life Act and our legis- 

laters forgot that there is a basic difference between the two. Bow 

and arrow, spear and sword and traps are necessary accompaniment in 

struggle of life in the situation of tribal society which accepting co

existence as the basic frame. Gun in the hands of the modem man is 

the symbol of animal destruction. Tigers anthers and bears could have 

be in finished by bows and arrows or spear and sword ; it has never been 

the case so far. If a tribal ever killed a tiger fcy trapping, it would 

become an immortal story. The story of killing a tiger an Abujhmar 

area of Baster is being told and retold for years and years in innumerable 

ways in innumerable villages in that area. And in the same abujhmar, 

countless villages were deserted a number of times due to terrof of tiger. 

How many animals were killed by the tiger and how many men, women and 

children were killed - there is no account. But even in that struggle 

the tribals could survive.

11.21 But in this view struggle where his trap is illegal, carrying an 

axe in the forest is an offence, what should do ? How the process of 

uprooting him by trapping him in trays without strings like this can 

be said to be just ? The law gives the right of self-defence to everyone. 

Gun licences are given to men for protection against men. But the instru

ments through which man has been engagedinthe struggle for existence 

from the very begining of the human civilisation and usa them for 

protection have been snatched away from his hand. How is he to continue 

the struggle of life in that primitive stage is the question which nobody 

wants to touch ? This law takes away the most basic rights of the man 

that is the right to like, rights of self-defence, right of struggle 

for life. It is against the spirit of human rights.

23—30' SOfeST/W



COMMAND OVER RESOURCES - 5 

Deterioration and Dastruction of Rasourcas

12

The economic situation of a country broadly depends on the condition 

of its resources and thair utilisation. Hie pressure on natural resources 

due to production of physical goods for maating tha requirements of growing 

population and also many naw wants has increased sharply, and is continuing 

to increase because of which tha rasourcas are becoming increasingly scarce; 

they have also greatly deteriorated and in some case almost finishad. 

The first affact of deterioration and dastruction of resources has been 

on the life of tha common man, particularly those poor people who directly 

depend on them for their living.

12.2 The first adverse effact in tha process of deterioration and dastru

ction of natural rasourcas is on tha forasts. The depletion of forasts 

not only leads to tha waakaning of tha economic base of tha people's life, 

but it also adversely affacts his environment. Thera is a growing concern 

about this. Evan than, since there ware no correct estimates about the 

extant of daplation of forests, the seriousness of the situation was not 

fully realised for a long time. But aftar the satellite pictures of the 

earth became available, correct information about tha state of forests 

also started flowing. Earlier it was believed that about 23% of tha geograp

hical area of tha country was under forests. It was known that some of 

thasa forasts wara degraded, but there was no exact idea about the exact 

quantum. According to tha latest estimates from satellite pictures only

11 % of tha geographical area of our country is under forests. Moraoaver 

these pictures also reveal that the area under forests is shrinking at 

a fast rate. It has, therefore, become essential to protact tha remain

ing forests at any cost and also to make an all out effort to increase 

than.

12.3 A variety of efforts ware mada in the last dacada for improving 

tha condition of environment. A naw law was anactad and soma programmes

136
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wars also takan up for that purposa. But succass so far has baan rathar 

limitad. In sana tribal areas thasa maasuras hava had a van an advarss 

affact. Tha anvironmant, tha law and tha policies of govammant relating 

to anvironmant ara daaply link ad with tha lifa of tha paopla. Therefore, 

any maasura for improving anvironmant cannot succaad so long as tha basic 

raasons for its datarioration are not understood and a satisfactory solution 

is found.

Dual Prassura of Growing Population

12.4 Tha first point in this ragard is that on tha ona hand tha tribal 

population is increasing, as is tha casa with all othar paopla, fcut the 

tribal people hava no vocation othar than agricultura to support thamsalve- 

s. Moraovar programmes of agricultural developnent in tha tribal areas 

have not recorded significant succass so far. The paopla ara still dapanda- 

nt antirely on traditional agricultura. Therefore mora land is raquirad 

for meeting tha naads of growing population from traditional agricultura. 

And tha only way which tha paopla can gat mora land is by clearing tha 

forast and raclaiming tha land as thay hava baan doing all through tha 

ages whenavar thay naedad additional land for agricultura.

12.5 But tha mattar doas not and bar a. Tha population in

areas has increased at a fast rata aftar indepandenca for many othar raasons 

as well. For example, after the construction of roads and with improve

ment in tha means of transport facilities, migration to tha tribal araas 

has grown phenomenally. Thera ara two raasons for this. Firstly, tha popula

tion has risan'in othar araas as wall. Secondly, new economic opportunities 

hava grown at a much faster rate in tha tribal araas because of thair 

rich natural resources. Therefora paopla from othar araas lurad by thasa 

opportunities sura entering the sparsely populated tribal areas in large 

numbers. In fact this process has baan continuing for centuries. Every 

where it was the tribal people who first reclaimed the forests and prepared 

agricultural lands. The stronger paopla and communities closaly followed 

them as they were attracted by thesa lands. Then thay grabbed thosa lands 

somehow or the other. Thus the tribal people wara randarad rasourcaless 

and as such had to move deeper into the forest. They once more got busy 

in reclaiming tha land for agricultura, and tha same story repeated in 

the new setting.

12.6 So far as agricultural land is concarnad this is the process which 

is continuing, mora or less, even now, but with a difference. Now at many 

places either tha forests hava baan finished or where forest are still
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surviving tha tribal cannot enter than, and if ha antars tham and reclaims 

land it is consider 2d as illagal. Therefore, now whan tha tribal losses 

his land ha aithar becomes a landless parson or an ancroachar in tha forast.

12.7 Similarly tha change in tha tribal araas dua to creation of naw 

opportunities, is qualitatively quite different from the earlier process 

in this regard. First of all, aver since tha main objactive of management 

of forests became meeting tha demands of the outside economy and increase- 

the government revenue, the fact that the tribal people derive thair susten

ance from forasts was, mora or less, forgotten. Hie only share which the 

tribal got from forestry activity was his wage. But nobody thought about 

tha fact that the small casual wags which a tribal was earning could not 

provide fully for his living; nor was any action taken to ramove that 

ananaly. That was not all. The small earnings in the form of wages which 

the tribal made in tha process of exploitation of forasts for meeting 

the wants of outside world, proved to ba like cutting the branch on which 

ha himsalf was sitting. In soma casas, forests wera just finished in that 

process. And in seme other cases, tha new plantations which were created 

in the nama of forestry wera of no usa to him. In many casas they were 

simply out of his reach. In all these situations, one thing was claar-the 

basis of the tribal economy became very weak. In this frame he had no 

other choice but to reclaim more land for agriculture so that he could 

make a living. And for this ha had to clear the forest. In sum, tha inccma 

of tha government from forests continued to increase in the new system. 

But in the absence of any consideration about making the tribal a partner 

in the economic gains, not only the tribal did not receive any benefit 

from tha naw system but, on the contrary, the basis of his economy itself 

got increasingly weakened.

Plantations and Forest

12.8 With a view to meeting the exotic demands, plantations of tea, 

coffee, etc., wera sat up in many forest areas of our country such as 

the North-East and the Eastern and Western ghats. In this process, while 

on th= ona hand natural forasts wara cleared for establishing plantations, 

on tha othar hand,paopla from outsida ware brought in for working on these 

plantations. The main objective Of plantation owners was profit. Tharafora 

as a matter of policy, their effort was to giva to the labourers the least 

possible share from their gross aamings. Evan today the condition of 

tea plantation labourers in tha North-East is quita bad compared evan 

to tha ordinary labourers elsewhara. They are scmahow just making a living. 

It is unfortunate that in many plantations adequate arrangement have not
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baan mada avan for primary education. It appears as if avan today tha 

system, as was established during tha British rule, continues unchanged 

which comprises two species of people —  the officers and the labourers. 

The owners and officers belong to a ruling caste while the labourers are 

their 'subject' who ara provided the bare minimum needs for sheer survival.

12.9 The population of workers in the plantations has been increasing. 

They have no links with their original places, nor have they any relation

ship with the local economy outside the gardens. Therefore in the absence 

of suitable outlet for the growing population, they are obliged to saek 

shelter of forests outsid2 tha gardens. Moreover, the original inhabitant 

in tha area where plantations wera sat up were also displaced from there. 

Therefore they were also obliged to clear tha forast for making agricul

tural lands. Since the rights of many of these people were not recorded 

anywhera, therefore not only hav^ the people been forgotten but even the 

orassure dua to thair presence in the forests has gone unnoticed. This 

process is continuing at a very fast paca around all plantations, old 

as wall as the naw.

12.10 It is nacessary to discuss yet another aspect concerning taa and 

coffaa estates. At prasant all activities concaming growing of trees 

of all types including plantations are quita profitable, as we will discuss 

in detail later. In this milieu while there is an all out affort to axtand 

tha area under old plantations, a number of new plantations are also being 

set up by encroaching on forast lands. For example, plantations are being 

set up and extended through illegal occupation of forest lands on a very 

large scale in Chickmangloor and the neighbouring districts of Karnataka. 

Thera is no cailing on the siza of plantations under the law. Therefore 

people hope that if once they are able to establish a plantation, sooner 

or later, they are bound to get its legal ownership. And the main issue 

in the case of plantations, like land, or even more is not that of ownership 

but of actual possession which enables the occupant to command its produce 

and make huge profit. If a person is somehow able to retain the possession 

of an estate, he can keep everyone happy with the income derived from 

it; and he can also continue the fight for the right ovar that land/estate 

upto the highest level which can go on for many many years. There are 

numerous plantations of this type in Chickmangloor which have caused heavy 

destruction of forests, a process which is continuing unabated. The area 

of sane of the illegal coffee estates may be as large as two to three 

thousand acres. But everyone appears to ba helpless bafora the land grabber.

12.11 Kerala has also witnessed destruction of forests on an extensive
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scala dua to tha graad of paopla, in thair bid to becoma millionnairs 

ovarnight by astablishing plantations in tha forasts. Wharaas an ordi

nary tribal claars forast for preparing agricultural land so that ha can 

make a living, tha astuta middla class paopla ara astablishing plantations 

of taa, coffaa, cardimum, clova, ate., by trasspassing and ancroaching 

tha forasts. Tha forasts gat slowly daplatad dua to plantations of cardimum 

and clova. Thasa paopla ara abla to maka huga profit for soma tima but 

in tha procass tha antira araa gats dagradad, about which no ona seams 

to ba worriad. Thus while forests get heavily damaged in that process, 

lika all othar processes, the original inhabitants of thasa areas, whc 

have baan making a living there, are forced to flee from there. These 

people move to soma other area in the forest in search of suitable land 

for agriculture, which once mora results in clearing of forast. Unfortunate

ly full attention of administration has bean focussed on not allowing 

tha tribal to clear the forests and make agricultural land. But wherever 

stronger persons are destroying forests for quick gains, either no ona 

pays any attention to it and if somebody somehow makes a nota of it, ha 

is silenced in seme way or the othar.

Tha Effect of Industries, Displaced Parsons and Outside Labourers on Forest^
i

12.12 The situation with regard to impact on forests of industrial activity 

is also similar. A variety of industrial establishments are being sef 

up which are based on the raw materials available in the tribal araas 

and big projects are being established for exploitation of their mineral 

wealth. But there is no place of any significance for the tribal peopli 

in this new system. These people ara either not ready for adopting nan 

occupations or they do not have suitable skills for the same. As we wil] 

see later, the government even doas not know the extent of displacement 

of people because of these new activities. It will be enough to say hers 

that in the first instance the forests are cleared for establishment 

of big modem projects and thereafter, since thera is no placa for thi 

displaced in that economy, the original inhabitants are foread to mov 

further into the forest which leads to still further destruction of forests

12.13 The procass of depletion and destruction of forest due to immigra 

tion of labourers for new industries astablished in forast araas and ava 

for tha programmes of forestry itself has a multiplier effect, becaus 

of which the overall destruction of forasts around in the and become 

manifold. Tha labourers from outside are mostly village people. Thes 

people come to these distant places to work in occupations other tha 

agriculture because they have no choice; otherwise their real intaras
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continues to ba in agriculture. Moraovar tha vary fact of land ownarship 

is a great thing for an individual, both socially and psychologically. 

All paopla hava a longing for having soma land which thay can call thair 

own. Whan tha outsida labourer comas in closa contact with tha simple 

paopla of thasa forast regions, this longing of thairs for land bacomas 

graad and obsession. Tha consaquancas ara disastrous for tha tribal paopla. 

Firstly tha outsiders ara abla to grab tha -land of local paopla on ona 

prataxt or tha othar. Secondly thay thamsalvas bagin to encroach upon 

the forast in collusion with the local officials who mostly come from 

their own regions. Aftar thay ara abla to gat soma agricultural land, 

thay laava tha jobs for which thay had come originally. In that situation 

a new sat of labourers has to be inducted from outside. In this way tha 

same old cycle starts one a again begining with tha arrival of paopla from 

outsida in search of work, grabbing of tribal or forast land and finally 

settling down permanently leaving the original work.

12.14 Thus there is a steady flow of migrants from outsida in tha tribal 

araas. Tha tribal paopla in tha process ara losing their lands. In this 

situation, tha tribal on his own part is also obliged to claar tha forast 

for preparing land for agriculture wharaver it is possible. Thus all types 

of activities in thasa areas hava tha same last affect, that is, clearing 

of forests. In this whola process unfortunately all activities, just 

short of the final act of destruction of forests, are considered to be 

an integral part of development. Nobody evan thinks about putting a questi

on mark on that process which is the root causa of destruction. The very 

same system, on account of whose depridations the tribal is forced to 

clear the forests and prepare land for cultivation, does not hesitate 

in striking mercilessly with another hand the very same helpless person 

and in awarding the severest punishment after triumphantly adjudging him 

an offender.

Adverse Consequences of Forests Becaning State Property

12.15 The process of establishment of plantations and industries on forast 

Land, which began during the British period is a direct consequence of 

|:he perceptions of the British Raj about forasts. Land and all natural 

resources including forests, according to them, were in the nature of 

jsroperty. Therefore, the forests in seme cases became private property 

jmd in seme others state property. Property is valued on two counts. First1- 

jf, property is valuable in itself. Therefore, its owner wants it to grew. 

I>ecmndly, property can also be a source of income. Therefore, after tha 

Forest became state property, the government started managing the forests 

tram its angle so that the forests may survive and flourish and may also
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yield incoma on a continuing basis. Unfortunately, this perspective was 

vary narrow. The interest of tha peopla depending on forasts for their 

living was completely overlooked and evan tha ordinary usas of forasts 

by tha paople cama to ba regarded an irritants. As more and more forasts 

wera rasarvad, as dascribed in datail earlier, tha gulf between tha forests 

and tha people became still more wide.

12.16 Having acquired absolute control over the forasts, tha government 

turned its attention to raising the income. Efforts ware made to explore 

possible markets for the forest produce to ensure that income continues 

to rise. Sleepers for railways, logs for ships, timber for construction 

of palatial houses, conditioning them for hot and cold weathers and fabulous 

furnishing with all sorts of wood items were some of tha examples. Besides 

in the wake of worldwide rising tide of consumerism, the demand for a 

variety of new commodities like papar, pulp and artificial fibre was also 

growing which led to indiscriminate exploitation of forests. In the obsess

ion for getting more income, nobody paid much attention to the extent 

of consequent degradation and destruction of forests. On tha contrary, 

rising income was considered to be a sign of progress for which everything 

could be sacrificed.

12.17 The greatest damage to forasts was done in the name of development 

of forest. The attention of planners while preparing developmental plana 

was always on economic returns irrespective of thair ostensible forma] 

stands in the public in that regard. Almost everywhere efforts were mada 

to take up plantations of such species, evan besides tea, coffee and suet 

like, which wSra economically useful. Natural forests ware cleared indiscr

iminately for that purpose. Not only the full potential of natural resour

ces was ignored in this process, but nobody even cared to pause and thin! 

about their utility for the local people. The coverage under natural 

forests was thus greatly reduced. Moreover, in their obsession for industri

alisation, as a solution to all the problems of the country, industrie; 

based on forest produce were given big concescious. No attention was pai< 

and knowingly so, to the fact that what could be considered as the contribu 

tion of the economic activity as such, in the input/output profile o: 

these forest-based industries and how much profit would be earned by the 

simply because the forests produce was being given at throw away prices 

In fact, tha forest-based industries harvested windfall profits literall 

by looting the forests in the nama of industry. It was this graad whic 

was responsible for proliferation of leases for forest-based industria 

and the industralists took full advantage of this situation.
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12.18 In thair graad to maximise tha gains, no ona botherad to taka nacass- 

ary measures so as to ansura that tha forasts on which thasa industries 

thrivad may also ramain and flurish. As forasts got daplatad in naarby 

locations of thasa astablishmants, thay grabbed forasts in othar araas. 

Thay had only ona purposa that tha industry should run and thair profits 

should risa. Iha vastad intarasts in tha systam bacama so powerful that 

avan establishment of raw nulls was takan as an industrial activity. Onca 

tha sawing-machina was covarad undar tha term industry, saw-mills bacama 

sacrad astablishmants which could not ba touched. Therefore, forasts contin

ued to ba claarad just to ansura that tha machines continued to run and 

tha workar behind than remained in job. Tha logic in this casa was lika 

the ona followad in tha argument such as 'the gal lew is thara, tha hangman 

is thara, tharafora thara has to ba a parson for being hangad1. Iha falling 

of forasts continues aven today in Andaman islands on tha strength of 

this argument in tha face of full knowledge of the fact that .once tropical 

forests ara finished it may take a thousand years for thair regeneration, 

and that too if at all that is possible. Moreover, whan ona spacia of 

traas becomes unavailable to thasa so-callad industries, which may have 

baan yielding high returns, they may start using seme othar species. The 

most deplorable situation has arisen in Andhra Pradesh where mango trees 

hava baan claar-fallad in many forast araas only for keeping the saw-mills 

running. This had vary adverse effect on tha nutrition of tha tribal paopla.

12.19 In tha same way, many industries have start ad using a large variety 

of woods with tha advances in technology. For example, in the beginning 

hard woods war a not much in usa. But now with tha coming of new techno

logy they can also ba usad by tha industry. In this way, tha development 

of transport and advances in technology hava both benefittad the indust

ries, but the forests have been destroyed. The paper industry in {articu

lar has been responsible for the wanton destruction of forests throughout 

the country.

|

12.20 As forasts bacama stata proparty, thair traditional relationship 

rith the community was snapped. Tharafora, tha full responsibility for 

srotaction and development of forasts fall on an outsida systam. Tha method 

)f working of a formal systam lika administration is antiraly different 

from the way of working of a community. All activities in such a systam 

pet routinised. Tharafora, not much personal interest can ba expected, 

jhara is another important thing about management of forests. Tha results

any systam of managamant in thair ordinarily can ba saen only in the 

long run. Tharafora, no categorical opinion can ba formed in the immediate 
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context whether a management systam is good or bad. Secondly, a formal 

systam is usually assessed on tha basis of statistics collected for that 

purpose, which can give quite a different impression than what obtains 

in the field. That is why, the degradation and destruction of forests 

was continuing before the satellite imagery became available while the 

situation according to the figures produced by the department was something 

quite different.

12.21 In contrast, the community has the benefit of experienced reality. 

Its experience is spread over ages. Therefore good and tad points of any 

practice get established through the test of time. But a formal systam 

can ignore all this, it can even deny it. Moreover, whether any action 

in a formal system is right or wrong, can be determined only within the 

frame of concerned laws and rules which may have nothing to do with its 

effects on the real situation.

12.22 There has been a gradual erosion of the sense of responsibility 

after independence with regard to the use of government property and commun

ity resources. Therefore, everyone uses them the way he likes. For example, 

the easiest way for a long time to help people facing crisis situations 

of any description and to settle them was to clear the forests and allot 

agricultural lands. This practice was responsible for large scale clearing 

of forests after partition for rehabilitation of displaced parsots in 

U.P., M.P. and Maharashtra. Similarly, land has also been provided after 

clearing of forests for settling people displaced by irrigation and other 

projects. Occasionally land was excised from forests even for meeting 

the need of growing agricultural population which was distributed to tha 

landless. In this milieu the political parties also did not see <uiy reason 

to remain behind others. While some political parties launched 'land grab 

movements' in some areas, some others gave a call for burning the forests. 

No other promise could be more valuable just before elections than that 

of allotment of land. In this way, forests were cleared, agricultural 

lands were distributed but no special attention was given to the long 

term solution of the economic problems of the people. Even today the tribal 

in a state of helplessness looks only at tha forests with a ray of hops 

in his eyes.

12.23 Heavy damage has also been inflicted on the forasts after indepen

dence in a frenzy of change and experimentation in their management. Ths 

j agirdars and zamindars indulged in wanton clearing of their private forests 

for the fear of government take over of forasts at any time and also ths 

uncertainty about the price or compensation which they might reciave!
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Thasa paopla wara kaan to make monay somehow or othar from tha forasts 

which ramainad with tham, for avan about thair futura thay wara not certain. 

In this atmosphere of uncertainty, avan small farmers converted thair 

assets in cash by felling trees on thair holding. On tha othar side, clever 

paople in tribal araas purchased tribal lands with good tree-stock or 

avan rich forast at throw away prices and got tham claarad.

12.24 Tha pressure of growing urban centres-sjnall and big-on tha forests 

has also baen quite haavy. Firstly, tha forasts wara claarad for establish

ment of habitations or extension of tha existing ones. Moreover, all growing 

townships affact tha forasts in two ways.Firstly, tha demand for fuel-wood 

increases with growing population. Secondly, urbanisation causes land 

alienation rendering tha indigenous paopla in these areas resourceless. 

They do not ordinarily gat any placa in tha naw systam. In this situation 

thay hava nowhere else to look for axe apt tha forests. Therefore, thay 

ara foread either to claar tha forast and prepare agricultural land or 

collect fira-wood from thara for making a living. As tha naarby forasts 

disappear, distant forasts coma under thair sway..

Transport Facilities and-Dastruction of Forests

12.25 Tha construction of roads in tha waka of development proved to 

ba the biggest causa of tha dastruction of forasts. VJhila good and still 

battar highways ara baing constructed ostensible for the development of 

tha area, all sorts of kachcha and pucca roads are being constructed for 

the economic exploitation of the forests thamsalvas. In either situation 

tha ramota forast araas become easily accessible to the outsiders for 

whom forests ara wilderness, fear son a and an aasy ground for quick success. 

These paopla neither have any emotional attachment with tha forests, nor 

are tha forasts essential for thair interests in the long run or over 

generations. It is new possible to operate faster and heavier vehicles 

on roads passing through forests. Therefore, many undesirable elements 

enter the forests as soon as roads ara constructed. Thase paople hava 

direct links with the modem systam, they are familiar with its functioning 

and also know how to get on with tha naferious deeds, notwithstanding 

stringent laws and rules.

12.26 On tha othar sida tha local community has no placa in tha modem 

systam. Thay even do not know which of the activities in the forests around 

tham ara in accordanca with tha law and which involve its violation. Their 

axparienca is that evan many wrong things ara being dona under the supervis

ion of govarnmant itsalf, may ba, in accordanca with tha rules. This was 

the case, for example, with plantation of teak, eucylyptus, and such like
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aftar claar falling of natural forasts or indiscriminate falling of forasts 

just for maating tha pressing demands of citias. Thasa activities hava 

resulted in almost wholesale destruction of forasts in many araas. Tharafor- 

e, thay hava no ground for making any suggestion or questioning tha actions 

of outsiders; in any case, thay do not hava any right to do so. In this 

situation, construction of roads has lad to indiscriminate felling in 

tha forasts. Tha departmental barriers hava remained ineffective in stopping 

illegal movement of forast produce. Today natural forests hava survived 

more or less only in thosa araas whara thara ara no roads. This claarly 

provas that tha final outcome of development in thasa araas is daplation 

and destruction of forasts.

Effect of Establishment of Forast Development Corporations

12.27 At a time whan pressure on forasts was gradually mounting, tha 

National Agricultural Commission considerad in dapth the question of protec

tion and development of forasts. Thair worry was that tha forasts wara 

baing exploited for raising stata ravenue but no significant investment 

was baing made for thair development. Tharafore, thay racorrmended establish

ment of Forasts Development Corporations with a view to attract investment 

from financial institutions for tha development of forests. In this way, 

it was expected that a new beginning will ba mada in forestry whara plans 

for thair development could be made purely on input-output considerations. 

Howavar, tha issua was not simple. Firstly, tha acanomic plantations propos

ed by thasa Corporations ware not, in a raal sense forasts. Secondly, 

sinca tha operations of these Corporations wera wholly commercial, tha 

alienation of tha local community bacame still more'pronounced. Therefore, 

tha affact in many araas unfortunately avan in this case was just tha 

opposite. Instead of preparing plans for improving dagradad forests with 

higher investments, tha Stata governments purposely handed over good forests 

to Forast Development Corporations. The objactive was to take tham out 

of tha constraints of forestry working plans so that the government could 

raise its income through the Corporation by working them out of turn. 

So far as the question of mobilising financial resources from banks for 

forestry was concamad, thara was not much success. In many areas extentive 

natural forasts ware clear felled for setting up new plantations. But 

these areas became disolted after forasts ware ramoved, neither naw plantat

ions cama up nor natural forests were reganarated.

Commarcialisation of Relationship between Forests and Tribal

12.28 The greatest damage to forests has been caused becausa of tha inten

tional disregard of tha intimate relationship batwaan tha forasts and 

tha local community and tha incassent affort to substitute it by market
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relationship. This aspect has not claimed due attention so far. Many of 

the sensitive officers/managers are aware about the implications. But 

they are also helpless since thay ara caught in the rigid mould of formal 

systam. They are obliged to bear with tha dissonance in the local situation 

with all its consequence. The loss due to forast firas is most alarming. 

Tha people earlier baliaved that forests belonged to than. Tharafora, 

the moment fire was noticed, everyone in the villaga and tha neighbourhood 

rushed and joined hands to extinguish it. Tha paopla were vigilant, lest 

forest fire may break because of somebody's naglienca. But now whan all 

relationships ara being fomalisad any appeal to the tradition and informal 

relationships in relation to a single aspect such as protaction of forasts 

against fire is rather incongruous. When paopla ara not allowed to antar 

tha forests even for collecting laavas and flowars, than with what faca 

can the administration seek thair assistance in any form for its protection? 

When some halp, if at all, is commanded through coersion, it cannot ba 

affective. After all, if formality has to be observed thera ara hundred 

ways to do so without any real contribution.

12.29 It is obvious that no formal system can ba effective in protecting 

forests from fires in an extensive area. Tha damage to forasts is not 

merely due to accidental fires, but much of it can be tracad to careless

ness and lack of understanding on tha part of tha paopla. For axampla, 

burning of dry leaves for picking up 'mahua' and use of fire for dacoating 

sal seeds'are also responsible for many forest fires. Whatever may be 

the reason, her a is an unfortunate situation-while the forests ara getting 

destroyed due to fire, the administration has remained satisfied by alluding 

to seme formal reasons such as what can thay do in the face of inadequate 

financial provision for fire protection? Sometimes officers put the blame 

on the tribal. In any casa, irrespective of tha axtant of the damage to 

tha forests the officers get absolved of their responsibility on one count 

or the other.

12.30 There are many othar ill effects of tha lack of partnership of 

the community in tha management of forests. For example, there ara many 

items of forest produce which did not hava any canrcnarcial usa and, therefor

e, no ona bothered about them. But whan soma naw usa of commodity is discov

ered it acquires a price which may rise. In such a situation, traders 

try to maximise its collection just for making a quick buck. The local 

community has no control over the market and local collection. Therefore, 

each individual in tha locality wants to maximise his earning with minimum
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affort. Tha outsiders may ecouraga tha tribal avan to indulge in soma

wrong practices and if necessary, they may also stand behind him and give

necessary support and protection. By the time the people realise that 

they had baen digging thair own grave, the damage would have baen dene.

12.31 A larga variety of medicinal plants ara vanishing frcm forests 

just because sane people are keen on making big profit. Similarly, many 

useful tress have also disappeared. The destruction of chir forests in 

the process of collecting terpentine in Uttarkhand is well known. Similarly 

great damage has been done to sal trees for extracting dhup and gum. It 

is not surprising if a tribal, who does not understand the leng term impli

cations, fells a big sal tree just to pluck a couple of bunches of kosa 

cacoons, which may perhaps fetch him just 2 rupees in the market. Recently, 

a commercial firm started purchase of even small aonla fruits found in 

many forests for preparation of chyavanprash at a high prica. The paople, 

instead of taking the trouble of plucking small aonla fruits from tall 

trees either directly from the ground or by climbing the tree or by adopting 

some other device, resorted to the easiest course of simply falling tha 

trae. In thair anxiety to maximise their collection with as little effort 

as possible

innumerable aonla trees hava baen felled in the forests of Garhchiroli 

and Bastar. In some cases, the aonla tree has disappeared from the forests 

in a single yaar. Similarly, because of good price of 'tandu* leave this 

year (1989) in many areas of Madhya Pradesh, the 'tendu' trees themselves 

hava baen felled, because of which it is feared that production of 'tendu' 

leaves in the caning years may decline sharply.

12.32 Another sad example of commercialisation and lack of understanding 

relates to tha working of sal forests. Sal is associated with the whole 

life of an ordinary tribal and also his culture. Every part of sal is 

valuable to him. The tribal people used to extract the oil frcm sal seeds 

in their own way, which however had its own limitations. But the sal seed 

acquired a commercial value with the naw technique of solvent extraction. 

Since sal seed now fetches good price, people try to collect as much as 

possible. The entire area under sal trees is now swept and seeds are 

collected in the form of big heaps. In the process, not even sufficient 

seeds are left on the ground for regeneration. The 'sal' seeds are decoated 

by burning them at the place of coll action itself. This causes great damage 

to the forests through fires which is not accounted for anywhere. In sum, 

even while a formal systam may operate ostensibly for the good of tha 

tribal people, while the industry may earn a good profit from its operation

s, tha tribal also a a m  a bit but the forast may be das troy ad. Thus, the
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tribal himsalf doas a graat damaga to his own waif ara in tha long run. 

Tha basic lacuna in tha prasant situation is that individual intarast 

has acquired primacy. Tha formal systam is unabla to pravant tha loss 

on that count. In this situation tha only way to ansura that tha individual 

intarast and tha community intarast do not clash and thay ramain in har

mony, is to antrust tha ccmmunity with tha management of forasts. Otharwisa, 

with axclusiva ralianca on formal checks and markat forcas destruction 

of community proparty is inavitabla.

Entitlamant ovar Mahua?

12.33 Tha antitlamant of tha local paopla has not baan ignorad only in 

tha casa of reservation of forasts. Tha stata and tha administration 

in tha faca of othar powerful intarasts hava ignorad it in many othar 

casas as wall. An axtramaly ragrattabla casa of this ganara is from Rajasth

an which concarns mahua traas. Whan Jagirs wara abolished in Rajasthan, 

forestry was kept outsida the ambit of Jagirs. Tha main purpose of this 

exclusion was that in casa a iagirdar had raised' fruit bearing traas, 

than it would ramain with him. Sinca mahua is a fruit bearing trea, thase 

traes wara also included in that axcaption. It was forgotten that mahua 

grows wild and is lika many othar fruit baaring traes in tha forests from 

which tha tribal people dariva thair subsistence. Tha Jagirdars continue 

to have a hold on mahua traas in extensive areas of Rajasthan even now 

because of a wrong premisa about fruit traas in tha law. Tha Jagirdars 

are imposing a levy on the people for picking mahua ̂ from tha forasts. 

That is not all. They can aven cut thesa fruit traes without any considerat

ion of its effect on tha tribal economy. In a similar fashion, old faudal 

lords continue to exercise control over fruit bearing trees in forests 

in Madhya Pradash and in many othar States which is blatantly unjust.

The 111-Effects on Forests due to Backlash of Development on the 

Tribal Peopla

12.34 Ordinarily it could be expected that as in the case of othar people, 

tha dependence of the tribal peopla on forests would decrease as the pace 

of their development quickens and to that extent, the direct burden of 

their needs on the forests would dacraasa. Wa hava already saan the ill 

effects of the regional development programmes taken up in the tribal 

araas as a part of our national development effort. But it is ragrattad 

that aven programmes taken up specifically for the development of the 

tribal paopla in the tribal areas hava had adverse effect on the tribal 

economy because of which tha pressure on forest has not decreased but 

has increased. What has happened is that while preparing programmes of 

tribal development the socio-economic situation of tha tribal paopla has
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not baan kept in view. Tharafora, to a large extant, tha expactad banafits 

did not accrua to the tribal paopla. Instaad in many casas, development 

has had grava adverse consequences for them.

12.35 Tha tribal people are in particular facing severe backlash of deve

lopment on account of big and medium irrigation projects taken up in the 

tribal areas. The agronomical practices relating to irrigated agricul

tura and dry agricultura particularly in tha tribal areas, are totally 

different. Irrigated agriculture not only requires mastering of new tech

niques, but an entirely new way of life. The people do get soma benefit 

in those cases where small irrigation projects are taken up or where vary 

small tanks and irrigation wells are constructed. The main reason is that 

the pace of change in the case of small schemes is not very fast. It is 

not as though the tribal people have not been adversely affected in all 

cases where small irrigation schemes hava been taken up. But the damage 

has not baan extensive. There are some benefits as well. But in contrast 

wherever big and medium irrigation projects are taken, tha paca of change 

is very very fast, all lands in the command of these projects became highly 

valuable all of a sudden. But all the tribal people are not able to cope 

up with the change. In th^s situation they are not able to take advantage 

of irrigation.

12.36 That is not all. There is yet another adverse effect of big pro

jects. The new opportunities, which are likely to arise from big projects 

get known in a large area, which attract a large number of people from 

all over and there is a sudden influx. The saddest example is from Koraput, 

where a number of big irrigation projects have been taken up. In the first 

instance these projects caused displacement of some tribal people in the 

ordinary course. But a much bigger displacement started afterwards whan 

irrigation water became available after the projects were completed. The 

irony was that tha tribal people were forced to leave their hones even 

in the corrmand areas because they were not able to manage their irrigated 

lands. In this way, they were adversely affected on both counts. And find

ing no other alternative, they moved into forests as they have been doing 

through the ages.

12.37 It is necessary at this stage to state yet another fact. The use 

of machines associated with agricultural development at the national level 

has also had a very adverse effect on the tribal areas. It is still conti

nuing- The smaller farmers in the advance areas are surrendering their 

lands in favour of bigger farmers as thair own operations in smaller holdin
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gs are becoming uneconomical. Thasa lands ara cultivated by bigger fanners 

with tractors. In this way big farms are getting established in many araas 

which is considered as a sign of progress. But many of the smaller farmers 

in thair turn ara moving out with cash in hand to the backward araas, 

particularly to those araas where the most innocent tribal paopla liva. 

The tribal still has extensive lands in many cases whosa value he does 

not know and which ha cannot optimally use when viawed in the context 

of present day techniques. And thasa paople frcm advanced araas start 

grabbing their lands in some case by the usa of money power and in others 

through other devices. The establishment of big farms in the tribal araas 

after independence is the end product of this process. Tor example, in 

Sonbhadra district of UP outsiders have taken advantage of the local situat

ion and established big farms of thousands of acres. Everyone is maintaining 

a studied silence about tha questions as to 'where have tha tribal paople 

subsisting on these lands gone?' and, also 'if the same trend continues, 

where will tha tribal people finally go?' The option of the tribal caught 

in such a situation is quite clear. Preparing naw agricultural lands in 

the forest around for making a living, appears to ba his dastiny; ha is 

rather helpless in this matter. This is yet another aspect of mechanisation 

of agriculture in our national economy, whose full brunt is being borne 

by the tribal people, which has gone unnoticed parhaps on purpose. Tha 

truth is that this is not baing aven mentioned simply because evan if 

it may not affect the vestad interests, they should not hava avan tha 

odium of such inconvenient facts.

Degrading Forests, Tottering Economic Base and Choicelass Tribal

12.38 In this way, whatever happens in the forest areas finally has only 

one end-result both for the forests and the tribal people, that is, the 

forests get depleted and the basis of tribal life gets erodad. As resourc

es are becoming scarce, the pace of their erosion is becoming faster. 

As the tribal has no other alternative, he has to use whatever he has 

more intensively which, in its turn, means still faster depletion of resour

ces.

12.39 There is one more thing. It is natural that the tribal selects 

better lands in tha forast for his agriculture. But as the pressure on 

forests has grown over the period good lands fit for agriculture ara no 

longar available. Yet so far as the tribal is concerned extension of 

agriculture is inevitable. Therefore, he cultivates whatever land is availa

ble, be it of light texture, undulating or hilly. Thasa lands do not serve 

for long. Tha arosion of soil becomes more intense with felling of trees; 

and the productivity of land is drastically reduced in dua course. The 
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situation in many araas ha3 bacoma so tad that aven large fields ara 

unabla to provide bara subsistanca to tha paopla. On tha othar hand, 

avan fruits, roots and othar minor forast produce ara no longer available 

because of the reduction in the araa undar forasts. Iha dependence of 

tha tribal on the forasts is not kapt in view in the modem management 

practices of forasts. Therefore, avan if thara may ba good forasts of 

taak or eucalyptus in an araa it may hava no usa for tha tribal people.

12.40 In this situation, tha tribal has only two alternatives for making 

a living. Sana of them laava thair placa and go out for work. These peopla 

return only during tha agricultural season. Others who do not go out or 

cannot go out, hava to look around locally whara tha forasts ara their 

only support. Thay collect whatever thay gat in tha forast and scmehcw 

maka a living through the sale of forast produca in tha market. In a numbar 

of araas lika Jhabua in MP, Pratapgarh in Rajasthan and Kalahandi in Orissa, 

tha main occupation of the paopla is collection of fuel wood from the

naarby forasts and its sala in the market. Restrictions can have no effect
1

whatsoever on a parson whosa concern is sanehcw to make for the evening 

maal. Aftar all what is tha way out for him? Ha may dia of hunger or 

gat killed by a bullet. In fact, tha local officials and also sans senior 

officers understand tha stata of his helplessness. Thay do not ordinarily 

cane in his way of eking out a living like this.

12.41 One is filled with a sense of ramorse even as one hears what tha 

tribal is forced to do and what devices he uses in a state of utter helples

sness in his raw struggle for life. In sane areas, his routine is that 

he cuts wood in tha forest across the river in moon-light nights and then

somehow brings the bundle to the other shore pushing the sama all through
l

tha strong current in the daad of the night. In soma araas, he prefers 

the safety of darkness of moonless nights and follows footpaths in tha 

wilderness before he dares to touch the edge of a sleepy town. In sane 

places, he has beoane a bit more bold; he stops the train in tha midst 

of forasts, parchas on its roof with bundles of wood and travels in 'styla' 

to the nearby town. In sane placas, ha may have to walk for 3 days or 

mora with bundles of wood hanging on his shoulder before he can unload 

that burden. Ha considers himself lucky if, after taking all these risks, 

he gets rupees threa or four for aach day of hard work, which for this 

purpose is twenty four hours long.

12.42 It is not that government officials charged with the responsibi

lity of protection of forests are not aware of these happenings. Thay 

know all the tricks which the tribal adopts, but they also aware about
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his halplassna«?s. Soma of than ara on tha look out for him. Thay may also 

challanga him or intercept him on tha way. Tha mattar mostly is sattlad 

on payment of small amounts. But if checking is mora strict, ha somahcw 

tries to flae leaving tha bundle aside for fear of jail or physical thrashi

ng -hungry and thirsty, looking around with scarad ayas-in search of ona 

more chance to bring yet another bundle of fire wood, from the same vary 

place, following the same vary rout a, hoping against hopa, naxt tima ha 

may hava a batter luck and might escapa the vigil of those draaded 'denizen

s'. But occasionally a limit may ba raached. In that situation, he may 

be forced to raise his axe or take up his bow & arrow in dafance of his 

living, for quenching the burning fire in his bailey. And what could be 

the result no one knows blood-bath, jail, torture or perhaps an open revolt.

12.43 Tha clevar paopla in these areas ara constantly watching this chain 

of events. These people understand very well the compulsions of the tribal 

people and work out stratagems for taking full advantage of that situation. 

When tha tribal brings fual-wood from the forest he has to sell it at 

a throw away price. Everyone knows hs doas not gat evan due wage of his 

labour input. If ha can earn in this way even today a rupee or two per 

diem, he would thank his stars. Who is tha winner after all in this game 

is what we have to consider her;e? .The real winners ara obviously city-dwal- 

lars who get thair fuel-wood from forast frea without paying evan for 

its transportation in full. The tribal on tha othar sida, carries the 

cross of theft, facas tha risk of jail and beating, rushing with a back-bre

aking load on his head through tha darknass of moonless nights or scorching 

sun which all together do not yiald him even rupees two a day. It is not 

sufficient, evan for a full meal of his family. Tharafora ha has to work 

still harder, bring seme more vrood, and so on. The damage to forests*
thus becomes manifold. Whan dead wood is axhausad, ha cuts tha branchas 

of green trees in the forest or avan girdles thair stains so that the tree 

may die and he can legitimately coll act tha 'real' dead wood from thara 

later sometime.

12.44 The unscruplous elements taka full advantage of this situation. 

They encouraged him to cut timber trees with lure of larger gain. Thara 

ara two consequences. Firstly, whan tha tribal cuts a timber tree gats 

more money with less effort compared to what ha gets by collecting fire

wood. Secondly, ha is saved the botheration of dealing with forasts officia

ls. The tribal may get rupees tan - instead of two but the criminals may 

make a neat profit of hundreds or thousands of rupaas in such deals. This 

is not all. When tribal fells a timber tree for making a quick buck, ha 

is raady to take any risk. In this situation, it is the tribal who is
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caught and has to undergo jail santenca. Tha raal culprit goas scot fraa.

12.45 In a numbar of casas, govarnmant officials themselves, in collusion 

with traders, avan fix thair shara in this nefarious business. And thara 

ara no problems sinca everyone is a gainer. That is not all. Whan such 

indiscriminate loot of forests is in vogue, even sccne of the unemployed 

youth from tha neighbouring towns may join tha racket - they carry valuable 

timber as fuel-wood on their bicycle carriers and earn rupaas fifty or 

hundred per day. Similarly, in many areas charcoal making is being done 

deep in tha forests. Even in this business, tha tribal gats baraly a coupla 

of rupaas while tha forast is devastated and some paopla bacoma millionna- 

iras/multi-millionnaires ovamight.

12.46 Today tha situation is that in many araas thara is no forast left. 

For sxample, the entire area around Udaipur in Rajasthan is totally deso

late. New that there are no trees, the tribal is digging the roots and 

taking tham directly as fual-wood to the market or makes charcoal and 

is somehow making a living through its sale. He does not know what will 

happen aftar this is also exhausted? In this way, the destruction of forests 

not only has adverse effect on tha environment but the very life-support 

systam of tha tribal people thamsalves has baan destroyed.

12.47 Whan wa consider both tha internal as wall as the external pressures 

on forest, one thing is clear. Wheraas tha damage to forast on account 

of internal pressure of growing population cannot be daniad, ncwhara in 

tha country the "forests have not been destroyed all of a suddan on account 

of internal prassura; suddan dastruction is not possible on this account. 

The damage to forasts because of internal prassura is invariably a long 

tgrm procsss. But tha nature of external pressure is antiraly qliffarant- 

Tha intensity of such pressure in the limited context of an araa can become 

so large that the forest can get destroyed under its shadow dn no tima. 

Nevertheless, such damonic external pressures either ara justified in 

the nama of davalopmant or may be givan tha cover of high principles, 

or they may be just ignored bacausa of vastad interests - political or 

personal. Therefore, whenever there is any talk about dastruction of forasts 

tha centre of discussion is always one, that is, the tribal. Tha entire 

blame is put on him, disregarding everything else. In this miliau, tha 

government is satisfied by placing some more restrictions on him and thinks 

that it has done its duty - for the protaction and also the davalopmant 

of forasts.
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12.48 Not much purposa has baan sarvad by rastrictions imposed on tha 

activitias of tha tribal paopla - nor can thay sarva any purposa in futura. 

Whatever tha tribal is doing is for maating his basic naads; thay do not 

comprise avan most alamantary comforts of modern timas. Moraoavar tha 

most important point in this contaxt is that so long as thara is no conso- 

nanca in tha perception of tha community and tha systam, tha possibility 

of any chack by tha systam on tha individual is bound to remain negligible. 

Tha tribal community is still a living functional entity. Therefora, what

ever an individual member of that community is doing has its tacit approval, 

if not conscious and considered support. Therefore, tha checks imposed 

by tha systam in tha face of such social approval are bound to be ineffect

ive.

12.49 But the saddest part of the story is that the reality of direct 

and affective relationship between the community and the forest in the 

araa is denied by not working in association with the people, may the 

vary existence of tha community itself is thereby ignored. The system 

parciavas tha forast as property of the Stata; therefore the community 

has nothing to do with it. But the state-ownership of forests can have 

10 meaning unless there is ( a system of adequate and effective control, 

kny type of formal control by itself in an extensive and inaccessible 

region cannot be adequate and effective. A variety of attempts hava been 

nade so far to bring the management of forests under the effective control 

of state and to systematise the same. In this process the official machinery 

has grown phenomenally. BUt looking to the extant of forests, even as 

they ara today, this manpower is insignificant. And any further addition 

to tha establishment cannot bring about any qualitative change in the 

situation.

12.50 The forests, therefore, have become like a public property, which 

has no caretaker Bind, if there is one, he is far away from the scene incapa

ble of playing an important role. Therefore, this public property is being 

usad by anyona and everyone tha way he likes to serve his personal interest.

12.51 Sometimes, tha local community can also behave in an irresponsible 

way. This can happan for a variety of reasons. In the absence of a clear 

role of the community, any kind of check on irresponsible behaviour of 

its individual members is not possible. A very regrettable example of 

irresponsible action is from Purulia district of West Bengal. In some 

areas, a sort of 'jungle loot1 is on for sometime in a planned manner. 

Ihe peopla of a village decide about the data and time for looting a partic

ular pi ace of forest. All of tham then gather at that spot on appointed



tima and clear tha antira forast. Each ona of them cuts as many trsss 

as ha can raanaga and carries away tha logs for sale in tha open markat. 

No ona is botharad about tha futura or a van about thosa who may happan 

to ba antiraly dependant on that forast. Each ona in tha villaga, particula

rly tha strong amongst tham, gat soma immadiata banafit out of this loot. 

But in that procass tha forast is totally destroyed and tha lifa-support 

of tha paopla dapanding on tham for thair living is shattarad.

12.52 Evan though thara ara soma axantplas of irresponsible bahaviour 

lika this in scma areas, it still holds in ganaral that tha tribal has 

a sansa of involvement in tha forasts. Wharevar ha claars a forast, ha 

doas so in state of utter halplassnass, that too just for making a bar a 

living. But tha attituda of othar paopla is quite different. Thay indulge 

in ruthless destruction sometimes in tha nama of davalopnant or just for 

making quick profit in which tha tribal is either complataly ignored 

or he is usad as an instrument. The tribal community understands this. 

But firstly thay ara overwhelmed fey a sence of helplessness because there 

is no othar choice. Secondly, which is most important, hew can tha community 

faal responsible if thay hava no role to play and nobody listans to tham. 

If thay take initiation, it may be frustrated or givan a wrong turn. For 

example, in Banswara when the people in a villaga triad to ramove tha 

encroachment of a particular person from land deep in the forast, than 

they were questioned by the local administration itself as to undar what 

authority thay ware doing so. 'Are you a DPO?' was the sarcastic posar. 

Whan thay parsistad in thair effort, they were declared as Naxals.

12.53 The Chipko Andolan was started in Uttarkhand with the objective 

of not allowing felling of trees in the Himalayan range. It has baan acclai

med through out tha world. But inspite of that fact, tha government policy 

of working of forast and its management has not registered any change. 

In fact, othar interests groups proved to ba mora strong. Whan paopla 

in Banswara, Khammam and Bastar bacama awara and also got concerned about 

the bad state of forasts in thair raspactiva araas and thought of replanting 

tha area for meeting their local requirements, their plantations were 

formally declared to ba encroachments on forast land. And tha department 

went to the extent of felling the trees planted by the people for 'removing 

that encroachment1. When people in Khammam challenged departmental officers 

with lagal action against them for falling tha trees which is prohibited 

under the law, only then the action initation for clearing the encroachment 

by removing "illagal trees" was stopped. This is blasphemous. Yet tha 

action is sought to ba rationalised. The plaa put forward by the forest
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department is that paopla may plant tha traas today, but what is tha guaran

tee that tomorrow thay will not staka thair claim of ownership on tha 

sama land? Theraf ora, it becomes nacassary to fall "illegal traas" for 

protecting forest land from the people.

12.54 In this way on tha ona hand, thara is almost opan loot of forasts 

like uncar ad public proparty, but on tha other hand, distrust about the 

local community is so high that their antry in tha forest or avan plant

ing of traes by tham on traaless forast lands is treated was an offanca. 

It is on account of this lack of paopla's involvement and distrust that 

the condition of forasts is continually deteriorating, the basis of the 

paopla's lifa is becoming increasingly precarious, thara is increasing 

reliance on law and formal management systems for its development which 

cannot claim much success simply because tha basic anomalies have not 

been remdved.

Experiments of Partnership of Tribal Paople

(A) Forest labour Oooperative Societies

12.55 The occupation of forests by the British government was denounced 

during the freedom struggle and the right of the forest-dwellers on those 

resources for making a living was unequivocally accepted in principle 

by the leadership. It was under this basic premise that an important 

experiment in the management of forests in the form of Forest Labour Cooper

ative Societies. Such initiatives were taken in many states. But this 

movement became quite prominent only in Maharashtra and Gujarat. Under 

this scheme the cooperative societies were given contracts for working 

of forests. They were given a share of about 20% in the net profit. In 

the beginning these societies worked with great enthusiasm. A variety 

of irregularities in the working of forests on account the presence of 

contractors were also successfully stamped out. The forestry labourers 

not only got due wages but they also received good bonus. The biggest 

benefit of this experiment was the rise of local leadership.

12.56 But this ideal system could not continue for long. Firstly, the 

functioning of societies gradually got routinised. Secondly, these socie

ties acquired an identity of their own as distinct frcm the tribal labourar- 

s. A new class of managers emerged. In this process tha main objective 

of these societies became maximisation of profit. The easiest way for 

achieving this was to economise on wages. The labourers from Dang in Gujara

t, recently (1988) presented to me a number of complaints in the presence 

of society-managers which included, besides bungling in bonus, the most
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regrettable fact of non-payment of minimum wages. Thara cannot ba a worse 

and more blatant example of alienation of labourers from management.

12.57 Like most other experiments in the country, in this casa also tha 

routine of formal processes became primary while tha spirit of tha scheme 

got largely ignored. The experiment lost its dynamism. On tha othar hand, 

with the decline in the area under forests and greater concern for environm

ent protection, the conventional forestry work which could be assigned 

to these cooperatives was also gradually reduced. The membership of societ

ies, therefore, became like a privilege, which came to be misused. Tha 

biggest adverse consequence was that these institutions lost their moral 

authority and became dependent on the favour of government.

12.58 On the other hand, after the establishment of Forest Development 

Corporations, many Corporations started the practice of working of forasts 

directly undar their own supervision. According to them, there was soma 

justification for assigning forestry work to cooperatives whan tha gene

ral practice was to work through contractors* But even these Societies, 

in a way, wara functioning like contractors with the only difference that 

they could claim a share in the profit. When the Corporation itself was 

to work on its own where was the need for bringing in a contractor ofj 

any description whatsoever? The policy about sharing of profit with tha 

Labour Cooperative in Maharashtra has been changed significantly which 

is against the spirit of the original scheme.

12.59 The important experiment of Forests Labour Cooperative Societies 

remained circumscribed merely to partnership in working of the forasts. 

The labourers did get some benefits. But the basic idea of partnership 

in full management of forests remained unattended. If efforts were made 

to seek partnerships of the local people in the maintenance and develop

ment of forests, after the contractors ware removed from its working, 

a relationship of mutual trust and well-being instead of deep distrust, 

which is prevailing now, would hava been engendered between the tribal 

people and the forest managers, which would have served all interests 

wall.

(B) The Arabari Experiment of West Bengal

12.60 A good experiment of partnership between the administration ami 

the people is from West Bengal which is worth mentioning. The local officia

ls decided to protect the forests with the help of local people in Arabari, 

a village in Midnapur. The officers promised that if the people accept 

the responsibility of protecting the forest, they will be treated as ■< 

partner and will ba entitled to a share in the income from that forast 

Success in an arrangement based on mutual understanding was natural an
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conclusion. This experiment was extended gradually, to other 

and tha results have been quita good. Tha most important aspact 

3Xparimant was that tha whola arrangement was informal in which 

ibility was antiraly with tha local community and no ona alsa, 

tha villaga haadman or officials, could intarfara. Tha first 

in this axparimant howavar arosa whan tha forasts bacama raady 

for tha first tima. Thar a was no writtan agr aama.it batwaan 

» and tha administration. Thara wara no formal govarnmant ordars 

to this partnarship in managamant and sharing of profit. Whan 

this villaga, a dabata was raging batwaan tha paopla and tha 

about tha intarpratation of sharing of profit. Tha officials 

that thssy hava racommandad to tha govarnmant for allowing ona-fifth 

•to bs pass ad on to tha paopla. But tha paopla fait diffarantly. 

to than, raal partnarship should anvisaga full aquality of 

in all mattars. Tfta local officials wara unabla to giva a satisf- 

raply to this simpla logic. But thay could also not promise anything 

thsy wara not confidant about govarnmant's raaction to a 50% share.

It is hare that tha ill affacts of the difference in the percep-
\

Of tha govarnmant and the people and the tendency to treat basic 

concerning the life of the people in purely formal and legal 

bacons clear. It is well-known that the protection of forests through 

system in these areas is not possible. I hava already mentioned 

practice of 'jungle -loot' earlier in same areas, against which 

tion is helpless. It is not at all in a position to protect 

. Tha most important question and also the base objective of 

of forasts is its regeneration and betterment. Tha income from 

cannot ba assigned even a second place in this scheme; it has 

*^3^ as incidental. If a local community succeeds in protecting 

in its neighbourhood, in that case even if the entire a income 

th® community, the state does not stand to lose. Whatever incane 

^ to accrue in this case, has become possible only because of 

of tha people. And if the people once realise that forasts 

of thair economic system, they will be keen to maintain them 

tham for all times to come. Yes, one caution, however will 

Isst vested interests, taking advantage of the local situation,

. #ctivs and destroy the forest by luring the people to make quick 

tha long-term interests of tha community. If the conmunity 

that tha final decision about the forest is thair's, tha possibili- 

Wron9 decisions will be quite remote. But in tha system today 

^  that tha possibility of a person literally cutting the branch
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on which he may be sitting, cannot be fully ruled out. But suitable m* 11 

can ba deviced by tha administration to meat such contingencies. ^

12.62 It appaarad in tha beginning tha state government might aqr»a 

the principle of equal share for tha local community. But according 

the Government ordar of 15-8-39, tha share of the people in tha prg^ 

hals been fixed at one-fourth which, in my view, is not fair. Bforaoevgp 

schema of partnarship in this order has now been given a fully f o ^  

frama. Forest Protection Oommittees hava been constituted at tha vil^ 

level. These Committees comprise seme member of the village commune 

a mambar of the Mandal and an official of tha Forest Dept. Tha famo 

arrangement, on tha face of it, appears to be in ordar. But it is antir- 

ely different in a sense from the earlier informal system. In tha aarliaj 

system, the full authority, albait informal, was with the village comm, 

nity, which was raspacted by tha forest officers. The people not only 
knew this, but had dir act experience that it was their own decision in 
all matters concerning maintenance of forests that was final and nothing 

could be done without their consent. Their consent was the foundation 
of the participative management. Now a formal system has replaced this 
informal system. Tha decision-making power now vests in a Ooranittaa which 
includes some elements from outside the village ccsrcnunity also. It i3 
possible that this Conntittei; may also act vi^l y *nd succeed in maintananca 

and enrichment of forests. But the possibility that the decision of tha 
Committee in the new system could also sometimes go against the wishaa 
of the village community cannot be rulad out. Hie village community hav: 
no right to prevail upon the Oommittea to accept their decision. In thi 
situation, the village community cannot wield moral pressure on tha anti 
system and this Committee by itself may not suqcaad in discharging 

grave responsibility. In my view, the responsibility of the village communi 

ty in matters concerning maintenance and development of forests is cruci 
and this responsibility must be entrusted to the people. Ttiis is 

by the 20 years long experience of West Bengal. Ttia Forest Manag 

Committee should be made responsible to the Village Council. Some 

from outside tha village could also be included in thasa Carmittees, 

they should be only advisors and not full members. The village cannuru 

must realise that the final decision will always ba thair's and thai* 

alone.

(C) Social Forestry 

12.63 A major programme, with a clear objective of evolving a sys* 

for participation of the local community in the management and dev3lc 

mant of forests resources, was started in the seventies. A distinguiS'



[iaaturs of this programme was that tha ground reality of dapandanca of 

leopla on forasts for thair day-to-day requirements was accepted. But 

:hara is yat anothar ground raality that if tha prassura on forasts continu- 

is as it is, thay will vanish in not so distant a futura. And this prassura 

sannot dacraasa if altarnativa arrangamants ara not mada for maating paopla- 

s raquiramants. Tha programme of Social Forestry was praparad in this 

tackground. Naw plantations and improvement of tha dagradad forasts\ outsida 

;ha rasarvad forasts with tha halp of tha paopla for maating thair day-to-d- 

ly naads was envisaged in this programma. Thus, it was axpactad that in 

lua ooursa all tha daily naads of tha paopla, such as firewood, bamboo 

ind pola3 for construction of thair dwelling, timber for implements grazing, 

^tc., will ba takan cara of fully by social forestry. Tharafora, thara 

frill ba no prassura of population on rasarvad forasts after sometime.

|2.64 This idaa, on the faca of it, appaars to ba quita alright. But 

j.t has a deep implication. In the new schama, the management of reserved 

forests will continue as usual. Therefore one view about the new formula

tion can be that in futura tha reserved forasts will not be usad to meet 

[he requirements of the local paopla, instaad thay will ba exclusively 

|isad to meat tha needs of the organised sactor. Thus two entirely different 

irrangaments sure envisaged in the managamant of forasts in tha country- 

:he reserved forests for the modem sector and social forestry for the 

.ocal community. This decision was not only unfortunate as a principle 

>ut was not in order even on practical considerations. A task cannot be 

:akan to hava baen accomplished merely by formulation of a scheme. But 

dth the coming of social forestry programmes, the managamant of rasarvad 

iorests was gradually tightened up. Thera ware increasing restrictions 

n  meeting the neads of tha people from them. The peopla who hava baan 

lepandant traditionally on tha reserved forests for meeting thair daily 

■aquiramants cannot be separated from them, all of a sudden. Therefore, 

he new arrangement everywhere has lad to a state of confrontation on 

he ground.

2.65 Moraoaver, eventhough the formality of associating the people in 

Ihe social forestry programmes was observed, tha reality was quite differen- 

U  The programmes were axacuted through local institutions. But a formal 

|>anchayat Samiti is not a synonym of tha common man. Tharafora, firstly 

host of the social forestry programmes wara not formulated in accordance 

Ifith the local needs. Secondly, due consideration was not given to tha 

Ijpinion of tha peopla. Lastly, social forestry programmes in many casas 

jras arbitrarily takan up on agricultural and pasture lands without any
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consideration for tha reaction of tha paopla. Thus, tha ordinary paopla 

did not davalop a closa relationship with tha social forestry programmes. 

Tha rasult was that as soon as a paopla ancountarad any problam on account 

of social forestry, thay avan uprootad tha plants if thay got an opportunity 

without any regard for tha long-tarm objective and raoccupiad tha land. 

Thus, it cannot be claimed that social forestry programme so far has record

ed significant success.

12.66 The idea of setting asida tha rasarvad forasts exclusively for 

meeting the requirements of the modem sector has bean in tha air for 

tha last two decades. But the need for a basic change in the concept about 

forests themselves has also arisen in the maan time in the context of 

deteriorating condition of environment. Ever since tha British established 

their control over forasts, forestry programme became a synonym of economic

ally useful plantations. Everywhere economically useful trees were planted 

after clearing rich natural forestsj The tribal paople have bean opposing 

this policy from the very beginning. The natural forests met all their 

needs, every plant was valuable to the people. But it was not necessarily 

valuable to the state. Similarly, the trees which were planted by thaj 

government were not only useless for the people, but in some cases thajj 

were even harmful. A teak traa has no shade, avan grass doas not grcM 

undar it. The government did not pay any heed to these laments of thaj 

tribal. But this point in a way became clear only when the issue of environ-j
I

ment came to the fore. The natural forests are vital for anvironmant* 

Therefore, economic plantations were excluded from tha definition of forest^ 

in the new forest policy. Similarly earlier the forests ware considered 

as a source of meeting raw material needs of industrial projects. Evail 

forest produce was leased out to industries at highly concessional rate. 

As we have seen earlier, in many areas this was the main reason for th^ 

indiscriminate destruction and degradation of forests. In the naw forest] 

policy, it is envisaged that the forest-based industries will meat their 

requirements from outside the forest area by raising their own plantations* 

We will discuss this proposition in detail later.

12.67 In the whole thinking about the forest policy, the intimate rela

tionship of the tribal people with the forests was ignored. It is trua 

that fulfilling the needs of the tribal people and their first claim or 

the forest produce have been incorporated in the new forest policy. But 

by making the formal system and market relationship as the basis for its 

operationalisation, the policy has been negated for all practical purposes. 

Moreoever the provisions in the law and the style of administration ars 

quite different in their tenor from the spirit of that policy. They ar3
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becoming increasingly harsh so far as tha paopla ara concerned.

12.68 Aftar tha enactment of tha Forast Conservation Act, 1980, a number 

of restrictions were imposed all of a sudden on the use of forests by 

the paople. Tha paopla could not entar tha forests for collecting root 

and tubers, leaves and fruits evan in thosa areas where forests are rich. 

Grazing of cattle was totally prohibited. Tha people say that thay cannot 

even pluck a twig for brushing their teeth. They cannot think ot "hair 

lifa without all these things of daily usa. The inevitable resu'v m  this 

situation, as I have referred to a numbar of times, is tha same. Corruption 

flourished and confrontation follows. On tha other hand, the few developmen

tal programmes, which ware being axecutad in thase areas somehow, ware 

also brought to a sudden halt. In some cases, the irrigation project is 

ready but it has been stopped because some forest had come under submergence 

for which no permission was obtained. In some cases, the reservoir is 

full but tha water in it cannot be used because its canal has to pass 

through a reserved forest. Similarly, approach roads cannot be constructed, 

electricity lines cannot be laid and evan a school for children and a 

hospital for the sick cannot be constructed because there is no other 

land except the forest land for thase schemes to be executed. The reaction

of the people has been very sharp. In the National Conference of Tribal
i

Panchas the then Prime Minister in his speech acceeded that as a result 

of the new policy neither forests have been saved nor the people's difficul

ty have been resolved, nor plantations hava succeeded.

12.69 In 3um it is clear that the internal pressure of population is 

a natural process' which has been continuing eversince the beginning of 

human society. Thosa communities, which have attained the stage of settled 

cultivation or hava crossed that staga also, can take to other occupations 

for making a living when their population incraasas. But tha economy of 

the tribal people has not even reached the stage of settled cultivation 

in a real sence. They are still living at a pre-agriculture stage of economy 

in many cases. Therefore, so long as these people do not have any other 

alternative for making a living (and mere availability of an alternative 

will not do, they must be prepared for taking up that alternative) thay 

will have no other wayout except to extend agriculture in the forests. 

So far as the pressure of external demands on forests is concerned, in 

many cases, it does not relate to the basic needs of life. Therefore, 

it can be drastically reduced. They can even be eliminated altogether. 

Many of the exotic demands ara exprassions of vulger consumerism, which 

cannot be justified either on considerations of environment or social
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values.

12.70 Tha main issua concerning tha development and dagradation of tha 

forasts tcday is to work for astablishing harmony betwaan anvironmant 

and tha neads of tribal paopla. If a programme is praparad with a frama 

bf mind which disregards tha problems of tha tribal paopla thay ara facing 

today, and provide a satisfactory solution, it cannot succaad. Tha anvironm

ant can be saved only after the today's naads of the paopla dapanding 

on tha resources are fulfilled. A happy futura can ba created only with 

tha support of the people.



COMMAND OVER RESOURCES - 6 

Tha Path of Justice about Forasts

13

With a view to understand the present state of confrontation between 

the tribal people and the government on the issue concerning rights 

over forests and their uses and to find a satisfactory solution for 

it, the entire subject will have to be considered in three different 

contexts - (i) the tribal interest, (ii) national development, and (iii) 

protection and improvement of environment. Similarly, the whole issue 

will have to be examined from the perspective of the present law, the 

Constitutional schema, human rights and social equality. UJhile the 

discussion about principle is necessary, the most crucial thing is the 

immediate solution of the present tangle. It should be ensured that 

these issues do not remain merely a matter of policy-level discussions 

and once more get stuck in government files. If some practical solution 

of this tangle in the tribal areas is not found, which may also be accep

table to the people, everything will be finished in this conflict between 

the people and the State. Neither forests will be saved, nor the oppor

tunity for the tribal people to lead a happy carefree life. Their parti

cipation in the national development would remain merely a good wish.

National Interest and Tribal Interest

13.2 So far as the question of national interest and tribal interest 

is concerned, there cannot be any difference in principle between the 

two. But even then if there is some difference or conflict between 

the national interest and tribal interest over the question of right 

over resources and their use, it will be necessary for us to go into 

the root cause. Such a situation can arise only when either no attention

may hava baan paid by tha naw economic systam to tha dua antitlaments 

of thosa who may hava baan making a living frcm thasa resources, or 

thosa resources are no longer in a condition from which the paopla 

can fulfil thair entitlements. In either situation, tha system 

cannot deny its responsibility - aftarall whan the system has 

monopoly rights over thesa resources how is it that such a situation
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has at all come about? There are three possible reasons for this - 

disorintation in 'basic principles, errors in planning and defects in 

implementation of programmes.

13.3 Our present system suffers from all these three defects because 

of which evenithough there can be no difference between the national 

interest and the tribal interest in principle, yet it is quite clear 

in practice. In fact at this time, the interests of the poor class 

is not being adequately protected in the system as a whole in our countfy 

But in the tribal areas big injustice is being done to the tribal people 

regarding their rights over resources on the plea of national interest. 

For improving this situation, it will be necessary that the perspective 

is clear and the proposition that in no situation, social justice shall 

be ignored, must be unequivocally accepted. We will be discussing in 

details,this question later.

Protection and Promotion of Environment and the Tribal People

13.4 Now the second question is about the protection and promotion 

of environment and tribal interests. Is there any conflict between 

the two or can there be such conflict? One thing is clear about environ

ment that if destruction of environment continues in the present style, 

the very basis of human life will perish. It is also clear that as 

pressure on natural resources is increasing, the condition of environment 

is deteriorating. The first impact of this is on the poor. The basis 

of their life is getting eroded and crumbling. Its impact, at the 

regional level particularly in the tribal areas, is increasing at a 

very fast rate. For example, the situation in the Bhil area spreading 

over Southern Rajasthan - Western Madhya Pradesh - Eastern Gujarat strip 

has become so bad that the people in this area are not able to sustain 

on the local resources even for three months in the year. If immediate 

action is taken for the protection and improvement of resources of this 

area, the remaining resources will begin to regenerate and the people 

will start getting better sustenance from those resources. In this 

way the first benefit of improvement of environment will go to the poor.

13.5 This statement is unexceptionable in its place. But there are 

two aspects which must be kept in view. The degradation of environment 

is adversely affecting the poor people, many of them even do not have 

sufficient to eat. But on the other side, there is a class of affluent
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people in our country, which is no longer very small, which is prospering 

in a way as if there are no limits. After all it is natural resources 

which provide the base for fulfilling all. aarts cfconsumer demands. There

fore, a dualistic situatioin is emerging. On the one hand, on account 

of degradation and destruction of natural resources, it has become diffi

cult for the people to get even two square meals. But on the other 

side, all sorts of consumer needs of the affluent sections are being 

met from those very resources in the name of development. That is not 

all. An all out effort is being made to provide for thixaffluent group 

still more and further more goods because that has been accepted as 

a synonym of development.

13.6 There is only one reason for this incongruous dualistic situation.. 

The controllers of the present system are managing it in such a way 

that the better off sections have got full command over these resources 

and every effort is being made that somehow this command must not only 

continue but it should become more pervasive. In this way when the 

command over resources of a handful of persons is increasing, it is 

natural that other people, who comprised the vast majority, will only 

have to be content with only limited resources. Inequality has been 

continuously increasing in our country after the independence. Increas

ing inequality has only one meaning, that is, consolidation of the 

stranglehold of the better off sections on the resources and their 

getting out of reach of the poorer people. The real cause of poverty 

of the poor is that he has to depend for his living on limited resources. 

Moreover, their number is increasing,. And in the abfeence of any other 

means for their livelihood, pressure on the limited resources increases, 

which lead to the pace of their degradation becoming still faster.

13.7 There is one more thing which needs serious consideration. After

all, what are the needs of the poor people? If someone talks about

the pressure on resources of the poorer people, then the question is

what is the form of that pressure and for what purposes? Is it not

just somehow to fill the belly But after all this is a basic right

of not only every men but every living being. Can somebody deny the

use of resources for even this purpose? If some way can be found with

full understanding of the helplessness of the poor what objection can

the poor have to move that way? So long as such a way is not found,

he will continue to act according to his understanding. To force him

through the use of coersive powOT' infn ■ j. i. „
* ^ er into a situation of starvation and

26-303 SCAST/90
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then compel him to search for other alternative is neither justice nor 

humanity, and nor it be accepted as right administration.

13.8 In contrast what are the better people doing on the other side? 

What for is their pressure on the environment? They have no worry about 

food and other subsistence needs. They do not know what hunger is. 

But they are not satisfied even after their needs for an easy life have 

been met. They are not out only for more comforts but they are haunted 

by the greed for non-essential luxeries which has no limits. The rich 

people in our country are absorred in copying the West. They are not 

even auiare of the fact that these countries had established their 

stranglehold first cn tha resources of the viTole wodd and then made r add ess use if 

tha rasxurcas which bacarua ths foundation of cuiainarisn. cur alite is follcwlng tha 

sane styla in its inAikp'cs and inrtLacrimnaca uss of tie natural rasoitcas. TUt its 

oonsaqjaocai hava to ba borna ty the oriliacy citizans of aur awn country ini not fcy 

sore othar oamtry, S3 wa3 and i3 tha situation in tha Wast.

13.9 This is a bitter truth that the main reason of depletion of our 

resources is increasing inequity and rising consumerism. But unfortuna

tely when the questioin of protection and betterment of environment 

is raised there is not even a reference anywhere about this destructive 

consumerism. Instead, all advice is reserved for the poor, who is some

how eking a living for hi,mself. All sorts of restrictions are imposed 

on the poor. The irony is that the talk about environment throughout 

the world and also in our country is being done by the elite groups, 

and they are the only people who can afford to do so. In fact these 

people show their deep concern about the survival of the human society. 

But the truthA is that their immediate concern today is that somehow 

their super-comforts should continue, and the level of their comforts 

should further rise so that they may not have to cut a sorry figure 

in rat’ race for comforts with their likes in other countries. On the 

other side, the poor has only one thing weighing heavily on his mind 

- how to manage one meal a day if not two. For him that is every thing 

his God, his religion and if may term so his environment. It cannot 

be expected from a hungry person that he would forget about today and 

would think of what would happen after one hundred years, ten years 

or even one year. His worry is for the day and he would do whatever
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he can for improvising for today's needs. The concern about the 'morrow' 

to him is meaningless.

13.10 The destiny (which in the world-view of the poor is another 

form of the system itself) has snatched away the future of the poor. 

Therefore, there is no word for future in the vocabulary of the poor. 

He lives in the present. Now what should he do if his present is also 

being snatched away? Has he no right to protect even the fiLnsy„ reme- 

nents of what is now life for him? In such a situation there is nothing 

which can be considered as 'not done' or prohibited. As it is said, 

what crime can the hungry person not do?

Consumerism - the Real Enemy of Environment

13.11 The most important measure for which is need as the protection 

and betterment of environment is imposition of an effective check on 

consumerism and equity in relation to entitlements over natural resour

ces. If the poor get due entitlement over the natural resources, they 

will be able to meet their requirements of the day. When his problem 

of the day is solved, he will sit in the evening free from the instant 

worries and then will be able to ponder over the ways to ensure that 

the needs of next generations should continue to be met like theirs. 

If he realises in that state of equanimity that the interest of the 

next generations is being jeopardised, that will become his concern, 

a matter of worry. And he will be obliged to think of necessary improve

ments. It is only that the poor struggling with the problems of the 

day will get converted into the greatest supporter of environment.

13.12 The poor man, particularly the tribal, is intimately linked 

with the nature. He knows fully well the impact of his own doings on 

the environment. The shifting cultivators of Nagaland and Mizoram have 

now to return to the same Jhum field in the hills after barely three 

to four years. They are seeing that produce from the fields have dec

lined. They are also conscious that if the things continue as they 

are nothing except pebbles would remain in their fields. And they will 

not get anything by way of crops from them. But they are helpless in 

this situation in which they are trapped, they have no choice. If he
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could find a way, there is no reason why he would not follow the same.

13.13 The situation of the well-to-do people is entirely different. 

They have no direct relationship with the nature or its resources. 

Their entitlement is through the entitlement of the system. They are 

not aware as individuals about the impact on natural resources of their 

collective entitlements and uses. If at all, they have some realisation 

it is in an abstract form at the level of principles. Therefore, there 

is no need in his world-view for compatibility between personal interest 

and the common interest. He can explain away his own wrong ways of 

personal life by saying that if the state does not consider it right, 

let there be a legal prohibition; he is prepared to obey the law. But 

so long as that style of consumption is formally permissible, if everyone 

in the world is using the scarce resources and enjoying why should he 

deprive himself of that privilege?

13.14 In this situation full of contradictions environment is being 

destroyed for meeting those wants of the well-to-do people which are 

not necessary for life, they are all artificial requirements. Can the 

interest of environment be put at stake for meeting artificial wants? 

The reply is a clear "No”. Therefore, there should be immediate prohi

bition on all such unnecessary uses. It is on account of this destruc

tive consumerism that the environment of our country has reached a pri- 

carious stage. For protecting our enviornment, it is now a must that 

the level of ordinary consumption is clearly defined keeping in view 

the resources of our country. Moreover, it will also be necessary to 

determine that which forms of consumption are environmentally destructive 

and socially unjust. If unnecessary consumption is brought under string- 

gent control, it would relieve the pressure from resource and also give 

some relief to the poor. I hope that there will be a serious discussion 

on this issue at the national level so that the minimum needs of the 

poor are not sacrificed at the altar of rising consumerism in the name 

of development and the natural resources which are the common heritage 

of all citizens are put to any other use only after meeting the minimum 

needs of the day of all citizens. It must also be kept in view that 

in the blind race of consumerism today, the rights of the coming genera

tion are not compromised.
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Rights, Needs and the law

13.15 Having considered the broader issue of environment, we will 

now consider the possibility of defining compatible relationship between 

the forest and the tribal people. In the search of a viable alternative, 

we will have to begin with the question of legal frame governing the 

forests and the related issues of Constitutional rights and the right 

to life of the people, life have seen earlier that firstly in many cases 

people are not getting their due even in accordance with the provisions 

of present law. Secondly, in some cases new laws have been wrongly enfor

ced because of which the legitimate rights of the people are deemed 

to have been extinguished. Thirdly, there are some areas where, in 

the absence of any alternative, the people are obliged to break the 

law just for making a living. But the most regrettable thing is that 

the most of the tribal people are fighting for enforcement of the present 

law in its true spirit. No attention is being paid to their justifiable 

demands, no one listens to their compalints. Therefore, when there 

is no other way, a state of confrontation ensues.

13.16 I recently (1989) visited Garhchiroli. I was going in a jeep. 

I met a tribal on the way whom I gave lift in the jeep. In the course 

of conversation with him about the Naxals, whom the people here call 

Dada, I asked him ’how are the Dadas?' He said 'there is atleast one
%

change after the coming of dadas - the government atrocities are over, 

now the police or the guard cannot harass us.'

13.17 Can there be a greater irony? UJhat a shameful situation are 

we in, where the administration, on which rests the responsibility of 

protection of the people in tribal areas, should be considered as the 

biggest burden and instrument of oppression. And the people should 

get relief against these representatives of the law from such people 

whom the legitimate system calls offenders and for eliminating whom 

it is using its full power. Almost everywhere confrontation begins 

on the question of management of forest. The administration has been 

taking stringent measures for its protection. But today the question 

of forest has been pushed to one side and the confrontation between 

the people and the State has become the central issue. So far as the 

question of forest is concerned it is not possible for the forest offi

cials even to enter the forest, not to speak of their effective control. 

The extremists are in command and the tribal is having a feeling of 

freedom under their long shadow.
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13.18 One another thing is also clear about the situation of the 

forests and the tribal, that is, the situation is quite different in 

every State, and even in every tribal area. Therefore, these problems 

cannot be resolved on the basis of directions from the level of the 

State or the Central government. The problems of a particular area 

can be resolved only at that level with understanding and good uiill. 

It will be necessary to formulate some basic principles which, however, 

can be made only at the national level. Or otherwise, the local issues 

will get entangled in the laws and the procedures of the system. There 

will be no improvement in the situation notwithstanding declaration 

of principles as have been the case so far. Instead, the situation 

will not only continue to deteriorate as it is but will deteriorate 

at a much faster rate. One has not to search for these examples, it 

is before everyone as an experienced reality.

13.19 So far as the question of basic principles about forests is 

concerned the first issue concerns environment which we have discussed 

above. The tribal people are appreciative of environmental needs. 

In fact his entire life is dependent on preservation of environment. 

It is a different matter he may not formally know what environment means. 

But unfortunately the high ups who talk about environment have no under

standing about the tribals life. It is the life of the tribal people 

which can become the foundation for protection of the environment, and 

nothing else. A beginning has to be made there.

13.20 Now the second question is about the law. A number of rules 

have been framed under the law. The law of 1980 for conservation of 

forests has become like the line of fate for the tribal areas. Under 

this law the forest land cannot be used for any purpose other than 

forestry. The term of 'forest land' under this law includes those lands 

where forest exists and also those lands which are under the administra

tive control of the Forest Department. This is well-known that more 

than half of the forest land is such on which either there is no tree 

cover and if there is some forest at all, it is degraded.

13.21 The forests are the foundation o f  tribal life. This relation

ship break interrupted even after the forces were reserved. lile have
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seen that when the British started reservation of forests in the last 

Century the original inhabitants of the area were driven out either 

forcibly or through allurement. This was a case of sheer injustice 

to them. Attempts have been made after Independence to end all types 

of injustice of the British days. That is not all. Our Constitutibn 

makers were worried even about the rulers and princes, the members of 

the steel frame of the British Raj should not lest injustice is done 

to them. Constitutional protection was, therefore, provided not only 

for their justifiable but even unjustifiable privileges which had to 

be removed later on. In this context, it cannot but be described as a 

misfortune that no attention was paid to the gross injustice perpetrated 

during the British period on the most innocent and simple people residing 

in about one-fifth of the geographical area of our country. Jamindari 

have been abolished, Jagirdaris have been abolished but the authority 

of the government on the forests just remained unchanged notwithstanding 

the fact that these forests were forcibly taken over by the state, and 

that the tribal people have been aubsitirig on them for ages. No one even 

looked at what was happening in these 'governmental Zamindaris". Only 

some forest area in the North East were left out from these governmental 

Zamindaris, over which the people had retained their right. The manage

ment of these forest was entrusted with the community under the Sixth 

Schedule of the Constitution.

13.22 A comprehensive frame has been provided in our Constitution 

for ensuring that there is no injustice against the tribal people and 

their interests are protected. There was deep concern about equity for 

the tribal people in all declared policies of the Government after the 

enforcement of the Constitution. Moreover, the responsibility of protec

ting the tribal people was entrusted to the Governor under the Constitu

tion and he was given unlimited powers for discharging the assigned 

duties. Unfortunately the Governors also did not discharge their respon

sibilities, they did not use their powers and the injustice to the tribal 

people with regard to the matters concerning forests continued. that 

was not all. The laws for the management of forests were made more 

stringent because of which the injustice of the system became more pro

nounced and a state of confrontation has arisen all around in the tribal 

areas.
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Right to Life, Forest Laws and their Constitutional Status

13.23 The right to life of a citizen is the most basic right in our 

Constitution and in our democratic polity. The life of tribal people 

is deeply linked with forests. There is no life for them without forests. 

Therefore, when they state this fact about their life and urge that 

their traditional relationship with the forests should be allowed to 

continue, they are not telling about anew right. These people do not 

have in the view any agreements like those of the paper mills and con

tractors on the basis of which these new lords can afford to behave 

as if they have licence for clearing the forest and as soon as they 

feel that their interests are hit, they seek relief from the courts, 

sometimes in the name of rights sometirrles in the name of investment, 

and sometimes in the name of even their employees. Every one knows 

about their hypocracy, but still they continue to enjoy the licence 

for destroying the forests.

13.24 In contrast, when the tribal people speak about their relation

ship with the forests through ages no attention is paid. In fact, they 

may be asked to produce a proof to substantiate their claims. Doe^ 

the relationship of the tribal with the forest require any proof t0 

be established? Is it not an irony that a paper which is required ever) 

for establishing this relationship a paper is required, witnesses arq 

required? The paper and witnesses are a part of the new system. His 

existence is self-evident. Therefore, from where should he bring tha! 

proof which does not exist in 'his system'?

13.25 The present forest laws are against the right to life of thj 

tribal people. It is true that these laws are not new. But these lawi 

did not mean much in practical terms before independence, as the tribal 

people generally lived in inaccessible areas, outside the effectivi 

limits of administration. But as the hold of administration becarm 

pervasive and got gradually extended to the remoter areas as well afte; 

independence, the real terrible face of these laws appeared before thi 

people in an increasingly clearer form. This face of administratiol 

is just the opposite of the democratic spirit.
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13.26 But such a dissonance in the operation of the system was not 

surprising. The older system was colonial in character, in which the 

■fights of the people were not of much importance. And it was precisely 

this type of dissonanccsfor whose removal the executive was given exten

sive powers under the Constitution. If action would have been taken 

in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution, these dissonances 

could have been removed without waiting for even a single day. The 

removal of such dissonances is a basic right of the tribal people, which 

has been ignored so far. The most important reason for this has been 

that the executive, which has been given the responsibility of protection 

of the tribal people did not discharge this responsibility. Therefore, 

an important question arises here whether the present situation can 

be said to be equitable the system does not discharge its responsibility 

and as a consequence thereof the rights of the tribal people get exting

uished. This is a basic dissonance which cannot be justified.

13.27 The traditional dependence of the tribal people on the forest 

for their life is a human right. This right is self-evident and self

created which can neither be circumscribed nor made by conditional 

mere definitions and provisions of any law. In fact, even the Constitu

tion cannot circumscribe this right nor can it make the same conditional. 

Fortunately, our Constitution has given full recognition to these rights 

without any limitation. Therefore, if today any law comes in the way 

of this basic human right, then that law is unconstitutioinal.

13.28 The Forest Conservation Act is a notable example of the cdnflict 

between interest of the tribal people and the law. In the National 

Convention of Tribal Panchas (1989) only one issue reverbrated the 

Conference hall throughout. It is difficult to live after the enforce

ment of Forest Conservation Act let alone be the question of development. 

For villages located in forests a school cannot be constructed nor a 

hospital tan be established, a road cannot be laid, irrigation channel 

cannot pass through and last but not the least if there is scarcity 

no relief can be started for providing the work to the starving - all 

because any land designated as reserved forest cannot be used for these 

purposes. The need for such a stringent law arose because the forests

n -3 0 3  SCAST/90
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are disappearing and it is necessary to save them. But the real dacoits 

of forests are mercilessly destroying it openly with A.K.-47s in their 

hands. The system is helpless before them or knowingly turns its eyes 

from their side. But all sins of all perpetrators, in the end, strike 

with full force only one - that is the tribals, and his right to life.

13.29 This dissonance is so clear that the former Prime Minister 

himself accepted it in the open session. A high level Committee was 

constituted to remove this dissonance. But that Committee got entangled 

in high principles and could not even present its report. On the other 

side, the simple questions about his life posed by the tribal Panchas 

from all over the country in the Grand Hall of Vigyan Bhawan are swirl

ing around - hither and thi ther - seeking their answers - all in vain.

Hesitation in Fulfilment of Constitutiional Responsibility

13.30 The Government of Maharashtra recently took a notable initiative 

to remove this legal dissonance. In the opinion of the State Government 

this law was against the interest of the tribal people. Therefore, 

the State Government decided to amend the provision in its application 

to the scheduled areas in the State using the powers conferred on the 

Governor by the Fifth Schedule of the Constitution. But the voice 

of the forest dwellers and their side are unfortunately so weak that 

the State Government hesitated in using the powers of the Governor 

under Constitution even to remove such a gross inequity. Lest the 

State Government does something which may not be liked by the system 

they decided to seek the opinion of the Central Government. That was 

not all. There was a greater surprise in store. The Central Government 

which has the highest and the final responsibility for protecting the 

tribal people persuaded the State Government not to use these powers. 

If the Central Government, while giving its advice, had also done some

thing which would have solved the problem of the tribal people because 

of which the use of special powers were contemplated, it would have 

been something understandable. But the tribal is still grooning under 

the pounding of that law even now, notwithstanding the declaration 

by the former Prime Minister at the Centre and the decision of the 

Governor to use his powers at the state level for giving him the 

necessary relief, who knows which is supreme - System, Constitution 

or Human Rights? But it is clear that the Forest Laws in the present 

context of the tribal areas are unconstitutioinal. Therefore, a new
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law is n e c e s s a s r y  for ending the a n a m o l i e s  of the tribal area 

in w h ich the right to life of the tribal people d e p e n d i n g  

tr a d i t i o n a l l y  on the forest is a c c e p t e d  as of equal weight if 

not h e a v i e r  c o m p a r e d  to the so c a lled e n v i r o n m e n t a l  and the 

national interests.

Interim Action

13.31 W h i l e  a c c e p t i n g  the fact of the forest laws being not 

in c o n s o n a n c e  w i t h  the spirit of the C o n s t i t u t i o n ,  it cannot

be said h o w  soon and to what extent changes can be brought 

about so' that these a n a m o l i e s  can be c o m p l e t e l y  removed. The 

v e sted i nterests will oppose any change, s o metimes under the 

cover of p r i n c i p l e s ,  some t i m e s  in the name of national 

interest and s o m e t i m e s  by r a i s i n g  the qu e s t i o n  of 

pra c t i c a  b i l i t y .  Even my c o n c l u s i o n  is that the laws are not 

in c o n s o n a n c e  w i t h  the spirit of the C o n s t i t u t i o n  may be dubbed 

as an e x p r e s s i o n  of e m dtion and idealism, the best play for 

non-a c t i o n  and the a n a m o l i e s  m a y  remain as they are. Therefore, 

it is n e c e s s a r y  that we con s i d e r  w h e t h e r  s omething can be done 

w i t h i n  the ambit of this "anom a l o u s  l a w” itself and

w h e t h e r  the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  can m a k e  such p r o g r a m m e s  w h i c h  may 

p r ovide some r e lief to the people. The r e  are three questions 

in this regard, namely, forest, land, m i n o r  forest p r oduce and 

m a n a g e m e n t  of f o rests on w h i c h  i mmediate and extensive 

d i s c u s s i o n  f o l l o w e d  by d e c i s i v e  action b a s e d  thereon are 

necessary. W e  wi l l  start our d i s c u s s i o n  w i t h  the m a n a g e m e n t  of 

f o r e s t s .

M a n a g e m e n t  of F o r e s t s

13.32 The life of the tribal is linked wi t h  forests. 

Therefore, if there is anyone w h o  no< only has the greatest 

interest but also d e e p  emot i o n a l  attac h m e n t  w i t h  the continuing 

exis t e n c e  of f o rests and their p r o g r e s s i v e  enrichment, it is 

the ord i n a r y  tribal. Theref o r e ,  the tribal c ommunity should 

not only have p a r t n e r s h i p  in the m a n a g e m e n t  of v a rious forests 

but should have full a u t h o r i t y  w i t h  rega r d  to their m a n a g ement.
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However, one point will have to be kept in v i e w  here. It is 

pos s i b l e  in the present situation that the o rdinary tribal may 

not be able to u n d e r s t a n d  the mor e s  of the outside p e ople and
I

m a y  damage his own interest under their d e c e p t i v e  advice. It 

is also p o s s i b l e  that some shrewd p e rsons with i n  their own 

comm u n i t y  m a y  t hemselves m i s l e a d  the or d i n a r y  people of the 

v i llage to serve their selfish ends. Some of these causes are 

r e s p o n s i b l e  for the d e s t r u c t i o n  of forest in m a n y  areas of the 

North-East. Therefore, in p r i n c i p l e  there are two d i f f e r e n t  

facets of the role of the local c o m m u n i t y  in the m a n a g e m e n t  of 

jforests for w h i c h  d i f f e r e n t  p r o v i s i o n s  will have to be made. 

Firstly, the v i l l a g e  comm u n i t y  should be compl e t e l y  a u t o n o m o u s  

w i t h  regard to the internal r e l a t i o n s h i p  of the c o m m u n i t y  and 

their rights over the forest. The r e  should be no external 

control or even i n t e rference w h a t s o e v e r  on this count. The 

r elations of the v i llage c o m m u n i t y  w i t h  the o u tside w o r l d  

also can be of two types. Firstly, the right of the peop l e  of 

a v i l l a g e  td protect their r esources and not to a l l o w  them to 

be exploited for use o u tside should be c o n s i d e r e d  as basic. No 

one can have b e t t e r  k n o w l e d g e  about this matter, nor can anyone 

be mo r e  c o n c e r n e d  on this count. There f o r e ,  nobody should have 

any a u t h o r i t y  to change their d e c i s i o n s  in these matters. This 

is also the m e s s a g e  of the famous Chip c o  Mo v e m e n t  in our 

c o u n t r y .

13.33 An o t h e r  situation is also p o s s i b l e  in this case. The 

v i llage people can t hemselves d e c i d e  to give away th-eir 

resources just for m a k i n g  some immediate gain. Such a decision 

will be against the l o n g - t e r m  interests of the community. Some 

r e s t r i c t i o n s  can be p l a c e d  in respect of such decisions. But 

caution will have to be e x e r c i s e d  that no de c i s i o n  should be 

imposed unilaterly. The people should be p a r t n e r s  in the 

process of d e c i s i o n - m a k i n g .  In this arrangement, the people 

will be able to u n d e r s t a n d  the ways of f u n c t ioning of the 

outside w o r l d  and in due course will t hemselves be in a 

p osition to take d e c i s i o n s  on their own on the basis of their 

own understanding.
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13.34 In the end, there is a third p o s s i b i l i t y  as well. The 

v e sted interest w i t h i n  the community, in c o l l u s i o n  w i t h  

Gover n m e n t  offi c i a l s  and outside elements, m a y  do s omething 

w h i c h  m a y  d e s t r o y  the forest. Any legal or proce d u r a l  checks 

are not pos s i b l e  against such eventualities. T o d a y  w h e n  the 

control is fully w i t h  the Government, even then p r o t e c t i o n  of 

forests is not really p ossible. There cannot be a b e t t e r  check 

against w r o n g  action than the p a r t n e r s h i p  of the people 

themselves. The biggest m e rit in p e ople's p a r t i c i p a t i o n  is 

that they will be able to reco g n i s e  the r e l a t i o n s h i p  between 

the cause and effect tomorrow, if not today. In this w a y  after 

they k n o w  the m i s t a k e  there is p o s s i b i l i t y  of c o r r e c t i n g  it. 

As p e o p l e ' s  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  of the outside w o r l d  grows, they will 

be able to k e e p  a c h eck on those wro n g  e lements as well. This 

will serve the interest of the c o mmunity as well as the 

resources .

Minor Forest Produce:

13.35 When we con s i d e r  the q u estion of m i n o r  forest produce, 

three aspects come to the f o r e - p o l i c y ,  law and practice. So 

far as p o licy is concerned, the Central Govern m e n t  has ac c e p t e d  

two p r i n c i p l e s  about m i n o r  forest produce quite long time back. 

They have also rap^at3dly r e q u e s t e d  the State G o v e r n m e n t s  to 

adopt and implement them. The first p r i n c i p l e  is that the 

jtrlbai. p e ople should have full rights over the m i n o r  forest 

produce. It m e a n s  that the State should not impose any royalty 

on these items. The s e cond p r i n c i p l e  is that the m a n a g e m e n t  

of the m a r k e t i n g  of m i n o r  forest produce should be o r g a n i s e d  

in such a w a y  that the tribal gets full mark e t  price of the 

c oncerned conxnodities. It is, therefore, n e c e s s a r y  that all 

the e x p e n d i t u r e  of m a r k e t i n g  should be borne by the State 

G o v e r n m e n t .

State to be a r  the M a r k e t i n g  E xpenses

13.36 We will c o n s i d e r  the second p r i n c i p l e  first. The 

Govern m e n t  has a big e s t a b l i s h m e n t  even in the tribal areas. 

Moreover, of late a lot of p o lice force has been i n ducted in
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these areas. The financial b u r d e n  of this e n tire e s t a b l i s h m e n t  

u l t i m a t e l y  falls on the C o n s o l i d a t e d  F u n d  of the State or the 

Union. A f ter all this e x p e n d i t u r e  is inc u r r e d  in the name of 

tribal. But the irony is that t hroughout the tribal area, the 

r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  and the tribal p e o p l e  

is at least strained, if not that of h o s t i l i t y  and direct 

co n f rontation. If one w e r e  to ask the tribal peop l e  about 

their h e a r t ' s  d e s i r e  he wothld say that there could be no 

g r eater favour than to w i t h d r a w  the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  from his 

areas and a l l o w  h i m  to lead his life, freely a c c o r d i n g  to his 

mores. In this situation, this e x p e n d i t u r e  cannot be said to 

serve the tribal interest. On the other hand, there can be no 

other m e a s u r e  w h i c h  m a y  be m o r e  e f f e c t i v e  for improving the 

economic c o n d i t i o n  of the tribal p e o p l e  in the immediate 

context than to remove e x p l o i t a t i o n  in all forms for m a r k e t i n g  

of their produce. Thus m a n a g e m e n t  of m a r k e t i n g  is the most 

useful and q u i c k - y i e l d i n g  a c t i v i t y  amongst all other 

g o v e r nmental a c t i v i t i e s  in the tribal areas. There f o r e ,  it is 

not correct to pass on the e x p e n d i t u r e  on m a r k e t i n g  

e s t a b l i s h m e n t  to the tribal people, it should be borne by the 

government w i t h o u t  any con d i t i o  ns and r e s e r v a t i o i n s .

13.37 I wi l l  again like to ref e r  to the C o n s t i t u t i o n a l  

p r o v i s i o n s  in this regard. A c c o r d i n g  to the C o n s t i t u t i o n ,  if 

the gover n m e n t  c o n s i d e r s  any a c t i v i t y  to be in tribal interest, 

the n e c e s s a r y  funds t h e r e f o r e  s h o u l d  be a C h a r g e  on the 

C o n s o l i d a t e d  F u n d  of India and the same s h o u l d  be jmade 

a v ailable by the Ce n t r a l  G o v e r n m e n t .  If there is any one item, 

w h i c h  jis m o s t  n e c e s s a r y  and useful for the tribal people, is 

the m a r k e t i n g  system. T h e r e f o r e ,  there is no j u s t i f i c a t i o n  for 

the G o v e r n m e n t  of India not b e a r i n g  this r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  

w h a t s o e v e r  m a y  the formal p o s i t i o n  otherwise.

13.38 T h e r e  is yet a n o t h e r  aspect of m a r k e t i n g  in the tribal 

areas. The o v e r - h e a d s  of m a r k e t i n g  in the tribal areas. The 

o v e r - h e a d s  of m a r k e t i n g ,  b e s i d e s  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  charges, are 

also qui t e  h e a v y  b e c a u s e  of the sparce p o p u l a t i o n  and general
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i n a c c e s s i b i l i t y  of the tribal areas as a whole. If the 

r e s i d e n t s  of h i l l s  and forest have to b e a r  the h i g h e r  cost of 

m a r k e t i n g  b e c a u s e  their areas are inaccessible, what is the 

d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  the trader and the Govern m e n t .  It is the 

du t y  of the g o v e r n m e n t  to a t t e n d  to the problems, w h i c h  arise 

b e c a u s e  of the d i f f i c u l t  situ a t i o n  of the tribal areas. There 

is a spe c i f i c  C o n s t i t u t i o n a l  p r o v i s i o n  to this affect whi c h  

could be used if necessary. To ignore these p r oblems and not 

to a t t e n d  to t h e m  a m ounts the C o n s t i t u t i o n a l  provisions. It is 

r e g r e t t e d  that in the p r esent m a r k e t i n g  system, the tribal is 

loaded on the one ha n d  w i t h  the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  of establishment 

of m a r k e t i n g  w i t h  the result that he does not get even full 

b e nefit of his own produce. On the other side, huge 

e x p e n d i t u r e  is m a d e  on u n n e c e s s a r y  items of d e v e l opment and 

a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  reforms in the name of serving tribal interest, 

w i t h  whfich he has no concern in the real sense. Fr o m  every 

point of view, be it policy, practice, justice or consitutional 

p r o p r i e t y ,  it is clear that the entire e x p e n d i t u r e  of mark e t i n g  

s h o u l d  be b o r n e  by the government.

T en d u  Leaf P o l i c y  in M a dhya P r adesh - A Basic Q u e s t i o n ,

/
13.39 A v e r y  important d e cision was taken in M a d h y a  P r a d e s h  

last ye a r  (1989) regarding the o w n e r s h i p  of m i n o r  forest 

p r o d u c e  w h i c h  is notable. This dec i s i o n  and its implementation 

p r esent the p o s s i b i l i t i e s  about the future and also bring to 

the fore i m p e d iments w h i c h  are likely to come in the way of 

r e a l i s i n g  the same. In thljj case, the Gover n m e n t  of Madhya 

P r a d e s h  d e p a r t e d  from the erroneous, albeit w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d ,  

c o n v e n t i o n  about the min o r  forest p r o d u c e  a c cepted full rights 

of the tribal people on them. Thus, in p r i n c i p l e  the tribal no 

longer r e m a i n e d  a me r e  labourer who c o l l e c t e d  the m i n o r  forest 

jproduce but b e came its owner. E v e n t h o u g h  this d e cision was 

not i m m e d i a t e l y  given a formal legal fo r m  on account of some 

technical and p r a c t i c a l 'r e a s o n s , yet the government d e c i d e d  to 

go ahead w i t h  the entire o peration in k e e p i n g  w i t h  the spirit 

of that b a sic decision. A nece s s a r y  c o r o l l a r y  of this decision 

is that the government cannot levy r o y a l i t y  on m i n o r  forest 

p r oduce. The income from roy a l i t y  on min-or forest p r o d u c e  in
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M a d h y a  P r a d e s h  is quite substantial. Therefore, w i t h  a v i e w  to 

m a k e  the financial impact of this d ecision bearable, the 

r o y a l i t y  was sought jto be r e m o v e d  in two stages. The r o y a l i t y  

•n m i n o r  forest p r oduce except on tendu leaves was a b o l i s h e d  

w i t h  immediate effect. But the ro y a l i t y  on tendu leaves w a s  to 

be a b o l i s h e d  in stages.

13.40 W i t h  the adoption of this principle, the p e r c e p t i o n  of 

the government changed d r a s t i c a l l y .  I had m e n t i o n e d  in my' last 

report as to h o w  there was all round d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n  on the 

issue of c o l 1e c t i o n - c h a n g e s  of tendu leaves. The Naxa l i t e s  

p a r t i c u l a r l y  inter v e n e d  in South B a s t a r  on this issue w h i c h  

r e s u l t e d  in c o n f r o n t a t i o n  b e t w e e n  the g overnment and the 

people. But after this d e c i s i o n  was taken in principle, there 

could be no scope for any c o n f r o n t a t i o n  in M a d h y a  Pradesh. The 

qu e s t i o n  n o w  was to t ranslate this p r i n c i p l e  into practice. In 

this connection, first of all it was d e c i d e d  that if tendu 

leaves belong to the people, w h y  not pay them m a x i m u m  price at 

that very point when they brought the leaves to the mark e t  

after p l u c k i n g  them. But there was no ide.a about the likely 

benefit w h i c h  will b e c o m e  due to the p e o p l e  under the n e w  

dispe n s a t i o n .  Therefore, the government de.cided to p r o c e e d  

w i t h  caution. The c o l l e c t i o n  price of tendu leaves in the 

pre v i o u s  year was R s .8/- per thousand. This was r a ised to 

Rs.12/-. But after sometimes it was further r a i s e d  Rs . 1 5 / -  per 

thousand. This was not all. Since tendu leaves we r e  the 

p r o p e r t y  of the tribal people, they had to be t r eated as ;their| 

trust until they will finally sold. The profit after the 

sale, therefore, w o u l d  l e g i t i m a t e l y  b e long to him. In this wayl 

the net profit on tendu leaves was the trust of the tribal and 

d e f e r r e d  payment w h i c h  was d e c i d e d  to be d i s t r i b u t e d  as bonus.

13.41 It is u n d e r s t o o d  that in v i e w  of the financial 

situation of the State firstly, the g overnment d i d  impose 

r o yality and sales tax on tendu jleaves and also d e c i d e d  to use 

a part of the net profit for d e v e l o p m e n t a l  pr o g r a m m e s .  Inspite 

of all these d e d u c t i o n s  bonus to the tune of R s . 3 6 to 58 peij 

thousand in different areas of the State w a s  d e clared. This
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bonus, however, could not be d i s t r i b u t e d  b e c a u s e  of the 

elections. An instalment of Rs.10/- per tho u s a n d  tendu leaves 

has been paid after the election. Thus, w h e r e a s  e a rlier the 

tribal had to struggle for getting the rate of R s . 8 /- only, his 

entitlement rose from Rs.8/- to anywhere b e t w e e n  Rs.51 to Rs.73 

inspite of dedu c t i o n  on account of sales tax, r o y a l i t y  and 

development. If these d eductions w e r e  not made, his

entitlement w o u l d  have been mo r e  ; than Rs.1 0 0  as com p a r e d  to 

Rs.8/- of the p r evious year. It is u n d e r s t o o d  that this ye a r  

every tribal family in Bastar earned, on an average, R s .3,000/- 

in the season. If full bonus had been pa i d  the income ;would 

not ha v e  been less than R s . 10,000/-. Thus, in M a d h y a  P r a d e s h  

where forest still exists this year, the income of the tribal 

from one item of tendu leaves alone, has been m u c h  h i g h e r  than 

that s t i p u l a t e d  for the p o v e r t y  line. Thus, it is clear that 

if the tribal people are given full rights over the m i n o r  

forest produce, m u c h  of their economic p r o b l e m s  will be solved. 

Moreover, they will also be able to feel that forests belo n g  to 

them and they are p artners in their ma n a g e m e n t .

W e l c o m e  of the End of H istorical Injustice, But not a M a t t e r  
for F e l i c i t a t i o n

13.42 The d e c l a r a t i o n  of the Govern m e n t  of M a d h y a  P r a d e s h  to 

accord the status of "Owner instead of W o rker" was the first 

important step to end the h istorical injustice to the tribal 

people. W h i l e  on the one hand, this d e c l a r a t i o n  has been 

w i d e l y  w e l c o m e d ,  somuch so that it has been d e s c r i b e d  as a 

r e v o l u t i o n a r y  step. Yet on the other hand, it gave rise to a 

lot of deba t e  bring to the fore wide d i f f e r e n c e s  of o p inion 

amongst d i f f e r e n t  section of the people. This was natural 

b e c a u s e  in a c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  the n e w  policy, a h a fty amount of 

amount Rs.200 crores was s natched away from the hands of the 

few traders w h o  earlier used to corner it, about w h i c h  there 

was not even a correct idea. W h i l e  I w e l c o m e  this policy, I 

consider that its p ortrayal as a revolut ioinary step is an 

irony. To call it revol u t ionary.-^ a sad refle c t i o n  on our 

app r o a c h  to the basic issues in national life. Is it not a 

m o c k e r y  of the real r e v o l u t i o n a r y  fervour to call a d e c i s i o n  to 

end injustice that too by the state towards innocent p e ople as

|B—303 SCAST/90
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re v o l u t i o n a r y ?  Can it be said that this step has in a n y w a y  

m a d e  for the injustice m e t e d  out to the peop l e  till then? Is 

it not the r e f l e c t i o n  of a m e n t a l l y  that the unjust s y s t e m  can 

continue in r elation to the interests of the w e a k e r  s e c t i o n ^  

even if it might involve v i o l a t i o n  of the C o n s t i t u t i o n ?  That 

is w h y  even this small first step in the d i r e c t i o n  of removal 

of a great injustice was not t olerable for the v e s t e d  inte r e s t s  

and it appears that this "r e v o l u t i o i n a r y " decl a r a t i o n ,  like 

m a n y  other r e v o l u t i o n a r y  dec l a r a t i o n ,  not only has b e c o m e  

m e a n i n g l e s s ,  but efforts are being m a d e  to deny its very 

e x i s t e n c e .

R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s ,  F a i t h  and F o r m a l i t y

13.43 It is w i t h  d e e p  regret that I have to say that a 

v a r i e t y  of adverse forces b e came active, soon after this 

de c l a r a t i o n  was made, to m a k e  it i n e f f e c t i v e  and in the end to 

deny the same altogether. One v i e w  is that this important 

d ec i s i o n  was not i m m e d i a t e l y  give a formal status b e c a u s e  it 

was a p p r e h e n d e d  that the v e s t e d  interests, taking a d v a n t a g e  of I 

the c o m p l e x i t i e s  of our judicial system, m a y  s u cceed in getting 

that deci s i o i n  deferred. This d e c i s i o n  was taken at such a 

time wh e n  the most important q u e s t i o n  was to make 

a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  a r r a n g e m e n t s  so that the p e o p l e  c o u l d  get 

m a x i m u m  benefit. Since I have not be e n  able to get full 

i n f o r matioin from the state government, it is not p o s s i b l e  foi 

me to d i scuss this aspect in detail here. But even then some 

facts are quite clear, w h i c h  I con s i d e r  it n e c e s s a r y  to present 

h e r e .

13.44 The first fact about this p o l i c y  is that ail 

a u t h o r i t a t i v e  d e c l a r a t i o n  of " f r o m  w o r k e r  to owner" w a s  m a d e  bi 

the then Chief M i n i s t e r  and it was r e p e a t e d  m a n y  a time and was 

also a subject of d i s c u s s i o  n in the State A ssembly. It is no] 

clear as to what those technical r e a s o n s  could be b e c a u s e  oj 

w h i c h  it could not be given a formal status. But this far 

that the State G o v e r n m e n t  had taken the important d e c i s i o n  

'from w o r k e r  to owner', is quite clear. In m y  view, formalit 

is not very important in m a t t e r s  c o n c e r n i n g  tribal interest
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w h i c h  have been, in a way, l a rgely left to the goodwill of the 

State u n der the C o n s t i t u t i o n .  The p r i m a r y  thing is the spirit 

of the deci s i o n .  T h e r e f o r e ,  it is a b o u n d e n  du t y  of the State 

that w h a t e v e r  d e c i s i o i n  is taken c o n c e r n i n g  the tribal people, 

is followed in its true spirit. The State, as the g u a r d i a n  of 

tribal .interest, cannot ignore the tribal interest u n der the 

cover of any k i n d  of form a l i t y  w h a t s o e v e r  if this is done, 

then n o t h i n g  cou l d  be m o r e  r e g r e ttable. In that case, the 

State w o u l d  not remain w o r t h y  of trust even in m a t t e r s  of 

prote c t i o n  of C o n s t i t u t i o n a l  rights.

13.45 I have r e p e a t e d y  s t ated that the nature of our s y s t e m  

is inequitous. I njustice against poor i n d i r e c t l y  under the 

cover of law and p r o c e d u r e  is quite common. But w h e n  inju s t i c e  

can be d o n e  in the open and even p r o m i s e s  can be taken b a c k  or 

denied, then there arises a q u a l i t a t i v e  change in the 

situation. That w o u l d  be the last step towards the d e m o l i t i o n  

of trust in the justice in our system.

13.46 F r o m  the i n f o r m a t i o n  avai l a b l e  at the time of the 

wr i t i n g  the Report (April 1990), the govern m e n t  did impose 

royality on tendu leaves even after their "from w o r k e r  to 

owner" d e c l a r a t i o n *  It was also s u b j e c t e d  to sales tax. Is it 

not an irony of the first ord e r  that the tribal should collect 

leaves w o r t h  10 to 20 rupees after stogging for the w h o l e  day 

in his forest and then w h e n  sells it to the government, the 

same g o v e r nment, w h i c h  claims to be d e d i c a t e d  to their 

development, do e s  not h e s i t a t e  in imposing sales tax on that 

small capital w h i c h  he is able to collect d u ring the day. That 

is not all. The State G o v e r n m e n t  has also taken but some 

amount fr o m  the net profit for tribal d e v e l o p m e n t .  The ve r y  

first point w o r t h  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  is that what b e t t e r  task of 

de v e l o p m e n t  can the g o v e r n m e n t  do than to ensure that m o n e y  

reaches the hands of the tribal d i r e c t l y  and his income 

increases? What is the point in snat c h i n g  one rupee from the 

poor by one h a n d  and give t h e m  a dole of five paise jwith the 

other? (there is no p o s s i b i l i t y  of larger b e nefit a c c r u i n g  to 

h i m  than this if note is taken of the a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  cuts
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eff e c t e d  on both sides of any t r a n s action) There is another 

basic q u estion here. If the tribal is the owner of tendu 

leaves, what right has the gover n m e n t  to m a k e  d e d u c t i o n s  from 

his m o n e y  for d e v e l o p m e n t ?  If some m o n e y  is re q u i r e d  for any 

p r o g r a m m e  of tribal d e v e l opment, then to p r o v i d e  the n e c e s s a r y  

amount for that p u r p o s e  is the C o n s t i t u t i o n a l  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  of 

the State and the Centre.

13.47 What v i e w  will be taken by the state government on this 

m a j o r  q u estion about the basic rights of the people is not 

clear so far. One full year has p a s s e d  after the c o l l e ctioin 

of tendu pat t a . A n e w  government has taken over and time has 

come for c ollection of tendu leaves again. But even n o w  the 

second instalment of the net benefit, w h i c h  is a trust of the 

p e o p l e  w i t h  the g overnment has not been dist r i b u t e d .  That is 

not all. Wh e n  I ma d e  some informal enquiries, I was told that 

"no dec i s i o n  like 'from w o r k e r  to o w n e r 1 was taken by the 

government. The adver t i s e m e n t  to this effect had gone out by 

m i s t a k e  and that same had been d e n i e d  formally by the 

government. Therefore, there is no q u e s t i o n  of a b o l i s h i n g  

ro y a l i t y  on tendu leaves or giving o w n e r s h i p  right to the 

tribal people. The w a g e s  for the year (1990), of course, have 

been raised from Rs.15 to Rs.25/~.

A Q uestion of Values and Trust

13.48 F r o m  the above chain of events in the case of tendu 

leaf - trade in M a d h y a  Pradesh, a number of ques t i o n s  of basic 

p r i n c i p l e s  and values arise. Wh e n  there are such sharp ups and 

downs in respect of the j u s t i fiable rights of the people w i t h i n  

the state system, h o w  can the State d i s c h a r g e  its r e s p o n s b i 1 ity 

of p r o t e c t i n g  those rights? It is clear that the M i n i s t e r  of 

Tribal Welfare, w h o s e  appointment under the Constitution. , is 

ob l i g a t o r y  has failed in the p r o t e c t i o n  of tribal interest. 

Even after the State Government took a d e c i s i o n  to accept the 

tribal w o r k e r  as owner, after conc e d i n g  the fact of injustice 

to the tribal people by the s y s t e m  itself, its f o r m a lities 

were not completed. Therefore, it is not p o s s i b l e  to seek 

p r o t e c t i o n  of the Court in this m a tter. I had ref e r r e d  to in
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p r e v i o u s  report, today the tribal p e o p l e  are not able to get 

the b e n e f i t s  of the C o n s t i t u t i o n a l  s a f e g u a r d s  b e c a u s e  the 

G o v e r n o r  did not d i s c h a r g e  his r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s .  The advice of 

the C o m m i s s i o n e r ,  a p p o i n t e d  under the C o n s t i t u t i o n ,  has no 

w e ight, like the tribal he can also swear by the C o n s t i t u t i o n  

and m a k e  some n o i c a s  . But then the m a t t e r s  ends there. 

T h e r e f o r e ,inspite of a clear refe r e n c e  being m a d e  to the effect 

that the C o n s t i t u t i o n  is being viol a t e d ,  a t t e n d i n g  to the 

issues or not d e p e n d s  on the sweat will of the executive.

13.49 The levy of roy a l i t y  on tendu leaves, after acce p t i n g  

tribal as owner, i n s t e a d  of worker, of m i n o r  forest produce, is 

immoral. To dedu c t  an amount from his profit for d e v e l o p m e n t a l  

w o r k  is improper and not to d i s t r i b u t e  the profit is a straight 

case of m i s a p p r o p r i a t i o n .  It is the d u t y  of the State to pay 

the tribal the full amount r e c e i v e d  after the sale of tendu 

leaves. That is not all. To reduce the tribal to the status 

of a w o r k e r  after a clear d e c l a r a t i o n  of acce p t i n g  h i m  as an 

own e r  instead of w o rker, is a m o c k e r y  of the w h o l e  C o n s t i t u t i o n  

set up under w h i c h  States have been given the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  to 

safeg u a r d s  the tribal interests. It is an irony that today, no 

only the tribal hi m s e l f  but also the tribal leaders leaders are 

u n aware of their rights. The s y s t e m  that c onsiders itself to 

be j u s t i f i a b l e  and m e a n i n g f u l ,  w h e r e i n  the p o l i c y  jdocuments 

and judicial p r o n o u n c e m e n t s  have also d e e p l y  a p p r e c i a t e d  the 

sentiments, u n d e r l y i n g  it, can h o w e v e r  con s i d e r  r e i m p o s i n g  

injustice, v e h i c m e n t l y  imposed by the foreign rulers, in a very 

simple w a y  ignoring its moral r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  iln the name of 

p r o c e d u r a l  formalities. W o u l d  the G o v e r n o r s  and the President 

ensure justice by b y p a s s i n g  formal syst e m  so that the 

j u s t i f i a b l e  d e c i s i o n  to restore their o w n e r s h i p  rights does not 

pro v e  a futile exercise, ending up as a blot in our h i s t o r y  of 

social justice.
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An Appeal for Justice

13.50 If the question about rights over minor forest produce 

is considered properly, even according to the existing law, 

then it is clear that the right over minor forest produce 

was awarded in the favour of the tribal people in the decisions 

taken in pursuance of the procedure prescribed under the law 

for reservation of forests. The Dhebar Commission also stated 

in their Report while reviewing the forest policy, that these 

rights were reduced to mere concessions and afterwards these 

concessions also almost ceased to exist. As has been stated 

above, an important step was taken recently for correcting this 

mistake in Madhya Pradesh. But once again, formality 

jprevailed over justice. Similarly, the Government of Bihar 

also conceded the ownership right of the tribal people over 

the minor forest produce which was duly pronounced by the 

Governor in his address to the Assembly (January 1990). But 

even that has not been implemented so far. No initiative in 

this regard has been taken by any other states.

13.51 When the right to collect minor forest produce had been 

accepted at the time of reservation of forests itself, then 

this claim of state governments that the State has right over 

it and they can levy royality thereon cannot be considered to 

be correct even under the present law. This right of the 

state is a right asserted under duress. Therefore}the people 

have a right assert their right over minor forest produce under 

the present law and it is the duty of the state government 

that they should accept their claim and make suitable 

arrangements so that they can get full price of the minor 

forest produce which they collect. I hope that the decision 

taken by the Governments of Madhya Pradesh and Bihar to 

discontinue levy of royality conceding the right of the tribal 

people on the minor forest produce will be implemented and that 

other States will also accept that principle. If the state 

governments even now drag their feet on this question, it 

becomes the duty of the Central Government that they issue 

directions to the state that they should not do this wrong act 

and honour the rights of the tribal people.
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The Question of Land and a Possible Solution

13.52 Now the last question concerns forest land. As I haVe 

stated earlier that forest and land are the bSsis of people's 

life. The right to life is basic. It is this right to life 

which is being violated in the tribal area. This play with 

basic rights must end. However^ necessary caution should be 

exercised to ensure that the forests also survive. But this 

caution should not be in the form of repression of the tribal 

people by the government but must be based on the understanding 

of the tribal people and their full participation as co-equals*

13.53 So far as the resolution of the complex question of 

forest land is concerned, a beginning will have to be made by 

accepting the field reality as it is today and proceed further 

from that point. The extension of agriculture into the

forests has been continuing in natural way throughout the 

history on account of growing pressure of population in the 

tribal areas. This extension has been deemed to be against the 

law after the reservation of forests. But even then, the land 

freshly brought under plough, sooner or later had to be 

assigned to the cultivators on account of the facts that it was 

necessary for the life of the people and that they have no 

other alternative. The government also had no other way out. 

The law had only one effect, that is, the people were always a 

little apprehensive. Therefore, it was only after they had 

knocked about everywhere and got disappointed from all sides, 

that they thought about making the living even by taking risk 

of clearing the forest and, if necessary, of going through the 

ordeal of a jail term for that purpose.

13.54 In this way, the process of occupying forest land has 

continued. Repeated attempts have been made after independence 

to resolve the issue of forest land particularly in the tribal 

areas. Every time a decision was taken that whosoever is 

cultivating the land in the forest may be given a pat t a , 

provided the person was in the entitled category. In other

words, if the person had not tried to grab that land only for
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the purpose of establishing a claim or creating property. A 

suitable date was also always fixed for this purpose specifying 

that all those who may have been cultivating the land on or 

before that date will be given pat t a s . Simultaneously, a 

declaration was also made proclaiming that in no situation any 

further encroachment of forest land will be allowed. This was 

declared to be the last concession with regard to the forest 

land from the side of the government. But in the absence of a 

satisfactory solution of the basic problem of livelihood of 

the tribal, that last occassion never came. The cultivation in 

the forest has been extending continuously. And government 

declarations have also continued to be made intermitently one 

after another.

And Then the Dead End of "1980"

/
13.55 This process continued like this until 1980. A basic 

change was brought about in the legal frame during this year. 

The Forest Conservation Act was passed under which the state 

governments lost their authority to permit the use of forest 

land for any purpose other than forestry for which prior 

permission of the Central Government became obligatory. 

Moreover, the Central Government also took a clear policy 

decision that no fresh land shall be allotted for cultivation 

under any circumstances.

13.56 In many states, decisions had been taken for 

regularisation of cultivation of forest land before the 

enactment of the conservation law. In some cases, declarations 

had also been made by the states and the process of issue of 

pattas had also started. After the Conservation Law was passed 

all these administrative actions had to be stopped all of a 

sudden and all cases are still pending at the same stage. 

However^ this has made the situation very complicated. For 

example, the Government of Madhya Pradesh have decided to 

regularise the lands under arcrcadTnsnt of the tribal people as in 

1978. The people are wandering about in a state of utter 

confusion even after 10 years of this declaration. All those 

tribals who have been cultivating the land since 1978 or
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earlier are encroachers under the law. The Central Government 

on its side has been exerting pressure on the state governments 

that all encroachments from forest lands must be removed. 

Similarly,the Government of Rajasthan has decided to regularise 

unauthorised occupations upto year 1971 and in Maharashtra 

those upto the year 1979 . Other states are also in a similar 

situation.

13.58 The illegal occupations, the new law and the directions 

from the Centre have all proved to be a boon for the forest 

officials. They are taking action for removing all those 

people from the forests who are doing agriculture there or 

residing there, ignoring all the old decisions and even a 

variety of other rights which the people have in the meantime 

acquired. There is tremendous discontent in the whole tribal 

belt on this issue. There is confrontatioin between the 

government and the tribal people. The people are asking the 

official to take suitable action with reference to those 

deci'sioins which have already been taken. The officers tell 

the people about the Central Government, the new law and then 

they simply stop and keep quite. Some people approach the

courts, where they may get some relief for some time. But
i

everyone cannot afford to go to a court of law. Therefore,the 

matter remains where it was, year after year, the roots of the 

struggles and confrontation in the process become still deeper.

Decision and Action - the Wide Difference

13.59 Whenever state governments think about giving rights to 

the people on forest land with a view to resolve this tangled 

issue and start some action, then two things invariably happen. 

Firstly, the stipulated date for recognition of possession of 

land is always one or two year old. Moreoverj it takes a lot 

of time before action is started in the field for implementing 

this decision. And nobody knows when this process would be

completed. It will not be a wonder if 10, 15 or 20 years may 

roll on without reaching the final goal.

13.60 Secondly, the process of extension of cultivation does 

not stop even after the decision of the government to 

regularise encroachment Some people or the other continue to 

extend their cultivation into the forest according to their

129-303 SCAST/90
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needs. Thus, even after the final decision to solve th 

problem is taken two types of cases regarding possessions o 

land are found on the spot -(i) those which were made on o 

before the stipulated date and (ii) the others. After two t 

four years of the stipulated date, it becomes difficult, if no 

impossible, to decide whether the occupation of the land wa 

before or after that date. Some encroachments are regularise 

and some are not regularised, about the latter the peopl 

continue tp press their claims. Thus^ after all campaigns ar 

over. Some cases of encroachment remain unresolved in ever 

v i 1lage .

13.61 There is one more special feature of this process. Th 

list of encroachments in all cases is prepared by th 

government officials and action is taken on the basis of tha 

list. These lists usually are not acceptable to the people 

Everyone claims about his occupation that it is an ol 

occupation. In this situation • there is considerable scope fa 

a variety of mal-pract ices. The clever people get pat tas ev«j 

for new encroachments, may bg throu gh collusion with tl| 

officials. On the other hand the poor and innocent people al 

not able to get pat tas even for their old encroachment^ 

Therefore^ discontentment continues. In this way even aft<| 

important high-level decisions for resolving the issue < 

forest land and elaborate action thereafter, it is n< 

possible to clear the matter. Encroachment continues in tl 

field. And the same complaints are repeatedly brought befoi 

the government in the same form. Sometimes when it appeaj 

that the solution is just in sight, a campaign may be start* 

from one side or the other for grabbing the forest land. Aj 

then whatever would have been achieved through sensitij 

officials is coolly undone. The government is then obliged 

consider the whole issue once more from the first principles.

Ihocriclisivsness of Qre-sittel ft±icn

13.62 The biggest dafact in this process has beai that it hy its vary nature always bej 

c m  sidad. The gcwarrnent officials prapars tie list aoxrdmg to thair urferstanding. A 

so long as tha psqpla ara not afcOa to prasant a proof in favour of sue change, tie lis| 

ara ccnsitferad to be final. Thara ara a ruifcsr cf pxtJsms about tha proof ccrrsming tl 

period fcr viridi the land ray hava beai irriar cultivation and the peran who nay have be 

occupying tha sane. Thasa prcblams became still itcra sarious as tha tine passas. Tha taLgga
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^  ̂  that tfese lists about erraxBdhrent c n  lard are acrrect cannot be 

pjjfidar0- marv people bean raising objections about them krmingly

rlainB in their o n  favour, in. any case, the issue remains inresolved and
||BU3

yg grvscnrerit officials have ary faith fcr them lists. All attarpts to rasolve

o are firm the very beginning cfestinsd to fai 1.

^nri uonsant of Both Sides Necessary

• there is no ether way to solve the prfc&art of forest land axcapt by raking 

tjg sitmtim as it is cn the ground at the nonant. The first necessary thing 

to h3V2 a picture about tody's situation. There are two iirpxtant paints 

j njhifji lard is under cultivation, today and (ii) vto is cultivating that lard. So 

is ro agcssrent from the side of the people of the viUags cn these two issues, 

will be infructuous. 1\o things are necassary fcr ensuring that the action, 

qyrare. Firstly, all proceedings coicaming fcrest land ̂ rauld be in the open before 

parpia go that people can krrw and understand vfrat is going cn. Secondly, that 

ttrit druld be tak=n as basic fcr these proceeding in vhich people knew each 

tfcay 3cs familiar vdth the local reality. Thase units could be like habitation, 

Pe the basic fcr such proceedings becomes largely, there will be increasing 

of the poxeedinc^ and it will be more difficult to knew the reality. Therefore, 

should be held of all the people in each habitation, there should 

;ion in the open, the facts should be checked on the spot and 

should be prepared on the basis of full agreement between the. 

on one side and government officials on the other. Therefore, 

should contain only facts as are found on the ground. There 

i n  no scope whatsoever for incorporating any opinions therein.

it officials and the people of the village should authenticate 

lists by affixing their thumb impressions or signatures, as the 

be so that each list becomes a document depicting the situation 

is acceptable to both the sides.

Now the second question is about the right of people on these

question could be quite complex. And it has many aspects.

s it will be necessary to solve these questions one by one

There are two important things about individual rights.

is possession and cultivation on the spot and the second is

form of that cultivation. The legal issues in this regard are

Qoniplax. As we have said earlier, it is not necessary that the law

maY be right. Therefore,it will be necessary to clear the question 

first.
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Determination of Riqhts-the First Step

13.65 We have discussed earlier in detail the legal aspects of th 

habitations and the land under cultivable in the forsts. It is only \whe 

the decision about the rights of the people are taken on the basis of thos 

basic premises that the process can be said to be fair and just. In the firs 

instance, it will be necessary to change that current thinking in th
I

government according to which all those people who are doing agriculture 

in a reserved forest or ars living the ra are deemed to be encrochers 

Moreover, attempt is made to deal with all these issues on a uniform basi 

The cultivation and habitation in the reserved forest can be broadly devide 

into four categories.

(1) Rights prior to Reservation

13.66 There are a number of cases of cultivation and habitations, in whic 

the rights of the people predate reservation of the forest but which hav 

been ignored so for for a variety df reasons. In no situation these peopl 

come under the category of encroachers. They include many primitive trih 

communities,1 shifting cultivators and all those people in whose areas th 

process of reservation have been completed without .caring to go into questiq 

of people's rights. There should no question of driving these people ouj 

of the forests. !

(2) Areas in which Reservation is Incomplete or Irregular

13.67 There is a second category which include (i) all those matters : 

which the process of reservation is continuing or (ii) where the process h) 

been completed but long time has elapsed but a final notification i 

reservation has not been issued, or (iii) where there was some basic defei 

in the process of reservation because of which correct decision could m 

be taken about the rights of the people. It will be wrong to call ti 

concerned people as encroachers in all these cases. If it is proved th) 

the process of reservation was wrong or the people rights have been overlook 

it will be proper to start cTfresh the proceeding for determining their right 

Unfortunately today people can get relief in any of these cases only if tj 

court interferes. Otherwise even if their side is the strongest, it is alw^ 

just over-looked. If it is clear at the local level that the legal procd 

has not been followed, justice should be given to the people by starting] 

fresh the enquiry into their rights on the basis of the facts on the grourl 

Intervention by a court should not be awaited in these cases.
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3. Disputed Leases Eventhouqh Given under the Law and Rules

13.68 There are a number of cases in which people have been given permanent 

or temporary leases in accordance with the law and rules but they are not 

acceptable to the Forest Department. In all these matters to call these people 

as encroachers and action against them are wrong. Their occupation should 

be recognised on an ad-hoc basis on the strength of those regular pattas/leajes 

or any other document. In the meantime the concerned Departments may resolve 

their disputes and right should be given finally to the people in all these 

cases.

4. Unauthorised Occupations

13.69 The last category of occupations comprises those cases in which the 

people are making a living by occupying land in the forest without any 

authority. These people according to the law are encrochers. But even in 

their cases, broadly there are two situations. Firstly* there are people 

in whose cases the state government has already decided to settle the lands 

but who, for a variety of reasons, have not been given the title so for. 

In the second category are those people who cannot be given the rights over 

land in accordance with the prevalent law and procedure. The matter of those 

people who can be given rights under current provision, should be settled 

without any delay. But immediate action is necessary even in the case of 

those people who are in unauthorised possession of land and who cannot be 

given a title.

13.70 The people in the second category who cannot be given a title, 

themselves comprise two sub-groups. In the first sub-group are those cases 

where pattas cannot be given for agriculture on account of technical reasons 

concerning land. For example, in some cases the slope of the land my be steap 

and cultivating such a land will causa heavy erosion and after some time 

nothing will grow in those lands. The second sub-groups is of those people 

who are not eligible for ~the ground of pattas. These people either may already 

have a lot of land and may have occupied the land taking asdvantage of the 

local situation just to increase their holdings. In this connection I will 

like to specially draw attention to those cases where big people have occupied 

extensive lands illegally for establishing/extending tea or coffee plantations. 

Immediate action should be taken for removal of their unauthorised occupations. 

Moreover, if it is considered proper to continue with the old use of these 

lands after their illegal occupations have been removed, the poor people should 

be made partners therein. For example, all the big plantations should be 

given over to the workers collectively in which every individual could be
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made responsible for personally looking after a small piece of land. We will 

be discussing in detail about this arrangement.

13.71 In this way on the one hand are those people who have a right over 

the land, both in terms of the law and on practical considerations, but which 

has not bet* recognised so far. It is not proper to keep t:T2S3 people also 

in the category of encrochers. On the other extreme are those people who 

hav/e encroched upon the land just for extending their estates, building 

property or for making windfall gains. There is no justification for any 

of these people to continue in the forest. They must be evicted from the 

forest immediately. In between these two extremes there are those people 

who some how are makinga living by cultivating the forest lands. Their cases 

should not be disposed of with reference to the letter of the law but the 

question of human rights should also be considered.

The Solution- the Context of the Right to Life

13.72 It may take some time to setle the legal status of present occupations 

In some cases, it may be a very long drawn process as we have seen in the
»

cases of Sonbadhra in U.P. But whatever may be the legal status of present 

occupations, if a person is making a living by cultivating the forests land 

and has been doing so for sometime, in that case no one has a right to remove 

him from that land. That land is a source of his livelihood. Therefore the 

use of land is linked with his right to life. Moreover, in the tribal areas 

there are related issues of Constitution rights and the basic human rights. 

The prasant laws concerning resources including land themselves are not in 

consonance with the spirit of the Constitution. Therefore, instead of getting 

entangled in legal issues immediately, it will be necessary to proceed on 

the basis that 'who so ever cultivating the land has a right to continue to 

cultivate the same'. His occupation can be interferred with only after the 

process has been initiated and a decision taken in accordance with the basic 

principles which I have already proposed earlier. It may be alright if he 

continues with the occupation of land without accepting his legal right to 

do so. But he should not be prohibitted or barred from doing what he is doing 

today for making a living. Therefore two immediate tasks must be under taken 

under this stipulation. Firstly, the state government should immediately 

issue orders to the effect that the tribal people should not be removed from 

the land which he may be cultivating. Secondly, all cases pending in the 

Courts concerning forest land should be withdrawn forthwith.
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Year after year Confrontation and the Game of Hide and Seek

13.73 It will be proper to make a reference to some facts about the cases 

pending ih the courts. So far as the cases about the forest land are concerrfed 

usually there is complete peace all around until sometime before the season 

of cultivation begins. At this stage, on the one hand the tribal begins to 

prepare his land for the next crop. But simultaneously the officials of1 the 

Forest Department on also start moving about and take action so that the ttibal

may not oe able to cultivate the land. When the officials start this action 

tye> fully know that the tribal shall necesssarily cultivate the land because 

that is a question of his very life. Their action for checking the cultivation 

is for two reasons. Firstly, they take the action either in discharge of 

their duty or pursuance of instructions from above. But the secon, which 

is more important, is thatthis is the time when the tribal is most desperate. 

If he is not able to cultivate his field, what will be eat? Therefore, he 

is prepared to do anything and strike On compromise at any cost.

13.74 Nevertheless the tribal cultivates the land, he has to offar some 

illicit gra&fication for that wine and chicken included, in some cases he 

has to face lathis and batons and he may have to go to jail, he is ready

for all .these eventualities. This is a story which is repeated in that order 

year after year. In some cases, the people are mentally prepared in advance 

that even if one person in the family is required to go to the jail that will 

be in order, the women will be able to look after the land. Some people are 

also able to approach the Courts. Some times they also get some relief from 

them. On hearing their woes, the government also sometimes moves and gives 

instructions not to destory the crops in their fields. In this way after 

a lot of termoil for sometime, peace is restored. But the same process starts 

exactly with the same questions and follow up actions the next year. It is 

regretted that no action has been taken at any level to end this vicious circle 

This is pure and simple injustice to the people. For finally solving this 

dispute, the occupation of the people of the land as it is today should be 

accepted and in all these cases all types of legal action should be stopped. 

So long as this is not done, tension will prevail and it will be impossible 

to find a satisfactorily solution in a charged atmosphere like this.

Agreement with Village Community

13.75 It is very necessasry to keep in view that this plea for not to 

interfere with unauthorised occupation may not become an open licence for 

indiscriminate clearing of forest for cultivation and lawlessness. The plea 

for non-interference is the first essential step to get out of the tangled 

situation of today, for which the major fault rests with the system. In fact 

this step is a precondition for bringing about a favourable millieu with regard
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is clear that the protection and development of forest are necessasry for 

promoting the interest of the paopla besides serv/ing the interest of the 

environment and of the country. The first benefit of protection and developmen 

of forests will acrue to the common man. But this can be possible only in 

that situation, when the people are made partners in the management of forests 

and it is entrusted in their hands. If such a decision is not possible legally 

when the issue of land is taken up, it should be accepted atleasst in 

principle for operational purposes. It is only after the responsibility of 

the people in the management of forests on the basis of partnership is 

appreciated that it can be expected that they will behave with full 

responsibility. Only then the people will understand that forests can become 

the basis of their life. Once this become clear, they themselves will not 

extend the cultivation in the forest, not will they allow others to do so. 

They will search some other alternative to some how make a living though 

mutual assistance. However, government help will be necessasry in this regard. 

The government will also have to think seriously about providing an alternative 

economic bas€ to the people living in forests.

13.76 In this way mutual understanding between government and the villaga 

community, areJTatmosphere of good will and a clear prespection about the futura 

will be necessasry to solve the problem of land. A beginning in this casi 

can be made on the basis of an informal agreement between the two sides, 

On the one hand, the government may promise that so long as a strategy base< 

on mutual understanding is not evolved, in future no action will be takei 

against the people about the land which is already under cultivation. Oi 

the other hand, the village community should take the responsibility o 

ensuring that cultivation will not be extended further into the forest Th 

list of land under cultivation prepared together by the village communit 

and the government officials can be the basis for this agreement. If thi 

action is initiated, the present confrontation between the government an 

the people will cease. In a way, it will be like a 'ceasefire declaration 

from both the sides and there will be instant peace throughout the area 

It will give an opportunity for further action or make the instant peac 

permanent, it will be necessasry that a long term plan is jointly prepare 

for the use of natural resources in the tribal areas and for providir 

inadequate maaas of livelihood to the tribal people.

A Long-term Plan for the Use of Rsources

13.77 It will be necessasry to have a dialogue with the people about ti 

preparing a long term plan for the use of forest and land. In the first groi

are those lands which are fit for agriculture and whose use for cultivatii
l

will not be detrimental to environment It will be proper to give this laj 

for agriculture permanently. The'second group will comprise those lands whij
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cannot sustain agriculture for a long time. Therefore, even if these lands 

are under cultivation at present, that use is detrimental to environment. 

In this situation, it will be necessasry to accept in principle that land 

dill not be kept under cultivation. But these should not mean that the 

cultivation of these lands should be stopped forthwith. The people cultivating 

such land should be told about the possibility of some alternative uses of 

these lands like tree plantation and suitable programmes should be prepared 

after considereabl* thought. I will discuss this question in detail later. 

If the land is not even fit for growing trees, some other alternative 

arrangements should be made for enabling the person to make a living.

Responsibility for Providing asn Alternative Base

13.78 One thing should be clear from the very beginning with regard to all 

these principles that a tribal should not be asked to get out of any land 

uhat-so-ever until such time as he does not get another base for making his 

Living which he. can adopt happily on his own. When a person is asked to move 

Dut of the land, then it is a question of life for thatman, it is also a 

question of the rights of that person. In the tribal areas, it is also a 

question about the rights of the tribal community about the use of those 

resources. Afterall when a person is engaged in back-breaking work in a really 

Jifficult situation, even when he knows fully well that his income will not 

)e equal to even thewage which may earn and he may not be able to get enough 

'ood for his own sustenance, it is because he ng other alternative, 

herefore, he is trying literally to extract oil out of sand according to 

lis understanding. In the context of planned economic development, his 

lelplessness like this is indicative of the failure on lack of understanding 

in the part of the administration and the system. He cannot be reasonably 

ilamed for this. He should be comanded for his initiative and hard work. 

In any case, he should be given ar alternative which is acceptable to him.
I
herefore, it will be necessasry that they should sit together and discuss 

he matter, deal with every individual as a person at the level of the community 

nless such an arrngement is not made, the State has no moral right to tell 

jhe person that he is indulging in a wrong activity. He is doing whatever 

e considers as right for making as living. If the State cannot give him 

|ny other alternative, he wil continue to do what he considers as proper, 

fiis is his basic Constitutional Right.

-303SC&ST/90
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Special Arrangement for Employment in the Tribal Areas

13.79 Even if the person, who is cultivating the land today is allowec 

to cultivate the same, it will not provide a lasting solution of the problen 

of the tribal people. Therefore, it will necessasry to make a specia] 

arrangement for these areas. This arrangement will have to be made for each 

area, keeping in view its specific situation. OnAthing, however, is cleai 

that everyone knows that if a tribal can get sufficient for two square 

meals he not only stops cutting the forest but stops doing other work as wei; 

This is the experience of forest officers every where that wherever work i: 

started, it immediately reduces the illegal feeling of forests. Therefor?, 

there is only one penecea for protection of forests that is, to provide fuL 

employment to the people living on these areas.

13.80 There are employment guarantee schemes in many states. But the iron; 

is that its benefit does not reach those areas where employment is mostneedei 

and when it will also help in protection of environment. In a state liki 

Maharashtra no work could be started by the state government in the remoti 

areas of Gahchirolli even after they suffered draught for three long yean 

in that area. When the government decided to open foodgrain shops to facj 

the scaJtfrtft'J} the people asked who will purchase the grains and how? Evaj 

then the arrangements for employment could not be made, because all effortj

got struck somawhara or tha othar on account of soma formality, j 

The main reason for this 'that the ordinary programmes are extended to tH 

tribal people without keeping in view and understanding their special problems( 

It will, therefore, be necessary that the programmes are taken up beginin 

with the remote areas and a special employment guarantee scheme prepared fc 

them.

Rfe-establishment of Harmonius System

13.81 In brief, a process of reconstruction and development in place | 

the dependation and destruction of forests can be established only with tj 

partnership of the people. To achieve this the first essential measure wi| 

bcte create an atmosphere of mutual understanding after ending the state 

confrontation. Effort should be made to understand the situation of the pers 

whereever he is and an alternative arrangement should be mwAi for him. Th 

is also the special responsibilities of the state in the tribal areas, 

lot of investment is already being made in all these areasow 'nsmessential  ̂

much of it even does not 'rifAh the most backward areas. The need of j 

time is to X VteYSC. this process. The work should be started from the poj 

where it is . .̂ st needed, where the pressure «n forest maximum. If si 

programmes were taken up in these areas which protect and develop the resoun 

their first benefit will accrue to the AnibaJ. people, provided, the area
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purposely left out. It will be certainly in the interest of forests and also 

of the tribal people. A basic change in the perception of the people 

associated with the systerfr and the state is necessasry. Idĥ t this new system 

should be, we will discuss in detailed later.
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COMMAND OVER RESOURCES - 7

D e g r a d e d  f o r e s t s . F a l l o w  a n d  M a r g i n a l  La n d s , 

t h e i r  D e v e l o p m e n t a l -c u m -Eq u itabi e Usr

When the stronger people and the Government consolidated their 

rights over natural resources, the poor man was obliged to make his living 

from whatever was left and he had to be content with whatever he could 

get out of the same. When it was difficult to get enough from these 

resources even.for two square meads, he was obliged to start working 

with people who commanded the resources. Thus the poor had no other 

way except to make his living by cultivating unproductive lands or working 

as labourer on other's fields or whatever they could get from the remaining 

resources.

Who is at. Fault for Daqradation ?

14.2 We have seen earlier that the condition of the bulk of the poor j
I

has been deteriorating after independence. The stronger people in the 

village have gradually acquired control over remaining resources, a process 

which is still continuing. Therefore the scope for the poor is becoming j 

smaller and smaller. Secondly, for meeting the gap of their deficit 

economy, the poor people lost their land or even other property. Some 

of them were forced even to sell their liberty and honour and all these 

people have either to somehow eke out a living from the dwindling and 

degraded resources or they have to roam about elsewhere for earning 

their bread. The condition of these resources is further deteriorating 

day by day on account of the increasing number of people dependent on 

them and their rising requirements on other counts. Thus a very big 

question has arisen in our national economy that if this trend continues 

for some time, the resources will not last for long , because of which 

the very basis of life not only of the poor but of the entire nation 

would be destroyed.

14.3 Thus a very grave situation has arisen in our country both for 

the poor arri fcr l±e antics natijjn in relation to the command over resources 

and their use. One thing about which there is full realisation, yet 

nothing is being said anywhere, is that the better off people who have
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acquired undue entitlements over these resources are not bothered 

at about their degradation and destruction. These people no doubt make 

a lot of noise about the fact that the resources are being destroyed. 

But they put its entire blame on the poor and thereby consider as if 

their duty is done. And with the grand feeling of having fulfilled their 

responsibilities, they get busy in a variety of tricks to persue their 

interests without any fear and the pace of degradation and destruction 

of the natural resources becomes still faster.

Improvement of Resources - Primary Objective

14 .4 Broadly two questions arises in the case of resources. The first 

is about regeneration of the degraded resources for protecting the environ

ment. The second concerns the optimum utilisation of resources f or 

economic development so that the Gross National Production may increase. 

A variety of strategies are considered for this purpose. But it appears 

that it is the perception of the better off sections of population which 

has been used in working out thasa stratagias. There is a lot of talk 

about national interests, but in reality they all are aimed at their's 

sectional interests. The interest of the poor, amongst whome the members 

of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes comprise a large section, 

remains overlooked. No attention has been paid to their condition. 

This one-sided action is having a very bad impact on their socio-economic 

situation.

14.5 As has been stated earlier, is an ancient country like India no 

place can be empty. Someone or the other must be somehow linked with 

the land or the resource for his living which is not under private owner

ship. It is of course true that these people do not have a legal right. 

Therefore, these res'ources are taken to be unencumbered by the government 

and the bigger people. And since the ownership of non-private lands 

is that of government, therefore the government can put it to 

whatever use it may like.

National Endeavour - Partnership of All

14.S it is on the basis of this thinking that the government has prepared 

a variety'of programmes for improvement of environment and -making the
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resources more productive. Some programmes are being taken up on degraded 

forests and fallow and unproductive lands. These three categories together 

account for more than 50% of the geographical area of the country. If 

we take out degraded forest from this account, atleast one third of the 

geographical area will come under the category of fallow and unproductive 

lands.

14.7 in this way it is clear that the preparation of land for development 

of all degraded resources and for putting them to better use is a very 

big task. Therefore, all those who may participate in this in whatever 

form should be welcomed. It is not necessary in such a big task of 

national importance to start a debate about who will gain ? It is presuned 

that the scope of participation in this work is not limited. In fact 

the nunber of willing participants in this task is not adequate.SLfcici-?nt- 

accge can be found for '■.he poor and the rich alike to whatever extent 

they may desire. Therefore, even if -the rich people participate in this 

programme they will not take away the share of the poor. The poor also 

can participate in the same according to their strength. Secondly, even 

if the rich enter this programme, its benefit ultimately will go to the 

poor ; it is they who will do the manual work.

Piaa for Participation of Industries

14.8 A variety of big establishnents have made a plea for participation 

on a large scale in programmesof development of waste lands and degraded 

forests. The first in this group are industries like paper, rayon and 

pulp whose raw material comes from the forests. According to them, 

the forest are now almost finished and they are not able to get their 

raw materials from them. Even where some resources have remained, the 

Government is not prepared to permit them to work those resources on 

account of environmental considerations. Therefore, they are demanding 

from the Government they should be allotted degraded forests or fallow 

lands on which they can raise necessary plantations and meet their cwn

requirements.

14.9 This plaa cf thase establishments at tha first sic(± appears bo be in cccfer. Mxscsjs:, 

thair sucgasticn is aJso soû it to be prasantad in a coiplimentary forte. Ftr axatple, if 

in case they are obliged to make their own arrangements for raising the 

ratf materials ratter then taking it frcm the forast, it is atleast tha case cf danial
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of justifiable concessions, if not of outright injustice. When these 

industries will raise their raw materials after making necessary invest

ments, the cost of their raw material will be much higher than the present 

one when they are taking it with the forest. Thus, the concessions these 

industries have been getting so far will get discontinued. In future, 

they will have to pay full price of their raw material. Therefore, the 

functioning of the entire industry in future will be on the basis of 

true input-output. Therefore in the present world, when nobody wants 

to compromise on any rights, that the industry should present an alterna

tive system from their own side with pleasure, keeping in view the chang

ing situation, that itself should be considered as the great event. 

Therefore, instead of raising any objections to such an arrangement, 

it should be welcome.

14.10 And the logic of these establishments is readily accepted by our 

system. Barring some exceptions, the lease of fallow lands and degraded 

forests are being given to industry for raising exclusive plantations. 

It is in persuance of this policy that a very big lease (about 30,000 

hac.) has been given in Karnataka which includes both forest land and 

fallow land. This lease is facing a stiff opposition from the ordinary 

people in the Karnataka most of whom are poor. They assert that their 

life depends on these lands. Therefore, they are not prepared to leavt 

their entitlement over these resources and they would not allowed the 

industry to occupy the same. I will discuss about this lease later.

Here we will consider some issues of principles involved in such leases.

People's Right in the Use of Resources

14.11 From the issue of lease of fallow land to an industrial establish

ment, we in the end come to the question of the right of the ordinary 

people to make a living from those resources. Can we say that the people 

have no right over the resources simply because their rights are not 

recorded on paper ? Can these resources be given away for some other 

purposes ignoring the rights of the ordinary people who have been tradi

tionally dependent on them for meeting the requirements of life ? It 

is possible that when higher investments are made on these resources, 

the production will be more and, in this way, the whole national economy 

will benefit. But here again the questions of the entitlement of the 

people and social equity arise. Who will gain ? and who will lose when
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the rsscurcss ara pit to the rew db/alcpiBTbil usa? Will the person who bss been making 

a living fran thasa rssourcss have a shara in tha bensfits likaly to x t t l e  firm t h a  naw 

use cf tha sane rsaxuxas?

14.12 It is claar that tha anfcira ptcfit cf tha activity errs the fellow land

and the degraded forests are transfered to the industry- will accrue to

the industrial establishment. Some labourers will get wages from it.

It is also possible that an arrangement may be made that a part of the

new produce will be given to the local community. But it cannot be said

with certainty that the benefit to that person, who is making a living

from those resources today will be more compared to what he will lose

in the process. The inevitable conclusion is that even the small income

which this person is able to make from that resource will be snatched

away. If someone gets some employment that is his luck. There is no 
certainty about it. The profit from these resources will definitely

acrue to those people who can make capital investment. This progranme

can raise production, which is accepted as development today. But, by

the same token, those resources are snatched away from the poor or get

out of their reach. In this way injustice to many poor is an essential

part of this process. This is what is happening. But now the poor is

not prepared to accept this injustice. Therefore, they are launching

movements and are fighting against injustice.

Other Programmes of Tree-planting

14.1 3 Just as industries are being assigned land for captive plantations, 

many other institutions and people are also being included in programmes 

of tree plantation and environmental protection. The conceptual frame 

in their casesis the same. Loans are baing arranged from banks. Some 

programmes are being prepared specially for the poor which have a provision 

for subsidy also besides loan. The land for these programmes is being 

given on lease or under special tree-pattas. The people can only plant 

trees on these lands. They will have a right over trees, not on the 

land.

Consonance between Social Equity and Other Goals

14.14 There cannot be any difference of opinion about objectives of 

all these programmes, that is , improvement of environment of our country
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and greater productivity of all natural resources. But the first question 

is that whether the way these plantations are being raised will really 

serve the interest of environment and whether the land will really become 

more productive under that use. As we have seen earlier that according 

to the new thinking, single-spacies plantations do not come in the category 

of forest (See page }Q£ ). The question that whether such plantations 

are really more productive will be discussed later. Here we will first 

consider only this point that whether the crucial question of social 

equity can be separated from the issues of environmental protection and 

their higher productivity use 1 And further is it necessary to sarci- 

fice or ignore the interests of the poor in the interest of environmental 

upgradation and resource development 1 Or whether while fulfilling these 

objectives it is possible to ensure simultaneously social equity and 

the poor can be made partners in the production system.

Dedication to the Poor - How Much Real ?

14.15 That the poor should have a share is accepted even in these prog

rammes. For example, a share in the production in the case of Karnataka 

Paper Pulp Ltd., has been reserved for use by local people. Similarly, 

some reservation is made for the poor in other programmes as well. But 

mere reservation for the community or the poor in a programme cannot 

be accepted as a conclusive evidence of the fact that the interests of 

the poor or the community will be protected or the questions of socio

equity will not remain unattended. Even in those progranmes where separate 

places are assigned to poor and non-poor formally, it is generally the 

non-poor who grab the entire benefit. The poor may get some minor benefits 

or they may be given some banafits consciously after careful thought, 

as a part of a strategem so that they can be put up on suitable occassion 

and the programme can be proved has been dedicated to the poor. For 

example, one institution can be assigned 1000 hac. while 1000 poor people 

may be given 500 hac. and thus on the basis of numbers, it can be proved 

that the programme is that of the poor even though the reality is just 

the other way round.

14.16 This is precisely what is happening in almost all the States except 

West Bengal. There is a place for the weaker sections in the programme 

of tree-pattas, but there is no clarity about what they will get in reality

*—303 SC&ST/90
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out of that. For example, there is a provision in Rajasthan that atleast 

50 percent of the beneficiaries shall be the members of the Scheduled 

Castes and Scheduled Tribes but the rules are silent about how much land 

will these people get. That is not all. According to the rules of the 

State a poor person can get 1 hac. of land while others can get upto 

5 and institutions even more. Such a scheme is supported ty the argument 

that"what will a poor person do if he is given more land, he does not 

have even sufficient to eat, how will he manage capital for investing 

in it ?" There is wonder if the big people taking advantage of this 

situation, grab extensive lands in the midst of such convenient rules 

and diceptive logic and establish big new jagirs.

14.17 All these programmes of waste lands and degraded forests are an 

outcome of the basic inequitous character of our system which are sought 

to be justified using all sorts of arguments and even wrong and diceptive 

concepts. That is not all. Not only the inequitous processes are 

getting support in the name of high principles purely for personal gains, 

but even the great national objectives-environmental improvement and 

regeneration and optimum use of resources, - in Mthose name all this is 

being done, are being carpxmisad.. It will be necessary to consider some 

basic question to understand this trap.

The Real Face of Plantation Economy of Industries

14.1Fi First of all it will be necessary for us to understand the real 

nature and correct accounting of the leases of land granted to an industry. 

It can be said in a way that the plantation for an industry is like culti

vation of trees from which they produce their raw material. The industry 

just invests in the production of trees like other activities. In this 

way, everbody will be benefited - the people will get enployment, the 

industries will get raw material and the industrialists economic return.

14.19 But the economy of plantations is not such a simple one which 

can be justified on the basis of this superflciory argument of input- 

output. The use of labour in the activity of tree plantations is ve:.y 

little in fact notional. Once trees have been planted, not much work 

is ordinarily required except for its protection. The most important 

work in the development of forests and plantations of tree cultivation
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is their protection. Their protection is priority a gift of nature, 

the contribution of in it is negligible.

14.20 The underlying principle of nationalisation of private forest 

after independence was that a person should not have a right of private 

ownership over such resources which do not require much by way of labour 

input for their economic use. Every person can have full entitlement 

on the fruits of his labour in an equitable socio-economic system. But 

if a Jagirdar has thousands of hac. of forest it is like a property for 

him from which he can earn croras o f  Rupees without any labour. It is 

true that some investment may be necessary for the upkeep and development 

of these resources ; some labour is also required. And it can also 

be said that the modem plantations or tree culture also require higher 

technique, more labour, heavy investment and new organisation. In this 

way, this activity can also be said to be an activity involving input- 

output like agriculture. But this argument has a twist which needs to

be claarad.

14.21 This Htgjnsnt is putt cf a ctep ocrcpiracy cf the rich to sstabLî i riĉ its o/ar natural 

rpmiprpg in our aantry- The vey tha plantation cr teas culture aocncny is ganarally prassn-

givas an inprssicn that it is also an tidinary activity irKoLving irpjt-ciitp.it in this 

is quite defective. In fact, it has been knowingly contrived in such 

a way that the poor may not be able to enter that activity. The real 

investment for production of raw materials in the plantation or tr.ee 

cultivation is almost nil. But attempts are made by adding a variety 

of un-necessary expenses to cover that fact so that it gives an appearance 

of a real econimic activity. Therefore, the investment by industrialists 

in plantation activities are not only , to a large extent, unnecessary 

but they are not in the national interest on any of the three counts, 

namely, environment, production and s o c i a l  equity.

The Real Basis of Development of Resources

14.22 Let us consider the claims of better use of resources or develop

ment of resources in case the fallow land and degraded forest are given 

to industries and the rich. The first thing which must be considered 

here is that every piece of land sustains plant life of a vast variety 

about which today even full information is not available. But even then,
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local people know the use of many of those plants on the basis of their 

experience spread over centuries and make their use. As ws move towards 

the forest from advanced areas, the entire life of the people becomes 

increasingly dependent on the use of local resources. Ideally all forms 

of the natural produce - leaves, fruits, roots - are invaluable for his 

life.

14.23 But the perception of the government or the industrialist about 

the same forest or land is just the opposite. For them only those items 

in the rich vegetational wealth have value which are "useful" for them. 

They look at the entire natural resource only from the angle of investment 

and profit. Once upon a time when banboo had no use for the modem system, 

the forest department considered it weed. But for the ordinary people 

bamboo was valuable then and continues to be so even now. The industria

list is not concerned about anything which grows in the forest or on 

the land until it can yield him some profit. That is why the government 

has been extracting only timber from the forest. The fruits and flowers, 

the.creepers and other plants had no value in its view. Similarly, 

whatever is required in the form of raw material has a value for the 

industrialist, everything else is unnecessary.

14.24 An all out effort has always been made in the industrial system, 

which also is quite natural, that their basket of production should 

contain nothing except what is useful for them. Therefore, monoculture 

plantations have been established after clear felling natural forest 

which has always been strongly resisted by the local people. All progra

mmes of plantations and tree culture basically represent a fight against 

the power of nature. Whatever is being offered by nature in a particular 

area may be considered to be useful only because no profit can be earned 

from the same. In this way on the one hand a very small part of the 

gift of nature is used in these programmes and , on the other, there 

is a continuous struggle against the forces of nature for increasing 

the production of the so called useful commodities. All these expenses 

are non-essential but are included in the investment of the enterprise. 

It is thus clear that the plantation or tree culture do not increase 

the production of natural rersources in the real sense ; on the contrary 

they reduce it.
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14.23 If very same resources are under the control of the ordinary 

people, the scene completely changes. The thinking of a person who 

has only a small piece of land is entirely different. He keenly observe 

everything which grows in it, tests it and uses it if possible. He plants 

trees, but he also puts some other plants along sida the tree. He also 

uses the grass and other things which grow in that land on their won.

He keeps goats in one comer and rears poultry in the other. The forest 

dweller also has the same methodology. In this way, there can be no 

better arrangement from the point of view of production from natural 

resources and their use than that the user of the resources himself should 

manage it.

14. 25 The current of our econimic system is not only incomplete

but also wrong. No account is maintained of the needs of the common 

man. If a product is not taken to the market for sale, its very existence 

is not recognised, not to speak of taking note of its market value. 

If the needs of a person are directly met from certain resources, then 

no value is counted in respect of that produce. It is on the basis 

of such half-baked and wrong accounting that the produce of the new jagirs 

of industrialists turns out to be more and nothing gets noted in respect 

of bari of the poor man • And it is conclusively proved that the indust

rialists are making proper use of the resources which serves the interests 

of both the nation and the poor alike. After all the poor also get some 

wages. But if we look at the total account of the production and also 

take into account the benefits which can accrue to the poor man, the 

total produce from the bari of the poor will turn out to be much more 

compared to the 'jagirs' of the rich. It will be so much more that there 

can be no real comparison. That is not all. The benefit for the protec

tion of environment through the participation of the poor man, both direct 

and indirect, will be much more.

14.27 In fact it was on account of this wrong perception that there 

is not even full and correct accounting of the profit and loss during 

the new phase of development. There is no realisation about the sufferings 

of the poor. The area of agricultural lands has increased plantations 

have been established and the benefits from them are included in the 

national production. That production became a part of the market system. 

With this new use of resources some people acquire proprietor rights or
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monopoly rights over their use. But the basis of life of those people 

in the process is snatched away, who depend on them for collection of 

roots, shoots and fruits. Today the geographical area under the forest 

has been reduced from about 23% to about 11%. The adverse effects of 

this reduction on environment is a matter of grave discussions. But 

there is no count of what the people used to get by way of wood from 

that 12% of the geographical area which now is no longer available to 

then. Similarly ther is lot of discussion about the possibility of certain 

wild life species getting extinct duetx>indiscriminate shikar. But there 

is no account of the loss sustained by the ordinary people who were getting 

their protein from the natural shikar of wild animals which now is not 

possible.

14.2*3 The benefits of development have accrued to the modem system 

or a smaller nunber of people belonging to it. For bulk of the people 

at has meant loss of fcrast produce and shikar. The production of food 

articles is recorded to be rising in the account of national production. 

It is possible that the quantity which the poor get from the market system 

may also have increased. But that their standard of utrition has gone 

down and has become very low in many places does not appear in this 

account. There is not even a realisation about what has been taken away 

literally from their plate.

The Reality of Investment Accounts

14.29 if we now turn to the nature of investment in plantations or tree 

cultivation on account of which this gift is being given to the rich 

people, the situation will appear to be just the opposite. As we have 

stated earlier that some poor man is linked with every piece of land.

If that land is given to someone else even for better use, the first 

task which the new owner will have to do is not to allow that poor person 

the earlier use of that land and, infact, not allow him even to enter 

it. This struggle has been continuing through the ages in relation to 

the alternative uses of natural resources. The tribal has to protect 

his fields in the forest from wild animals. At other places people have 

to struggle against cattle rearers when they bring new lands under plough. 

The main problem faced by a single - cropped area after itisbrought under 

irrigation is its protection against animals from other villages.
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14.30 But all these processes of change are very gradual. Moreover 

these struggle are amongst different sections of the same community and 

they are also resolved mutually in a common meeting. But when the govern

ment industrialists and the rich suddenly acquire control over resources 

and begin to put it under an alternative use according to a plan, the 

change in tie use of that resource is sudden. Therefore, the first and 

the most important task in all these programmes is to protect the new 

iagir against those people who were somehow making a living from them 

earlier. Therefore, before plantations are established on a fallow land 

trenches are dug around it, wire fences are erected and when protection 

is not possible with ordinary wires, electric current is passed through 

them. The maximum investment in all these programmes is on account of 

protection. No programme can even be thought without it. But how fragile 

is all this fencing without people's participation ? It is not necessary 

to go far to see this . There may be a two-foot wide filling in trenches 

which may run for miles and one wire may be cut at some place out of 

thousands of high pole going around the land. And that becomes an easy 

pessage for the cattle beyond that great wall ! Ard if greater strictness 

is observed, the last resort is an invitation to the extreme for support 

and the entire system cracks thereafter !

14.31 Unfortunately this unjust system appears to be so natural that 

its anomalies do not appear anomalies. It is on this count that all 

these programmes are plagued with struggles against the poor man in one 

form or the other. And the price of that struggle is taken to be invest

ment in development. Here we come across a basic question as to whether 

the struggle against the poor is an inevitable part of the development 

process. Whether the investment against this struggle is necessary and 

whether that investment is really an investment for development. Is 

it not possible to have a scheme for the use of these resources in which 

the poor, who have been getting something for their living out of these 

resources, may get something more ? An internal truth about hunan society 

is that no obstruction can be effective against the people's wave. All 

the walls, howsoever strong, will collapse, sooner or later, against 

the strong tide and not even a trace will be left. What will remain 

is the people's consciousness and people's will. The entitlement of 

the common man in the benefits of new development is the biggest protection; 

after that no other protection is necessary. In that situation, with 

heavy reduction in the investment, these programmes will be rruch more
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beneficial not only in relation to social equity but also in terms of jxub 

cost-benefit.

Costly Programmes and limited Scope

14.32 There is yet another aspect of development of waste land and deg

raded forest and their use which has not claimed much attention. Even 

though in many cases lands not really suitable for agriculture are being 

used for agriculture but the bulk of the fallow land has not been brought 

under agriculture because it is not suitable for agriculture. There 

are two reasons for the unsuitability of land for agriculture. Either 

the quality of land is not good or there is scarcity of water. Now, 

iF a national programme is being formulated for these areas, it should 

be such which can cover the entire waste land and degraded forest or 

all these resources can be put to the optimum use. If this is to be 

achieved, then the investment per unit has to be kept so low that a 

programme can be viable on input-output considerations even on the worst 

lands. In other words irroie should be more than investment.

14.33 We have seen above that the nature of programmes of industrial 

establishment in relation to fallow land is such that the benefits actually 

derived from land are much less, in fact they are only a small part: 

of what is possible. Similarly, the unnecessary burden of protection 

in the context of struggle against the poor becomes so heavy that the 

investment becomes very high. This is not all. A variety of other 

expenses are also included, most of which cannot be said to be necessary. 

For example, provision for watering is deemed to be almost inevitable 

in these programmes. The argument is that if no water is available the 

plants may dry out. But the implication of this is that the programme 

of tree cultivation can be taken up only in those areas where arrangement 

for water is possible.

14.34 It is obvious that the extent of such areas is very limited where 

arrangement for water is possible. Wherever water can be got people 

do agriculture. The maximum opportunity for labour is provided in such

lands. The land is fallow because it is not suitable for cultivation
i

and a source of water does not exist . In this way if the need for watering 

is accepted the scope of this programme will become very limited. That
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is why when big establishments or the rich people enter these programmes 

they try to get best possible lands. And if they do not get good land 

they somehow riggle out, notwithstanding the lip service to the great 

principles of environmental development. Who is to struggle with marginal 

lands ? This has been the experience so far. In this way, even programmes 

of tree cultivation cannot be taken up on the bulk of the marginal lands 

because they are deemed to be non-viable on the basis of such input-out

put considerations. That is not all. The expensive programmes of the 

rich create wrong yard-sticks for the general programmes. Therefore, 

if a low cost programme is prepared for the marginal lands it is considered 

as incomplete by the banks. And when the expenses are high, it is declared 

to be non-viable. Therefore, in either case they do not qualify for 

bank credit.

14.35 If the logic of rich that the cultiviation of trees may be taken 

only where water is available were accepted by the ordinary farmers for 

their agricultural operations most of the farmers in India will not be 

ab4e to do their cultivation. The ordinary farmer in our country takes 

the risk of water scarcity and erratic behaviour of monsoon. The biggest 

argunent for taking up plantation of trees instead of agriculture on 

lands in areas with low water availability can be that the possibility 

of loss on account of water shortage in tree cultivaton is much less.

The supply of water for cultivation has to be strictly according to 

the seasonal requirement. Even if the total rain may be the same, but 

if its spread is not proper, the entire cultivation in the area may fail.

14.36 But this is not the case with cultivation of trees. Even when 

water is not available the trees are also to survive. If the growth 

is less during a scarcity year it may be higher in a good year. It is 

true that if there is lack of water in the early stages after plantation, 

the plant may die. But to plant a tree even after taking the risk of 

erratic rain is much more logical than not to plant a tree because of 

the risk due to shortage of water or no rain. This is the only alternative 

in the situation of our country. If a plant dies out this year, a fresh 

attempt can be made next year. Even in drought-prone areas 3 out of 

5 years can be expected to have normal rains. And the world, particularly 

the world of our farmers, is built of hope. If the ecological balance
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has to be restored in our country even the worst lands have to be brought 

under vegetational cover and the risk of erratic of rain will have to 

be taken. After all the forests grow on their own in similar situations 

and also prosper. The same processes will have to be antuuad with

the initiative of the man.

14.37 Similary in the programmes of big establishment, as we have seen 

earlier, attempt is made to plant selected species instead of taking 

full advantage of natural forces. If instead of this approach, full 

use is made of the potentiality of the existing root stock in the land, 

a large variety of plants and trees can grew without any investment what

soever. Selected species are required by industry. But the natural 

forest strengthen the economy of the common man. Here we have an extremely 

anomalous situation. The investment on plantations, which in overall 

terms yield only a small benefit is very high while the investment on 

natural forest, which in their totality give much more benefit, require 

very little investment . But since that small benefit accrues to the 

industrialist , therefore,he does not hesitate in making even large 

investment. On the other hand, where the benefits accrue to the poor 

firstly they do not get reflected in the overall accounts anyvfaere. 

Therefore, even small investments on such programme are considered to 

be wasteful, even though the overall benefits may be very high.

14.38 In this way the -input-output accounting of such projects and prog

rammes is very odd in which only the interests of the rich are fully 

taken care of and the interests of the nation and the poor are completely 

ignored. When such heavy investments are accepted as essential, it is 

possible to prove that the activity can be taken up only by the rich 

people and only such people can be given that responsibility. And it 

is possible to ease out the poor from such programmes. In fact, the 

scope of these programmes gets limited to better areas only about which 

nobody seems to bother . And when the question about limited spread 

of the programme is raised, then a plea is taken that'after all what 

can be done if something is not viable'? But the definition of virility 

is itself so framed that the rich people are able to create their rights 

over good resources. In this way, this whole process is part of a deepj 

conspiracy for excluding the poor from the rights over natural resources 

and their use ; and even national interest gets ignored in this process.
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The Plea of long Gestation Period

14.39 There is one more argument put forward against inclusion of poor 

in these programmes. It is presuned that the income in these programmes 

will start only after a long time after the investment is initially 

made. In this situation a question is asked whether a poor person can 

wait for so much time after making an investment for the income to flow. 

It appears that as if there is no answer to this question. Therefore, 

it is presumed that the plea that the waste land should be given to those 

people who can make an investment and wait for five t? seven years when 

the income begins to flow. Since no one other than the rich, people can 

do so, therefore this responsibility has to be borne by them in the 

national interest.

14.40 This argument has another hidden meaning, that is, in no case 

these resources should be allowed to go in the hands of the poor. This 

argument is also a hollow as the other argument. The real question even 

here is about the perception. The first truth of our economic system 

is that the poor, wherever he is, makes his living peipns who has to 

work for making a living somewhere is included in a new programme then 

his condition will improve. So long so he himself does not so desire 

if will not any difference so far as his other activities are concerned. 

Moreover if the programmes of fallow land are properly prepared then 

whatever labour investment he has to make by way of in that activity 

can yield him some wage income. In this way his total income will increase. 

In this situation talking about waiting for a long period in meaningless.

14.41 There is one more thing. If the poor and his family have something 

in plenty it is their labour. The labour with which he earns his living 

can be used by him for his own work. It cannot be said that at present 

people do not have spare time, and that too for their own work. Every 

family can take out sometime even after working as a labourer elsewhere 

which they can use for developing their own resource-base. Most of the 

activities in these projects are such which the enterpreneur can get 

done only through labourer. But the same activities may not require 

extra effort if a labourer himself as involved in that activity. The 

protection of land is automatically taken care of as soon as the family 

begins to live on the field or the children can do it while playing about.
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Ordinarily money is not required for this type of work, because after 

all it is his own work. But if he gets a wage for all these items of 

work also, that will add to the quality, of the programme and there will 

be some addition to his income as well.

14.42 That it may be necessary to wait for 5 to 7 years for income to 

flow from tree cultivation on waste land is correct, but only from the 

angle of industrialist or rich people. It is also true in their cases 

since these people use the land for mono-culture. The other possibilities 

of income for that land do not hold in their account of input-output.

But the economics of the poor is entirely different. As soon as he 

gets land, he can start using it from the very ..next day for some purpose 

or the other. Even the trees for plantations can be selected in such 

a way that he will get some income even with 4.to 5 months. It is truej 

that even full potential of Income will be realised only after 5 to 7 years. 

But in the intervening period he will be able to use his labour for other 

purposes. In this way the poor is not to wait for 5 to 7 years for the 

income to start flowing on which he can live. There will however be 

a qualitative change in his situation after 5 to 7 years dien the flow 

of income from the fallow land becomes regular. Then he will not be 

a resourceless person but will become a person owning a resource. And 

in this way he will become an equal partner in the new development.

The Real Structure of the Programme

14.43 Basically there are four things vrtiich are required in any programme, 

namely ; land, labour, capital and organisation. In the programmes related 

to waste land or degraded forests land is given by the government and 

labour is provided by the worker. Therefore, capital and organisation 

are the only remaining elements. The plea for inlcuding industrialists 

or rich people in these programmes is usually based on this ground that 

they will provide capital and also necessary organisational input. It 

is necessary to consider this logic in some depth.

14.44 Let us first take the question of capital. Even industrialists 

get their capital either from the government or from a bank. In fact 

capital cannot be considered to be basic in a planned economic development 

particularly in the case of development of poor. And if we remove all
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unnecessary expenses from the programme of tree plantation on fallow 

land, not much capital except for labour input will necessary. In this 

way when even the industrialist invests capital it is on two counts - 

unnnecessary expenditure and wages for the labourers. If arrangement 

can be made for wages to be paid to the weaker section for work on their 

own land in this programme. tJneca will be not much reauirement of capital.

"14.45 Whan thare is such a big differanca with regard to tha capital invest

ment in the two models of rich paople and ordinary paople,the choica is 

claar.Thara is ona mora thing. Hie programmes of rich paopla not only require 

much higher capital but even the profit accrues after a long time. But 

in the ca$e of poor the benefits begin to flow immediately or- after a 

very little time. That is not all. The bulk of the capital in the prog

rammes of the rich people is required for industrial goods while the 

capital in the programmes of the poor is directly in the form of wages. 

The investments in the programmes of rich people on both these counts 

can have adverse effect on the economy. There may be inflation. Therefore 

the investment has to be limited. But here is no possibility of any 

bad effects whatever may be the quantum of investment in the programme 

of the poor. On the contrary, higher the investment on such programme 

more balanced will be the economic system. In this way there need not 

be any limit on financial outlay. The programme can be extended at 

will without any restrictions. It can be hoped that, the government or 

the banks should be able to provide full capital requirement of these 

programmes of poor with very low capital input. In this situation, parti

cipation of the rich in the capital for these programme has no meaning.

14.46 The question now is about, need of organisational support for improve - 

ment of waste lands. In this case also the organisational experience 

of the industrialist and the rich people,if at all can be used it can 

for external liason of big projects. So far as the plants and trees 

are concerned the ordinary people know everything. Therefore, if instead 

of big projects small schemes are prepared for the poor with small lands, 

the need for organisation on a large scale will automatically disapper. 

Thus it is clear that on no count it is necessary to include industrialist 

or rich people in the programmes of waste land or degraded forests.

In fact, their participation in these programmes is harmful. We have 

seen earlier that these programmes became unduly costly simply because
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of the association of the rich people. Firstly, neither the resources 

are fully utilised and nor full advantage is taken of the nature's force . 

Secondly, the confrontation with the common man is inevitable in \ those 

programmes. In this way there is confrontation both with the nature and 

the man and the result is that these programmes became very costly. 

Unfortunately, it is these costly programmes which are taken as models. 

Then the plea of requirement of large investments is used to conclude 

that how can the poor take up such costly programmes ?

14.47 The account of poor nan's programmes is entirely different. If 

resources are given to the poor and he is convinced that he will get 

full rights over vrtiatever grows there, he will be able to do his work 

without much expenditure. His experience about tree plantation and forests 

has been very bitter. He has no right even to use the trees standing 

in his own field. Ihe problems\ which he is facing in the forests are 

too many to be told. The most important thing in these programmes will 

be the instilling a sense of trust about the promises and perceptions 

of the government. That can be tha- biggest asset.

A Unique and Ideal Experiment of Ehimaram

14.48 A unique experiment .of planting trees on marginal and fallow lands 

is reported from an area around Bhimaram in Adilabad district cf Andhra 

Pradesh. Most of the land here is unproductive for agriculture. The 

ordinary people have been making a living by working in the forest.

A few years back some people in the village thought of making better 

use of unproductive land by planting mangoes. The people in the village 

as a grap, also decidedthat every single person in the village will be 

included in the programme. Therefore the people planted mango on their 

own lands and, in the case of landless, on government land specially 

assigned for this purpose.

14.49 The people did not feel the need for any financial investment 

in this programme. Since all the people in the village were participating 

in this programne, protection of trees became the responsibility of everyone 

and there was no need of making any expenditure on that count. It was 

possible that some problems could arisad from goats owned by the shepherd.
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in the village. But since he was also included in the programme, he 

sold away his goats and started rearing sheep. Similarly, after all, 

how much labour is required in planting of trees and after all it was 

personal work for everyone. Therefore the people of the village decided 

that they would get up early in the morning before going out for work and 

look after their trees as if it was a part of their domestic work. There

fore there was no need for expenditure on labbtir even after ths rranqpes bad 

bssn planted. The only thing which they required from outside

was the plant material and fertilizer. They manage a loan of Rs. 100 

per acre for a bank for covering this expenditure.

14.50 This prpgramme was initially taken in the worst lands on which 

almost nothing grew. After about four years' of this plantation, when 

people began to get some income, this unproductive land became more valuable. 

In contrast the land which was considered to be productive earlier began 

to yield less income after this experiment. In this situation the people 

were not happy about putting in lot of labour for earning a small income 

from this "unproductive" land. Therefore in the second phase these people 

started planting trees on the comparatively better land of the village.

14.51 This sinple programme was an unqualified success. There was no 

reason-for its failure. Success has its own message. The people all 

around saw this success with their own eyes and its news spread far and 

wide in the whole area. Later, Government departments also cmtributed 

to its expansion. In fact, with the coming of the government an element 

of loan and subsidy got introduced because of which its pace became 

somewhat slower. But even then, uptil now plantations of mango, cashew, 

ber has covered more than 15000 hac. in this area. The land which did 

not yield any income or gave them at the most Rs. 100 to 200 per acre 

is now yielding-an income of Rs. 1 0 ,0 0 0  per acre. The person who was 

an ordinaryj labourer till the other day has an annual income of not 

less than Rs. 1 0 ,0 0 0 . The biggest problem in this area today is that 

how to make proper use of this big income.

14.52 experience of Bhimaram is an ideal one, but not the only 

one. A number of small and big experiments have been taken up in the 

aates of West Bengal, Gujarat and Rajasthan. We have already referred
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to the experience of Arabari in Midnapur district (Page 114). But not 

much attention has been paid to these successful experiments at the 

national level. They are ignored by describing them as exceptions. 

On the other hand, the rich people are making tireless effort for creating 

new jagirs by taking control of all sorts of resources, telling all sorts 

of talas , making big projects in the name of environment, industry and 

development. The big projects serve the interests of everyone. Therefore, 

they are being pushed forward ignoring the field reality, opposition 

of the people and the real national interest.

Karnatak Paper Pulp Limited - A Wrong Example

14.53 An important example about a lease of waste land and degraded 

forest for industryj and its wrong consequences comes from Karnataka. 

Two very big leases of fallow lands were given to industrial establishment 

in Karnataka - one to Mysore Paper Mill and naother to Karnatak Paper 

Pulp Limited. A contact for assignment 30000 hac. of land to each of
4

these industries was signed. The bulk of the proposed lands in the case 

of Karnataka Paper Pulp Ltd., were 'C' & 'D' lands (C & D lapds are land^ 

under management of revenue • department outside reserved forest). II 

is clear that the ordinary people must have been depending on these landj 

for meeting their day to day requirements. The need for giving the leas< 

to Karnatak Paper Pulp Ltd. arose because the State goverment had promise^ 

to supply two lakh tons of raw material every year when iVs Harihaj 

Polyfibres was established. In view of the depletion of fixv:st and alsj 

in the context of the new thinking in the management of forest, the Stati 

Government decided that the concerned industry must be told to make arrang* 

ments for producing their own raw material according to their needs 

With a view to achieve this objective, a new company Karnatak Pape 

Pulp Ltd. was established in which State Govt, has 51% share. Thus th 

main objective of this company in the joint sector was to produce raw 

materials for M/s Harihar Polyfibres.

14.54 a 40 year lease of land was assigned in favour of the company i 

1977. The land in respect of this lease as far as possible had to t 

unproductive C & D lands. In case C & D lands were not available th 

degraded forest land could also be given. According to the contra^ 

the company was obliged to plant 5% trees for meeting the fuel wood an
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foddar requirements of the people. The company would sell fuel wood 

to the forest department at local rates and the forest department in 

Lts turn would sell it to the people. The lops and tops of the trees, 

ifhich remained after working the forest, would be left on the spot v^iich 

the people could take according to their need. The government was entitle 

to 12^% share of the gross produce from this land in lieu of the revenue.

t.55 As the Government started transferring land according to this 

reement and the people came to know about it local resistence started 

building up. In many areas no pasture land was left after the land was 

^iven to the Company. Afterwards trenches were dug around it so that 

beither man nor animals could enter it. Wherever the boundaries were 

irery near the village people were in big trouble. The company obsessed 

j/ith its own programme did not care to look at the problems of the people, 

jjior did they give any attention to the reality in the field. It is clear 

from the papers concerning this dispute that the company in a number 

pf cases took over lands unilaterally in an unauthorised fashion. In 

^ny case, the local resources are being snatched away from the people 

pithout asking them and without listening to them simply because the 

land has been entered as government lands . They are putting up a stiff 

Imposition.

4.56 The agreement between the Government and the Company on the face 

>f it appears to be fair. It also gives an impression that the interests 

»f the people have been taken care of. But many things have been ignored 

.n this. The first thing is that if the Government decides to give land 

>f a village to some company, in that situation it is only the village 

>eople who can tell as to which land can be given and which cannot be 

;iven. The way the Government has entered into this agreement and trans- 

:erred these lands, it. is clear that the fact that some people live 

n the areas where the land was being assigned and they also have one 

eeds of thsir's, has been completely ignored let alone the fact of their 

ights over them.

|4.57 Another thing which is usually intrinsic to such agreements is 

|hat there is a tendency to draw conclusions on the basis of figures

Ind indifference to any objective assessment of the possible profit and 

oss. So far as the profit and loss of the people are concerendd, the

>—303 SCAST/90
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first important this is that the people will lose their resources today 

and the benefit, if at all, is likely to accrue only when the trees grow 

and their turn for felling comes the second important points are about 

"who is the loser ? and "who is the gainer? As I have said a number 

of times, in all these cases the .maximum loss falls on the poor

people. In this case it is possible that some benefit may accrue to 

the local community. But it will in no way solve the problem of the 

poor. Again the person who has no land, no cattle and perhaps his depen

dence on this resource is maximum, he will have no place in the new context. 

Since he has no cattel he cannot hope to get any benefit in future even 

if foddar trees are planted according to the agreement. Today he is 

able to manage somehow by bringing roots and shoots or collecting firewood 

from the forest. This will become nonavailable to him immediately, but 

he has no thope for getting benefit out of the new system even in future. 

In the new arrangement the firewood will be sold departmentally and the 

government will fix its rate. In this situation both the fuelwood collec

tors and the ordinary people will be losers. The fuelwood collector 

will not be able to bring fuelwood from that area. But even other poor 

today can get their fuel wood for which the only input is their personel 

labours, he has not to pay any cash. In future he may have to pay in 

cash according to government rates. Where from will he * get moneyj for 

making that purchase ?

14.58 They entire agreement of the Government with the Industry is in 

a way symbol of the self rithiousness of the system and their contempt 

towards the common man. The industry will have lops and tops after felling 

the trees "leavings after a grand feast ; and a feast for the paupers". 

5% of the trees will be for fuel and fodder trees. But how will the 

people get them whom knows ? Till now no plantation of fuel and fodder 

trees has been taken up. This all is as yet only on paper. The govenrment 

will get 12|% of the toal produce in lieu of their revenue. What principle 

after all has been adopted in this sharing ? The people get 5%, the 

Government get 12.5% and the remaining 87.5% for the Company. After 

all what contribution is there on the part of the Company inthe creation 

of the forest wealth ? Is it Grabbing the wealth of the people by driving 

them away with the help of Govt. ? And then to prove that the Company 

has produced something by showing a variety of unnecessary expenses as 

investment.
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14.59 The nature is quite benevolent in the Western Ghats. Where can 

get such an example of founding a new State by grabbing such an extensive 

natural wealth in the name of industries ? The resources providing

subsistence to the people are being snatched away in one village after 

another, simply because their rights have not been recorded. These village 

communities and the poor living these do not exist so far as these cont

racts are concerned. After all can the village communities how be deprived 

of their rights over the natural resources ? Their life depends on them. 

Even if it is accepted that the use of these resources was necessary 

for industry and development, was it necessary that the entire profit 

should go to the capitalist ? What difficulty was there in making these 

village communities and the people who were dependent on those resources 

as partners in that industry ?

14.60 There is a 'conspiracy of silence' in our country on the question 

of partnership in the benefits of development and use of natural resources. 

Not to talk about it is the best method of self defence. Otherwise, if a 

dialogue is started the entire game of the industrialists will be exposed. 

If the sharing of the government, the local community and the industry 

in the benefits of development is fixed properly and rationally, the 

claims of the community on the benefits relatable to the use of natural 

resources cannot be ignored. In that situation the industry will have 

to be content with the profits of purely industrial activities. Today 

this position is not acceptable to them. They have become used to wind

fall profits without effort. The gains of honesty cannot but be limited. 

But they are not satisfied with then. So far these people have been 

taking away the raw material from the forest at throw away prices and 

have been making phenomenal profits. Now on the same plea a lease of 

30000 hac. as usual ; and a new jagir in bonus.

14.61 In this way it is clear that the entire system of assigning waste 

land to the industries is anti-people. The interests of the poor parti

cularly the Scheduled Castes have not been kept in view in these agree

ments. The State has played with the right to life of their people.

An alternative equitable system should be established immediately accep

ting the right of the local community on the resources and terminating 

all earlier rrangement totally so that the local communityj, particulary 

the poor, become partners in the industrial activity. This is not only 

the moral duty of the State but their Constitutional obligation.
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The Right Path for Social Equity and Environmental Development

14.62 In this way it is clear that inclusion of industrialists of waste 

land and degraded forest is a big conspiracy gainst the bulk of the 

poor in the country. It is true that these resources are getting degraded,. 

Whatever the poor people are getting from them cannot continue for long. 

But depriving the poor of their right only on that count is not justifiable 

in any way. The degradation of these resources is not necessary. They 

can be inproved with the partnership of the people. Today with the 

advances of science and technology has made it possible that the lands 

which are yielding nothing today can yield atleast this much so that even 

a small piece of land can be sufficient for supporting the life of an 

ordinary person. But the question is as to what strategy should be adop

ted so that this new found power of science and technology strengthen 

the hands of the poor ?

14.63 I had stated in the previous report in categorical terms that all 

those occupations in which the people have been working according to 

their own style are getting out of their hands with the interoduction 

of new technology. That is now all. The entire potential of development 

which the people in the traditional occupations could have got, is being 

grabbed by the rich people. All sorts of means of production are coming 

under their sway and the old artisans is now becoming a mere labourer. 

Unfortunately science and technology are under the seige of moneid people. 

The scientists and technicians, in association with the vested interests, 

have become instrumental perhaps without knowing, in the poor bein denied 

partnership in new development and have done a great damage to them.

14.64 The same situation is about waste land and degraded forest. Nobody 

bothered about these resources so far because either they were unpro

ductive or they were located in inaccessible areas. Therefore, if a 

poor person was linked with them and making a living, nobody had any 

objection. But in the new phase when these resources can yield big divi

dends, everyone is after them. These resources are the as base of the! 

poor for making a living. But unfortunately they do not have a formal 

right over them. Therefore, the government can do whatever they likel 

in their case. The rich people are trying to establish their claims 

in the name of development and under the cover of law.
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The Only Hope and the Last Opportunity of the Poor

14.65 In this critical phase in the history of development, an opportu

nity has come when the poor who has been dependent for his living on 

the natural resources, albiet in related conditiions, but had not rights 

over them, can be put to such a new use which can provide him an opportu

nity for leading a good life. If their right to make a living from these 

resources is accepted, they will have something which they can call as 

their own.

14.66 If this objective is to be achieved it will be necessary that 

industrialists and rich people are strictly kept out from the programmes 

of the wasts lands and degraded forest. These programmes must be prepared 

around those people who are prepared to work with their cwn hands. The 

possibility of coexistence of both the poor and rich in the same programme 

must be rejected openly out of hand. The right of a person on waste 

land can be limited to its use. After all he is just making a living 

from it. The govenrment can provide full support - financial, technical, 

organisational for the programme. And if the production of these resources 

is required for an industry these people working with their hands should 

be come partners in that industry itself. In this way the poor man will 

be able to become partner in national development. But if on any account 

whatsoever, this opportunity of partnership of the poor in the national 

economy is lost under the pressure or otherwise of vested interests then 

he will remain where he was. If the current policies continue, he will 

lose even that fragile support of waste land and degraded forest. And 

on the other hand, a new species of neo-jagirdaries and neo-zamindaries 

would have been created who may dominate the entire national economy.

Thus a new era of zamindaries and jagirdaries will begin. Its form 

will be different. The signs are clear. Therefore inmediate effective 

action carefully planned is necessary.

14.67 These marginal resources comprising the waste land and degraded 

forest are the last hope of the poor and the only opportunity for him. 

If the 'open loot' of these resources by a few persons with the support 

of scientific advances and financial resources is not checked in time 

that last flicker of hope for the poor will get extinguished and the 

last opportunity of leading a honourable life will have slipped through 

his fingures for ever. But in this time of great tragedy there is a ray 

of hope. Perhaps he may not accept this injustice.
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COMMAND OVER RESOURCES - 8 

W a t e r

Tha perception about watar a resource like air# so far 

has baan that it is a resource which is easily available 

to everyona. Tharaf ora, thara was no naad for paying any 

special attention to questions about the command ovar this 

resource and its use notwithstanding its vital importance 

for life. Secondly, the use of watar was limited largely 

for drinking purposes and also some irrigation. Moraovar, 

tha usa of watar depended on an individual's capacity for 

personal labour and tha ordinary technology which was within 

aasy raach of almost avaryona. Tha result was that during 

this phase thare was no scarcity of water as a rasourca. 

Moraovar, it was not possible for anyone to acquire control 

over this resource through money power. Everyone could use 

it according to his own need and his labour input. The parson 

who wanted to get watar for his fiald could dig a wall, lift 

watar from a rivar or stream and taka it along a channel 

over long distances too. Soma rulars and Zamindars occasiona

lly constructed a few irrigation projects, which involved 

a lot of investment, so that water could be collected in 

a reservoir or evan otherwise and could be taken in a planned 

way from one place to another. But such projects were exceptio

ns.

Entry of Capital in the Use of Watar

15.2 A sea-changa has occurred in tha social sida of watar 

use with tha introduction of naw technology for its usa. 

With tha coming of pumping sats, watar can now be drawn from 

graat dapths in the ground. In the new setting, tha usa of
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ratar would depend on tha power of tha machina, instead of 

:ha hard manual labour of tha concerned parson. Tha right 

:o usa water, thus, suddenly started gravitating into tha 

lands of those persons who could command capital. Tha watar 

inderground does not recognisa fiald boundaries, it flows 

mobstructad. With tha continuad drawal from irrigation walls 

ind commissioning of angina pumps in large areas, the laval 

if sub-soil watar has started going down. Tha ground watar 

las gradually got out of raach of tha parson who earlier 

lepanded on his own personal labour only. Thereafter tha 

extent of drawal on water depended on the size of the machine-- 

Diggar tha machina greater the command. That is not all. 

[n soma araas so much watar has baen drawn out that almost 

;he entire stock of water in the local area has got exhausted.

15.3 With tha growing importance of capital in tha usa of 

tfater, the social context of use of the watar has also changed. 

Its use now bacama a mattar of simple arithametic of investment 

and profit. For example, in many areas people used available 

underground watar for raising profit yielding cash crops. 

Fhay showed no concern for tha consequent scarcity which 

Lt caused of even drinking watar in tha same araa. In tha 

National Watar Policy, higher priority has no doubt baan 

jivan to drinking watar. But it is still a mara idea. Tha 

Lssua of social equity in tha usa of water has not raally 

ioma to tha fora so far. Tharafore, tha truth is that tha 

rich peopla hava acquired control over underground water. 

)n tha other sida, the development of agriculture in our 

rountry is largely irrigation-oriantad. Tharafora, whoso- 

jver is abla to acquira control ovar watar can gat othar 

janafits of davalopmant as wall. In this way, tha powar of 

;he wall-to-do in our country has increased manifold. On 

:ha othar hand, tha small farmer, who could get soma watar 

rith his own personal effort, has bean deprived avan of that 

imall privilege. Ha is gradually left with no other option 

>ut to laava agriculture and become a landless labourer.

tig Irrigation Projects and Right ovar Watar

5.4 Similarly, a basic change has occurrad in tha right 

ivar flowing watar and its usa with the commissioning of 

iig irrigation projects ovar tha rivars. Tha first affect
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of big irrigation projacts is that tha stats and associated 

institutions acquire authority ovar tha flowing watar which 

so far vastad with tha person who ownad the land on which 

water fall or with the community. The naw system in the process 

also acquires control over tha distribution of water, after 

it is collected in a big resarvoir. Tha distribution now 

exclusively depends on the will of the executive. In this 

scheme of distribution, the people in the benefited zona 

recieve huge benefits. But some people lose everything - 

their homes and hearth, their land and fields in tha procass 

of execution of such projects. That is not all. After a 

dam has been constructed on a river, the people living in 

the down stream are deni ad the benefit of water which they 

had bean deriving till then. Consequently, their traditional 

economic system collapses. Moreoever, in many cases, tha 

seasonal migration of fish either ceases completely or is 

drastically raduced after there is obstruction in the rivar 

flow bacausa of tha dam. For example, the arrival of jEish 

in the uppar parts of the Ganges has been greatly reduced 

aftar the construction of Farakka Dam and thousands of fisherm

en, who earlier ware making a living by fishing, hava lost 

their sourca of livelihood.

Right of Paople in the Catchmant Area of Big Projacts

15.5 Thara is ona more issue concarning big irrigation projec

ts which raquiras special attention. Whan a big cfam is constru

cted, it becomes nacessary that the upstream water is received 

in the dam without any obstruction. Tha catchment of big 

dams mostly comprises hilly and forasts regions and most 

of thasa araas ara inhabitad by tha tribal people. The benefit 

of these big irrigation projects largely accrues to tha non-tr- 

ibal plain araas.

15.6 There can be no objection if the resources which ara 

not being used in ona area can be used for tha banfit of another 

area. But an important question about these projects is how 

to ensura that watar in tha catchmant of these rivers is 

made availabla and that too continuously to the dam and its 

distribution systam. Tharafora, in soma casas restrictions 

are placed on tha usa of watar in the catchment of big project

s. For axampla, thara is a law in Maharashtra, according
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to which ths paopla in tha catchment of a big dam can usa 

not mcra than 15% of ths total availabla watar. Consequsntly 

svsn though a numbsr of dams havs bssn constructsd in Nasik, 

psopls living in psriphary of thoss dams cannot install pumping 

ssts for irrigation in thair fislds whils ths sams watar 

is tak* to distant placss through long long canals. This 

may b considsrad as nscsssary in ths prasant systam,- but 

it cannot bs said to ba a just arrangament.

15.7 Hara ws faca soma basic issuas of principlss. It is 

true that according to prasant rackoning tha tribal . araas 

ara backward. Tharafora, watar is not baing used whara it 

touchas tha ground. In fact paopla thara ara not in a position 

to usa it. But, if tomorrow thasa paopla faal tha naad of 

using that watar, than it will bs thair natural right and 

how can thay ba daprivad of that usa? It is difficult for 

big irrigation projacts to accapt this simpla logic because 

haavy investments are involved which cannot ba allowed to 

go wasta. In this way, wa again sae in tha final analysis 

tha phenomenon of tha right ovar rasourcas being consolidated 

on tha strength of monay through the big projects. It will 

be necassary to change tha antira lagal structure to remova 

this anomaly.

Tha Basis of Watar-Usa - Monay Power, Profit or Social 

Equity

15.8 The naxt important question, alongwith that management 

of watar resources, concerns the people's right to use water. 

Tha prasant practices about water usa are objectionable on 

many counts. Tha rich paopla hava acquired control ovar underg

round water. So in thair perception water has no prica as 

watar. Tha price of watar for tham raprasants only ths expend

iture incurred in drawing it from the wall. On tha other 

hand, in tha case of canal irrigation and othar government 

projacts, the antira cost is borne by tha stata. Even hare 

thare is no prica of watar as watar. If a question about 

the prica of water is raised, it is limited at tha most to 

meeting the expenditure of collecting it and its distribution 

upto tha fiald laval. Tha total cost of irrigation projacts 

can ba raalisad by imposing a suitable lavy for irrigation 

on tha farmers. But tha irrigation ratas for variety of raasons

*— 303 SCAST/90
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ara so low that it is not possible to mast avan tha expenses 

of tha maintenance of thasa projacts. Tharafora, paople gat 

watar from government irrigation projacts almost fraa.

15.9 Tha practice of providing irrigation at a\ low rata 

was first started in tha form of government assistance for 

growing mora food. This latar on bacama a convention and 

than a vastad interests. Many consequences of this practice 

ara not quita healthy. Tha choice of crops in irrigated land 

today dapands exclusively on considerations of investment 

and profit. When watar is fraa, tha psychology of quick return 

is dominating. The result is that tha bast irrigated lands 

ara davotad in soma place3 for growing opium and tobacco 

and elsewhara for groundnut and sugarcana. Hara a grossly 

anomalous situation has arise in tha usa of an important 

resource lika watar. Whan there is scarcity of watar in the 

country, the only proper criterion for the use of watar can 

ba tha national intarast and social aquity rather than individ-* 

ual profit. In this situation as a matter of principle watai; 

should ba made available only for thosa crops in which thaj 

ordinary paople, particularly those belonging to the waakar 

sections, ara abla • to dariva maximum banafit in tarms oil 

total production with minimum watar usa.

15.10 So far it is the plain areas in our country whiclj 

hava baen at tha cantra of agricultural economy. Tha entir3 

development of agricultura also has been limited to thes: 

araas. Even within thesa areas, attention has baen focusse<j 

primarily on wheat, paddy and cash crops. Tha amphasis i| 

naw technology also has baan mainly on thasa crops and al] 

sorts of invastmants ara also baing made available for thamj 

To provida watar to thasa 'advanced' araas in any way an^ 

from anywhara, has baan accepted almost as axiomatic. One! 

some paopla have tha taste of unearned profit, they hav| 

no hesitation in demanding the same as a right. The systej 

also supports them - that is also the simplest course a) 

wall as tha easiest.

15.11 On the other hand, many of those who hava unproductiv 

lands or are marginal farmers can grow only coarsa grains 

These paople hava neither got tha banefit of irrigation no
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that of naw technology. Not much attention- has baan paid 

to this fact that if thasa crops can gat avan ona watering, 

tha banafit in tarms of incraasa in production will ba much 

higher compared to that in tha crops which naad mora watar. 

And thus many more paople can ba banafitad. Similarly, if 

watar bacomes available for thosa araas whera thara is scarcity 

of watar, it can be usad for growing traas which will ba 

most banaficial both in tarms of anvironmant and commodity-pro- 

duction. For axampla, tha canals in many projects may pass 

through undulating desolata araas for ten to twanty or avan 

fifty kms. carrying the watar to its final destination of 

good plain lands for irrigating crops lika whaat, paddy or 

sugarcane. Why can cultivation of traas not ba takan up in 

tha axtansiva lands on - both sidas of thasa canals? Thasa 

araas ara backward and many of them ara tribal araas. So 

far thase backward regions hava baan usad for exploiting 

thair resources largaly for maating tha demands of advanced 

araas. No ona is concarnad about thair potential for tha 

paopla living thare. Tha rasults ara predictable. Thus, there 

is clearly a naad for basic changa in tha whole thinking 

about use of watar for irrigation. A resource which is scarce 

compared to the naad for tha sama, should ba usad in such 

a way that the banefit par unit of that scarce r'asource is 

maximum. Such a policy is bound to lead to a changa in tha 

distribution pattern of water, it will bacoma available to 

a much largar number of paopla which will imply greater social 

equity.

Equal Right ovar Watar - Pani Panchayat

15.12 A revolutionary initiative has been takan in soma 

araas of Maharashtra, concerning tha right ovar watar. Tha 

rain fall in an extensive region around Pune is rather scanty 

and tha araa usually faces water scarcity. Tha vagatation 

has got depleted and few trass are left. Consaquantly, as 

soon as rain falls on tha ground, watar doas not parcolata 

but flows off immediately. With a viaw to maet the serious 

situation, some paopla in tha araa prepared a plan and decided 

to capture tha watar whara it touchas tha ground and to usa 

it optimally.

15.13 Whan tha paople startad praparing a detailed schama
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for giving tha idea a practical form, an important aspect

of tha situation cama up for discussion. Drought was a problem

of tha whola villaga; all tha paopla ara affected by watar

scarcity. Therefore, maating tha challenge of drought cannot

ba tha responsibility of only some paople; tha whola community

must ba involved. Consequently they dacidad that everyone

in the villaga will join hands in this effort. But having

accepted tha need for capturing rain water and retaining

it, tha naxt quastion was about tha right over the ■ watar

which they may be able to retain. So far as the use of water

for tha 1 nistar1 of the common man was concerned it was clear

that once water was storad everybody would be benefited.

But besides 'nistar1, tha main benefit of their schema of

watar storaga will go to thosa peopla who ownad land. The

distribution of land in tha villaga was highly unequal. Some
l

people had lot of land, whila others had only a small pieca 

and soma had nona. Therefore, if everyone joined hands for , 

meeting tha challenge of drought, as the things stood evaryona 

would not gat the same benefit out of thair collective effort.

15.14 At this staga, some paopla thougVt of a naw idea. They 

suggested that the question of unequal ownership of land i 

(should not ba raised in tackling tha problem of drought. 

It was possible that the people in the village may get divided 

on that issue and therafora tha whola programme may ba in 

jeopardy. An alternative could that avaryone in the villaga 

could have equal right over the water which they all wara 

planning to check and collect together as a community. Thera 

was no difficulty in understanding this proposition. After 

accepting this principle, tha paopla in this araa have establi

shed what are known as 1Pani Panchayat1 - one pani pnchayat 

for each village. Most of the villages included in this experi

ment have taken up lift-irrigation schemes. There are a number 

of local variations in tne scheme of sharing of water. But 

the basic principle is accaptad by all, that is, all the 

people in the village have aqual right ovar the water for 

irrigation from tha projact in the village. Therefore, a 

landless parson can either sell his shara of watar to a land 

owner or he can usa that water in a fiald in accordance with 

an arrangement with land ownar in which both of tham can 

share the benefit. This new idea about right over use of
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water has baan generally walcomad avarywhara. But tha araa 

of this axparimant has not grown significantly as was axpactad 

in tha beginning.

An Initiative in Prithvipur as wall

15.15 Another initiative in a villaga Prithvipur (Vijaypur 

Tahsil of Sabahantha district) of Gujarat Stata about tha 

usa of watar is also notable. All tha paopla in this villaga 

belong to scheduled tribas. Thara is scarcity of wata. in 

tha villaga. Tha villaga paopla dacidad to dig. a wall through 

mutual help. Everyone in tha villaga contributed aqually 

in tha form of labour for this purposa. But for constructing 

a well, some financial investmant is also required. They 

requested the government for assistance on collective basis. 

But it was not possible for tha administration to give assista

nce to tham as group. Tha paopla, therefore, decided to present 

the scheme of wall construction in tha name of one person 

only. However, it was clear that it was a collective effort 

and that only the name of the person was being used for getting 

tha assistance and t'hat whatever would be recieved from the 

government will balong to tha community as a whola. Tha 

community will hava full fights ovar tha wall. And tha respons

ibility of repayment will also be that of the community. 

In this way, the irrigation well was completed by the peopla 

with collective participation and some government assistance.

15.16 What followed the commissioning of this irrigation 

well was remarkable. The people took a unusual decision about 

the use of water from this well. Thara is no naad of irrigati

on in kharif. Therefore, they decided that all the people 

will continue as usual with kharif in their respective fields. 

But earlier, thay did not grow rabi crops which became possible 

after tha construction of tha wall. Hare two points came 

up for consideration. Firstly, ona single well could not 

irrigate all the fields in whola tha village. Secondly, the 

command of tha wall was also limited and not every one in 

the villaga had land in its command. But the new potential 

of well irrigation was created by all the people in the 

village working together. Therefore, tha only proper course 

would be to share equally the benefits from the naw source. 

The people decidad that all tha paople in the village will 

do rabi cultivation collectivaly and thus use the irrigation
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about tha ownership of tha land thus brought undar irrigation 

avaryona in tha villaga will hava right ovar it for rabi 

cultivation.

15.17 Thus, a numbar of significant things happan in this 

villaga. Firstly, tha paopla did not accapt tha individual-or- 

iantad concept of development usually adopted by government 

and gava one of tha government schemes the form of community 

development at their level. Secondly, the community 3lso 

took the initiative to bring about equitable use of land 

as they were faced with the question of equitable right over 

the water which they harnessed collectively. Thus, everyone 

in the village became an equal partner in the benefits of 

development. This experiment in principle is one step ahead 

in the process initiated with the experiment of 'Pani Panchaya- 

t 1 referred to earlier.

A Possible Future Course

15.18 A spacial feature of the experiments of Pani Panchayat 

and Prithvipur has been that the people have accomplishad 

the tasks on thier own; the outside assistance was either 

not sought or where it has been sought, it was treated as 

secondary* Therefore, the first point has been the initiative 

of the people and their own contribution. That is why the 

participation in these programmes of all people in the villaga 

was assured from the beginning. They equitably distributed 

the benefits according to thair understanding and did not 

find any difficulty in doing so.

15.19 But in contrast to thasa experiments, when an irrigation 

project is planned by the government the thinking is just 

tha othar way round. Firstly, so far the very idea that social 

equity should be an important consideration in the distribution 

of water from state projects is not there. Tha irrigation 

projects are also an integral part of the current thinking 

in development in which competition for benefits amongst 

individuals has been accepted as primary and where production 

comes first and social aquity the next. That irrigation will 

lead to increase in production is anough for the planners. 

In some cases, however, as in the case of tribal Sub-plans, 

priority is givan to thosa projects in which tha bulk of 

the benefited land belongs to the tribal paople. Similarly,
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with a viaw to axtend tha banafit of irrigation to mora paopla, 

tha Govarnmant of Maharashtra has framed regulations, according 

to which watar for sugarcana cultivation is guaranteed only 

for a limited duration in tha yaar and not all tha yaar around. 

This ragulation is being opposad by rich farmers.

15.20 In this way, tha distribution of benefits of irrigation 

from govarnmant irrigation projacts is basat with innumerable 

pulls and pressures from all sides at every stage. In. the 

first instance, tha influancial persons get irrigation projacts 

sanctioned for their respective areas. In this case no investm

ent other than intense lobbyirig from their side is nacessary. 

Where a project is commissioned, the ara a gats banafitad 

without any ona in the area bearing any cost. Once an irrigati

on project is sanctioned, the focus of tussle shifts to distri

bution of its benefits within the area. In such a schema 

it is accepted as normal that some people will get the benefit, 

whila others will not. No body can do anything in this regard; 

avaryona is helplass. Therefore, whosoever comes within the 

zona of consideration of recieving the benefit from irrigation, 

ba it big or small, it is takan as a right. Sinca no body 

has to pay anything from his sida the claim on the banafit 

par sa bacomes an issue. The person who may get tha banafit 

is not prepared to accept a co-sharer in that.

15.21 In fact, this is the situation in all our irrigation 

projects. The people in tha benefitted zone of big projects 

are reciepients of wind falls. Yet they are not prepared 

to do anything whatsoever aven for those people at whosa 

cost they ara benefitfcaci. To give relief to these affected 

people is the responsibility of the government. That is not 

all. Not even a comprehensive law covering all aspects of 

distributive justice has been thought about so far. Even 

though laws have baen enacted in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradash 

but so far as thair implementation is concerned, less said 

the better. Tha primacy right on tha usa of rain watar should 

be of that person on whose land tha watar falls. When it 

comes to harnessing the water after it has touched the ground 

or drawing it from underground for economic use, the first 

right should be of the local community. The experiments of 

Pani Panchayat and Prithvipur can be takan as a model in
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Right of thosa Depending on Water for thair Living

15.22 There is yet anothar aspect of rights over water resour

ces and that concerns cartain groups lika tha fishermen who 

depend on watar for their living. The earlier situation in 

their case was also quite simple. These people depended on 

their personal labour and their personal skills for using 

the water as a resource for making a living. Tha fishermen 

are experts in fishing and can also take tha risk of venturing 

in the water. The situation on the sea coast was still more 

simple. The watar resources were extensive. There was not 

much competition for its use either. The accomplishment of 

a person depended on his labour and skill.

15.23 A qualitative change has occurred in this situation 

with the use of new technology in occupations related with ' 

water. For example, with the introduction of power-driven 

boats, the resources wViich were under the control of fishermen 1 

came to be commanded by those people who could invest in 

big boats. The thinking of these investers is also quite 

different. The water resource and tha fish are not their : 

means of livelihood.. So far as thay are concerned, fishing i 

is one of the numerous industries with its distinctive input-o

utput profile. Onca they recover thair capital, they are 

not bothered for how long they can continue to make profit 

thereafter. Therefore, in a number of cases they did not 

even think of ensuring that the catch is not so large that 

it may endanger the species itself. The result was that after 

the introduction of new technique and bigger boats the gross 

production of fish in a number of areas has sharply declined. 

There has bean some changa in the policy in this regard recent

ly. But even then it cannot be said that the problem of right 

over resources of the ordinary fisherman has been resolved.

Boatmen on Rivers - Backlash of Development

15.24 The problams of boatmen living on the banks of rivers 

and depending on them for their subsistence deserve special 

mention. The boatmen, or tha people belonging to 'Kevat' 

community, have been making a living from rivers in a variety 

of ways. These paople ordinarily depanded on fishing. But
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thay also farry paopla across whan rivars wara in flood 

and managed tha ghats aftar floods recadad. Soma of them 

wara also angagad in rivar transportation by boats ovar long 

distances. Soma others amongst tham took to saasonal agricultu

re and raised spacial crops in tha rivar-bads aftar tha flood.

15.25 ha life of boatman has baan advarsaly affected in 

a V3r aty of ways in wake of naw development. Firstly, the 

availability of fish in many rivar has'been drastically reduced 

for a variety of reasons. In some cases, it is bacausa of 

pollution and in soma othar casas, tha passaga of fish has 

got obstructed on account of construction of a barraga or 

a dam. That is not all. In many places, the river systems 

ara also a part of Zamindaris. Tharefora, the fisharman hava 

to pay heavy levies to tha Zamindars for fishing. Thus 

evan though Zamindari has bean abolished, the flowing water 

of many rivars has not baen liberated from tha feudal strangl

ehold.

Ganqa Mukti Andolan

15.26 Tha movement for liberation of thaGanges (Ganga Mukti) 

in Bihar is particularly notable in tnis regard. The rights 

of Zamindars over river.water in Bihar ceasad with abolition 

of Zamindari. But tha Zamindars in soma areas like Kahalagaon 

of Bhagalpur district did not accept that interpretation

of tha law and took the matter to the Court. The High Court

gave a decision to the effect that Zamindari Abolition Act
/

concarns land only and could not ba daemad to ba applicable 

to river-watar. Tha Government of Bihar, instaad of amending 

tha law suitably, prefarrad to go in for appaal bafore tha 

Suprama Court. This legal tangla has helped the Zamindars 

to retain thair control over the water of the Ganges.

15.27 The fishermen started a movement in 1982 for the libera

tion of the Ganges against tha continuance of unjust Zamindari 

over the water. The fishermen living around Kahalgaon some 

three years back unilaterally declared, as a part of this 

movement, the liberation of the Ganges. They have stopped 

paying the taxes levied by the Zamindars. As I have already 

stated about tha othar resources, wherever the use of a resour

ce is linked with the earning of living by a people, continued 
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usa of that rasourcas bacomes thair Constitutional right, 

that .is, thair right to lifa. In tha contaxt of tha situation 

whera tha govarnmant has not takan any initiativa for protacti

on of thair right to lifa, tha action on tha part of tha 

paopla is propar and in keeping with tha spirit of tha Consti

tution. I am happy to nota that tha Stata Govarnmant has 

recently passad a law abolishing tha rights of tha Zamindars 

ovar ths watar. This law, howavar, has not coma into affact 

i m m a d i ataly.

15=28 But tha Ganga Mukti Andolan, which was startad with 

tha q u e s t i o n  of Zamindari, is now concarnad with much broadar 

and soma basic issua. Tha usa of naw tachniquas (cloth nat) 

for fishing in tha Ganges and indiscriminata commercialisation 

may lead to axtinction of fish in tha rivar. Similarly, tha 

use of chemical fartilizars and pasticidas in agriculture 

is also having an advarsa affact on fish. Tha arrival of 

hilsa , j haanga and othar fish from tha saa has stopped with 

tha construction of Farakka Barraga. It is thus claar that 

the lifa of tha ordinary paopla is highly intarmashad through 

a variety of visible and unvisibla thraads. Whan dua attention 

is not paid to thase subtla links in tha process of developmen

ts then no ona can be sura about tha point or points at which 

the development may disrupt that delicate balance and spall 

d i s a s t e r  for soma paopla or aven all.

i 5.29 This is so far as tha fish in rivers are concerned. 

But the economy of tha boatman, which depandad on tha rivar 

systam, gradually became incraasingly shaky under othar influe

nces. Tha transportation of goods shifted from river to road 

as a part of the davalopmant process. The traditional occupati

on of boatman of transporting' goods by large boats there

fore, collapsed. Tha question of any rights being affactad 

in this changa over doas not arise at any laval. Tharefora, 

n o b o d y  t h ought of looking at tha process from thair side.

15.30 In many Statas, right to levy taxes on ghats of rivers 

has been devolved on local bodies. This implied that the 

right of boatman to aarn thair living by ferrying the people 

got extinguished. Tha ghats cama under tha control of the 

c o n t r a c t o r s  and tha 1Kavat1 became a mere labourer of the 

contractor. Tha contractors commissioned big boats for ferrying
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and set up bridges of big boats across the rivers. In either 

c a s e , the levy of the contractor became inescapable; everyone 

crossing the river either by boat or by bridge must pay. 

In this whole process, the traditional rights of the 1Kevat1 

related to river-crossing disappeared. Now thay have only 

one destiny and, that is, to work as an ordinary labourer 

for the contractors.

15.31 The right of the people in river-bad cultivation also 

met a similar fate. In soma cases, the Zamindars grabbed 

these lands and in some cases other people did the sama. 

The 'Kevat' traditionally depending on tha river-bed cultivati

on watched helplessly. The termination of rights over tha 

water resources in the river in this way lad to the collapse 

of the economy of the boatmen. These people are in a real 

bad shape. The Ganga Mukti Andolan has taken up this issue 

in its totality. Similar is tha situation of boatmen on other 

rivers. Many of them are fighting for their right to make 

a living from these resources. It in raality is thair strugg

le for the right to life enshrined in the Constitution.

Rivers and Tanks in the Tribal Areas

15.32 There are no separata castes like fisherman or 'Kevat' 

in tha tribal areas. All members of a tribal community usa 

small rivers and tanks in accordance with their tradition 

like all other resources in the area. But thair traditional 

rights have been largely ignored by the new system. In many 

States, the rivers and tanks, in principle, have been accepted 

as sources ot income of local bodies. The institutional control 

over rivers and tanks did not hava much significance for 

the people in the beginning as was also the casa with the 

extension of State's authority over the forests. In fact 

there was no one to interfere with the traditional use of 

thesa resources for quite some time particularly in tha remote 

areas. But the situation gradually began to changa. There 

ware two reasons for this. Firstly, tha local institutions 

were obliged to increase their income for meeting their expens

es and for that purpose they started auctioning rivers and 

tanks. Moreover, a number of programmes ware also takan up 

for the development of these resources. In many casas cooperat

ive societies were organised so that there was claar cut 

responsibility for increasing productivity and incomes by
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making suitable investments. In either situation it was a 

raodarn institution which acquired control ovar tha local 

watar rasourcas.

15.33 Both tha Co-oparativa Sociaty and tha Gram Panchayat 

hava separata idantitias as formal institutions which ara 

distinct from tha paopla. Tharafora, thair immadiata objactiva 

in many casas bacomas raising thair- own incoma. Tha diract 

banafit which tha paopla hava baan gatting from thasa rasourcas 

in that situation bacomas a sacondary issue. In this way, 

thasa institutions thamsalvas bacoma vastad interests and 

avan the rights of tha ordinary people are called in question.

15.34 A stata of confrontation has arisen at a number of 

places between the paopla and the formal institutions. Tha 

most regrettable axampla of such confrontation is from Santhal 

Paraganas of Bihar. A big dispute had arisan soma threa years 

back on the issue of fishing rights in tanks between local 

community and panchayats. Whan contractors startad indulging: 

in high-handed methods, tha paopla fiercaly resisted tham. 

This lad to a law and ordar situation. In tha and there was 

police firing in which 13 people ware killed. Tha issue ofi 

fishing rights subsided for the time baing. The contractors 

receded and there was no auction in the following year. Ani 

annual mela is held at that spot in the memory of tha martyrs. 

But no formal decision in favour of the people on the question 

of rights over the tank has been taken; in fact, thara has 

been no thinking on this basic issue.

Big Reservoir - Jaisamand of Rajasthan

15.35 The issue of fishing in rivars and tanks is an important 

cause of dissatisfaction amongst the people throughout th^ 

tribal area. But tha situation bacomes still mora incongruous 

wheraver larga reservoirs ara constructed. The casa of bringing 

fishing activity in Jaisamand of Rajasthan undar formal systaifl 

is notabla in this ragard. The most important consequanc^ 

of bringing fishing under government supervision has bead 

that the right of fishing has bean auctioned and contractor^ 

hava baan introduced. Tha contractors in a bid to maximisa 

their profit sail thair catch in distant towns like Calcutta. 

The income of government has also increased. But in this 

process the local community suffered the most for whom fist!
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almost disappeared and it bacaraa increasingly difficult to 

gat it at any prica. Later on, with a viaw to remove middleman, 

tha management of fishing was entrusted to a cooperative 

institution, feut thare was no basic change in the local situat

ion. Tha main objective of cooperative institutions is after 

all commercial. Of course, fisherman have bean given a signi

ficant wage rise recently.

15.36 The basic question which arises with regard tc tha 

management of rasourcas is again the same, that i s , should 

the management of even those resources be put entirely on 

commercial lines on which the people have been depending 

for their food and nutrition and over which their rights 

have baen acknowledged traditionally? It is clear that commer

cialisation in such a situation is not justifiable. An arrange

ment in a similar situation had been worked out long time 

back in tha case of Dudhaba Dam of Bastar in response to 

the demand of the people which is noteworthy. The first point, 

which was accepted, was that the use of the water resource 

for fish culture should be under the supervision of the local 

community. Secondly, the local community should continue 

to have the right over the fish produce and as far as possible 

the produce should be used within tha area. Only that quantity 

of fish should be allowed to be exported which is in excess 

of the need of the local people.

15.37 Unless the situation specifically warrants, not more 

than 50% of the total fish produce from tanks and rivers 

should ba allowed to go out of a local area. Special attention 

should be paid to the need of the people living on the banks 

of rivers and tanks. They should have a special right to 

fish for their personal use. Special attention should ba 

given to the nutritional needs of children. In this way, 

in principle the management of a resource like water should 

be in tha hands. erf tha community. If the managamant is entrust

ed to formal institutions, the entire working of the instituti

on should be under tha supervision of the local people.

Big Establishments and Right Over Water

15.38 There is a qualitative change in the matter of rights 

over those rasourcas like water which are essential for lifa.
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Whan big projects ara established in an araa, thay bagin 

to us 3 large quantities of watar and discharge affluent of 

similar dimansions. Wheraver big project are set up, in many 

casas untreated used water is released in the river system. 

The source of drinking watar of the people along the river, 

thus, becomes unusable and non-available to tha paople. Soma 

alternative arrangements can be made for drinking water for 

the paople. But what happens to the animals is nobody's concer

n. The animals fall prey to a variety of diseases and become 

disabled or die. Consequently the economy of the paopla is 

shattered.

15.39 Similarly, big towns collect water from a large area 

for meeting their demands. In this procass, tha peoole who 

had been depending on those water-systems ara adversely affact

ed . They are deprived of their resourcebasa.Fbr .sgnpla vfoai

a road is constructed the normal course of water gats changed, i 

The fields which earlier got water in pleaty face water scarci

ty. In many cases, the life of people becomes a drudgery.

15.40 The people around Jaisamand in Rajasthan are raising 

a very important question* ^According to them after all the 

reservoir was constructed by their ancastars and its foundatio

ns ware built on their sacrifice. If it is so, how can its 

watar be takan to far off places for meeting tha possible 

needs of the growing towns without thair consent? Is it 

nacessary that big cities should continuously grow like this? 

Is it not possible that the development is planned for locatio

ns/regions where resources are available? There is only 

one reply to all these questions. The more centralisad control 

ovar a rasourca lika water graater will ba tha authority 

ovar it of powerful peopla and, by the same token, the ordinary 

people will become dependant on their sweet will. It is 

only the authority of the community over natural resources 

which can bacome the foundation of an equitable socio-economic 

system, that is also an essential condition for creating 

an egalitarian society.
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DISPLACEMENT - 1 

General Issuss

Two Early Forms of Displacement

We hava baan discussing tha question of command ovar 

rasources of tha paople and thair usa and the associated laws, 

rulas and conventions. Tha main issue in all thasa was that 

tha paopla ara baing deprived of the vary basis of thair living. 

In soma casas this is baing dona by stronger paopla, in some 

cases by batter off sections of the society and in some others 

it is tha government itself or its astablishmant. This procass 

evan otherwise had been continuing from time immemorial. The 

[nambers of tha Scheduled Castes, who comprise the backbone 

of our agriculture, might have been tha owners of the land 

Which they cultivated at some pcint of time in the past. Thair 

lands must have been taken away by the strongest sections 

it some stage in the history. Thasa paople however, even after 

:hay lost thair lands continued to be a part of the villaga 

sconomy. Thay wera also assigned a specific position in that 

pconomy; they received in lieu of their labour a specific 

share, even though quite low, in the produce of tha villaga. 

There was no doubt stratification in relation to the rights 

bf different sections of population over the rasourcas, but 

ill of tham continued to be an integral part of the same system.

6.2 Tha daal in respact of tha tribal people, however was 

rery different. These people have bean living in tha forests 

ind hilly regions. They reclaimed land in these araas for 

igriculture through real hard work. But as tha area which 

:hey inhabited became prosperous and more accessible, othar 

>eople came in and gradually occupied their lands forcibly. 

Lnd the tribal people, who claimed these areas for human 

isttlement after taking all the risks were obliged to move

245
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on further, daeper into tha forast. This process of displacement 

of ths tribal, peopla has baan continuing for centuries and 

is still continuing. There was no law and no order in this 

process of displacemant. Thera was only one aquation in avery 

casa - which ona of tha groups was mora strong. It was stronger 

men and mora powerful communities who became the lords of 

tha land and other rasourcas. Amongst others only thosa paople 

could ratain their ownership of land only in those araas which 

wara bayond tha raach of stronger peopla or the land itself 

was such which was not wanted by tham.

16.3 A new phase of displacamant started during the British 

pariod whan tha State started establishing its authority over 

the natural resources. The higgest displacement in our country 

was affected with tha establishment of tha authority of the 

State ovar the land and with tha bringing in of a variety 

of intarmadiarias lika Zamindars and Jagirdars in utter disrega

rd of tha rights of the people. But in this process, the people 

ware not physically disturbed; most of them continued to live 

in their original places. The first dreadful displacement 

which involved forcible ramoval from original places, started 

in the tribal areas in tha last century after the enactment 

of tha forest laws. That process is continuing evan today.

16.4 With the establishment of tha authority of the State 

over natural resources, the authority of the community was 

extinguished. After tha State's authority ovar tha resources 

was established, the British gave away some of those resources 

to individuals with private ownership rights. But it is axiomat

ic to state that whatevar rights are bestowed by an authority, 

can also ba annuled and takan back. The British people ware 

beholdan operate in accordance with laws. Therefore, they 

mada laws for conferral of rights and also thair annulment. 

The laws and rulas made at that time for taking over and manage

ment of rasourcas hava remained, mora or less, unchanged even 

today.

Resources, Property and its Exchange Valua

16.5 Tha most vital thing which happanad in this procass 

was that tha nature of resources including land itself got 

transformad. Whan tha British took tham undar tha State's
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authority, thay bacama proparty. Thus, when soma paopla wara 

givan rights ovar thasa rasourcas thay in a way, bacama owners 

of that proparty. In this naw thinking, tha tradition of our 

country that tha rasourcas ara maans of livelihood and not 

proparty was ignorad. Whan all resources including land bacama 

proparty it becama nacassary to make a provision for its valuat

ion and paymant of money to the owner undar tha law which 

was anactad for its acquisition(Land Acquisition Act 1894). 

Thasa provisions were as routina as would ba axpactad to ba 

followed in a bargain for purchase of proparty or auctioning 

a Zamindari for non-payment of taxes. It was forgotan while 

making thasa provisions that tha basis of lifa of a parson 

cannot ba priced and become an item of ordinary sala. Hara 

was tha root and the beginning of all anomalias whosa consequences 

are being faced by tha ordinary people today.

Willingness or Otherwise for Transfer of land

16.6 There is another aspect about the law concerning acquisition of 

land which is notabla. It was expected at that time that if someone required 

land for a personal purpose, it was not necessary for tha law to intervene. 

Tha person who wanted to taka land could negotiate tha transfer diractly 

with the owner. This has been tha practica all through. This v,ould also 

hava bean tha proper method even in those cases where the land was required 

for public purpose and not for a private purpose. Afterall if the government 

or scmaone elsa needs land for a good purpose, evan in that case the purcha

se can be mutually negotiated.

16.7 But there could be one problam in this case. If a particular pieca 

of land is required but the owner did not agree to sell it, public purpose 

may be stalled. In personal matters paople make an all out effort but 

whan the purpose is public, aven a small impediment could be a good enough 

reason for leaving the matter Hind no one need bother about it. Tharafora, 

a special provision had to be made in this law for those cases whera land 

was required for a public purpose. In fact, serving public purpose is 

a primary purpose of this law.

16.8 In tha beginning, there was not much need for tha usa of Land Acquis

ition Act. The government required land only for a few purposes such as 

laying railway linas, construct ion of roads, schools and hospitals.Thara 

was not much pressure on land in that period. Therefore, avanif land was 

takan away from seme one, he could get an alternative piece of land elsawha- 

rs. Moraoavar, so much land was not takan for these small works which
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would oblige tha paopla to move away frcm thair original placas. Thasa 

people continuad as a part of tha acoronic systam undisturbed. Whan someone 

was obligad to part with his land for a public purposa, avan tha community 

fait that it sad a responsibility. In that situation, scma arxangamants 

could ba axpactad to ba mad 3 for tha affect ad paopla aftar mutual consultat

ion. Tharafora, tha land issuas wara sattlad rathar easily. The compansaticn 

money was maraly a means for enabling t\i3 parson to acquire an alternative 

place in tha old economy. Tha whola systam again acquired a naw balance 

aft;- tha chain of transfers involved in tha process of land acquisition 

and resettlement.

16.9 There was one more special feature of the issue of land ownership 

and its usa. In tha systam established by tha British, the parson, who 

made a living by tilling the land, was not the owner of the land; tha 

owners were big landlords and jagirdars. Therefore whan thase lands ware 

required for some other purposa, it did not matter to the naw land owners. 

Just as the land of a Zamindar could ba sold for a variety of reasons 

such as non-payment of revenues, its acquisition was just ona more variant 

of tha sale of land. Tha parson who tillad tha land belonging to the zamind

ar firstly had no right ‘over it. And avan if ha had some right, it was 

daamad to caasa automatically as soon as tha right of tha Zamindar himself 

was extinguished with the completion of tha process of sale. Tha tiller 

of the land considered this transaction as yat another tragedy in a sarias 

of tragadies plaguing his life and simply moved out to scma other place 

in search of living. This was not something unthinkable for than. Thara 

was no dearth of atrocities of Zamindars at that time. Therefore even 

whara lands were acquired even on a large scale during that period, one 

did not hear the cry of displacement. Just as tribal was driven away from 

tha forest with the use of law, similarly tha person depending on land 

for his living was also driven away with tha use of law. In fact, that 

was a time, when even the act of driving away was not necessary. Tha people 

knew it very well that once tha government had decided thay had no othar 

alternative but to mova away from there. The law was against than. In 

this way, tha sala and purchase of land during tha British period wara 

essentially transactions between land owners. Therefore the process continu

ad without creating any special problems. Tha compulsion to laave the 

land by its tillar was yet one more small hardship in life along with 

numerous others, with which ha had compromised taking them as predestined.

A New Phase after Independence

16.10 There was a new turn aftar independence in the process of displace-
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mant of paopla. Firstly, thara wara basic changes in tha matter of entit

lement of paopla to tha land. Tha principla of land to tha tillar was 

ganarally accaptad bacausa of which thara was awakening amongst tha paopla 

about thair rights. On tha othar hand, a naw phasa of planned economic 

davalopmant started in our country. A variety of projacts, small and big, 

wara taken up under the new programme. Land was all required for most 

of these projects. Since all these programmes wara executed for the develop

ment of the nation, there could ba no objection to these projects being 

dearned to be public purpose1. Tharefora a new series of land acquisition 

for public purpose was started in a big way for which the old law of land 

acquisition was used. Tha pace of this process has been continually increas

ing a trend which will not only persist in future but will became much 

more intense.

Development Projacts and Displacement - Three Type-Situations

16.11 The developmental projacts can broadly ba divided into three categor

ies with rafaranca to tha issue of displacemant. Firstly, there are some 

projacts like big dams for irrigation and hydle power, in which land is 

taken only once according to the naad of tha concerned project. Therefore, 

in these projects displacement takes place only once aftar tha land is 

acquired. After these projacts sure completed, ordinarily there is no other 

activity around in tha area because of which more paople may ba obliged 

to move out. Thus, the displacement due to these projects is direct and 

a one time affair. Secondly, there ara some projects like industrial 

enterprises which require only some land for themselves and consequent 

displacement is also limited only to a small number of people. But the 

process of displacement continues even after the industry has been set 

up. A variety of other activities gradually pick up around that industry 

and thare is continuous inmigration of people on that count. These paople 

gat hold of the land in the neighbourhood, somehow or the other, and occupy 

the same on a permanent basis. The original inhabitants of the area are 

forced to move out under their prassure. In this way, in thesa cases tha 

direct displacement may be small in size but the displacement which follows 

is much larger. Thirdly, thare are some projects like the highways, in 

whose case direct displacement is negligible. The raal displacement starts 

only after the project has been completed. The outsiders gradually begin 

to occupy the land on tha road side and in its neighbourhood. Thase small 

clusters become the nuclei of future habitations small and big.The local 

people, particularly in the tribal areas ara not abla to stand against 

the pressure of these outsiders and they are forced to flee from there 

in due course.
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16.12 It is nacassary tQ understand tha natura of displacement from differ- 

ant typas of projacts dascribad abova, bacausa whanavar thara is a talk 

about displacamant, it is ganarally limitad to tha dir act displacamant 

causad by davalopmant projacts. No attantion whatsoavar is baing paid 

to tha subsaquant displacamant diractly linkad with tha astablishmant 

of thosa projacts. This subsaquant displacamant is nobody's rasponsibility. 

Tharafora, soma maasuras may scmatimas ba takan for attanding to tha probla- 

ms of paopla displacad diractly by tha projacts. But tha subsaquant displac

amant so far as tha paopla ara concarnad is lika natural calamity. Thasa 

paopla hava to contand with tha most savara backlash of davalopmant without 

any halp from any sida. They gat completely broken, thay ara literally 

destroyed, but no ona caras avan to look at tham.

Whithar Public Purposa

16.13 Tha first thing that has happanad in tha naw phasa of davalopmant 

aftar indapandanca was that anything and everything was givan tha title 

of davalopmant according to tha whims and fancies of the paopla who mattara- 

d. Onca something got tha raspactabla cover of development, it was takan 

to ba nacassary for tha advancement of tha country. That activity was 

also automatically daamad to ba a public purposa. 'What is public purpose?' 

is an issue on which thara has baan no serious debate so far, nor has 

any attempt baan mada to define it undar the law. Tha result is that whatev

er a government official or the government of the day considers appropriate, 

cam ba givan tha honourable status of public purposa. Onca an activity 

is accepted to be in public interest, land can ba acquired for that purpose 

undar the law. Therefore, it has been possible to use land acquisition 

law for almost all sorts of programmes. Therefore, tha land is baing acquir

ed from tha paopla undar the law in the name of 'Public purpose' comprising 

a large spectrum of activities from Construction of big dams through mining 

and industrial projacts, to new settlements and avan tourists resorts 

for tha affluent tourists.

Compensation - tha Cnly Entitlement

16.14 Since land has baan accepted as proparty the only question which 

is being raised when it is sought to ba acquired is about tha compensa

tion. The compensation depands on tha price of tha land. Therefore, the 

question boils down to tha method adopted for assessing the prica.

16.15 That is why a variety of rules and regulations hava been put forward 

from time to time for assessment of compensation. The law courts have 

also bean pronouncing their verdicts on this issue. Recently some new
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rovisions concerning compensation hava baan incorporated avan in tha 

and Acquisition Act. For example, tha paopla whose lands ara acquired 

nder tha law almost compulsorily ara supposed to be subj acted to some 

nconvaniences. Therefore they are now entitled to additional compansation 

y way of solatium. Similarly, if thara is dalay in tha payment of compansa- 

ion, thara is a provision for payment of intarast. But all said and dona 

hen land is taken away from a person, ha has had no other right under 

he law axe apt that of compensation, nor does ha hava any other right 

van now.

hat is Compensation?

6.16 A numbar of ideas hava baan put forward about the quantum of ccmpans- 

tion for land acquired. In tha beginning a vary easy solution was found 

y adopting the land revanua as tha basis for determination of compansation. 

his was also accepted as tha basis for computing compansation whan Zaminda- 

i's ware abolished. Even though the anomaly in the use of tha principles 

doptad for assessing compensation of Zamindars in the case of land acquisi- 

ion from tha farmers was clear, yet for a long tima no attention was 

ivan to it. But with tha passage of tima, tha market price of the concerned 

and came to be accepted as the basis of computing compensation. But a 

ariety of anomalies started coming up in taking market prica as the basis. 

Lth a view to meat the situation a method of capitalising income from 

and was adopted for this purposa. Generally fifteen times tha net income 

E the land is taken to ba a reasonable compansation.

5.17 A basic defect common to all these methods adopted for assessing 

xnpensation is related with the acceptance of land as property. The land 

or an ordinary person is a source of his living. For example, whan the 

it income frcan land is assessed, after deducting from the gross income 

ib cost of inputs and tha value of labour put in by the individual, that 

Lgure, in a way, represents the royality relatable to ownership of land, 

l other words the net inccene is that income which the owner of lands 

m  expect to get without making any contribution of labour from his side, 

lis is relatable to the property form of land. Hia interest of landlords 

s also limited to this element only. But it is of no significance to

cultivator or a farmer. Tha land is a source of living for him; the 

isis of this living besides land is his own labour. He lives by tha sweat 

: his brow. Tha compensation paid on the basis of net income or market 

■ice ignores this basic question and here lies the root of injustice.

.18 An argument can be given in support of this approach. Aftar all
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avan if land is takan away from a parson ha can still usa his labour elsawh 

ara. Thara is no bar against his getting engaged in something alsa. Bt 

such an argument could ba accept ad in a situation where unlimited opportuna 

tias axist for making a living through waga-labour. Moraovar, tha tyj 

of work which a parson is expected to do is also a vital question. Tt 

type of opportunity of work not only concerns tha skill of a parson bt 

on that depends his whola personality, dignity and salf-respect. Agricultui 

as an occupation is located at tha top in the traditional valua frams 

The farmer, therefore, can hava tha sense of raal fulfilment only in agrici 

ltura. And then he is not capable of doing other work. The prospect c 

working as a casual wage labourer causes a shooting pain in his heart-th 

proud peasant is crast-fallen. It is for this reason that tha farmer in 

our country is still tiad to avan thosa lands from which he is not ab] 

to earn avan dua wage in the raal sans2. But he prefers an income of 

dimes as a parson with salf-respact rather than earning a 'motor' by sarvir 

others. Therein lies his dignity and that is his greatest asset.

16.19 But the net incoma frcm such fialds, according to procedure adoj 

tad for determining compensation, could ba negative. In other words, j 

tha farmar wara to put in tha sama labour elsewhere he can earn mora th^ 

what ha aams from agriculture. Tha agriculture is losing propositid 

for him. Therefore that land has no value; whare is the question of ccmpeni 

ation in this situation. Sometimes paople who ara unfamiliar with tl 

fealings of tha farmar avan say, evanthough as a joke, "it is as waj 

that land is gone, having baan libaratad from the shackle of land ti 

farmer can work anywhere he likes! why should he be compensated for th 

act which has broken his shackle?" Therefore whan in parsuance of tha 

incongruous principles and in a dapravad psychological frame tha anti 

land of a farmer which is life parsonifiad for him, so much so that 

is prepared to die or kill even when a fiald-boundry is disturbed by someo

a, is snatched away undar the shadow of tha authority of tha Stata, mara| 

by throwing at him some rupea coins, numbering a hundred or two, he 

hurt to tha cor2 , but cannot express his anguish in a state of utter helpl 

ssness; ha may get deeply disturbed and prafar to end his life. But t 

powers that be do not see in this evan a shadow of injustice anywha 

around than, everything appaars to ba proper and equitable, whenloo* 

at with spectacles of formal justice on; tha transaction may avan ba cans! 

ared to ba in his interest. One wonders as what is this law about a 

what is this systam for. Let us see soma tailing examples of this dead 

process under whose sway the ordinary man has become a living corpsa.
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itsplacamant - a Pathetic Tala

6.20 Tfca story of acquisition of land and displacamant of tha paopla 

iving on it is a story of uttar disregard of rights of tha cannon paopla 

if injustice in tha naraa of law of arnpty promisas and. falsa hopes. Tha 

tata and its representatives and under thair shadow all sorts of alaman- 

s hava used the law of acquisition in an arbitrary fashion. And that was 

ot all. Thay have grossly and openly misused it.

6.21 Hie story of Sonbhadra district of Uttar Pradesh is a pathatic 

ala. The most productive land of this araa, which evan now evokes nos- 

algic memories and people are moved by mere rafaranca to tha bygone days, 

ras taken away for construction of Rehind dam. The condition of the record 

>f rights of land in this backward area was really bad whose consequences 

:he paople are suffering avan today. Firstly, many lands were not entered 

.n tha name of the paople who cwned them or cultivated tham. Therefore, 

hare was no place for than in the law and many of than had to flea without 

patting anything. Even those paopla who had regular title to the land 

lot only nominal compensation. It is understood that the rate of compensati

on was twenty times the land ravenue or about Rs.80 to Rs. 20 par acre, 

t may be recalled that the authority of the State on land and other rssour- 

:as had bean firmly established by the British themselves. Therefore no 

uestion could be raised against that authority during the alien rule, 

lut even after independence, the form of stata remained unchanged and 

ts rights over rasourcas also continued as in tha earlier period. Tharafor- 

s, tha paople in this area had no othar choice but to run with whatever 

hey could get in the form of compensation.

6.22 One good thing in this area was that the forest was extansiva. 

breoarver, the new govammant after independence, notwithstanding tha 

ormal provisions under the law, did listen to the difficulties of the 

eopla and also reassured tham about their future. The government had 

Iso to concede that after all the people must have something to fall 

ack upon and a a m  a living. Therefore, they were told officially that 

hey could go to the forest and establish themselves wheravar thay find 

uitabla lands. The quantum of compansation was so small that tha question 

f purchasing of land elsewhere simply did not arise. Tharafora, paopla 

sttled wherever they could find good land and, if necessary, thay also 

laared the forast. Even though their heart continued to cry, thay sotna-

Lcw wara abla to maka a living.
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16.23 But tha question of thair rights ovar tha land which thay occupiei 

in this process was not claar. In sans placas thay got pattas, but ii 

soma othars thay got no papar. Evan whara thay wara formally given pattai 

by tha administration now many questions ara baing raisad about thai: 

validity on tha ground that tha land was undar tha forast. In sum aval 

aftar 40 yaars aftar thasa paopla laft thair original hanas, thay havi 

no placa which thay can call thair own.

16.24 Whanavar anyone visits this araa, tha paopla do not forget to ramim 

about tha old premises. Whan Pt.Jawaharlal Nahru went there to lay thj 

foundation stone of Rehind Reservoir, he had declared in an open meetinn 

that whosoever will have to move out because of Rehind will be resettled 

when Rehind will produce electricity it will reach their homes first 

their houses will no longer remain in darkness, every house will hav 

electricity and alongwith that their hemes will have the new light oj 

the modem world as well! The people of tha araa will be partners il 

the development of the country in a real sense. Rehind has baen constructed1 

electricity is baing produced and is reaching out to distant comers d 

the country. But the people who were dislodged - still live in darkness! 

Electricity has not reached their habitations. In fact, whether they cai 

continue to live in the places where they have settled is itself not certaij 

the question of electricity reaching their homes and huts will ramai| 

a far cry.

Soma Concessions but No Rights

16.25 It is not necessary to giva many mora examples of displacement
I

Everywhere the story is the same. Tha people have no right to get any 

thing except compensation. Yes, seme promises hava been made in soma case 

and some benefits have also been given to tha displaced people. The Govemni 

ent in seme cases has taken the responsibility of setting up a new habitati 

on after the old village is deserted. Soma industrial establishments hav 

also given employment to one parson in each displaced family or giva 

them priority in employment. But the right of tha displaced has remai 

circumscribed only to cash compensation. Whatever was givan, besides th 

compensation it was by way of concession. Therefore, what the displaca 

may get in each casa depends on the grace of the river. That is why th 

Central Government has recently withdrawn its circular on employment accord 

ing to which all industrial establishments wera advised to provide 3 jej 

to one manber of each displaced family.
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16.26 Ona important thing is notabla hara. In tha beginning, tha numbar 

of projacts was vary small. In many araas govarnmant lands and forasts 

wara plantiful. Evan otharwisa ths pressure of population was not that 

high, particularly in thosa araas whara projacts wara baing astablishad. 

And tha mosL important thing was that in tha first wava of davalopmant 

aftar indapandanca, thara was sama faaling for justica as wall. Thara- 

fora avan though tha law providad only for compensation, in many projacts 

rehabilitation was attamptad. It is another matter as to how far did thase 

attempts succaad. In Rajasthan axtansiva forast araas wara claarad and 

agricultural lands wara prepared for sattlamant of tha peopla displaced 

by Kadana dam. Similarly resettlement in Tungbhadra projact of Karnataka 

was also attempted on a massive scale.

Displacement in tha Naw Phasa

16.27 Tha above situation has gradually changed and is continuing to 

change. On ona side, the number of developmental projects has been increa

sing. On the othar side tha availability of govemmant land and forests 

has become mora and more difficult. Moreover the normal pressure of popula

tion has also grown significantly. A complete ban, therefore, has been 

imposed during tha eighties on tha clearance of forests for any purpose 

whatsoever. The milieu within tha government concerning developmental 

projects has itsalf changed. Firstly, thase projects are no longer a novelt

y. Therafora not much personal interest is evinced at various levels about 

these projects. The routine of the systam responsibile for establishment 

of the projacts has bacome central according to which things are allowed 

to take their own coursa. Secondly, in tha beginning some premises wara 

made regarding rehabilitation at the time of establishment of tha projacts. 

Soma atampts wera also made in this regard and there are some success 

stories as well. But on the whole tha affacted paople could not get much 

benefit out of thase promises and programmes. In fact, they lost everything 

thay had, thay wara litarally ruined and even thair tales of voes ara 

now worn out. Thosa in authority do express thair griaf when they lok 

at their plight. But that sensitivity itself is getting gradually aroded, 

tha initial reaction to that essentially human issue is almost over. And 

when a problam become insoluble, it becomes necessary to taka tha covar 

of principles. At that stage ona tries to avoid the issue by resort to 

such platitudes as "development is born out of the wanb of destruction", 

"someone or other will have to baar tha cost of development". Today the 

Whaal of Development is moving on in tha nama of thase principles crushing 

tha people who fall within its path.

37—303 SC&ST/90
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16.28 The situation in this naw phase of displacamant is entirely differ

ent compared to the earlier. Now it is not only a guestion of just few 

people being displaced, instead entira villages, entire communities are 

being forced to leave their ancestral homes, they are obliged to roam 

about aimlessly in an unknown and strange world. It is regretted that 

this new aspect of development has not been considered with the seriousness 

which it deserves. Consequently, entire villages and entire ccranunities 

are facing disorganisation, the paople ara being deprived of tha vary 

basis to their life and they hava ncwhare to go. The biggest impact of 

this has baan on the tribal areas, which we will ba discussing in datail 

latar. But tha problem aven in a non-tribal araas is horrible. Thar afore 

it will ba necessary to discuss it in some further detail here.

16.29 In the new phase firstly there is a surfeit of big projects. Secondl

y, an increasing number of projects are now so big that it is not one 

or two villages but hundreds of villages which are affected and lakhs 

of paopla who are obliged to move. There are no further lands and for

ests, whare adequate space may ba available for resettling whole villa

ges. Ona mora thing is notable here. When a whole village gets displaced, 

tha people laave behind not only their lands but the intimate relation

ship with the entire habitat, and*, all natural resources of the area also 

gets broken. Hie interdependent economic relationship comas to an and. 

And aftar moving away from thair "motherland", every displaced baccmas 

a lonaly individual who gets lost in tha crowd.

16.30 In tha midst of this catastrophy causad by displacamant today only
4.

those paopla can gat company 5ion according to tha law Who had a right 

ovar the land. The situation on account of tha heritage of tha British 

rule and also the present reality is that most of the land in villages 

is in the hands of a few parsons. Hie majority of the people firstly do 

not own %iy .LanJfand, if at all, it is vary limited. Thasa paople either 

work on the land of big paople er make thair living somehow from the natural 

resources around or take to whatever vrork is available in the community.
*

In this way thasa people, were* first deprived of their lands through tha 

oppression of the inequitous social system. The Same very paopla latar 

lost thair rights ovar community resources during the British rule. Bulk 

of these paopla who do not hava any rights ovar land belong to the Scheduled 

Castes and, in some cases, to the Scheduled Tribes. But aven then, they 

wara samahow maJ^ing a living' within that inequitous systam. It is sin irony 

that in a country which ras&lvad to establish a socialistic society by 

abolishing the earlier inequitous system, evan" after forty years of that
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resolution, whan a villaga is abandoned and tha conmunity gats scattered, 

what happens to tha majority of tha paopla in that process, is no onas 

concarn - tha law is silant, tha systam is muta and ‘no ona slsa naad bother 

about tham. This situation is not only unjust, it amounts to violation 

of tha Constitutional safaguards provided for tha Scheduled Castas and 

tha Scheduled Tribas. Thar afore it is necessary that the question of dis

placement should be considerad in tha context of our Constitutional schema 

and social justice.

16.31 Broadly thara ara three aspects of displacement viz., lagal, social 

equity and operation. It will appropriate to began with the lagal aspect 

first.

The Legal Frame concerning Displacement

16.32 The first point which appears to ba odd while considering ths lagal 

issue is that there is a surfeit of laws in our country which are beyond 

the understanding of tha common man. In many cases ha is completely oonfusa- 

d. But whara displacement is taking place, where tha right to lifa of 

the people is being tramplad, thare is no legal frame which may be broad 

enough to cover all issues concerning tha affected people so that they 

could be systamatically considered and satisfactory solutions could be 

found for each.

16.33 There ara two basic reasons for tha- problems which tha displaced 

paople are facing and for their inability to get. justice. The first root 

cause is that pramisa of the common law according to which all resources 

including land are deemed to ba tha proparty of the State. Whan land is 

acquired undar tha present law, only its property form is consider ad and 

the vital questions concerning tha vary survival of tha displaced persons 

ara settled on that basis. The same thing holds about othar natural resourc

es. Thera is no question of any right over these resources accruing in
“■•a *'

favour of anyone beyond whatever may have been accepted by the State, 

notwithstanding the fact that he may have been depending on tha same for 

his survival not from today but through the ages. In this way all those 

people have remained outside tha ambit of consideration in this legal 

frame who have not established any 'property-like' rights over the natural 

resources.

16.34 The sacond root causa of the problems of the displaced persons 

is the Land Acquisition Act itsalf. In a way, this law provides an equit

able frama for ensuring that the relationships between tha State and the 

citizens in matters of lahd are in order. But there are sale basic; defects
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in this lav; in ths context the present day conditions because of which 

ths psopla, instsad of getting justice, are becoming victims of injustice.

16.35 Thers are two basic concepts in the Land Acquisition Act on the 

basis of which all issues are settled. The first concept is about 'public 

purpose1. According to this law, the State can acquire land fran anyone 

for a public purpose. Ths second premise is about the property form of 

land. If land is acquired under this law, the concerned parson has a right 

only for getting compensation for it. It wJll be necessary to consider 

both these issues in soms depth.

Public Purpose - seme more aspects

16.36 As we have seen aarlier, according to the present law public purpose 

is what may be declared to be as such by tha government or its officers. 

Whenever tha question of public purpose is raised in seriousness, the 

basic issues are somehow glossed over a lighter vain by quipping. 'Aftar 

all whathar tha govarnmant should have the right to acquire land for a 

project or not?' In support of the rights of the State to acquire land, 

the example of national security is usually put forward. And then with 

the implicit arrogance of a winner, a vary simpla and innocuous question 

is posed that 'whether only because sane people are not prepared to part 

with their lands, a project vital for national security can be abandoned?'

16.37 Ths answer of this question, in the eyes of the rules, is quits 

clsar. Ths projects of national security will have to be executed and 

nothing can be allowed to come in the way of national security. But these 

people, under the cover of such non-controvertial questions, seek to provide 

an answer to a very basic question that 'whether the government has tha 

final authority to decide about 'public purpose' and whether the provisions 

in the law about public purpose today are justifiable. The final decision 

in the matter of public purpose can be left to discrstion of the state 

and its officers.

16.38 It is here that a valid argument is converted into a bad logic 

which has to be clearly understood. Bacausa in seme cases it may be necessa

ry to acquire land for projects related to national security, it does 

not mean that a law should exist under which the government is authorised 

to take land for all sorts of works using the same procedure. For example, 

a tourist resort cannot be at par with national security and it is wrong 

to call it a public purpose project. But the land for tourist resorts 

is acquired under the same law even from the tribal people against their 

will and even with the use of force. In this way, the undiluted injustice
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^gainst a simple paopla is sought to ba covered undar tha mask of public 

purposa. It is, thus, claar that notwithstanding tha arguments for national 

security, tha present law in which tha govammant can call whatever it 

likas as 'public purposa' is not propar. If tha Govammant so dasiras 

a saparata law can ba mada for acquisition of land for projacts concerning 

national security. But arbitrary powsrs to do anything in tha nama of 

public purposa is not dasirabla. It takas away the right of tha people, 

Miich is not in tha interest of justics.

IProperty Form of land - Violation of Constitution

16.39 The sacond question is about treating tha land as as form of propert

y. Land has baan considarad as proparty undar tha Land Acquisition Act. 

But is it corract? Tha lagal and Constitutional position in this regard 

is not claar. That is why thara ara numerous problems. In a fuedalistic 

systam, whara the Zamindar or ruler was tha owner of land, land could 

ba considarad as proparty. Tha casas about acquisition of land before 

independence could be disposed of using this basic premise. Thera is 

an anomaly on this point avan in tha provisions of the Constitution. A 

distinction has been made batwaan land for personal cultivation and other 

properties in Article 31(A), which authorises the State to acquire estates 

from individuals. The Stata has no right to acquire land in case and land 

owned by an individual within tha ceiling limits. Tha need for this excepti

on was realised because it would not ba propar to taka away tha land from 

a parson who depended on it for his living under a law, which basically 

treats land as property. But the spirit of this basic difference was not 

fully established in this article perhaps unintentionally. Therefore an 

arrangement was accepted according to which, if it became necessary to 

acquire tha land from parson which was within tha ceiling limits under 

any law of the state it could be done by paying compensation at market 

rate. Therefore in the end the right of a person over tha land under 

personal cultivation got circumscribed to only receiving full price at 

the market rate. In this way, the land under personal cultivation has 

also been treated in the Constitution in a way like property and it was 

thought that if a parson gats full market price, no injustice would have 

been done to him.

16.40 In ordar to understand as to how this provision got incorporated 

in the Constitution, it will be necessary to see objective of the amend

ment law and the prevailing conditions at that time. A big debate was 

raging in tha country about acquisition of property from big landlords. 

The debate was on the isse as to what should be the appropriate compensa

tion of the land owned by big landlords if it was decided to acquire the
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sama? Will it ba propar to pay tham markat prica of thair big estatas' 

It was fait that such an arrangamant was an unnacassary obstacle in th- 

way of raforms. Tharafora tha focus in this constitutional amandmant was 

antiraly on tha issua of compansation. Aftar this amendment was adopted, 

tha big paopla wara daniad tha right to damand exorbitant ccmpansatioi 

for thair larga astata in tha nama of markat prica. Tha govammant gol 

tha authority to daal with aach casa according to what could ba considarac 

as appropriate. But avan in this an exception was mada to the effect thal 

compensation of land undar personal cultivation will hava to be at markal 

rate. In this background, the law makers wara convinced that if a parsoi 

whosa land is acquired gats market price for it, justice would hava beat 

done.

16.41 But this was not so. While the provision for payment of compensa

tion at market rate for land under personal cultivation was made, but 

a'longwith that it was also accepted albeit unintentionally that tha law, 

which authorises acquisition of even under personal lands cultivatic* 

on payment of compensation, was in ordar. At that tima, it was forgotter 

that land is not property for one who cultivates it personally, it i< 

a sourca of his living, tha vary basis of his lifa. In tha Directive Princi-j 

pies of tha Stata Policy in the Constitution, adequate means for eaminij 

a living has baan accepted as a basic right. In this context, the basil 

question is whether it is possible to assess the market value of somethin! 

which is tha basis of lifa of a parson? The reply is a clear "No". Therefore 

such lands, on which a person may be dependent for his living, cannol 

be taken away from hin on payment of market prica. In this way, the provisij 

ons undar Articla 31(A) of tha Constitution which authorises acquisitici 

of land after payment of compansation at market prica, is against th 

basic spirit of the Constitution.

16.42 Thus so far as tha Constitution and the law are concerned, th 

present situation can ba summad up as that avary citizen has a basic righ 

to lifa. For sustananca of lifa adaquata means of livalihood is also nacass 

ary. Therefore adequate means of livelihood has baen accaptad a righ 

of avary citizen undar the Constitution. Thus, it is claar that nobod 

can taken away tha basis of lifa or tha maans of livelihood of a perse 

in whatever way he may ba aarning his living. If this is dona it is violati 

on of tha Constitution.

16.43 In our country natural rasources including land ara basis of lif 

of most of the paople. It is true that under the present law, persona 

rights can ba established on thasa rasourcas. Therefore the property foij
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has come into prominence. That is why tha position 

f»sourcas including land has become rather confusing both undar 

in practica. Land has baan accepted exclusively as a property 

laws hava baan framed on that premise. It is notable here that 

it i tut ion property was accepted as a basic right, but was later 

from that list. Moreover, the State has been given the authority 

Constitution itself that, if necessary, property canba taken 

th3 new provision, the mistake was agricultural land was also 

status of property, A restriction, however has been imposed 

Lon to land under personal cultivation in so far as it cannot 

3way without paying compensation of market price. But inspite 

f3ct, this provision is violative of Constitutional right of tha 

th2 right to life. The basis of life of a citizen cannot be taken 

mara payment of compensation as a property. Therefore what arrangem- 

Ld bs there, when the basis of life itself is involved is a question 

it ba considered separately.

with the People

In this way when the legal frame for acquisition of land itself 

;iv3, it will be necessary for us to discuss this matter at a 

lsvel keeping in view such aspects like human rights and social 

and also operational issues. When the State itself acts in such 

that tha basis of life of a person is affected, the question ari

as to 'what is the duty of the State'? The first simple thing in this 

is that there must ba a dialogue with the person whose basis of

* is being taken away. And then ours is a democratic country, in which 

citizen has a equal right in all respects. To deprive a parson of 

right to life and that too through a one-sided process, is a part 

■’tha Colonial tradition. If the issues concern the defance of the country, 

i.dsvalopmant of the nation or a public purpose, then every ona should 

^ partner in tha related decision-making process, and above all the 

whose very basis of life is sought to be taken away acquires a 

greater right, that he will at least to be told about the same. A 

13 can be established and should be established with this person.

in the same way, when all the people are partners in the national 

^lopment the affected person whose is being deprived of everything 

has> must be specially involved as a partner in that process. If he 

told everything and is also given an alternative, there is no reason 

will not accept it. If a person does not accept the alternative 

l3r2d to him, then either the alternative is not satisfactory or there
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is something wrong in that dialogue itself. In any case, there should 

be no question of use of coerion. If it is not possible to convince a 

person, the mater should end there. And then it becomes the duty of the 

state that it should examine the entire proposal once more and try to 

convince the concerned person once more.
!

Incongruity of Dialogue under the Law

16.46 If the desirable process described above with regard to acquisi

tion of land, whose need an ordinary person can easily appreciate, is 

compared with the present legal process, a very incongruous situation 

will be found. In the first instance there is a lot of misunderstanding 

in relation to dialogue with the people in our system on account of the 

fact that ours is a democratic system. There is some misunderstanding 

in this regard which should be removed. The Government in democracy obvious-j 

ly represents the people. In this context, can it be said that when the 

government on the representatives of the people, take a decision on these 

matters, it is not a decision of the people themselves. If that is the 

decision of the people, where is the need of a dialogue with any one ?

16.47 This argument is not correct. Firstly, no one knows as to what: 

extent such decisions are really taken by the representatives of the people I 

and to what extent they are impbsed by the formal system. But even if1 

it is conceded that the people's representatives have taken a decision 

consciously after full consideration of all facts* even then will it dispen

se with the need of a dialogue with the affected people? The ordinary 

representative of the people cannot speak on behalf of a person whose 

is faced with the question of his life, unless he is not asked especially 

to present his side after fully understanding his case and also his feeling.

16.48 There is another very important aspect. In any specific case, the 

number of affected people is small while others are larger in number. 

There is one common characteristic of the representative systam that it 

always leans towards the majority. That is why special provisions have 

been made for the protection of the interests of minority groups in the 

Constitution. We have been seen in relation to the rights of the tribal 

people that to whac extent the representative system has not only overlooked 

the Constitutional provisions, but has even violated them. Similarly the 

question of the interest of displaced persons is involved, it is clear 

that the displaced will be in a minority. But there is no provision any 

where in the law so far about protecting the minority interests of the 

displaced people. The case of tribal areas is scrne what different about
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which wa will discuss latar. Tharafora, tha general issue of tha rights 

of tha displaced paopla at the momant can be considarad only in tha form 

of protaction of individual rights. Therefore, in this casa, tha most 

important thing which hava to ba saan is that whathar in tha procsss of 

displacamant, tha basic rights cf tha individual ara not baing violatad. 

Since displacamant concarns tha quastion of tha basic rights of an individu

al, tha diract dialogua with him bacomas nacassary.

16.49 This dialogua in tha prasant systam, if all that can ba termed 

as a dialogua, takas placa only undar tha provisions of tha Land Acqui

sition Act. Whan tha quastion of acquiring land undar this law is consi

darad, tha concarnad parson is giving a notica undar tha law, objactions 

ara invitad and haard in and tha and, a final dacision is givan by tha 

presiding officar. In this complax lagal procass, firstly, a poor parson 

is not abla to undarstand anything. All thasa procassas to him ara lika 

a big big wab out of which, somahow ha wants to gat out as quickly as 

possibla. So far as tha mambars of tha schadulad Castas and Schadulad 

Tribas ara concarnad tha antira procass is big punishmant.

16.50 Thara is ona mora thing. If a dialogua with tha affactad paopla 

is considarad nacassary, it must ba mada claar as to what would ba tha 

issues for that discussion. Thara ara a nunbar of policy issuas. For axampla 

whathar tha purposa for which tha land is proposed to ba takan is an import

ant ona, if tha proposad work is assantial, than is that tha only way 

to accomplish tha sama or thara can ba any othar altarnativa. Thara can 

ba many mora important and formal quastion. For sxampla, if land is takan 

away from a parson, than will ha ba antitlad to a shara in tha banafits 

of tha davalopmant? Can soma altarnativa arrangamants ba mada for his 

living? ate., ara soma of tha quastions of lifa and daath for him. Soma 

formal quastions also arisa in land acquisition. For axampla, quastions 

lika how much land is acquired, what will ba tha rata of compansation, 

whan will ba tha compansation to ba paid and such lika, also naad to ba 

satisfactorily answarad.

16.51 For a meaningful dialogua on issuas of principle, it is nacassary 

that tha paopla should hava full information. Similarly a dialogua about 

participation in davalopmant can ba possibla only within tha frama of 

a comprahansiva plan praparad for that purposa in advanca. Tha position 

in thasa matters is so bad that nothing can ba said about tham. If wa 

taka tha quastion of information about tha projacts, than wa find that 

avan now a dabata is raging whathar tha paopla hava a right to informa-
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tion or not. How ridiculous is tha situation, and that too in a democra

tic sociaty lika ours, that on ona sida thara ara pilas and pilas of princi

plas yat on tha othar sida, tha paopla who ara baing uprootad in tha nama 

t r tha davalopmant, cannot avan gat nacassary information and andlass 

discussions ara continuing about tha principlas in that ragard. Similarly, 

thara is no basis whatsoavar for a dialogua about tha sharing of banafit 

of davalopmant. Thara is no sarious discussion so far avan on tha question 

whathar tha principlas of partnarship in davalopmant should ba accaptad, 

lat alona tha quastion of praparing a comprahansiva plans for achiaving 

that objactiva.

10.52 Now tha quastion is that aftar all why avan such simpla things 

ara not baing dona. Thara is only ona raason and, that is, tha basic pramisa 

of ths prasant law. Wa hava saan that in thamattar ~>f 1 and, govarnmant 

is tha ownar.Tharafora tha govarnmant and its advisars ara compatant to 

taka all dacisions in that ragard. That is not all. Thay ara also tha 

final arbitars in daciding about wHat is a public purposa. Therefore what 

ramains for dialogua ara questions lika markat rata and paymant of compensa- 

tion.This is tha only right of tha common man. Ha must ramain contant 

with that. Tha principlas concarn tha raalm of idaas and tha draam world-Wh- 

at can ba said about tham? Tha monay can ba saan and fait by avary one 

- tha political laadar, tha administrator and tha court of law. Ttia discuss

ion ravolvas around that concrata crass, tha basic issuas ara laft on 

tha way-sida-un-undarstood, uaappraciatad and unsaan. In this way, tha 

situation today is that tha basis of lifa is baing snatchad away frcm 

tha paopla on tha basis of ona-sidad action without any dialogua with 

tha affactad paopla. This is patantly unjust and claar violation of tha 

Constitution.

Public Purposa - A Quastion not of mara Numbers but Human Valuas

16.53 In this way it is nacassary to examine onca mora tha foundation 

of lav;. Tha concapt of "public purpose" is tha most important ona in 

this ragard which is at tha root of all othar issues. Wa will ba discuss

ing aarliar, tha quastion of minority and majority in tha contaxt of tha 

spirit of damocracy. To overlook th? intarasts of a smaller number of 

paopla nowithstanding that they may ba in minority cannot ba accaptad 

as propar. Tharafora, it is nacassary to provida special protection to 

tha minority intarast.

16.54 Tha sama basic quastion arisas in relation to tha process of davalop

mant as wall. Whan wa considar a davalopmantal project, it is clear that 

tha nunbar of likaly affactad paopla whosa lands ara sought to ba acquirad,
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will be small. It is these paopla who can ba seen because thay ara bafora 

our ayas. But it is always claimad that tha banafits of tha project will 

accrua to many. In this way, tha issua of banafits accruing to tha 'namalass 

many' comas to tha fora. In this account, tha loss of soma and banafit 

of many comas out claarly. And than it is takan to ba nacassary for tha 

changa in tha procass of tha davalopmant and tharafora claimad as justified.

Account of Profit and Loss - How much Justified?

16.55 Thara ara two aspacts of this question which must ba claarly undarst- 

ood.Firstly, tha argument "loss of soma and banafit of many" on tha f ica 

of it appaars to ba justifiad. But it cannot ba accepted as a genaral 

principla. The account of profit and loss on tha basis of numbers can 

ba accaptad only in a situation whara tha paopla on both the sides ara 

exactly placad similar situations and tha profit and loss for ooth sides 

also concerns exactly similar elements. If loss maans reduction of comforts 

of some people and profit means additions in tha comfort of soma othar 

paopla, then comparative accounting on tha basis of numbars can ba dona 

and it will ba justified. In tha sama way, if in a particular programme 

loss is being sustained by a f aw parsons and banafits accrua to many r ore 

it can ba a justifiad programme. But in a situation whara avan the ugh 

the loser may ba a faw, but tha loss itself, tha situation changas. If 

a community howsoavar small may be it siza, faces disorganisation, poverty 

and in tha and is likely to raach tha precipice of destruction, can this 

'loss' of that community be treated as negotiable undar any circumstances?

16.56 To create comforts for many by risking tha lifa of a faw is not 

a mattar of ordinary exchange. This is the question of human valuas. Thara 

ara numerous examples in the history where powerful many hava pot only 

taken away the basis of life of tha waakar few but evan exterminated tham. 

And even such aaction have been considered as justifiad with allusion 

to high principle.But such a behaviour is neither in keeping with tha 

tradition of our country, nor is it consonant with our constitutional 

valuas. 'Public purpose' cannot be determined on tha basis of numbars 

or creation of facilities and comforts. Some entirely different measures 

ara nacassary for this purposa. Only human valuas can provida that basis.

Delusion of Less and More

16.57 In this accounting of numbers, with reference to development projacts 

it will ba necessary to look at yat another aspect that who ara thasa 

"nameless many"? It is difficult to identify the antira banefittad populati

on excapt for those Who may be diractly benefited from it, but if wa
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carefully study tha procass and results of our national davalopmant, it 

bacomas claar that tha banafit of davalopmant accrue to a few paopla only. 

Nevertheless, in tha casa of aach projact it is always assartad in raply 

to tha quastion of gain and loss, that a faw paopla losa whila namelass 

many stand to gain. Accordingly tha projacts is accaptad as justified. 

But if all tha projacts axacutad in tha name of davalopmant sura takan 

togathar and a full tallay is mada tha situation is just opposite. Tha 

cantra of our davalopmantal procass is tha alita group. Tharafore, tha 

benefit of avary projact accruas to soma mambar of this salact group only. 

Thus if any davalopmant programme, is takan, tha 'nameless many' evary- 

whara turn out to ba mambars of tha alite. But tha 'far' affected paopla 

in avary projact comprise tha majority of tha population in tha local 

araa who ara different in diffarant placas. Therefore in the total accoun

ting this small group of 'nameless many' stand to benafit while tha 'faw' 

comprising the bulk of the people are the losers. Thus tha balance is 

reversed. The benefit of development accrues to the elita sections whila 

tha ordinary people have to bear the cost. The summation the benefit of 

many and the loss of a faw gats transformed into the benefit of a few 

and the loss of many.

Expectation from Courts

16.58 Tha second quastion with ragard to public purpose is procass of 

its determination. Can something ba axpactad from tha Courts in relation 

to tha determination of should ba deemed to comprisa 'public purpose'. 

Eventhough tha quastion of 'public purpose' arises while dealing with 

tha Land Acquisition Act can ba expected by way of adjudication on tha 

issua whathar what is baing dona in the name of public purpose can really 

ba said to comprisa public purpose, not much from the courts in the course 

of thair proceedings concerning acquisition. Tha Courts generally can 

look into a faw issuas concerning tha law such as whether the officer 

has acted in accordance with tha provisions of the law, whether ha adoptad 

the right procass, whether the officer has done something which mala fida 

any discrimination in tha procass. if the process does not suffer on 

any of thasa counts tha court will not interfere in the action taken by 

the administration. Tha powars hava baen given to certain officers under 

the Land Acquisition Act to dacida as what should be taken to quality 

as public purposa. So long as the officers use this power without discrimin

ation and according to thair , no ona can challange their decision. 

Therefore, tha public purposa has to ba raised abova the latter of tha 

law and has to ba defined in the broader frame of public policy.
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Soma basic principlas about displacement

16.59 Equity, justica and fratarnity comprisa tha foundation of our 

national lifa. Evary citizan has a right to liva with dignity and salf- 

raspect. It is tha duty of tha Stata that it not only protacts this 

right but also craatas opportunities to anabla all citizens to lead a 

good lifa. Both thasa thamas run parallel in our Constitution. In fact, 

thay ara complementary of each other. Therefore tha State cannot ignore 

one responsibility simply because it has to discharge another responsibili

ty. As has baen statad aarliar right to lifa is tha first basic right 

and as a principle it stands at a highar pedestal compared to tha ordinary 

law; it cannot ba circumscribed even by the Constitution, it is self- 

creatad. This basic right has to ba protected at all cost. Therefore, 

the path of davalopmant should ba chosan in such a way that tha basis 

of lifa of aven a single person is not destroyed.

16.60 The final decision about tha right concaming tha maans of liveli

hood can ba only of that parson whose right to lifa is baing affactad. 

Theraf ore, whenever the Stata considers taking up a programme which invol

ved a change in tha usa of natural resources, its first duty is to estab

lish a dialogue with that parson/camtunity whose life depends on those 

natural rasourcas. It should be obligatory to provide nacessary information 

about objectives of development as tha background for this dialogua aimed 

at obtaining their consent. Moreoever an essential precondition for any 

naw usa of natural rasourcas should ba that not only tha concerned institu

tion or the government should make an alternative arrangement for their 

living in future, which should be better compared to the earlier, but 

the government should also act honastly and fully convince itself that 

whatever is being statad by its represent at ivas is1 correct. What is more 

important even than this is that the affected people themselves should 

realise that tha naw alternative will be better for than and that thay 

should accept it without any reservation of thair free will. If any 

action is taken ignoring these basic principles, it will be against the 

valuas of the democratic systam of our country, it will ba against tha 

spirit of our Constitution.

Inequity in the Present System

16.61 Tha way the Stata is presently taking away natural resources includ

ing land from the peopla and putting them to other uses is totally against 

this spirit. The land is being treated as a property and only compensation 

is baing paid for tha same. For example, where the land belongs to a 

landlord, it is the landlord who is deemed to hava exclusive right over 

it and it is ha who gats tha compensation. What will happen to tha
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innumerable agricultural labourers working on that land,- shara croppars 

or tenants informally cultivating thosa lands nobody knows. Thara is 

no provision for tham undar tha law, nor is anybody rasponsibla for tham. 

Similarly, if somaona acquires a lagal right ovar tha rasourcas on which 

soma othar 'rasourcalass' paopla wara dapandant for thair living, nobody 

saams to ba concarnad.

16.62 Tha British, in kaaping with tha colonial tradition, had daclarad 

that all tha rasourcas of tha country balong to tha Stata without caring 

avan to see as to who was aking out a living from tham. This was claarly 

tha first wrong stap, but that wrong continuas avan today and is proving 

to ba tha biggast curs a for tha poor. What will happan to thosa paopla 

who may not ba diractly dapandant on land but ara an intagral part of 

tha local aconomic systam, whan tha land is acquired from tha land owners 

is also not rafarrad to anywhara. Tharafora tha provision to acquire 

resources including land in public interest aftar payment of compensation 

only to their ownars is against tha spirit of tha Constitution and thara

fora unconstitutional.

Wrong Usa of tha Procass of Land Acquisition

16.63 So far wa hava considarad tha anomalies in relation to tha basic 

pramisas of Land Acquisition Act from which it is claar that thay ara 

not in consonance with tha spirit of our Constitution. But avan if, 

for a while the law is taken to ba in ordar, its implementation also 

laavas much to ba dasired. It is baset with a number of irregularities. 

Tha Land Acquisition law was anactad at a time when only a few small 

government works were undertaken for which small pieces of land wara 

required. Even otherwise, it was a period whan rulers, Jagirdars and 

Zamindars had their sway. When the land was acquired from thesa paople, 

othars depending on land had no right to object in that ragard. But in 

the naw phasa of development, the projects which are being executed ara 

so big as could not have been avan imagined at that time. People from 

not only tan to twanty villages but hundered of villages may ba forcad 

to mova out for ona singla project. The developmental projects themselvas 

ara of wida variety. There may ba large dams for irrigation, big mining 

projacts and axtansiva sancturias for wild animals to mova about fraaly.

16.64 Thara ara two necessary condition for acquiring land undar ths 

Land Acquisition Law. Firstly, the land can be taken only for a public! 

purpose. Secondly, the concarned person has a right to present his objec-1 

tions before tha land is takan. Wa hava already discussed that in detail 

about public purpose. We will, therefora, consider the second questior
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as tp whathar tha objections of tha peopla are being really heard and 

can thay ba raally heard as provided for under tha law.

Routine Handling of Obi actions

16.65 Tha process of establishing a project really begins with tha emer

gence of th; concept or the idea about the possibla projact. Theraaftar 

a datailad report is prepared which covers a variety of technical aspects 

and also indicates a suitable location or mora than ona altarnativa lo

cations for its establishment. The final administrative approval for 

tha projact is accorded only aftar tha technical and tha financial appro

vals. The action for land acquisition usually starts aftar a projact 

has bean finally approved.

16.66 Before a final approval is received by the projact, tha local 

paople coma tc know indirectly about tha fact that thair land might ba 

acquired for the project. To get any authoritative information in this 

regard is not possible for the simple reason that so long as tha final 

decision is not takan no one can give authoritative information about 

acquisition of land. Therefore in all projacts what usually happens is 

that tha pecple go on listening for not only one or two years but for 

tan or twenty years that perhaps their land may ba takan ovar. Evan tha 

projact is started, tha action for acquisition of land is takan in a 

sequence in accordance with tha actual need of land for tha project at 

a particular tLma. For ajcample, land is purchased first only for setting 

up infra-structural facilities for a project. Thereafter land is gradually 

takan for tha construction of a project. Thereafter land is gradually 

takan for tha construction of a project. In big dams, submergence comes 

only in tha last year.

16.67 Tha basic quastion in this procass is that whan a notice is givan 

to a parson about acquiring his land aftar a big projact has baan started 

and ha has asked to present his objections, if any, what doas it really 

mean? As soon is a projact is finally approved, it is also aLnost certain 

that all tha Imd, which may be needed for it, will be acquired. In othar 

words, the entire land in tha 'zone of influence' of the project, in 

a way, can ba deemed to have bean acquired in principle, what remains 

is its operational is at ion. Tha only thing which remains to ba told is 

the precise tining of take over of the land aftar tha procass gets going. 

Thus sanction cf a project itsalf is lika a 'line of fate' about acquisi

tion of land vhich cannot ba changed. Now in this situation what could 

be tha meaning of asking the peopla to a quastion such as, whether they 

have any objaction about thair land being takan, aftar not only a projact
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has baan finally apprOvad but avan tha work on it has baan start ad or 

aftar it may hava avan raachad a staga of no return? So far tha only 

purposa which this quastion has sarvad to that if tha parson so likas, 

ha can prasant his obj action about tha quantum of compensation. In othar 

words, his obj action cannot ba on tha basic issua of acquisition of land 

but only about tha compensation ha should gat. Tha law is claar avan 

with ragard to tha ccmpansation. Therefore thara is not much scopa for 

a significant changa in it. But tha scopa of Saction 4 of tha Land Acqui

sition Act, which daal with paopla's obj actions is comprehensive. A quas

tion mark can ba put on all aspacts concerning acquisition of land inclu

ding tha fact whathar tha projact is for a 'public purposa1. For axampla, 

if land of a parson is baing taken for constructing a holiday rasort 

for tourist, he has a moral right to ask that aftar all how could tha 

construction of a tourist rasort could ba takan to ba in public interest. 

Thus tha legal process concerning land acquisition is followed only in 

a routine fashion, which is violation of that law in tha raal sansa.

16.68 Tha matter doas not and hare. It is axpactad in any legal process 

that all tha paopla will prasant thair raspactiva sides and full attention

will be givan in tha final decision on each of tham. A variety of vested 

interests are craatad as soon as a big projact is sanctioned. For axampla, 

tha paopla in tha benefited zona bacana a vested interest as soon as 

tha irrigation project is sanctioned. Similarly the construction of a 

projact craatas naw possibilities for technical personnel and alongwith 

that the possibility of contracts related with that constructic It 

means that with tha formal approval of a project thara is a qualitative 

changa in the situation. Evary individual and group looks at it from 

its parspactiva. And if thara is any change in the schema at that stage, 

avaryona faals as if something has baan snatched away as from his hands. 

Whan open use of money and avan physical power starts in tha clash of 

thasa interests, reasonable and equitable decision becomes a near impossi

bility. In fact, the voice of thosa paopla whose basis of life is being 

destroyed is nowhara to ba heard. They are not able to gat avan tha lagal 

right to prasant thair appaal.

16.69 In this way, all thosa casas, in which tha govarnmant decision 

to establish a project preceeds the process of land acquisition are against 

tha basic spirit of tha law of land acquisition. Moreover, that law itself 

is not in keeping with the basic spirit of our Constitution, it is its 

violation. It is an irony that even after 40 years of enforcement of 

the Constitution, noone so far has had time to consider thesa basic ques

tions. This 19th century law is being used blindly in a hurry somehow
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to reach tha 21st cantury without avan thinking whathar tha procass is 

in accordance with tha intention of tha law. Tha questions about tha 

Constitutionality of thasa actions and thair compatibility with human 

rights ara a far cry.

Basic Changa for Social Justica

16.70 Tha prasant law for acquisition of land for tha socallad public 

purposa and its implementation is highly inaquitous on social considera

tions. This is wall kncwn that in raca for astablishing personal rights 

ovar land and rasourcas, tha mambars of waakar sactions which includa 

bulk of tha mambars of tha Schadulad Castas had trailed far behind. It 

is thasa rasourcalass paopla who ara making a living from thosa rasourcas 

which ara now formally undar tha ownership of othar paopla. Whan tha 

govammant takas ovar thasa rasourcas, only tha ownar is prasant bafora 

tha govammant and it is his interests which ara kapt in viaw. And at 

that tima, avan tha government ignores tha right of earning a living 

or as .tha basis of life of those paople who ara dependent on them for 

their living. The Zamindar collects tha compensation of land, tha cultiva

tor just looks on askance.

16.71 Similarly, when the government takes over tha resources in tha 

tribal araas, thay ara bariidsradbacausa thair rights hava not baen record

ed. It is these unwritten rights which I had described in my last raport 

as tha Constitutional right of tha tribal people which are tha vary soul 

of tha Constitution and permeate the Constitution taut which has not baan 

givan a concrate form. What is tha fault of tha poor if tha rights hava 

not been given a concrete form? Tha fault in this regard rasts either 

with the government or its officials. Thus how is it that tha penalty 

of their default falls on the poor?

16.72 To and this injustice there is a need for basic changa in tha 

prasant legal system. Thera are three conditions for kaing it aquitabla. 

Firstly, the current use of all resources including land from which paopla 

may ba aaming their living should be recognised in the form of thair 

right to life. Secondly, after a plan is prepared for an ;ltarnativa 

usa of rasourcas in public interests, a formal decision should ba takan 

about that purposa being a public purpose. This decision-making procass 

should include all thosa who are depending on those resources and their 

consent should be made obligatory for authorising any alternative usa.
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Thirdly, befora planning any altarnativa usa of rasourcas, a naw basas 

for tha living of thosa paopla who ara dapandant on tham should ba craatad. 

Tha naw basa must ba accaptabla to tham, of th^ir fraa will without any 

rasarvations. Only aftar thasa conditions ara fulfilled, it may ba possibla 

to protact tha basic right of tha paopla, that is, thair right to lifa, 

in tha procass of structural changa in tha economy based on alternative 

use of tha resources. Only than, tha whola procass of change will be 

equitable and will also be in consonance with the basic . spirit of our 

Constitution.



DISPLACEMENT - 2 

DISPLACEMENT IN TRIBAL AREAS

17

Vile have discussed in detail about the unhappy situation of the people 

who were displaced as they were caught in the whirl of development,. But 

when we see the process of development and displacement in the tribal areas, 

we find that the situation is still worse. There are numerous features 

of tribal displacement which have not been even alluded to. Consequently, 

the tribal people are facing a great crisis and in big trouble. It is, 

therefore, necessary that we especially discuss some of those issues.

Areas on the Margin of Economy

17.2 With a view to understand the issue of displacement in the tribal 

areas in its true colour, it will be necessary to understand the place 

of tribal areas in the national economy. I have discussed this question 

in some detail in my earlier Report. Our national economy was centred 

around agriculture whose structure remained almost unchanged for centuries 

before independence. The hills §nd forest were located on the margin 

of that system which comprise the tribal areas. These regions were 

extremely accessive. Therefore, the resources of these areas did not have 

much importance in the economic system of that time. Even though the 

inhabitants of these areas had some links with the people living outside, 

but even then their life was more or less secluded. In this way the 

resources of the tribal areas were on the margin so far as the economy 

was concerned and the people living in those regions were on the margin 

of the social system.

The Growing Importance of Resources and its Consequences

17.3 The need for resources found in the tribal areas gradually increased 

in the new phase of development after independence. The commodities which 

had no value till then gradually became more and more valuable. But these 

resources were not unencumbered. The tribal people were using these 

resources according to his own style and making a living thereby. They 

had no concern with the new uses of these resources. The teak wood from 

the forest which was very valuable for outsiders had only one use for him,
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that is, fencing his field because it uias easy to cut and splint. The 

iron was only a piece of ordinary stone though quite heavy and distinctive. 

The deep valleys of the rivers were sacred to him.

17.A But many things which are mostly found in the tribal areas have 

acquired a new value in the economy of the day. The water flowing in the 

valleys and rivers can be dammed and used for irrigation and the high fallg 

and rapids can be harnessed for producing electricity; the minerals are 

necessary for manufacturing industrial goods; the forests are the only 

source for meeting a variety of needs of the new civilization, and as a 

late realisation for the health of environment itself. In these changing 

times, the traditional use of these resources by the tribal people for 

making their living' according to their style, is not regarded by the new 

system as the right use, if it does rtot dub the same as outright misuse. 

Therefore, if the tribal continues the same use of these resources and 

is not prepared to allow their alternative use, he is seeen as an obstacle 

in the great march of progress. In this way a very anomalous situation j 

has arisen in the tribal areas simply because while the resources tradi

tionally under command of the tribal people have become valuable, their
i

life-style continued to be the same as before. The tribal has become and j
i

unwanted entity because of the possible obstruction by his very presence j 

to the use of those resources. But the new current of so called development 

is very fast; it is also very powerful. The tribal has no position to 

stand against it. Therefore, he has to move aside, away from the current, 

whether he likes it or not to clear ■ its way and allow it to move on 

unimpeded. It appears as if displacement has become the destiny of the 

tribal.

17.5 The tribal areas are quite different from other areas in one more 

respect. The scope of market in our national economy is now quite extensive 

which is also growing continually. But the tribal areas are still rather 

outside the market system. Therefore, the style of functioning of the 

tribal economy is quite different. In many places even today the tribal 

people are managing quite well without getting many things from outside. 

However, in the wake of development when these people all of a sudden come 

into contact with a new economy, they are unable to forge a harmonious 

relationship. On the one hand, the exotic system has become quite dominant.

It strives to grab their resources and use then for new purposes. On the 

other hand, his traditional system is in disarray. Therefore, they are
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gradually becoming resourceless and helpless.

17.6 The impact of this new change on all tribal areas is not the same; 

it is quite different in different regions/people. The small tribal 

communities, which were entirely dependent on forests, have not been able 

to face the challenge of the changing situation. Many of them have almost 

disappeared. Moreover, a few communities, which are still surviving in 

the forests, are being forced to move out. Their rights are not recorded. 

Therefore, they cannot hope, let alone claim, a sympathetic hearing. On 

the other hand, the resources from which they have been making a living 

are dwindling in the face of growing pressure from more stronger communities 

or the government itself. In this way many tribal communities got dispersed 

and they have ceased to exist as communities. Similarly, in many areas 

the economy of the shifting cultivators has collapsed. There appears to 

be no end of their wanderings. Only those shifting cultivators have 

survived, who did not come under pressure of the outside system. Thus, 

the tribal communities after coming in contact their new system are under 

severe pressure and are not able t(j> protect themselves against the same.

Dissonant Condition in Tribal Areas

17.7 A dissonant situation, thus, has arisen in the tribal areas. The 

tribal areas on the one hand have great potential for economic development 

but the tribal communities on the other hand are not prepared for the new 

contact. l\lo initiative of any type whatsoever has been taken to end this 

anomalous situation in any area. Moreover, no plan has been prepared to 

mould new programmes keeping in view the special situation in the tribal 

areas so that the tribal people can be protected against the ill-effects. 

Similarly, no legal or administrative system has been created for meeting 

the new challenge. In fact, the legal as also the administrative structures 

of advance areas are being used as they are in these areas as well. The 

ordinary tribal has no knowledge or understanding about the legal system. 

There is yet another aspect of this situation. These laws have been in 

force in other areas for a long time. Therefore, the local system has 

gradually adapted itself to its requirement and now almost all activities 

follow the precepts of the new system. But even though many laws were 

extended to the tribal areas long time back, but no effort has been made 

to establish a system according to the local needs. In this situation, 

when the exotic law was enforced with severity, the tribal found himself 

in a big soup.
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17.8 The biggest question in the tribal areas is about the rights of 

the people over the resources. The legal rights" today require to be 

substantiated by written record. The situation in the tribal areas in 

this regard is very bad. Firstly, in bulk of the tribal areas,' there was 

no settlement, even in those cases where land records have been prepared, 

they were not based on a systematic survey. The administration depends 

on notional visual maps. Secondly, all these records are very old. No 

special attention has been paid to this question even after independence 

except in a few areas. Therefore, in most of the tribal areas, those very 

papers are non-existent on the basis of which further legal action can 

be taken. In this situation, the rights of the tribal people remain 

unheaded simply because they have no papers to substantiate them. Since 

all resources deemed to be the property of the State, therefore, if there 

is no paper record, it only means that the tribal has no right and everything 

belongs to the State.

17.9 In this situation when a new project is established in a tribal 

area, they acquire the command over resources by way of a simple transfer 

directly from the State, for the simple reason because it is believed that 

since the record does not contain any names, the tribal has no legitimate 

claim in lthe same, everything belongs to the State. The people are obliged j  

to move out from his place without payment of even nominal compensation.

Accounting of Displaced

17.10 All my efforts to collect information from the State Governments 

and Public Sector Enterprises about the number of people who may have been 

displaced so far in the tribal areas since independence did not yield much 

result. Some States have given only some figures, that too for some areas 

which did not mean much. These figures mostly relate only to direct 

displacement, which in the case of industrial enterprises concerns only 

the land formally acquired in the beginning for their establishment. For 

a number of areas, no figures were available or they were incomplete. 

When the situation about the figures of direct displacement is so dismal, 

the question of getting any reasonable account of what happened after 

displacement acquired a torrential dimension simply does not arise.

17.11 The Constitution has planed special responsibility on the State 

about the development of tribal people and their protection. There is!
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a provision in the Constitution which calls for making the administration 

in a Scheduled area good and effective. But the situation in this regard 

is rather bad largely because the system has not been adopted to the socio

economic situation in the tribal areas. On the other hand, the pace of 

change in the tribfl areas has been very fast because of the rich natural 

resource endowment which they possess. One enterprise after another is 

being established, one dam after another is being constructed basically 

in a bid for optimal utilisation of these resources. Investment of hundreds 

of crores of rupees is being made. But no attention, however, is being 

paid to the impact of these projects on the tribal people. The emphasis 

on all sides is on utilisation of resources, no one cares about the man. 

l\lo one seems to have even time to pause and think as to how many people 

have been rendered homeless by these establishments; the question of 

ensuring a respectable position for them in the new economic system remains 

a far cry.

17.12 A flood of migrants has started pouring into these areas after the 

commissioning of big dams, large industrial projects and national highways; 

the flow has been continuously growing in size. It is said that about 

10 to 15 out of 100 tribals in our country have already been displaced 

by now for one reason or the other. If this process continues and the 

paradigm of development remains unchanged, the pace of displacement will 

become still faster and the condition of the tribal people will further 

deteriorate. A straight question which must be answered about this process 

is that if upto the end of the Seventh Five Year Plan, the total investment 

of these areas has been thousand crores of rupees, about 15 per 

cent tribal people have got displaced. Now if the investment in the Eighth 

Five Year Plan and thereafter becomes twice or four times that amount, 

how many tribal people will have to face displacement? It appears that 

the time is approaching very fast when in many tribal areas no space would 

have been left for a single tribal to stand on.

Disorder and Lawlessness

17.13 The programmes of so called development are being taken up in the 

tribal areas at such a fast pace that a state of near disorder has been 

created. For example, a large number of thermal power projects, irrigation 

dams and a variety of enterprises have been set up in the last three years 

in a small area on the border of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. This
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area is developing as the 'Power Capital' of the country. But the original 

inhabitant of this area is in a real bad shape. In some cases, the same 

persons have displaced 3 or 4 times in succession because one enterprise 

after another was being established at the same very places where they 

were settling on their own and taken for settlement by the governments. 

They are not sure even now whether they have reached the final destination 

and no one will come and drive them away once again even from there. In 

this way, even while a person is not able to come over the shock of one 

project, some other project appears almost from nowhere without any prior 

notice or warning. And he is obliged to negotiate and struggle with an 

entirely new situation. Every project has its own law and its own method 

of functioning. No one knows about who is to get what and from whom? 

There is no serious thinking at any level about the grave problems which 

are arising in these tribal areas, let alone preparation of a systematic 

plan for their resolution. If somehow some money just reaches the hands 

of the affected people by way of compensation, the government treats the 

case as closed as if its responsibility is all over with that simple act.

Irresponsibility of the State

17.14 The simple tribal people are not able to stand in the face of this 

terrible facet of development.. The State, which was given the responsibility 

for their protection, has paid no special attention to this issue. As

I have said earlier, the State has three different roles (page 12 )• When 

the State assumes the role in relation to development, it gets so much 

involved in the same that its role of protection is just overlooked. The 

full power of the State in tribal areas is being used for pushing forward 

the wheel of development. But the same State unfortunately does not 

hesitate even in misusing its authority taking advantage of the innocence 

of those very people whose protection is their responsibility. For example, 

can the people in a non-tribal area be forced to move out by burning their 

huts under the shadow of force? But use of force is a matter of routine 

in the tribal areas and burning of huts is not an unusual event.

17.15 In this way, when the new system moved on into the tribal areas 

it becomes the power-blind. It does not even care to ponder over the 

propriety or otherwise of what can be done in a tribal area. It is here 

that the humanity itself begins to cry! But the administration is not
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u / i t h  it, it proceeds ruthlessly in the name of development for 

its cause. It is a matter of deep regret that even in the face 

8 grave situation, which has arisen in the wake of development 

- trite 1' areas, not even a rough policy paper has been prepared which 

-ouj some light or provide guidelines about the respective role 

Centre, State and the concerned establishment in the event of 

ig displacement due to development projects and what could be the 

expect from those in whose hands rests the grave responsibility 

l ir  protection. There cannot be a worse example of violation of 

L t u t i o n a l  provision concerning safeguards of the tribal people.

dal Aspects of Tribal Displacement

The issue of displacement in the tribal areas has to be considered 

'many angles - the existing law, Constitutional provisions, justice 

n rights both in relation to their operational aspects of the day 

uture possibilities. In our general discussion about the displacement, 

ve seen that the present law under which land is acquired is not quite 

xect on a number of counts. It is also not in keeping the spirit of 

’Constitution itself. This is the position in relation to the general 

Now when the same very law is applicable to the tribal areas without 

change whatsoever and no attention has been paid to the soecial 

uation there, it is but natural that situation there will be still yorse.

JjaponQruous Law

f?.17 In the present system there Is only one basis for all activities 

Of an individual and that basis is the rights of the people. There are 

^Specific laws which define the people’s rights. In every law, there is

* process prescribed for the determination of the rights. Now, so long 

.®S no action is taken for determining these rights they do not get recorded 

presented in a written form. And so long as this is not done, it is 

'Presumed that nobody has any rights. As we have seen earlier that firstly 

action on lines has not been taken in the tribal‘area. And if at all some 

action has been taken, it is half-baked or has become very Id. Therefore, 

^ t e v e r  rights are recorded in government papers, they may not* be in 

Consonance with the field situation. The field situatior nay be one thing 

■tfhile the record may have altogether something else tc .ell. Therefore, 

biggest trouble with regard to the existing law is that the foundation

0,1 which the law stands is itself missing in the tribal areas. As we will

SCAST/90
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see later, no one is particularly concerned about this dissonance. The 

approach of government officials is that if the routine formality of a 

law is somehow complied with, what happens to the people is not their 

concern. In case people are adversely affected, the reaction at the most 

may be in the form of an exclamation 'it is their luck, how the government 

can be responsible for it?1 Alternatively, one may get a response such 

as 'after all it is a matter of law, what can be done?1

Law and Custom - Unending Chain of Anomalies

17.18 If for a while, we may accept the existing law as it is, to be in 

order; even then, in the tribal areas where land and other resources are 

being acquired by the government for other purposes, the intention of the 

law itself is not being fulfilled op account of a state of disarray in 

the record itself, when there is no record what can the law do? On the 

other side, there are basic defects in the law itself, in so far as the 

law is not in consonance with the traditional system of the tribal people. 

l\lo initiative has been taken at any level from any side to remove this 

basic anomaly. In fact, this incongruous law has been accepted as a 

justifiable law. Therefore, there is even no realisation about the need 

for having a second look at it. That is why the situation in the tribal 

areas is still worse compared to other areas. The consequences of this 

incongruity will be clear by a few examples.

What Price the Land?

17.19 There are three important things about the incongruous law. The 

first basic premise of the Land Acquisition Act is that land is property; 

therefore, it can be assigned a price and can be put up for sale. But 

so far as the tribal people are concerned, land is not a commodity open 

for sale. The land is like mother to them; therefore, a price-tag for 

land is unconceivable. Thus, the law concerning acquisition of land is 

against the tradition of the tribal people.

Exchange without Understanding

17.20 The fact is that even though the incidence of transfer of land in 

the tribal areas is quite ubiquitous, there is no sale of land in the real 

sense of the term. A sale transaction can be said to be possible only 

in that situation where both the sides understand its real nature. What 

has happened is that the outsiders after reaching the tribal areas usually 

take advantage of the innocence of the simple tribal and trap him without
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lis knowledge in some promise or agreement after payment of a notional 

imount or get a deed executed and then coolly occupy his land. This 

:ontrived occupation of land of the helpless tribal in the eyes of the 

lutsider was a sort sale of land. This is also how it is perceived under 

;he law. But what actually transpired between the outsider and the tribal 

las not sale at least so far as the tribal was concerned. 'Sale of land* 

.s not a part of his tradition, it is not an idiom of his society. Therefore, 

le does not know what it means when sale of land is effected. He only 

:nows one thing - he loses the land, the land has been snatched away from 

lis hand for some reason best known to the other party. And grabing of 

.and is not a n‘unknown things for the tribal people. The stronger persons 

ind other communities have been occupying their lands not always with their 

:onsent. In their eyes, the same process is continuing. And in the new 

ihase, it is not necessary that he may lose his land always in return for 

loney. His land is being grabbed sometimes with the use of force or by 

some other fraudulent device. He is putting up with all these expropri- 

itions - he sometimes even revolts against the same. In that event, the 

leople belonging to the new system swear by his agreement - the very 

same agreement which he has never entered with a clear understanding.

7.21 The acquisition of land after payment of money or compensation as 

irovided in the law, which is also termed as sale under that law has not 

luch meaning for the tribal people. When the government acquires the land 

if the tribal, so far the tribal is concerned, it is just another incident 

if land-grab like many others which he has been witnessing. He may no 

loubt get some money in exchange. But that money has no meaning for him. 

iverywhere the tribal exclaims in desparation - 'what is the use of money'? 

Ilut nobody listens to him. . This forcible take over of land of the tribal 

lithout his consent is known under the sale, it is also known as acquisition 

inder the law. And the State has the authority under the law for this 

icquisition which in the eyes of the tribal and even in its operational form 

s nothing to land grab under coersion. Can we call such process in the 

:ontext of present tribal situation as really in accordance with the law? 

Ian we call it justice? To do so will be merely a pay with precepts of 

aw and justice. But this is what is being trotted out as law and justice 

‘or the tribal people.

Consequences of Ignoring Communities

7.22 The other thing in the present law which is not in consonance with 

he tribal tradition is that ignoring the reality of the community and
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the social context. The basic unit in the Land Acquisition Act is the 

individual and personal property belonging to the individual. Therefore, 

it is these entities which are incorporated in the law. There is no 

reference in this law even about the being of a community; it has no 

concern with this aspect. The law also has nothing to say about the way 

the community and its members are linked with the natural resources and 

environment of the local area. In the modern system, on the other hand, 

individual is the basic unit. Consequently, the right of the individual 

is taken as the base in all matters. Therefore, when the Land Acquisition 

Act is seen from their side there is no anomaly. But the community still 

is a real entity amongst the tribal people. The basic unit of their social 

life is not the individual but the small community. A person outside his 

community is like a fish out of water. He cannot even think of life outside 

the community. But the law treats every individual as a separate entity 

and their rights also dealt with separately. Every individual gets 

compensation according to the rights which he can establish, but no one 

is concerned about what happens to the community in this process. The 

community itself is not able to understand the intricacy of the new 

situation. No one who understands has any responsibility to help them 

during this critical phase. Therefore, a process of disorganisation 

gradually overtakes the community under the impact of displacement. Thus, 

every member of that community is left alone to feed for himself. In that 

situation, he has nothing else to fall back upon except to roam about I 

aimlessly in the vide open world after having lost everything he ever had.

Ignoring Dependence of People on Resources

17.23 The life of the tribal people is closely linked with the natura] 

resources, nay the whole environment comprising his habitat. The natural 

resources symbolise the tradition of their lineage and a sacred social 

trust which he uses with great care. Agriculture accounts for a very small 

part of their total life support. The real sustenance for their life is 

provided by other natural resources in the habitat. Therefore, when a 

tribal has to leave his native palce, he not only loses his land but is 

cut away from the natural resources which have been providing him the bulk 

of the needs of his life. But these resources, according to the law of 

the land, are not accepted as his social trust, instead they are treated 

as property of the State on which people have no rights. If they are using
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the resources, it can be so only by the grace of the government, with or 

without explicit knowledge or understanding about the same. Therefore, 

he can get only some compensation for his land. In this situation, when 

a tribal is forced to move out from his place after paying him just the 

compensation for his land, justice is not done even in a very limited sense. 

This is not all. In the existing law only personally owned land and 

property find a place, other natural resources and environment are not 

even mentioned. Therefore, the law of land acquisition is totally out 

of tune with the situation in the tribal areas.

Disregard of the Basic Human Rights of the Tribal Society

17.24 When a tribal has to move out from his original place and go 

somewhere else he is cut away from his environment. The age old relations 

get snapped and their community is scattered. In this way, as a direct 

consequence of displacement in the tribal areas, both the individual and 

the community reach the precipice beyond which their destiny becomes 

destruction. This situation is highly unjust both for the individual and 

the community. It is in the context of the possibility of such injustice 

that special provisions have been made for providing effective protection 

to the tribal people in our own country at the national level and also 

for the world as a whole at international level. In the Convention of 

International Labour Organisation, there is categorical assertion of the 

right of the tribal people to continue to live in their traditional habitats. 

It has been accepted as a basic human right of these communities. Almost 

all the countries of the world including India has signed this Convention 

and accepted the protection of these rights of the tribal people as a 

special responsibility of their governments. The right of the tribal people 

to continue to live in their habitat in fact is the foundation of their 

right to retain their identity as the community. Therefore, this right 

stands much higher in the scheme of human rights compared even to other 

fundamental rights.

17.25 A variety of rights in respect, of the weaker sections and minority 

communities fortunately have been accepted in our Constitution and special 

provisions have also been made in that regard. The provisions in respect 

of the tribal communities are in particular much more specific in which 

all aspects in their life have been kept in view. The provisions for 

enabling these communities to lead their life according to their tradition 

and to mould their social system suitably according to their own will in 

keeping with the needs of the changing world around are specially noteworthy .
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The Sixth Schedule of our Constitution is almost an ideal frame, according 

to which the local community is fully competent to manage all its day-to-day 

affairs which includes the command over resources and their right to use 

the same. And without the consent of the community, even the State or 

the Central Government cannot make any change in this regard. This basic 

spirit of our Constitution about the tribal system is much wider compared 

to what is provided for in the International Convention on the tribal people.

17.26 But even though this spirit is clear in the Constitutional schema 

unfortunately it has not been made explicit and elaborate for all tribal 

areas in the country except those in the Sixth Schedule. The main reason 

was the widely different situations prevailing in the tribal areas spread 

almost throughout the country. That was why the Governors were given the 

responsibility under the Fifth Schedule of the Constitution to establish 

a suitable system in accordance with the special situation as may be 

obtaining in each area or even for each community. As I have referred 

on a number of occasions earlier, the Governors have not discharged the 

grave responsibility< In fact, the basic spirit of the Constitution has 

not even been understood. That is why except for the tribal areas under 

Sixth Schedule, all sorts of laws and regulations have been superimposed 

on other tribal areas, many of which not only ignore their traditions but 

are blatantly violative of them. The biggest anomaly is that the basic 

right of the tribal people to maintain their identity as a community and 

to adopt the system according to their will is nowhere in sight. There 

is no mention in any law whatsoever about the right of the community over 

the natural resources including land, its dependence on them and their 

intimate relationship which together form the base of any social system. 

And when any action is taken by the government or others within the frame 

of such a legal system, the law may be followed, but the spirit of the 

Constitution is ignored and the basic human rights of the people are 

violated. The root cause of this anomaly is that the State has ignored 

its responsibility. The tragedy is that the price of this lapse has to 

be paid by the tribal people, the grave responsibility of whose protection 

rests with the State. Can there be a bigger irony?

Development and the Rioht to Life of the People

17.27 At this stage a question arises that even if the law is changed 

in deference to this basic right of the tribal people, can we ignore the 

larger development processes which are informing not only our country
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but the whole world. Will it be proper to ignore that the tribal people 

also have a right to participate in this great voyage of the human civili

zation? And if it is conceded that their participation in that global 

process is necessary, then if there are some benefits, some risks are also 

inevitable - the two go together. It is generally accepted that in this 

process of development somewhere some people will have to face some 

difficulties and some inconveniences. Therefore, will it be in order or 

justifiable to stall the process of development itself to avoid inconvenience 

for few people? And can it be really stopped?

17.28 The matter is not so simple. The questionssuch as'who are the gainer 

and who are the loser in the process of development?' have become very 

important. It is necessary to discuss them threadbare. The questions 

cannot be postponed by allusion to general principles. As we have seen 

in the previous Chapter there are no simple answers to these questions 

even in ordinary situations. And when the whole tribal society is affected, 

when an entire community is pushed to be precipice of destruction, it is 

no longer a simple question concerning a small number of individual. It

is true that the resources in the tribal areas today are required for
. . . . ' 

national development. But the ordinary tribal is- not in a position to

lead his life without those resources. Therefore, the basic question is

vh^trer tte process of natknal davakxnsnfc as it can be continued even by depriving

the tribal people of their right to life? Can the Wheel of Development

continue to move on trampling and shattering the tribal system? And can

this be allowed to continue? Here is the question of the most basic right

of an individual, the right to life, here we are face to face with the

question of social justice. And above all here is also the question of

cultural and civilizational obligations and our faith in human values.

The Basic Question of the Direction of Development

17.29 The issue of development is not as simple and straight as appears 

from the way it is posed. 'What is the real nature of development?' is 

a question which has been deliberated with all seriousness through the 

ages in all cultures and civilizations. A sharp debate about the concept 

of development is currently going on in all the countries of the world. 

Moreover, a serious question has arisen in our country on account of the 

growing burden on our natural resources and consolation of dualistic socio

economic situation which are directly related to the perception of 

develooment being persued. Can we really call what goes today by the name
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of development as real development? We have seen earlier that till some 

time back the plantation of so called economic species in place of the 

natural forest was considered as development of forest. The tribals were 

forcibly removed from those areas in the interest of what then was 

considered as development. But now everyone concedes that it was not real 

development, it was a serious mistake. A debate is raging throughout the 

world about the way indiscriminate industrialisation and centralisation 

in the western countries has led to the destruction of environment. Many 

sensitive people in the so called developed countries accept that whatfever 

w&s considered as development till yesterday cannot be considered as 

development today.

17.30 In our country we are simply copying the West in the matter of 

development. What is happening is that the people who are holding the 

reigns of power in our country, those who are responsible for planning 

economic development in the country, are also the beneficiaries of that 

development. They are not required to face the wrong consequences of that 

development; even its realisation is missing. And even where realisation 

exists, the stark reality is ignored by using the garb of principles. 

The backlash of development is being borne by the poor, particularly tribal 

people in the tribal areas. These adverse consequences and the suffering 

of the people for the planners are merely a set of words and a few 

expressions. They can also assume the form of a dialogue full of emotion 

and pensive visuals which may move them to the brink of shedding tears; 

they may also give exhortations after ensuring that their own comforts 

and luxuries are not touched, and tell in a philosophical vein, that some 

one after all will have to bear with some trouble here and there. And 

again realising their grave responsibility, they may proceed to concede 

with all seriousness which they can muster for the occasion that something 

has to be done for them. They may also promise and take a solumn resolve 

that something shall be done for them as soon as possible!

17.31 All these debates have only one result. The decks are cleared for 

preparing the plans so as to ensure that the Wheel of Development moves 

still faster and tha"t there are no obstacles in its way and everything 

falls well in line. But by the same token, the poor and the tribal are 

left with nothing in their hands except the expressions of their goodwill 

and their promises. Can they live on those airy artifacts? He has to 

face the backlash of their deeds directly. How to survive is the big
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question which stares them in their faces, they cannot see anything ahead 

of them, except disorganisation, destitution and destruction. 'Is this 

their fate?' is the unanswered question which continues to haunt them day 

and night!

Internal Colonialism - Inevitability of a Fourth World

17.32 This question can be honestly answered only when we present the 

basic premises and its logical consequences in simple and clear terms which 

can be understood by the common man. In the first instance, it is necessary 

to have a clear idea about the process of the development as it actually 

unfolded in the West. The western perception of development is closely 

linked with the production of goods and consumption of energy. Higher 

the production, more advanced is the country. There were some preconditions 

for this consumerist paradigm of development being adopted by these countries. 

First, the western countries tried to acquire monopolitic control over 

the natural resources of the whole world for their development. They, 

succeeded in this to a large extent by the use of military power and 

establishment of colonial authority. Their command over the global resources 

continues even today, albeit in a different form.

17.33 Secondly, in their obsession for acquiring monopoly over the natural 

resources, the western countries not4 only ignored the rights of the local 

people, they even indulged in genocide and captured the resources of large 

continents. Today a small population in the developed countries is having 

monopoly over the bulk of the global resources; it is they who are indulging 

in arbitrary exploitation.

17.34 Thirdly, the western countries acquired command over the economic 

system of some of the advanced countries of that age like India and China 

and subordinated their economies to their home economies. The colonial 

regime destroyed the industries of our country and created a sheltered 

market for the production of their own countries. They robbed the skilled 

workers of their potential and transformed them in crowds of unskilled 

labourers whose only duty was to provide unskilled hard labour for the 

peoples of the new world. A crucial parallel theme of development of the 

first and the second worlds has been the establishment of the third world 

where all the illeffects of the development in the first and the second 

worlds were being coolly transferred. Then the benefits of development 

came to the share of the first and the second worlds while the horror of

[41—303 SCAST/90
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its backlash had to be borne by the third.

17.35 And when the concept of development of such western economies and 

their lifestyle are accepted as a model by the elite of the third world,

then its logical consequences cannot be avoided. Just as there was the 

need of the dustbin in the form of the third world for the development 

of the first and second worlds in the same style there is now the need 

for a dustbin for the rubbish created by the development in the third world. 

Now there is no empty place left on the globe for locating this dustbin 

of the third world. Therefore, this dustbin will have to be found within 

the country in the form of a Fourth World - this is a logical corollary 

of the present paradigm of development. The rights over resources in our 

country, the present style of their use and the legal frame relating to 

these aspects can be understood only in this background. That is why today 

the traditional rights of the people over natural resources are simply 

not recognised. The resources in the tribal areas are being perceived 

as the property of nation and not as the basis of people's living. Similarly 

in other areas, land is personal property and not a means of livelihood 

of the people. A small section of the population is acquiring monopoly 

control over these resources in the name of development - this is the new 

India of about fifty million people. The remaining people in the country 

are citizens of the Fourth World, who firstly do not have any rights over 

those resources and even where there are some, they are being finished 

at a fast pace.

17.36 This concept of development necessarily leads to some questions 

which must be satisfactorily answered. Is it necessary to create Fourth 

World in our country? And in particular can this be considered as the 

destiny of the tribal areas? If not, then can this process be allowed 

to continue as such in the tribal areas without caring for its consequences? 

If this position is accepted, then it is clear that it will necessarily 

mean a great injustice for the tribal people and gross violation of their 

Constitutional rights. The tribal people cannot be deprived of their right 

to life by paying some money in lieu of the means of their livelihood. 

In fact, that whole legal frame itself is wrong in which the right to life 

of the people and their survival as a community is being violated. Those 

people, who are being forced to move out of their homes on the strength 

of payment of some money have a right to ask the purpose for which they
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ire being put to that ordeal. The issue of 'public purpose' is directly 

Linked with this question. Public purpose cannot be accepted as a mere 

jame of numbers. The right to life of some persons cannot be compromised 

jr bartered just for providing more comforts of many people. The right 

)f the tribal people to survive as individuals and as a community is a 

luch hight, right which cannot be taken away just like that.

)ialoque with the People for Development and their Consent

7.37 There is only one way to get out of this tangle. The tribal people 

Should have a right to ask questions such as what after all is the objective 

Df development? What is the purpose of different developmental projects? 

\nd what is their place in the new developmental frame?

17.38 When a developmental project is taken up in a tribal area, a number 

if situations can arise in that regard. In some places, as in the North 

East, the tribal people may not be ready for an industrial project being 

started in their area. According to these people "We will not be able 

:o participate in these projects. Therefore, people from outside will 

:ome and they will become a dominant group. We do not need these projects 

tow. When we feel that our people are ready for participation in these 

jrojects, we ourselves will come forward with the proposal for establishing 

;hat industry". The situation in North East is different. There are tribal 

Majority States in the region. They can take their own decisions. Moreover, 

the system of self-governance at the village level is still continuing 

Ln these areas. The people still enjoy full rights over all the resources 

and the land within their respective territories. Therefore, they are 

Ln a position to prevail upon others to agree to their proposition.

17.39 But the situation in the triabl areas of middle India is quite 

different. In their case the tribal people are not associated in the

Jecision-making process about the establishment of various projects in 

their area. Nevertheless, when a project is taken up in a tribal area 

there are two types of reactions. When the people are asked to move out 

naking place for the project, usually they are not ready for it. There 

are a variety of reasons even for this reaction. Firstly, they may have 

such a great emotional attachment with their habitat that they may not 

De ready to move out at any cost. Secondly, they may have a valid question 

:a ask as to what they would do when they move to another place? They 

nay not be prepared to take any risk whatsoever about their future. This 

Ls an ordinary human reaction which cannot be ignored.
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17.40 There is however, a basic difference in these two reactions. In 

the first case, it is a question of emotion and not reason. In this 

situation there is no other alternative but to leave the project until 

such time that the people are ready to move out. In the second case also 

it is a duty of the Government that they should have a further dialogue 

with the people, to place before them more facts so that they appreciate 

the issues involved, assure about their own future and lastly instead of 

merely making some promises, do something concrete so as to earn their 

trust.

17.41 One thing will have to be kept always in view even in this approach. 

The authorities must be clear that they are not being taken up the garden 

path by making some promises which are not real, that they are not being 

seduced to move out knowing fully well that yender lies a blind alley and 

that under the guise of convincing them, they are not being indirectly 

told that there is no other alternative and thus are not being forced into 

a situation when they may be obliged to accept the proposition. These 

are not mere prdmises, they are the experienced reality of the people. 

They must not be repeated at any cost. Whether people will agree to move 

out of their place or not, whether they will agree to give their land or 

not, the final decision in these matters, which are vital for the identity 

of the community and their life, should be that of the people, that too 

after fully understanding the implications; it must not be superimposed 

by anyone on any ground. The decision must be with full and free consent 

of the people, nay, the decision should be in a milieu of happiness imbued 

with a new hope, new light, and full confidence in the self. Only then 

can it be said that the Constitutional rights of the people are being fully 

honoured.

Negation of the Entitlement of the Tribal People in Development

17.42 Now the question is as to what are the difficulties in accepting 

these principles? Whatever has been done in the tribal areas, so far has 

been done without due regard to these principles in full knowledge of the 

facts that the tribal is being deprived of whatever he has and that his 

community is getting disorganised? What conclusion can one draw from this 

unhappy state? Honestly speaking there is only one conclusion and that 

is that the basic entitlements of the tribal, which has been enshrined 

in our Constitution, have been denied to them.
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|17.43 There can be two interpretations of the negation of entitlements 

iof the tribal people. Firstly, whatever was due to the tribal has not 

sbeen given to them. To that extent, there is a saving on that account 

in every project. In our words, the actual cost of the project was less 

than its real cost. Even here there can be two possibilities. The project 

may viable even after fully providing for the entitlement of the people. 

In this case there is no reason why the tribal should be deprived of that 

entitlement. The other possibility is that after taking into account his 

entitlement the cost of the project may become so high that all calculations 

[become topsy-turvy and the project is adjudged as non-violable. In that 

case why should such a project be taken up at all? And if for some reasons 

it is necessary to have such a project, then it must be explicitly decided 

as to who will bear the burden of its non-viability. In case that burden 

is passed on to the tribal people without his knowledge and without even 

acknowledging it, it will not only be unjust but amount to cheating of 

a simple people.

17.44 It is a matter of deep regret that this iswhat is happening today. 

The entitlements of the tribal people are being ignored in all cases. 

Therefore, he is at a loss in both situations and it is the organised sector 

iwhich stands to gain in the end in all deals. That is why there is growing 

^affluence with almost no limits on the one hand while the vast majority 

faces unrelenting destitution and deprivation on the other. Such negation 

!of entitlements cannot be justified even with reference to laws and the 

.rules of the modern system itself. Therefore, to tamper with the due 

[entitlements of the tribal people on any account whatsoever is wrong, unjust 

^and also unconstitutional.

[17.45 It is thus clear that if the process of development in the tribal 

areas continues as it is and is further intensified, which appears to be 

pn the cards, it is likely that a few persons from amongst the tribal people 

will soon get some benefits, but as far as the tribal community and the 

bulk of the tribal people are concerned, it will mean nothing but disruption 

and destitution. The spree of development in the tribal areas without 

any consideration for the situation of the tribal people living there, 

is in a way declaration of war against those people. So far about fifteen 

per cent of the tribal people have come under the sway of that war. One 

does not know how many of them have been 'killed1, how many of them have 

got 'wounded' and are still crying for help and how many of them are roaming 

about in the unknown wide world without any friends, helpless and resource- 

less. No one has even cared to know what has been their fate!
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17.46 The question now is that how long will this undeclared war continue 

in these hills and forests against those innocent people for no fault of 

theirs, simply because they happen to be living in an area which has rich 

natural resources, which are now required for the development of the nation. 

At the time when the tribals resisted the intrusion of the exotic system 

and also when they fought for the establishment of their rights, they were 

presented with certain policies and given some promises by the representa

tives of the new system. All these unfortunately have proved to be wrong 

and evert knowingly belied. Today the situation is that the tribal people 

cannot trust anyone. How can they after all believe anyone, when their 

experience is that they have been getting endless promises one after another 

which have all been broken. In the meantime, the loot of all that they 

had continued, they were forced to abandon everything which they could 

call their own. Now trust cannot be regained mereby by talks and promises, 

something concrete has to be done, which they can see, which they can feel 

and which they can realise that it is their own.

17.47 The State has been given the responsibility under the Constitution 

to provide necessary protection to the tribal people. As we have seen 

earlier, wherever the tribal people are facing displacement, they are not 

getting justice even in those cases where the action ostensibly may be 

in accordance with the law, which itself is highly doubtful. Now they 

are not getting the protection provided for them under the Constitution. 

The most important reason for this situation is that in these laws no 

attention has been paid to the situation in the tribal areas. This has 

two consequences. Firstly, the existing law itself is against their 

interests. Secondly, suitable laws necessary for providing them due 

protection have not been formulated. In this way the Government has not 

discharged the responsibility entrusted to it with regard to the protection 

and promotion of tribal interests. If the situation continues as it is, 

there cannot be much hope in this regard even in future.

17.48 But there is still time, the situation can be changed. But it will 

be necessary to change the entire legal system of the tribal areas. I'Je 

have already discussed about their rights over the natural resources. 

The right over resources is directly related to the right to life; there

fore it is fundamental. The law about acquisition of resources and law, 

as it stands today, is unconstitutional and is also violative of the human 

rights of the tribal people. Therefore, it needs to be completely changed.

The people should have the right to determine what can be termed as public 
purpose. The right of the tribal people to continue to live in their
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own habitat should be accorded formal legal recognition as a basic human 

right so that there is full clarity on this issue. Monetary compensation, 

or even providing one job in each family cannot be construed as participation 

of the tribal people in development. Unless the tribal people are assured 

an honourable position in the new system, their participation cannot be 

real. The question is whether the Government will take the initiative 

to discharge this grave Constitutional responsibility.

The Reaction of the Tribal People

17.49 The people throughout the tribal areas are in a state of big 

confusion. They cannot call those natural resources including land as 

their own on which they have been subsisting for ages and which they have 

been believing as their own. The new system is not prepared to accept 

their rights, not even their traditional use. On the other hand, the State 

and other elements are consolidating their command over the same resources 

in the name of development. The tribal people do make attempts to assert 

their rights, but mostly they are unsuccessful. Having been deprived of 

their rights over the resources, they are forced to roam about hither and 

thither just for making a living somehow.

17.50 As we have seen above that great injustice have been done to the 

tribal people in this regard. When big projects are established the local 

people are forced to move out from there even without any token gesture 

simply because their rights are not recorded anywhere. According to the 

government figures, only 8 families were displaced while establishing the 

big iron-ore project in Baladila in Bastar. Where the remaining people 

gone, nobody knows. When the tribal is obliged to move out from one place, 

he is to seek shelter elsewhere specially in a forest which is his familiar 

habitat. But they are not allowd to live in peace even there. For example, 

no one calred to ponder about where the Jenu KURU, who has been living 

through the ages by collecting honey in the forests in Karnataka, will 

go after those forest came under submergence. Why should anyone bother 

- after all the forest belonged to the State. When the displaced persons 

from Kadana in Rajasthan took shelter in the forests of Pratapgarh, it 

was not acceptable to the government. The result is that the forest 

department starts a special drive to remove the tribal from that forest 

every year before the onset of monsoon when they start preparing their 

fields for the next season - no one knows where should they go? The tribal 

people living in the remote forest areas in Madhya Pradesh when faced with
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the spectre of submergence by Hasdeo Bango continue to plead with every 

one who came their way with folded hands that where will they go, but there 

was no reply. When they located a suitable plaee in the nearby forest 

and took shelter there after the reservoir was filled, the government came 

down upon them with full force to evict them from there for it was a 

reserved forest. And the displaced people of Ukai dam, commissioned for 

bringing prosperity to Gujarat are left with nothing now except their bodies 

and are obliged to trade their honour in the open market of Surat town.

17.51 What should be said about this justice and about this system? 

What should we say about this process of development? This is well known 

to everyone that when a tribal is cut away from his environment, the 

community disintegrates as people get scattered and the individual does 

not get anything except deprivation and destitution. There are comprehensive 

provisions for the protection of the tribal people in the Constitution 

but they have no meaning for them. They are losing everything in the face 

of wrong laws and an unjust system, hapless and helpless.

17.52 But this state of haplessness and helplessness cannot continue 

forever. The reaction amongst the people is natural. The people have 

resisted against their displacement, they are still resisting. The very 

first resistance of the tribal people was against governmental occupation 

of their forest, the second in the series was against alienation of land. 

But now there is growing wrath against developmental projects - small and 

big. This is bound to become sharper. It is clear that in case of tribal 

people, the government has not only failed to discharge the ordinary 

responsibility but also has failed to discharge its Constitutional respon

sibility. It is the tribal people who have to bear the brunt and face 

the consequences of that negligence which is wrong and patently unjust. 

Therefore, the tribal people in a number of cases now are claiming that 

whatever may be the law, they will not compromise on their right to life. 

This reaction in their situation is natural; it is also a human reaction. 

It will be necessary to see discontent, and even revolts in the tribal 

areas for this perspective. It is their fight for their rights. In some 

places, the struggles have acquired extremist form. But it is not proper 

to treat every struggle of the people for their rights as extremist activity 

as is generally done by the administration. Extremism is the outcome of 

a situation where attention is not paid to struggles which are justified.
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17.53 The people in a number of tribal areas hav/e tried to place before 

the government through a variety of movements their side of the case against 

displacement. But it appears that in a hurry for development not much 

attention is being paid to them. The people are still facing the backlash 

of development in an increasingly severe form. There is no dialogue about 

the policy of development which will be followed in these areas. Consequently 

there is no clarity about many crucial issues. Therefore, some decisions 

have been taken by the people themselves on their own, in some cases they 

are taking a solemn resolve on some points. For example, they are asserting 

that they have a right over the resources, on which they have been depending 

for their living so far. No one has the right to put those resources to 

any other use unless it has their concurrence and until they acquire another 

base for making their living.

17.54 The affected people are not prepared to allow the developmental 

programmes to proceed further only on the basis of promises. They are 

also worried about the future of the entire tribal areas. If development 

continues in its present form, there will be no place for them to stand 

on anywhere. This is no longer something of just pure imagination or a 

matter of principles. The terrible reality is staring in their faces. 

So far they have been facing the backlash of development unknowingly - 

now they are not prepared to bow their heads before that demonic process. 

Since the first deadly blow of development is being faced by them, therefore, 

it is their natural right that they should be partners in deciding about 

the form of development and also its style.

17.55 There are people's movements at a number of places on the issue 

of displacement. Even many of those people who are not displaced as yet 

but who are worried about tomorrow are also joining these movements. And 

displacement comes in countless forms and in many contexts - from the forest, 

from land and from their ancestral homes. The people have made an important 

point with the government in these movements. Before considering about 

the future style of development in the tribal areas and the path which 

should be adopted for moving ahead, appropriate arrangement must be made 

in all those cases when the people have come under the impact of the projects 

already completed or which are still continuing. There is no scope for 

dilly-dallying. If a project has not taken the responsibility so far and 

if it is not in a position to do anything for the affected people, the 

government should accept the responsibility. There is one more point.

42—303 SCAST/90
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A project is, if at all, responsible only for those directly affected by 

it. The people who are affected by the associated activities after the 

establishment of the project or may have been displaced in that process 

will also need full support and rehabilitation. The government must assume 

this responsibility. Until this task is complete the people assert that 

they will not allow any further work to progress; this is their firm resolve.

17.56 In this way it is clear that an immediate solution to the problem 

of displacement of the tribal people is necessary. The people are also 

searching for their own solution. Their anger is justified, their struggle 

is struggle for justice. The issue should be resolved in an atmosphere 

of cooperation and must not be allowed to degenerate into confrontation. 

This does not mean that all development works should be stopped and the 

tribal community should remain in the original state. It has only one 

message, that is, the system in these areas should be moulded in such a 

way that the people become partners in developments, all developmental 

works should be taken up with their consent and wherever it is not possible 

to get their consent that work of development should not be taken.

17.57 The position in this regard in our Constitution is quite clear. 

The development should not be superimposed on the tribal areas without 

the willing participation of the tribal people. It has been accepted as 

a national responsibility that a dialogue shall be established with the 

tribal people on terms of equality and that instead of waging a war against 

the people in the name of development the people should be invited for 

participation in the process of development. This atmosphere of goodwill 

can be created only when full attention is given to those who have already 

suffered and are groaning. Instead of being in a hurry to move on, the 

people should be made partners in the development. It may be necessary 

to slow down the pace of development, it may be necessary to stop it for 

a while. But if caution is not exercised, then it is possible that in 

the face of simmering discontent and open revolts in the tribal areas, 

the Wheel of Development may crumble under its own heavy weight.
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DISPLACEMENT - 3 

Dams on Narmada Valley

Background

Amongst tha davalopmanta1 projacts in tha country par

ticularly thosa which affact tha tribal araas, tha dams 

in tha Narmada Valley ara particularly important which dasarva to ba 

discussad in soma datail. Undar tha existing laws, tha displaced parsons 

do not hava any right axcapt compansation. But inspita of this limitation, 

soma arrangamants hava baan mada for thair rehabilitation in a numbar 

of projacts. Tha Narmada Watar Disputa Tribunal, for tha first tima accept

ed formally in principle, while giving thair award, about the distribution 

of Narmada waters, that the displaced paople should ba rehabilitated 

and they also declared it as the responsibility of the Stata. After this 

award, when the World Barik agraad to give a loan for the Sardar Sarovar 

and Indira Sagar Projects in this vallay, sane conditions about rehabili

tation of displaced persons were also incorporated in its agreement.

18.2 It is estimated that there will be 30 big projects, 135 to 400 

medium projects (the different figures ara as per projections of the 

government and the World Bank) and more than 3000 small projects in the 

comprehensive development plan of Narmada Valley. Out of the big projects, 

Tawa (Hoshangabad, Madhya Pradesh) was completed in the '70s, another 

big project Burgae (Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh) is now more or less complete. 

In the same series, the other two projects which have been sanctioned 

are Sardar Sarovar (located in Gujarat as a joint project) and Indira 

Sagar (Madhya Pradesh). The work on the dam of Sardar Sarovar has baen 

started.

18.3 The number of villages likaly to be affected by Sardar Sarovar 

is about 248 and by Indira Sagar about 254. There is uncertainty about 

the number of people likely to be displaced. It is estimated that about

297
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ona lakh paopla will ba- affactad by Sardar Sarovar and avan mors by Indira 

Sagar. But if account is takan of all tha projacts likaly to cama on 

Narmada, tha composits Narmada Valley Projact will ba tha biggast projact 

in tha world. But this big projact will also hava another racord that 

tha numbar of displacad paopla by an projact will also ba tha largest 

in tha world.

18.4 Tha States of Gujarat, Madhya Pradash, Maharashtra and Rajasthan 

ara partners in the Sardar Sarovar projact. The main dam is being construc

ted in Navagam Gujarat. Tha responsibility of its construction rests 

with the Gujarat Govemmant. This projact is basically an irrigation 

projact but soma electricity is also likely to be produced. Tha banafit 

of irrigation from this projact will largely go to Gujarat but soma benefit 

is also expactad to raach Rajasthan. All the four states hava thair shara 

in the electricity likaly to be produced by this project. The responsibi

lity of rehabilitation of the displaced people rests entirely with the 

Government of Gujarat.

18.5 The numbar of tribals amongst tha affected paopla by Sardar Sarovar 

is about 70%. Many of tham liva in such areas that they do not have much 

relationship with the outsida paople. Their living does not dapand on 

agriculture alona —  forest, land and rivar ara tha three othar 

major sources.

Plan of Rehabilitation

18.6 Two important principles have baan adopted about the affected 

paopla in tha case of both Sardar Sarovar and Indira Sagar projects. 

Firstly the rasponsibility for reasonable rehabilitation is that of tha 

state government. The sacond most important thing accepted in this deci

sion is that the rehabilitation of agriculturists can be possible only 

in agriculture. And in this way the basic principle of 'land for land' 

has been accepted. The displaced people will be given land for land for 

thair rehabilitation.

18.7 Urtder tha policy of rehabilitation referred to above, some decisions 

wara takan in tha beginning itsalf. But tha affacted people of Narmada 

Valley hava also baan making some suggestions from time to time, some 

f which have baan accept ad. Broadly, undar the latest programme of re

habilitation, avary family has baan promised a minimum of 2 hec. of land. 

Moreoever, in Gujarat all major sons of 18 years or more in the affactad 

families have been deemed as constitute a separate family. In this way, 

all tha families will gat land for land, but many of than can gat evan
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nora land than what thay loss. Tha raal spirit of this d3cision is that 

tha paopla should attain a battar condition aftar displacamant compared 

to thair aarliar position. In othar words, tha displacad paopla will 

ba in a way partnars in tha banafits of davalopmant.

18.8 Tha Govammant of Gujarat has also accaptad soma othar consassions 

basidas thosa containad in thasa dacisions. Thara ara thraa naw things. 

Firstly, tha affactad landlass agricultural workars will also ba givan

2 hac. of land. Secondly, all thosa paopla who ara in unauthorisad occu

pation of govammant or forast land will also gat tha sama banafits as 

tha ragular laasa-holdars. Thirdly, if land has to ba purchasad for provi

ding land for land tha govammant will pay tha diffaranca batwaan tha 

purchase prica and tha compensation as a grant. In this way attempt 

has baan mada to protact tha displacad parsons from lagal anomalies and 

uncertainties of markat.

Saeds of Discord

18.9 Notwithstanding these important dacisions about rahabilitation, 

no decision has been takan on a numbar of suggestions mada by tha affactad 

peopla. I have also been in touch with the three state governments and 

tha Central government on sane issuas. Some progress has also baan mada. 

But in the maan time, a big changa has coma about in tha attituda of 

tha affactad paopla particularly of tha Sardar Sarovar. Thara ara a numbar 

pf reasons. Firstly, the gulf batwaan tha promises of Govammant, declared 

policies and the field realities has baan growing. Secondly, whan the 

people saw that they wera facing difficulties in tha vary beginning not

withstanding all sorts of promisas, that there wera no satisfactory replies 

:o thair questions, than what will happen latar was a question which 

start ad bothering than deeply. The result is that at this tima there 

Ls a big people's movament against tha dam in Narmada Vallay. At a numbar 

>f placas paopla are stating categorically that they are not prepared 

;o leave their homes. But on tha othar hand, tha work on tha dam is con- 

:inuing.

8.10 The people's opposition to thesa projacts is on a number of counts. 

Sesidas the issua of environmental impact, questions ara also baing raisad 

ibout technical and economic aspects. But there is also on practical 

luestion from tha sida of tha affected peopla. Will rahabilitation be 

tossible in accordance with tha spirit of the policies accepted in princi- 

>le for rahabilitation? Tha second important question is about the policy 

.tself particularly in ralation to tha situation of the tribal people, 

as the condition of tha tribal peopla bean taken into account in this
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policy and will it ba possibla to do justice to tham?. Tha third quastion 
is about paopla's basic rights. Evan if tha promises of rehabilitation 
ara in ordar, do tha paopla not hava tha right to rafusa to mova out 
from thair placa.

18.11 Tha govammant has accaptad tha responsibility for tha rehabili

tation of tha affected peopla, some major decisions have also bean takan 

and soma action has also baan initiated. But thara are two things thera. 

Firstly, tha government policias and associated actions on papar usually 

appaar to ba vary naat and fair. But in tha field situations are so complex 

that it cannot ba said as to what axtant tha problems of tha paople will 

ba raally solved and how much benefit thay will actually gat. Secondly, 

our law, systam and policies ara not in consonance with tha situation 

of tha tribal paopla. No initiative has also baan takan so far to remove 

tha dissonance. Tha sama holds good with ragard to rahabilitation as 

wall. Tharafora, notwithstanding tha daclarad policias about rahabilitation 

tha axparianca so far cannot ba said to ba vary good.

One Region, Three Statas and Problems dua to Three sats of Policias
18.12 A number of policy issuas ramain unrasolvad avan now notwithstanding 

prolonged discussions and a strong peopla's movamant in tha casa of Sardar 

Sarovar. Tha araa of submergence of Sardar Sarovar falls in thraa Statas. 

In the middle of this tract on the sida of Narmada ara the States of 

Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra. Tha lowar portion is located in Gujarat 

while the upper ona in Madhya Pradash. Tha stata boundarias do not hava 

much significance for tha daily lifa of tha paopla hara. Ona cannot 

aven realisa as to whan and where thair community spraads across tha 

invisible linas. Whatavar may ba tha formal position, tha first principle 

of rehabilitation plan of Sardar Sarovar in practice should have baan 

that it will ba the sama for all residents of the whole projact araa. 

Therefore it is natural for tha paopla to expect that tha dealings of 

all governments with tha displaced parsons will be tha sama and thay 

will get tha sama banefits notwithstanding tha area to which a parson 

may originally belong. Not only I hava personally writtan a numbar of 

times on this issua to tha Statas, but this has also baen one of tha 

major demands of the peopla. All tha Stata governments in principle 

have conceded this point. Some of the specific suggestions in this ragard 

hava also baen accaptad. But tha point has not baan fully mat. Aftar 

all sorts of discussions something got stuck up somewhare. In this way, 

in tha field there is one policy of rehabilitation in Madhya Pradesh, 

another in Maharashtra and yet something different in Gujarat. In view
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of ths diffarancas in tha policias of tha thraa Statas, paopla do not 

hava correct information and thrare ara a numbar of misundarstandings 

as wall on that count.

Tanqlad Issuas of "Who is Displaced"

18.13 Now wa will consider another basic issua about policias. Tha first 

necessary stap in formulation of a policy about displaced is that "who 

should ba deemad to ba displaced" must ba clearly dafinad. Rules hava 

bean framed in this regard and villaga-laval surveys hava also baen conduc

ted accordingly. But when the list of affect ad paopla was prepared on 

the ground, a number of deficiencies in the rules cama to light. Action 

has also baen taken to ramova soma of tha anomalies. But in many casas, 

thara is no clarity aven now even though the work relating to the ramoval 

of people frpm their original hemes and resettlement alsawhara is now 

mora than 10 yaars old. Consequently the peopla, rfho ara raally affacted, 

but are not covered under the rules and recognised as, ara in daap trouble. 

Thasa paopla present their vowes before everyone who visits there, be 

it a Minister or an officer or a social activist, thay also gat premise 

but tha basic issue remains whara it was.

Paople Surroundad by Water

18.14 Thara ara a numbar of spots in tha area of sutmarganca of Sardar 

Sarovar which will remain outsida submergence yat thay will become islands 

after getting surroundad by water. According to the present rules, the 

paopla living in thasa locations ara not treated as affactad bacausa 

thosa placas will not coma undar submergence. Biit whera will thay liva 

aftar tha dam is filled? Dialogue has been continuing in this regard 

for mora than 3 yaars. Tha govarnmant1 s reply is to the suggestion always 

in affirmative that thasa paople should be accaptad as affactad, but 

tha outcome is nothing.

18.15 Thara ara a numbar of othar issuas with ragard to tha araa of 

submergence. For axampla, tha decision about a parson baing affected 

or not dapands on tha fact whether his house will cans under sutmarganca 

or not and what proportion of his land holding will coma undar submargenca. 

Soma rulas hava also baan framad about acquisition of land in thosa casas 

whara only a part of the holding comas undar sutmarganca. But tha rulas 

ara not satisfactory and the paopla ara in a big trouble. They are compla- 

ning that if a small piece of land does not come under submergence what 

thay will do with it? In many cases, the displaced parsons hava baan 

forcad to move out to a new placa leaving behind the land likaly to gat 

surroundad by watar or partly acquired lands. But according to tha rulas,
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tha acquisition of such lands by govammant is not obligatory, In this 

way thara is no provision for acquisition of land laft behind, nor is 

thara any provision to giva land in axchanga.

Tha Shadow of Sardar Sarovar and Indiractly Affactad Paopla

18.16 Evan as tha issuas concarning tha idantification of affactad paopla 

in tha submarganca of Sardar Sarovar has not baan fully rasolvad, tha 

problam of affactad paopla undar its shadow relatad to associatad or follow

ing activitias is coining into sharp focus. Ihara is much thinking as 

yat about thair problems. Tha construction of an axtansiva natwork of 

big canals has baan started for which lands ara baing acquired from thou

sands of paopla. But thasa paopla hava not baan includad in tha catagory 

of paopla affactad by Sardar Sarovar. Thair lands ara baing takan following 

tha normal procadura of tha Land Acquisition Act. Whosoavar is losing 

tha land is bacaning rasourcalass. That is not all. On tha ona hand, 

tha compansation which a parson is getting in this araa for his land is 

about only Rs.2000 to 4000 par acra, which tha govammant itsalf is purcha

sing in tha neighbourhood lands for rahabilitation of affactad paopla; 

at tha rata of Rs. 10000 to 15000 par acra. This diffaranciation is notj 

acceptable to tha canal affactad paopla. They are also claiming to ba; 

affactad by Sardar Sarovar.

18.17 Another associatad activity of Sardar Sarovar is tha provision 

of alternative habitat for the Wild life of the vallay. Arrangements ara 

baing made for creating a corridoor for passage and for astablishing a 

sanctury at the and for tha wild animals which will gat displacad from 

the larga area coming under submarganca after reservoir is filled. A sanc

tury has been established near this project at Dumkhal which will affect 

about 26 villages. How many paopla will hava to ba ramovad for this purposa 

from thasa villages is not as yet claar? The stand of tha government 

in this case has been that this sanctury is like any other sanctury in 

the country. Therefore, action will be taken in accordance with the general 

policy in that regard. But this argument is not acceptable to the people 

of this araa. They are saeing for themselves that thay will hava to mova 

out to make way for the wild animals of tha valley. Therefore, thair 

claim is that thay should also ba included in the category of projact 

affactad paopla. According to the govammant it is not possible to accept 

all their claims. If they continue to add up the issues like this will 

they be able to stop anywhere. After all everything is connected with 

all other things and somewhere or the other a dividing line will have 

to be drawn.
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18.18 Whila conceding tha naad for drawing tha lina scmawhere, tha raality 

of tha shadow of tha projact cannot ba ignorad. Whatavar issuas hava not 

coma up by now may coma up tomorrow, towards which tha paopla ara alraady 

pointing on tha basis of aarliar experience. How tha paopla living in 

tha down straam araa bayond tha dam, will ba af fact ad aftar tha flew of 

watar dacraasas as tha dam is canplatad, is a big quastion which has not 

claimed any attantion. In thair casa, on tha ona hand, tha availability 

of watar for agriculture and othar activities is likaly to ba raducad 

and on tha othar hand thara may ba ingrass of saa watar as tha currant 

of tha rivar bacomas waak. By maraly ignoring thasa issuas tha problems 

of tha paopla will not gat rasolvad. Tha accounts of tha projact of course 

will not Da spoilt.

Injustice with Kawaria

18.19 Tha biggast injustice in relation to tha identification of affected 

paopla has baen done to the peopla in tha six villages whosa lands ware 

taken in the beginning about 30 years back for establishing the residential 

colony and other infrastructure of Sardar Sarovar projact. Thasa paople 

had to laave their places after getting the compansation which was deter

mined according to tha rules prevalent at the time. Most of these paople 

received very small amounts as compansation, which was used up in no time. 

Now these paopla are leading a vary miserable life. Their biggast complaint 

is that whila aftar thair displacement from their lands, they have baan 

living in poverty, yet in contrast just before tham on their own 1 Binds 

palatial buildingshave come up whara officials, officers and guest of 

tha projact have all sorts of comforts. What is their fate? Thesa paopla 

hava not baan declared as affacted because they do not coma undar tha 

sutmarganca of Sardar Sarovar. Tha planners have no concern with this 

fact that these paople had to ba displaced so that tha work of Sardar 

Sarovar could ba started. The apprehension of the administration that 

if they, agrae to psopan thair casa, a number of othar paople, who ara 

affected by otnar projacts and who ara roaming about without any support 

but whosa casas hava baan sattlad in tha ayes of tha government, may raisa 

tha demand to reconsider their entitlement for rehabilitation.

18.20 Their faar is wall founded. It is not nacassary to go far to confirm 

it. Thousands of displaced paopla by tha Ukai dam on Tapti rivar in tha 

sama araa ara still roaming about without any support. Evanthough the 

area of command of that dam is now prosperous, yet trade in bonded labour 

and the honour of halplass paople is flourishing and opan. Tha government 

knows all thasa facts. They are really affraid of thesa vary paopla that
8—3035C&ST/90
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thay may also raise ths quastion of thair rights if thay hear about th 
concassions granted to paopla from Kawaria.

Tha Spirit of Social Equity Violated

18.21 Can thara ba a situation of traatar irony than this whara tha systam 

which swaars by social equity, instaad of taking affactive staps to undi 

tha injustice on thair own should ba afraid of tha fact that thosa wh< 

suffer because of injustice, may not raisa tha issue of justice. Is thii 

how they would define justice? And tha paopla who hava baan affectei 

by Ukai or thosa who ara likaly to ba affactad by tha sanctury, most! 

belong to scheduled tribas whosa protection is the responsibility of th 

State. Is this the sense of responsibility towards the tribal people o: 

te systam— ba it the Centre or the State?

18.22 Qie thing which is clear frcm this situation is that the systa* 

is keen to ensure that its purpose is served donning the cover which ma] 

suit the occasion. It is not concerned with justice or injustice; i1 

has no interest either. Will a person who believes in justice wait evai 

for a single mom ant to end injustice aftar it comes to his notice? Tty 

case of people of Kewaria can creat nothing but disbelief amongst th< 

people about the claims about concern of justice by the systam. !

18.23 There are a numbar of other issues in relation to the preparation 

of the list of affected people, which is neither necessary to relate herj 

nor possible. Tha fact is that tha list of affected paopla of Sardar Sarova; 

has not baen prepared in full as yat. In a number of casas, thara ar 

big differences between the list prepared by the government and the claim; 

of the people about which there is great dissatisfaction. New about 80j 

of the people in the affected araa hava taken to the path of non-coopera

tion. In this situation it is not possible that any further progress mai 

be made in relation to the preparation of these lists.

Who is Entitled for Rehabilitation

18.24 After the preparation of list of affactad people the next import an 

question is how to determine the entitlement of rehabilitation. The firs 

major difficulty in this is that there is a big difference between th 

picture as revealed by the government papers and the situation on th 

spot. But whatever is recorded on the paper is legal. Many attempts hav 

been made to remove these differences, but till now the relevant actio 

has not been given any legal form nor a proper procedure has been decide 

for this. Therefore, if the government officials even accept somethin 

orally in a discussion, it has no meaning.
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Joint Khatas

18.25 In tha tribal araas usually it is tha name of tha eldest in th3 

family which is entered in tha record of rights about land. A family may 

comprise 2 to 4 brothers and thair children, many of whom themselves may 

ba major. In these casas, if ona is to act according to tha paper record, 

only that parson will hava tha claim whose name is entered in the record. 

So far as compensation money is concerned, the people can easily divida 

amongst themsalves. But if tha government accepts tha principle of giving 

a minimum area of land to each family or 'land for land', it is not clear 

as to how the claims of more than one brotfterc will ba settled at 

that time. Thera is great uncertainty amongst the people on this count. 

Madhya Pradesh is worst affected in this regard where the antitlements 

of land-owning people and landlass are entirely different. The position 

of land owner in a big joint family is worse than that of unauthorised 

occupant of land. That is not all. In a number of cases, happy families 

have got entengeled in disputes, which ara abestted by outsiders or even 

their own selfishness arising from tha fact that tha right of one brother 

may have been accepted on the basis of record whila others may hava baan 

declared as landlass on the same ground.

yearly Leases

18.26 A number of people in the Narmada Valley depend by cultivating 

lands in tha river-bed which cane out of river-water aftar it recedes, 

in post-monsoon period. In soma casas, they are given on annual laase, 

but in many cases no formal procedure is followed for this purpose. Since 

these rights ara not recorded, there is no discussion about than. But 

this is tha most valuabla land for those who live on the banks of the 

river. When this valuable resource is ignored, the whole basis of rahabili

tation becomes doubtful.

Visual Maps

18.27 Many maps of land in this araa ara visual. Therefore, the account 

of the land owned by the paople is not correct. A number of villages also 

happen to be located in the forast area. Tharafora no maps were prepared 

in their casa. Some villages ara not shown in any government record. Mora- 

over many paopla have been cultivating forest or fallow lands for a long 

tima. But no action had been taken by tha officials to enter their namas 

on those lands in tha government record. Therefore, since their namas 

are not recorded, their occupation is deemed to be illegal. Attempts have 

bean made to sort out sane of these cases. But even then the root cause 

of this problem is in the law itsalf and nothing has been done about it.



Therefore, whatavar tha tribal gats will not ba his right, it will ba 

a consassion in his favour.

18.28 An important dacision has baan takan racantly in this connaction 

that thosa paopla, who wara in occupation of land on or bafora a fixad 

data within or outsida tha forast, will not ba antitlad for compansation 

if thair possassion is illagal but thay will ba givan an ax gratia of 

an aqual amount and will also gat land for land. But a numbar of problams 

ramain avan aftar this dacision. Tha stipulated data with ragard to tha 

possassion of land is diffarant in diffarant statas. Sacondly, tha govern- 

mant raoord in raspact of tha land in tha occupation of paopla is not 

raady. In this way, tha basic problam avan hara is tha sama which wa hava 

discussad in datail with ragard to tha rights ovar rasourcas. Tharafora, 

thara ara a numbar of villagas in soma araas which do not find a placa 

in govammant racords. Thara is no clarity as to how thasa issuas will 

ba rasolvad in tha fiald. In tha and, can wa say that justica has baan 

dona to thosa paopla who considar that thair possassion is valid yat thay 

ara daamad to ba ancroachars? Tha paopla ara not praparad to accapt thasa 

anomalias.

Qanpansation
18.29 Wa hava alraady discussad scma of tha daficiancias in principlas 

follow ad for datarmining tha compansation of land, particularly in ralation 

to tha tribal araas. Thara ara a numbar of points in tha casa of Sardar 

Sarovar about which paopla ara not happy. For axampla, tha agricultural 

fialds in this hilly araa cannot ba praparad in a yaar or two. It takas 

generation to prepare tha undulating land for agricultura. But in tha 

accounts of govammant, all lands hava tha sama valua. Thara is no consi

deration of tha long bund and tha high dam which a fiald may hava. Similarly 

tha fruit bearing traas also do not count for much. Evan tha valua of 

mahua, immli and mango traas may ba batwaan Rs.300 to 500. Evan tha valua 

of fruits produced in ona yaar is much mora thanthis amount. That is 

not all. Evan now a satisfactory cannon policy has not baan framed for 

datarmining tha compansation. Somatimas thara is a talk about markat prica 

and somatimas about nat incoma. Wa hava alraady discussad in datail about 

thasa anomalias.

18.30 Thara ara a numbar of problams in ralation to compansation about 

dwellings. Tha way of lifa of tha tribal paopla is entirely diffarant. 

Thara ara big bari as with wooden enclousars. Tha structure may outwoardly 

appaar to ba hut-lika but may have long rows of solid pillars of valuabla
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teak inside. A suitable method of assessing the value of such dwellings 

has not been deviced. In fact even appropriate norms for this purpose 

do not exist in government departments. There is only one explanation 

for all such gross anomalies remaining unattended— the difference of percep

tion and disregard of the right to life of the people. For example the 

value of a tree in the eyes of the system is equal to the wood obtainable 

frcm it after felling. But for the people the tree is a part of their 

life support. The Government of Madhya Pradesh have decided to link the 

compensation of the trees with income, but it has yet to be formalised. 

In other States, this question has not even been considered. Similarly, 

the open space in the bari is the real place of living for the tribal 

people which, according to the system, has no value. These anomalies have 

no meaning in the process prescribed under the law. The people, therefore, 

ara helpless before the unjust decisions of the court of justice. Therefore 

in their eyes, acquisition of land is the continuation of the same old 

process in which they lost their lands for one reason or the other through 

the use of force or decoit. To lose their hemes and land and wander is 

their fate, whatever they may get is all right. Justice and injustice, 

both are meaningless terms for them.

Paople Engaged in other Occupations

18.31 Another big question in rehabilitation relates to those people 

in the villages who are engaged in occupations other than agriculture 

like Kewat and Kahars. These people are not landless labourers. No separate 

provision has been made for tham in the rehabilitation policy. The govern

ment claims that these people will be given the benefit of schemes for 

poverty alievation or self-employment so that they can lead a new life 

whan thay move to some other place. If we try to visualise what is likely 

to happen on the basis of the experience so far of employment schemes 

of the government, the economic rehabilitation of people like fishermen 

and boatmen appears to be a dream. The people of a village near Raj ghat, 

who lies in the area of submergence of Sardar Sarovar in Madhya Pradesh 

tell that the boatmen, who lost their occupation some 10 years back when 

Raj ghat was constructed, have not been rehabilitated so far and now there 

is even no talk about their rehabilitation.

Rehabilitation of People Dependent on Land— Many Tangled Issues

18.32 Even if we leave the question of those people aside, whose living 

is not related with land, the situation about rehabilitation of those 

who depend on land has also not been fully clarified so far. There are 

two categories of people dependent on land— the land owners Bind the landless
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labourers. Tha Govammant of Gujarat hava dacidad to giva atlaast 2 hac. 

of lands aach to all tha families belonging to aithar of thasa catagorias. 

Moraoavar all tha sons, in tha affactad families who are 18 yaars or mora, 

hava also baan traatad as comprising a separata family. Tha Govt, of 

Maharashtra hava also accaptad this dafinition of family in thair policy. 

But in a racant ordar they hava clarifiad thair aarliar dacision to tha 

affect that tha 18 yaar old sons comprising saparata f ami lias will not 

ba entitled only for a saparata rasidantial plot and financial assistance 

but not for land. In Maharashtra tha landlass ara entitlad to ona acra 

of land for thair* rahabilitation.

18.33 Madhya Pradesh has also decided to giva atlaast 2 hac. of land 

or 1 land for land' to all affactad familias. But lika Maharashtra, tha 

major sons of 18 yaars or more ara deamad to comprisa a saparata family 

for the purpose of housa sita and financial assistance only. Thay will 

not ba entitled for agricultural land. Thara is no provision for giving 

land to landless labourers for thair rahabilitation in this State, which 

accounts for tha maximum numbar of displacad paopla. Instead, the govern

ment proposed to halp tham to establish in othar occupations like rast 

of the poor in the State.

18.34 I have baan talcing up the question about a common policy of rehabili

tation for the displacad with tha Stata Governments and also tha Cantra 

at different 1 avals, both formally and informally. Everyone has his own 

limitations. The Central Government does not want to give any direction. 

Maharashtra has a law of its own for rahabilitation. Therefore it is not 

possible for tham to do anything spacial for tha displacad parsons of 

ona particular project. According to them if this principle is accepted 

for ona project, othar paople from othar projects will also start demanding 

the same, which will be difficult to refuse.

18.35 Tha argument of Madhya Pradash is also on similar linas. Madhya 

Pradesh has not avan brought all tha existing projects in tha Stata undar 

tha scope of its law. If thay begin to spaak about rahabilitation beyond 

what is contained in that law thair problem is as to how will thay daal 

with othar paople. Hare it may ba noted that tha displacad of Tawa (A 

major project of Narmada system) are still roaming about in the forasts. 

The paople in tha araa of submergence of Burgee project on Narmada itsalf, 

on which work is still continuing, wara forcad to flaa in the faca of 

rising watar without any facilities of rahabilitation. Tha work on Ban 

Sagar has baan ha Id up in its last stage on the issue of rahabilitation.
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Tha stata govarnmant will not ba able to provida mora facilities for displa

ced paopla of Sardar Sarovar in this tangled situation in tha Stata. Tha 

ganaral policy about displacamant even in tha State of Gujarat is not 

fully clear. As we have saan aarliar, all the affected paopla of aven 

Sardar Sarovar have not been traatad at par for tha purpose of rehabilita

tion. Accepting tha rasponsibility for rehabilitation of affacted people 

of othar projacts is a far cry.

18.36 The Governments of Madhya Pradash and Maharashtra hava yat smother 

argument. If they provide the same facilities as promised by the Government 

of Gujarat to those displaced parsons who insist on settling in their 

respective states, then they will not even think of going to Gujarat. 

Thay will demand, as a matter of right, tha facilities of settling in 

their own States in accordance with tha decision of Narmada Tribunal. 

Moreoevar, aven tha quastion whether the entire financial burden for rehabi

litation of displaced paopla in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradash will be 

borne by the Government of Gujarat has not been finally sattlad. Therefore, 

thasa states are not promising the S 3 m e facilities as promised by Gujarat, 
laast thara is no incentive for them to move out to Gujarat.

18.37 Such an argument at tha policy lavel and by the State are rather 

odd. And again we come back to same question whether our system believes 

in understanding tha problems of the people, talking than in confidence 

and solving tham? Or they feel that their responsibility is over, once 

seme action has been taken somehow or the other, to fulfil the formality 

of the. rule. The way the State Governments are moving in these cases makes 

it clear that thay are concerned mora about completing the formality and 

nothing elsa.

Experience So Far

18.38 The process of displacement in Sardar Sarovar started in 1960-61 

with the acquisition of land of six villages including Kewaria and othars 

in its neighbourhood. But the work of rehabilitation was started in Gujarat 

later some 20 years in 1979-80. So far only a few habitations have bean 

sat up. Tha paople have been presenting their demands about the policy 

of rehabilitation and facilitias from the very beginning. The State Govern

ments have also baan taking soma dacisions from tima to time. Therefore 

the position so far is that all the displaced persons dua to the Sardar 

Sarovar project have not recieved the sama treatment in terms of quantum 

of compensation, rehabilitation grants and other facilities. The displaced 

person recaivad the banafits according to tha rulas prevalent at that



18.39 We hava already discussad tha injustice dona to tha paopla belonging 

to tha first six affactad villages including Kewaria. They racaived initial 

compensation at the rate of Rs. 50 to 250 per acre and nothing thereafter. 

Afterwards, a policy of rahabilitation was accaptad aftar the award of 

the Narmada Watar Disputes Tribunal (1984). But a variety of changes have 

bean mada from tima to tima evan in the main programme of rehabilitation 

by tha Statas. Upto 1985, tha Government of Gujarat had bean formally 

taking a stand that rahabilitation in accordance with the Tribunal Award 

or tha World Bank Agraemant will not ba possible because of non-availability 

of land. But aftar 1985, thara was clarity on this issue as a result of 

pressure both from above and below and the terms of rehabilitation have 

also continuously improved.

18.40 The first major issua was about the facilities of rehabilitation 

for the displaced parsons of tha 19 villages of Gujarat itsalf in respect 

of which avan tha work of relocation had been start ad. The Government 

of Gujarat was not prepared to accept the principle of land for land in 

their casa bacausa according to the Tribunal Award that principle was 

applicable only to thosa displaced parsons who might coma to Gujarat from 

Maharashtra and Madhya Pradash. Therefore, even though tha displaced persons 

of Gujarat ware moving out of thair places because they were helpless 

yet thare was great resentment. In the end the government accepted in 

principle in November 1985 that the oustees of Gujarat will also get the 

same facilities as the oustees coming from the other two states.

18.41 The second quastion related to those people who did not have lands 

in their namas. According to the Tribunal Award, the land holder oustees 

of Madhya Pradash and Maharashtra ware antitied to gat lands in the bene

fited zone of Sardar Sarovar. We have already discussed about tha entitle

ment of land-owning oustaas. But tha policy about unauthorised occupants 

of land. Afterwards in 1987 the principle of a minimum of 2 hac. of land 

was also accepted for them. So far as tha question of landless is concerned 

initially thay were not eligible for land. Later on a policy of assigning 

tham 1 acra and further on atleast 2 acres has been accepted. In this 

way, according to the current policy all the oustees of Gujarat will get 

a minimum of 2 hac. of land. But even then a numbar of displaced persons 

wera assigned lands according to tha rules prevalent at that time. They 

have not received tha balance so far. In some cases, the oustees were 

given less land because sufficient land was not available. It is estimated 

that on the spot every family has received less than 1 hac. on an average 

instead of 2 hacs.
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18.42 Similarly tha policy about land for land has also baan changing. 

It may ba notad hara that tha oustaas ara aligibla for 'irrigabla1 land. 

But what is tha maaning of irrigabla land is not claar avan till now. 

In soma habitations tha paopla hava baan givan govammant lands after 

clearing tha forast. But in thair casa avan today it is not claar as to 

how much price thay will hava to pay for that land. Wharaas thay racaivad 

only Rs.2000 to 4000 par acra as compensation of thair good lands, it 

is said that tha prica of this naw land may ba about Rs. 10000 par acra, 

about which paopla ara axtramaly worriad. Yat anothar contradiction has 

also appaarad in tha policy of land assignmant. If a parson gats private 

land for his rahabilitation, ha is antitlad to tha difference between 

tha purchasa prica of that land and tha compansation as a grant. But if 

ha gats govammant land, in which tha governmant may not hava toinvast 

anything, it will ba pricad and that prica will ba treated as government 

loan —  no doubt without intarast, but after all loan is a loan.

Rehabilitation in tha Form of Community

18.43 Kaaping in viaw tha situation of tha tribal paople, the Award mada 

a spacial provision that in tha casa of tribals cara should ba takan that 

their community does not braak during displacamant and arrangamants should 

ba mada for thair rasattlamant alsawhara only in the form of a community. 

With a view to axparimant with tha astablishmant of such model habitations, 

tha Govt, of Gujarat selactad two placas —  Gutal for tha oustaas from 

Madhya Pradash and Parvatha for tha oustaas of Maharashtra. So far as 

Gutal is concamad tha Madhya Pradash oustaas hava not coma thara aven 

till now notwithstanding a lot of afforts. The situation of Parvatha is 

also not particularly good, about which we will discuss latar. But tha 

rahabilitation of tha paopla as a community has not baan possibla evan 

at this aarly staga of tha projact whan tha Stata Govammant is so much 

conscious about tha problams of tha oustaas. For example, it is learnt 

that 82 familias from Navagam whara tha dam is baing constructed have 

bean assigned lands at 9 differ ant placas. In a numbar of casas tha paopla 

want and settled at a place in tha hopa that thair othar friands will 

join tham latar. But they got only disappointmant. Othar peopla have to 

go to othar placas in smaller groups becausa of non-availability of suffi

cient land in thosa placas.

18.44 There is another facet of this problem as well —  the possibility 

of persons remaining behind in a villaga coming undar submergence, remaining 

viabla as a community. In a numbar of villages, there are many paople 

whose housas or lands hava not ccma undar submergence. Therefore according
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to rulas, thay ara not considerad as affactad parsons. Thasa paopla ara 

in a great dilamma. Whan tha ant ire village has moved out how two or four 

households in a fair off hilly and forest region should continue? In many 

casas, the remaining paopla wara forced to mova out evan without tha promise 

of any compensation or rehabilitation facilities. For example, 16 families 

hava bean left behind in tha villaga Panchmuli and six in Jer. The issue 

is not that of numbers but of principles. I had also raised this question 

at my level but evan after getting full assurance for about thraa years 

a satisfactory solution of this social problem is still illuciva.

18.45 In this way, it is clear that dacisions on numbar of points ara 

still to ba takan notwithstanding declaration of policias about rehabili

tation. In many casas, avan after rights dacisions hava baan takan, thair 

implamantation is partial. It appears that in practice, the amphasis is 

more on completing the formality than on resolving the problems of tha 

paople and ensuring their welfare. Even ordinary peopla pass through 

a state of graat psychological tension whan thay faca a crisis such as 

displacement. In this situation, avan a small changa hare and thare in 

not keeping the promise made may laad to tha collapsa of confidence and 

tha person is overwhelmed by tha worries of future. It is impossible for 

him to liva alona or in very small groups in an unknown new regime. And 

he gets impatient ratum and ragain tha warmth of his known habitat, turning 

away his faca with a shuddar from all programmes, projects, and promises. 

And than ha starts moving in tha direction tha world to which ha belongs

Without caring to look back.

Comparison of tha Lavals of Living - How Much Meaningful?

18.46 Whatever may be the programme or facilities under the policy of 

rehabilitation but in tha end the touch stone of succass or failure of 

all of tham can only be the condition of the paopla aftar displacement. 

Tha World Bank and tha Central Govarnmant as wall as tha Stata Governments 

accept in .principle that the condition of the displaced persons aftar 

rehabilitation should be battar than aarlier. The responsibility of keeping 

a watch on their condition and to ensure that their condition is better, 

has been placad on soma expert bodies.

18.47 But a vary basic question arises here that how to compare tha condi

tion of a parson before and aftar displacement? The learned economists 

are familiar with the modern systam and all the norms and tasts for their 

analysis and studies hava also baan prepared accordingly. In thasa studies, 

all aspects of life are assessed mostly in terms of monay. But as wa, hava



sean earlier that no form of accounting is suitable for comparing tha 

valua of a thatched hut naar a mango grove in an opan fiald and that of 

a hoval construct ad of brick and mortar on tha sida of a nullah away from 

tha villaga. Most of tha itams relating to tha lifa of tha tribal ara outsida 

tha market systam. Thay cannot ba assessed in terms of money. Therefore, 

their situation before and after displacamant is incomparable.

18.48 When the tribal people move out of their area and settle elsewhere, 

the biggast difference which they feel is about their alienation from 

natural resources. This difference is beyond the understanding of our 

systam. Wa have seen earlier that tha economy of the tribal comprises

threa levels (Page..... ). Tha land accounts for only 1/3rd or 1/4th of

his livelihood* But the new system takes it to represent the whole and 

givas its decision about the situation of the tribal on the basis of that 

partial account. The experience so far has been that the first effect 

of ralocation is that the tribal’ cannot get those articles for his food 

which he was getting earlier from the forest. It has an extremely bad 

effact on his health. Secondly, the cattle, which are his only capital, 

also gradually parish. In the new settlaments in many cases he is left 

with no cattle whatsoever. Gradually he becomes entirely dependent on 

agriculture and labour. This system is so precarious, particularly in 

the beginning, that ha is not able to bear its risk. Therefore, he has 

to dig into his capital even for meeting the ordinary requirements and 

gradually the entire compensation money is frittered away. And he is then 

forced to roam about without any support. These facts often remain unseen 

in the studies of economists.

The Condition of Pervetha

18.49 The Government hava nominated certain institutions for studying 

the tribal situation notwithstanding these basic limitations. Only tima 

will tell how reliable can be the economic statistics presented by them 

and what use they can be put to. But the facts about condition of the 

oustees from Maharashtra who wera settled in a village Pervetha, brought 

out in a study by the Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Bombay are shock

ing. It points towards the present unsatisfactory situation of the people 

there. Besides othar things this study reveals that the death rate of 

children amongst these people has risen sharply after their ralocation. 

In this situation it may ba difficult for thase paopla to maintain thair 

population at the present level. The final criteria about the welfare 

of a community after taking into account all the good and bad points can 

only be its strength to survive as a community. If even this is not possibla 

for a community, then what aver may ba tha nature of other benefits of 

a programme, it has no meaning.
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18.50 lhara is graat dissatisfaction in this villaga which was sought 

to ba sat up as a modal habitation* Assignmant(of land has baan partial, 

sana paopla hava ranainad behind. Evan now it is not cartain whathar thay 

will gat land or not, Thosa who hava coma thay do not know whan thay aral 

likaly to gat tha pattas of thair lands. Thara is no placa for grazing 

of thair cattla, about half of thair eattla waalth has already parishad. 

In this situationr a faaling comas to tha mind of thasa paopla' that "alas, 

thay should not hava movad out of thair villaga".

Opan Studies Inevitable

18.51 This situation after rahabilitation is no doubt regrettable. But 

what is mora regrettable and Shocking is tha governmental reaction about 

this study by Tata Institution. Instead of trying to gat to the root-cause 

of this grava situation, tha govammant got entangled in the formality 

of these studies. The biggest question before tham was not that of the 

condition of the people, but tha fact how tha description of their situation 

had appeared in the press. It was this which claimed their immediate 

and serious attention.

18.52 Unfortunately whenever such an unpleasant thing is brought out 

about tha condition of tha poor, tha reaction everywhere is the same. 

Ordinarily all efforts are mada to ansura that tha results of social studies 

sire made to order. It is a matter of ragret that many institutions ara 

praparad to work according to tha wishas of thair employer. In this case, 

whan tha Stata Government raised an obj action that how the results want 

out to the press, the Tata Institute raised a basic question in its reply. 

Whether the people who are being studied hava a right to know about tha 

results of those studies? Tha Government reaction on this was entirely 

incongruous. According to tham the tribal people ara illiterate, thay 

will not ba able to understand than, therefore,, where is the need of tailing 

tham about thosa reports? How unbecoming is the proposition that if the 

tribal were not uneducated only then they would have tha right to know 

what was being done to than. Since they are uneducated let the things 

happen,they need not avan know what is happening to them.

18.53 The question again is that of the perception. In a situation when 

the tribal people are still innocent, uneducated, is it not the duty of 

the government not only to give the results of the study as they are, 

but also to make arrangements to ensure that they understand howsoever 

bitter the results may be and that they are not handicapped because of 

their being uneducated? When I raised my obj ection in this matter, the 

State Government invited my attention to tha agreement with the Tata Insti
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tute that tha condition of sacracy hava baan violated. Tha issua again 

comas back to tha original point. The govammant was not so much concarnad 

about tha delicacy of tha situation, thay wara not botharad about tha 

problams of tha paopla, thay wara also not worried about what would ba 

proper in principle and what was the responsibility of tha government 

towards people. They did not even remember thair Constitutional responsibi

lity, their greatest anxiety was about that paper contract. It has to 

be ensured that whera the question concerns tha life of the peopla/iP one 

will be allowed to play with their interest under the cover of sacracy 

and formalities and whatever facts become available or are discovered 

shall ba known to everyone as thay are.

18.54 The government was all set for discontinuing the contract with 

the Tata Institute notwithstanding the objections raised by me. But it 

is leamt that the World Bank also came to know about this dispute and 

accordingly the contract has not baan terminated. The State Government 

did not think of giving any further information to me in this regard. 

Tha relevant question for the government perhaps was who had how much 

weight? Whathar a Constitutional authority concerned with the rights of 

cane-fourth of citizens of tha country or a commarcial institution which 

givas credit of two paisa? The World Bank may ba on tha scene today, it 

may not be thara tomorrow. As an outside institution it has its own limi

tations, it has its own compulsions It can giva ona opinion today but 

that opinion can also be changed tomorrow. But the Constitutional frame 

is ours, designed in the interest of our own internal balanca and consis

tency. The real question here is not about the prestige of institutions, 

it is that of national values.

Tha Question about Availability of Land for Rahabilitation

18.55 In view of the policies of rehabilitation and the action takan 

theraon so far, in the end it is necessary to be clear about two big issuas 

— (i) Whether tha land required for resettlement of all oustees will be 

available to the desired extant? (ii) Whathar it will be possibla to re

settle the tribal paople at new placas as communities?

18.56 Aftar accepting tha principle of land for land, all the Stata Govern

ments started their search for available land. Initially this action was 

takan up naturally in a routina fashion as happens usually in all government 

schames. As I have said earlier that even now this has not been decided 

finally as to how muchland will be needed for rehabilitation in the three 

states. The raason is simple. Neither the policy on this issue has bean 

finally settled so far, nor have tha figure about the numbar of oustaes
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has baan fixed as’ yat. Tharafora all typas of activitias concaming land 

so far hava baan basad on probabilitias and guass work.

18.57 Hia basic pramisas and tha mathodology adopt ad in this ragard hava 

baan quita diffarant in differant Statas. Most of tha oustaas frcm Maha

rashtra wara not willing to go to Gujarat from tha vary baginning. Tharafora 

tha Govarnmant of Maharashtra has baan proposing to maka suitabla arranga- 

mants for thair rehabilitation within tha Stata. But tha astimata of tha 

Stata Govarnmant itsalf about tha figures of oustaas has baan varying 

from 1358 to 2035 oustaas with corresponding figure of about 2500 to 3500 

hac. as the extent of land required for tham. No ona kncws hew reliable 

thesa figures are. Maharashtra, frcm the very beginning, was depending 

on the availability of forest land. That was also the danand of the tribal 

paopla* Tha agreement with the World Bank which was executed after the 

enforcement of the Forest Conservation Act 1980 also stipulated that if 

nacassary the government will excise land for rehabilitation frcm the 

reserved forest.

18.58 Since the responsibility of the Government of Gujarat was to make 

arrangements for the land for displaced paople from othar Statas, it was 

not possible to have an idea as to hew much land in the end will be requi

red by them. Their estimated figures about the oustees frcm their own 

State has also varied from the lowest figure of 1992 to the highest figure 

of 3300. But even then inspite of all this, in the baginning the State 

Government was depending entirely on meeting in full the possible require

ment of land frcm government land itself. The figures were also accordingly 

presented to the Tribunal on that premise. According to the initial esti

mates, about 40,000 acres of government land could be identified for 

rehabilitation. Therefore lists were prepared of all the available land 

through out the State. Next to this at number two was the ceiling surplus 

land which, according to government estimates, could yield about another 

40,000 acres. Therefore^, the decision was taken not to distribute this 

land amongst the landless people but to reserve it for rehabilitation. 

It was also envisaged that 12,000 acres of fallow land will be developed 

and distributed to the people. If aven after this, some further land was 

required that could be purchased frcm private individuals.

18.59 The Government of Madhya Pradesh did not consider it necessary 

to prepara a detail in this matter. But thair thinking from the very begi

nning was that rehabilitation was not thair responsibility. Hiey will 

send their people to Gujarat. Secondly, as far as possible the land for
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rahabilitation will ba found from forest araa, govammant fallow land and 

cailing surplus land. Moraovar, according to tha law of Madhya Pradash, 

land could ba takan from tha banafit zona of irrigated projacts for rahabi

litation. And it was not nacassary that tha oustaas must ba givan land 

in tha banafittad zona of tha sama project. Thar afore, it was thought that 

lands from other proj acts could be takan out for distribution amongst 

the oustaes of Sardar Sarovar. If after all this, soma further land is 

raquirad, private land could be purchased for that purpose. But in Madhya 

Pradesh all this remained at tha laval of policies and principles, bac ûsa 

they have not been able to know and there ara no estimates either that 

how much land will be required by the govammant for rahabilitation, how 

many peopla will go to Gujarat and how many people will make their own 

arrangements.

18.60 Aftar completing this paper account of the land, which could possibly 

be available in Gujarat and Maharashtra, tha next question was to saa 

tha land on tha spot and to show it to thosa paople who ware sought to 

ba resettled there. Wh?n the processes of verification of land on the 

spot started, it was found that most of the lands shown on papar in Gujarat 

was either undsr tha forest, or was occupied by other peopla, or was not 

fit for agriculture. The ceiling surplus land also could not help much. 

Firstly, such land could ba available only in small patches. Secondly, 

the first right ovar these lands was of those landless peopla who ware 

either cultivating them or were living in the same village. Recently, 

th Central Government have also directed that the proposal to sat apart 

tha cailing surplus lands for oustaes was wrong. In this way, tha first 

plan of government land being available for rehabilitation in Gujarat 

became a non-starter.

18.61 On the other side, the Central Government did not accept the request 

of the Government of Maharashtra to allow rehabilitation on forest land. 

But in the mean tine, some other people hava occupied whatever good lands 

fit for cultivation ware available in the forest area designated for the 

purpose. Moreoever, a question has also been posed about the dependence 

on those forest of the people living in the neighbourhood. The Government 

of Maharashtra has been pressing on tha Central Government for the release 

of forest land in spite of these facts. Tha Central Government is not 

prepared to give forest land for rehabilitation on principle. On the face 

of it, the forest land required by Maharashtra is not much. But if once 

the govammant makss an exception, then how will it refuse others. In
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this way, tha issua is vary complicated. Tha real position at tha momant 

is that tha proposal of settling tha oustees of Maharashtra on forast 

land in a way is complataly knocked out.

18.62 In tha casa of Madhya Pradash, no appraciabla activity has avan 

baan started in ragard to tha issue of land for rahabilitation. But tha 

situation is likaly to ba the sama as in Gujarat and Maharashtra. Wherever 

Government land is identified as fit for agriculture, it must ba under 

the occupation of someone or the other. Ihe same is the situation about 

cailing surplus land. In soma placas, like Hoshangabad, these lands ara 

alraady undar tha occupation of displaced parsons from Tawa and Proof 

Ranga. Tha problem of displacamant aven otherwise in Madhya Pradesh is 

demonic indaad. Everywhere, on all sides, the project-affected people 

are roaming about. Wherever they are getting any land they are occupying 

tha sama without bothering about tha law. In such a situation, government 

and forest lands cannot ba relied upon. Presently tha government is trying 

hard that the responsibility of rahabilitation as far as possibla should 

ba passed on to tha Government of Gujarat. If the paople do not go to 

Gujarat or land is not available in Gujarat, then they feel that it may 

ba possible to rehabilitate tham on private lands which could be purchased 

for this purposa.

Acquisition of Private Land for Rehabilitation

18.63 If government land is not available for rehabilitation of displaced 

parsons, than tha next question is whether land can be acquired for rehabi

litation of displaced persons in the sama way as for tha project. If 

construction of a dam is a public purposa, should the rehabilitation of 

those uprooted by the dam not be deemed automatically as a public purpose? 

There are legal provisions in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh for acquisition 

of lands in the banafi tbad zona for the rahabilitation of affectad people. 

But the scope of this legal provision in practice has been rather limited. 

Tha land can ba acquired from persons in the benafittsd zona according 

to a prescribed scala. Tha land which a person may give for this purpose 

will depend on his will. Thus, it is expected that the arrangements for 

rehabilitation of affected people can be made within the project area 

itsalf.

18.64 - But if wa consider this law in some depth, it will be clear that
\

it can be helpful in solving problems of affected people only in small 

pockets. The situation of the people in the benefitted zone and the affected 

people in small projects is generally about the same. Therefore, if the
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pecpla who locsa land, gat a part of tha land ln tha banefittad zona in tha 

sama area, It Can bacoma tha basis for starting thair lifa ovar again with 

confidanca. It appears that tha situation of big projacts was not kapt 

in viaw while preparing this legal frame, in thasa projacts, villagas aftar 

villages from remote araas are farced to move on to naw unknown locations. 

If thesa people have to reestablish thansalvas in tha form of a community, 

it is necessary that there are sufficient lands in big patches. This is 

possible only whan the entire land of tha banafittad zona is redistributed 

and large blocks are set aside for tha displaced paople. An entirely naw 

law is needed for this purpose.

18.65 But as wa ware discussing in the limited context of the thrae Statas, 

land can be anquirad for rehabilitation evan under the common law. An 

idea in this 'regard was floated in Maharashtra that the rehabilitation 

of displaced persons of Sardar Sarovar should be done within the district 

of Dhule, to which all the displaced belong, by acquiring tha land from 

big land owners. As soon as this proposal was known, tha big farmers, who 

are more articulate and politically more influential, opposed it and brought 

out a morcha against it. The government coolly turned its faca against 

his proposal tha moment it saw the opposition and tteraaftsr inmadiataiy issm ei 

its earlier activities as if nothing ever had happened on land acquisition 

front. It is clear that government is not prepared to displace othar people 

for rehabilitation.

18.66 In techya Frade* svsn after the law has been enacted, not nudh pggyasB has ben
in the distrib±icn of land in the beneflttBd acne of projacts. It is uidscsbxd that in the 

context of ttoracb pcojacts, a ban has ben inpcsad cn the transfer of lands in the bercfittsd 

acres cf all irrigation projects so that in the case cf need lands can be putchasai frcm tie 

people there. B± it is also nofaMa that the 1aw which snpcwsrs the gcv=mtB±. to acquire 

land in the banefittad zone has not baan extended even to all tha continuing 

projects. In this situation any idea about acquiring lands outside the 

banefittad zone and settling the displaced there cannot be even thought 

of. Even in Gujarat there is no such proposal and there is no talk about 

this possibility.

Purchase of Private Land for Rehabilitation

18.67 In tha abova context, it appears that if rehabilitation is to ba 

dona following the principle of land for land, thare is no firm alternative 

before the government at tha moment. In the and they will hava to think 

of private lands. Tharafora it will ba nacassary to consider the socio

economic oonsaquancas of such a policy and the real potential of the same

45—303 SCAST/90
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in soma detail. Tha policy of resettling displaced persons on privately 

purchased land has gained some momentum in the last two years. According 

to the Guj arat schama, in casa government is not able to provide land 

for rehabilitation to the displacad people the peopla can search for tha 

land on thair own and if they like tha land they can also purchase it 

themself. The Government will pay the difference between the price of 

tha purchasad land and tha compensation received by tha individual if 

tha price is higher. Tha government is helping the paopla in this antira 

programme.

18.68 Hie Government of Gujarat has sat up CGmmittees for helping the 

people. According to the government procedure, as soon as it is known 

that sane people sura prepared to sail thair land, a oannittae inspects 

the land. If the land is found to ba suitable and there is reasonabla 

possibility of purchasing it, the land is shown to thosa peopla who ara 

praparad to go and sattle in that area. Onca tha paople give their ganaral 

consent, the committee negotiates tha rata. Aftar tha rate is fixed, thera 

is an agreement for purchase. In the end, the formalities of sale ara 

completed between the owner and tha displacad parson and the papers araj 

finally mada in the name of »the displacad parson. About 3000 acras olj 

private land has been purchased so far under this scheme and about 30(j 

people hava moved to new places for settlement.

18.69 Madhya Pradash is still considering tha policy and tha procadura 

which may ba adopted in casa of purchase of private land. A final decisioi 

has not been taken. In Maharashtra, if sane of the displaced persons desirs 

to settle within Maharashtra, how and from whara land will ba mada availabL 

is not claar. According to tha Government of Gujarat, all thosa paopl: 

who would like to come to Gujarat will be provided private lands and settlac 

there.

18.70 If the schame of settling people on privately purchasad lands i 

saen from the site of Gujarat, tha position is vary claar. Whosoever want 

to come and settle in Gujarat will ba enabled to purchase the land scmawhar 

or the other. Land is available, paople are prepared to sell their land 

and the government is ready to help the settlers fully. This gives a 

impression as if the problem of rehabilitation has baan finally sattlad 

I had talked to the Chairman of Sardar Sarovar Development Authority i 

November 89. Ha had no doubts about tha schema of rahabilitation basa 

on private lands. He was fully reassured about his plans.
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Justifibility of tha Basic Change in tha Responsibility for Rahabilitation

18.71 But if wa saa this schema from tha sida of tha affactad paopla, 

particularly tha tribal paopla, thara ara many points on which no solution 

appears to ba in sight. Lat us taka first tha issue of purchase of private 

land. Even this proposition is plagued with numerous questions. The most 

basic question in this regard is that who is responsible to ensure that 

tha land for rahabilitation is available and the paopla ara finally wall- 

sattlad there. In principle, this responsibility rests with tha government. 

But in the scheme of purchase of private land, this responsibility has 

baan shifted to the people without clearly mentioning it, tha government 

will only help tham.

18.72 This is a basic difference in tha scheme of rahabilitation. A claar 

exposition of all its aspects, therefore, is necessary. Most of the displa

ced people are poor and innocent, many of whom did not even have the oppor

tunity of going far away from thair villages. The sellers of tha land 

will ba mostly big and wealthy people. In this situation, can it be hoped 

that thase poor paopla will ba able to negotiate tha purchase of tha land? 

It is claar that they will have to seek help from others. At the, moment, 

the government has set up committees and they are prepared to help than.

| But Whatever Government has sought help of anyone including Government 

institutions he has bean deceived. He doas not know that ha will gat. 

The committees will help him in purchase of land. But in the end the res

ponsibility will be that of the purchaser. Once a paper has been signed 

the responsibility of the State ends.

18.73 Now the second question is about the purchase of land. In such 

an open purchase of land, it is natural that there may be many purchasers 

for the same land and the seller may raise his prica phenomenally. He 

may giva soma tarms to one, but then later on may oblige some other. In 

such a race, it is only the cleverer people who will be in tha forefront 

jand the Simple people will remain behind. Nobody can say whether they 

t/ill have same place somewhere in the end. Then, the responsibility of 

the purchase of land- is that of the purchaser. If later on, there is any 

disputa about this land than the purchaser will have to face it on his 

own. Even in the beginning of the new schsme of private purchase, a number 

of problams of this nature have arisen. The land purchased in Sukha village 

had sane old* dues, because of which the names of purchasers cannot be 

recorded. At a faw places, paople are not prepared to go aven after they 

have given their consent for the land. There is a difference of opinion 

even amongst state governments on this issue. The Government of Madhya
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Pradash has demanded that tha Govammant of Gujarat or soma stata authority 

may first purchase tha land and only than it should ba formally hand ad 

ovar to the parsons aftar getting thair consent. But the Government of 

Gujarat is not praparad to taka this risk. If the Government purchases 

the land and than no ona is prepared to accapt it, then what will happen 

to that land? If the government for itself is so cautious, how can it 

think of persuading tha innocant tribal community to plunga in the unknown 

world?

Unstated Pramises of Private Purchase

18.74 Even if we overlook these problems, there ara three unstatad premi

ses of the schama of rahabilitation of private purchase. Firstly, adequate 

land both in terms of quality and quantity will be available in Gujarat. 

Secondly, all the displaced persons will be willing to go and settle in 

Gujarat. Thirdly, the tribal paople in tha new setting will ba able to 

establish as a community and will lead a better lifa as compared to the 

earlier. It will not be proper to accept all the premises without examining 

them in detail.

Are the Paopla Prepared to go to Gujarat?

18.75 Let us begin with second premise that all the displaced.paople will 

be prepared to go to Gujarat. It is possible that soma of tham may not 

ba ready for this at the moment, then what are tha reasons and whether 

it will be possible to remove all thosa causes?

18.76 Broadly the displaced persons from Sardar Sarovar comprise about 

70% tribals, about 10% SCs and the remaining of other castes. Hie situation 

of all the people within the Scheduled Tribes is not the same. Some tribal 

paople particularly those from Gujarat and in the neighbouring araas ara 

mora enlightened. They are familiar with the outside world even though 

it may be limited. Their relations a 3 also in Gujarat. But most of the 

tribal people of Narmada Valley do not have much relationship with the 

outside world. The socio-economic situation of many villages on tha bank 

of Narmada is quite good. They are able to get so much within the Narmada 

Valley that there is no need for them to go out. It is true that the quality 

of land in all the areas belonging to the tribal people is not the same. 

The land in hilly areas is unproductive. Therefore., the people from Alirajpur 

in Madhya Pradesh are required to go out of the area for sometime every 

year for earning their living. But as we reach the tank of Narmada, tha 

quality of land improves.
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18.77 Hie upper portion of ths area of sutmarganca of Sardar Sarovar 

is a part of Nimar. Tha vallay in this araa is vary broad Bind thair lands 

ara unequallad. Tha paopla frcm this araa say that land like thair's cannot 

ba saan in tha whola world. Evan if wa discount tha alamant of athnocantra- 

cism while describing ona's own lands, it is a fact that everything grows 

in thase 1 Hinds and grows in planty. In tha araa of Nimar, there ara scma 

tribal paopla as wall. Most of the tribal paopla are cultivators, but 

scma of tham are landless labourers. The numbar of Scheduled Castes amongst 

the landless is vary high.

Psychology of tha Tribal Paopla

18.78 Tha tribal peopla ordinarily do not want to move out and sattla 

outside their area. Thara ara many reasons for this. Firstly, thara is 

a fear of unknown place and unknown paopla. In this ragard, thair aarliar 

experiences hava not baan happy ones. For exampla, in tha naarby Gujarat 

itsalf tha government assigned lands for setting up habitations and agricul

ture to many of tha displaced paopla from Ukai, but at a distance from 

hair original place. But thesa paople could hold on in thosa placas only 

for a yaar or tvro. Tha paople in the neighbouring villagas occupied thair 

lands and finally thay had to move out.

18.79 Tha tribal paople hava a feeling of full security only amongst 

thair own paopla in tha forest. And then all requirements of their life 

ara available in tha forast - roots and shoots for aating, foddar for 

their cattle, firewood for running tha household, bamboos and polas for 

constructing huts and fences and other produce of the forest for meeting 

thair cash requirements. None of thase will they get anywhere else.

18.80 Hie tribal people do not live on land alone. Forest and land have 

a co-aqual important placa in their lives. Thay ara not abla to understand 

how thay will liva in thosa places whera there ara no forests. Another 

important reason for tha unwillingness of the tribal paople to mova out 

is that they ara used to living in the opan. In naw habitations, thay 

ara assigned small plots. Tha first quastion which comes before tham is 

about keeping thair cattle.

18.81 Even if tha paople gat land for land, will it be possible for tham 

to adjust all of a suddan, with tha naw setting? This is not an aasy thing. 

Hie first thing which will happen is that being cut away from forests 

and watar, they will be left with only ona support, that is, of agriculture 

from which it will ba impossible for tham to maet all thair requirements.
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In this way, a naw phasa of deficit inthsir economy will start and thay 

will hava to taka loan fran others for maating thair naads. Onca thara 

is a dabt, it is not possibla to gat out of it. In tha and, thair lands 

gat sold, thay baoana rasourcalass.

18.82 Tha tribal paopla vary wall undarstand this chain of avants. Thare- 

fara/ thay do not want to taka tha risk of moving out of thair homas. 

It is trua that tha ordinary tribal is not abla to tall anything many 

a tima, but ha understands everything. Thara is only one idea which whirls 

continuously in his mind that ha will not laave his home. If he leaves 

his ancestral land, who knows what will happen to his children elsawhara. 

If ha gats into soma trouble while in a unknown place who will coma to 

his help? Even if he wants to run away from there, he will not be abla 

to ascape and avan if ha escapes where will he go? When a tribal haars 

about displacement, thasa ara tha problams which make him uneasy and his 

natural reaction is, 'I will not go anywhare, bomb tha araa if you so 

wish, we will parish here.1

Attitude of Big Farmers
18.83- Hie othar big class of displaced parsons comprises thosa nan-tribal 

farmers who hava vary good lands. Whila thesa people ara ready to go to 

Gujarat. It will not be difficult to make a guess about their reaction 

on tha basis of past axperianca. Firstly, the lands which have been purcha

sed so far in Gujarat ara comparatively batter than the lands of the tribal 

paopla. Thar efor a, thay hava accepted them. Secondly, tha araa to which 

tha first group of tribal paopla has gone was not so unknown to tham. 

But as we mova up tha Narmada Vail ay, tha distance from Gujarat also increa

ses and for tha peopla of thosa areas Gujarat becomes an unknown territory. 

Maraoavar, for tha paopla of Nimar no othar lands can stand in comparison 

with thair's. Therefore, the non-tribal farrier is also not prepared to leave 

his place and go elsawherj.

18.84 In this way, it is claar that avan if tha Govammant of Gujarat 

is ready for making arrangements for rahabilitation of all displaced people. 

Tha paople from -Maharashtra and Madhya Pradash, atleast as the things 

stand today, ara not praparad to go thera. At this time indirect pressure 

is baing exerted on tham through promises of graater facilities in Gujarat 

and making claar tha prospect of lessar facilities if thay decide to sattle 

within thair own statas. This dacision is against tha rahabilitation 

policy undar tha Award, according to which tha displaced paopla will ba 

fraa to maka a choice about tha stata in which they will lika to sattla.
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Is land Available in Gujarat?

18.85 Evan if it is accaptad for a whila that all tha displacad sura prepar

ed to go to Gujarat can it ba said that sufficient land for this purposa 

will be availsible in Gujarat? There are three aspects about availability 

of lsind for resettlement. Firstly, the land should be good and acceptable 

to the paople. Secondly, land should be in a big block so that tha tribal 

paople can be settled as small communities. Thirdly, there will ba enough 

land to accommodate all the displaced people.

18.86 Lat us take tha question of people's choice about land. In the 

beginning, tha Government of Gujarat showed government lands to tha peopla. 

Bulk of the land was not liked fey the paopla, which gava the schema a 

vary bad publicity everywhere. In the schama of purchase of privata lands, 

land can be purchasad only whan the people agree. At the moment the purchase 

of private land has just started. Therefore, comparatively better lands 

are available. But very high prices have to be paid for thosa lands. More

over^ many paople are not just able to gat good lands. At soma placas, 

paople initially accaptntthe lands, but later refused to go there. It appears 

that their acceptance in the beginning was in a stata of no choica. As 

more and more land is purchasad, tha quality of land available for purchase 

will go on down and tha prica will go on rising.

18.87 It is true that the Government of Gujarat is prepared to spend 

whatever amount is necessary for rehabilitation. But by maraly making 

provision of monay, it is not nacassary that sufficient land can be purcha

sad. There ara a numbar of problems which ara likaly to arise. Tha purchase 

of private lands for rehabilitation has had a very big impact on tha prices 

of lsind. Tha lands which wera available a year back for about Rs.4000 

to 5000 per acre are now being quoted at about Rs. 14,000 to 15,000 par 

acre. Seme paopla do not hesitata evan in asking 25,000 rupaas par acra 

and a figure of 40,000 to 50,000 may not be something impossible. As tha 

naad for extensive lands being purchasad becomes known gradually, the 

rise of price is bound to occur a. But at tha moment even this is not kncwn 

as to how much land will be required to be purchased because of tha simple 

fact that both the number of project affacted paople and thair entitlement 

for land are uncertain. Will the Government of Gujarat be able to purchase 

any amount of land at any prica? It is possible to giva a promise but 

what happens in reality, only time show.
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Tha Possibility of Raastablishmant of Communities

18.88 Tha othar quastion about land is whathar land can ba available 

in big blocks, particularly whara habitations ara baing sat tip for tha 

tribal peoples, so that thay can raastablish thair community lifa. Tha 

araas whara privata lands ara baing purchasad at tha momant ara not vary 

far away from tha araa of submarganca. Tha prassura of population is not 

also high and thara ara many paopla thara who hava larga land holdings. 

Tharafora, it is possible, to soma extant, to sattla a group of familias 

in blocks measuring about a hundrad or two hundred hact. Evan than avary 

villaga has got scattarad with 7 to 8 locations which is against tha expre

ssed wish of the displaced people. Moraoavar, same of thasa araas have 

also some forest and pastures, which giva atlaast some relief to the tpibal 

paople.

18.89 But the question iis that avan if such settlements ara possibla 

at a faw placas will it ba possibla to arranga similar rehabilitation 

on large scala on similar lines? The government has not prepared any com

prehensive plan about it so far. But still some things ara clear. As we 

proceed beyond the area where lands have been purchased recently, the 

area is more advanced and thare is greater pressure of population. Tharafora, 

it will be difficult to gat compact blocks in thosa araas. Evan if private 

lands are available, they will be in small bits. That is not all. The 

economy of thase areas will be more and more dapandant on agriculture; 

forest and pastures will have a much lesser role there. In the most advan

ced areas, thay will ba non-existent. Thus, it appears that in those areas 

it will neither be possible to set up separate habitations for the tribal 

people nor will they get resources consistent with their own economy. 

In this situation, after agricultural land is made available to the tribal 

peopla they will have to live in ones and twos in big villages. In any 

case, there are no facts bafora us at tha moment on the basis of which 

it can be said that sufficient land will ba available for rehabilitation 

in Gujarat and that the land will also be available in such big blocks 

that it will be possible for the tribal people to reestablish as communities 

in accordance with their wish.

Purchase of Private Lands— Unstated Second Displacement of the Poor

18.90 Some aspects of purchasa of private land for rehabilitation hava 

coma to the fore which are crucial for social equity. If personal lands 

are purchased on such a larga scale, those aspects cannot be ignored. 

When I visitad first Suka villaga, I found that tha people had been settled
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on 500 acres of land which was purchasad from a single parson. Tha first 

two questions which naturally cane up at that tima wara "whara from this 

parson got so much land?" and "if that land was undar cultivation what 

happanad to those who were cultivating that land?" The answer to these 

questions are also quite simple. The land owner must have taken away that 

land from the local people. The people who ware cultivating the land 

till than had no rights over it. Those people after the land was sold 

must hava movad out in all directions for making a living elsewhere. 

When the matter was discussed with other knowledgabla people and also 

in othar villages the position became quite clear which is given below 

in a summary form.

18.91 Let us first discuss who ara those persons who are selling personal 

lands and why thay are selling it? Broadly, there are two types of sellers 

of land, first money lenders and second, big farmers. The big farmers 

themselves comprise two categories - (i) those people who live outside 

the village and (ii) those who live in the village and gat thair lands 

cultivated undar their supervision. The people who are selling the land 

are mostly thosa paople who do not cultivate tha lands with their own 

hands. Scma of these people give their lands on share-cropping basis, 

or sana * of tham may ba doing tha cultivation through hirad labour and 

sane of thara giyj their land on contract. In this way, most of tha sellers 

of land are non-cultivating big farmars, traders and absentee landlords.

18.92 Tha reason for these people selling the lands are many. Firstly, 

the interest in rural proparty is becoming less amongst those who ara 

living outsida the villages in Gujarat. A very important reason for this 

is the stringent law about purchase of agricultural lands by outsiders. 

Any such parson, who lives beyond 15 Kms. of a particular place, cannot 

purchase land in' that village. Therefore, in the remote areas firstly 

tha numbar of parsons wanting to purchase land is quite small. Secondly, 

tha peopla of tha village do not have so much money so that they can pay 

high prices. With the government scheme of purchase of land for rehabili

tation, a new milieu has bean created in this area. Those who want to 

sell tha land gat a purchaser without even stirring out of their homes, 

and what is more important, even the legal permission is not necessary 

in this case. They can also demand their price. Thera is one mora unfortuna

te reason for the sala of land at this time. There were successive threa 

droughts in Gujarat bacause of which firstly the crops failed, secondly 

many cattle died away and thirdly, which is most important, many farmars 

could not rapay their old loans and got new loans. In this way there liabi-
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litias hava become vary heavy, fran which it is vary difficult to gat 

out. Sana paopla ara praparad to sail thair land only with a viaw to gat 

out of tha dabt soma how or tha othar.

18.93 Many of thasa lands balong to monay landars. All monay landars 

gat thair cultivation dona through agricultural labourars. Thasa paopla 

hava no intarast in parsonal cultivation. Thara is a growing problam about 

availability of labourars. Tha wagas hava also risan sharply. And ona 

navar knows what typa of law may coma in futura? Thar af or a, tha govarnnant 

purchasa yialds tham good monay and also raliavas tham of tha liabilities 

of tha labourars. In prasant situation tha monay landars of this araa 
could not hava got a battar daal as also opportunity.

18.94 Tha number of landless labourars is vary larga in thosa araas whara 
land for rahabilitation is baing currently purchasad. Thasa landlass labour
ars ara mostly tribal, soma of tham ara mambars of tha Schadulad Castas 
as wall. Most of tha big farmers in thasa araas and tha monay landars 
hava migrated to that araa about 100 to 150 yaars back. Tha original 
inhabitants of this araa wara tha tribal paopla. It is claar from this 
that thasa lands must hava balong ad to tha tribal paopla aarliar. It is 
tha tribal paopla who bacama landlass labourars aftar thair lands got 
alianatad. Evanthoughr thay lost tha ownership of land yat thay continued 

to cultivate the same —  in the capacity of a waga-labourer or as a share 
cropper.

18.95 The purchasa of land for rahabilitation has craatad a naw situation. 

Most of tha displaced people are farmers. These peopla, aftar thay purchasa 

tha land, will cultivate the land themselves. In this situation, tha ques

tion is 'what will happen to those members of the Scheduled Castes and 

Schadulad Tribas who are cultivating thasa lands today? Whara will thay 

go? No one has paid any attention to this problam so far; nor is thara 

any thinking about it. Tha position of thasa peopla is exactly lika those 

landlass labourars who become resourcelass after land is acquired from 

a zamindar. They ara not heard simply because thair rights ara nowhara 

recorded* Eventhough tha incongruous and unjust situation of tha landlass 

paopla in tha af fact ad araa has not baen fully corrected, yet sane reali

sation of their problems, has got reflected for tha first tima in the 

rehabilitation policy of Sardar Sarovar. They hava also baen included 

in tha category of displaced paopla and have bean accaptad as aligibla 

for rehabilitation. But can the case of thosa landlass paopla who ara 

affect ad because of rehabilitation prograirmas ba forgotten simply because
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they do not find a placa in tha govarnmant racords? This problem will 

continualy increase as tha programme of rehabilitation picks up. I hava 

alraady referred to tha case of Suka. In othar placas also, tha antira 

habitations of landless paopla ara getting dasartad. Bacausa thay hava 

no othar support, thay ara baing foread to run towards tha town —  thay 

hava no othar choica axcapt to taka shaltar in tha urban slums— tha final 

staga of tha procass of deprivation.

18.96 It is claar that thase landless labourers are victims of a doubla 

blow of the inequitous systam. Therefore, we will have to see the problem 

from their perspective. Can their rights be ignored only because on tha 

othar sida is tha displaced parson standing with tha Zamindar and tha 

govarnmant is supporting him? Do tha tillars of these lands not have 

this much of right that they continue indefinitely to cultivate those 

lands.

18.97 In this case whatever arguments may be put forward, in whatever 

form the delicacy of the situation may be prasantad, whatever may ba the 

law but the precept of the human rights and also our Constitution supports 

tha right of tha tiller. So far as the tribal people are concerned, it 

is axpactad of tha state in the Constitution that it will not only protact 

their constitutional rights but also their human rights. The government 

cannot take away the right of one person for giving justice to another 

person. But a solution of this problem will be possible only if, in tha 

first instance, it is accepted to exist.

18.98 Tha story of tha poor in tha whole unorganised sactor is tha sama. 

Thara is a clash of interests and also of rights avan amongst thasa paopla 

thamsalvas for no big gains but just for tha saka of bars physical survival. 

This is a very unfortunate axampla of tha clash of interests amongst the 

poor. But when such larga projects and high princ.plas are being discussad 

is it not possibla that thara is justica for b-'th in the new systam? Tha 

truth is that both of tham ara victims of tha systam. Tharafora, the quas

tion boils down to tha honesty, intagraty and aquitousnass of tha whola 

systam itsalf.

Tha Possibility of Rehabilitation —  An Overview

18.99 Now if wa saa tha problem of displacad parsons of Sardar Sarovar 
in its totality, than soma aspects of thair rehabilitation become quite 

claar. Evan aftar so many yaars of protracted discussions about displacement
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and rahabilitation avan correct figures of thosa likaly to ba displacad 

by this project ara not available. In seme casas, aven the decision at 

policy laval about whathar a parson should be treated as displacad or 

not remains to ba takan. Moraoavar, thara ara numbar of issues about tha 

compensation of land, trees, ate., about which people are still in tha 

dark and no government can state with confidence that whatever has happened 

so far in relation to the compensation was right and in future correct 

dacisions will ba takan without fail.

18.100 Thara is a lot of talk about a comprahansiva policy about rahabili

tation. But all the governments together have not as yet baan abla to 

formulate a common policy. The most regrettable thing is that these govern- 

mants hava knowingly continued to adhere to separate policies. Thera is 

a lot of confusion inongst tha paopla bacause of this. Secondly, the first 

principle about rehabilitation is being ignored according to which the 

paople can chose the state for their rahabilitation. This is notwithstand

ing tha fact this principle has baen accepted as a right of tha paopla.

18.101 Soma work on rehabilitation has already been started in Gujarat. 

But the numbar of displacad parsons in that state is not mora than one 

in ten. In Maharashtra and Madhya Pradash, which account for about 90% 

of tha affactad paopla, in tha fiald there is no clear picture about rahab

ilitation. Much of the discussion is still continuing at tha po1 lavels 

and many important decisions ara still to ba takan. Some peopla fi .a Mahara

shtra hava gona to Gujarat but their experience so far about thair lifa^ 

in tha naw sattlamants has not baan a happy one.

18.102 Tha biggast question about tha schame of rehabilitation is this 

that whathar land will be available on such a large scale where people 

can go and liva in peace. There is no clear picture avanabout this point 

so far, nor a complete plan has bean prepared for this. So far the entire 

issue rests on hope. The main basis of this hope is the priv; > purchase 

of land in Gujarat started recently and tha willingness of a raw paopla 

to go and settle there. This is based on the belief that suitable arranga- 

mants will ba mada if necessary in Gujarat for all the displaced paopla 

on similar lines. 11113 premisa, at best, can be said to be a "good hopa". 

But it will ba nacassary to think in soma depth to knew whether this is 

right and also practicable.

18.103 Firstly, on tha basis of a small scala programme, which has bean 

executed in Gujarat so far, it cannot ba said with confidence that land
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will bacoma actually available on such a larga seals as may ba neaded 

for that purposa. Secondly, so far only thosa displacad parsons hava opt 2d 

for moving to tha new habitations who ara comparatively advanced in socio

economic tarms. Moreover, tha placas whara thay ara baing sattlad ara not 

vary far away from thair original homas and soma of tham ara thair known 

araas. Tha main problams in this schema of rehabilitation will arisa only 

when the turn of the people from the most backward araas comas and whan 

thay will hava to go and live amongst complete strangers far away from 

their homes. Nothing can be said right now about what will happen to thosa 

paople at that time. Similarly, better lands are available now. sines 

it is just the beginning. It is also possible to make soma choice. Thasa 

lands are better compared to the land of people who have coma in tha first 

phase. But it cannot be said that similar lands will be available in 

future also and will be acceptable to the people, particularly tha paople 

who have batter lands.

18.104 It would be understandable if there is no comprehensive plan of 

rehabilitation and there may not be satisfactory solutions to all the 

problams. But what is inexcusable that thesa quastions ara not svsn bsan 

discussad with seriousness. Therefor a, just on tha ba3is of the small begin

nings made in Gujarat and the promises made by the government so far every

one is hoping that a satisfactory solution will be possible for all the 

displacad paople. Nobody is prepared to move beyond tha fond stats of 

hope and trust and present the tasks in concrete tarms. In this situation, 

most of tha paople of tha valley have basically come to this conclusion 

that lands are, somehow or the other being arranged for a few peopla without 

preparing the full plan only with a view to persuade tham to stop their 

opposition of the dam and give their consent. When the dam is completed 

and watar will start getting filled, then at that time peopla will hava 

no other choice except to run. At that time no one will be around to find 

out from them their problams. The peopla are asking whether tha promises 

new being made can be expected to be fulfilled in that situation? There 

own answer to this self-quarry is a clear "No".

18.105 It is at this stage that the issues get stuck up. The common man 

does not hava a vary happy experience about government promises. Who knows 

that aftar the purpose of government has been fulfilled how many promises 

will be kept or will the government be in a position to keep the promise? 

At that time everyone will wash his hands by statements like "what to 

do, we are helpless, you yourself tell us what to do". Everyone will move 

away in his vehicle after saying thj„ id the ’poor tribal will ramain
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bahind, wondering whara to go in search of a shelter and a sourca of living?

18.106 This is not somathing which is just a mattar of imagination. Can 

tha experience of Sardar Sarovar itsalf ba said to ba satisfactory notwith

standing tha fact that all eyas ara fixad on it Bind an allout affort is 
mada to maka it a success? Tha paopla say that if tha govarnmant aftar 

making a firm promise takas two to four yaars avan in small matters and 

is not abla to coma to a final decision, than how can ona dapand on them 

about major issues? Secondly, they ara all saaing it very clearly that 

the government does not appear to ba much concerned about thair problems. 

If the formality of the law and the procadura is complete that is enough 

for tha govarnmant. Otherwise how is it that tha people of Kewaria are 

still roaming about? Moraoever, avan in tha case of the villages which 

ara being displaced and resettled right now and on whan tha government 

is bestowing its full attention, all tha issues have not baen resolved. 

Tha cases of many peopla ara still pending and thay hava not got relief 

notwithstanding all sorts of promises. In a villaga lika Mukri of Gujarat, 

75% of tha people ara not prepared to move avan aftar land have bean assig

ned to tham for years simply because there is no drinking watar facility 

at tha naw site. That is not all. No decision has baan takan in soma 

habitations about the prica which will be charged from tha paopla for 

tha government land assigned to them. In soma villagas, paople hava been 

settlad on lands preparad aftar clearing the forast, yet there is a talk 

about realising its cost from tham. Somebody says 4000, somebody talks 

about 8000. Whatever thase people had has been finished and many of tham| 

now are in dabt. Everyone is concerned about what will happen in future. 

Some of them are waiting for the assignment of pattas. The most serious 

thing is that many displaced families were not givan land earlier because 

there was no provision. And now when their demands hava been accepted 

and they have got displaced, tha lands are not givan to them because tha 

govarnmant is in a hurry to mova out othar villagas and sattla thair 

families. Wrong planning on the part of government is clear in these 

casas. But according to people this is a part of tha plan of tha govern

ment to keep the people guessing.

18.107 Whan tha situation in soma of tha affected villages in tha beginning 

avan in Gujarat is lika this for yaars on and, what will happen in future? 

There is yat another experience of the peopla which cannot ba ignored. 

According to them, whenever there is an issua evary officer or political 

leadar trias to make them understand that "ha has ccma just now, ha doas
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not know tha antira story, ha will considar it". Tharafora, how can ona 

ba sura that in future tha naw officers and naw laadars will not repaat 

tha same argument and, in this way, go on giving tham promises. According 

to than, so long as tha work is held up tha government comas to us, everyone 

tries to make us understand. But whan what thay wish is conceded, the people 

will have to run after tha planners. It is on the basis of this experience 

that they have decided that thay will not laava their places. If thay 

move out from there, it will maan sura daath for them. Therefore, if one 

has to gat drowned, it is better that ona should get drowned in his own 

place and amongst his own paopla.

18.108 This is tha story about the rehabilitation of affected people 

of Sardar Sarovar. Eventhcu^i Sardar Sarovar is a separate project, yet 

it can be said to ba complete only after Indira Sagar gets commissioned 

from which it will get its water. In this way construction of Sardar Sarovar 

inevitably presumes construction of Indira Sagar as well. Tha displacement 

in Indira Sagar will be much more than in Sardar Sarovar. The Indira Sagar 

project concerns entirely the Government of Madhya Pradesh. Therefore 

the question before the people is that when Government of Madhya Pradesh 

has not done any preparation so far about the rehabilitation of people 

affected by Sardar Sarovar what can ba said about Indira Sagar?

An abstracts of Questions Raised

The position about tha project affected peopla in Narmada Vallay 

is briefly as follows:

1. Eventhough Sardar Sarovar and Indira Sagar are the part of a joint 

plan, yat tha position about tha project affected paopla of Sardar 

Sarovar and thair rehabilitations is not at all claar.

2. Thara is no finality avan new about who will be considarad as a 

'projact affactad parson' in Sardar Sarovar. Not only the question 

of thosa who hava already been displacad because of tha activities 

connect ad with Sardar Sarovar remains unresolved, but avan many othar 

questions lika 'who will ba considarad as projact affactad bacausa 

of submarganca?' or 'whathar the peopla affactad by the associatad 

activities of Sardar Sarovar will ba accepted as projact affactad?' 

ar-a still disputed matters. Thus, tens of thousands of people ara 

still in a stata of great uncertainty.
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3. Full agreement has not baan reached avan at the policy level about 

tha facilities of rehabilitation for displacad people. All tha three 

states have not agreed on the vary first point that thera should 

be ona policy for all tha displacad paopla.

4. Eventhough 'land for land' has baan accaptad as a principle for rahabi

litation, yat tha situation about its practical form is not fully 

claar as yet. The anomalies, which have arisen because of tha changas 

in this regard, hava also not baen resolved. Similarly, aftar tha 

acceptance of a cannon principle by different States, different 

policies are being adopted by them without much concern to the inter

ests of the tribal people.

5. There are a large number of discrepencies with regard to the situation 

as it exists on the ground, the official record and the field surveys 

conducted by various agencies. They have not been resolvad so far 

eithar at the lavel of principle or policy or practice. There are 

also numerous anomalies’ in relation to the entitlement of the people 

for resettlement benefits.

6. The experience of paopla who have been settled at new sites has not 

bean a vary happy ona. Most of these people feel as if thay have 

got into a big misfortune.

7. The possibility about government lands including forest land being 

available for rehabilitation in accordance with the principle of 

'land for land1 is now almost negligible. Therefore, full reliance 

is now being placed on purchase of private lands for rehabilitation.

8. The rehabilitation programme based on purchase of private land at 

individual level signifies a basic policy change about rehabilitation. 

A corolary of this decision is that the responsibility for rehabili

tation will shift from government to the displaced parson himself. 

But so far, the purchase of private land has been taken merely as 

an issue of implementation of rehabilitation scheme. It has not been 

presented at any level in the form of a basic policy change.

9. Even in the limited context of the purchase of private lands baing 

treated as a part of implementation of rahabilitation programme, 

thera ara differences of opinion evan amongst the state governments, 

not to speak of the people. No clear decision has been taken on this
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issue at tha highast laval.

10. Tha success in resettling the displaced paopla in tha form of a commu

nity at naw placas has baen rathar limited, notwithstanding its accep

tance as a policy. The difficulties in this ragard ara likaly to 

increase. Howavar, the possibility is that this principla may ba 

ignored by treating it as impractical evanthough unexceptionable 

as a policy.

11. The government has accapted it as a responsibility to ensure that 

tha condition of the paopla after rehabilitation will ba battar than 

bafore. But evan scma preliminary things, which ara basic, have not 

baan sattlad so far. For axampla, no ona is clear as to how the socio

economic situation of the tribal people will be assessed. Therefore, 

only some routina and conventional survays hava bean taken up as 

a part of the socio-aconcmic evaluation without comprehending the 

basic issuas involved.

12. Thera is not only total absence of participation of people in tha 

antira schema of rehabilitation but, as we will see later, there 

is a state of confrontation betwaan the paopla and the govarnmant. 

Therefore; most of the paopla,, ara not associated n any procass concam

ing thair rehabilitation.

Reality behind Government Statistics

18.109 Thus, there is a quastion mark on almost avary point concerning 

rehabilitation. Moreoevar, the experianca so far has baan that aven small 

decisions on every point have been possibla only undar tremendous external 

pressure. In othar words, no internal process has been instituted in 

this big programme so that the moment any obstruction is experienced from 

any quarter thera is instantaneous reaction in the system and an appropriate 

procass sets in for its correction so that the whole systam can continue 

to function in a smooth and natural way. In this situation, where progranme 

formulation and implementation are expected on the basis of full coordina

tion amongst three state governments and a number of other .institutions, 

the formalities can continue to be completed, the figures can go on piling, 

yat tha possibility of a satisfactory implementation is rather limited. 

The experience so far also points in the same direction.
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18.110 Now tha question is that evan whan tha raality is so unsatisfactory, 

whenever the human issue is raisad aven at tha highest lavalt an impression 

is givan as if displacement is no problem. That is not all. If discussion 

is further continued, a golden picture is presented which gives an impre

ssion that not only is everhthing alright, but whatever is baing dona 

is also proper. All state governments, particularly the Government of 

Gujarat, claim that thay ara fully prepared for the rehabilitation of 

the peopla. The main pillars of this claiit) and the tantalising pictura 

presented by tham sire government orders and soma wall-kapt figures of 

their activities so far. But in all these presentations, the question 

marks referred to above ara completely ignored. Therefore, it does not 

baccma claar that thasa figures give only a glimpse of what can ba termed 

as formal achievements, the experienced reality of the people hidden under- 

neth these figures is nowhere to be seen. As soon as an affactad parson 

is uprooted frcm his original home and deposited at another placa, the 

living identity of tha individual is converted in the form of a figura 

which is placed in an appropriate caulum of the proforma designed for 

monitoring the progress. And once this is done, it is deemed to be an 

achievement. But in this whole process what ordaal tha individual is re

quired to undergo and what sufferings- ha may ba undergoing, his experienced 

raality cannot paep out through the venear of those figures and tell its 

tale. And when scmaona presents unwanted facts, he is not welcome, he 

is branded as a trouble maker. Otherwise how is it possible that so mSny 

anomalies should hava persisted for so long.

Pre-conditions of a Satisfactory Rehabilitation

There are five important elements in any scheme of satisfactry rahabi

litation:

1. There should be a clear policy about rehabilitation in which all 

points such as 'who is affected1, 'what are the entitlements', etc. 

should be noted in clear terms.

2. Determination of the entitlement of the paople according to a mutually 

accepted and clear policy and the actual situation on the spot.

3. Mobilisation of resources for rahabilitation on tha basis of claar 

rehabilitation policy and precise determination of people's entitle

ments and then preparation of a rehabilitation plan in a fcm which the 
concerned people can really understand.
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4. Formulation of rehabilitation programme in the field on the basis 
of a general consensus which the affected people can see for them
selves and give their consent or refusal in,unequivocal terms.

5. Implementation of rehabilitation plans in keeping with their spirit 
after the people's consent has been obtained.

Rehabilitation Plans —  How Realistic?
18.111 As is clear from the above discussion that even the first stage 
action about the rehabilitation of project affected people in Narmada 
Valley is not complete as yet. But the work of removing the people from 
their original villages according to the need and settling them elsewhere 
has started quite sanetime back. It is these isolated programmes which 
are sought to be presented in the form of resettlement plans.

18.112 The future of about three lakhs of people is linked with these 
projects of Narmada Valley. In this situation, to draw a conclusion on 
the basis of these isolated small programmes for the potentialities of 
the full rehabilitation, is neither practical nor justified. To do so 
is indicative of gross irresponsibility towards this serious problem. 
It cannot be anything but playing with the future of the people. In my 
view, equitable rehabilitation, which is being talked about, within the 
frame of the declared policies is simply not possible. It is possible 
that a few people, particularly the bigger farmers, may get seme facilities, 
some of them may even attain a better position in life. Whenever it becomes 
necessary, it is these people who are presented as an example in support 
of the good will of the administration. But the solution of the problem 
of the bulk of the people may still remain stuck up somewhere just in 
the form of a big question mark - unseen, unheard and untold.

Rahabilitation is Impossible?
18.113 It is true that today we are atleast in that position where it 
is possible to discuss basic issues concerning the displaced people of 
Narmada Projects. So far there was not even a discussion anywhere about 
the project affected people, their pathetic cries used to aimlessly resound 
in that river ■valley , untill it was full and used to get subsumes in the 
ripples and waves over the sprawling waters as the gift of life. This
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changa is welcome, but tha criteria for tha assessment of the situation 
today can ba only tha prasant premises, present thinking, present under
standing and tha present context. That gross injustice was baing done 
till yesterday cannot be accepted as a valid reason for the present injus
tice which they ara facing.

18.114 To prova that rehabilitation is possible, it will he necessary 
that a comprehensive and detailed plan should ba presented bafora tha 
people talking into account the wishes and aspirations of the people and 
keeping fully in viaw tha parameters of justice and practical aspects. 
And willing consent should ba obtained from tha people without giving 
any impression directly or indirectly that they sura any obligation to 
do so. This will ba a obligatory precondition for proceeding honestly 
on tha premise that rehabilitation is possibla. It is possible that many 
unexpected situations may arise in the course of implementation because 
of which it may not ba possible to mova on in the intended and expected 
direction. But to talk about compromises on any point othar than such 
unexpected risks will not be fair and just.

18.115 Today whan the affactad peopla ara surrounded by a saries of un
resolved questions, at that time the statement that rehabilitation is 
possible can be good enough for satisfying one's conscience and completing 
formalities, but cannot ba considered as a reality. In this situation 
to proceed further without talcing a final decision about tha people's 
basic right to life will not only ba violative of the Constitution but 
also of the human rights. But it appears that it is precisely this which 
hava baan happening today. Moraoavar, the State is considering all activities 
in persuance of its objective to proceed with the project as justifiable. 
Ttiis cannot but be termed as unfortunate. But even this conclusion cannot 
give a solution to tha problem of tha common man. Tha most important point, 
therefore, arises is that aftar all how we have reached tha prasant stata 
today? It is this big question which we will be addressing ourselves too 
in the following discussion.



PARTNERSHIP IN DEVELOPMENT

The Practice. The System and The Human Rights

"Rehai 1 itation is not possible but the work eft the project is 

continuing at a fast pace", this statement is an expression of that state 

of flux in our country where rehabilitation has not been established as 

a right aod it is accepted that the developmental projects must cotinue 

as usual. That is not all. The execution of these projects is almost 

treated as an absolute truth in the eyes of the so-called developmentists. 

And the affected people should remain cotent with whatever they may get 

in that process right; if it is otherwise it is after all their luck.

19.2 But there is a change in this situation. In some cases, particu

larly in the case of Sardar Sarovar notwithstanding all the deficiencies 

which we have discussed in detail earlier, rehabilitation has bee accepted 

almost in the form of right. But the process of change has not become 

so easy as yet, notwithstanding many decisions in principle, that rehabili

tation may become a reality even in accordance with the principles already 

accepted, let alone the higher question of the partnership of the people 

in the benefits of development. Before I discuss the broad question of 

human rights along with some practical aspects in relation to Sardar Sarovar, 

I will like to invite the attention to the situation in some other projects, 

where initiative has not been taken even at the level of the principles 

and the situation continues to be very unfcrtunate.

No Place Even to Stay

19.3 As is well known that the displaced persons of earlier projects 

have not been even physically resettled, let alone the question of their 

economic rehabilitation. Some displaced people of Kadana of Rajasthan 

are living in the forests of Pratapgarh, but those forests are reserved. 

Therefore, the forest officials are trying their best to drive them away 

from the place where they are perching. The same is the situation of 

displaced persons of Rihand Dam in Sonbhadra. On the pther hand, the 

situation continues to be very unsatisfactory in the case of Tawa, Koelkaro 

and Swaranrekha. Koraput has witnessed heavy displacement in irrigation 

projects - both in the area of submergence and also the benefit zones of 

upper Indiravati. The people have gone hither and thither all around with

19



Vainity of Constitlitioal Intervention

19.4 These are some old projects. But the actual situation even in 

a number of new projects remains as pitiable as earlier notwithstadig the 

unending discussions at the national and international level about rehabi

litation. This is particularly so even in the cases of Narmada. I bave 

draw the attention of the state government about the problems faced by 

the people displaced by Hasdeo Bango Project in Bilaspur district -of 

Madhya Pradesh. The displaced persons in this case are all tribals. I 

had requested the government to make suitable arrangements for their 

rehabilitation. I had referred to the helpless situation in which these 

simple people have caught. After all where could these people go outside 

the forest in the neighbourhood? Moreswer, I also draw the attention ta 

the new law of the state under which the land for rehabilitation was 

accepted to be taken out from the benefited zone. But unfortunately, this} 

project had been started before the date of the enforcement of the nevj 

Act. I was, therefore, told that the displaced people cannot get th^ 

benefit of that law because of their non-inclusion in the schedule of thal 

law. What a sense of justice have we in our system jn which one can tui 

the face from the problems of the life of the people by referring to som» 

formal provision in the law? I had urged the State Government that th( 

work on the dam may be stopped until such time that there is no adequati 

arrangement for rehabilitation of the diplaced people. The then Chie 

Minister also assured me about this, but nothing happened. The work continu 

as usual. In the end, when the reservoir was getting filled, the peopl 

were forced to flee notwithstandig their constitutional rights and tak 

shelter in the nearby forests. But where is the place even there for them?

19.5 Bargi Dam is situated on Narmada itself in Jabalpur distrid 

of the same state. I visited this area also before the completion of tH

340
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E q see for myself the condition of the affected people. I found that 

Eg# of the special situation of this area, it was possible that a 

Eygne of intensive development of a narrow strip around the future 

E  spread area of new dam could be taken up. Thereby the carrying capacity 

m  strip would increase and the people could just move on to that strip 

F  their original homes after the area come under submergence. The 

ked solution of the problem of the displaced persons was approved 

i f t l ly  by then the Prime Minister. There were a number of discussions 

■after, a voluminous report was also prepared. But again nothing 

Mied. After the reservoir got fi 1 led, the people had to flee from 

homes in desparation with no destination to go!

■M U ta tio n  - Towards a Formal Recognition

f  1° this way one project after another is getting constructed, 

lie  are getting displaced. But they do not have any hope for their 

On the other hand, the paradigm of development of one Five Year 

1 after another continues to be the same. The situation about social 

lice continues to deteriorate notwithstanding a variety of pronouncements. 

|ls clear that the problem of displacement will continue to increase 

[successive plans. Therefore, a satisfactory solution of this problem 

|ow required immediately.

I The most comprehensive thinking and also action on the issue 

Hsplacement have been done in respect of the projects in the Narmada 

ey. For the first time after the Award of the Narmada Water Dispute 

Jwnal, a sort of legal basis was created in the specific context of 

►roject for tackling the problem of displacemet. Thereafter, with the 

DCiation of the World Bank on the other hand and growing awareness among 

people on the other, gradually a situation has been reached in which 

can be said that for the first time there is considerable clarity on 

issue of rehabilitation particularly at the policy level and attempts 

also been made to understand and analyse the problems of the affected 

*Ple in depth. Nevertheless notwithstanding all these positive develop-

i.he possibi 1 ity of satisfactory implementation of a programme of 

tobilitdtion in accordance with the accepted policies and the underlying 

®ntions even in the case of Sardar Sarovar is not very good. In fact, 

ay nothing can be said with authority and confidence about the future 

^ e  project-affected people. Therefore, a basic question arises here —
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whether this anomalous situation is temporary and a passing phase. Or is 

there some basic drawback in the present system itself because of which 

we are compelled to remain in the state of no change notwithstanding the 

tall talk? To answer this question it will be necessary to consider in 

depth the decision-making processes and the action plans about the Narmada 

Valley projects.

Sardar Sarovar - Some Formal Processes

19.8 The talk of a big project in the context of the potential of 

Narmada river began soon after independence. There were a number of 

propositions about its form and size, which it is neither possible to 

describe in detail here nor necessary. Like all other projects in this 

project also not much attention was given to the fate of those who will 

be displaced because the law in this regard was quite clear. According 

to the law, it is the responsibility of the government to provide for 

compensation to the people. There were diverse opinions about the height 

of the dam on Narmada. Accordingly, the extent of affected area and number 

of affected people by this project were merely a part of the technical 

exercises about this project. Consequently, the human side of this project 

did not appear in clear terms for a long time.

The Questions of Input and Output

19.9 The most central point in relation to all developmental projects 

in principle today is that of input and output. It is clear that the 

benefits from any project should be more than the investment unless it 

is accepted on other considerations that the project is necessary notwith

standing the fact that the benefits may be less than its cost. But the 

arithmatic of input and output is so complex that there is a lot of scope 

for making adjustments, this side or that side. For example, the quantum 

of investment and the rate of interest, which should be taken as the basis 

for determining the likely benefits from the project can itself make anc 

unmake the entire arithmatic, even though it may have no meaning whatsoever 

in real terms in the national context. That is why, even in the big project: 

the computation of benefits covers only a period of 20, 40 or 50 year: 

and the benefit beyond that time-frame is taken as negligible, wherea; 

it is possible that full benefits of a project to the national econom; 

in the real sense may start flowing only after that period.
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19.10 A variety of views have been expressed about the input-output 

arithmatic of Sardar Sarovar about which it is not possible for me to tell 

anything with authority. But even then, it is clear that since many things 

have not been firmed up even now with regard to this project, therefore 

correct estimate of input-output is simply not possible. Therefore, the 

decision-making process on the basis of input-output, in this case, canndt 

be said to be rational.

19.11 There are a number of other aspects of input-output as well. 

It includes, in the first instance, the direct expenses and direct benefits 

from the projects. But many other items of real input-output for the 

project, besides the direct expenses only, cannot only be of equal importance 

compared to the financial input-output but even more. The impact on the 

environment, the impact on health ad the impact on the economy of the people 

are some of the more important aspects. There has been a lot of talk about 

the impact on environment but it has remained merely a "war of figures" 

so far in the absence of a firm basis for its determination. The situationI
about the impact on health is not clear in the least so far.

Ignoring the 111-effects on Economy

19.12 Perhaps if some attempt had been made, it would have been possible 

to have some idea of direct and indirect effects on the economy of the 

people. But there was not much thought about this issue because of a basic 

defect in our system. This relates to the fact that the people, who depend 

on natural resources for their living, have o clear rjght under the law. 

Therefore, this element is either not included in the computation at all 

or if something is done it is just for the sake of formality. This is 

what has happened in the case of Sardar Sarovar as well. The effect on 

the economy of the people in the down-stream beyond the dam has not been 

included in the profit and loss account of the project. Similarly, the 

loss sustained by the affected people of this project is nowhere mentioned 

in its accounts. Even the situation about the rehabilitation of the affected 

people is not very good. In the first instance no clear policy was framed 

about rehabilitation. Therefore, there was no question of the inclusion 

of this element in the input-output account. Similarly, the effect on 

the economy of the people because of the associated activities of the 

project has also not been included in that account.

48—303 SC4S1/90
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19.13 The root cause of all these deficiencies is our defective law. 

Thousands of people will become homeless because the dam is beig constructed, 

thousands of people will have to move out from their villages because a
U fw ig -tb tH L .

sanctuary has to be established for accommodating the wildlifej^displaced 

by the dam, thousands of people will be evicted from their lands because 

their land will be required for compensatory afforestation in exchange of 

the forests which will come under submergence, thousands of people will 

be prohibited from entering the forests and grazing their cattle because 

it will be necessary to check erosion of soil to increase the life of the 

dam - all these measures are necessary concomitants of a big project. 

And it will not be proper to say that big projects should not be constructed 

only on account of these problems. But how is it possible to deny the 

fact that some people will be affected by a particular project in so many 

ways? If everything in our system is assessed in terms of money, thep 

why the natural rights of these people cannot be presented in such a way 

that a correct account of input-output of the project is known to the nation 

and the concerned people also c^n get justice.

19.14 In this way it is clear that the government account of the input 

side of Sardar Sarovar project is ‘incomplete. That is not all. If the 

experience of big projects executed so far is any guide, the cost estimates 

of this project also cannot be said to be very reliable. The larger a 

project, more time it takes for its completion. Therefore, the concer 

of a person about the future, who is responsible for taking the decision 

today about a project can only be in the form of a moral responsibility 

not in practical terms. Unfortunately, what is happening today. That 

the practical is primary and morality has become a synonym of impractica

bility. That is why it is common to under-estimate the costs and over

estimate the benefits of a project. The cost of most of the big projects 

increases many times as compared to the initial estimates. In the end, 

the real profit which accrues may be just a fractionof the original estimate^ 

The thinking in this regard everywhere is the same. If one can manage 

somehow or the other the figures of input-output, the project will get 

approved and once a project gets going, the government will have to continue 

with it. And when the project continues through the execution phase, all 

interests will also continue to be served as usual in their normal course.
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19.15 The estimates about the cost of Sardar Sarovar has been quite 

variable from the very beginning. The cost estimates of this project 

crossed 6 thousands crores by the time it reached the state of approval 

by the Planning Conimission and before the ink had dried on the sanction 

letter a figure of Rs. 11,000 crores was being quoted as the estimated 

cost. It is believed that if this trend continues, the day is not far when 

the people will talk about this as a 20,000 crore project.

19.16 The situation is similar in respect of the figures on rehabili

tation. In the first instance, the provision for rehabilitation was less 

than the Rs. 100 crores, now it is estimated as more than Rs. 500 crores. 

There is a talk about gettig a loan for rehabi 1 itation from outside. If 

rehabi 1 itation of the displaced people is done in keeping with the spirit 

of social equity, even this amount may not be sufficient. In this way, 

what will be the final estimates about the input-output, nobody can say. 

Sardar Sarovar has become a symbol of new development, so it has to be 

completed whatever the cost!

The Big Question of Social Equity

19.17 The biggest question in the national accounting of input-output 

relates to social equity. Who is the gainer, who is the loser? are the 

most important questions facing us. Our big projects do not even make 

a mention of these facts. In other words, it is expected that the ordinary 

sum of profit and loss is enough. We have discussed about it in detail 

earlier. It will be necessary to state at least this much about Sardar 

Sarovar that the debate instead of being based on facts, is being raised 

to the emotional level. To put forward an emotional plea is the easiest 

method of ignoring the real weaknesses in the argument. The projection 

of this project as a 'life-line of Gujarat1 by the State may be in order 

in its own place. But the people whose very thread of life is being snapped 

by this project right now cannot be ignored. There is yet another important 

question in this emotionally surcharged atmosphere - that whether the only 

method of solving of the human problem of drinking water is the Sardar 

Sarovar as it is, the Sardar Sarovar of exactly the same dimensions, of 

the same height, the very Sardar Sarovar which must be constructed by 

cutting the thread of life of exactly the same number of people? Can this 

big project, claimed to be associated with the human problem of drinking 

water, itself not acquire a human face? And then how many people will 

get how much water after how much time? And what arrangements will be
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made for those who will not get water from this project? All these 

questions remain unanswered, notwithstanding the long long debates.

19.18 The full account of the true input and output of Sardar Sarovar 

is, thus, clearly surrounded by many many questions. In fact, in this 

case the full process could not have been completed 1n a formal way, because 

many of the questions raised above are outside the scope of the laws and 

rules of the formal system. Even then if these questions had been discussed 

in the open, it was possible that there would have been greater clarity 

on some of the issues. But the whole process from the very beginning has 

remained almost like a tug of war between a variety of interests pitched 

on either side. In the first instance, the dispute was on the issue of 

distribution of water about which debate continued in the courts for years. 

Afterwards, out of sheer desparation in the end, a way was found on the 

basis of a mutual discussion amongst the interested parties. But in that 

high level discussion, the interests of the 'abstract' state were given 

priority and the question of social equity in relation to the use of water 

and the people directly affected by the same remained unseen. The life 

of these people in those decisions just remained as one of abstract items 

which could be a subject of negotiations and barter. The entire process 

of decision-making afterwards remained »under the cover of secracy. As 

inconvenient things started coming out one after another, they became 

subjects of dispute and thereafter attempts have been made to resolve them, 

somehow, or the other, through merely some patchwork.

19.19 I have discussed in detail (Chapter 15) about the use of water 

in the context of the social equity. Sardar Sarovar is a symbol of that 

process of centralisation, which is gradually enveloping our whole national 

life, in which the area of the authority of the system is becoming manifold 

by acquiring monopoly over all sorts of resources and also by assuming 

the responsibility of their distribution. Therefore, there is no idea 

anywhere about the alternatives and their arithmetic. For example, what 

would be the position if the use of water of Narmada were to begin from 

the point where the rain drop first touches the ground, instead of allowing 

to flow on and then collecting it in a dam and take the same to those areas 

which are already quite advanced? What would have been the benefit to 

the nation in overall terms in this case? And then the larger social gains 

which may accrue because of even a small increase of production in a
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backward hilly area may be many times compared to the dimunitive dimension 

of the bare little figures.

19.20 There is no account anywhere about the efact which this project will 

have on the rights of the people in the catchment area. The Government of 

Mahrashtra had started a number of irrigation projects in a haste, well ahead 

of the work on Sardar Sarovar so that their claims over the water in the 

catchment area falling within that State is established. But in Madhya Pradesh 

there is not even a discussion of this aspect. In this way, the use of water 

is basically being determined not on the basis of systematic planning, but 

on the basis of competition, understanding and initiative of different States. 

But a decision about the use of waster on the basis of this type of action 

by different claimnts is neither proper nor in the national interests. This 

process cannot be credited with the aura of sociasl equity.

Determination of Public Interests

19.21 It was possible to discuss all these issues even with in the frame 

of our present legal system provided action had been taken in accordance with 

the spirit of the law rather than mere observance of the formality. Here, 

I am referring to the ’public purpose' under the Land Acquisition Act. As 

I have said earlier, the question of public purpose so far in our country 

has been looked at with in a very narrow frame of the colonial tradition. 

Can there be a greater irony that in the determination of public purpose in 

the present system in our country the people are nowhere in the picture. 

Public purpose has become a prisoner of the pen of government officials and 

pronouncements of political leaders. 'Government decision' is being accepted 

as the synonym of public purpose. 'No one has a right to raise any objection 

about the decision of the omnipotent an audacious statement of the rules, 

has been given a silent approval by all.

19.22 If the process prescribed under the Land Acquisition Act had been 

followed before the land weas acquired the question of public purpose would 

have been raised. Before the final decision about acquisition of land of 

the people was taken it would have been possible for the people to question 

the governments' claim that the project weas in public interest. Moreover, 

the people themselves could have presented their side of the case. But as 

we will see today the decision to acquire land is taken in advance and the 

process of acquisition follows. In this situation, the question of public 

interest either is not raised during the land acquisition proceedings of the 

court or if raised it serves no purpose at all.
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19.23 Therefore, today wehat constitutes 'public purpose’ is decided by 

the government. The government is a part of the organised sector of the 

country, it symbolises it. Therefore, the government accepts the idiom of 

the organised sector. If public purpose is properly determined, then the 

question about the life of the peoples the question abdut those people whose 

thread of life is being snapped, would have arisen in the ordinary course. 

As I have discussed in detail earlier (Paral6‘i3,lfe-36), that the needs at two 

different levels, namely, one relating to hunger and the other relating to 

comforts area qualitatively different and there cannot be any comparision 

between them. Therefore, in these matters a decision can be taken only on 

the bsis of moral and national values, lilhen our country «is dedicated to the 

9stablishement of a socialistic order, then how can the right to life of the 

people be put at stake in .the interest of the some abstract general good.

19.24 So far as the question of Sasrdar Sarovar is concerned, there is 

one more issue involved. It is also concerned with the interests of some 

larger sections, particularly the Scheduled Tribes. About 70$ of the 

population in the area of submergence of Sardar Sarovar are tribals. In some 

areas, village after village are entirely tribal habitations. In their case, 

mere payment of compensation to the effected people as individuals and mere 

economic rehabilitation cannot be considered to be enough. It is necessasry 

to keep in view their social system and the emotional part of their life. 

Not only there is a provision in the Consitution in this regard, but here 

the broader question of human rights also comes up. In the absence of any 

opportunity for discussion on public purpose r even in Sardar Sarovar', like 

all other projects, there was no discussion about the special situation of 

tribal people and their rights. Of course, it has been accepted in principle 

that the rehabilitation of the tribal people will be in the form of a community 

But this affirmation has neither been given the form of a right, nor it can 

be said to comprise a dependablke promise; it only creates some hope. As 

we have seen earlier, such hopes generally lwead to nothing but hopelessness. 

For the people likely to be displaced by this project the possible social 

disorganisation, dispersat and destitution appear to hve become the destiny. 

Can there be a value or a measure for all this in the scale for determination 

of public purpose?

19.25 Unfortunately, today "public purpose" is sought to be presented only 

in terms of a game of numbers ignoring all questions connected with basic 

human values. A plea has been made in some documents especially prepared 

for giving information about Sardar Sasrovar projects, to make a* choice by 

putting on one side the interest of 1.7 lakhs people and on the other side 

that of 47 lakhs. This presentation itself is a symbol of difetorbed state



of wind, because of which development itself is becoming a symbol of 

destruction in our country. This logic of numbers cannot be accepted at all, 

particularly when the affected people belong to the weaker sections particularl 

the Scheduled Tribes. Separate provisions have been made for protecting the 

interests of their communities in our Constitution precisely to protect them 

against the onslaught of such arguments. But is our administrative system 

prepared to fulfil this responsibility from the core of its heart?

19.26 Here we come to the question of paradigm of development itself- The 

case of big projects like Sasrdar Sarovar as projects serving public purpose 

is being presented by way of creation of irrigation potentials, generation 

of electricity and provision of drinking water. I have already discussed 

the question of drinking water. But can irrigation and electricyt by 

themselves be considered automatically as a synonym of public purpose. In 

the present situation, irrigation and electricity by themselves cannot be 

considered even a synonym of development, let alone public purpse. So long 

as there is no clear answer to the questions 'electricity for what' the stand 

that 'electricity is for development' cannot be accepted as such. Similarly, 

without getting a clear reply to the question 'irrigation hat?' irrigation 

can also not be given the high status of public purpose.

19.27 If electricity is used for promoting the 5-star culture, it will 

be against the public interest. Similarly, if irrigation is used for producing 

tobacco or irrigation serves the interests of a small group, it adds to it 

power and for the majority of the people a state of resourceless after sale 

of land become the destiny, then in that situation even irrigation cannot 

be said to serve public purpose. For establishing public purpose, it is 

necessary that the objectives of those projects must stand the test in a 

broader frame of social equity. At present, there is no process at any stage 

in our developmental programmes planning review or implementation which may 

make it obligatory for the authorities to establish in a systematic way. 

The public purpose credentials of a project. That is not all. Even in those 

cases in which the basis of life of the people is being snatched away openly, 

it is not considered necessary to raise such qustions. Those who raise such 

questions are considered to be odd persons or anti-development people.

Disreqasrd of Legal Processes

19.28 As it is, the Land Acquisition Act itself is not in consonance with 

the spirit of our Constitution. But still the process provided therein could 

be atleast samecheck on the use of uthority. Unfortunately, not only there 

has been no serious debate after independence on the basis principles referred 

to earlier about this law, but not much attention was paid to the basic 

dissonance in the new context primarily because even its formal routine has 

been ignored. Itis incumbent under the Land Acquisition Act to ask the person

349
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whose land is to be taken whether he has any objection and give an appropriate 

decision after hearing him. The question of public purpose could also have 

been raised under its provisions. But like other developmental projects, 

in the case of Sardar Sarovar and also Indira Sagar, the government decisior 

to the effect that these projects shall be taken up come first and the 

proceedings, about acquisition of land on the ground according to the neec 

were started later which are continuing eversince. Therefore, today the work 

on Sardar Sarovar dam is continuing according to its time schedule but thj 

process of land acquisition has been started only in a few villages. In mosl 

of the villages even the first notice has not been issued so far. Moreover, 

the construction of Indira Sagar is linked with that of Sardar Sarovar asboul 

where construction a final decision weas taken along with that of Sardai 

Sarovar. The work there also is continuing even though with a slower pace. 

But no process about land acquisition has been started as yet.

19.29 Now the question is that notices for land acquisition which are 

reached the people now under the shadow of the rising dams? Will it b4 

possible for the people to raise questions about the projects or even aboul 

their right to life? Will it be possible for them to say that the propose! 

projects will not serve public purpose?. Similarly will they be able to saj 

on the strength of their more fundamental rights that if they are forced t( 

move out they will be derived of the right to life. And when these questions 

questions are raised before the government will it be under any obligatioi 

to find a satisfactory solution and get their consent before the work proceeds 

further? These questions can continue to be raised right from the- local courts 

to the highest seat, of justice, but the construction of the dam will continue 

its shadow will continue to become darker even as their prayers fall on thi 

deaf ears of the system. To move out from their homes and to get alienates 

from the basis of their life is their destiny. In this situation, it is clea: 

that even if thebasic questions, which can be raised under the law are raises 

by them, which can be raised under the law are- raised by them, itwill havi 

no mewaning. The Courts on their part perhaps will also express thei: 

helplessness on this very ground that the project had been taken up aftre; 

getting proper clearance.

19.30 In this way in the process of land acquisition, as is being followei 

at present, the question are being rather ignored. Its scope has bee 

circumscribed only to the question of compensastion payable to the people] 

Even here only partial consideration is not possible because there are questioi 

about the right over land, question about the quality of land, questions 

about the rate of compensation and a varieties of other questions, which wil,



_ he heard in every case nor will there be a decision on each of them, 

jjs way it cannot be said that in the entire process of land acquisition 

 ̂is initiated after the project has been sanctioned and started, even 

Intention of the present law itself is being honoured. Onlythe routine 

pities of the law are being fulfilled. In this way, the right of the 

m to be heared before the land can be taken over under the Land 

frition Act itself gets abrogated. This basic right gets abrogated because 

^tortions in the process without following any Constitutional process

he abrogation.

brocess of Sanction

| The formax o/^tcm is ordinarily designed after considerable thought 

pure that no aspect, big or small, rwemains unseen and there is conscious 

ill-considered decision on every point. It is this process of our system,

■ is denounced as bureaucratic abstractionism because it leads to 

essary delays on account of procedurals wrangles prolonged debates on 

jygus points. It is clear that all meticulous details of sanction 

dure should have been adopted in the case of such big projects. Like 

other projects, it apears th^t even in Sardar Sarovar the preliminary 

'.was started without appropriate sanctions. A long time passed by before 

m ;he clearance and, in the intervening period, there were many a change 

•lation to the law as well as the thinking on the subject. As uie have 

issed earlier, the picture is not clear on a number of important aspects 

Brdar Sarovar project. These includes seismological studies, impac4- on 

!hi environmental effects, soil conservation in the catchment area. 

Illitation and such like. The approval to this project was given simply 

She basis of input-output and technological considerations without the 

of studies on any of these other aspects. Eventhough the clearence 

a conditional clearence but the question is as what could be the 

Ication of putting those conditions in the clerance order? Is it possible 

top the project if those conditions are not fulfilled? If this is not 

then it is clear that either all these aspects are unnecessary orit is 

that their compliance is necessasry only for removing some legal 

Wer obstacles which may involve,- at the most, some financial burden which 

^have to be accepted in the national interest.

* The truth is that even this is not clear as to how much importance 

feing given to the points included in the conditions. A number of dams 

I', held up today even after they are almost complete, in some cases 

Auction of canals is held up because ofthe holdup of environmental 

*nce by the Central Government. In a few cases, where clearing of forests 

[Started in anticiption of the approval of the Government of India, the 

tned officers have been threatened with legal action, the concerned 

SC&ST/90
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But atthesame time, the conditional clerance has been given, to Sardar Sarovar 

which will involve direct submergence of about 14,000 hectares and another 

40,000 hectares by Indira Sagar which is linked project of Sardar Sarovar. 

From where will be the land for compensatory afforestation will be available 

is not clear. Moreover, if other lands are not 'available for rehabilitation 

of the displaced people, the World Bank contract provides for assignment of 

forest land. What sort of conditional cleerance can this be considered?

19.33 When we see the importance which is being given to the human side 

and the provision made for it in this whole process, it is not matter of 

surprise but a matter of deep regret. Not much discussion on the human aspects 

proceeded the cleara. ice of the project and no one appears to be responsible 

for looking after these aspects. It is an irony that simply befcause our formal 

system does not hare a seprate machinery for formally looking after the 

interests of the common man or none of the other ministries have beenj 

specifically assigned that responsibility, therefore, in theevent of injustice 

to the common people. and disregard of their rights, there is no point in our 

present system where. the illeffects due to development can be reviewed and* 

suitable action is initiated for the proltection of the people and reform 

of the system. In a formal system, everyones* responsibility is no one's 

responsibility. But the situation of Sasrdar Sarovar is somewhat different. 

The bulk of the al fected people are members of the Scheduled Castes and* 

Scheduled Tribes and the responsibility of their welfare and protection rests 

with the State itself. There is not only a Ministry, but there is a'specific 

provision the Constitution for appointment of as Minister in the Cabinet at 

least in Madhya Pradesh who shall be incharge of the affairs of the Scheduled 

Tribes, fit no stage in the process of approval lof such a big project, having 

dire consequences for the*tribal people, there was any consultation with any 

Ministry/Department concerned with tribal welfare and nor anyone gf them 

considered it necessaryto take up the cudgeds from their side. Therefore, 

this aspect has remained fully ignored.

19.34 In this way, the approval of these projects became a routine process 

and caution was not exercised even on many of these important points which 

the system itself considers vitasi for the final decision. In particular, 

the interest of the common man remained unseen. I will not get into the debate 

about why and how this clerance notwithstanding all the infirmities noted 

above. But one thing is clear that when the work on a project start, a variety 

of vested interesdts gather around it which includes contractors, polititions, 

officers as also national and internastional institutions. In that situation, 

pressure for its clerance is natural. find it is these pressure-groups which 

find some devise or the other to overcome the legal hurdles. Just as the 

process of land acquisiton has been reduced to a mere formality, similarly, 

all other aspect except input output and Engineering which the system itself
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itself believes to be vital, have been taken as a mere formality, which could 

be complied with in one way'or the other.

19.35 There is one more aspect about the clerance of Sardar Sarovar project 

which must be mentioned at this stage. One significant section of our elite 

[is very much concerned about environment. Therefore, attempts are being made 

ito bring about a consonance between .environmental considerations and 

ideelopmental projects but its scope is limited to the world -view of that 

[elite only. The Sardar Sarovar project was held up for a long time on the 

[issue of environmental clerance was given to this project in June, 1987 

iwhile the clerance of Planning Commission came in Oct. 1988 arid that to under 

unusuasl circumstances. The reasons, for which the clerance was held up till 

then remained as they were unchanged. It is only for the sake of formality 

that certain conditions have been put in the clearance. But after a project 

gets going, a track about those conditions being fulfilled; And if those 

conditions are not fulfilled, can something be done? Perhaps there has been 

no thinking about the questions. The clerance had to be given, so the form 

has been maintained!

19.36 Thus the Sardar Sarovar project was cleared without looking into 

many aspects and thereafter work has also been started on its strength. The 

irony is that so much awareness has been gnerated asbout the impact an 

environment and suitable provisions have been incorporated in the law that 

a project like Sasrdar Sarovar could be held up for such a long time. It 

is another matter that even that law proved to be rather weak before other 

Iforces and in concrete terms could find expression merely as a set of condition 

[in the sasnction letter. But no one need bother about questions like what 

impact will a project have on the people? What will arrangements have to 

be made for safeguarding their interest? There is no law concerning these 

issues. They are dependent entirely on the goodwill of the system.

19.37 Therefore, .according / to the present system, every brick of a dam 

can be accounted for, every rupee in its cost estimates can be expounded, 

every tree with fresh can be counted for c  certaing the possible effect 

iof the project on environment. But it is not considered necessasry to count 

(the number of people who are likely to be affected before a project starts. 

Perhaps it is thought that the man will be able to take care of himself. 

Even if, he has to face some trouble in the interest of development, that 

will be in order. That is why there is detailed discussion about the problems 

of the people, long essays are commissioned about the sociasl situation of 

the tribal people, there is unending talk about rehabilitation, they are also
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punctiliously mentioned in various agreements. But it is not considarad 
nacassary to stata claarly that if on account of a projact tha loss to 
tha paopla is such which cannot ba compensated, if thair community braaks 
down which cannot ba resurrected, if thair acorony is dastroy ad which cannot 
ba rebuilt, than it will ba in ordar to rafusa approval of that projact 
or scma conditions could ba imposad. Whatavar may happan to tha paopla
- doas not coma in tha account of tha projact. It is parhaps bacausa its 
valua cannot ba assassad or alsa thara is a tacit balisf that non is man, 
ha will ba abla to look aftar himsalf as a man.

Provision for Public Purposa in tha Projact Structura
19.38 Evan aftar tha intarasts of tha pro j act-af fact ad paopla had baan 
ignorad at all lavals, it could still ba hopad that vigilanca vtould ba 
sxarcisad about thair walfara at tha operational laval. But avan hara, 
instaad of showing concern about their rights and the problams, not only 
a stanca of indifference instead of concern but an attitude of dear opposi
tion was adopted by the system at almost every stage. The most important 
reason for this attitude appears to be the vanity of the system because 
of the authority which it wialdad. Hie first truth of the systam is that 
its own position is right. Thera is a general tendency to prove the other 
side as wrong or to ignore them so that thara is no naed to enter discussion 
and go into the merits of any proposition. Whatever structures have been 
created even for tha big projects, the peopla ara conspicuous by their 
absanca. Thara structures may comprisa besides government officials, at 
the most paopla's representative or social activists, and experts. The 
government officials ccme to there forums donning different masks according 
to their respective positions in the system so much so that some of tham 
may claim aven to speak about and avan for tha people. But the basic spirit 
in this whole affair is of compromise with the system if not full concurrence 
with all its proposals. The situation in our country today is that besides 
the government officials, other people often find it difficult to spaak 
for tha paople. On tha othar hand, tha laval at which the canmon pecple 
can put their casa, can understand what othars ara talking about, is the 
laval of the village or a group of villages which is almost unknown in 
our systam. In tha and, in thase big structures, what could be tha weight 
of tha othar paopla? Thair participation is just notional and if sosneonS 
amongst them sometimes points out the bitter truth, his voica is not aven 
audible in those big assemblies. Thera is not scopa for the people's voice 
being really haard in tha present systam.
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19.39 Initially no special arrangements were made for tha relevent studies 
with ragard to Sardar Sarovar Projact. And when the studies were started, 
in many cases it was too late. That was not all. The methodology adopted 
by the institutions was not proper particularly for the study of the tribal 
society. I had raised many questions on this point, some discussions also 
followed. But aftar that thare was a studied silence all aro\ind, perhaps 
drawing tha conclusion that nothing was possible. Moreoavar, since social 
studies, like many other conditions, play only a notional rola, not much 
importance is givan to their opinions. The University of Sagar and Tata 
Institute of Social Sciences hava been given the responsibility about conduc
ting studies about displacement and rehabilitation in MP and Maharashtra 
respectively. Thasa institutions, all being concerned about the situation 
of displaced paople, hava opined that the governments in both thasa statas 
wara not ready for rehabilitation. In their opinion in this situation, 
it is not propar to allow the work on the projects to continue. But when 
rehabilitation has not been considered as the right of the displaced persons, 
the quastion whether rehabilitation is possible or not perhaps has nothing
to do with the continuance of the project or its stoppage. It appears thatl
this is tha understanding avan at tha top government levels. Thare has 
been no change in tha method of work of the governments avan aftar such 
drastic recommendations by the institutions qppointad by them themsalvas. 
If this is the attitude of tha government in relation to such a basic issue 
lika rehabilitation, nothing can be expected in relation to other smaller 
anomalies, which avan though small may be decisive for the interest of 
soma individuals. Thus, in practical terms, there is almost no use of the 
monitoring system so far as the conditions of the displaced people is concer
ned.

People's Reaction
19.40 Thus, the provision for the rehabilitation of the project-affected 
paople of Sardar Sarovar, was made at tha policy level after the Tribunal 
Award and the World Bank's agreements. This provision, avan though it was 
much battar than for any othar earliar project, was not adequate. But other 
deficiences of the system made it much less effective and satisfactory. 
Firstly, tha human aspect has been dealt with at all 1 avals in an entirely 
routine fashion. Secondly, no internal system was established which can 
be responsible for continued vigilence so that chacks could be applied 
and improvements can be effected immediately something goes wrong. In this 
situation, the problems of the people remained unattended and adverse react
ion from their side was the natural consequences. The reaction frcm tha 
people is a common phenomenon everywhere. They have yielded soma positive 
results as well. In many cases, not only there was an improvement in the
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facility of rahabilitation, but avan soma changes wara affactad in tha 
projacts. In soma casas, tha projacts had to ba stoppad or abandoned. But 
tha paopla' 3 raaction i.i tha casa of Sardar Sarovar has baan a long drawn 
ona and quita comprahansiva. Moraoavar, basidas tha stata and tha Central 
govammants, international institutions lika World Bank ara also concerned 
with it. Its scopa has baan increasing. Tharafora, it is nacassary to discu
ss it in soma detail.

19.41 As happens usually in developmental projacts, tha paopla in tha 
beginning were not aware of the Sardar Sarovar project. Gradually as mora 
information bacama available to the people, they became concerned about 
thair future. In some placas, there was even stiff opposition. Thara was 
a big movement particularly in Madhya Pradash which, however, was stoppad 
at a staga and now it is only a memory. But there was unconcern amongst 
many paople, particularly the tribal paopla, for a long tima bacausa of 
thair faith in their Mother Narmada. They could not even think that the 
omnipotent Great Narmada could ba girdlad. In this way, these people, con
fined to thair small world of tha Valley, till sametime back were completely 
oblivious about the gathering storm outsida. That is not all. Evan now 
whan tha big dam is rising bafore thair own eyes, in their hearts a storm 
of hopa and daspair continues to swirl. Evan now if they see a ray of hopa 
from any sida, thay ara filled with enthusia&m. For who knows that their 
faith may prova to ba right by the Grace of thair Mother!

19.42 The first displacement" in Navagam took place in 1960-61. But the 
work on tha project did not procaad much further for about two decades. 
It was aftar tha Tribunal Award that tha same movement started again. In 
tha first phasa of displacement, tha paopla had to be content with cash 
compensation, that too nominal. But thara was one important difference 
in tha casa of Narmada. Thara wara claar provisions for tha rahabilitation 
in tha Award and tha World Bank's agreements on tha basis of which thara 
could ba a dialogue. Ilia paople could put their claim bafore the government 
and tha government could also present its sita to them. In this way, tha 
first form of people's raaction was a dialogue about the conditions of 
rehabilitation. A numbar of conditions in the scheme of rehabilitation 
wara in^yroved as a result of this dialogue in which (i) the decision to 
treat tha oustaas in Gujarat at par with tha oustees of MP and Maharashtra 
and (ii) eligibility of tha landlass to get the lands are the two most 
important gains. Tha paopla hava baen coming together on many issues concer
ning implementation at tha fiald laval and have been placing thair points 
bafora the government.
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19.43 One important consequences of the questions being asked by the people 
was that the people became increasingly conscious about their own situation 
and also the state policies. It also became possible for them in these 
discussions to put sane question marks about the government's policies and 
also question the government whether those policies can really be 
implemented. It was not necessary for them to go tfery far to see vihat a big 
difference there could be between policies, premises and the real situation. 
The debacle of Ukai in the neighbourhood was before them.

19.44 We have discussed in detail the displacement and rehabilitation of 
Sardar Sarovar (Chapter 18) in \xhich it was clear that the issue of 
rehabilitation was surrounded by all sorts of questions at all the three 
levels - policy, procedure and practice. So far as the system is concerned, 
everything is in the form of abstract figures and written clauses which can 
be interp ret ed  in a number of ways. But for the affected person 
his ex per ie nc ed reality is the truth, that reality is everything 
for him, the abstract figures and policy clauses cannot change 
it, he has no concern with them.

19.45 On the basis of experienced reality and the d is cus sio ns  
with the government, the people of the valley began to realise 
gradually that they will not be able to get the facilities as 
per the polici es and the promises. Moreoever, m a ny  of them will 
remain ou tside the scope of that policy* Therefore, even if the 
policy succeeds they will have nothing but destitution. 
Therefore, even though some people in Gujarat are still hopeful, 
having faith in the goodwill of the government. That their 
problems will be solved, the people in areas of Ma h a ra s h tr a  and 
MP  have come to the conclusion that reh ab ilitation is not 
possible. Moreoever, they have come to k n o w  that under the law 
they are entitl ed  only to cash compensation; in the law ther e is 
not even a men ti on of the rights of innumerable other people not 
owning a piece of land. Further, even if the right is conceded, 
that will not be a reality for ma ny  of them bec ause of the 
absence of records. Moreoever, even the experience of those who 
have been re ha bi li t at e d  so far is not a very happy one.

19.46 The most important question is that even if the p e o p l e ’s 
claim for land is accepted, is there sufficient land for 
reh abi litation? W it h  the proposal to introduce the system of
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purchase of private lands for rehabilitation the concept of 
rehabilitation itself is undergoing a sea-change. The government 
will be re 1 ieved of the great re sponsibility of dealing wi th the 
stark reality by limiting itself to me r el y  payment of money. If 
an ordinary person is not able to purchase land or if he is 
deceived after he gets the land, he will have no where to go, he 
cannot depend on anybody. There appears to be no firm base for 
the tribal people in this new scheme. No one can say with surity 
whether he will be able to survive as a community and as an 
individual. That is why in the situation as it exists now, most 
of the people in the valley have come to the conclusion that 
some people may get the benefit of rehabilitation, but for the 
common m an  rehabilitation is not possible. Therefore, these 
people have decided to totally oppose the projects and they are 
struggling for the same.

19.47 Even after so m uc h has been done at the policy level in 
relation to the rehabilitation of the Sardar Sarovar oustees, 
there is one thing wh ich is of grave concern, that is, the 
lackof responsibility and sensitivity in the system about the 
state of the people. If there was a sense of responsibility, 
then the system itself wo ul d  have been forced to think at every 
point whe t h er  there was any injustice to anyone, anywhere. In 
the present situation it appears that the decision at every 
point does not flow from the sense of res ponsibility but is 
extracted under external pressure. Therefore, substantial 
dissonance continued notwithstanding the formal award and 
agreements about the practical interpretation and the scope of 
various conditions. And it was only when the mat ter  came to a 
head that only that mu ch was conceded w ith  w hi ch the crisis 
could pass over for the time being. In the absence of a 
comprehensive perception, the m o m ent ar y solution of the pr ob le m  
gave rise to other problems. In this way it all became a 
unending process. This is the most important reason for the 
people getting desparate.

The Comprehensive Scope of Movement
19.48 There is yet another facet of the struggle of the people 
of Narmada Valley. A number of people, w h o have been struggling 
in their own areas against the backl as h of developmental 
projects, have joined hands with the people of Narmada valley
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and de cid ed to place their claims jointly at the national level. 
Therefore, this movement is no longer limited to the affected 
people of Sardar Sarovar or Indira Sagar and has got concerned 
with the struggtles of the people all over, for establishing 
their right to life against the policies, projects and their 
ill-effects, parti cu lar ly in the tribal areas. I have made it 
clear many times that right to life is sel f - c r e a t e d . That is 
above all formal premises. But even within the formal frame, the 
right to life is basic whic h has been enshrined in our 
Constitution. Therefore, this movement at this time is not a 
limited movement concerning only some dam, but has become a 
broader movement concerning basic principles and human values 
and it is necessary that it is dealt with as such.

And the Vital Aspect is Ignored
19.49 It is regretted that no attention has been paid to the 
new turn in the people's movem ent  in the Narmada valley with its 
focus on the basic principles of development at the national 
level. All the es tab lishments and governments are trying to see 
the p r o b l e m  with in their respective limited frames. And the most 
regrettable thing is that the n m p r e h e n f i '  . frame is being 
ignored on the ground that if the demands of a few people be 
conceded it may give rise to the demands from many other people 
about their rights. Atleast this m uch  cannot be expected from 
the state in a democra tic  system, that it could state that such 
and such injustice cannot be acknowledged because there is 
greater injustice in some other cases or greater injustice was 
being done earlier. After all if social justice is the 
foundation of our system, it is the duty of the state to undo 
injustice wh e ne v e r and in whatev er  form it may be found. So long 
as the people's movem ent  of Narmada valley is not seen in this 
perspection, a sa ti sfactory solution will not be possible.

Reality of Emotional Aspects
19.50 The reaction of the people of Narmada Valley and along 
with them that of the people of other areas, that they will 
totally oppose the destruc ti ve  development projects has an 
emotional aspect as well. The reality of emotional aspects 
cannot be den ie d pa rti cu l ar l y  in the context of the tribal areas 
where it is the emotional aspect wh ich can be primary and the 
need of w h os e protect ion  is reflected not only in our
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Constitution but also in international conventions. The small 
world of the small tribal communities - it is all inclusive - 
their past and present, their religion and action, their polity 
and economy, their identity and future. They cannot imagine 
their life outside. This reality cannot be ignored by merely 
saying that it is emotional. If this is done it will be a great 
injustice with these people. Even if this aspect is kept aside 
for a while, there is another basic reason for the opposition of 
the people of Narmada valley and that is the lack of confidence 
in the polici'es of the State. As I have already explained 
earlier, there are so many anomalies not only in the polici es  of 
the State but even in their action pr og rammes that so long as 
they persist it will be a great wond er  if people could trust the 
g o v e r n m e n t .

19.51 People are opposing big dams and the dams on N a rmada  have 
become a symbol of wrong development policies. Therelore, it is 
necessary that there should be a national debate on the p ar ad ig m  
of development and it may be ensured that social justice will be 
the centre of the process of development. Even though it is 
necessary to consider this larger issue i m m e d i a t e l y , but it is 
also necessary to find a practical solution in the limited 
context of the Narmada project.

Consent of the Af fe ct ed - An Important Pre -C ond iti on
19.52 There can be difference of opinion about opposition to 
dam, but today there is full consensus everywhere on one thing 
that the rehabilitation of the p r o j e c t - af f e cf t e d  peo ple  should 
be so d es ig ne d that their condition after re ha bil it at ion  is 
better than before. In my v i e w  even this is not enough. The 
spirit underlying the principles of social equity cannot be said 
to be honour ed  unless it is ensured that the af fe cte d people 
themselves realise that they have become partne rs in the 
benefits of development of that project. If Gujarat considers 
Narmada as its life line, it is nece ssa ry to ensure the 
participation of those people whose very existence w o u l d  become 
doubtful in the process of creation of that life line. I have 
said earlier that in the present situation.rehabilitation of the affected 
people is not possible. It will be necessary to accept sane basic principles 
for satisfactory rehabilitation of the people. Therefore, unless a
rehabilitation plan based cn the ccnsent of the affected pecple in accordance with those basic 
principles is not femulated, allowing developmental projects including Sardar Sarroar to
coitinue .cannot be said to be really an insigra of planned developnsnt.

360
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The Raal Faca of Hurry in Expenditur3

19.53 Tha tandancy to continua axpanditura on an ad hoc basis without 
satisfactory solution of all important issuas connactad with davalop- 
mantal projacts is a mattar of daap concern which must ba specially 
notad. Thara ara two facats hara. Firstly, as tha scopa of work of 
a projact goas on increasing, tha vastad intarasts also continua growing 
and getting mora and mora entrenched. It becomes difficult, if ngt 
impossible, for tha ordinary projact affected people, who are spread 
out in ramota araas, to stand before the organised power of the vastad 
groups. Thasa vasted interests have no hesitation in adopting a variety 
of subterfuges and undesirable tactics . On the other hand, as tha 
quantum of work executed increases, it by itself becomes a valid ground 
for further continuance of the work. Therefore, there is always an 
attempt to somehow take the project to a stage of "no return" so that 
in the end, a big question of use and misuse of rasourcas can be raised 
at tha national laval and it can ba statad with equanimity that now 
thara is no other alternative.

19.54 It appears that this is also the case in Sardar Sarovar. Whereas, 
on tha ona hand thare are no signs of a solution of tha problems of 
tha affactad paopla on tha basis of thair consent, on the other hand, 
tha work on tha projact is baing furthar intensified on the basis of 
the conditional clearance. One does not know what will be tha final 
cost of this projact. But avan than this argument which is coming 
up must ba claarad. Tha human rights cannot ba considered negotiable. 
Thair value cannot be assessed in terms of money. Therefore, if any 
projact is continued without deciding the points concerning human rights 
tha risk will have to ba borne by the government. Tha only alternative 
of this can be that so long as a satisfactory solution of human aspects 
is not found, no expenditure of any type should be allowad to be incurred 
on the basis of which in the end it may bs passible to state that what 
can be dona whan so much investment has already baen made.

Violation of Law and the Constitution

19.55 The full clarity about tha intar-relationship between the project 
and rehabilitation will ba possibla only whan thare is full clarity 
about soma basic questions about rehabilitation. The first condition 
for justice to the peopla will be that it i3 accepted that there has 
baen a violation of the spirit of the prasant law in tha process which
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has baan adoptad for acquisition of land in various developmental 
projacts including thosa in tha Narmada vallay and tha same will continue i n 
futura. Sacondly, no attantion has baan paid in this law of land acquisi
tion to tha right to lifa of tha paopla which is basic. Tharafora, 
this law itsalf is not in consonance with tha spirit of tha Constitution. 
That is not all. In tha tribal araas, tha Stata has lot only ignorad 
tha Constitutional rights of tha paopla but has ovar-lookad thair humai 
rights. It is ragrattad that thara is no appraciation of avan tha 
dutias cast on tha stata by tha Constitution, lat alona tha question 
of discharging tham.

19.56 Sana points about tha rasponsibility of tha Stata wara raisad 
in my pravious Raport. Can thara ba a biggar irony than that wharaas 
on tha ona sida tha paopla, whosa protaction is tha rasponsibility 
of tha Stata, should ba angagad in tha struggla for thair right to 
lifa, yat on tha othar hand tha vary sama stata may ba all sat to usa 
forca to disparsa tham. Hara tha question doas not concarn soma mara 
tachnicalitias of law. Tha question is diractly addrassad to human 
valuas. I wish to draw tha attantion to tha fabla of Sulaiman in which 
it is statad that the Great Emperor had built a vary big beautiful 
palaca. After tha palace was raady, thara was a big function. Tha 
distinguished guests, who had gather ad from all corners of tha world 
wara all praise for tha palace -.id tha baautiful gardens around - it 
had no equal in the whole world. 'But what is that' axclaimad one
- a tatterad hut in tha midst of that palace? It was looking so vary 
odd. Whan asked, tha amperor told "What to do, I triad my level best 
to convince that grand old mothar to ramova har hut eversince the cons
truction of tha palace bagan. But she did not listanad to roe. What 
to do, with the Grand Old-Mother? "Alas the modern state, 
which claims to be founded on equity, justice ;and fraternity 
could rise to the level of ; the sensitivity - of that mere 
monarch !*

Lack of National Policy

19.57 It is regretted that the basic questions about displacement has 

not been considered at the highest level which it profusely deserves. 

The Central Government has been trying to formulate a national policy 

about displacement and rehabilitation for quite some time. The attempts 

for formulation of the policy are welcome but so long as those basic
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deficiencies of the present system, which are not only against the public 

purpose but open violations of the Constitution and human rights, are 

nut corrected, all other efforts will only remain beautiful documents. 

Secondly, there cannot be a same policy for the tribal areas and other 

non-tribal areas because there is a qualitative difference in their situa

tions. It is only because this difference has been ignored that the 

tribal areas are facing a catestrophy at the moment which our system 

unfortunately is trying to hide under the cover of rule and law.

fln Immediate Solution Essential

19.58 But it will not be possible to turn the face away from the need 

for a satisfactory solution to the immediate problems which the people 

are facing simply because a national policy is being formulated. Today 

these dams on Narmada have become a symbol of devastation caused by the 

whole developmental process. Therefore, if a beginning of a satisfactory 

solution is made here, it will be possible to get some guidance in formu

lation of some practical policy based on values. Not to solve the problem 

only because the common man who is facing the backlash of development, 

may not raise the questions is not only unjust but is also not a practical 

proposition. If the consent of the people is accepted as a necessary 

pre-requisite of any project, such arguments will automatically get dis

solved.

Realisation of the Basic Change Essential

19.59 Today when people are becoming conscious of and are demanding 

the fulfilment of their rights from the system, it will be necessary 

to consider their demand in the new context and in the frame of those 

basic principles, which we have discussed in detail earlier, without 

giving reference to the earlier unsatisfactory situation which was largely 

due to lack of understanding. Therefore, the old things cannot be repea

ted again. So long as the people do not have the correct realisation 

about the nature of relationship, they can continue to bear with injustice 

and take it to be justifiable. Buit once there is realisation about 

the inequitous nature of relationships, the situation changes. When the 

people in a subject country, begin to question of relationships, the 

subjugation and derecognise it from the core of their heart, independence 

would have been achieved at the same very moment. The attainment of
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that state of mind is the real revolution. Thereafter everything which follows merely 

emprise of the process far giving that revolutionary icfea practical farm and nothing 

more. There is need far great sacrifice in that process. But all that corrprises merely 

the outer foim of that revolution and not its spirit. The olden days change irrevocably 

after that "Revolution". The situation of the people, who are today victims of the backladi 

of development is similar. I\bw these pecple are not prepared to accept that inequitous 

system in which ivory truiers may be built on the iuins of their identity. They have not 

only realised that this process is Lrccnstitutional but they have also recognised now that 
in a sense it is clear violative of their most sacred ricjit, the ricf~it to life. This is 

a revolution. The situation of the people affected by the backlash of developnmt cannot 

now remain the saTe as earlier. It is regretted that the State has not tried to understand 

so far this spirit of the present situation. They are still thinking as if the old situa

tion continues, whgre pecple will beg far conpensaticn and md<e huTble pleas far rehabili
tation grants and facilities. They are not able to understand the great potential of the

new resolve of the pecple to end that chapter. Appreciating this sea-change in the field 
situation, I nyself reqjested the three Chief Ministers and also the Prime Minister at 
the Centre that they may ccme out of the old enclosures and prepare suitable background 
far the solution of the problen in this new context so that it may be possible to start 
a dialogje with the pecple (flmexures 1-7). Butf*is regretted that no signs of any initia
tive appear to be cn the cards so far.

Use of Force Reprehensible

19.60 There are seme incidents of confrontation and oppression, instead of a dialogue, 
ujhich are a cause of grave concern, ffecently police force was used at Banuani and Alirajpur 
in Madnya Pradesh in which even wemen wsxe not spared and at cne place evan horses uere 
used. Similarly, in Gujarat force was used against those struggling for their ricfit to 
life to protect the heaps of bricks and mortar by the iron shield of the Official Secretas 
Act. I\b terms can be strong anough to danounce these events. I trust that after the clear 
analysis of the law, the Constitution and the huran rights presented in this report none 
of the states will do the misventure of using force against these helpless people who are 
fighting for their riejnt to life.

Question of National Sensitivity

19.61 The use of force in any form in the context of the struggle for 

the right to life is not only incongruous but is the biggest crime. 

It is surprising and regrettable that some responsible people have not 

hesitated to state that "when water will start filling this dam, the 

people will have to run from there with their eyes closed, they will 

not stay there far being drain". Yes, this is the experience so far. This is what happened

in Hasdeo B&ngo. This has also happened in Bargee. The people continued to plea with 
fokted hards upto last in these areas. But the rulers did not stop the work an the dans. 
In these cases, force was not used directly. Yet the state did not desist frcm giving 
a fatal blow indirectly using the weapon of the flood of water. This is the story of the 
most helpless of tne citizens of free India, who have been depending on the natural resource 
far their living so far.



9.62 It is possible^this inhuman process has continued so far without a clear 

inderstanding about the basic issues. I do not think that the level of sesibility 

n our country has reached such a low level which is no doubt reflected in the 

tatement referred to above, where the last brick of any dam can be lairl in 

ull knowledge of the fact that there is even a single parson who is fighting for 

istablishing his right and will not move away from there and prefer to get drowned, 

f the national sesitivity has reached those abjsmal levels, nothing remains to be 

aid. But l a m  confident that this is against the general sensitivity in our country, 

he com m on mom will revolt against it in sheer revulsion. If all the affected people 

if Narmada valley or any other project are not prepared to move away from the 

irea of submergence for protecting their right to life, then there is no such power 

n a democratic system which could force them out to move away. If that happens, 

t cannot be done without sacrificing the democratic values.

'he Possible Way Out

9.63 There is only one way to get over the present impasse in che Narmada 

(alley and that is a dialogue with the people in an atmosphere of goodwill. But 

oday when the people of the Valley are convinced from the core of their hearts 

hat rehabilitation is not possible, and in the current situation theii arguments 

ire irrefutable, then when they look towards the Narmada and the construction 

jork of Sardar Sarovar over it, they cannot see anything except the social 

lisorganisation and destruction which stares them in their eyes. In such a mental 

tate, arty meaningful dialogue is impossible. The people have taken a resolution 

if "Watery grave1 and their decision is not to bend before any use of force, 

f they remain firm on this, it will lbe impossible for the state to fill this reservoir 

iven after the dam is complete. There is only possibility for the change in this 

esolution and that is instilling of a new faith amongst the people, on the basis 

if policy, programmes and facts as may be accepted both to the affected people 

ind the government, that they will be co-partners in development in the real sense 

if the term.

9.64 For example, the real apprehension of thepeople is that so long they 

lo not get the facility for settling at another place fully preserving their social 

dentity, all other promises for their rehabilitation are meaningless. Will the people 

t the benefitted zone give a befitting reply to this by agreeing to the division 

if the entire land in such a way that the affected people can settle as original 

illages in the new setting without breaking the identity of their social unit and 

hat in this process the local landless labourers are not forced to face a second 

isplacement1 in the n a m e  of making a place for the displaced and that the landless 

Iso have the right to remain there and make a living with dignity. All the
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proposals so far made by all concerned have one c o m m o n  feature. It is always 

made certain that no land owner in the benefitted zone is put to the slightes 

disadvantage. Moreover, while opportunities are sought to be created for windfa 

gain for a few, there is no concern even for the last thread of the support c 

life of the resourceless people getting broken. So far as the problems of affecte 

people are concerned, the issue is expected to be resolved by the nation or th 

state as the case may be and whatever the people may get is their luck, it i 

not in the least the concern of other people who stand to gain. Will the people 

who have the hope of getting big bonanza in future, be prepared to give a shar 

of that benefit of development for the saku of making the affected peopl 

partners in development? Even a law like that of Madhya Pradesh or Maharashtr 

will not be enough for this purpose. They have to go much farther ahead. Wi 

it be acceptable to the people and the state of Gujrat. In any case, it is clea 

that the minimum pre-condition for the construction of a project is a plan a 

rel?abi]itation based on the consent of the people.

19.65 But even if this proposal is accepted in principle, it will take sometim 

plans can be made accordingly in the case of Sardar Sarovar and also otha 

continuing projects. But how the people are to believe that this excise will nq 

merely be used as a device for passing time? In today's situation, the peopl 

cannot be reassured easily because- the image of the govemment/administratia 

is rather dark so far as fulfilling the promises is concerned. But the impressig 

of the c o m m o n  man from the hurry which is being shown presently in th 

constxucltion of Sardar Sarovar in particular is that they are keen somehow c 

the other, to take it to a stage of "no return". The first thing will be to chang 

this atmosphere. A comprehensive work plan for rehabilitation should be prepare 

with the concurrence of the affected people, which should include rehabilitatior 

If the concurrence of the affected people cannot be obtained, then there is n 

othar alternative but to stop the work of the dam until lsuch time as the: 

concurrence can be obtained.

19.66 Looking to the possibility of some village in the valley coming int 

submergence this year itself, the affected people have pressurised their respective 

State Government for providing them protection. First of all, the Govt, c 

Madhya Pradesh was agreeable (March 90) to request the Central Government fc 

a review of all the matter concerning Sardar Sarovar. Similarly looking to th 

situation of the affected people of their State, the Government of Maharashti 

have also accepted (April 90) that so long as a rehabilitation plan with the conset 

of the people is not prepared, no such work on Sardar Sarovar should be don 

which may obstruct the flow of Narmada and the possibility of more water thg 

normal collecting in the valley may increase. This proposal can be the basis <; 

concensus among all the states for future discussion. I hope the State and th 

Central Government will be able to find a reasonable solution.
1
I



Justice for All

19.67 I had made some recom mendations in my last report with a view to give 

a concrete form to the principle of partnership in development, which need not 

be repeated here. The first vital step in relation to the developmental projects 

will be that without going- through any further formality, a declaration should be 

made from the national level that at least in the tribal areas suitable arrangement 

will be made for the rehabilitation of all those people who have already been 

displaced by various projects. These people are victims of such a m a n - m a d e  

calamity which on one side has been promoted by the government itself and on 

the other hand the governments did not discharge its responsibility of providing 

the people due protection. If the state provides assistance for natural calamities 

and also helps people who are victim of accident^ Why should it not come forward 

in these cases where the state itself is doubly guilty?

19.68 Similarly, ail the ongoing projects should be reviewed and arrangements 

should be made for the partnership of the people. Until such time this is done 

the project should be stopped. In future, if a project involves alternative use 

of these natural resources including land on which some people depend for their 

living, they should not be cleared in any case unless the affected people give their 

prior consent.

19.69 Only such stringent checks on the system can be effective and it will 

be possible to ensure partnership of those people in deciding the path of develop merit 

who have been asked to make sacrifices for that development. Moreover, the 

argument that someone will have to bear the cost of development will have to 

be rejected for good. Instead, the proposition should now be for asking those people 

uho have already got unexpected benefits or likely to get such benefits, not merely 

to pay the cost but to repay the debt which they owe towards the development. 

In future the first condition of development should be that everyone becomes a 

Ipartner in the benefits of development. Thetis not alL Only that programme 

of development which can wipe the tears from the eyes of the most inconsequential 

person, will show theright way of development- all other schemes may be given 

whatever epitap one may like, they cannot be called development.
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SELF GOVERNANCE SYSTEM OF TRIBAL SOCIETY - A BROAD QUESTION 

National Scene
A society ha£ the natural right of self governance. His prestige 

of a ccnmunity and the dignity of. its members are linked with this right. 
But, there are numerous forms of self governance system at operational 
levels. Broadly, there can be two types of arrangements for this purposa. 
Firstly, direct the participation of people in which every member of 
the community directly participates in the self management system. Second
ly, representative system, in which the right of self management is used 
through the representatives. When a Society becomes very large, represen
tative system becomes necessary. Hie self management system in real sense 
of the term is the one in which people have direct participation. Such 
an arrangement is possible only in small communities in which every member 
of the community is an equal partner in the social life. It was with 
the objective of establishing such a systam at village level that a provi-

4

sion was made under Article 40 of our Constitution to develop the village 
society in the image of a republic.

20.2 The truth is that any form of centralisation is against the basic 
spirit of democracy. This fact was claarly brought out in the deliberations 
in the Constituent Assembly about Village Panchayats. Soma mambars were 
of the view that our Constitution had not been formulated in tha image 
of a systam which could ba claimed to comprise self-governing village 
community as the building block. But, by then, it was too late. The 
work of formulation of tha constitution had proceeded too far. No basic 
changa was possible at that stage. Therefore, the members approved the 
provisions in Article 40 in the hope that whan the country will move 
ahead there will be gradual changa in the structure in accordance with 
the spirit of that provision and in the end self-governing village commu
nity will become the foundation of the entire structure.

Self-Governing System for Tribal Areas under the Constitution
20.3 The British rule had consciously broken tha traditional self-
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governing social systam of our country. A formal systam was superimposed 
in its place whose objective was to strengthen the pillars of imperial 
power and to break the sense of self respect of the people so that they 
may never raise their heads again. But, in view of the stiff resistance 
in the tribal areas, this new system was not fully enforced there. There
fore, the self-governing communities continue to function, to seme extent 
there which ara still functioning.

20-4 There is a provision for enactment of separate laws for the tribal 
areas under the Constitution. The provisions under the 5th and the 6th 
schedules of the Constitution in this regard are so extensive that these 
schedules are in a way 1 Constitution within the Constitution . The basic 
spirit of thase special provisions is that even in relation to tha formal 
system which may be adopted for the tribal areas, the tradition of the 
tribal society should be accepted at basic so that tha tribal people 
have the opportunity of moving ahead entirely in accordance with their 
own understanding about tha situation and no outside system should be 
forcad on the tribal society.

?-0.5 The Governor has baen given full powers in this regard under the 
5th Schedule of the Constitution. The Governor can suitably amend, accord-

v
ing to the need in each case, a law enacted by tha State legislature 
or tha central legislature. He can also frame new laws. The objective 
of this provision is that the legal systam of tha tribal araas should 
be in consonance with the tradition of tha tribal society. Thus it wa 
not necessary for tha community to adapt itself with the legal systam, 
but thare is a provision to adapt the formal system in accordance with 
the tradition of the tribal society. Pt. Jawaharlal Nahru with a view 
to giving this basic premise of our Constitution a real form had formulated 
some basic principles for the tribal development known as Panchasheel. 
According to tha Panchashael -

{i ) the tribal people should mova ahaad in accordance with their 
spirit and understanding...

(ii) their rights over land and forasts should be honoured...
(iii) working teams should be trained from among tha tribal people 

themselves...
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(iv) tha administration in thase areas should not became heavy 
and thare should ba no surfait of programmes...

(v) tha rasults of davalopmant in thasa araas should not be assessed 
in terms of statistics or estimates of expenditure but they 
should ba in tarms of tha development of the quality of human 
character.

20.6 In this way, this initiative by the first Prima Minister of the 
country himself for giving concrete form to the intention of the (institu
tion gave the hope that the anomalies which had arisen in the tribal 
areas before independence will be removed as early as possible and a 
new system in consonance with their tradition will ba established very 
early. But this did not happen. I have discussad in detail the basic 
reasons for this in my previous report. I hava also made a number of 
points in this report as well. Briefly it can be stated that it is only 
in tha araas undar the 6th schedule of the Constitution that tha traditio
nal system has survived to a large extent. Whatever change has come 
about there has bean in accordance with tha wishes of the people there. 
Eventhough the traditional system is still continuing in practice to 
a large extent in many tribal areas under the 5th schedule as wall, taut 
it is not recognised formally. Therefore, in the perception of our formal 
system nothing of the tribal tradition survives today.

5th and the 6th Schedules - Practical Difference
20.7 The main reason for two different courses being adopted with ragard 
to the traditional institutions in the north-east and tha rest of the 
country after independence, is the basic difference in the Constitutional 
provisions. The Governor has been givan necessary powers for making suit
able changes for the areas under the 5th schedule. But, if the Governor 
prefers not to give any directions in this regard, all the laws of the 
Centre and the State automatically get extended to these araas as they 
ara. On the other hand, the situation under the 6th schedule is entirely 
different. No law of the Centre or the State can ba extended to those 
areas in respect of the subjects mentioned in the list unless the District 
Council is agreeable. In other words, there is a pre-condition which 
must be fulfilled before any external law can be extended to these areas; 
they cannot get extended automatically. The result is that the traditional 
systems of the tribal areas under the 6th schedule are still existing. 
But all external laws and institutions have got superimposed on the tribal 
areas under the 5th schadule without any thought or consideration. Even-
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though the Governor has been endowed with unlimited powers in this ragard, 
yet he did not give any attention to this and no action was taken on 
this vital issue concerning the life of tha tribal people,

20.8 in this situation, the new administrative system and tha new laws 
gradually ware extended to ths tribal areas in the rest of the country. 
The administration not only got an opportunity but used the right to 
intarfera in tha life of tha common man undar thasa laws. Important matters 
such as command over rasourcas, management of land, settlement of personal 
disputes and maintenance of paaca, ate., which usad to ba tha responsibili
ty of tha community new bacama tha responsibility of administration. 
Moreover, responsibility for a numbar of developmental programmes such 
as agricultural development, education and haalth services which were 
started in these areas, was vested with government Departments. In this 
way the traditional institutions in the tribal areas, except in the North
East, had no legal rights or formal responsibility in any of these matters. 
Under the law they could on their own only manage social affairs. Evan 
the scope of the social matters is getting reduced because of the dis
regard of these institutions by the state. Othar people are interfering 
in their social matters also undar the cover of ordinary laws. We have 
seen earlier that the traditional institutions do not have even this 
much of right that they can decide whether drinking should bs allowed 
in the community or not. Even matters concerning marriage, divorce, here
ditary rights, etc., are being taken to the Courts of Law in many cases. 
The external system is getting superimposed unconsciously because of 
lack of clarity about the areas of responsibility of the traditional 
institutions and, to that extant, thair traditional institutions are 
becoming increasingly weak.
20.9 Hus, tha naw institutions and the naw laws hava baan axtandad in a routine fashion 
in tha tribal araas aftar irrtependarca. Iharafeze, in most casas aval sane cf the fcntal 
systems of aarliar timas wara not kapt in viaw, not to speak of tha tribal 
tradition. Tha main reasons for this naglect was that firstly many tribal 
areas wara part of many small princaly statas. All these states had their 
Dwn laws and rulas. But thara wara soma conventions as wall about which 
thara was no writtan racord anywhara. All thasa laws, rulas and conventions 
remain unnoticed after the independence. Secondly, many tribal areas 
were parts of British provinces. But, even thare the system of these 
areas was quite different frcm the rest of the province. Hie British 
rule could get extended to these areas very gradually. In fact, tha British 
had to face resistance frcm the tribal people at every step. Since the 
tribal people lived in hills and forests, the means of communication
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were almost nil. Therefore, tha customs in these small areas wera very 
different fran other areas. In this situation, whan the British established 
their authority on these araas, they kept in view their traditions. In 
many places the traditional systam of the tribal people wera allowed 
to remain as they were and in such casas they ware even formally recog
nised. Thasa systams continued evan after tha independence.

Big States and Old Systems of Tribal Areas
20.10 This scene changed as larga statas ware carved out after indepen
dence. The tribal areas usually comprised only a small part of their 
statas. Thera was not a singla tribal majority stata on tha eve of inde
pendence. The first effort of these big statas was to extend uniform 
laws and establish the same institutions throughout the state. In this 
effort, the spacial institutions, which wara established for small tribal 
areas during the British period, were not takan note of. If the tribal 
people raised their voice against the naw system, thay wera suppressed 
by giving their protest a wrong form. Thara ara a number of examples 
of discontent on this account. The people have not accepted the new system 
fully avan after 40 years of independence.

20.11 For example, the administration of tha agency areas of Andhra 
Pradesh was entirely different. But, that administrative systam after 
independence has got completely routinised. A very big reason of tribal 
discontent is its confrontation with the naw system. Similarly, thera 
were many rules and regulations in Bastar bafore independence concerning 
management of land and forests, control over government servants, regula
tion of wages of labourers etc. For 20 long years after independence, 
there was confrontation between the people and administration on ths 
issue of land and forests which at a very superficial level was taker 
to be merely as a disputa about tha rights of the ruler. This confrontatior 
culminated in a big explosion of police firing, it subsided but discontent 
has continued. This discontent is now errupting in other forms.

Kolhan Movement in Bihar
20.12 It is necessary to maka a special raf aranca to the situation ii 
Kolhan, Singhbhum in Bihar. In the beginning of the establishment o: 
the Raj in this area there was a big rebellion. The British as a positivi 
response accepted their traditional system. A special regulation wai 
formulated accordingly, which is known as Wilkinson Rules. Tha Wilkinsa 
rules are concerned only with soma civil matters. But, there are a numbs;
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of othar matters concerning the rights of Mundas and Mankais and the 
management of the araa for which special provisions were made. The people 
describe this whole a special management system as Wilkinson rules. Thus, 
these rules in themselves have a rather limited scope, but have convention
ally acquired a much wider connotation. It is in this broader context 
that the term 'Wilkinson Rules' is used. In this arrangement, Munda or 
the Village Chief and Manki or the Chief of a group of villages were 
recognised in this area. Under this system, these peopla used to settle 
all disputes of their village and area according to their custom but 
drawing their formal authority from these rules. This arrangement continued 
even after independence.

20 . 1 3 When the new scheme of panchayats was introduced in Bihar in the 
70's the same system was also extended to the Kolhan area, disregarding 
their local system. Thus, alongwith the Munda and Manki structure, new 
Panchayats were also established. Thus a set of new panchas also came 
on the scene. Moreover, in this new phase, Wilkinson rules were totally 
ignored. Taking advantage of this situation, all State departments also 
spread out into this area as well like all othar areas in the State. 
It now became necessary for the people to go to a Police Station even 
in those cases where earlier Munda and Manki used to settle disputes 
of the village in their own way. Tha Forest Department took over the 
management of the forests. In this way, the paople of this area who had 
been managing their own' affairs in their own way suddenly came under 
the authority of external institutions because of which they had to face 
many difficulties.

20 .14 Being faced these problems the people of this area placed a demand 
before the government that their traditional system under the Wilkinson 
rules should be continued. There was no clarity at any level about this 
demand and the issue remain rather confused. Thera was so much misunder
standing between the government and the people on this issue that the 
leaders of the movement were declared as anti-nationals; seme of them 
are still underground. Some three years back in '87 when the former Prime 
Minister visited this area, he was told about this problem. After seeing 
the situation for himself, he declared in a open meeting that the Wilkinson 
rules will be allowed to continue in that araa. But, there has been no 
implementation of this declaration so far. The general law and the system 
of the state continues to be extended to Kolhan as usual, the leaders 
are still underground and there is tremendous discontent amongst the
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people. In a way, there is a state of confrontation between the people 
and the government because of which neither the government systam is 
functioning properly not the people's own systam. Many undesirable elements 
are taking advantage of this vaccum.

20.15 There is only one basic reason for this confrontation between 
the people and the government in Kolhan, that is, non-recognition of 
the local system in accordance with the spirit of Constitution. The most 
regrettable aspects of the situation is that their traditional systam 
which had baan continuing for many years even after independence was 
not only ignored but no attempt was made even to look at its formal legal 
aspects and that the new system was imposed without any thought. There 
has been no clarity on this issue even now notwithstanding the fact it 
is now known that there was a rebellion-like situation on account of 
the incongruous situation which has arisen because of the superimposition 
of the new system.

20.16 It is necessary to mention one thing here. Eventhough under the 
provision of the Constitution the traditional system can be allowed 
continue as it is without any change but it is not necessary that there 
should be no change, whatsoever. Similarly, if there are any basic defects 
in the traditional system, it is not necessary that it should be allowed 
to remain as it is and no attempt should be made to reform the same. 
But this change should not be superimposed, participation of the community 
in deciding about the nature of change is necessary. It is an important 
question which deserves serious thought at the highest level. I will 
like to give some experiences in this regard.
20.17 I had talked to tha pscpl.e ahnit thair traditional systan dcing ny visit to Ralhan 
last year (1989). The salactim of Hrda arri Nferid. in Kolhan is done coUactivaly in vAiich 
all the people in the village participate. But, still the tradition 
of limiting the selection to the lineage is continuing. No one outside
a particular lineage is become a Munda and Manki. But the question was 
whether the people even today will like to continue with that tradition 
of lineage? Even if some people may like to continue, will their own 
young people not demand their democratic rights under the influence of 
new ideas?

20.18 When a detailed discussion was held on this issue, the general 
consensus was that in their real tradition of olden days, the choice 
of Munda and Manki was not limited to any lineage. Any person of the
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village, man or woman, could ba elected to these positions. It was not 
even necessary that the person should have been a tribal. The custom 
of lineage in the selection of Mundas and Mankis started during the british 
period. It was in this phase, once the person became Munda or Manki, 
he became more powerful on account of his contact with the outside admini
stration which included the real authority. Those persons who ware selected 
by the people in initially on merit took advantage of this situation 
and established a right for their lineage on the positions held by them. 
In this way the traditional democratic system of Kolhan got transformed 
into lineage system. The people of Kolhan on their own, now will like 
to change this and revert to the practice of selecting any person of 
the village as Munda or a Manki on the basis of consensus rather than 
adhering to the custom of lineage.

20.19 It is clear from this example that it is not nacessary that the 
people themselves may like to keep their old system unchanged. A living 
society tries to search new meaning even in their tradition in the light 
of new ideas. Sometimes a real basic change can be presented in the form 
of return to the tradition by giving a new interpretation to their history 
so that the people can accept it with confidence and ease. It is not 
necessary to undertake an indepth research in this case of Kolhan to 
find whether in the olden days they had an ideal democratic set up or 
not. If the people believe that they had an ideal democracy, that should 
be enough.

20.20 The most important thing which came out frcm the entire process 
is that when the people get an opportunity for making their own decisions 
about their system, then gradual change automatically takes place. They 
interpret their tradition in the new context; they establish new conven
tions while struggling with new situations; and they learn from their 
mistakes. This is the greatest strength of democratic institutions. The 
dissonance and the state of confrontation which are being created in 
many tribal areas can basically be traced to the fact that this natural 
process is not being allowed to operate. The confrontation in the case 
of Kolhan can be ended by implementing the Constitutional provisions 
in the right way. A set of regulations can be mada under the Fifth Sche
dule of the Constitution which may be a beautiful amalgum of the people s 
traditions, tha provisions of Wilkinson rules and democratic values.

52—303 SC&ST/90.
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Traditional Institutions - Their Living Form
20.21 Eventhough the traditional institutions in the tribal areas have 
not been formally recognised and they have not bean given any powers 
as Well, yet in practice, even now they are managing all affairs of the 
community as usual and they are also quite powerful. There are many reasons 
for this. The experience of an ordinary tribal with the outsida system 
has not been a very happy one. The government apparatus in thesa areas 
is a symbol of the authority of the State, it is not a shield for the 
people in consonance with its constitutional responsibility of tha state. 
So far as the people are concerned, to tham it is an instrument of exploi
tation and oppression. Therefore, whatever may ba the law, tha ordinary 
tribal will not like to go out of his village for settling personal dispute 
or the disputes of the village. He would prefer a solution within the 
traditional system. Similarly, the tribal does not want to deal with 
the administration unless there is some compulsion. On the othar hand, 
the outsiders also do not go to these areas for doing something good 
to the people; they move in only under compulsion. Even when they reach 
there, tha attitude is that of just completing the formality. But the 
irony is that undesirable elements on the other hand have penetrated 
deep into this area from whom the tribal wants to keep away.

20.22 Thus, so far as the administrative systam is concerned there is 
a wide difference between the reality and the formal situation in the 
tribal areas. In view of the fact that the traditional institutions do 
not have any legal powers, their existence is not taken note of. There
fore those who do not have direct experience of the community life of 
the people feel as if their traditional institutions have all but dis
appeared. They conclude that there is no need to bother about them. The 
reality is entirely different. The tribal people do not want to have 
anything to do with the modem system unless there is something compelling. 
The traditional institutions thamselves are performing all the functions 
as usual about their community life. The new system is really of no signi
ficance to them. Therefore, the traditional institutionsare living institu
tions even now but they are somewhat weaker compared to the outside formal 
systems which are recognised under tha law.

Ineffective New Institutions
20.23 a  change in this regard could have bean expected after the establi
shment of new formal Panchayats in these areas eventhough the tribal 
people desired to keep away from the modem systam in general. The
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Panchayats ara no doubt a part of ths formal systam yet thair members 
ara frcm amongst the people themselves; thay cannot ba considered to 
be different from the local community. Some change had also came about 
in some areas. But on tha whole bacausa of tha new Panchayats there is 
no difference so far as tha traditional panchayats in tha tribal areas 
are concerned. Thera are many reasons for this. Firstly, tha scopa of 
work of the formal institutions is very limited. They have bean entrusted 
only with a few itams of davelopmant. The developmental programmes, firstly 
do not reach many of the tribal areas. Secondly, the naw institutions 
hava their own ways of functioning with which even the panchayats members 
are very familiar, let alone the ordinary tribal. Therefore the functions 
of the Panchayats are performed for all practical purposes by their 
secretaries. In this way, the panchayats in the tribal areas are tribal 
institutions only in their appearance; they ara really under the control 
of non-tribals or local officers. These formal Panchayats function 
completely in isolation of the traditional system in the village. There 
is no relationship between tha two.
20.24 Thera is ere ntra thing. Qrca ths alsctim to a fcntal insHhiHm is over, p=r-ni=> 
cannot axarcdsa ary prassura cn tham, nor is there any socpe fcr significant intaractim 
batwaan them. Tha panchayats go on doing thair work in a routina fashion 
in association with the concerned officials only. If person from the 
village faals that thare is something wrong, he cannot do anything; he 
has no concern with it. Firstly, ths people of the village generally 
do not hava any right to say anything about the functioning of tha Pancha- 
yat. Secondly, even if somebody raises a quastion, it can ba explained 
by allusion to a law, a rule and by a mera statement that it is a wish 
to tha government; it can also be just ignored. Therefore, tha people 
lose interest in what the Panchayats may be doing.

Wrong Consequences of Unnatural Division
20.2^ In this way the social matters and oth^r matters concerning life 
in the tribal araas have been formally kapt as two separata things. The 
social matters are exclusively the responsibility of traditional institu
tions. But all the matters concerning life are dealt by othar people 
and other institutions.Such division may ba alright for the modem society 
where the life itself is highly differentiated and neatly divided amongst 
different slots. The system tries to bring about necessary coheranca 
amongst them. But, the life in tha tribal areas is not as divided in 
different slots, it is one organic whole. Therefore, the separation of 
functions is not only unnatural, it is not in the interest of the tribal
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society. It has had some serious consequences about which has not claimad 
much attention so far.

20.26 The systam in the tribal areas is still a very simple one. The 
differences amongst tha peopla mostly relate to social mattars or minor 
disputes or religious customs, magic and such lika. The influence of 
the modem society in thair lifa as is rathar negligible so far. Therefore, 
perceptions and the visions in the modem world do not have much signifi
cance in their ordinary life. And if some new things from the outside 
world reach them, they are ordinarily beyond their understanding. Moreover 
they are also outside the ambit of the authority of the traditional insti
tutions. Therefore, traditional institutions are engrossed mostly in 
social and religious matters and manage tham in accordance with their 
tradition. There is no opportunity for tham to discuss new situations 
and challenged.

20.27 The issues relating to administration and the modem system reach 
traditional institutions only when the community as a whole or some members 
of the community face seme troubles from the other side. These are crisis 
situations for than. Therefore the reactions are ad hoc, negative and 
even may assuma an extremist form. Therefore, the irony is that there 
are no occasions in ordinary xiurse which may bring the traditional insti
tutions in touch with any of ttv positive aspects of modem world so 
that a new consciousness is engendered. On the other hand, the new formal 
institutions go on performing merely some routine functions in a very 
limited arena without much understanding. The traditional leaders either 
do not hava any role in these new institutions or their participation 
is by way of a mere formality. Therefore, no dialogue gets established 
between the community and the new institutions.

The Ritualistic Hold on Traditional Institutions
20.28 In this situation, the influence of the traditional institutions 
on tribal communities continues. But, these institutions do not get any 
benefit of new ideas because of their near isolation from the outside 
world. The worst consequence of this artificial situation is that the 
hold of ritualis on tha traditional institution becomes still more strong. 
There is no scope or possibility of new matters concerning the modem 
world caning an integral part of the role and responsibility of these 
institutions in future as well along which some naw light could ba, expected 
to come. Therefore, as the things stand there is no hope for any change
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in the functioning of tha traditional institutions. This is the most 
regrettable aspect of the prasant day social life of the tribal people. 
It will be necessary to give one example in this regard.

20.29 in many tribal araas of our country thera is a belief that illness 
is caused by magic and that magic is practiced mostly by women who are 
called as dayan, dakani, bhatti, etc. If in any village a large number 
of children suddenly fall ill and death toll is heavy or there is some 
grave sickness otherwise the villaga priest is called and asked to find 
out the reason. It is obvious that the priest start exploring to the 
scene according to his belief and traditional and then will identify 
magic as the reason for the death toll or illness. Once that is established 
the next step is to search for the sorcerer or the sorceress (dakani) as 
the case may be. Now, if the priest identifies a sorcaress, then paople 
believe it instantly. As soon as the person is identified as a sorcara , 
the entire community gets outraged and revenge is sought to be taken. 
Sometimes he/she is persuaded to take back the magic. When dispute increa
ses or the illnass persists, that sorceress may even be killed. Tha illness 
has to end at soma point or other. Therefore it gradually disappears 
in dua course. But the paople associate it with their punitive action 
and their faith in magic gets further reinforced.

20.30 A numbar of killings related to magic are reported from all the 
tribal areas in the country such as Thana and Khandash in Maharashtra 
and Singhbhum in Bihar. The most regrettable aspect of this situation, 
which is also a cause of great concern is that many a time these killings 
are not related to tribal's belief in magic; but the basic reason is 
dispute about property. For example, some unscrupulous elements of the 
society may collude with the priest and get a widow or an old woman de
clared as sorceress just to grab her land. This belief is so deep that 
even social workers hesitate to intervene. Some time there is a spate 
of such crimes in sane areas as had happened in Singhbhum some years 
back. Hundred of helpless women were killed. Not much came to be known 
about these unfortunate events outside the forests of Kolhan. In this 
situation, even administration feels helpless to intervene.

The Raisabhas of Adilabad - A Confluence of the New and the old
20.31 The situation about blind faith will continue as it is so long 
as the traditional institutions and new institutions function separately 
in isolation. Wherever new light reaches the traditional institutions
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on any account whatsoever, change becomes a normal feature. Ihis is in 
the very nature of social institutions. The experience of Adilabad is 
noteworthy in this regard. The Gond tribals of this district in the 
face of new challenges decided to strengthen their traditional institutions 
which gradually assumed new responsibilities and sought to daal v/ith 
new situations emerging in the area. As I have discussed earlier, a 
special feature of the modern systam is that deals with each person as 
an individual and ignores the community. All the laws and rules of the 
modern system are framed accordingly in which individual is taken as 
the basic unit. Therefore, all relations and contacts of the people with 
the m odem system are in their individual capacity. The concemsd person 
has todeal with the system as an individual in all cases and if the situat
ion arises has to face the same all alone.

20.32 But the position in the tribal areas is different. Here the commu
nity is the basic unit of the tribal life. The individual has no identity 
if he is takan out of the community context. He feels weak and helpless 
as an individual. Therefore, whenever he has to deal with the modem 
system, he never ventures alone. Always a couple of people go out together, 
for who knows what difficulty ha may have to face when and where?

20.33 The people of Adilabad recognised this weakness of theirs and 
also found out a solution. They decided that no person from a village 
in their area will go out to seek a solution of his problems. All the 
people in the village 'together will take up the problem of each individual 
in the village collectively.Similarly, if the government has to do anything 
with am individual in a village or if a government department decides 
to assist some people in the village through developmental programmes, 
all the people in the village will come together and consider all aspects 
of the situation, understand it thoroughly and will decide amongst them
selves about the government department should be asked to proceed in 
the matter. In this way no member of a village community is alone, in 
their dealings with the outside systam and outside paople in any matter 
whatsoever. All the people deal with each issue only as a group comprising 
all the people of the village.

Old Institutions and New Contexts
20.34 According to the tradition of the Gond tribals of Adilabad, every 
villaga used to have a Raisabha. All the decisions in this assambly used 
to be taken on the basis of consensus or am rai. That is why this assanbly
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was known as Raisabha. A few Raisabhas together constitute a Rai Cantre. 
All matters which cannot be settled at the village level are brought 
up before the Rai Centra in appeal. All the people of the village parti
cipate in Raisabha. Rai Centre comprises two members frcm each of the 
Raisabha. In the earlier days, Raisabha used to manage all the affairs 
of the community. But gradually in the new phase particularly after inde
pendence the scope of functions got circumscribed to socio-religious 
matters only. But, eversines the decision was takan to bring all- issues 
before the Rai Sabhas, referred to above, the role of the Raisabha has 
become quite prominent. Now tha Raisabha is responsible for taking up 
all matters of each individual in the village with ths outside system 
and to taka back to the concerned person whatsvsr is sought to be commu
nicated to him by the outside systsm. With these naw responsibilities, 
tha scope of deliberations in the Raisabhas has expanded. They are now 
dealing with practically all tnattsrs concerning life of the ordinary 
people as in the olden days. In this way, a basic change in thsir functio
ning has baen initiated.

20.35 A vary good effect of this changs was that even matters concerning 
traditional social system and religion are getting influenced by the 
new light. I have referred to earlier the inhuman form that sorcary has 
assumed in some tribal araas. The Gonds of Adilabad district also gsnsrally 
believe in magic. But recently in one case of sorcery, the approach adopted 
by one Raisabha has provsd to bs of vital importance. As usual there 
was sudden eruption of disease in a village. Ths pujari was called. Hs 
identified a particular person as the sorcerer. This man somehow took 
courage and approached the Rai Centre and presented an appeal before 
them against ths dscision of tha priest and all the people of that village. 
Here it is noteworthy that all members of Rai Centre as individuals belie
ved in magic. But, inspite of that belief they heard the complaint and 
asked the concerned village people to substantiate their allegations 
against that person with concrete proof. The village people obviously 
could not give a proof. Therefore the allegation against the person had 
to be dropped. In this case the Rai Cantre had to consider the issue 
three timas and the matter sndad only when they imposed a collective 
fine on the village as a whols.

20.36 This cass is important because a new process started in the Rai 
Sabhas and Rai Centres on this vital issue of magic. While finally settling 
this case, it was also decided in the district-level Raisabha that in
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any matter concerning magic no final decision should ba taken at the 
village level. It must be brought to the Rai Centre and only there a 
final verdict can be given. In this way, a new convention got established 
according to which the decision of a priest against any person cannqt 
be accepted as final. All people sitting together at the Rai Centre could 
deliberate on his decision and if necessary change it. In this way, 
the Rai Centre acquired authority over a matter which so far was outside 
the ambit of any rational process. Eventhough the belief in the magic 
still continues as earlier. But once a process starts in which a balief 
is obliged to be established on the basis of facts, no irrational system 
can continue for long. Simple questions based on facts and logic can 
be the most vital instruments of social change.

20.37 Another change in the traditional functioning of Raisabhas is 
also noteworthy. The unit of traditional institutions of the tribal people 
is usually the community and the village. The Raisabha of Adilabad at 
village level are General Assemblies of Gond tribals only. In many villa
ges there are no other people except the Gond tribals. But in some villages 
people from outside have also settled. Therefore, the position of the 
mixed villages in respect of the Raisabhas is somewhat different. They 
do not represent the whole village. Keeping in view the new responsibili
ties which the Raisabhas are assuming a natural question about the systam 
which should be adopted in the case of mixed villages came up for consi
deration in one of the recent meetings. It was decided that in these 
villages all the residents of the village should be included in the Rai
sabhas. Moreover, they also considered the question of participation 
of women in the panchayats of Raisabhas. The women used to attend the 
meetings of Raisabhas, but they could not become panchas. Now the people 
decided that in futura the women will be given an equal place amongst 
the Panchas as well. In this way, suitable changes are being incorporated 
in the structure of Raisabhas in response to new situations and new ideas.

Wrong Reaction of the System
20.38 Thus, amongst the Gond tribals of Adilabad, the system of Raisabhas 
has now got re-established. This system has gradually become so powerful 
that there is a near complete check on wrong actions of all sorts of 
people connected with formal institutions and othar vested interests. 
These people are apprehensive of growing influence of Raisabhas. But, 
it is regretted that the importance of these institutions has not been 
appreciated but, what is worse, they are being considered as competitors
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of formal institutions. This is against tha declared policy about tha 
tribal systam and also the Constitutional schama. Tha Stata Government 
has even issued an odd order in which tha government officers have been 
asked not to participate in the meetings of Raisabhas.

20.39 What can be the nature of such instructions in the context of 
our Constitutional provisions? This is claar that in a danocratic society 
the common man is basically tha source of all forms of authority and 
power. All other institutions derive their authority ultimately from 
the common people. Therefore, the only meaning of government instructions 
to the officers not to attend the meetings of Raisabha can be that thay 
should not keep in touch and communicate with the common man. This is 
wrong. Moreover, tha traditional institutions in tha tribal areas are 
basic. Disrespect to those institutions is disrespect to the Constitution 
itself. I hopa that the State Government will reconsider this decision 
and will give full regard to those institutions.

Self-Management System in the Tribal Areas and Constitution
20.40 The most important raason for the neglect of the traditional 
institutions of tha tribal paople in diffarant statas and aven tha 
failure to establish formal institutions after independence specially 
keeping in view the specific situation in each area is that no attantion 
has bean paid to the constitutional provision mada for the tribal area. 
Therefore, it is necessary that the importance of the Constitutional 
schama itself is clearly understood. I have referred to this issue in 
some detail in my previous report. Nevertheless since honouring the 
spirit of the Constitution is vital for the future of the tribal society, 
it will be necessary to discuss this question eventhough it may mean 
some repetition.

20.41 As we have seen earlier, there are two types of provisions for 
the tribal areas in our Constitution —  one under the Fifth Schedule 
and the other under the Sixth Schedule. The provisions of self-governance 
have been clearly- spelt out under the Sixth Schedule. Tha area of res
ponsibility of the local institutions have been fully elaborated in 
the Schedule but no such elaborations have been done in the Fifth 
Schedule. In thair case, it is the duty of the Governor to establish 
tha system in accordance with tha nead of an area. Tha main reason 
for not spelling out details about self-governance in respect of the 
Fifth schedule area was the diversity of the situation therein. The
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condition of the tribal areas in middle India is so different that it 
was not possible to incorporate and adequately provide for in the Consti
tution tha varied situations of each area with full detail. Secondly, 
if everything had been incorporated in Constitution, it would hava come 
rigid with no scope for any change. Continuous changa and adaptation 
in responsa to the situation is ona of the great merits of a self- 
governing systam. It has special significance in _ conditions which are 
likaly to change vary fast.

20.4? Eventhough there are no details about tha self-governing systam 
in the fifth schedule, one thing is clear. When tha ideal of establishment 
of a rapublic like structures at the village level has bean accepted 
in our Constitution for all areas, the same ideal is much more meaningful 
for the tribal araas where the system of self-governance is living tradi
tion and is already in vogue. Therefore, it can be said that the intention 
of the Constitution is that the self-governing systems of the tribal 
areas should be continued and these araas should be given the necessary 
lagal support according to the need in each case. But no action in accor
dance with this provision has bean taken in any of the states. On the 
contrary, a dual systam has been established everywhere without any 
thought, which is not in the interest of the tribal community and is 
against the spirit of our Constitution. It is the responsibility of 
the State Governments that they take necessary measures for establishing 
3alf-ĝ /3LTiiTg systams fcr the tribal people in accordance with their traditions.

Self Governing System - Experience in the North-East
20.43 The next question for consideration in this ragard is the form 
of tha self-governing systam for the tribal people. The intention of 
the Constitution about the self-governing systam in the tribal areas 
is clear from the specific provisions made for areas under the Sixth 
Schedule. Almost all the items concerning the day to day life of the 
common man have been entrusted under the Sixth Schedule to the local 
institution and hava bean kapt outside the purview of state government 
and institutions. Therefore the Sixth Schedule provisions can be accepted 
as a modal. Tha arrangements for the tribal areas under the Fifth Schedule 
should be made accordingly.

20.44 There can be varied viaws about the concept of self-governing 
system and its formal form. The situation in this ragard cannot be said 
to hava been made fully clear even in tha Sixth Schedule. There is a
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provision for local institutions at two levels in the Sixth Schedule
- District Councils at the district level and Village Council at the 
village level. But in this Schedule, the jurisdiction of the District 
Council only have been clearly defined. It has two types of responsibili
ties. Firstly the District Council has been entrusted with the management 
of certain subjects enumerated in the Schedule and also for making laws 
and rules for those subjects according to the need. Secondly, no law 
of the Cantre or the State concerning the matters included in the Sixth 
Schedule can be extended to tha area under the jurisdiction of a District 
Council without its concent.

Weakness of the District Gouncils
20.45 The District Councils could not emerge in the form of strong 
political administrative institutions notwithstanding thase constitutional 
provisions. This was largely bacausein the north-east gradually separata 
tribal-majority states wara constituted ona after another. These states 
adopted tha sama structure and style of administration as in othar states 
of tha country. Thus the new states had a structure and style to follow 
which wara fully established, albeit, in accordance with the needs of 
thosa araas. But tha District Councils had no experience go by about 
the functioning of tha system at that level, nor did they thamsalves 
have a clear idea about the form it should ba givan. Therefore, they 
could not acquire a distinct identity of their own and they functioned 
as ordinary representative institutions. But, as representative institu
tions, tha stata governments proved to be much more effective and much 
more resourceful compared to District Councils. Therefore, in the presence 
of new stata, tha District Council did not have any significance.

20.46 There was a big fall out of this weakness of District Councils. 
Not many laws were enacted and rules framed in ralation to tha functions 
assigned to tha District Councils undar the constitution. Moreover, 
no institutions were established at their level for discharging those 
responsibilities nor were officials recruited for those purposes as 
otherwise would hava ordinarily happaned. On the other hand, tha tradi
tional institutions at the village level in these araas, the real insti
tutions of the people, wera living entities; they did not require bestowal 
of any power from outside. It was enough so far as thay ware concerned 
that there was no interference from outsida. The District Gouncils could 
not interfere in the work of tnesa village-level institutions because 
they thamselves were not raally wall-sattled. On the other hand, these
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institutions at tha villaga laval wara managing mora or lass tha sama 
items which ara listad out in tha Sixth Schedule; They continued to 
function as usual avan after tha formation of District Council. In thasa 
matters tha Central and tha State governments had no powers to make 
laws without consulting the District Councils. In this way, thara was 
no interference from any quartars whatsoever - the Centre, the State 
or the District Council - in tha functioning of the village community 
in the tribal areas covered under the Sixth Schedule in the north-east. 
These institutions of the village, or the Village Councils, have remained 
self-governing institutions in the true sense. They ara carrying on 
thair responsibilities for the items of work indicated in Sixth Schedule 
according to thair wisdom and understanding. Their traditions ara conti
nuing as usual.

Self-Governing Systam - Tribal People's Perception
20.4 7 it is clear from this experience that tha real form of self- 
governing institutions in(the tribal araas can emerge only at the villaga 
level. If any system is established ignoring this fact, the same will 
not ba a self-governing system in the real sense. The discontent in 
the tribal areas of middle India today is basically on account of the 
fact that their own sub-governing systems are breaking down and they 
hava become dependent on' external institutions aven in relation to matters 
of thair day-to-day lifa. Everywhere the tribal people ara opposing 
this albeit in their own style. If one were to talk to tha people in 
these areas about happenings after independence, their only reply is
- "today wa ara dependant on others in every matter; the functioning 
of government officials is arbitrary and there is nobody to listen to' 
them; they do not hava any rights of their own." Every tribal has only 
one wish that no ona should come to their area. They should lead their 
life according to thair custom in thair own melieu, sharing happiness 
and sorrow amongst their own kith and kin.

20.48 The life of the tribal people is link ad with forasts and land. 
Therefore, they wish that if they cannot be given full control over 
forests atlaast whatever the government does with regard to tha forasts 
should be dene in their consultation. The confrontation between the 
tribal paople and tha government in Bastar district of Madhya Pradesh 
after independence started only on matters concerning forests and land. 
Even today everywhere discussion centres round forests, be it, Adilabad 
in Andhra Pradesh, South Bastar in Madhya Pradesh, Garhchiroli and Nasik 
in Maharashtra or Singhbhum in Bihar. The confrontation is also on tha 
same issue.
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20.49 The peopla in many tribal araas participated in tha freedom 
struggle with great enthusiasm. The subjugation in tha life of tribal 
maant only restrictions on forests and alienation of land. For than 
tha freedom struggle was a struggle for their command over forests and 
land. It is stated that when freedom came the tribals in many araas, 
who had baen leaders in tha freedom struggle, could not understand as 
to which freedom had dawned. Nothing had changed concerning forasts 
and land. Tha govarnmant's control continued as earlier. It is said 
that some tribal elders became mad. They ran into forests in a state 
of wild emotional frenzy shouting. 'These forests are ours,...., These 
forests are ours,..." Even today this is how the ordinary tribal feels 
about the government and independence.

20.50 All types of movements in the tribal areas are linked with forasts, 
land and displacement. In any tribal area, the tribals can be easily 
brought together on any of thesa three issues. The truth is that it 
is not necessary to giva a call for attending a meeting or gathering 
on these issues. If the people even come to know from some distant source 
that somewhere some talk is going on about these issues they reach £heir 
own, running in the hope that perhaps someone may listen to than. If 
the tribal gets some sort of assurance from anyone about forests and 
land, he instantly follows him, whatever may be the colour of the f^ag 
in his hand.

20-51 But, the average tribal in this matter is in a way being deceived. 
Today all movements start with tha issues of forests and land and some
times displacement. But these important issues gradually recede into 
background and some other objectives acquire primacy. For example, it 
could be the immediate objective of establishing a new state or the 
long march for effecting basic change in the society as a whole. In 
this tumult, the issuas which the tribal considers as real canes, are 
lost somewhere.
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20.52 Establishment of a new stata or an authority at tha district 
or regional level is no doubt one aspect of self-governing systam. They 
can also have sane significance in thair own right. For example, political 
and other ambitions of the middle classas can ba fulfilled through these 
institutions. But so far as questions of tha life of the ordinary tribal 
people is concerned or tha matters about which they are deeply concerned, 
these institutions do not provide the desired answers. There has bean 
no change in tha formal structure in the north-east after the formation 
of tribal majority-state. The fact is that at this time there is a state 
of confrontation between the formal state structure and the traditional 
systam at the village level in the tribal areas of the north-east. Even
though the village level traditional institutions have no formal recogni
tion, yet they are continuing on the basis of social recognition and 
prestige.

20.53 In this way it is clear that the traditional system in the tribal 
areas is the real self-governing system. The ordinary tribal is also 
interested only in these institutions. It is at that level he is in 
confrontation with the new systam. Thare sire small things of snail commu
nities at the village level which every person kncws, understands and 
about which he can take decisions according to his understanding. It 
is only within the antaLt'cf such a self-governing system that he can lead 
a life with dignity. This is the spirit of the Constitution and this 
is also what the tribal aspires for.

Constitution Amendment Bill and the Tribal Areas
20.54 Thus the self-governing systam in the tribal area aanke established 
in its true sense only on the foundations of their traditional institu
tions. An important initiative was takan in this matter in tha provisions 
proposed for the Constitutional amendment (1989). It was envisaged in 
the Constitution Amandment Bill, that the proposed system will not be 
extended to the tribal areas in the same form. Instead, the Governor 
was authorised to ext and the sama to the tribal areas covered under 
the Fifth Schedule after making such changes as may be considered 
necessary. Similarly, the Legislative Assemblies of the tribal states 
of the North-east were to have the authority to make suitable changes.

20.55 The Governor already has the necessary powers under the normal 
provisions of the Fifth Schedule. Therefore even if the proposed provision 
was not made in this Bill, the Governor could have made suitable changes 
even with ragard to tha Constitutional provisions and extended them 
to the Scheduled areas in a modified form. But there is a special signi-
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ficanca of making such a provision in tha Bill itsalf. In this casa, tha 
Parliament itsalf, whila considering tha issua of local institutions accap- 
tad in principle that thara m^y ba a naad for creating a separata system 
for the tribal areas. This was perhaps the first bill after Independence, 
in which it was stated in a proposed law itsalf that it will not ba extended 
to tha tribal araas as it was and suitable changes could be made bafore 
extending tha sama.

20.56 I hopa that whanavar a law is proposed for establishing sslf- 
goveming institutions of Panchayati Raj in the State or tha Cantra, it 
will ba kept in view that the situation in the tribal araas is different, 
their self-governing systams ara still in axistanca and that the life of 
the tribal people is not divided into separate slots. Tharafora, I will 
further urga that no attempt should be mada to superimpose a common systam 
on tha tribal areas as wall as has baen happening so far and the naw system 
should be established on tha foundations of thair tradition system in all 
the areas - small and big - in consonance with the custom of tha tribal 
people in that area.

The Form of Saif-Governing Systam - People's Reaction
20.57 The question of self-governance is being raised in many areas by 
the tribal people through thfir movements. But there is also considerable 
discussion about the form of the new system. I have personally discussed 
this question with the people in many tribal areas of Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, 
Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan. There was a detail
ed discussion on this issue in the Conference of Tribal Panch held in Delhi 
(1989). Eventhough the situation in different areas is quita different, 
thera was consensus on some important issues which are given below.

Gram Panchayat and Village Community
20.58 In all these discussions one thing which clearly emerged is that 
the experience of the tribal people about the formal panchayats so far 
has not been a happy one. Thara are many reasons for this. Firstly, a formal 
Panchayat acquires a distinctive identity of its cwn, because of which 
the common man is not able to accept it at his institution. Such panchayats 
are constituted under the law and function according to the law. The people, 
no doubt, elect the members, but after the election, the paopla hava no 
hold ovar tham. In fact there may be no dialogue betwean tham. Moreover,
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the formal panchayats acquire thair own interests which can be different 
or avan against the intarasts of tha common man or tha villaga community. 
Thara ara numerous casas of confrontations between gram panchayat and 
village community on the issue of rights over resources lika tha villaga 
tanks. Tha panchayats try to augment their income by sale through auction 
of tha right to fish in the tank and to that end they ignore tha rights 
of the village people and avan thair faelings. In this way tha new pancha
yats appear to tha people as if they are a part of govarnmant establishment. 
Therefore, such a panchayat can ba an institution of tha Sarpanch, it can 
be an institution of tha Secretary, but the people are not able to consider 
it as their institution.

20.59 Wa hava sean earlier that tha distribution of functions between 
the traditional panchayats and tha formal panchayats is artificial and 
is not in the interest of the tribal society. Theraf ore, tha major question 
is that how this artificial division should ba done away with. Tha tribal 
paople dasira to hava thair traditional systam. Their traditional institu
tions ara concarned with every sphere of their life. But formal institutions 
by thair very natura hava thair own limitations. Thay can and do undertake 
only those functions which may hava baen assigned to tham by tha law. There
fore the scope of tha role of such institutions is bound to be limited; 
it cannot ba canprahansiva. In the present situation of tha tribal areas, 
thase institutions in fact do not hava much to do with tha ordinary lifa 
of tha common man. On tha other hand, thare is a wrong parcaption about 
the traditional panchayats. Since there is no mention about the traditional 
panchayats in tha law or the formal record, they do not have any formally 
assigned rola. Therefore, ther a is an outward impression as if nothing 
exist there. Consequently those policy makers, who do not hava direct experi
ence of the lifa in the tribal araas, proceed on the premise that tha tra
ditional institutions, if thay exist at all, ara weak or are almost dead. 
In the absence of correct information a suggestion is also scmatimes made 
for assigning all rasponsibilities-new and old-to tha formal institutions.

20.60 Any attempt to entrust the responsibility in relation to the day- 
to-day life of tha paople to formal institution cannot succeed. The seeds 
of failure are present in the nature of tha suggestion itself. The tradition
al system of the tribal paopla is like a vary big vessel which contains 
everything concaming thair lifa, leaving nothing whatsoever outsida it. 
In comparison tha formal institutions are like a vary small vessel which 
can contain only thosa elements which tha govarnmant may lika to entrust 
them. In this situation tha idaa of giving tha formal institutions full
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responsibility would ba like making an attempt to put a large vessel in 
a smaller one, ini which casa both are bound to get broken. Hie wisdom demands 
that the smaller vessel should ba put inside tha bigger one which will 
serve the interests of all concerned.

20.61 Thus thera is only ona altarnativa. The traditional institutions 
of the tribal society should be entrusted tha naw tasks. Only in this situa
tion can all functions concerning the life of the paople ba attended to 
satisfactorily. In this casa tha traditional institutions will gat the 
benefit of new ideas. Thay will adapt themsalves in accordance with the 
emerging needs of tha society. Moraovar, the new system will not remain 
an unknown world to tha tribal paopla. It will become a part of their own 
system on which they can hava full control and which thay will -be in a 
position to direct. In this way, tha present alianation between the people 
and formal institutions will end. The tribal will not feel that he is help
less. And he will be able to enjoy a naw lifa, which he himself will be 
able to guide and direct.

Scope of Self-Governing System
20.62 It will be appropriate to keep in view the spirit of the Constitution 
while deciding about the scope of the salf-governing system for the tribal 
areas. Tha objactive of the Constitutional Schema is that tribal society 
should be enabled to bacome a partner in the naw socio-economic systam 
with dignity, and cn terms cf equality, prasarving the best alamsnts cf its tradition and iraintai-' 
ning its cwi idartity. It is clear that in tha peasant systan this spirit has not only(
baen ignored knowingly or unknowingly but has been openly disregarded. 
Any system, which claims to honour this spirit, must be built on three 
main pillars - first, abrogation of the 'criminalisation' of the tribal 
comunity and restoration of thair right to manage their own affairs. Second, 
restoration of tha right of tha community over natural resources including 
land. Third, entrusting all functions , relating to "planning -and implementa
tion of economic development programmes and social services and direction 
of all relatad institutions.

20.63 Tha functions assigned under tha Sixth Schedule to District Councils 
should appropriately be entrusted to tha village community at that level. 
Howevar it will be nacassary to make tham somewhat clearer. For example, 
education and haalth services at the level of village and pargana may be 
looked after by the village Council and Pargana Council respectively. In 
this way, the self-governing systam at the village level should ba respon
sible broadly for all items concerning the day-to-day life of the paople
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which, in particular, should include tha following:

(i) Maintenance of law and ordar;
(ii) Regulation of mutual relations of all types amongst the paople 

in village and social customs, particularly those relating 
to use of intoxicants ate.;

(iii) Adjudication of all types of social matters, disputes about 
proparty and penal cases not involving imprisionment of 5 years 
or more;

(iv) Planning and implementation, and direction of all related ins
titutions, concerning education, health, child walfara, care 
of the aged and all other social services;

(v) • Planning and implementation, and direction of related institu
tions, concerning all development programmes at the village 
level;

(vi) Establishment of village bank and operation of the entira cradit 
system keeping in view their own tradition and needs of the 
people;

(vii) Establishment and operation of villaga fund.

20.64 In all thase matters th* responsibility at the parqana level should 
be entrusted to Pargana Panchayat. The decision of Paragana Panchayat should 
be accepted as final. All government officials at the villaga and the 
pargana level should work directly under the supervision of the Village 
Pargana Panchayat.

20.65 There is yet another important thing which will hava to ba kapt 
in viaw about the scope of self-governing systam which is vital for its 
functioning. Whatever responsibility is entrusted to these institutions 
must be entrusted in full without any qualifications. There should be no 
scope whatsoever of interference by outside institutions or administrative 
officials. The experiance so far indicates that a provision of even a 
small, as little as one par cant, interference from outside can fully 
nullify the 99 percent powers given to the institutions. Delegation of 
99 parcant can become nearly zero delegation. Unless the peopla have the
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realisation that the entire responsibility of the task assigned to tham 
is theirs, the requisite sense of responsibility will not get engendered. 
Moreover in that situation, besides the normal consequences which can be 
expected to follow due to outside interference, it is not possible to check 
the tendency on the part of these institutions to wash their hands of their 
responsibility by putting the blame on others for may ba due to thair own 
shortfall. Realisation of full responsibility is essential for a sense 
of responsibility. And it is only in that situation that an individual 
or an institution can learn from its own mistakes.

Financial Arrangements
20.66 There are two facets of financial arrangements. The first concerns 
the provision of financial resources for discharging the responsibilities 
assigned to these institutions. The second, concerns their responsibility 
for providing economic assistance and credit facilities to tha members 
of the community. It is crucial for tha self-raspact of a conmunity that 
the conmunity is not dependent for any purpose whatsoever on the grace 
of any othar institution or individual. Thara is only one reason for the 
unnecessary and unwanted extension of tha state apparatus avan to the Sixth 
schedule tribal areas in complete disregard of the role and the responsibili
ties of the local community. And that is the lack of obligatory financial 
provision in keeping with the responsibilities assigned to the District 
/Village Councils. Consequently the state governments have created separate 
institutions and structures of thair own for providing social services 
and undertaking developmental activities which otherwise should have ba^n 
done by the District/Village Councils. This anomalous situation must end. 
It is a must if a self-governing system is to be established in accordance 
with the spirit of the Constitution that full state support should be 
provided to the Village/Pargana Councils for discharging the functions 
assigned to them. This is tha responsibility of the state under the 
Constitution.

20.67 So far as the question of financial assistance to individual members 
of the conmunity is concerned, full responsibility should rest with tha 
Village/Pargana Councils. Tha provision of assistance in the form of grants 
is against our national values, particularly the tribal tradition.lt is 
detrimental to the sensa of dignity and self-respect. If the labour of 
a peopla is fully utilised and is utilised on such works which enrich tha 
natural rasourcas and also improve and create productive resources in the 
village/parqana, there will be no need for dole assistance. Similarly, 
th basic principles of the credit system should be the provision of loan
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at tha tima of naad and fixation of its rapaymant schedule according to 
tha specific situation of each individual. Ihe tribal ccranunity has baen 
discharging these responsibilities so far and can continue to discharge 
them satisfactorily even in the changing situation. The working capital 
of the Village Bank should be provided by tha Raserva Bank in tha form 
of a permanent advance carrying no interest whose full account should be 
kept in tha villaga level. Only such a credit system can enable the community 
at the village to become a self-governing system in the real sense in rela
tion to the economic lifa of the peopla.

The Form of New Structure
(i) One Habitation, one Panchayat

20.68 There are seme aspects of tha tribal tradition which will have to 
be kept in view while deciding about the structure of the self-governing 
institutions. In the formal panchayat systam, a ravanua villaga, or more 
than one such villages depending on the size of the population, pay be 
taken as tha basic unit. The revenue village is not a basic social unit 
in the tribal areas. It can comprise a numbar of hamlats which may ba any
where between two to ev?n fifty. Thasa habitations are also the social 
units in the traditional structure. Therefore, if tha structure of tha 
new systam has to be created op tha foundations of tha local social system, 
the basic unit will have to be the habitation and not the village. One 
habitation one Panchayat should be the rule for the new systam i ' the tribal 
areas.

(ii) Pargana Panchayat for Appaal
20.69 When certain issues cannot be settled at tha village level they 
are referred according to the tribal tradition to a panchayat at the next 
level comprising a group of villages which are knewn as Pargana, Parha, 
etc. A Pargana may comprise 8 to 10 habitations. Tha decision at tha 
Pargana lavel is generally final. One important feature of the pargana- 
level is that the people of the pargana may not know each other directly, 
but they are aware about the reputation of the people in tha araa through 
word of mouth. The people also ccme in contact with one-another during 
festivals and other special occasions. In this way, the decisions at pargana 
level are based on the personal understanding and knowledge of the people. 
It is possible to make a distinction between right and wrong. Formality 
cannot dominate decision making. In this way, the organisation of self- 
governing institutions in accordance with the tribal tradition has to be 
at two levels - one at the level of their community, i.e., the habitation 
and another at tha lavel of a group of villages or the pargana.
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Panchayat to be Answarabla to Villaga Council
20.70 Anothar spacial faatura of tha tribal systam is that tha sourca 
of all forms of authorities is tha villaga community. That is why its 
dacision is final. This is also tha assansa of a damocratic systam. This 
basic aspect has baan missed in tha panchayati raj systam of our country. 
And that is also tha most important reason for its weakness. Instead of 
diract participation of the paopla in managing tha affairs of tha villaga, 
that responsibility is entrusted to tha Villaga Panchayat. In this way 
evan at the village level representative systam is established. Aftar tha 
panchas ara elected, tha villaga comnunity has no control ovar tha Panchayat. 
Thara is a provision in tha laws of sama statas for full Gram Sabha maating 
onca or twice, in a year but tha Gram Sabha has no spacial powers. Tha 
election to panchayats is usually held onca in five yaar s. Thara is no 
provision for making any change whatsoever in tha intervening period. And 
avan if thara ara soma provisions, they are too complex to ba effective. 
It is sometimes suggested that tha provision for racall of representative 
may halp in putting a chack on tham. But, any such procass is bound to 
follow some rules and involve a number of formalities. Tha biggast drawback 
of any formalisation in the context of simple villaga society is that evan- 
though they may get ths right formally yet that will only be in name, their 
natural right to taka the final dacision somehow vanishes and the paople, 
who understand the ways of the formal system become all powerfull in the 
decision-making process. Thus tha reality at the moment is that after elec
tion, the panchayat becomes its own master for fiva yaars, no ona can shake 
tham.

20.71 Thera is only ona remedy against the authoritarian ways of a represen
tative systam. The representatives must be mada answerable to the Gram 
Sabha. This is also the tradition of the tribal society. The tribal people 
want to maintain this tradition. Therefore, atleast in the tribal areas, 
full powers in the new self-governing systam should be given in accordance 
with their tradition to the villaga community and not to tha elected pancha
yats. In principle, tha status of the Village Panchayat in the village 
should ba that of a committee which may be assigned specific tasks by the 
Gram Sabha to be executed on their behalf under their direction. In that 
situation, the Panchayat will act on behalf of the village community only 
until the community so desires. The day, tha Panchayat or any mamber of 
the Panchayat loses the confidence of the villaga community, ha should 
move out lika a gentleman after returning to the community the responsibi
lities which may have baen assigned to him b y . tha community. The villaga 
community can make frash nomination in his place.
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20.72 Broadly, tha relation between tha coranunity and panchayat-in tha 
villaga should ba tha sama as batwaan tha Parliamant and tha govarnmant. 
Tha mambars of Parliamant ara alactad for fiva yaars but thara is no such 
tima frama for tha govarnmant. A govarnmant can continue only till such 
tima as it an j oys tha confidanca of tha Parliamant. But thara is ona basic 
diffaranca batwaan tha Parliamant and tha Gram Sabha. A raprasantativa 
structure lika that of Parliamant is nacassary at tha national laval for 
obvious reasons. But Gram Sabha is not an institution in tha formal sansa, 
it is a salf-craatad antity. Tha trua spirit of tha democratic systam can 
ba said to ba honoured only in thosa villaga systams which anvisaga direct 
participation of tha paopla in all its functions. Therefore, there should 
ba no quastion of alaction at villaga laval. Tha Gram Sabha may nominate 
the Gram Panchayat and so long as tha mambars of Panchayat continua to 
do thair work wall and so long as tha Gram Sabha has faith in than, thay 
should continua to vrork.

Method of Working
20.73 Tha method of working of a systam is crucial for tha salf-goveming 
systan to continua to ba a self -governing system in the raal sansa of tha 
tsrm. Tha source of raal pcwar of tha paopla in essence canprisesd 
full and correct information, right understanding and a claar realisation 
of tha fact that tha final decision is theirs and no one is above tham. 
Tha axparianca of the traditional institutions in this ragard is valuable 
and it will ba necessary to continue with that tradition in future as well 
with suitable changes wherever necessary.

(i) Opan Proceedings
20.74 All ptDcssdings in tha traditional systam ara cpan; nothing is sacrat thara. Cha salutary 
affect cf this practice is that truth cannot be ignored and untruth cannot be covered. Unare- 
fore the prccaadiirp of tha Q 3m Sahha as also cf tha ESrrhayat in the new systan dnould be 
entirely in tha open. Tie ordinary pecple in this case will be able to know what is happening 
in the panchayat and what is said and done by aach Panch. It will however 
ba nacessary that tha non-mambars should only observe tha proceedings of 
Panchayat and should not interfere in it. Thay can say whatever they like 
in tha meetings of the Gram Sabha and even ask for explanation from tha 
panchas. In this way tha management systam of tha village will be fully 
responsible to the people of the village.
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(ii) Consensus as tha Basis of Action
20.75 Another important question about tha functioning of the system is 
the method of dacision-making. Tts cjarocratic systam today unfortunately has 
beccma a gams of 51 : 49. In fact 51 or tha majority bahaves as if it compri
ses 100, or it considers that whatever may ba its viaw, that is right. 
Tha most valuable heritage of our country is that in the traditional styla 
of functioning at the laval of the community thare is no consideration 
of majority and minority. The disagreement of a singla person is given 
full regard. Consensus is the essence of our tradition. This is a living 
tradition in the tribal araas avan today.

20.76 Whenever I raised tha question about the style of functioning of 
tha villaga community, tha spontaneous reaction of the peopla invariably 
was that 'there should be no vote in the functioning of the village institu
tion, we do not want vota'. According to them, vote breaks the community, 
consensus binds tha society.' No ona in any of the tribal areas through 
out the country avan by mistake raised any doubt whatsoever about tha possi
ble problems which may arise in tha functioning of tha village institutions

Ion tha basis of consensus. Thay simply said 'if it is not possible to arrive 
at consensus today, wa will sit tomorrow or may talk about it tha day after;

4
after all it is our community, wharavar thara ara four persons aach ona 
may hava his own ideas, ha will axpress them differences of opinions are 
there; but, we will sort tham out mutually amongst oursalves'.

20.77 This belief about working through consensus cannot be understood 
by those people who hava nevar baen a part of a community, by those who 
ara usad to looking at everything not only from the point of view of the 
individual but from tha point of viaw of pure and simple salf-interast. 
It is regretted that tha policy-makars, who are unable to saa this weakness 
of theirs, instead comment about tha wisdom and styla of the paopla and 
eve try to find holes therein in tha name of principles. Vote breaks, 
consensus binds' is the experience of the ordinary peopla, particularly 
the tribal peopla. This must ba honoured.

Check on tha Usa of Money and Power
20.78 In the and wa will discuss tha lack of enthusiasm or even direct 
opposition of the people towards the formal panchayat systam. The basic 
reason for this is the continuing daclina of social valuas which tha ordinary 
paople are greatly resenting and are not able to accapt. The valueless 
conduct is a matter of greatest concam amongst tha tribal peopla. Tha 
politics of power is, to a large extant, responsible for the present malieu
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of valueless behaviour. Everything is considered fair in tha power game. 

Tha tribal pa<6pla are disturbed by what is baing dona in tha name of vote. 

Thay ara gradually worried whether thair sociaty will ba abla to success

fully pass through this naw challenge.

20.79 There can ba two reasons for the unholesome competition for positions

in any system - (i) Lack of any check on the conduct of the representatives

aft-er they assuma office; and (ii) Confidence about continuing -in the

position for tha stipulated pariod. As wa hava saan aarliar both thasa

elamants ara prasant in tha present panchuyati system. Therefore, if this

panchayati systam continues as it is and elections are held, wrong mathods

will ba adopted lika other areas, avan in tha tribal araas tomorrow, if

not today, for capturing positions in the system. Whan tha stakes ara

for getting a position for five years, which is not subjact. to any check
t

tha usa of monay and forca for that purposa is possibla. But, if there 

is a constant supervision by tha villaga canmunity on the functioning 

of panchayats in accordance with tha tradition of tribal people and tha 

villaga panchayat can continue only till such time as it enjoys the confi

dence of tha villaga community, tha usa of money and forca for alaction 

as a panch will hava no maaning; it will hava no use aither.

20.80 There is one more thing. Whan elections ara hald onca in fiva yaars, 

it is possible to use money and force once in five years. But, if the 

question of confidence of the ccmmunity in the Panchayat can be raised 

at any time, in any meeting, it is unconceivable that money and force 

can be used avary tima. And it is not possibla to covar wrong things in 

an opan villaga forum. In such meetings it will not be possible to stop 

everyone from speaking. Scmeona or tha othar will coma forward for tailing 

even a bitter truth, howsoaver powerful may ba tha adversary.

20.81 Tha most important thing for promoting democratic values is to 

creata paople's power. Paopla's power cannot be created anywhere outside 

the people's own forum. If a repressive system in the village has to be 

uprooted, it is the peopla thamselves who will have to take the initiative, 

it is thay who will hava to mustar couraga to accomplish tha task. Thara 

is no othar alternative. Social change is not a simple procass. It is 

not possibla to adopt short cuts for that graat task. It is nacassary 

to mova on tha high way of struggle, this is also tha dasirabla altarnativa; 

and tha most important thing is that this is also feasible in the tribal 

society.
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Raaction of tha Tribal Paopla towards tha Systam

20.82 In this way it is claar that tha stata governments so far hava 

not only ignored tha traditional salf-governing systams in tha tribal 

araas which ara still functioning, but thay hava also suparimposad axotic 

formal systams on thasa araas without much thought. Tha axotic systam 

comprises two parts viz., tha govammant apparatus and naw panchayats. 

Thara is undua prassura on all aspacts of tha lifa of an ordinary tribal 

from tha sida of govammant apparatus, bacausa of which ha is in raal 

troubla. Tha naw panchayats in thasa araas ara only in nama. Thay hava 

not much concam with tha major issuas of tribal lifa. On tha othar hand, 

nobody in tha govammant or outsida is concarnad about tha traditional 

system of tha tribal peopla.

20.83 In this way the situation in tha tribal araas has got highly distor

ted. Thare is great discontent amongst tha paopla against tha systam. 

Tha tribal paople evarywhara in soma way or tha othar yearn to return 

to their old system in which there wera no external pressures. For example, 

thara ara anewsmarTts in Chhotanagpur for reintroduction of the old systam 

of Munda - Khutkati. On the sama issua thara is diract confrontation batwaan 

the government and the Ho peopla in Singbhum. In Adilabad of Andhra Pradash, 

there is a great divide between tha traditional institutions and tha admini

stration which largely bacasua of lack of understanding on tha part of 

the government. This situation is detrimental for tha paople as wal,l as 

tha government.

20.84 Moreover paople in many othar araas have been agitating on a numerous 

simple issues but to no avail. Now tha paople are coming to realise very 

clearly that the only way to rasolva thosa issuas will be through the 

system of salf-managamant. The tribal paopla in Garhchiroli have raised 

the basic issue of managing thair own social systam beginning with prohi

bition; they consider this step as the first staga in the establishment 

of self-managing system. Similarly, in many other araas like Bastar, 

Jhabua, Chota Nagpur, Nasik, Garhchiroli, a number of movements had baan 

started on tha issua of forasts. Tha peopla in thase araas are now caning 

to realise that the questions about forasts will not be resolved without 

resolving the larger issua of tha right the community ovar rasourcas. 

Therefore, the objective of thasa movements has become broader. Thay ara 

claiming tha right of thair community ovar the resources in the area. 

But tha question of right ovar rasourcas will also ramain incomplete unless 

tha community has tha full right of managing thair entire socio-econonic 

system. The paople are now increasingly subscribing to tha viaw that
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unlass tha entire management of tha viaw that unlass tha antira managamant 

of tha villaga is in thair hands, thay will not ba abla to liva with paaca. 

Tharafora, tha issua of 'our govammant in our villaga' (mava nati

mava sarkar) is coming to tha fore in all thasa movamants.

20.85 A movamant has baan launchad in Sonbhadra district of Uttar Pradash 

with focus on tha problams arising from sattlamant oparation particularly 

tha uttar disragard in thosa procaadings for tha rights of tha paopla 

ovar forasts and lands. Tha paopla ara now raalising that unlass tha managa

mant of tha rasourcas of tha villaga is with tha paopla, tha sattlamant 

oparation, which is only a small though important part of tha largar issua, 

tha situation cannot improva. Similarly, wharavar major projacts ara baing 

astablishad and tha paopla ara baing randarad homalass and rasourcalass, 

tha paopla ara staking thair claims ovar tha rasourcas, tha systam and 

thair right to lifa; thay ara angagad in strugglas for achieving thair 

gal Tha biggast struggle in this ragard is that in tha Narmada Vallay.

20.86 Thasa movamants in tha tribal araas ara assuming numarous forms. 

In soma araas thara is axtramist/Naxalita wava. Sinca tha axtramist way 

givas tham tha hopa of immadiata raliaf, it has a spacial appaal to tha 

tribal paopla. It is possibla that tha paopla may ba in for trouble tomo

rrow, but tha bigger quastion which thay faca comparad to what might happan 

tomorrow, concerns tha prasant - thasa quastions concern thair dignity, 

thair livalihood and the oppression. Evan otherwise, tha tribal livas 

in tha present, ha does not car a about tha 'morrow; in fact ha doas not 

bother about tha futura. Tha consaquancas of tha axtamist way can ba horri

ble, ha is not unawara about them. But he cooly ratreats into his prasant 

with tha comfortabla thought of "let us see whan tha situation arisas'.



THE SYSTEM, THE CONSTITUTION AND THE COMMON MAN

Changa, Development and Systam - in ths Eyas of tha Peopla

liJe have tried to present in this Report the flow of development and 

:hange in our country from the perspective of the people. It is the ordinary 

neople, who comprise the real foundation for all causes, all Processes and 

Ln the end of all objectives. Every thing begins there and every thing also 

5nds there. Therefore, the correct context of every system can only be the 

Deople's will and the peoples well-being. If there is any dissonance in this 

Lt will be necessary to search for its reasons in the system, any change for 

:orrecting it will ha\. to be affected in this system and a satisfactory melieu 

lave to be created in' consonanc-e with the people's will.

?1 .2 The basis of the dignity of an individual and the prestige of the 

:ommunity can only be the regard for their tradition to manage their system 

according their understnding, the simple acceptance of their right to make 

i living from natural resources, the right over means of production and, in 

the end, the entitlement for the fruits of one's own labour. When we consider 

all these aspects from the side of the people, the present situation in our 

:ountry appears to be very unsatisfactory. The main reason for this is that 

;ither the basic questions have been ignored altogether or there are wrong 

reliefs about them. Secondly, in all these matters not only there are many 

short coming at the oprational level but a variety of distortions are 

allowed knowingly.

Creation of an Inconsistent System Disregard of the Right of Life

?1.3 The creation of the new system in our country is being attempted for/
the above on the basis of certain formal propositions. So for only a small 

lumber of people have become a part of this system. But there is an atmosphere 

Df hope all around. The common belief is that gradually more and more people 

dill join the new system and, in the end, every citizen in the country will 

oe able to get an equitable place in it. This can be an ideal. But in the
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context of the present situation in our country, this is neither practical, 

nor possible. This is not all. The present processes are entirely in the 

opposite direction. Their experienced reality for the bulk of the people is 

dreadful.

21 .4 The formal system or only a handful persons hav/e acquired almost 

exclusive control over all natural resources including land, forest and wate] 

This tendency of centralisation is gradually becoming increasingly stronger 

because centr aLisastion has been accepted as the natural process of development 

which is desirable and justifiable. The result is that there is no scope even 

for thinking about the possibility of those people, who have been making a living 

from those resources, for being allowed to continue to use them for making 

living in the same way, let along the question of their rights. In this way 

the process of denial of the rights of the community over resources which was 

started during the British Raj, has been continued unabated. Those hundreds 

of millions of people, whom were rendered resourceless because of social 

inequity earlier, now have become resourceless and helplessunder the sway of 

the modern system itself. That is not all. The entire communities, particularly 

in the tribal areas, have got 'criminilised', are continue to get ’criminilised' 

simply there are basic differences between the ways of the new and the 

traditional system which the farmer refunds even to acknowledge. They are 

helpless and protectionless before that powerful system.

Means of Production

21 .5 If we look at the question of means of production, the situation is 

still worse. The principle of the land to the tiller has no doubt beei 

accepted, but the bulk of the land still continues in the hands of a few persons 

These people were rather disturbed for sometime after independence, but the; 

were able to readjust within a short time and have reestablished their comman 

over the lands, fully adapting themselves to the ways of the new system 

Moreover, the discussions about the rights of tiller have been protracted s 

long that it appears that even the very idea of those rights will soon disappear 

The basis of rights is government record. And the new masters of the syste 

have full control over this record. Therefore, the situation has become s 

had that one gets an impression as if the rights of the ordinary people simpl 

do not exist. In some areas, there is a state of near lawlessness. Today 

it is not possible for an ordinary person to estblish the fact that he il
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jtivating tne land. And the lauj of the land does not consider it as something 

cessary. Therefore, it is just a matter of luck if someone somewhere brushes 

ihim out. In this process, the system behaves as if it is really not concerned 

'fact in the eyes of the system, his very existence is not real. The absentee 

pdlordism is no longer an exception, it is fast becoming a rule, 

jjiilarly nothing can be said about the rights of the other workers, except 

ipse in the organised sector, over the means of production and no one seems 

I be concerned about it.

|j»ulpment of Labour

J,6 And in the end so for as the due entlement of the workers for their

feour is concerned, less said the better. The whole system is being run on the 
i '
®misE as if there are no entitlements of any kind of the majority of the 

dple the country. The mjority of the people are obliged to subsist on 

Btei/er is left. Out of the gross national product after the members to

ganised sector have deducted at source arbitraily what they consider as their shares-, 

r system is operating on the basis of a deep conspiracy according to which the 

Ik of the people are obliged to put in maximum work in exchange for as bare 

minimum as possible. And as soon as the utility of a worker in terms of input- 

tfiput as a biological unit is over, he must move out of the scene after 

oviding of course a ’’subsitute”.

e Basic Reason for Dissonance

After all how have we reached this stage? This question has not been 

finsidered in depth on the basis of a clear analysis of the system with 

fcference to the perceptions of the people. The problems of the common man 

Ce sought to be views in the shadow of the system itself. Consequently the 

Jestion of any attention being drawn to the distortions of the system, which 

^ the basic reason for that situation, simply does arise. The culprit is being 

torched everywhere. But those who are commanding the system simply have not 

Wed to look at the system they command or look into the mirror lest they 

P® their own shadow. Or, should we say that they have not been able to muster 

tough courage for doing so.
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21.8 One thing is clear from our discussion, particularly about the tribal 

areas, that the spirit of the Constitution has continued to be violated be the 

state's own actions. And in some cases, injustice is so clear that one wonders 

that if we as a nation are weded to just social order, them how at all this 

is happening. In my view, the biggest obstacle is that of the perception. 

But such a totally incongruous situation can not be understood by mere 

difference in perceptions. The system today is able to ignore every anomoly 

under the cover of rules and laws. In this way big mountains are hidden behind 

small straws. If these anomolies have to be seen in their true form, it will k| 

necessary to remove those straws and view them directly without anything in 

between.

Dissonance between the Constitution and the law

21 .9 The legal warp and weft of our system comprises these invisible straws. 

This warp and weft was generally prepared during British period. The foundation 

of our present legal structure were laid after the first freedom struggle by 

the British as a part of his attempt to make their suzesainty absolute. The 

basic premises of this system were taken from the premises of their own society 

and their own country and their objective was simply to strengthen the pillars 

of their Empire. In this way, this system was the model of a formal imperial 

system nurtured in western values. We fought the freedom struggle, created 

a Constitutional system based on the principles cleared in that struggle and 

values nurtured in our trdition. But the System on which the crown of our 

Constitution was placed, was wholly dissonent with its basic spirit.

21.10 The possibility of such a dissonance was kept while framing the 

Constitution. The President empowered to remove the anomalies of the structure. 

But today when we look back, it is clear that this task was not undertaken.

It appears that the elite classes developed a liking for that system. Therefore! 

they did not even consider it necessasry to remove, these anomalies. In

this way, today there is a wide gulf between a Constitution which permeated 

with the ideals of equity,, justice and fraternity and the colonial apparatus 

which it commands. So far as the tribal areas are concerned, the Constitution 

contains seeds of almost revolutionary changes so that the formal system could 

be fully adapted to the needs of the simple societies with simple traditions. 

But the flow of events, however, ran parallel to the stream of formal frame 

and these provisions in the Constitution have remained mere expressions of wishes 

and aspirations.
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.21.11 In this context when we review the present situation, we find that the 

law concerning almost every aspect of life of the common man is against the 

spirit of the Constitution. Otherwise, on the basis of which form of equity 

could that simple tribal, who is completely unaware about the present situation, 

have been expelled from his ancient home and proclaimed an offender? Or else, 

how was it possible that the person who is actually cultivating the land cannot 

get even the fact of his cultivation entered in the government record? How is 'it not 

permissible under the law and how the very existence of such cultivators of 

land could be negated,? Otherwise, how was it possible that there could be an 

arrangement about snatching away the basis of the life of the people by giving 

a "few pieces of paper" and when a person was not prepared to move out from 

there, the State could continue to use force against those helpless people, 

the responsibility of whose protection has been entrusted to them by the 

Constitution itself?

Acceptance of Mistakes--The First Condition of a Satisfactory Solution
i

21.12 A pre-condition for removing this basic anomaly in our national life 

is to bridge the big gulf between law and our Constitution. The review of every 

aspect of life of the common man makes 'it clear that the law as it stands today 

is violating his basic rights. The rules made under the law are further 

reinforcing that anomaly. Will that State, which so far knowningly or 

unknowingly, has not only been adopted the legal frame as it is but has also 

consciously been considering it as justified, equitous and supportive of human 

rights, accept the bitter truth that this belief was an illusion? Unfortunately 

this is not an ordinary illusion, it is an illusion which has been consciously 

created, it involves vested interests of those persons who are deriving their 

sustence of the system. All the laws concerning natural resources, means of 

production and entitlement of labour are clearly against the spirit of the 

Constitution. These include the forest laws, land laws and labour laws. They 

are clearly unconstitutional and they negate the right of the common man.

21.13 Similarly the Land Acquisition Act is being used as an instrument for 

the transformation of their traditional agriculture-based economic system into 

a modern system in our country In that process, it takes away the natural 

resources from those who comprise the bulk of the poor people and for whom the 

constitute converts them into a variety of the new basis of their life raw 

materials for the use of the new system. It is clear from our discussion that 

in all cases of land acquisition by the state even this law itself is being 

violated. But this law, in its turn is not in consonance with the basic premises
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of our national life and also of our Constitution. The basic right of a person 

in the society is the right to life, which is also enshrined in our Constitution. 

But this right to life has been ignored in this law concerning acquisition of 

resources. In this way, the entire process based on the present law in the 

name of development is illegal and unconstitutional. In the end, the identity 

of the community, particularly amongst the tribal people, is the very fourdation 

of their existence. An average tribal is helpless and hapless outside the 

community. In the process of structural change, the problems relating to the 

identity of the tribal communities is not being even realised at any level. 

Therefore, displacement of the tribal people without their consent is against 

human rights.

21.14 The worst impact of the development processess which are illegal, 

unconstitutional and against human rights, falls on those simple tribal people 

and members of the Scheduled Castes, oppressed for ages, the responsibility 

for whose protection has been entrusted to the State. The irony is that in 

this entire process State does not hesitte even in negating its Constitutional 

responsibiliti'es, because it has taken on his shoulders the responsibility of 

advancing the cause of the so called development.

Terror of Law and People’s Dilemma

21.15 In this situation the ordinary people, particularly the members of the 

Scheduled Castes 4 Scheduled Tribes, are once again in a dilemma. Today the 

system is not their protector, but has turned against them. On the one hand, 

other stronger people are taking advantage of the situation in collusion with 

the system. On the other hand, the reply to each one of their problems is in 

the form of a rule or a law and an expression of resultant helplessness. The 

matter of fact is that the law is being used very skillfully as an instrument 

of exploitation. If labourer demands due wages, he is prohibited from walking 

on the field-bunds restrictions are imposed on his use of common resources. 

If he still does not behave, cases of theft and other crimes may be registered 

aginst him. And then begins the grinding of the wheels of law, not just months 

but years may pass by in going round the court, suffering atrocities of 

confinement without bail and if bail is granted then timeless travail in the 

jail in the absence of a surity. Is it not an irony that a resourceless citizen 

of a free country cannot even stand a surety for himself? UJhat type of democracy 

are we establishing in our country?

21.16 The well to do people and the member of the organised sector are strong 

supporters of this system because the system is always too ready to protect 

their interests. But now the common man is placing a question mark and is not 

prepared to accept all this. When the system is not prepared to accept ever 

the reality of its inequitous face let alone making amends in it in that
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situation his non-acceptance appears to be the only ray of hope. In the state 

of not only indifference but even resistene from the system, that is the only 

support which is left for the common man and that is also the only hope. I 

have tried to search for sump of these positive points in the national life 

and present them in this report.

21.17 The events which I have described here are those which I have personally 

witnessed. The scope of my personal observations' in the context of inadequacy' 

of the appropriate organisastion for discharging the grave responsibilities 

of my office, has been rather limited. But these reactions of the people are 

not exceptions, they reflect the common thought and pervading uneasiness amongst 

the people today. That is not all. These ideas are also spreading. These 

reactions in their practical forms seem to be quite different depending on 

the specific situation in each case. But basically they are all linked with 

the struggle of the poeple's right to life. This brief review seeks to cover 

all colours of the spectrum.

Bonded Labourers

21.18 The bonded labourers are located at one extreme of this spectrum, who 

have not only lost their rights over natural resources but they are also being 

deprived of their means of production and, in* the end, are tompelled to sell 

their freedom and also their honour. These people are not prepared to accept 

that brand of liberation, which according to government scheme, de-links the 

labourers from their source of livelihood and thereafter are left to face the 

tragedy of uncertainty of acquiring a new economic base as a token of their 

'rehabilitation'. They are determined to establish their natural and 

Constitutional rights over those means of production, from which they have been 

earning their living and on which other people have created monopoly right 

through their seizure in legal traps. If the government is unable to get the 

incogruous arrangements of the minerals in 5hankargarhblock of Allahabad from 

the tangle of theCourt, on which depends the living of thousands of people, 

people have decided that they have nothing to do with that 'war about paper 

rights', they are declaring their right to make a living from those resources 

as a citizen of the country. Let the government and the owners settle their 

disputes in accordance with law. It does not, in any way, affect their natural 

and fundamental rights as a citizen. A similar decision has already been taken 

by other workers who are making a living from stone, sand and e a r t h - Quarrying 

in the districts of Sonbadhra, Banda, Satna and such others landless labourers.

56-303 SC&ST/90.
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(2) Landless Cultivators’

21.19 In the context of helplessness of the government with regard to enforcing 

the principle of 'land to the tiller', the people of Sole in Daltanganj of Bihar 

and Pulimamidi in Rangareddy of Andhra Pradesh are establishing, from their 

side, in a peaceful way, their right to continually make a living from the land 

which they have been tilling. They have declared that they have a right over 

'palhat'land. The benami lands and the lands in the name of fake trusts belong 

to those who till them. The owner cannot evict a share cropper, in their resolve 

It is their goodness that they are prepared to give a one-third share to the 

person those name is on the record treating him as an owner even now. But to 

till the land is their right. Nobody can come in their way.

21 .20 The government has not implemented their own laws with regard to the 

ghair mazarua lands and ceiling surplus lands. And in this way, not only old 

estates are continuing as usual, albeit under new masks, but big jagirs are 

being established in the name of development. Even today there are sugar mills 

having farms of 5000 acres and mo]*e in Gandhiji's Champaran. The farmers in 

the neighbourhood cannot prepare qur for their personal consumption with their 

own hands from the cane grown in their own fields. On the other hand, thousands 

of landless people are burning with despair. When the landless of Champaran, 

or those trapped in similar situations in other areas of the country, decide 

to make a living by tilling the land which is the fountain of all life in 

universe, which a few people have seized, grossly misusing the law and the system 

they are only establishing their right to life. After all, can anybody have 

a right to separate the child from his mother!

21 .21 Similarly the big new jagirs which have been established in Karnataka 

in the name of promoting industries, ignoring the rights of the people are being 

opposed by the people. They are determined in some areas not to allow even 

government companies to occupy those lands they are also establishing this basic 

rights of their's.

Settlement and Record of Land

21.22 The operational law of government that "land belongs to one whose name 

is entered in the record" has made the common man, particularly the tribal, 

entirely subservient to others in relation to their means of livelihood. How 

can be know whether his name is there on the record or not? The experience 

of the people of Sonbhadra in U.P. with regard to the settlement operations 

of land undertaken three times in the past 30 years has been that under the 

law, as it exists, they will not be able to get their rights even on the lands. 

The truth is that a stage has come where they may lose everything. Therefore, 

they have decided to take in their own hands the management of land after
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rejecting the present process of the government. They are saying that the 

government may review its law and, if necessary, make a suitable change. But 

in the matter of land, they will manage .their affairs on their own. If the 

government prepares the papers after a dialogue with the people

of the village, they are prepared to extend their support. But in matters of 

land, the final decision shall be their's. liJhat do the outsiders know about 

them? Their premise is very simple. Their action in this regard is in 

consonance of the spirit of Gram Swaraj enshrined in our Constitution.

My milage my Government

21.23 The tribal people of Garhchiroli, Adilabad and Bastar are ngt prepared 

to accept that they are encroachers in the forests which have been their homes 

for ages and that their social customs can be an offence. The State did not 

discharge its responsibility to adapt the system to their tradition, whose 

penalty has to be borne by the people. Now the people are not prepared to wait 

any more for government initiative. The people in Adilabad have established 

their Rai Sabhas, which settle all matters concerning their life. Similarly, 

the people of Garchiroli and Bastr are resolving to take into their own nands 

the management of forests land and their social matters. They are making a 

declaration of "my village my government". This is their right.

21 .24 The people have decided to take in their own hands the mangement of

forest as a result of the neglect of people's interests in the management of

the forest. The Chipco movement of Uttarakhand but on the same lines the women

in the neighbourhood of Jagdalpur in Bastar in Madhya Pradesh have taken over

the management of forests in about 40 villages. The forest department may have

formal right over the forests in these villages, but on the spot the effective

control is with the women. Similarly, the control of the forest department

on the forest of Kolhan area in Singhbhum district of Bihar is notional. In

practice the local people are managing the entire area according to their

tradition. Similarly, in some areas the forest department is obliged to accept 
the decision of the people with regard to the management of social forestry.

The people in Harhchiroli have taken over the management of nister forests

in accordance with their tradition, which for some time and passed on to the

forest department. The people, being concerned about th?. unregulated fslling

of bamboo in the neighbouring forest because of which bamboo was

disappearing from the area, have given notice to the government and decided

that any further felling of bamboo in this area will be under their supervision.

Displacement and Right to Life

21.25 In the end, the boon of nature in many areas is proving to be a course 

for them. The people are witnessing destruction in the name of development. 

The tribal is rejecting the system which snatches away their basis of life in
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exchange of "a few pieces of paper". He is taking a resolve to reestablish 

his right to life. In protest, the tribal who has been living in.the forests 

for ages, which are reserved, in areas like Adilabad, IMasik or B.R.Hills are 

not prepared to leave their homes. The people in many sancturies and national 

parks are rejecting that law according to which they are being forced to move 

out from the areas, where they have been coexisting with wild animals for ages 

just because the government is concerned about their protection and wants them 

to move out.

21.26 On the other side, the displacement by big projects is now acquired 

a demonic form. In protest village after village in the area of submergence 

of Swarnrekha in Pinghbhum, Auranga Dam in Daltanganj area refusing to accept 

cash compensation. They are not prepared to leave their homes. In the same 

way, the people from Bodhghat in Bastar and Inchampalli in Garhchiroli are 

not prepared to move out of their area. Elsewhere in Gandha roaidan they are

not agreeable for destruction of their holy places in the name of development.

21.27 This struggle is particularly on in all the tribal areas. But it is 

the sharpest at this time in Narmada Valley about which I have discussed in 

detail. Most of the tribal and other people in this valley are not prepared 

to leave their homes. They have conveyed to the government their resolve that 

they will not leave their places. If the dam is being constructed let it be 

constructed, but they will not allow it to be filled with water. And if the 

government decided to fill it, they are prepared for a watery grave. In this 

way, they are violating the law in a way.

Three States of People's Resolutions

21 .28 The reactions of the people and their resolutions described above are 

in different forms., But there is one common theme therein that they appear 

to be violations of law. Therefore, they cannot be said to be proper from the 

point of view of the system. Broadly there are three types of situations. 

Firstly, there are those situations in which the people are not prepared to 

compromise at any cost, their right to life is linked with the use of natural 

resources. Secondly are those situations where the concern is that the workers 

should not, in any way, acquire any right over the means of production. 

Moreover the proposition that the people should be able to use on a continuing 

basis the means of production on which they are dependent for their living 

is not accepted in the present legal system. Thirdly are those situations 

where they are obliged to oppose those laws which are against their traditions 

or are against even the spirit of the Constitution and human rights. It will 

be necessary to see these three situations separately and also discuss whetier 

they are justified.
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J L mfllies in Tribal Areas

B '29 First of all if we see the system of the tribal areas, there is only. 

K g  reason for continuing mismanagement, dis-satisfaction and opression. The 

BUnrture of the law and the system have not been adapted to the traditions 

|r the tribal people in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution. That 

K  the basic reason for the appearence of anomalies and state of confrontation. 

B e  irony is that in this confrontation, the same very people are suffering 

w Lq have been denied the protection provided under the Constitution and with 

Regard to whom the state did not discharge its Constitutional responsibility.

K  ,30 When the government did not discharge its responsibility even after 

■n years of the adoption of the Constitution and the state of the 

Pcriminalisation ’ of the tribal societies which was not only allowed to exist 

put became worse and the system was not adapted in the tribal areas according 

■to the needs of the people as per the provisions of the Constitution, is it 

Hot the right of the people that they should themselves establish their own 

System in accordance with the spirit of. the Constitution and make a resolution 

■br achieving this? It is natural that in doing so some laws will come in the 

■By and some steps of there may also be against the law. It is here that a 

State of doubt may arise. Can the people not overlook some laws or even break 

■ome laws for protecting their Constitutional rights? This is a grave question 

Bhich has to be considered. These questions are also arisen in other situations 

Feoncerning the right of the poor people. Therefore we will discuss in detail 

[Jane of these questions.

pnomalies with regard to Means of Production

F21.31 Uie will now move away from tribal areas and consider the problems of 

Jthose labourers who are being denied the right to use the means of production, 

those who do not have any source of living. The resources or means of production, 

|Prom which these people are making a living, are either under the control of 

[Borne individuals or are directly under the control of the State itself. In 

either situation, the state or the individual is using these resources in the 

’form of property, while for the people there resources are the basis of their 

life. In this situation, the question is that if the law does not recognise 

*^en the existence of labourers vis-a-vis the means of production do they have 

i*ny right or not ?

31.32 The right to live is basic. Every citizen of the country has a right 

live. But on the other side the right to property has not been recognised 

P  fundamental. Therefore, when there is a question about the choice between 

the right to life and right to property the farmer is much more weighty and 

to establish the same becomes a basic right of the individual. The law can 

Pettle the issues concerning the claims of two individuals equitably only if
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they both belong to the same category. But when on the one side is 'the
lffi

concerning the right to property and on the other is the right to life
* trie

situation is different. In this case if any system or any law does not protect 

the right to life of an individual in preference to the right to property ^  

cannot be said to be in consonance with the spirit of our Constitution 

Therefsore, we again come to the same basic question that whether in a situation 

where the law is either silent or adverse on a point concerning the right to 

life, does the individual have a right to protect on his own his right to 1! - 

which we will consider in its totality separately.

ftnamalies of Development and its Price

21 .33 And in the end, we have those situations where the State tries td take 

away the basis of the life of people for developmental projects under the cover 

of law against their wish, ignoring their right to life. The biggest burd-n 

in this case falls on the tribal communities. According to the law, the people 

a re  entitled for cash compensation. But in the eyes of the people, particularly 

the tribal people, it has no meaning. In their perception, land, forest and 

everything is being snatched away from them. That is not all. Their social 

identity is at stake. Even on this vital issue concerning their life, there 

is no concern on the part of the government to initiate any dialogue because 

there is no scope for it under the law and formal action under it. Once

the government takes a decision, acquisition of land becomes a destiny. The 

legal action for acquisition of land is a mere formality, which can be completed 

any time. In this way, even the intention of the law, which itself is 

half-baked, is not fulfilled. That the spirit of the law should be honoured 

is not matter of concern of anyone, nor is there any thought about it. When 

the position about the compliance of a law is this, how can there be any hope 

that care will be taken to see that the law is not against the tribal tradition 

and it is not violative of the spirit of the Constitution.

21.34 The tribal people, throughout their history, have had only one e x p e r i e n c e  

that whenever they came in contact with outside world, they had to face coersion* 

When the tribal p e o p l e  lost their rights over forest they could not do anything> 

outsiders have been taking away their land on one pretext or the other. And 

if now the government itself talks about taking away their lands they fee  ̂

themselves as helpless. Therefore, a simple tribal utters in sheer h e l p l e s s n e s s ,  

we belong to the sarkar kill us or let us live. He has no knowledge about the 

rights under the law, nor about the Constitutional protection. Therefore, the 

minions of government treat his helplessness as the right of the Raj. Seein9 

no option in the face of government orders he nods his head which is declared 

as his consent or free-will acceptance with. Therefore, sometimes he thinks

nf Tlinninn infn f ho fni'Defc Ri i+- ho alcn l/nni.ic f ho fvno nf f  roaf mpnt yjhî ”
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lits him there. Therefore, sometimes when greatly persuaded he goes out to 

B the land. If he is forced to run in the end, what alternative he has got 

rj he is not unaware about the way the tribal people are being forced to run

0 about their condition later. Therefore, if the government makes some promises 

yes him som€ hope, he follows them for a while in good faith. But can it

1 concluded from this behaviour of the tribal placed in this situation as he 

t that no compulsion is being used asgainst him and he is preparing to go out 

:his free will ?

jssLion of Identity of the Community

1.35 The person is treated only as an individual both in our law as also 

n our general perception. But what will haopen to the community after 

lisplacement, it neither an issue worthy of attention, nor is there any 

iscussion about it at any level in the country. All the existing social and 

iconomic relationships which bind people in the communities are bound to be broken 

fter displacement and every person wi^l have to establish new -relationships 

n the new setting. But will it be possible for the tribal to do so? After 

ie officers depart or when the people come back to their village after their 

isit outside, this is the only issue of discussion of these people when they 

it together... the mother will be left behind, the forest no longer be there,

;he desh (country) will be left behind, the community will break. Where we 

till go alone in that strange world which has always looked them down so far, 

which has not considered us again worthy of anything except as article of 

jxploitation, how will be able' to live there?

21.36 Here we are face to face with questions of cultural values and human

rights. , Every community has a right to maintain its identity. If the existence

Df a community is in danger, the community has a right ■ to meet the challenge

pn its own. But that phase of history in the world is now over where the law

iof junqle was prevailinq so far as the struqqle for survival of the communities 
i

taas concerned when the victory of more barbarous community by itself could be

accepted as the justification of the struggl. In our country, barring a few

exceptions, such behaviour has never acquired legitimacy. And today, even our

Constitution is against it. The tribal communities have a right under the

Charter of Human Rights to stand against powerful systems, to dissent on

questions concerning their existence and to command full respect towards their

Then if there is no need even for a dialogue with a community which has all

these rights, if there is no realisastion that such a community exists and 
it is necessary to have a dialogue with it and if there is no provision even 
in any law to that effect. This anomaly is a legacy can it called as just 
3y any standards whatsoever colonial era about which no thought has been given, 
aur laws have not been remouled in the frame of democratic values and social 
equity. The full impact of this omission about rights and values falls on 
the ordinary people, particularly the tribal communities, which is a matter 
5f gross injustice.
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21.37 In this way, many of the vulnerable sections of our society particular!} 

the tribal people are now faced with a life and death struggle. They are gettini 

more and more organise to meet this grave crises. They are now obliged t< 

make a resolve that they will now leave their homes. But, on the other hand 

higher and still higher provisions are being made for the so called development 

projects in the successive five year plans. One dam after another is beint 

constructed, foundations of new dams are being laid. When their voice of protest 

is not heard, they ore ocassionally trying to block these works here and there, 

But it is clear that their strength is nothing in comparison to the strengtt 

of the system. Therefore, at many places their movements also collapse.

21 .38 The basic question in relation to there reactions /movements is thal 

can the system take any legal action against them? I have held in my previous 

report that if the government wishes to take over a natural resources including 

land for any work, it is a civil issue. When land and natural resources are 

a source of living of the people, even the State has no right to take away thosi 

rights on any basis whatsoever. But when the question of the existence of i 

community itself is involved, no other argument of any sort can do. If an; 

law gives this power to the State, that law itself becomes unconstitutional 

it is also against human rights. And if any country can put on stake th 

existence of a small community, knowingly and pushes it to the precipice o 

destruction, it would be a blot on human civilisation and culture 

The administration has no right to use physical force to take away the sourc 

of living of a person. If force is used against a community engaged <in th 

struggle for its existence, it is not only against the ordinary human value 

but, in the case of tribal people., it is violation of their riohts. That i 

not at all. It will also be a case where the government will be quity of taikin 

undue advantage of its position of strength and turning its back fro 

Constitutional responsibility.

21 .39 The main reason for this state of confrontation in the tribal areas 

the disregard of its responsibility by the government. When construction c 

big projects was started after Independence, thought should have been givt 

to some important questions like 'what should be the basis of determining publi 

purpose'?, 'what should be the role of the people in that process? Will tf 

people, who will be losing the source of their livelihood and whose right 1 

life be affected, have a right to participate in that decision-making or not
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ilhatever the people recieve in all these projects is only a matter of grace 

nothing is in the form of a right. On the othex hand, no thought has been given 

to the question that if the entire natural resources of the tribal areas are 

required for national development wuhat will happen to those tribal people who 

are depending on them for their living at present? What will happen to the 

Constitutional rights of the people and the special provisions for protection 

of the tribal people? The government is silent on these issues even after 

40 years of Independence. There is not even a general policy or a set of 

directive principles in this regard, let alone the question o f  honoring 

Constitutional and human rights. Therefore, everyone is doing whatever he likes 

anywhere, the people are subjected to arbitrary action. The struggle of the 

tribal people against big projects in the tribal area is a form of their resolve 

to protect the Constitutional rights and struggle against arbitrary action by 

the system.

Search for Alternative

21 .40 It is clear that those who are responsible for directing our system 

have not only been unsuccessful in removing the anomalies described in this 

report, but the anomalies have been further deepening. In this situation what 

can be the alternatives before the common man who is a victim of those anomalies? 

When the people are not able to compromise with the anomalous situations, 

state of confrontation arises. But there is a qualitative difference amongst 

different types of confrontations. One situation of confrontation is that where 

a person himself may be on the wrong, yet he may challange the s y s t e m . Or even 

where there is no mistake, yet the path chosen may not be correct. But the 

other situations are those where even though there is violation of the norms 

of the system in a formal sense, yet the confrontation is for justice. 

Ordinarily it is expected in the case of such anomalies that there are some 

processes within the system itself which become active for their removal. But 

this does not happen always particularly when vested interests begin to take 

advantage of those anomalous situation for their benefit. In such situations 

the system continues to move as usual in accordance with the law and the rules, 

the routine is followed, yet justice gets strangulated.

21 .41 In our country the situation at the moment is somewhat like the one 

described above. But fortunately the people were not require to go far to find 

a way for meeting the challange. When the common man started turning the pages 

of our history, he found that the father of the nation himself declared that 

"to submit to injustice is a sin". He further established the principle, that 

to bear injustice is a sin, by breaking the unjust salt law himself. in this 

rontext when people started examining the legal system, it was found that a 

|number of laws, as I have discussed earlier, by virtue of their being an integral

57—303 SC&ST/90.
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part of the colonial system, are against the spirit of the Constitution. They 

gre unconstitutional. Many people now find oppression of unconstitutional 

laws as unbearable. Therefore, they have started declaring at many places that 

these laws are not acceptable to them. (Annexure 9)

21 ,42 Similarly "Swaraj is my birth right" was a declaration made by 

Lokmanya Tilak. In many tribal areas, after having tried to have a glimpse of 

cwara j for long 40 years after independence, the people have come to the 

conclusion that self-governance is not something which can be begged, it is 

a matter of people's own resolution. Similarly if the State is unable to adapt 

the legal lsystem so that it is inconsonance with their tradition, the people 

can lay the foundations of a new system, derecognising the unconstitutional 

laufs on their own, this is their birth right.

71 .43 These resolutions of the people should not be viewed in the narow legal 

frame, but in the broader perspective of human rights and democratic values. 

Our Constitution is a beautiful document of human rights. No other system 

jn the world is more comprehensive and liberal. But these unperalleled merits 

cf our Constitution have not been given due attention. They have not only 

remained unseen, but have even been violated. Therefore the entitlement of 

the tribal people has become meaningless. Similarly the right to life of the 

people is sacred. The right to life is not limited only to a right for animal- 

]ike existence, every person and smallest community has the right to lead a 

]ife with dignity according to human values. If there are any impediments in 

this regard, they cannot be taken to be in consonance with the spirit of our 

Constitution.

21 .44 The anomalies described asbove are srious. They are against the national 

ethos and democratic values. The delay of even single day in removing them 

s at a heavy cost to the people. If the government does not take initiative

io remove them even now, then atleast this- much can be expected of it that it 

vyi11 not pronounce those people as offenders who are taking a resole for 

establishment of their rights. Self-governance or management of one's own life 

:.s a soul of democracy. It is the duty of every citizen to support those who 

?re struggling for establishing these rights. I hope that the government will 

support these resolutions of the people which are for establishing the right 

.ife in general and for managing their affairs according to their tradition 

;.n the tribal areas in particular. And further the government will also remould 

-;he formal system in accordance with the wishes of the people so that the 

Constitutional schema is given a concrete form, albeit with considerable delay.
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RIGHTS AND R E S P O N S IB IL IT IE S

It is clear fran tha above review about the state of the Scheduled 

Castes and Scheduled Tribes that our national life is passing through 

a vary sarious phase. A dualistic system is getting consolidated instead 

of the 'nation moving towards a socialist economy based on principles of 

equity, justice and fraternity. On the one hand, a handful of persons 

or the system itself hava full control ovar the whole econony including 

the natural resources and means of production. But on the other hand, 

the bulk of tha paople, who include most of the members of the Scheduled 

Castes and Scheduled Tribes, ara in a position where they either do not 

hava any rights ovar tha rasources and means of production or whatever 

rights they still have ara getting gradually extinguished. And even the 

last support of a person, his own labour is not properly valued. In the 

and, they are obliged to barter away their vary fraadom. This situation 

is totally against the Constitutional schema and is violation of the basic 

human right to lifa. A special responsibility is cast on all those citizens 

as a citizen, who believe in human values. They should coma forward for 

meeting this challenge and achieving the national goal.

The Learned People

22.2 Much hope cannot ba reposed on tha system, which includes adminis

tration and the organised sector, in the present situation with regard 

to the establishment of a socialistic economic systam. Tha entire systam, 

comprising the organised sector, is promoting inequity and exploitation 

because of which tha poor ara becoming poorer and most of tha m ambers 

of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes ara becoming victims of depri

vation and exploitation. The first essential condition for getting out 

of this situation is to have a claar perception about tha aconorty and 

the nation. Therefore, the biggest responsibility can be said to ba cast 

on the laarnad paople, who ara axpacted to present an objective assessment

4 1 7
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of tha socio-economic situation, rising abova thiar sactional intarasts 

so that tha good points of tha systam as well as tha distortions became 

known to tha paopla which will anabla tham to taka appropriata dacisions 

on thair own.

22.3 Tha prasant paradigm of devalopmant itsalf is not appropriata in 

tha context of tha situation in our country. Yat mora and mora paopla 

ara adopting a lifestyle, which is linkad with that paradigm, which will 

not ba within tha raach of tha bulk of tha paopla avan in a distant future. 

But tha common man is undar tha illusion that whatavar has baan achiavad 

by a faw today, will baocma possible for than as wall tomorrow, that tha 

prasant dualistic stata is a passing phase and a matter of time. Therefore, 

the first task for the establishment of an equitable systam is to rid 

tha peopla of this illusion. In reality, the creation of a "Fourth World" 

is an essential condition of the styla of devalopmant which has baan 

accaptad at the national level as the model. Most of the mambars of the 

Scheduled Castas and Scheduled Tribas ara included in this Fourth World. 

Therefore, the rasourceless, particularly tha Scheduled Castas cannot 

get an equitable position in the systam so long as tha present paradigm 

of development is persued. It is the responsibility of the conmunity 

of the learned to present a clear and categorical analysis of tha situation 

as it is.

Tha System

22.4 Eventhough not much can be expected from the systam in the situation 

described above, yet the system can take soma action with ragard to thosa 

basic principlas which it considers to comprise its own foundation. The 

Constitution provides tha basic frame of our systam and it contains certain 

basic principles which ara accepted by all. But many a law are not in 

consonance with the spirit of our Constitutioin, many of our administrative 

actions ara not even in accordance with tha provisions of thosa inequitous 

laws. If tha right to life is the most basic right of a citizen, and 

tha systam craatad by the British is violativa of the S 3 m a ,  than at least 

the removal of this distortion is the duty of the systam. And this disso

nance can ba removed. It appears that this action has not baan taken 

simply because it would go against tha interest of the system and the 

organised sector. This is wrong as a principle. A baginning should be
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made in this regard with a incisive delate at tha highest level in tha 

system, i.e., the Parliament and State Legislatures. All those laws, 

which concern the basic rights of the people, should ba amended inmadiataly. 

That will not be enough. The Supreme Court itself may taka the initiative 

and consider as to why this process, which was an integral part of the 

Constitutional frame, was not evan initiated and, if necessary, giva suit

able directions for doing so now.

Political Partias

22.5 The political parties hava tha responsibility not only to operate 

the system but also to give it the right direction. But the party-based 

political processes have proved to be insufficient for bringing about 

basic social change. It is a matter of great ragret that the peoples

trust in than is fast waning. In tha party-based political activity, 

elections is the most prominent process. Tha peopla ara not really awara 

as to what they can expect and what thay should not expect from it. There

fore expectations sore sky high at tha tima of elections. But onca in 

power, the logic of the systam begins to dominate tha political parties. 

Therefore, after seme time when people can see solid results, a wave of 

despair grips tham.

22.6 Unfortunately, in seme cases evan all political party consensus 

in tha party-basad political activity can go against tha basic intarest 

of tha common man. Tha intarest of the systam and tha organised sector 

hava become so dominating and their logic so illusive that the political 

parties ara forced to support tham aven against long term national interest 

or thay may also adopt the same path knowingly on account of their own 

internal compulsions. Otherwise how can one explain thair support ovar 

the demands of labour aristocracy and complete indifference on tha issuas 

concerning tha principle of land to the tiller. That is not all. Sometimes 

because of tha arithmatic of votas, basic principles concerning small 

minorities or innocent masses can ba violated. I hava givan only soma 

examples. I hope that the political parties will consider tham with sari- 

ousnass and engender an atmosphere in which politics of votes doas not 

dominate the issues concerning basic principles.

Modem Sector

22.7 But tha biggast question about tha consciousness about responsibile
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behaviour concerns tha modem sector of our nation, which can ba said 

to ba a synonym of tha organised sector. The modem sector considers 

4-tself to be the symbol of a rational systam based on principles. If this 

is true, tha first responsibility of this sector is to realise its own 

inaquitous position. The organised sector so far has not only succeeded 

in fully cornering tha benefits of modam development, but has also bean 

taking advantage of the processes of deprivation- and exploitation of tha 

unorganised sector. Therefore, in the gross national product tha shara 

of this sector is determined first deducted. The members of the unorganised 

sector have to remain contented with whatever remains there aftar. This 

is the first and biggest cause of injustice. That is why the call of tha 

leadership belonging to tha organised sector has no strength and not avan 

one stap is taken in the direction of ending social inequity. Therefore, 

it is necessary that tha organised sector should realise its inequitous 

position and think about tha rights of thosa paopla in the un-organisad 

sactor who hava today reachad the despicable laval of biological exploita

tion.

India, Bharat and Hindustanava

22.8 In our country thara has baan a talk for some time about so called 

India Vs Bharat. But in that discussion tha interests of that big world 

of Hindustanava which is balow India and which covers most of the members 

of the Schadulad Castas and Scheduled Tribes, have bean ignored. Bharat 

is kean to compete with India and gat linked with it. In this procass 

tha situation of Hindustanava further deteriorates. It is necessary for 

organised sector or India to rsalisa and accapt its unjust position. In 

a similar fashion, it is necessary on the part 6f Bharat, which has full 

command ovar tha resources and means of production in tha traditional 

systam, that it must realise and acknowledge its unjust position in rela

tion to the rasourceless Hindustanava. It is necessary for Bharat to mova 

with Hindustanava rathar than ba obsessed with competition and collaboration 

with 'India', both of tham ara victims of tha same process. Justice in 

favour of Hindustanava can ba tha first decisive stap in tha direction 

of tha establishment of a socialistic society - in the absanca of it, 

all othar processes will support the consolidation of the dualistic system.

Individual

22.9 So far I hava talkad about tha sense of responsibility of diffarant 

sections of society. Every person is a mambar of soma class or tha other 

and is a co-sharar in its intarast. But inspita of this fact, avary indivi

dual has one's own identity and one's own sensitivity. In our country,
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evary parson has soma basic rights as a mambar of tha democratic systam, 

which, to a larga axtant, ara also an joy ad by thosa parsons who ara articu- 

lata. But tha sama vary rights ara not availabla to majority of tha paopla. 

Tharafora a duty is cast on avary sansibla and sensitive parson that ha 

should think about tha rights of tha majority of tha citizans and support 

tham in their struggles for establishment of thosa rights.

22.10 Those parsons, who are a part of tha systam and ara particularly 

associated with administrative system, will have to especially consider 

this issue. They enjoy tha big protection of our constitutional schema. 

If a person is able to enter this class, he is fraa for life frcm the 

raw struggle for existence. On the other hand, the majority of the people 

ara facing questions of earning thair bread for the day. In this situation 

what is he contributing in exchange for the tremenous protection of the 

Constitution which he enjoys towards reinforcing the same constitutional 

schama in the favour of the ordinary man and for giving it a real form? 

It is the duty of all those paople who realise their unjust position, 

notwithstanding the fact that they are a part of that unjust systam, that 

they should support those people, in whatever way it may be possibla, 

who are struggling against that inequitous system. These people can at 

least do one thing that in all those cases, where injustice is being done 

against some people, the oppre^son is denied tha support of the systam 

against them. In this way they can force the system from within that it 

should not violate the basic principles on the basis of superficial logic. 

The argument that there is a law and there are rules, should not ba allowed 

to be used against the basic rights of the people. That is not all. They 

should also accept that the laws and the rules are merely instruments 

for achieving the national objective, they cannot be considered to be 

the end in themselves. If those who are operating the system can realise 

this much, it will be a great support for the oppressed.

Voluntary Institutions

22.11 The sense of responsibility of individuals can also gat expression 

through voluntary institutions. The role of voluntary institutions, particu

larly small voluntary institutions and social activists, is especially 

desirable in peoples movement. The real expression of an individual's 

personality is possible only at the level of small community and it is 

at that level that the process of basic change can also begin. Today, 

throughout the country a new thinking is emerging at tha level of tha 

common man. Any effort to direct it from a central point, as has been
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tha casa so far, will not only ba wrong out will ba detrimental. If this 

naw wava pushas, ahaad in tha form of intamal procass of tha community, 

only than it can bacons a big pcwer for tha dasirad changa. Tharafora, 

thara is a naad for sensitive paopla at tha laval of small community through

out tha country who may ba familiar with tha ways of outsida systam, who 

may hava a good understanding of tha broadar social aconomic context, 

but who can marga thair with tha small community, who cam bacoma partners 

in thair internal processes and who can participate in tha voyage of re

construction of tha national life in that capacity along with tha ordinary 

citizan.

Youth

22.12 In tha and, if any one group, on whom is tha great rasponsibility 

of remoulding the powerful inaquitous systam and giving it a form which 

may ba in consonance with spirit of tha Constitution, it is tha youth. 

Tha challenge of building a new India itself today rasts with the young 

peopla. But our country is passing through a graat crisis. On tha othar 

hand is tha crisis of valuas. On the othar hand tha right to lifa of tha 

ordinary paople is being disregarded by the inaquitous systam, paopla 

ara baing foread to sail thair liberty, tha natural rights of tha people 

ara baing declared as non-accaptabla. There can be no othar greater challen

ge for the young than this crisis. It is thosa parsons from amongst tha 

young, who must coma forward who ara burning with angar against tha inaquity 

of our social systam, who ara prepared for any sacrifice to achieve thair 

goal. Unfortunately, the model, which has bean accepted in our country, 

for tha concept of development and style of lifa is misleading the young 

paople. Tha first great task which tha youth will have to take is to debunk 

this illusion and get out of it. If this illusion disappears, the scope 

of their work will became claar, tha objectives of their life will also 

become clearer and it will be possible for tham to join the paopla in 

thair struggle for thair right to lifa and contribute to the building 

of a naw India imbued with tha ideals of our Constitution.

The New Wava

22.13 Thera is a naw wava in our country. Tha paopla ara baccming conscious 

about thair right to lifa. A naw atmosphere is baing engendered at the 

laval of the ccstmon man, in which tha logic of tha systam is not baing 

accepted as an authoritative declaration or the Gospel truth, as was tha 

casa till now. This is indicative of a qualitative change in the national 

lifa. After such realisation, the situation changes and it can naver 

ba the sama again. Tha common man, particularly tha paople in tha tribal
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araas, ara kaan for a chang a in tha systam in tha contaxt of thair basic 

rights. Moraoavar, thay ara also making a rasolva in thair capacity as 

fraa citizens to giva a naw direction to thair systam in accordanca with 

ha spirit of tha Constitution and human values. Tha labourers, who comprise 

tha bulk of the population, are not praparad to accapt a systam in which 

tha right to lifa may stand denigratad and the citizen may not hava tha 

right to lead his life with dignity.

22.14 I hope that this change in tha thinking of the paople will not 

ba allowed to take the form of confrontation with tha systam. Instead 

its anormous powar will ba accaptad in the form of a positive element 

for transforming tha inaquitous form of tha systam. It is here that a 

big challanga arises before tha enlightanad groups, which include intellec

tuals, political leaders, administrators and professionals, whether they 

can rise above tha short tarm and group interests and recognise the real 

natura of the naw wave and ensure that, that unlimited powar is not dissi

pated in confrontation but is usad for building of a new India.

Spacial Responsibility under tha constitution

22.15 Tha responsibility of some people in the systam, particularly thosa 

who are concarnad with tha interest of the so called weaker sections of 

the community, is quite clear. I will urge that thay may try to percieve 

the grave responsibility outside the routine arena, in the broader context 

and ensure that an opportunity for laading a lifa with dignity in accordance 

with the provisions of the Constitution becomes a reality for the weakar 

sections, particularly the mambers of Scheduled Castes and the Schadulad 

Tribes. My own organisation is included in this group of people with 

special responsibilities. This Report and the ear liar Report make it quite 

clear that the basic rights of tha mambars of tha Scheduled Castas and 

Scheduled Tribes are being violated, their right to life is also being 

transgressed, in many casas tha law is incongruous and the system itself 

is against tha paopla. In many casas they do not have any other alter

native except to establish by thamselves their basic rights and reject 

tha unconstitutional laws.

22.16 It is my duty to draw tha attention of the anomalies of the systam 

in tha struggle for the basic rights of tha Schadulad Castes and Scheduled 

Tribes. I had drawn attention to a number of anomalias in my previous 

Report as well. Many mora things hava coma into a clearer focus in the 

prasant Report. But this discussion has not had so far any perceptible 

impact on the system. Whatever I will say in future will ba a mere rapa- 

58— 303 SC&ST/90.
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tition. in this context it is my duty that I ensure that the full cantaxt 

of the provisions of the Constitution reaches those people far whom thosa 

provisions have been made and the responsibility for review of whose inter

est has been placed on me. But the cannon man doas not understand ths 

language of principles, he is caught in the problems of the day. Unless 

the final essence of all principles is placed before him in the context 

of <his problems of the day, it has no meaning to him. It does not hava 

any significance either. The echo of this Report will fill tha assembly 

halls for a while and then will get subsumed in the void around. The voice 

of the struggle for life can be the only proper and lasting expression. 

Therefore, there is no other way except to get directly linked with ths 

struggles of life for establishing that dialogue for discharging that 

responsibility. This will be my effort. The form and the frame of the 

Constitutional duty will depend on the situation in each case.

( B. D. SHARIF )
C o m m i s s i o n e r  f o r  

S c h e d u l e d  C a s t e s  & Sc h e d u l e d  T r i b e s



Copy of letter dated 31-3-90 from Dr. B.D. Sharma, 
Commissioner for Scheduled Castes & Scheduled 

IVibes to the Prime Minister

A N N E X U R E — 1

I wish to draw your attention to the critical phase in which the struggle o f the people in Narmada Valley 
: reached and immediate intervention at your level is urgently called for. The people are determined not to 
ve out from their homes in valley and prefer a watery grave than disorganisation and destitution in an 
mown world which has been the story o f all displaced so far.

You are perhaps aware that the submergence in case o f some villages is now imminent and may become a 
lity even in June 90 as the execution o f Sardar Sarovar project has been speeded up by the G ovt o f  
jaraL

This movement after the large congregation of similarly placed people elsewhere and social activists from 
over the country at Harsud in October 1989, has become a symbol o f national struggle, particularly o f  the 
■al people against the present style o f development In the hurry to achieve growth the question o f equity has 
n relegated to a secondary position. The fact that some people have to bear its cost has been accepted as 
vitable and as a necessary condition o f development.

This position is being taken by those who stand to benefit by that process or by those already arrived. It is 
ght to be justified by allusion to the experience in the socalled developed countries who could and did 
ate a third world’. They transposed the miserables and the miseries o f their new brave world unmindful o f  
wreckage which it wrought there. This logic is not acceptable to  those who stand for the basic values in the 
ional life as enshrined in the Constitution and the common man who is at the receiving end. A  substantial 
don of out people are facing the spectre o f being pushed into a ‘fourth’ or a ‘fifth world’ as the wheel o f  
elopment moves on relentlessly creating a few islands o f affluence. The decision o f a person like Baba Amte 
nove out from his place where he served the worst afflicted sections o f the humanity to this valley and face 
viscisitudes as one of them is not just a token gesture. It is a natural response o f a sensitive soul which can 
ceive the great human tragedy being enacted in this region and listen the voice o f the voiceless facing 
trauma.

I have the great privilege and a grave responsibility under the Constitution to investigate into the working 
le Constitutional safeguards in relation to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in this country. The 
st sufferers in the wake o f what is termed as development are members o f  Scheduled Tribes. Consequendy I 
discussed in particular some facets of the tribal situation in detail as it is emerging in the wake o f the execu- 
of numerous development projects. These projects are based on those natural resources in the tribal

ons on which the people have been subsisting for their living since time immemorial.

As per the law o f the land, all resources not individually owned are deemed to be state property. The pro
of formal acceptance of individual rights in the tribal areas is either not complete or the position relating 
Eto is outdated. The biggest tragedy is that law does not take into account the symbiotic relationship o f the
II people and their habitat which also has cultural and religious significance. Consequently the tribal peo- 
ian claim no right on state-owned common resources. Even those resources, which are individually owned,
1 as agricultural land, can be taken away albeit through legal process on payment of some compensation. I 
given a number o f examples in my Report where the people are not prepared for this forced exchange. 
f cannot even be lured by rosy promises of liberal compensation. Such forced displacement in tribal areas 
ictably and inevitably has resulted in disorganisation of the community and pauperisation o f the people, 
t 10 to 15% of the total tribal people are believed to have been afflicted so far by this process.

A general review of the prevailing situation in the tribal areas in the context o f the Constitutional 
[uards in the Report made it clear that the “law concerning acquisition of land is incongruous with the

ft SCAST/90.
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tribal situation”. It was a pity that “this incongruity has not even been noted by the executive which has bee 
conferred full authority in unequivocal terms by the Constitution and by implication also the grave respoi 
sibility for removing all anomalies and distortions between law and tribal situation”. The conclusion in tl 
Report was clear that "the tribal people are being denied due protection o f Constitutional safeguards on a vital issi 
which concerns their very survival as a community".

The only course for the state in the face of these facts was, which was also recommended in the Report, th. 
a thorough review should be undertaken o f all ongoing projects so as ‘to ensure that the safeguards provided f< 
the tribal people in the Constitution are honoured in their real spirit and their side does not remain uncot 
sidered simply because they did not have the opportunity or the necessary articulation for presenting tl 
same’.

It is sad to note that even though the Report was presented in November 1988, this important question < 
denial of Constitutional safeguards to some o f the most vulnerable sections of our people, who are innocent < 
modem processes and voiceless, has remained unheeded. Moreover even my personal intervention whic 
could be possible only in a few cases because o f the severe limitations—organisational and logistical—such j 
Hasdeo Rango and Burgee on Narmada did not have any effect in real terms on critical issues notwithstandic 
the favourable responses from the former Prime Minister and the State Chief Ministers. In this case peop] 
had to flee, flee for their life with nowhere to go in the face of surging waters as the dreaded dams rose abo1 
critical heights. All safeguards of the Constitution and intervention on their behalf came to nought Eve 
strong protest o f the people themselves, in whose name the state functions, have not evoked any respons

The issue which faces the tribal people today is vital for their survival. I therefore, examined the same 
further detail after submitting my last report. I find that in most of the cases, including that of Narmada Pi 
jects, even the provisions o f the law, under which the land is being acquired and the people are being forcit 
displaced, are not being followed in their true spirit. There are two important conditions before land can 
acquired under the present law of land acquisition. Firstly, acquisition can be done only for a public purpo; 
Secondly the people have a right to be heard before a decision is taken to acquire their land.

The crucial concept ‘public purpose’ has not been defined under this law. This, in retrospect is not surpi 
ing, nay it was not done on purpose. Under the present stipulation anything which the Government o f the c 
or a fleeting ofTicial considers as public purpose is deemed to be public purpose. Certain basic questit 
naturally arise from such stipulations which had been raised in the Report. It was clear that ‘what can 
deemed to be public purpose in the context o f the tribal situation does not so much concern with what may si 
ply be termed as legal or formal but touches the core of human values, civilizational obligation and ii 
narrower frame Constitutional safeguards’. Therefore “can the relative size of the communities involved 
accepted as a sufficient ground for determining the ‘public purpose*? Cana community be obliged to make > 
for others even at the peril o f its disintegration and destitution of its members? The answer is a clear, emphi 
and unequivocal ‘N o’ Nothing needs to be added on this point at this stage.

So far the question o f giving the people an opportunity to be heard, the position today is nothing si 
flagrant violation o f the law. In most cases the formulation and approval of a project precedes the formal j 
cess of land acquisition. For example, in the case o f Sardar Sarovar project most of the villages which will cc 
under submergence have not been even issued a preliminary notice for acquisition of their lands under Sect
4 of the Land Acquisition A ct Any notice at this stage to these people inviting their objections, if any, w 
construction has started, cannot but be mere performance of a ritual.

The above anomalies and contradictions are arising because a law which was enacted in the 19th cen l 
for acquisition of small pieces o f land is being used for handling projects of mega dimensions which couldl 
have been even imagined at that time.

This is not all. There is a deeper cleavage. The Land Acquisition Act, like many other laws, was en a | 
during the British period when basic objective o f the state was consolidation of the imperial authcl 
Secondly most of these laws were based on premises and perceptions of the rulers. They completely ignore*! 
ethos and values of our country. The natural resources including land was deemed to be property of the Staf
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idividuals as the case may be. The rights o f the people who were dependent on them for their living through 
le ages were*ignored. The situation changed drastically when we adopted a Constitution whose objective is the 
stablishment of a socialistic republic imbued with the spirit o f equity, justice and fraternity. The right to life is 
le most fundamental o f all human rights and is basic and absolute in our Constitutional schema. Any law 
rhich denied a person o f this basic right cannot really be in keeping with its spirit

I am constraint to note that this aspect o f our legal system has been missed over the last 40 years. The con- 
adictions are galore particularly in the tribal areas. For example, a number o f tribal communities are still at 
unting and gathering stage and as such subsist entirely on the forest Yet this basic right o f theirs is not 
:cognised under the law. Instead, they are deemed to be encroachers. Many o f them have been driven out of 
tieir homes arbitrarily, not infrequently with the use o f force. This process is continuing. A number o f com- 
lunities, particularly the nomadic and seminomadic groups, have been subsisting on natural resources 
pread over large tracts, moving from one place to another according to a schema evolved over a long period in 
tieir history. The present law regulating the use o f natural resources ignores this system completely. Conse- 
uently these communities are being incessently marginalised, some of them having reached a precipice. The 
ulk of even those tribal people who have adopted settled cultivation living in resource rich region still con- 
nue to depend for a substantial part o f  their subsistence on natural resources. This aspect has been ignored in 
ur legal system. Their access to the resources is being arbitrarily curbed.

The non-agricultural lands in ordinary villages, sometimes misnamed as waste lands, provide substantial 
art of the subsistence for the poorer people. They are the only source o f living for some o f them. The percep- 
ion of th* State about these resources and even the schemes for their development are oblivious about the 
ightsofthe people. Lastly, agricultural land provides livelihood not only to its owner but also to the tiller of the 
and, the share croppers and landless labourers. The present laws do not take cognizance of the rights of 
uch people.

Under the provision of the Land Acquisition Act, land can be acquired from a person who may be for- 
nally recognised as its owner by payment o f compensation at the market price. Even in this restricted frame, 
he provision cannot be said to be in consonance with the Constitutional provisions about right to life. A source 
if living cannot be equated with the price which it may fetch in the market The law is silent about people other 
ban the owner who depend on the resource for their living. Consequendy alternative use o f resources through 
cquisition or otherwise, denies many people the access to those resources without any consideration 
whatsoever.

It is particularly tragic that the State has taken no action for protecting the interests o f the tribal people as a 
ommunity in the Scheduled areas which is implicit in the Constitutional schema stipulated under the Fifth 
chedule. The laws concerning ownership and management o f natural resources including land and its 
cquisition extended to the tribal areas treat the people as individuals and not as members o f a community, 
“he community is still vibrant and a living reality in many tribal areas. It is the most important distinguishing 
haracter o f the tribal society. Similarly these laws do not take cognizance of the cultural ethos of the people 
nd religions significance o f the natural habitat It may be mentioned here that our country is a signatory to the 
LO convention which envisages that the rights o f the tribal people over their resources will be honoured. Yet 
ie laws o f the land are at variance with these basic premises about human rights. The tribal people have not 
lerely been denied the benefits o f Constitutional safeguards but are being subjected to the tyranny of many a 
^congruous laws some o f which are violative o f basic human rights.

In sum, the execution of developmental projects in the tribal areas is causing a severe backlash. They at 
est is more concerned with ritualistic compliance o f the provisions of the law even though it may not be in 
ceping with the spirit o f the same. In many areas the law itself is violative o f the Constitutional safeguards and 
f basic human rights.

I have been pursuing some o f the cases which were brought to my notice from different parts of the coun- 
y. My interventions have no doubt yielded some fine sentiments but no basic change or even temporary relief 
i the people. The States are in a hurry. They swear by the laws, agreement and formal decisions which may 
5t mean much to the people. On the contrary as noted above, they may not be in consonance with the 
onstitution and may even be violative o f human rights.
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The people are resisting these ingressesofthe state in their own way. In fact this has been the situation in tl] 
tribal areas for over two centuries. The struggles for assertion o f  the rights of the people has been suppressed h 
force. When people refuse to make way for developmental project, use of force is not unknown. In view o f the fa* 
that this is an ongoing process which is becoming increasingly intense, the grave question about the use offor< 
in acquisition o f natural resources including land was discussed in detail in my previous report Any differena 
in the process ofacquisitionareatbestin the nature o f civil disputes. Any use o f force in such cases isoutofplac  
particularly againslmembers o f scheduled castes and scheduled tribes about whose protection the state has 
special responsibility. Accordingly enactment o f a central law was recommended prohibiting use o f force ii 
these matters. But no action has been taken so far. It is unfortunate that use of coercive processes is continuin 
unabated even in those matters where the people on the other side are fighting for their right to life.

In the instant case o f Sardar Sarovar project on Narmada, I have requested that the three states and the Cer 
tral Government together should have a dialogue with the people and arrive at a consensus about a package c 
rehabilitation acceptable to the people. It is a pity that even after long discussions, the first simple step of th 
three states coming together and offering a package for all affected people irrespective o f the place where the 
may wish to settle, which is specifically stipulated in the Narmada Water Disputes Award, was not taken. Th 
people have come to the inevitable conclusions that rehabilitation is not possible. Moreover they are now bette 
conscious of the consequences and also of their rights. They are now determined to fight for their survival a 
individuals and people.

It is regretted that the voice o f the people has remained unheard and the basic position about the projecl 
remains unchanged. Not only that, as the people’s struggle has become more organised and better articulatec 
the states instead o f making serious effort to allay their fears and convince them about the possible altemativ 
not by mere promises and words but by deeds have adopted an unbecoming strategy. There is an unseemingl 
haste in the execution o f the project on the strength of mere conditional approvals without adequate informs 
lion on many a vital issues. So far as rehabilitation is concerned even some of the preliminary issues like ‘who i 

a displaced person’, ‘what are the entitlements’and suchlike remain to be finally settled not to speak of repari 
tion of a comprehensive scheme. The intention of the authorities is clear, that is, to reach a point of no return an 
face the people with a fa il accompli. Once the execution reaches a point where large investment has been madi 
that fact itself can become a valid ground for continuing the same notwithstanding the consequent 
thereof.

Such an approach does not behove the state. The execution o f a large project is after all subject to so man 
contingencies even when every thing may appear to be in order. It may be stalled on account of inadequacy c 
funds, non-availability of man, machine or material or even miscalculations about a contract. Yet how is it thi 
the basic human issues concerning thousands o f people are not a sufficient ground for even a minute deviatio 
from the schedule which is taken as sacrosanct? Consequently, whether the people are ready to move out or no 
the rehabilitation prospects are bright or bleak is nobody’s concern. The construction of the project continue 
notwithstanding the protests of the people on the strength ofpromise by the state which are of no avail in the en< 
When the water in the reservoir rises, the people must flee and flee for life not knowing where to go and whatt 
do. The state can conveniently claim that no force has been used. But is such a claim sincere or real? Whs 
greater tragedy can people face than the inundation of their homes by a man-made flood meticulously designe 
and mercilessly executed ignoring their very existence as a people.

According to the official reports the first few villages in Maharashtra and Gujarat will get submerged aft£ 
June 1990. There is panic in the valley. The people are preparing for a last ditch battle. I have, however, bee 
informed by the Ministry of Water Resources that no submergence will start this year as a result of the work o 
the dam. It is just by way of extra caution that probability projections have been made and a warning system i 
being installed to meet the contingency which may arise with or without the dam. Such refinements cannc 
mean much to the ordinary people who are seeing before them the rising concrete structures girdling the river, 
the flood occurs it will be deemed to be a direct consequencc of the same notwithstanding other rations 
explanations.

As stated above, the execution of Sardar Sarovar like many other projects is not in keeping with the prc 
visions of the law and the law itself is violative of the Constitutional safeguards provided for the tribal people a 
also of human rights. A dialogue was necessary with the people who are likely to be affected before starting th 
project with a view to arrive at an informed agreement about the possible alternative for their living i
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msonance with their tradition, acceptable to them. This opportunity was missed. It is clear that the states are 
at as yet ready with a scheme o f acceptable rehabilitation. Most o f the affected peqple from Maharashtra and 
[.P., who comprise 90% o f the affected people, are not prepared to move out

As stated earlier, the Narmada Project has become a symbol o f the struggle against inequitous develop- 
£nt particularly o f the tribal people. The tribal people have reached a critical point in their history where they 
■e facing disorganisation as communities and destitution as individuals. The nation must have a second look 
the basic issues facing these communities. The lapses so far in this regard cannot be taken as an alibii and 
stification for continuing on the same path which has wrought havoc in these areas. A beginning has to be 
iade here and now. In the case o f Sardar Sarover project, the people have not been taken into confidence not- 
ithstanding their passioned and reasoned protests for a long time. This is a basic right of theirs which must be 
unoured. N o consideration whatsoever either in terms o f benefits likely to accrue to some areas and people or
i terms of expenditure already incurred can be accepted as sufficient ground for violation o f the Constitution 
id of the human rights. It is a moral issue and by the same token the acid test for the nation’s commitment to 
juity and justice. N ot a single person in this valley should be obliged to flee under the spectre o f being drow- 
;d because that will signify the collapse o f  the value for which our Constitution stands.

I trust that you will take immediate steps to reassure the people about the protection of their basic right to 
fe. It will not be possible unless the work on the project is stopped. N o words can carry conviction so long as 
ie work on the dam site continues and floodingof the valley remains a certainty. Therefore a dialogue with the 
iree states must be taken up immediately and the work on this project stopped pending a satisfactory outcome 
:ceptable to the people.



A N N E X U R E -I

Copy of letter dated 4th April, 1990 from Dr. B.D. Sharma, Commissioner for 
Scheduled Castes & Scheduled Tribes to the Governor of Maharashtra.

I wish to drawyour attention to the critical situation that has developed in some tribal villages o f  Narmat 
Valley in Maharashtra. The tribal people have resolved not to move out o f their villages which are facing imm 
nent submergence, perhaps this very monsoon.

The people in the valley, most o f whom are tribals, have been moving all authorities for justice but to o 
avail. Initially their demand was for a reasonable resettlement After some time when they came to the concli 
sion that rehabilitation was not possible they started the struggle which has been gaining strength. This is 
struggle for their survival as a community and as individuals. They are now demanding the scrapping o f the Sa 
dar Sarovar Project Their struggle is for the right to life. Their struggle has gained nationwide support whic 
was amply demonstrated in Harsud last year.

The tribal representatives had also met recently on 31st March at Delhi in a Conference convened by tl 
Government o f India to consider tribal problems. There was unanimity in the Conference that displacemei 
was their problem number one. They demanded that all ongoing projects mustbe stopped until a consensus ca 
be worked about them with the people. In future no project should be taken up unless it has the consent o f tl 
people affected. In particular, it was urged that Sardar Sarover should be stopped forthwith so that it does ft 
reach a stage o f no return. A  complete reappraisal o f the project including the issue o f the right to life o f the pei 
pie should be ordered.

In view of the people’s reaction to the project, the Government o f Madhya Pradesh have assured the 
early last month to take up the matter with the central government I understand that the Government 
Maharashtra are also convinced that rehabilitation as per the legal provision o f the State is not possible. T 
Government o f Maharashtra have been considering to move the concerned authorities to stop the work on t 
dam. But so far these are mere promises and nothing concrete is happening. In fact work on the project is goii 
on with full speed. The people are seeing this with their own eyes the disaster personified which will engulf the; 
if not today, tomorrow.

The people, therefore, have taken the last resort available to them in a democratic society— to appeal to tl 
Assembly and to stake their very life. Some o f them have gone on an indefinite hunger strike prefering volunta 
death to a forced disaster. The people in the villages are getting ready to get drowned rather than evacua 
this monsoon.

I am making a special plea to you for the tribal people in the scheduled areas o f  your State whose prote 
tion is your special responsibility under the Constitution. I have investigated into the issues involved in the in 
tant situation and have come to the following conclusion :—

(i) The people who are facing displacement have been denied even the opportunity to be heard in kee 
ing with the spirit of the law (the Land Acquisition Act) under whose provision they could be forced 
move out The imminent displacement is against the law.

(ii) The basic issue involved in the process o f displacement particularly in the tribal areas is the right 
life. The natural resources including land are a means o f livelihood which cannot be taken away 1 
mere payment o f compensation. The Land Acquisition Act is based on the promise that land is pr 
perty and resources which are not formally recorded in the name o f an individual are state proper! 
Consequently the farmer can be acquired by payment of compensation and the latter without ai 
consideration. This Act therefore, disregards the right to life o f the people and therefore, against tl 
spirit of the Constitution. Acquisition o f land is unconstitutional.

1
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(iii) The Constitution has special provisions aimed at protecting tribal people. The major issues in their pro
tection are their command over resources and their survival as a community. Both these aspects are not 
taken care of in the existing legal framework. Consequently the process o f development in which they are 
evicted from their habitat and are obliged to face disorganisation and destitution is voilative o f basic 
human rights.

The people are, therefore, facing a grave crisis in which not only the due process of law has not been honoured 
even their basic right to life is oeing denied and the human rights are violated. I may invite your kind attention to 
fact that the Governor has a special responsibility as also the necessary authority to protect the interests o f the 
al people. Nothing can be more sacrosant than the right o f life as individuals and right to survival as community. 
>usands o f tribal people are facing imminent disaster. This voice has remained unheeded. No worthwhile 
ogue on this vital issue can be visualised so long as the work on the dam continues.

May I, therefore, request you to direct the state government to move the central government for stoppage o f the 
k of Sardar Sarovar until a satisfactory solution is found for the problem o f the people acceptable to them. You 
1 also consider issuing a notification to annul Land Acquisition Act so far as it is applicable to the Scheduled 
is of the state since it is violative o f Constitution and human rights. The tribal people have to be protected against 
w which does not recognise their right to life and the right to live as a community.
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A Note on Urgent jilonsideration of Some Basic Constitutional and 
Human Right Issues in relation to the Narmada Project

Confrontation between the People and the State

The continued confrontation between the people and the State on the issue of forced displacement in the 
Narmada Valley is a cause o f deep concern which needs immediate consideration at the highest level. The 
situation may take a serious turn now that in some cases the State has not hesitated to use force. Any use of force 
by the State in a movement particularly o f the tribal people and that too on the issue of displacement is denial 
of due protection accorded to them in the Constitution and violative of the human right, that is, the 
right to life.

Displacement remains a Non-Issne

The question o f displacement, particularly of the tribal people, in the wake of execution of developmental 
projects has not been considered so far with reference to certain basic principles involved such as (a) equity and 
justice, (b) safeguards provided for the tribal people in the Constitution and (c) the human rights as per the 
international conventions to which our country subscribes without any reservation. This question was dis
cussed at length in my earlier Report (Twenty Eighth) which has not evoked any response so far from the 
Government in the State or the centre.

The woes of the tribal people, who are victims o f some of the worst forms o f backlash of development, 
have remained largely unheard. In many areas the people are facing disorganisation and destitution. The basic 
issues involved have been either overlooked altogether or dealt with in a self-rituous way. Development is 
sought to be deified and its consequences deemed as inevitable. The people have suffered in most cases in mute 
and bewildered silence. Sometimes they have also resisted the process in their own ways, but to no effect In 
some cases when their defiance could not be ignored some patch ups have been attempted. But the end result in 
all these cases has been rather a ‘mere pause in the process’. The system has always been able to use its 
resilience with purpose and to take advantage of the intrinsic weakness of the other side ignoring the merits of  
the cause and the inherent inequity.

Menacing Dimensions of Displacement

Displacement, disorganisation and destitution o f the tribal people are no longer isolated events. The 
number of projects and also their absolute size has continuously grown. The number of affected persons has 
assumed a menacing proportions. Moreover, as the facts about the fate of the people in different parts o f the 
country is becoming better known, there is growing concern amongst many people other than directly affected 
who stand for equity and social justice. The affected people themselves are also coming together, considering 
the issues and questioning the processes which are responsible for their plight.

Violation of Law, Constitution and Human Rights

It is now abundantly clear, as was brought out by me in my earlier Report, that in the case of most o f the 
development projects even the spirit o f the law under which the people are forced to move out from their homes 
is not followed. This renders the entire process illegal.The laws concerning the management o f natural 
resources including acquisition o f land are colonial in their mould and out o f tune with the basic frame of our 
Constitution. The Land Acquisition Act is violative o f the very basic right o f the people, that is, the right to life. 
When the same law which is incongruous even in ordinary conditions is extended to the tribal areas, it is viola
tive of the human rights o f those people whose protection is a civilizational obligation and to which we as a 
nation are committed unequivocally.

1
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Qualitative Change with People’s Realisation o f Basic Issues

The projects in the Narmada Valley will cause displacement at a scale which is unprecedented in the his
tory of the world. The people in the valley have resolved not to move out and prefer a ‘watery gi'ave’ in their 
ancestral homes rather than face disorganisation as a community and destitution as individuals. This is not a 
plea of despondence; it is an assertion o f people’s will flowing from their self-realisation. They are now aware 
about the issues involved. They are confident about their stand—that the projects as they are being executed 
are against the law, that the law itself is violative o f the fundamental rights and that as members o f the tribal 
communities the State has an obligation to stand by them and provide full protection.

With these developments and growing consciousness amongst the people about the basic issues there is a 
qualitative change in the situation. It is like the people o f a subject nation becoming aware about their state of 
subjugation. Freedom is a state o f mind which can be said to have been achieved with the dawn of its realisa
tion. The rest is merely an overt process. Once the realisation about freedom, or a state o f inequity and injustice, 
dawns the things can never be the same again. It is only a question of time before they must end. The struggle of 
the people is only a part of this process which must be made as brief and also as painless as possible.

Some Dividends of Dialogue

The dialogue about displacement in the context of Narmada Valley projects over a long period has 
already yielded some dividends. It is for the first time that rehabilitation has been accepted as a part o f the pro
ject design itself even though with many a hitch, reservation and grudging consent under pressure from people 
and other agencies. The package o f benefits promised to the people are now better than those adopted for other 
projects in the country so far. But in the changing context that is not enough. The basic issue which the people 
are posing now is about the very feasibility o f satisfactory rehabilitation.

Pre-requisites for Satisfactory Rehabilitation

There are four facets o f a satisfactory rehabilitation planning, viz.,—

(i) identification o f all categories of project-affected people and a realistic assessment of the socio
economic impact, the real loss which the people will have to face due to the project,

(ii) a common comprehensive policy for all project-affected which does not differentiate amongst the 
people from various States and which is not less favourable than the one promised under the 
Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal Award,

(iii) a detailed plan ensuring that the requirement of basic resources for rehabilitation—land, money 
and organisation—is realistically assessed, clearly identified on the ground and provided for in the 
formal system, and

(iv) involving the affected people and enlisting their willingness to accept the plan and, what is most 
important, their agreement to move out o f their habitat

People Question Feasibility o f Satisfactory Rehabilitation

The people hold that whatever may be the promise by the State, rehabilitation is not possible. It is also 
alleged that many other issues connected with this project have not been fully gone into which include environ
mental aspects, the implications for downstream economy, impact on health and the cost benefit itself. They 
are questioning even the benefits projected for the State of Gujarat which according to them are highly 
exaggerated. It is feared that while the massive investment may benefit a small tract which is already advanced, 
it may deny the other backward areas even the normal investments and thus add to inequitous growth. I will 
not touch upon all these issues but must mention that there are hardly any ex-post evaluation of different pro
jects. In a number of cases the actual benefits are only a fraction o f the initial estimates. Consequently the tail 
enders do not receive any benefits whose need is the most. Thus the parameters of projects change drastically 
without even being noted seriously by anyone.
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litter Disregard of Human Issues

The primary reason for this sorry state is the great emphasis on engineering and expenditure aspects o f  
these projects to the neglect o f their real economics and utter disregard for the social implications. The stakes, 
social as also economic, involved in the Narmada Valley are much too high and the nation cannot afford to keep 
such a vital question of social equity unanswered before the die is cast finally about the mega projects.

Comprehensive Plan of Rehabilitation not accepted even in Principle

I will confine myself to the issues relating to displacement and state o f preparedness for handling the 
gigantic task o f relocating the people and re-establishing them as communities sharing the benefits o f  develop
ment with others in recognition of their sacrifice which they may be obliged to make. I share the concern o f the 
people about the feasibility of a satisfactory rehabilitation plan. There are promises galore but they are not sub
stantiated by actual deeds. The preparation o f a comprehensive plan of rehabilitation acceptable to the people is 
the minimum pre-requisite for approval o f any development project which affects people and defacto deprives 
them of their means of livelihood-whatever may be the dejure position in this regard. It is unfortunate that this 
has not been accepted even as a principle notwithstanding the ready response about its desirability.

Some Preliminary Issues remain unresolved

Consequently we are in a state of uncertainty even in relation to Sardar Sarovar let alone the general issue 
of the right to life of the people. This issue has caught the imagination o f the people everywhere and the people 
are asking valid and pointed questions about the same which the state must respond. For example, in the case of  
Sardar Sarovar, I have been inviting attention of concerned authorities in the Centre and the concerned States to 
many specific problems which the tribal people are likely to face when they are displaced. But even the elemen
tary questions such as computation of their real worth o f their habitat in economic terms and the meaning o f a 
reasonable standard in the new setting have not been attended to, let alone being announced. The conventional 
methodology is utterly unsuitable to deal with the tribal system. Consequently we may land up in a situation 
where our experts may conclude that the people after resettlementarebetteroff yet they may face destitution and 
may be forced into wretched conditions in terms of their perception of life. This will be nothing short of a 
disaster for the affected people as has already happened in many other projects, notably Ukai which is in the 
same neighbourhood.

Even though long years have passed by in discussions and deliberations about Sardar Sarovar, the pre
paredness of States for tackling this gigantic problem has hardly improved. Even the first point in relation to the 
policies has not been fully settled so far. For example, even elementary issues may take years to resolve and yet 
some other uncertainty may appear or an earlier decision may be nullified by a simple explanatory note.

Unjustified Differentiation

The first basic decision in the case o f Sardar Sarovar should have been acceptance of a common package 
of all project-affected people irrespective of the State to which they belong and the State in which they may 
decide to settle. This has not been done so far. The concerned authorities may have valid reasons for not doing 
so. But to the simple tribal the State boundaries are unreal and he cannot understand any differential on that 
count Consequently the definition of a project-affected persons is not the same in all States. The entitlement are 
not the same. Eighteen year old sons are accepted as constituting separate families in Gujarat but not so in 
Maharashtra. A  landless person is entitled to hectare of irrigable land in Gujarat, one acre in Maharashtra and 
none in M.P. The figures about the affected people and also the area have been fluctuating.

What is most regrettable that no attempt has been made, nor even a promise given, that a comprehensive 
plan for resettlement will be prepared before the project becomes irreversible. The question of the peoples con
sent to the resetdement plan in this context therefore simply does not arise. Some villages have already been 
relocated and manyothers face forced displacement even as the preliminaries are not setded. This is resulting in 
avoidable hardship for many—but worst of all a loss o f credibility o f Government about their concern for the 
people’s welfare.

Land for Land—A Sore Point with the People

An important decision flowing from the Narmada Water Disputes award is a land for land, and more, that 
is, the land will be irrigable and each affected family will get a minimum of two hectares. Moreover the people 
will have choice with regard to their relocation and will be re-established as communities. But the vital question
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which remains to be answered even now is the availability of land. After toying with the idea of Government 
and ceiling surplus land, the Govt, of Gujarat has Finally settled for purchase of land through private 
negotiations with many a question mark such as how much land, at what cost—and the fate of the tiller o f the 
land who would face a second displacement since the land on which he works today as landless labpurer, 
originally belonged to him. Maharashtra has conceded that they do not have land for resettlement. M. P. which 
accounts for eighty percent o f the project-affected is still without a comprehensive survey on land-availability 
in the state and has resorted to shifting the onus of resettlement to Gujarat.

Growing Realisation of People’s Stand

Nevertheless there is a silver lining. The logic o f the people’s demand in the valley has been conceded by 
the States of M.P. and Maharashtra which account for bulk o f the project-affected population. I understand 
that the Chief Ministers o f M.P. after a major demonstration in the valley has agreed to take up the question of  
complete reappraisal o f the project with the Central Government. The Govt, o f Maharashtra have also been 
expressing their grave concern about the possibility of some o f their people getting affected without a resetde- 
ment plan getting ready even in general terms. Some activists and people likely to be affected during the com
ing monsoon had to resort to an indefinite hunger strike early this month against the continued construction of 
the dam. The Chief Minister of Maharashtra has promised to stand by the people and make a demand that no 
work on the dam site, which is likely to obstruct the flow o f water in Narmada, should continue until such time 
as a resettlement plan acceptable to the people has been prepared by the State Government. The C hief Minister 
has visited the dam site and conveyed this decision to the representatives o f Govt, o f Gujarat

Some Preconditions for ending Confrontation

These promises by the two States are welcomed. But certain immediate steps are necessary. The prepara
tion of a comprehensive plan acceptable to the people and not allowing the project to a stage of no return unless 
the first condition is satisfied are two crucial issues on which a categorical stand has to be taken first Unless 
this is done the state o f confrontation will continue with unpredictable consequences for the people and also 
the project

Comprehensive Plan—The Need for a Broader National Perspective

Coming to the question o f a comprehensive resettlement plan acceptable to the people, I may emphasise 
that not only there are many an omission which must be made good and loose ends which must be tied but a 
broader view o f the problem must be taken at the national level and also by all the three States without which 
much may not be achieved.

Take the simple question o f a common policy for rehabilitation of all the project-affected people irrespec
tive of the State to which they belong and the state in which they may finally get settled. The Govt, of 
Maharashtra is not prepared to accept the Gujarat package in full because it will create a precedent and similar 
demands may be made by the other project-affected people in the State as well which they are in no position to 
concede. The G ovt o f M.P. also has not accepted that package particularly for the landless people, most of 
whom belong to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, because they want to have a built-in incentive for 
the people to opt for resetdement in Gujarat The Govt, o f Gujarat itself is not prepared to offer the package to 
all project-affected people even of Sardar Sarovar, let alone the affected people o f other projects. For example, 
the people o f six villages who were displaced some 28 years back for development of infrastructure for Sardar 
Sarovar have not been extended the same benefit even though promises have been made from the highest level 
in the State more than once. Similarly those who will be affected by establishment of the sanctuary to 
accomodate wild life displaced from the submergence area and construction of canals will not be eligible to the 
same benefits.

It appears that every State is prepared to concede something but nothing beyond the bare minimum  
which somehow can be used to get an agreement from the people to move out The people suspect, for which 
there are reasonable grounds, that once the process starts they may be left alone to fend for themselves with 
nowhere to go. Some clever people may get some benefits but ordinary people may be left high and dry.
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The inevitable conclusion is that the State and even the Central authorities have not as yet appreciated 
the spirit in which the whole question o f displacement and resettlement has to be considered particularly in 
the context of tribal people whose habitat has the distinction of having the rich natural resources required for 
development projects. The facts that the people’s rights were ignored and that they got a raw deal earlier, can
not be accepted as a ground for denying them their due in future or even in respect o f the earlier projects now 
that the fact o f inequitous deal to the tribal people is accepted by all. The principle of equity and justice cannot 
be determined on considerations o f expediency. As I have been stressing the development cannot be at the 
cost of the weakest. An essential precondition of a development project being taken up in the tribal area must 
be the assurance o f the people being accepted as the partners in the fruits of development In fact the whole 
paradigm of development needs to be critically examined with reference to this basic premise of equity and 
justice to the people.

Equity— Not Legality—The Main Issue

I will take this opportunity to appeal to the Prime Minister and also to the Chief Ministers o f the three 
States to ensure that the concerned authorities rise above the frame of formality within which the issue of the 
people in the Narmada Valley is sought to be resolved. The guiding considerations have to be equity and jus
tice and honouring the basic right o f the people the right to life. It is clear that the law concerning acquisiton of  
land is against the spirit of our Constitution. It is violative of the safeguards for the tribal people. Therefore, 
action of the State being in conformity with the provisions of this law cannot be accepted as a sufficient 
ground for forced eviction o f the people from their habitat

A Possible New Frame

There are three basic elements which must be incorporated in any law which authorises the State an 
alternative use o f natural resources. Firstly, the right o f the people who subsist on those natural resources irres
pective of the formal position in regard thereto, should be accepted unequivocally. Secondly, the people must 
not be deprived of their means o f livelihood without their consent and without the provision of an alternative 
means of livelihood acceptable to them. Thirdly, whether the project for which the people are required to make 
a sacrifice will really serve public purpose must be determined in a larger forum which should include the 
people likely to be affected.

Forced Displacement of Tribal People—A Denial of Constitutional Safeguards

In conclusion, the people’s movement in the Narmada Valley against displacement and their resolve not 
to move out o f their homes have raised some basic issues which must be considered at the highest level 
urgently. These issues include the design o f development, inevitability o f some sections of our people bearing 
the cost of development, the disregard o f the right to life of the people and the Constitutional safeguards pro
vided for the tribal people. Now that these issues have come to the fore, the process o f forced displacement 
must stop forthwith. The State must not use force against the people who are fighting for their fundamental 
rights. In particular, a comprehensive review covering all aspects o f displacement of the people by Sardar 
Sarovar must be ordered and the work on the project must stop until an agreement has been reached with the 
people about their future. Any action disregarding this demand will amount to denial o f Constitutional 
safeguards to the tribal people. The same principle must be extended to all development projects being 
executed in the tribal areas at this critical juncture o f their history so that they can become partners in 
development in keeping with the promise made by the founding fathers of our nation in the 
Constitution.

61—303 SC&ST/90.
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Copy of letter dated 21-5-90 from Dr. B. D. Sharma, 
Commissioner for Scheduled Castes & Scheduled 

Tribes to the Prime Minister

Kindly refer to my letter of 17th April and further developments on the issue of displacement par
ticularly of the tribal people in Narmada Valley. I must first express my deep appreciation for the concern you 
have shown to the problems faced by the people, particularly the tribal people in the valley, and for giving the 
assurance to look into their problems at your level.

I am, however, concerned about the response of the Government of Gujarat. They have not taken this 
opportunity o f resolving the issue through a dialogue with the people and arriving at a mutually agreed plan of 
action which appears to be possible now. Instead, the issue have given an emotional pitch by posing it as 
interests o f Gujarat versus the interests of a limited number of people in the valley. This stance is 
rather omminus.

The issue o f displacement, particularly of the tribal people is not merely that of a trade off between 
economic gains for many versus economic loss o f a few. It concerns the right of life of the people and their sur
vival as a community. There cannot be a trade off on these points particularly because this involves Con
stitutional safeguards and basic human rights. I am constraint to write to you at this point since this is not an 
isolated case. This represents a trend in our national life. I had referred to the question of conscious non
implementation of the law protecting tribal land in Andhra Pradesh and even an all party consensus reduc
tion in favour o f scrapping the same. This amounts to violation of Constitutional safeguards.

In my view a similar situation prevails in regard to developmental projects. The present procedure 
adopted in these cases is not only against the spirit of the law but the law itself is not been inconsonance with 
the spirit of our Constitution. It is violative o f human rights. In the case of tribal people it amounts to denial of 
safeguards by the State which has that responsibility under the Constitution.

In this context, you will appreciate that the issue o f displacement cannot be considered merely in terms 
of the number o f people benefited and the fact that there may be an all party consensus cannot be allowed to 
influence the decisions which have to be taken on objective consideration o f equity and justice as enshrined 
in our Constitution. An amicable solution has to be found with full and free consent of the people. I hope 
these constitutional and human rights aspects shall be kept in view in deciding about any further 
course of action.
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^  d  P" m r  3m ? d W rT  f t  w -  « n t s irc a r Trt 3 ? iN t % • j r t ^  * t  f t  f t  wtt m  

fr !?R®r 3  * R ,  ^ft 3 1 ^ T #  M R  % TrF7 fM M H + M  i t  T=f^T 3PRT ? t, 3 R #  ^P7 

T1?, <g •} >̂T ^ITtiW cl^ ^Tft T5T• ->l»fM ^  1̂̂ " <5 »iO (t>l*j-1 "'TT̂  *f, H'-ci

^  ^ f b r  f in fa q H  T ^ r  #  TTF?r ^n<ft f  ^ r w  T R ^ rtt ^ p f r  H T i  f t ,  

nTTHf 3ilfc}ci|^ 3T̂ FTT 3flCJ^I7 * ft  T ^ t  SIlfacT WT W -  W T #  ^ R T  ft %

hvjth ^r h t jt  "LFnT̂T io\<A\ 3nr ir* ft ^nfR to  aw r s fitw  ^htjt R t̂f - vnft ^ ft , 
TTjz ivjt 1? T R  CTTT $' ^  W R  TO PtHI ir31T &  • ?*Hirix 3TJTT 3iTR̂ ?RT ^  I'+'-fl ''SI41 ̂1 TO 

t  ? r t  ■R^tt ~dt 3 tp £ t <i-icjU i *n **r h w  t r t  w r  f t  ~ni- f * r  ^ r p  k r  # r  4 t

ii it  T?T'Pt 3TC^t 7 m  *F R T  * ft  J jftsF I f t  TOTT- T??^ Ir R  tit  T ^  fo tf t  2T3R?T ?TT T ^ 7 t 

( i T^FrR’ % T R R  <<1C<<1CMI ^ R f t  ’t" •

•qft -nft, n r^ t  svrtt ht̂ ttt m r  ^r-iR t  sfft f  eft tfi 3 T  w -

TRxjf t  t t r t o  M y’h ^ r r  #  im f t  t ,  s # R jt f t  #  t o t o t  %  T p # n F  j w m  ^  w m r  

it *nr ^t t > r r  sttort f t  ^im ^  • ilrr «it <̂<*iJ -im iTV«̂>i ^r <^n^m ir=ft f  % *SY

? r#  #  m $ t  i r m  #  y n i^ +  ir?  ^  ^ t  sw rr^r t t r ^  t t  TRrr H

r =FT x j r r l M i  T 1? f t  ?<5<1ll "̂rTT ^  P l ^ < i  "? T O  MIH jfT ': T^1' "I"* TfT rTT?"

- { f  oq^c}^qT % 51111  ̂ rT R lT  ! ' •  o tl^W T  ^ r  T5t^ ^  U t^ f J1<; HI W 5TTT $[  -i W+l 3?T

r ^  vJ'<rrit|'1 % ^T7 TR^TT ^  «I*T^ h IM < Ti^fir t ' ■ ‘jqS^RT t ’ afTT^RTT rft^t ^  

r t  *  3Fnfr #  WdFhrr w f  #  2̂  ^nr itht f  ^  M̂ lf  Tnnt ^rr ^  ^

" ^" irrf t ^ r T it^ t  ^t r , w i t  *rt h h m  ttt m r  ^tt <f*< ^• • *■ 
o'n' >ri?T(T ^q'jucf) fft Tfift ?rif ^  cji  ̂ % • ^  <tI^tur % ?*iĤ cTr3if ^  trt^ rtt  ^  ît

r< TT^ ^  TR^PT slĤ Ml f t  T f t  te n  71777 • f^T bq^^jjr ^  TTTd' ^??T iff ^t, ^nf ^

^  q^iiRT f t ,  m TFR 1TRT f t  T̂T ^i^l, STTT^RT s^HRJT <̂ t <nl ^  ST^T^ 3F1T T̂T 

?JT ^  3Hr̂ t CRCR] % yrnlW 3HRT ^ R  i f  ^IT Pl+H ^Tf i f

Tft<f̂ T <7̂ * 5^<i V-td 7FRWT ^  ^ S  ^t 3T̂ *T7rT ~TT- TT^IT T^ f ^  ^  WR7 7TT 3PT

K  f^W T WT ’TTOrrTFTR Wt ^ f T  *5t 5 ^ N r  i t f t  # ^  "^RT T̂T TRRT %,

^T ^ R T  f -  JrFt ?H(R<i 3̂ %T«PTT 'd^‘ ^T T W R  ^  f t $  ^T ^  TTRh 3 T ^ R T  M R  

T T R  ^ , ^HT T IT R T  5 R J R  ^  •

^  J K  _#fW<_^r_  ̂  w + . 3 ^ » r

■?̂T ?5|Hd it ^ f r  3ffĝ T̂ > TPT « ^ « J T  % '3RT 3h?<5c:kJ) M R

3T ^  rR T  %  ^ R T ^ R  f t  T jf  t ,  sferfcT t^TTRrT ^ R t T  f W t -  ITT ^ R R 7

( M ^ft ?TRT 3TTT5TT<TT 3FRT >̂1*1 ^RTrTT <6 rfT 3FIT T̂ T J'TF̂ -I "? eW*J,'l ^  URT Tp "JR^
If ^^PRt ^  rW T^R  (5RTO % -RR TO ^RfcTR T̂ ^  Tjt ftfft, ^ERT ^  TOTT ftrTT- 7 ^

^  ^  ftR - ^  w i t t  ^ r m f ^  k r  arorn^ri t t r t c t t #  ^ r  t t t t t ?  t  q<i«n  

flnr-

_^_gt 3FPT P T - ~W*tfcrl A t  ^T 4ftj|<

r̂?Tr ■? ^  ^ T*11^' ^?r ^  ^ fifrT  TH^rT^: M T O « R r n  T'T
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ttrt At t h  t *tt̂  #  wSt ?*pp Tift aroTnja h'R mi ut w ? t ? ft- iTFrj ttttt#  t

H I^3 H  H  STOIflJrT UM4ril4 facTM i f  • T f l  T i f t ,  ^nflH- tftfrT  H lf ld ^  u T U R t ^T • 

F»T T JrR : Um'd4l<fl *?R *T 3FT SIT ^ft T i n t  TTftlJR ^  TJT %cRT ^  3TCRra OT*

3n'jil1̂  %  fi h *) R̂TIrl VM %  <45 ’F^^HT ĴT fa> 4̂1*1 Jitâ  îiA ^t <!

sjtd-̂  «<|A % 3iffiqT 3^R ^ r  sffWit • T̂ f t  TT^N TTT^ eft TPTT̂ f *£t ^TPftTTl

^mViI , Tift^TRt ^  ^nfFnrTRqT r+i*j4) f t  ^t *ich t t  Tf* <4iA •nfi' ^  s i ^ t j * 

# i t  m \  £  n f -  a ir ^  tft «RT  ̂ n3 ' r t ^  T tftt t t  ^?r3 ^  ^r t o  * r
T5" TFT SJT %  $ftrT TT 3flTjf?W 5XR??3I TT?TP! cRT W  t3T*$ *f iPr «i*icihi<4i 5tm?SJT 3 

ri<? ^  Pl^n TJfl t*PTT ITTT EIT* S’mKî i <$wm rTT' S"T̂  ^  *ll<< T^t W’J'Tl* ^  fl? d *1

rtl^it ^  41*i i^1 Mct»c?l sft ftnt ^  3rc^ -sjpt t  -<ita ĥpA • M<-rj th

sit % r -iuftvj q r  n i  «ft f t  tffM ftt T in t ^$r i f  t t  air ^n^frft m *i 4
Tld^ * m \  f t  ^HFT TT ^ f l  •

Tlffa 3T«f>) "'t ^tft TH fa-s’m TT *TT?«̂ Pr MikniJ TT "I" TlJfa M*Hpri Tl

*nr ^ r htor ■̂, t ?t THfT ■? ^  W A  *M?4n ^  1irt fd ^ t f t  «r
jftt? T  'clY >1^4 ^ 5  T  M*-HTrrl % T]°T T^“ T -̂ TT^ % •  W T f t  <\ ^fT
A^HiM "? M*-HfrrT ^  *̂ r(3Jd Hldl TRTT ?TT* f^T *TRRt ~lf ’W W

l̂ t T f  • T *frl % TTm^ T ?  ^  7 ^  im-o ini 4  «TTrT ft<?t T ff fT^ TR5 ^ ? t  ^ ff T 7  T ^
3T^^t TIT ^  ^  ¥>fT rt)Jil ^  TlfFT T̂T Ŝ fef̂ nT iTMn ^  î«( TT ÎT 3T

?ntt cit 3i^cii5c " f̂* f^r RTfefi ^ w i ^  ?VrarpT t̂î ??iT ^  *fi?TT ilrr s^nnr

^TST ^  31RT t̂ ^  ^T? ^ t  TJT ^N dl % jfir^rT 31^ ^frjt ^  ^TR ^  r̂T7 TTT̂  ^tT^T 

ITf THT T? i t  'Jt*Ti*1 ^T ^  TfT ^  feqlq T^T f t  T̂TT ^TT T̂ T
if  ft?r^  3T7W f t^  ?nfr- ^qTTm^qt epr WT|T STtB- TTTT ^R" IE

FqKZfTT fTT̂  #  T T lt ^ J R  ^  T?ll^T M  T ^ -  R  TflHpff ^  ^  Tit W#?T #  

'il<ll<̂ » ^  3lfe^R % F'T "? Hl^rtl <flT*T ^T T f  ^  ^ « 8 d| ^  ri

T F f t  • i f t  HMl JlMl ^  T T ^  ^ S p } ^  % ?T1 "̂ f qpnT  *h?TfT TFT* <K^

7TTT?t ‘̂ rRT ^3iq^l TFfrd  ^T 3fltRT?T ^T  TT r̂il "I" T T  3lft|'̂ lT ift TfWTR ^  ^lit
tptt* sHiarr i^ t " 5 ^  ^  ^^Uid ^ t  «t>i*j»il' ift ^ t  ^  <n^jT ^

Tt f r m  ^ t T f  f W t  ^  RlVfT R  TTmrf ^T sqW H ^l ^  T  ^ fh r W &  # T  f M  
TJrUfd 3 te R t ^  # R T  T  T W  T̂T Wt>.

T # r  TPTF^ #  ^  t  T m t  ^ P w F i ■? JQ  dTTT ^  f e r id  ? W  ffr^ t T t  ^ f t  ^TTft f l  

^  3$)<w< % rft ?Hv:ril fW r 7rf* TITlt Tri^JPT ^  21 ^  SfdlfTT TT -fl'i

^ r ^R' ^ff5T (T^ ^T S^TW Wlftr! f  • ITT TRET ^  TRlt -<-(iMinci1 ^  W

3lR|^R" ^<^T ^  HT̂ t ^  FT ^  7T^ rT̂> f t  A f^T "Hft 't' T̂*T \j m̂>i 

TRR^lT jfirlW ^  Tm  ^TTitr W  ^TTT- ^fRT #  sf^T T  #  ^ l t  ^  -ilKIHili sqR=q| 

ift TTUT f t  T5T f -

■?̂ T% 3TTRTT 39 ^  TRT ^  J?T ^ Ulfiiril ^  '1l<lV<<̂ '  ^  f e 1? -

Tn<pn WFT Sl^d ^ t  sfrtJ^T % FT "? 1̂=FTT iRTT t" ■ " ^ t 3 ^ ^  ^  T T  h

^ ^ 1  nTT ^  T tn r  ^  ^llrTV THRRt TT R q T ^ r ^ r  vi r-tiiid "5TT T<T ^  <•
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&  hih'ir* ftcT 3 ^  ^  afftn? TW *#?• 3H TP*f ̂  7T1T »fr 3̂ t5TT TV t  fa *HT 

fllfif'fi ŝ n̂ ETT itifl’TIT ^  tJrtl̂ Jl[ PRRT %  *R 3̂ 7" TrRR^T ^  TfPRf 3FT TTPTRT tf<T ^T 

Hh' -̂MI ^  TV ^ s T U l^ l  T̂ f t -  

5fTvh<w #  * w r  #  afcniFT tafa

jjfa tfferr m^frr^ #  ■*k=i #  ^ p r  %  pt if s&ffa, Trctflrrr $  $  *nnr^r

f c R  #  3 t e r r  $ i  t t r ^ t  sqi^qr, 3 i T w m  #  T q g ^ r  w t  #  3 > f c w ,  #  ^ r r  f  m
H^Ejrf^F szrewrafr #  jrpfr ttrta t#  #  ydiV«i+ ^ppr f  >jfa ^r *p#cT th  f t  *npr * rt

IT 5tHl*'-ilH .5iiqTv«n ^RTFT ?fcR ^  ^  ^ r f W w  ’tflTptfft' ^R $  TUTTm  T̂T jf

‘ • 5 r w  f a  t  w #  <pFr X  » jm  s f c r r  s n f t o  t  i u r t  i t  H fa«ii<fl t w r  j f i ^ t  w w T r r  i f r r -  

f f a t  i t  ^ f ^ i f r  ^ n r  j r t h  t s t  l ‘ - W c j  f & r ik  ^  's h t  ^ r r r n R t  ^ r  ^ r r  t h ^ f t  s w r r i  

n i  3 i r ^  f f t t t t  t -  w t R t  * r  7 R 7  #  a f c w  ^ t  f i < f t  ^  T ? f t  f -
* r  s f l r t f  ^ r  ^ f t i 'et’K  F q W r r  s F i f f N ^ r  ^ r  8 f c R  t t f t ^  ^  s i r  ^vi

T*T eft vioi1̂ T̂? 1 W  WfrrT T̂ T 3) HI f t  T£T- TTÎ TR "? TT̂ lKl -i 3’Trt TTTRT SR <1̂ 4 

3R T  " m * T  s t e r P T  * R ^  ^  k  ^ f l  JT R T JR  S 3 T g ^  3 1  ^ T F T T  W  r f r  # i ^ TT

rm ^  ^nr #  ^nfpr #  sifo w T  Or ^  #  3pm? ^ r ftt  w  p t w  m  w  sit ^  t ^ \  #  

ra=ii ^ t  Tpq- ••T?t #  T^r% g-<?> ^  ^  ^ft fr Tjf ftp

^ F H T Tftm ^  WV ^nflM f\%  #  TRTfl if WRTT TfrU Z*FT 3^fewi feTT T̂T ^ H T  ^5- 

^  W  3 R ^  i(  ^  ^  JĴ T f t  Trt f  xjr T t̂TTT ^  #- ^  F t ' #fTRT ^  fV) %^r

■=rr f l n r -

^ i i ^ i f l  #  ^ r r #  ^ % r 4 t  ^ f t  f  d f + i ^ H  %  TTFcf #  # j T r r o r  #  t f N  ~Tt

y T fT ° r  <r>i>j'i ^R K T T  TRTT ■3)fi1I’c1 ^ * T m  ^FT 1T 3 f ^ J n  ^ « F r  T ^  ^ T  = < ^< 511  ^ t  ^TT

tTWT ^ t  T̂ rr ^  wwx #  p t  if f t  Tjf $[ ^ n ?  ^  # tf fc w rr ^rft ?St-
IT TF r̂ ^ f t  ttftf ^  T̂FTrf sfr fit T̂T TTT# ^nft^TT ^  T ^ t  Ĵ-Mlcd ^  f2fl̂ 3TT tw r $
FTT «JT* ^T=g 3T^fr #  T O  ^  fleWTFrT #  TTTO  ̂ ^* ^t ^RTPft T TnR -JPIT rPTrTT 

7 i r  *i <-ii ^ I T 0! t i T  f l H ' i i t i  xf^ft 3ff T f t  ^ R T  ^ l ^ q i i  ^  i m i i c d  ^  ^ |q * i

SH^TT ?q^r^ f t  ^TT H T#  9n7 3f3f^^T #  T ^ ^ rT  W ^T ^T 3^PFTT VTt q-RT f t  ITT ^T^W'R

<15 <1 -i •Sll'jfl̂ 'l’l % TflTFT ^  fll 5 ̂  <J19 <̂*7 1̂*11 •ift ,3TT fl+rll •

RrSRtTT ^ p ?  ^RT# ^ f ? f  so^rT #  ^T 3T7R WTT #  IfRJT ^T fPFTT f t ,  TTI^trR 

^H 'll % ^fft ^  M'prii ■%", ^ i  cM*j'i TTRFT <-hv: TttH R  ^  •

«}<=tl̂l 5qqfqi ^R ^jilfef WT ~gS>RW

^PPp iVr ?T^qR #t W  ^5J^f m *  f t^  #  TIT ^  sHT ^ R  ^  3l1W^t TT»TR #  

r̂ m  w  TT#it- A r  anf^mfr t o i  i^t w t  î r t  #  i ^ t r  w i t  w  3^tt?r f -  fw

^  ^  T T T R  ^  ^Tt 3 f l^ t if l-  % T  W T  ^ t  M ? T  t  t -  ^  ^ T  ^ t  ? R T  i f  ^ T r T t  W
R̂" R̂TrT f t  IR ^ t ^Rnft ■%■• ^  viW f̂ T ^jtcT ^  31  ̂ «<^n m̂ mJtR  R̂" X̂rTf 

^  T̂ rfrT #  ,71̂ I Trt' f -  T̂ T ?fRlt iff f c f t  ?pr ^  TTH  ^TfT *iV̂ TT A^f TR SfOftRiT' 

3#m?r s i^ n fr  ^rtpt m  w it  ^ r  T f  t ‘ - ^nFg ^  ntnr ;^t 3N^t ^ M t  ^t ^t

P1

|303 SC&ST/90.
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^Trft #  ^  7THF R*t W  ft W t  f  • TQ TfTsT TO 3#<Jc||̂  W m  m $t 3fltf|feeM #  f&qc

* [fft fiifi ri Megldet> <H<Hrt-l —tl TTT *Fh R 3T fttft fo T T  '!" •

TTTlfti' sfr SSTRT cWT fa'+l«<$ 3FST fiw P M P it % ftp? 3 )1 ^ 3 1 #  R W i f t  ftlR T

T R ^ R * ^  T R T  #T ^fFTcT f  • 3 T R lfr #  Wft #  ^FfT #  ydlfe-* = R  T F R  #T T F *? T  f t  ^  ft 

i k  ^ rftR  ^ n flT R l ^  TtTtfRT * R  T it  ?fr- 3lRTTcfr #  2TR- TtrerROf fe ^ n Y  Ttf rft f t f  f ilm  

&irui«p T if t *  MX-rf ‘R jtd  ^  ?=■ -H•*11rt-m‘i 3R ^<f! f t  ^ f t  T ift*  T^T^t T 3!^  M <5 Jfl ^

W T T  TTRT "̂ TT T̂T q^t ^  T w F T  ft 31?R 7t' sft jfi§RT 3iftsft ^  ĵRTft ft *TTrJ l[f

3-FTTfr #  ~  T T ift 5TTF1 ^ f t  WU  ^T R  <71T ^TT f t t  ifri f t t f t  T f f . ITT 7TCT f t  $ T [f ft , ft

#  3 B M  ^ T lt  J lT ftrf^  T R H R f ^ t , ^ t  3 i f W h  sft f e f t  Wl 3TCHT f t ,  T R T  TH ^nT TTR f e n  

7RTT MlT 3 “ 1 xr- ^fpfi' F̂T #P F T T  TTRT ^ f t  t^ T T  W -  TIT 3 T R  ftr f l #  3R1 ftlTTERt % # 1  ft 

^t <ftftf <£ Tje1?JFT 3#TSRT ^  ft 3 3Rqft ft TIT Wt- Tjft RlfV, T5T R^RTft ^  % T  ^Rt 3 

W T O ^ R  3 # T  aft 3WRTT ^TTT t  fe^TT TRTT ^ IT  ^ if t  ^ T  *F P fT  R W  ft ' 3TC7lftt 

TF7- TST ^TlfrT #  TTR rft f t  * ft  ^ F # rT  f U  F<T q ft Tfrft f t ,  T O #  s in T T T  #  frR  37^R?

m  TTrft ftt ^TT?r '̂ ft T3ir- TI T̂ ^t TIT #  TT̂ TT Htftt ft T R #  nRftt #  TTTEF

^ “R  ^  TT 3 ^ i r  T r r -  f t  f N t  f t  W r ^ l f  T m t  f t ^ T R  ^ t  *TPR1 #  i f l '  f

fftT  ft t  t e R  F̂T -q?TF i f t t  #  TTTcf » R  T1TT t -

^=T^R ^  -^ ft t r T  f t  3it[ft Xl̂ tTH°h T R N ^ t ^  'F T R  sn ftcflftt ^  ^?T sq^^SJT, *

^ d i y  ^T T f  • TT^Sm fe=FR  I^TT 3«1̂ - , ih i f t^ t  'ft siM 1̂®tJ r R S R  3̂ * ^ t  ^TFT

’t ’ • T F R  ^ R H R t ^  V^rl fitful Tft ^llls < PF ^fir «FPJrl ^  TITVT

^<ii • ^ i-jh %  ^t 3̂ ft ■qf̂ ?T ft? ^t j1 h m  ^  3HPTT fepft T̂T Tft'M

■ R ff f  • ftf?r #  W R  W  j f t  t f t ^ t  1 ■i-j'fl 3if?)of!i< i^ - i^ T ^ t f t t  ^ t?  w r t t  •n ft I ' *  t i t  i t f p i  I

^  f e w r  #  IrF? R  -SHi^T #  f tW fR t  #  TTTOtTT #  ^ T F R  ft? ft f  'rft 3fl?<{c)l^ 3fqft ^ ftsR  |

# t ^ t t  f t  zrr H f i^ r r  f r  ^ r  t<rar f  k r  s m  t h ^ t  fr?  «frfT ^ 1

TTR ftT RTfT TyziT eft l ‘ft ^15 ^?ft Istf" ^  ^  Ir N  T R ^ T  ^>T *I^ fT  ^ffrn1 % • <T!ft V

j p f t  ^mTEpft #  ft a’lf ^ r f t t  m r  i r r  ^ rf ^ r o r  f t  # R r f r  3i?rr w f  ir t  "rmr ^  »  

TIT5FT t ^ I R  3 |f tc ||^  T R R  #  ^  ftrTT t -  I

3 H ^ lf t t  3 R  HT«g fa* TTSWFlt ^ t ,  T JT ^ t P T T R  W  F T R T  t ,  TTJ^lR "iff  TTR7TT t *  < «  

STOft ?I®?t f t  T R T  = t̂ TST ^TR R T ^ T , TTT^t TP^oT hR «FT T ir f t  t^ r f  jTT

, rwft "ftrr t̂t w'iriqK ift ^tftt ■%■ • t r j  Tir^t T̂cT ■sift %  vnpr ft itrt ~T?i ’t" • t r  "fit '-fl

% t?  vi'H«fl 3 ^ rft ■jff 3i*TF<7 f  • f ^ R y  v4«q>i ^ R  SRg^iT f t  T T  J iin rl' 3IIT ^  ^T'-^

^ r p r  #  y n i^ ^  3 P t •qr^t f -  m  ^  f t  s iit t  ^ t t t  f  3 r r  vrr <r?r %  a ^ s iw  

3!Cfft -T iiR  3TqTT <ft trScTT t  # T  tilTrqTT ft^P T ?5JT3qT JTc^R #  fe q  T T ^ T  f t  7TFTT W  

??T n t e  f t  3N  TT^ 10  f t  15  # T ? R  rPF ^ < ^ 1 #  3N ft ^T 3TOTT ^  f  • J ltn S R T #

sfjtr^R" ^  <̂ i -j -ii TTRTrfT 'T f t f t  f t  T f t  IrR T  R TT ^J^RT MH5II ■-llril <.f> I ^  TIT®PiT ^  Ti^B  

T R R F tT  ':T f t  TRTTTT ^  f t  ^ T  i5 T  f i r i f t  HTiT IrR T  RTcTI ^  W  l^PrR 3Ht̂ =TR?t ^ W T I  

^  f t  3FFT 3 N ^  3 f 3 f t e l  ^  ^  f  3 ^  ‘NtTEHT f t  "nft f  • TRePlft W tf  TIT W lR #  ■  

i f t  TTFF TT  ̂ ^  5 r T r  #  ^ m ii^ rn  ^ t  ^ ? T R  tf^ ftip R T  #  ^ 1 R  % ^  ^  *jn ir|J«* 2 0  H
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^  Tforrr ft f a m f m  ttt t  gmfita ^t mvrft w r  t  t * ^Tff n̂r

f  f t  ^ ft- TQ rTTT 31̂ -cmft #T SFft^T % W T , ^Tff TT̂  TTR& 3TR*kTT TW ^  ^FRT T̂T

m m  t-

*!?[ _ ̂ 5 ? 7 _  ^ 5 L L  SLUfOI J!^!?

3PTT TT*T it|«f»i« ^t fH  VT ^  Tit ??Rl TR nJ«4 wwmkimi «(*+> f t ^
£• ijfa 3#tr?nror m  w p  *& ^  snirt wtot w  m  ^  fa irrft ift-*p ^ r t #  $  

ssft qjpRi jft *if1 *fl t̂t *ratfl tft- 5rtt 5P5T r̂r ^ r  t  fa ^  “it *nr f t  iftm R 

htbri % aig^r ^nfl fr-arcr t j t  srr *l w t r  gift t t r  tft #  TTf tft I'skim^h 

if  Srf dtfT *£t #Fqfa<WF WF t -  ^  3#TnP>| $  *PPfT #  3#pfa *jfa % ajftfTITT #  1?P7 3t
*rr# ^TFft f  -  ^  *nr fa 3 T  ^ptffrr 3  ftar ^nto? A t  ^tht znr fa ijfa ^  sflW ^r % w d

M^lrf o<jfaT*7T ^  SJtfirfT jŴ Jrl T7̂  ^T ■Sifi'̂ JR w* ^ ^nTs (1 ^t WT ^  ^  îdlH d
m  t ,  tnr ijft- aftmsoi $ p p  3  s u ito r  f  A t  ^  a m  £  tfnnfaH wu\ jftrt 

fatrr w  t -  i w  3rf zrr ir3? fa #  ift t r w  ^r * N w  3  ^t ^niVd f t  ^ ft  ^Rfhr f -  

m r  m w  *ft ir t b i M  #  fere *rrt *mnfr t  rft t*t# f a  ^ q i ^  ?itjil w

=7TVT i*PTI' ■3TT ««pni %■ ‘Pflfa “ilT tRVRV ITrT ■? ^dTfed ^  ■ Tilt rRT ^  ^  |̂tT«JTc ^  

^r H?<iikni #  ^  4 ŝ r  # n t ft^rr ^  "nt ^ fifrr  ^  fi^ir
31T^ T^tf T̂? fajf^ A t  TÎ t̂ T 1^>RT %  "irT? 0 f"• ^151 ^=IM T̂?’ "%" fa WT

Ŵ TT ^  3FJR T f rfTjft % tfcT At  3fifrT ^  d^l^ "'R ^t 1TJT n ^  *RTTci TIFT
?TV̂  ^  ? WT wl̂ lT ^  3RnTSf t̂ Tvf 7Tf% W  dl̂ il ^  T^T t̂ T^l< 11 ^T Slî K

^  ^ ^ ti "I" ? <jtŷ i«i ^:*.qMii >nt^ % ^siT^rat ?ftnt ^^ynWrf ft% ^  fer? 

iR fr  iPn rit m  ^  f t  3i?f Hm fa t ^  T ^ t  prrifr ^r a^nr fe^r ^n^rr- ^ r  

<%w 3fPT o^jq^i ^  rfrnV ®r ^  si?n??f ^  TMdtnt fM t* ^  »rft
MiRTT i*imhm  fa^t *ft TRIT ^̂ TRT ^4l<Ii ^R WTT TrR ?TOfll "̂ "•

*1̂ 1 3fl3f t^RT % m m *11̂ * «l»1 T̂Tcft <̂ 5 cRT 1̂ " l̂lrll ^  ^  ^T ^T R̂TRT
*m ^  snfî r ^  ^  ;3n<7 A t t» i zfl;»r;Tr̂ ‘ ^  9hif°r ^r n̂?f srst it^  f t  'jtrtt ^  ■̂r«c 3tt^

f t  fa r ĤFTfT % Ijdlft't* 'TJfl-T ^T 3ftl«5ul fâ TT f̂ldl ^ ^  fa^t HI ^  Pim^i F̂T
W f JJR*T f t  T̂RT Tit TTf# ^T ft^  ^R ^ t  rft JT̂TTT f t ,  M  #  ^T At  ^RfR iff ^  At

3Ff 3fi4t ■iWî l ^  ^'4 «rt>t ^  F2HI 'if7!!* T?T 5Wd ^  jT3 ^T ĵtnTPT ,:S>
i#)«=ll4dl T̂T ^T T̂Tĉ t t  qi^-MHI TR ^  fF  ^  #  *tR f M  $ jftTR fspz tJT
v i >̂r fa w r  ijPr %  amyT^r qr %■ ^rr 3?f ■%■ ? trt &  rfsRU ^jt ^

PT T̂RTRT »M^n M IT  % WITT t -* P̂Ppi P̂r HT ‘^ff Sî mRT̂ T Tift ^  ^
8wt?RT f t  t -  ^  ?RT t  % WS JTPT̂  TRW  fa^t # I^ H  ^  W M

#  ?)?¥t t  A t ^pff #  jjffr #  aijtirnsof #  p t a  si? ^  jht»t ^r<fi t ,  ^Frp ^t 

^rvff % WFrr? '^', ^rft "Jift, =r5‘ «m*ji « l^ iii * tĵ t ^Ndi ,;:i f t  f ',  t ^ t

t
R  t- fa?rft f a m n r  t  fa # H P j f t ^ #  4 0 W ^ * f r a M r T ^ T ? r  ^Hmfr

w fa^R wr̂  tfp  ^t 1M t ^t VRTrT ■qft % fr A t znr 19 qf ?idi®4l ^  21 # '
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ijftr 3*;?^  Jfr ^re^mr trere

i?tt£ $  TTnr^ t  ^  3it »fr f- ^ r  qfrqbnrst £  itn ■̂rrct "ft ^ r  

^ r  3 ^ w > r  fa^rr ^ttttt t  eft T f t f  ^  ^ n f R  #  3hhtt 3 r r  hi« $ i+  ttttter ^  ^  f  ^  ^

3R %  TTWQR- ^HT fa 3lfaeprTT 3lfl̂ qmi m h M  TRT ^  <4'ft T̂<r lfalfT

t -  3  3TRiT5*Fi #  3 ^ F T ? r  ^  ^  %  3T?TM  ^  W f J ^ t  W  N t  f  • 1 # P 7

^r 3if̂ Tnr*r ^>r t -̂ppt t^ p T'TT ^nr cifrit ^T 3i*r̂  f?n^ ^  r c--) ^  fo'?

1T3I«JT ^R7T ÎTrTT $" ‘rfr %  3FTRF 3FET Maw'll "$ T * ^  T^jt 3FT̂ TTT ^>T ^ETI TTrfl o'-

m j u  sfpĵ t #  ^ t w  Tra% *7 ift 3 ^  w r  ^ift‘ ^ffr f  • ^rpr #t j q  v&- i^rttft %

Wit i#vP7 fhlTT "T^ ~^ft 1T3TT i  wtfo Ttnft ITÎ TrTT# T? JlR|fa^ TIT#t

mmth f  W  ?f|TIT ^  3lfa+'l V  sfi^rr S R t w  fa<-TI T̂T W i T  f  •

5 ^ ?  A t  sure

wfr ^ch^RT#1 #r ^ i m t  #  frre fesum ^  *& 3it gfa*n£r sft f  farn# s k  «tr 

^ t t  - iF ^ r  t -  * jfa  2 # n r ^ r  if ^*?r t fm t  ^  stfN rr #  p t  if t w  ^ r fn  £  T rn f r

FU ^FtT  f 3 F ^  #  J T T ^ f  WT f t  ^ R ? T  t -  S f l l V l l d l  W *  3  3 f f t  « f f  T T O W  ^  3 O T  T^FC 5 5 ^  

&  3liV̂ r1l -uTl "%"• ^5" 31̂  ̂ ^1” ^  3fcl*i T5*^ 'fejlrl ^T *<iM Tf sft *1 >>"* fî Ĵ <H«?>rii

^ immi %  «5>Kul WTPr 5tT ^JFIT >9is<̂ <

^ M  *l'Jl^< ^*71 1̂3"dT ^  rlt *15 <1HM T̂rll ’fe’ ^lT fi)̂l ^TTT 'ilr) • >i M<i 3 ^  sim 

lR^ifl ^TT ftc% f  Trrr T ^ r  W T  ■̂nft TTFpT- ^ DF sterTT ^cii^i fef^TFR %  

it? q  #^rr ^tuh^h it ^  f  t wrft i m r t o  w  ifr #  ^  t  k r  t?t trt ^tt?t 

 ̂ w  ^  viz ^n# f- w  trt tnr w f  t  fa ijfa i r w r  ^Pfr, i^ra# TTTrr ^Fi^f #  

SIWTr 1Tr 3 f ? < ? q im ^ l  T R r  ^  T5T t " ,  ^iiTQcnfe^ T 3 r f j? f^  «iHTPP5> ferffT ^  TPTcT

r̂ t t" Mir T?T #ITT T &  # W R  ^  ' IcRr ^  3T TTrf opFT 5TT TT̂ FrTT t-- 

Miferi ^  item m  atq^Fr

if ^rrt w  m  ntrjt ^r wtpt Tint t?r f̂ TPfterr ^ r  ^  ^  ?rfftFr it ^  f , t r #  

fe n rt %  w  fe r  tt? t r ;  t̂t i f t  f  v*$t # r  ?<idm yi'^m !̂ rt^  fa  ■grnrr f̂ znr 
rr̂F irt tt# t% suf^Rft i^n% #  n r  jitou ^  3RTrmr %?r # r r  7 ^  it rft f- t ^ r  

L ^  w  wr ^  #  w r  M -  otjfar ^  ^  izrt h w t  m m  i t  mfr ^  f̂t 

^far -srtfpr tt^ tj^r ^tpt ttt# j^?t ^  t^ftt rra> 3wvr TTt ^tft t-

TTST3! #  ftTC 3»ft cicl ^  «-t(|c(inM %  W T ^  JT+<ul JR^rT F3T Rf?T5f fa ô f̂ riyl 

\ 24  0 sk^(  T R ^ f t  W  W < < lrT  ■? TWT W  «JT- IQ  Tqw # H  ^  z n r  ^T??T

TTT f a  T=T s q ^ t j r  ^  ^ j r f  TV  ^  T(^T ^T BZR^TT #T W Q -  ^ ^ - 1 1  t  f a  ^  # T  T Jn f t

r w t  ^  ^  ptoft 2 4 0  ^  w r  facrr it, s i ^ t  i w r  ^  wit ^ SVhi$h t
24 0 f̂l 5̂ H^ ^PT "if TIT T i 3I1 i, jtî  ^

T > f t  #  i t ,  ^  T7$  #  i^ P 7  T R f T  i f i  TK f a ^ T  # T  ^  T n r r ^ T H  #  f t
►? =rft T,icf>c1rl •
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TStfT 7([ TTJTI7T JffT *T»f 7jtfT TRTWHt &  3T<7 ^ R T  9JT WT 3rTT f -  T n m te

f a r o  #  f tr f  #  j s t t  f r  m  f t  * $ m r  f t  srnft t -  w  t tu t#  #  d '

3*T^ 8 ^Tlttl ^  ^T? vifHls h  TsV̂ TI "rfV \i *£f s tf l

X^cqjt i f  i^FRT ^  HW ^  VCTTT *Ff #?PT ^it 31R$t cis.ll %n£t Trf ^ , TWp >̂RDr "̂ ?T if 't f r w ,

■ m fc tt  A t  w»D (i<s # r  3w), ild ^  t ^ t  ^  >i&<£! ^ fr  f a ^ t  wf ^ztpt <i^ h fO jtthi• ^r*f

ilR' ^  TWFRT# #  TT*I<7R #  W P T ^ T R l  #  ;̂ RT, TJrtT A t  wrf ^  fa ^  2#fo 

#  #*TrT 7 * i * 7  rf^ ^  IJtfT fc^T 3TMT fc*

|qcf)|<H ^  fa"^ T« &ft l l ^  ^  kTki^FT ^  «<4M <jft f" 1% SIlfcfrT 'fi^TO $" W r

w t  sWcT«f> s itg s t #  T F in n  *rr T=rf #  w m  #  *c tt  f t  “N n r r  ^ r  w r  i t f t t  ^tt m ^ rr

f - $  TWFT IT r^  f  W #  £  >f? tj£ 3*fl 1TFT #  TTItft H W  *TPT# t  WHfT̂ IT

m  nq̂ :|<0| epf #3FT ^Ts aff̂TEF Tpfl̂ rll fo*rf t T?ft t‘- <TFg fa? ?ft 3PT #t TIFTr! *Tift fo

trfhnft t s f t  #  & ftct 3 t  3mR°iT * t  f i  t h i I  t ? r  #  3rtfr $ r  ^ r r  w r  i^nrr w  f -  t j t ?

w r  ^nr ^  %  ^-tnft $siY %  W^nr ^  în r iim<t> t̂r»f ^rr ifr ,;T^t ‘f̂ fi t r t

TTT^t 3^T 'll'l^si ®tn <̂fll ci*?> ÎT 7TT ^ " ^ t  ®HT T«F \ifi«fl ^|T ^R" vi<H
W  Th?RrfT ^  ^RTT ^  ^  ‘N w  #  T=T H F ^ I #  ^T ft ^  f  ^  3FT M w

^ n f #  M  «Pt w a  i f r  t -

w d l iV r f? rft ^f*i<7r % ^  i£i£w« ^ft ^ k  fe tin  ^ r - ~ j t t  ?St, mc^ji
WT ^R" 4V 4 t ’ T̂ T 't?fi' ^  T̂T 7t?FT ^ 7 ^  ^  ifP? <̂W<1 ^  q it % t^RFTl

ÎTT ftf1?* PT i? lf  TTT^I' ^  §M<J'Q ^  'jft’ j m <<i ^  ^TSTEFlt ol^FTRT, % W ^fferl

^WIT JTpfl ■̂f̂ TT 3?f 5̂ q??3T̂ f ^  fr?^T "̂ f ^<iWi ^  ‘ifT̂  ^PTTfT ^  ^ItRI ^T9 

J<T% ^9TrT epi«i*!<i % TTT?T cq>< T^FF ^?i?T  ci>ihj ik1 51 ^FIT ^':TT, 3Hsf̂ ‘ ^  r!t flihlW %"• I  

??l rRT 5^  ftn«ld1 ^  ^  ^  •Iterfl ^R" JR^Ti ^  ^?ff ^  ^q5|^ ^  qs^l
d)«<i j ’i'i^ i ^4m*ii jfr "gi ■%■ t? i t  ^  ^ o ^ c .^ r r  tt t  w r o - f*? t ^ I  

t?if ^  3#r^?iqi^T strgwi h r  fr- '̂ nfr 5̂ ^  m  $[ ^-yrrr Ftr t  ^rar asf-l 

trr in ^ t t -*

' i f e u r  A t  "m m ”

3M snnr m m  w r f  ^  ^  Tfmft ^ r t  #  #  # r  jfr ^ r t t  ^  # t t r  ^ r l

3T??f 1TFT t̂ <TT Wlil 'Ht IcĴ FRT ^T ^?IT WT f t  % • PT TFTrf ^  ^TT ?tiiT ^  I

■ĉ Wfr ^ r r  t  i^ R T  #  fTs ^  T»rf q't ifmWraF Ttr ^  Tftrnt ^ r o t  ^  m  f t  a j f t f a l  

i k  w r t e  ^  fr ^  A t  ^ r f r  ^ r a r r  ^ r  i \  ^ ^ n r  w  - ^ r f t  ^ fa tii  i f  ^ t  ^ r a T  ^ t |  

jfltm  f t  f t  i ^ t  ^  in r  ?ffefr ^  ^  ^  t t t  ^  ftrir  ^>1

Tfmft ^ R T  ■? W?fr ^PTT SFT sr^FT =FT^ ^  ^  3&T ITT# ^  ^  3W^ W<F’f[ ~Tf 1

^ r a t  ^ r t  r f  t • T F g  t * t#  m i f t  ^ t  ^ r  ^^ rft j i f r t  ^ t  % tf i^  'qrqrr #  m r h t t  w l  

^ t  ^RTT ^  W R T  itr ^  T̂T T f  f  A t  ^?T #  IQ  'JW ^T  ^ t  I^R T  ^ t  TTWT i \  ^  TfT f -  |  

tIT  ^  1 * ?  qTT<WFrTT ^  f a  TlfTTT t«T ^'t ^?lt t  fejT^T f t  W  % '  ^  T̂ T ^Tr- 
oFTis" 3ll<J<il rll^ll ^T ^?T "t" “ft Tĥ WM ^  ^idhIHI ^  IrtO 'jPRTT ^  sis, 'FT TTH" ^  * ?4)
#  M  ^  qnr irft t W t t  ^ft ît Tft f  fa w  3=r zrRtq' #  M t  &  t?r ^  %j ~f' f- ■'n̂ l

■f’ETft 3 k  1 R  4Tb?iw^ pftrfl- ^ r  "y<mT t?T" jft ^  ? [ tf  MjRT *FT 3Tqr<>J?l ^V<rfi' ^  ^
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M  i# W l r  m i  % M  m  h t t  " ite r r  & r "w rt"  i t  fr aFFT-aFFr 

^?r TR t -  ^  *j*ft t  fo t*t faTFR *ft «h m Et w t  i t  rftu tfrM ft v f z r  t£  f , t*t3

3Kî fft<T 3F7HT ^T 3r4|«H< t a - T̂T TTT t", TFT# jfifT 3flgfar tfr tHT *pr? *TT?f t  fa VTRrf

3W ff^TT ^  *n rc fr  * i t  ^  wr t t t t  t -  w f t  u r i ^  =^tfi $  t o r  $ ae#  ^ t r t  dm 
-jTT VPI>A £  •

3 m r  _f_55L_l*^55!!r_i^_

"*m?T" if »ft to 3H7T jfam M  ^rr r̂r tosit t  ^  znr "strh" tit <fr

TO qrft fr* t e ^ T T  *TTT fo <iWfa<T 'if^TT" W  "SfKri" #  jfitf R̂TT S^qTIT f  ifa zrfY 

3WSK TH "*m?T" ^  "fc^flracfr# jfifT £• wmPPV ^7R % ^  t  ’ife rrr $ t  rTHT M l  *ft 

sjtfT rT$ £  1% W #  foFRl) WTC #  TfWlfrl<+ Ĵ CTRT W i  t -  "vnTrT" % ^ * o t  #  W  ^-^TOTT f -

3 r r  t  f t  tft*T nr« |i> i+  p t o r !  ^ rr s f r t  i r a r  i r  ? ft ^ r  i t  ‘« r a *  -&

£• fastR 3&r ^  smrft ^r Ttmhr #■ aimfo 5?wkit vc  3wft anr

ft IR ffT ^  STT t£  f  • f^T "J=rRrl" if tft TT^T  #  ^  ^  T̂f T t  $*. w g  T^' *TJf? 

a j3 i -if i f r  " fr^ 5 R *» f"  f r h  Srcft M r  «pft f *  ? jt  ^ rfftr  t. %  T -trrn ^  :̂ t f t  <# 
rarPRT ^ f r - T r - ^  ^ tft f t  t -  w r t e  ^ i f t  ^ r  ^  f t  sp ^ r^ t ■?)• $  k r  ^ n r  f  

iftN  <aî w<iI ^  Mi'̂ ifii ^rr ■vj';r< *TF̂ rdT*

t q  w r  irmt t?r t  fi^T ?t %St k r  q i ^  F̂rcrr ^  w r  â fejrr f  • tnfr 

=r^, #r M  t  ^t T fr f -  inrft t?r $  "fj^rr" " s w  ^nr

I t ^ P T W  ^T TT? i^ T T  W  T^T 3^TT ftrtt f̂T TTT £• " 1̂ “^ '  hR% ^H TT 

 ̂ TW<ftl4t ^  W  # T  ^  W?5KI % T ?%H ?lfftrrT f  PFi^T ^  f t  TO f s  ^  W  t ,  VFZ 

r^t jf <j<4fl ^ T  Jn?<;qi4l THTPT %, <î id«M ^  ^PT TTT TO ^cJ fê IcTT ^  T1TT - 

l< W #  T O T  ^  ^  l lT  T=f# ^  ^  TOjf i f  P M  W¥ft #TT* ^ 7  ^F *&Sr ^FTkT 

iwft«wi £  ^  irrnft TTRjai'# ^rr T m t 3^?if ^r f t  ^ f t ‘ # w r  ^r »fr ^  

FnrrTRir £• 

3 i ^ i #  P R  3ft 3̂  itr^ m  t  7i*fn‘ ite ; w  f -  M  % IH'MM «?T

^  ^  ^  f i r  Tf ^  ^  £  ^T5t SlftrcH# P R  m  k r  T *^ T  dfl¥dr«i tfT f t
m i w  tEFF p  w t  t?r, ^ r  m  ^ r t  #  1̂ f r t  % ^  ^ r jq  #  fnrrr t^t c=M ^r ^St 

f l - tzt t -  4 t  m -  i t o r  t?t ^ p fr  % t t r  i \  sfr, ^ra# ‘rnrrT -?iwR

^  ^  t ^  ^ r r - ^ i l  f -  t r f r  ~ ^ f t ,  ^ r  ^rr w = p  T m t th ^ tp  szr^^qr % ^ r tp f  t -  
r# 3int ^  tit 1#  ^tt inr t*t ^ R ir  i^ n r  ^  Ot t v  ■% v& 

pr^T 3 ^ r d  <£r 3 ^ r R r  f -  t g  $r r̂tcnr s t i w i  j tw t i  It c#t ^^crfr^ i \ i t  

r w f  ? p r  i|[T fV<#rd ? sir ^  Jiinr TOFnrT ¥  tt lî tTriT ^  ‘itrgrr ^r 

kar f ’

^ if r t  ^r tnr t o r #  f t  wcrrFr airiW # ^ t  ^ f r -  T f t  t -  zrr t  ^  ^ir w  

rffcott ^  ^r#TTJtr p * r  vt t s t  m $  # r  ^r tto ^ t # r ^ t  w t  t t t  t -  trF g

-303 SC&ST/90.
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ANNEXURE-9

R esolution  and D eclaration

On this sacred day, the Father of our Nation had established the great 
democratic right of the people to rise against injustice and to declare an 
inequitous system as unacceptable. He had broken the salt law which violated the 
right to live. We today feel that the great task undertaken by Gandhiji has 
remained incomplete. The British had forced on our nation a colonial legal 
system which was violative of the basic value frame of our society and the basic 
rights of the people. After Independence, we gave unto ourselves a Constitution 
with the clear objective of establishing a socialist republic. It was expected 
that the Colonial legal system will be changed and will be moulded in accordance 
with the democratic values. This task has not been even undertaken.

All natural resources including land provide basic sustenance to the 
ordinary people and are, therefore, their means of livelihood. The existing laws 
concerning natural resources including land are based on two faulty premises:

(i) that there are no caimunity rights on land - this premise is contrary to the 
lived experience of people where forests, water etc. have traditionally been 
Conmon Property Resources (CPRs) crucial to subsistence; and

(£i) that even individual rights can be abrogated and taken over by the State at 
will under the name of "developnent", "national interests" etc.

These premises are at the root of massive displacement and pauperisation of large 
sections of the population through mega projects.

The Land Acquisition Act 1894 and other laws governing resource use were 
pranulgated by the British when India was their colony. These laws are totally 
inappropriate in the present context.

Moreover, land in our country has also been percieved as Mother. That is a 
sacred relationship. This law is not only against the spirit of the Constitution 
bu t is violat-ive of hunan rights as also our sacred tradition.

Therefore, today, April 13th, 1990 we, the representatives of various 
organisations based in different tribal and other regions of the country, 
exercising our authority as citizens of India, after full consideration of the 
fact that this colonial unconstitutional law is violative of Ionian rights and our 
sacred tradition, hereby solemnly resolve and declare the same as unacceptable 
and invalid. As from this day, no action under this unvalid law will be 
acceptable to us.

NIEPA ^  / W . r , ,  v .

■mill Rr; '• -  - - -
G1S14 9 •• * -r

■ft*....... ..........
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